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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION 
Washington, D.C. 

In the Matter of 

CERTAIN DIGITAL VIDEO 
RECEIVERS AND HARDWARE AND 
SOFTWARE COMPONENTS THEREOF 

Investigation No. 337-TA-1001 

NOTICE OF THE COMMISSION'S FINAL DETERMINATION FINDING A 
VIOLATION OF SECTION 337; ISSUANCE OF A LIMITED EXCLUSION ORDER 

AND CEASE AND DESIST ORDERS; DENIAL OF PETITION REQUESTING 
RECONSIDERATION OF COMMISSION DETERMINATION FINDING PETITION 

OF CERTAIN ISSUES TO BE WAIVED; TERMINATION OF THE INVESTIGATION 

AGENCY: U.S. International Trade Commission. 

ACTION: Notice. 

SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that the U.S. International Trade Commission (the 
"Commission") has found a violation of section 337 in this investigation and (1) has issued a 
limited exclusion order ("LEO") prohibiting importation of certain digital video receivers and 
hardware and software components thereof, and (2) has issued cease and desist orders ("CDOs") 
directed to the Comcast respondents. This investigation is terminated. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT: Ron Traud, Office of the General Counsel, 
U.S. International Trade Commission, 500 E Street SW., Washington, DC 20436, telephone 202-
205-3427. Copies of non-confidential documents filed in connection with this investigation are 
or will be available for inspection during official business hours (8:45 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.) in the 
Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, 500 E Street SW., Washington, 
DC 20436, telephone 202-205-2000. General information concerning the Commission may also 
be obtained by accessing its Internet server at htips://irww.usitc.gov.  The public record for this 
investigation may be viewed on the Commission's electronic docket ("EDIS") at 
htips://edis.usitc.gov.  Hearing-impaired persons are advised that information on this matter can 
be obtained by contacting the Commission's TDD terminal, telephone 202-205-1810. 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The Commission instituted this investigation on May 
26, 2016, based on a complaint filed on behalf of Rovi Corporation and Rovi Guides, Inc. 
(collectively, "Rovi"), both of San Carlos, California. 81 FR 33547-48 (May 26, 2016). The 
complaint, as amended, alleges violations of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, 
19 U.S.C. 1337 ("section 337"), by reason of infringement of certain claims of U.S. Patent Nos. 
8,006,263 ("the '263 patent"); 8,578,413 ("the '413 patent"); 8,046,801 ("the '801 patent- ); 
8,621,512 ("the '512 patent"); 8,768,147 ("the '147 patent"); 8,566,871 ("the '871 patent- ); and 



6,418,556 ("the '556 patent"). The complaint further alleges that a domestic industry exists. Id. 
at 33548. 

The Commission's notice of investigation named sixteen respondents (collectively, 
"Respondents"). The respondents are Comcast Corporation of Philadelphia, PA; Comcast Cable 
Communications, LLC of Philadelphia, PA; Comcast Cable Communications Management, LLC 
of Philadelphia, PA; Comcast Business Communications, LLC of Philadelphia, PA; Comcast 
Holdings Corporation of Philadelphia, PA; Comcast Shared Services, LLC of Chicago, IL 
(collectively, "Comcast"); Technicolor SA of Issy-les-Moulineaux, France; Technicolor USA, 
Inc. of Indianapolis, IN; Technicolor Connected Home USA LLC of Indianapolis, IN 
(collectively, "Technicolor"); Pace Ltd. of Saltaire, England (now ARRIS Global Ltd.); Pace 
Americas, LLC of Boca Raton, FL; ARRIS International plc of Suwanee, GA; ARRIS Group 
Inc. of Suwanee, GA; ARRIS Technology, Inc. of Horsham, PA; ARRIS Enterprises Inc. of 
Suwanee, GA (now ARMS Enterprises LLC); and ARRIS Solutions, Inc. of Suwanee, GA 
(collectively, "ARRIS"). 81 FR at 33548; see also 82 FR 38934 (Aug. 16, 2017). The Office of 
Unfair Import Investigations is not a party to this investigation. 81 FR at 33548. 

Prior to the evidentiary hearing, Rovi withdrew its allegations as to certain patent claims. 
See Order No. 17 (Sept. 23, 2016), unreviewed, Comm'n Notice (Oct. 21, 2016); Order No. 25 
(Nov. 14, 2016), unreviewed, Comm'n Notice (Dec. 2,2016); Order No. 27 (Dec. 5,2016), 
unreviewed, Comm'n Notice (Dec. 28, 2016). Rovi proceeded at the evidentiary hearing on the 
following patents and claims: claims 7, 18, and 40 of the '556 patent; claims 1, 2, 14, and 17 of 
the '263 patent; claims 1, 5, 10, and 15 of the '801 patent; claims 12, 17, and 18 of the '871 
patent; claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 of the '413 patent; and claims 1, 10, 13, and 22 of the 
'512 patent. 

On May 26, 2017, the administrative law judge (the "AU") issued the final initial 
determination (the "Final ID"), which finds a violation of section 337 by Respondents in 
connection with the asserted claims of the '263 and '413 patents. The Final ID finds no violation 
of section 337 in connection with the asserted claims of the '556; '801, '871, and '512 patents. 
The AU recommended that, subject to any public interest deteiminations of the Commission, the 
Commission should issue an LEO directed to certain accused products, that CDOs issue to 
Respondents, and that the Commission should not require any bond during the Presidential 
review period (see 19 U.S.C. 1337(j)). 

On June 12, 2017, Rovi and Respondents filed with the Commission petitions for review 
of the Final ID. Respondents petitioned thirty-two of the Final ID's conclusions, and Rovi 
petitioned seven of the Final ID's conclusions. On June 20, 2017, the parties filed responsive 
submissions. On July 11, 2017, Rovi and Respondents filed statements on the public interest. 
The Commission also received and considered numerous comments on the public interest from 
non-parties. On July 5, 2017, Rovi and the ARRIS respondents filed a Joint Unopposed Motion 
for, and Memorandum in Support of, Leave to Amend the Complaint and Notice of Investigation 
to Correct Corporate Names of Two ARMS Respondents. The motion indicated that ARRIS 
Enterprises, Inc. has changed its name to ARRIS Enterprises LLC and that Pace Ltd. has 
changed its name to ARRIS Global Ltd. And, on July 25, 2017, Comcast submitted with the 
Office of the Secretary a letter including supplemental disclosure and representations. On July 
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31, 2017, Rovi submitted with the Office of the Secretary a response thereto. On August 9, 
2017, Comcast filed a response to Rovi's submission. 

On August 10, 2017, and after having reviewed the record, including the petitions and 
responses thereto, the Commission determined to review the Final ID in part. 82 FR 38934-36 
(Aug. 16, 2017) (the "Notice of Review"). In particular, the Commission determined to review 
the following: 

(1) The Final ID's determination that Comcast is an importer of the 
accused products (Issue 1 in Respondents' Petition for Review). 

(2) The Final ID's determination that Comcast has not sold accused 
products in the United States after the importation of those products into 
the United States (the issue discussed in section III of Rovi's Petition for 
Review). 

(3) The Final ID's determination that the accused Legacy products are 
"articles that infringe" (Issue 2 in Respondents' Petition for Review). 

(4) The issue of whether the X1 products are "articles that infringe" 
(Issue 3 in Respondents' Petition for Review), the issue of direct 
infringement of the '263 and '413 patents by the X1 accused products 
(Issue 5 in Respondents' Petition for Review), and the issue of "the nature 
and scope of the violation found" (the issue discussed in section X of 
Respondents' Petition for Review). 

(5) The issue of whether Comcast's two alternative designs infringe 
the '263 and '413 patents (Issue 4 in Respondents' Petition for Review). 

(6) The Final ID's claim construction of "cancel a function of the 
second tuner to permit the second tuner to perform the requested tuning 
operation" in the '512 patent, and the Final ID's infringement 
determinations as to that patent (Issue 26 in Respondents' Petition for 
Review). 

(7) The Final ID's conclusion that the asserted claims of the '512 
patent are invalid as obvious (the issue discussed in section VI.B.4 of 
Rovi's Petition for Review). 

(8) The issue of whether the ARRIS-Rovi Agreement provides a 
defense to the allegations against the ARRIS respondents (the issue 
discussed in section XI of Respondents' Petition for Review). 

(9) The Final ID's conclusion that Rovi did not establish the economic 
prong of the domestic industry requirement based on patent licensing (the 
issue discussed in section IV of Rovi's Petition for Review). 
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Id. at 38935. The Commission determined to not review the remainder of the Final ID. Id. The 
Commission additionally concluded that Respondents' petition of certain issues decided in the 
Final ID was improper, and therefore, those assignments of error were waived. Id. In the Notice 
of Review, the Commission also granted the motion to correct the corporate names of two of the 
respondents and determined to reopen the evidentiary record and accept the supplemental 
disclosure, response thereto, and reply to the response. Id. at 38934-35. The Commission 
requested briefing on some of the issues under review and also on remedy, the public interest, 
and bonding. Id. at 38935-36. 

On August 23, 2017, Respondents filed a Petition for Reconsideration of the 
Commission's Determination of Waiver as to Certain Issues Specified in Respondents' Petition 
for Review or, Alternatively, Application of Waiver to Issues Raised in Rovi's Petition for 
Review. On August 30, 2017, Rovi filed a response thereto. The Commission has determined to 
deny that petition. 

On August 24, 2017, Rovi and Respondents filed their written submissions on the issues 
under review and on remedy, public interest, and bonding, and on August 31, 2017, the parties 
filed their reply submissions. 

Having examined the record in this investigation, the Commission has determined to 
affirm the Final ID's conclusion that Comcast has violated section 337 in connection with the 
asserted claims of the '263 and '413 patents. 

The Commission has determined to affirm the Final ID in part, affirm the Final ID with 
modifications in part, reverse the Final ID in part, vacate the Final ID in part, and take no 
position as to certain issues under review. More particularly, the Commission affians the Final 
ID's determination that Comcast imports the accused X1 set-top boxes ("STBs"), and takes no 
position as to whether Comcast is an importer of the Legacy STBs. The Commission also takes 
no position on as to whether Comcast sells the accused products after importation. 

The Commission concludes that there is no section 337 violation as to the Legacy STBs. 
Regarding the X1 STBs, the Commission affirms the Final ID's conclusion that Comcast" s 
customers directly infringe the '263 and '413 patents. Thus, the Commission affirms the Final 
ID's conclusion that complainant Rovi has established a violation by Comcast as to those patents 
and the X1 STBs. 

The Commission also takes the following actions. The Commission vacates the Final 
ID's conclusion that Comcast's two alternative designs infringe the '263 and '413 patents and 
instead concludes that those designs are too hypothetical to adjudicate at this time. The 
Commission modifies and affirms the Final ID's claim construction of the claim term "cancel a 
function of the second tuner to permit the second tuner to perform the requested tuning 
operation" in the '512 patent and affiiins the Final ID's infringement determinations as to that 
patent. The Commission modifies and affirms the Final ID's conclusion that the asserted claims 
of the '512 patent are invalid as obvious. The Commission takes no position as to whether the 
ARRIS-Rovi Agreement provides a defense to the allegations against ARRIS, and as to whether 
Rovi established the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement based on patent 
licensing. The Commission adopts the remainder of the Final ID to the extent that it does not 



conflict with the Commission's opinion or to the extent it is not expressly addressed in the 
Commission's opinion. 

Having found a violation of section 337 in this investigation by Comcast with respect to 
the '263 and '413 patents, the Commission has determined that the appropriate form of relief is 
(1) a LEO, that subject to certain exceptions provided therein, prohibits the unlicensed entry of 
certain digital video receivers and hardware and software components thereof that infringe one 
or more of claims 1, 2, 14, and 17 of the '263 patent and claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 of the 
'413 patent that are manufactured by, or on behalf of, or are imported by or on behalf of Comcast 
or any of its affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries, agents, or other related business entities, 
or their successors or assigns; and (2) CDOs that, subject to certain exceptions provided therein, 
prohibit Comcast from conducting any of the following activities in the United States: importing, 
selling, offering for sale, leasing, offering for lease, renting, offering for rent, marketing, 
advertising, distributing, transferring (except for exportation), and soliciting U.S. agents or 
distributors for imported covered products; and aiding or abetting other entities in the 
importation, sale for importation, sale after importation, lease after importation, rent after 
importation, transfer, or distribution of covered products. 

The Commission has also determined that the public interest factors enumerated in 
section 337(d) and (f) (19 U.S.C. 1337(d) and (f)) do not preclude issuance of the LEO or CDOs. 
Finally, the Commission has determined that the excluded digital video receivers and hardware 
and software components thereof may be imported and sold in the United States during the 
period of Presidential review with the posting of a bond in the amount of zero percent of the 
entered value of the infringing goods (i.e., no bond). The Commission's orders and opinion were 
delivered to the President and to the United States Trade Representative on the day of their 
issuance. 

The authority for the Commission's determination is contained in section 337 of the 
Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1337), and in Part 210 of the Commission's Rules of 
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR Part 210). 

By order of the Commission. 

Lisa R. Barton 
Secretary to the Commission 

Issued: November 21, 2017 
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CERTAIN DIGITAL VIDEO RECEIVERS AND Inv. No. 337-TA-1001 
HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE COMPONENTS 
THEREOF 
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1700 K Street, NW 
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Joshua B. Pond, Esq. 
KILPATRICK TOWNSEND & STOCKTON LLP 
607 14th  Street, NW, Suite 900 
Washington, DC 20005 

On Behalf of Respondents Technicolor SA, Technicolor USA, 
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. 

In the Matter of Investigation No. 337-TA-1001

CERTAIN DIGITAL VIDEO '
RECEIVERS AND HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE COMPONENTS THEREOF

LIMITED EXCLUSION ORDER

The Commission has determined that there is a violation of section 337 of the Tariff Act

of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1337), in the unlawful importation, sale for importation, and/or

sale after importation by respondents Comcast Corporation; Comcast Cable Communications,

LLC; Comcast Cable Communications Management, LLC; Comcast Business Communications,

LLC; Comcast Holdings Corporation, and Comcast Shared Services, LLC (collectively

“Respondents”) of certain digital video receivers and hardware andsoftware components thereof

covered by one or more of claims 1, 2, 14, and 17 of United States Patent No. 8,006,263 or one

or more ofclaims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 ofUnited States'Patent No. 8,578,413.

Having reviewed the record of this investigation, including the written submissions of the

parties, the Commission has made its determination on the issues of remedy, public interest, and

bonding. The Commission has determined that the appropriate form of relief is a limited

exclusion order prohibiting the unlicensed entry into the United States of covered digital video

receivers and hardware and software components thereof manufactured by or on behalf of the

Respondents or any of their affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries, or other related business



entities, or their successors or assigns.

The Commission has also determined that the public interest factors enumerated in 19

U.S.C. 1337(d) do not preclude the issuance of the limited exclusionorder, and that the bond

during the Presidential review period shall be in the amount of zero percent of the entered value

of the infringing goods (i.e,, no bond).

Accordingly, the Commission hereby ORDERS that:

1. Digital video receivers and hardware and software components-thereof that infringe

one or more of claims 1, 2, 14, and 17 of United States Patent~No. 8,006,263 or one or

more of claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 of United States Patent No. 8,578,413 that

are manufactured by, or on behalf ofl or are imported by or on behalf of the

Respondents or any of their affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries, agents, or

other related business entities, or their successors or assigns, including ARRIS and

Technicolor] to the extent they import such products on behalf of Respondents, are

excluded from entry for consumption into the United States, entry for consumption

from a foreign-trade zone, or withdrawal from a warehouse for consumption, for the

remaining tenns of U.S. Patent Nos. 8,006,263 and 8,578,413, except under license of

the patent owner or as provided by law, and except for service or repair of digital

video receivers that were imported before the effective date of this order.

2. Notwithstanding paragraph 1 of this Order, the aforesaid digital video receivers and

hardware and software components thereof are entitled to entry into the United States

for consumption, entry for consumption fiom a foreign trade zone, or withdrawal

1ARRIS and Technicolor refer to Technicolor SA; Teclmicolor USA, Inc.; Technicolor Connected Home USA
LLC; ARRIS Intemational plc; ARRIS Group Inc.; ARRIS Technology, Inc.; ARRlS Enterprises LLC; ARRIS
Solutions, Inc.; ARRIS Global Ltd.; and Pace Americas; or any of their affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries,
agents, or other related business entities. or their successors or assigns. .
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from a warehouse for consumption, under bond in the amount of zero percent of the

entered value (i.e., no bond) of the imported digital video receivers and hardware and

software components thereof pursuant to subsection (j) of section 337 of the Tariff

Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1337(j)), and the Presidential Memorandum for

the United States Trade Representative of July 21, 2005, (70 FR 43251), from the day

after this Order is received by the United States Trade Representative, and until such

time as the United States Trade representative notifies the Commission that this

action is approved or disapproved but, in any event, not later than sixty (60) days

alter the issuance of receipt of this action.

At the discretion of U.S. Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”) and pursuant to the

procedures it establishes, persons seeking to import digital video receivers and

hardware and software components thereof that are potentially subject to this Order

may be required to certify that they are familiar with the terms of this Order, that they

have made appropriate inquiry, and thereupon state that, to the best of their

knowledge and belief, the products being imported are not capable of being used after

importation in a manner which infringes the claims of the patents that are the subject

of this Order because one or more elements (such as sofiware elements) of the

intemet communications path described by the claims of the patents in paragraph 1 of

this Order are omitted from the intemet communications path that the imported

products will use after importation. At its discretion, CBP may require persons who

have provided the certification described in this paragraph to fumish such records or

analyses as are necessary to substantiate this certification.

In accordance with 19 U.S.C. 1337 (l), the provisions of this Order shall not apply to
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infringing digital video receivers and hardware and software components thereof that

are imported by or for the use of the United States, or imported for and to be used for,

the United States with the authorization or consent of the Government.

5; The Commission may modify this Order in accordance with the procedures described

ir1Rule 210.76 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure'(19 CFR

210.76).

6. The Secretary shall serve copies of this Order upon each party of record in this

Investigation and upon CBP.

7. Notice of this Order shall be published in the Federal Register.

By order of the Commission.

Lisa R. Barton

Secretary to the Commission _

Issued: November 21, 2017
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of
» Investigation No. 337-TA-1001

CERTAIN DIGITAL VIDEO
RECEIVERS AND HARDWARE “AND
SOFTWARE COMPONENTS THEREOF

CEASE AND DESIST ORDER

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT RESPONDENT Comcast Business

Communications, LLC, One Comcast Center, 1701 John F. Kennedy Blvd., Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania 19103 (“Respondent”), cease and desist from conducting any of the following

activities in the United States: importing, selling, offering for sale, leasing, offering for lease,

renting, offering for rent, marketing, advertising, distributing, transferring (exeept for

exportation), and soliciting U.S. agents or distributors for, certain digital video receivers and

hardware and software components thereof covered by (1) one or more of claims 1, 2, 14, and 17

ofU.S. Patent No. 8,006,263; or (2) one or more of claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 ofU.S.

Patent No. 8,578,413; (“the Asserted Patents”) in violation of section 337 of the Tariff Act of

1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1337).

I.
Definitions

As used in this order:



(A) “Cormnission” shall mean the United States Intemational Trade Commission.

(B) “Complainants” shall mean Rovi Corporation and Rovi Guides, lnc., both of San

Carlos, CA. K

(C) “Respondent” shall mean Comcast Business Communications, LLC, One

Comcast Center, 1701 John F. Kemiedy Blvd., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103.

(D) “Person” shall mean an individual, or any non-governmental partnership, firm, _

association, corporation, or other legal or business entity other than Respondent or

its majority owned or controlled subsidiaries, successors, or assigns.

(E) “United States” shall mean the fifiy States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto

Rico.

(F) The terms “import” and “importation” refer to importation for entry for

consumption under the Customs laws of the United States.

(G) The term “covered products” shall mean digital video receivers and hardware and

software components thereof covered by one or more of (1) claims l, 2,14, and

17 ofU.S. Patent No. 8,006,263; or (2) claims l, 3, 5, 9, 10, l4, and 18 of U.S.

Patent No. 8,578,413. Covered products shall not include articles for which a

provision of law or license avoids liability for infringement of certain claims of

the Asserted Patents.

II.
Applicability

The provisions of this Cease and Desist Order shall apply to Respondent and to any of its

principals, stockholders, officers, directors, employees, agents, distributors, controlled (whether

by stock ownership or otherwise) and majority-owned business entities, successors, and assigns,
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and to each of them insofar as they are engaging in conduct prohibited by section III, infra, for,

with, or otherwise on behalf of, Respondent.

III.
Conduct Prohibited

The following conduct of Respondent in the United States is prohibited by this Order.

For the remaining terms of the Asserted Patents, Respondent shall not:

(A) import or sell for importation into the United States covered products;

(B) market, distribute, sell, offer to sell, lease, offer to lease, rent, offer to rent, or

otherwise transfer (except for exportation), in the United States imported covered

products; l

(C) advertise imported covered products;

(D) solicit U.S. agents or distributors for imported covered products; or

(E) aid or abet other entities in the importation, sale for importation, sale afier

importation, lease after importation, rent after importation, transfer, or distribution of

covered products.

IV.
I Conduct Permitted

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Order, Respondent shall be permitted:

(A) to engage in specific conduct otherwise prohibited by the terms of this Order if, in a

written instrument, the owner of the Asserted Patents licenses or authorizes such

‘ specific conduct, including but not limited to conduct involving covered products that

3



the Commission found were previously imported into the United States tmder license;

(B) to engage in specific conduct otherwise prohibited by the terms of this Order if such

specific conduct is related to the importation or sale of covered products by or for the

United States; or 4

(C) to engage in such specific conduct related to service or repair articles imported for use

in servicing or repairing digital video receivers that were imported before the effective

date of this Order. Exception (C) does not pennit the importation of digital video

receivers to replace digital video receivers that were imported before the effective date

of this Order.

V.

Reporting

For purposes of this requirement, the reporting periods shall commence on January 1 of

each year and shall end on the subsequent December 31. The first report required under this

section shall cover the period from the date of issuance of this order through December 31, 2017

This reporting requirement shall continue in force until such time as Respondent has truthfully

reported, in two consecutive timely filed reports, that it has no inventory (whether held in

warehouses or at customer sites) of covered products in the United States.

Within thirty (30) days of the last day of the reporting period, Respondent shall report to

the Commission: (a) the quantity in units and the value in dollars of covered products that it has

(i) imported and/or (ii) sold in the United States after importation during the reporting period,

and (b) the quantity in units and value in dollars of reported covered products that remain in

inventory in the United States at the end of the reporting period. When filing written
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submissions, Respondent must file the original document electronically on or before the

deadlines stated above and submit eight (8) true paper copies to the Office of the Secretary by

noon the next day pursuant to section 2l0.4(t) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and

Procedure (19 CFR 2l0.4(t)). Submissions should refer to the investigation ntunber (“lnv. No.

337-TA-1001”) in a prominent place on the cover pages and/or the first page. (See Handbook

for Electronic Filing Procedures, A

https://www.usitc.gov/seeretary/documents/handb00k_0n_filing_pr0cedures.pdf). Persons with

questions regarding filing should contact the Office of the Secretary (202-205-2000). If

Respondent desires to submit a document to the Commission in confidence, it must file the

original and a public version of the original with the Office of the Secretary and must serve a

copy of the confidential version on Complainants’ counsel.l I

Any failure to make the required report or the filing of any false or inaccurate report shall

constitute a violation of this Order, and the submission of a false or inaccurate report may be

referred to the U.S. Department of Justice as a possible criminal violation of 18 U.S.C. 1001.

VI.
Recordkeeping and Inspection

(A) For the purpose of securing compliance with this Order, Respondent shall retain any

and all records relating to the sale, offer for sale, lease, offer to lease, rent, offer to

rent, marketing, or distribution in the United States of covered products, made and

received in the usual and ordinary course of business, whether in detail or in

1Complainants must file a letter with the Secretary identifying the attorney to receive reports
associated with this order_The designated attorney must be on the protective order entered in
the investigation.
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summary form, for a period of three (3) years from the close of the fiscal year to

which they pertain.

(B) For the purposes of determining or securing compliance with this Order and for no .

other purpose, subject to any privilege recognized by the federal courts of the United

States, and upon reasonable written notice by the Commission or its staff, duly

authorized representatives of the Commission shall be permitted access and the right

to inspect and copy, in Respondent’s principal office during office hours, and in the

presence of counsel or other representatives if Respondent so chooses, all books,

ledgers, accounts, correspondence, memoranda, and other records and documents, in

detail and in summary form, that must be retained under subparagraph VI(A) of this

' Order.

VII. '
Service of Cease and Desist Order

Respondent is ordered and directed to: ~

(A) Serve, within fifteen days ‘afterthe effective date of this Order, a copy of this Order

upon each of its respective officers, directors, managing agents, agents, and

employees who have any responsibility for the importation, marketing, distribution,

sale, lease, or rent of imported covered products in the United States;

(B) Serve, within fifteen days afier the succession of any persons referred to in

subparagraph VII(A) of this order, a copy of the order upon each successor; and

(C) Maintain such records as will show the name, title, and address of each person upon

whom the order has been served, as described in subparagraphs VIl( A) and \/ll(B)

6 .



of this order, together with the date on which service was made.

The obligations set forth in subparagraphs VII(B) and VII(C) shall remainin effect until

the Asserted Patents expire.

VIII. ‘

Confidentiality

Any request for confidential treatment of information obtained by the Commission

pursuant to section V - VI of this order should be made in accordance with section 201.6 of the

Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19 CPR 201.6). For all reports for which

confidential treatment is sought, Respondent must provide a public version of such report with

confidential information redacted.

IX.
Enforcement

Violation of this order may result in any of the actions specified in section 210.75 of the

Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19 CFR 210.75), including an action for civil

penalties under section 337(f) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1337(f)), as well as any other

action that the Commission deems appropriate. In detemlining whether Respondent is in

violation of this order, the Commission may infer facts adverse to Respondent if it fails to

provide adequate or timely information.

X.
Modification

The Commission may amend this order on its own motion or in accordance with the
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procedure described in section 210.76 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19

CFR 210.76).

XI. ‘

Bonding

The conduct prohibited by Section III of this Order may be continued during the sixty

day period in which this Order is under review by the United States Trade Representative, as

delegated by the President (70 Fed. Reg. 43,251 (Jul. 21, 2005)) subject to the Respondent’s

posting of a bond in the amount of zero percent of the entered value of the covered products (i.e.,

no bond). This bond provision does not apply to conduct that is otherwise permitted by section

IV of this order. Covered products imported on or after the date of issuance of this order are

subject to the entry bond set forth in the exclusion order issued by the Commission, and are not

subject to this bond provision.

The bond is tobe posted in accordance with the procedures established by the

Commission for the posting of bonds by complainants in connection with the issuance of

temporary exclusion orders. See 19 CFR 210.68. The bond and any accompanying

documentation are to be provided to and approved by the Commission prior to the

commencement of conduct that is otherwise prohibited by section III of this Order. Upon the

Secreta1y’s acceptance of the bond, (a) the Secretary will serve an acceptance letter on all

parties, and (b) Respondent must serve a copy of the bond and any accompanying documentation

on Complainants’ counsel?

The bond is to be forfeited in the event that the United States Trade Representative

2See Footnote 1.
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approves this Order (or does not disapprove it Withinthe review period), unless the U.S. Court of

Appeals for the Federal Circuit, in a final judgment, reverses any Commission final

detennination and order as to Respondent on appeal, or unless Respondent exports or destroys

the products subject to this bond and provides certification to that effect that is satisfactory to the

Commission.

The bond is to be released in the event the United States Trade Representative

disapproves this order and no subsequent order is issued by the Commission and approved (or

not disapproved) by the United States Trade Representative, upon service on Respondent of an

order issued by the Commission based upon application therefore made by Respondent to the

Commission.

By order of the Commission.

Lisa R. Barton
Secretary to the Commission

Issued: November 21, 2017
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.

1In the Matter of
Investigation No. 337-TA-1001

CERTAIN DIGITAL VIDEO '
RECEIVERS AND HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE COMPONENTS THEREOF

\

CEASE AND DESIST ORDER

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT RESPONDENT Comcast Cable

Communications, LLC, One Comcast Center, 1701 John F. Kennedy Blvd., Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania 19103 (“Respondent”), cease and desist from conducting any of the following

activities in the United States: importing, selling, offering for sale, leasing, offering for lease,

renting, offering for rent, marketing, advertising, distributing, transferring (except for_

exportation), and soliciting U.S. agents or distributors for, certain digital video receivers and

hardware and software components thereof covered by (1) one or more of claims 1, 2, 14, and 17

ofU.S. Patent No. 8,006,263; or (2) one or more ofclaims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 ofU.S.

Patent No. 8,578,413; (“the Asserted Patents”) in violation of section 337 of the Tariff Act of

1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1337).

I.
Definitions

As used in this order:



(A) “Commission” shall mean the United States Intemational Trade Commission.

(B) “Complainants” shall mean Rovi Corporation and Rovi Guides, Inc., both of San

' Carlos, CA.

(C) “Respondent” shall mean Comcast Cable Communications, LLC, One Comcast

Center, 1701 John F. Kennedy Blvd., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103.

(D) “Person” shall mean an individual, or any non-governmental partnership, firm,

association, corporation, or other legal or business entity other than Respondent or

its majority owned or controlled subsidiaries, successors, or assigns.

(E) “United States” shall mean the fifty States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto

Rico. ‘

(F) The terms “import” and “importation” refer to importation for entry for

consmnption under the Customs laws of the United States.

(G) The term “covered products” shall mean digital video receivers and hardware and

i sofiware components thereof covered by one or more of (1) claims 1, 2, 14, and

17 ofU.S. Patent N0. 8,006,263; or (2) claims 1, 3,5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 ofU.S.

Patent No. 8,578,413. Covered products shall not include articles for which a

provision of law or license avoids liability for infringement of certain claims of

the Asserted Patents. '

II.
Applicability

The provisions of this Cease and Desist Order "shallapply to Respondent and to any of its

principals, stockholders, officers, directors, employees, agents, distributors, controlled (whether

by stock ownership or otherwise) and majority-owned business entities, successors, and assigns,
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and to each of them insofar as they are engaging in conduct prohibited by section III, infra, for,

with, or otherwise on behalf of, Respondent.

III.
Conduct Prohibited

The following conduct of Respondent in the United States is prohibited by this Order.

For the remaining terms of the Asserted Patents, Respondent shall not:

(A) import or sell for importation into the United States covered products;

(B) market, distribute, sell, offer to sell, lease, offer to lease, rent, offer to rent, or

otherwise transfer (except for exportation), in the United States imported covered

products; ' 

(C) advertise imported covered products;

(D) solicit U.S. agents or distributors for imported covered products; or

(E) aid or abet other entities in the importation, sale for importation, sale after

importation, lease after importation, rent after importation, transfer, or distribution of

covered products.

IV.
Conduct Permitted

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Order, Respondent shall be permitted:

(A) to engage in specific conduct otherwise prohibited by the terms of this Order if, in a

. written instrument, the owner of the Asserted Patents licenses or authorizes such

specific conduct, including but not limited to conduct involving covered products that

3



the Commission found were previouslyimported into the United States under license;

(B) to engage in specific conduct otherwise prohibited by the terms of this Order if such

specific conduct is related to the importation or sale of covered products by or for the

United States; or

(C) to engage in such specific conduct related to sen/ice or repair articles imported for use

in servicing or repairing digital video receivers that were imported before the effective

date of this Order. Exception (C) does not permit the importation of digital video

receivers to replace digital video receivers that were imported before the effective date

of this Order.

V.

Reporting

For purposes of ‘thisrequirement, the reporting periods shall commence on January 1 of

each year and shall end on the subsequent December 31. The first report required LIl1d6I‘this

section shall cover the period from the date of issuance of this order through December 31, 2017

This reporting requirement shall continue in force until such time as Respondent has truthfully

reported, in two consecutive timely filed reports, that it has no inventory (whether held in

warehouses or at customer sites) of covered products in the United States.

Within thirty (30) days of the last day of the reporting period, Respondent shall report to

the Commission: (a) the quantity in units and the value in dollars of covered products that it has

(i) imported and/or (ii) sold in the United States after importation during the reporting period,

and (b) the quantity in units and value in dollars of reported covered products that remain in

inventory in the United States at the end of the reporting period. When filing written

4



submissions, Respondent must file the original document electronically on or before the

deadlines stated above and submit eight (8) true paper copies to the Office of the Secretary by

noon the next day pursuant to section 2l0.4(f) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and 0

Procedure (19 CFR 210.4(f)). Submissions should refer to the investigation number (“lnv. No.

337-TA-1001”) in a prominent place on the cover pages and/or the first page. (See Handbook

for Electronic Filing Procedures,

https://www.usitc.gov/secretar)»/documents/handb00k_0n_filing_pr0cedurespdj). Persons with

questions regarding filing should contact the Office of the Secretary (202-205-2000). If

Respondent desires to submit a document to the Commission in confidence, it must file the

original and a public version of the original with the Office of the Secretary and must serve a

copy of the confidential version on Complainants’ counsel.‘ V

Any failure to make the required report or the filing of any false or inaccurate report shall

constitute a violation of this Order, and the submission of a false or inaccurate report may be

referred to the U.S. Department of Justice as a possible criminal violation of 18 U.S.C. 1001.

VI.
Recordkeeping and Inspection _

(A) For the purpose of securing compliance with this Order, Respondent shall retain any

and all records relating to the sale, offer for sale, lease, offer to lease, rent, offer to

rent, marketing, or distribution in the United States of covered products, made and

received in the usual and ordinary course of business, whether in detail or in

1Complainants must file a letter with the Secretary identifying the attorney to receive reports
associated with this order. The designated attomey must be on the protective order entered in
the investigation. _ ’
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summary form, for a period of three (3) years from the close of the fiscal year to

which they pertain.

(B) For the purposes of determining or securing compliance with this Order and for no

other purpose, subject to any privilege recognized by the federal courts of the United

States, and upon reasonable written notice by the Commission or its staff, duly

authorized representatives of the Commission shall be permitted access and the right

to inspect and copy, in Respondent’s principal office during office hours, and in the

presence of counsel or other representatives if Respondent so chooses, all books,

ledgers, accounts, correspondence, memoranda, and other records and documents, in

detail and in summary form, that must be retained under subparagraph VI(A) of this

Order.

VII.
Service of Cease and Desist Order

Respondent is ordered and directed to:

(A) Serve, within fifteen days after the effective date of this Order, a copy of this Order

upon each of its respective officers, directors, managing agents, agents, and

employees who have any responsibility for the importation, marketing, distribution,

sale, lease, or rent of imported covered products in the United States;

(B) Serve, within fifteen days after the succession of any persons referred to in

subparagraph VlI(A) of this order, a copy of the order upon each successor; and

(C) Maintain such records as will show the name, title, and address of each person upon

whom the order has been served, as described in subparagraphs VII( A) and VII(B)

6
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of this order, together with the date on which service was made.

The obligations set forth in subparagraphs VII(B) and VIl(C) shall remain in effect until

the ASS61’I€dPatents expire. .

VIII.
Confidentiality

Any request for confidential treatment of information obtained by the Commission

pursuant to section V - VI of this order should be made in accordance with section 201.6 of the

Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19 CFR 201.6). For all reports for which

confidential treatment is sought, Respondent must provide a public version of such report with

confidential information redacted.

IX.
V Enforcement

Violation ofthis order may result in any of the actions specified in section 210.75 of the

Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19 CFR 210.75), including an action for civil

penalties under section 337(f) ofthe TariffAct of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1337(1)),as well as any other

action that the Commission deems appropriate. In determining whether Respondent is in .

violation of this order, the Commission may infer facts adverse to Respondent if it fails to

provide adequate or timely information. 

X.
Modification

The Commission may amend this order on its own motion or in accordance with the
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procedure described in section 210.76 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19 ~

CFR 2 10.76).

XI.
Bonding

The conduct prohibited by Section III of this Order may be continued during the sixty

day period in which this Order is under review by the United States Trade Representative, as

delegated by the President (70 Fed. Reg. 43,251 (Jul. 21, 2005)) subject to the Respondent’s

posting of a bond in the amount of zero percent of the entered value of the covered products (i.e.,

no bond). This bond provision does not apply to conduct that is otherwise permitted by section

IV of this order. Covered products imported on or after the date of issuance of this order are

subject to the entry bond set forth in the exclusion order issued by the Commission, and are not

subject to this bond provision.
1

The bond is to be posted in accordance with the procedures established by the

Commission for the posting of bonds by complainants in connection with the issuance of

temporary exclusion orders. See 19 CFR 210.68. The bond and any accompanying

documentation are to be provided to and approved by the Commission prior to the

commencement of conduct that is otherwise prohibited by section III of this Order. Upon the

Secretary’s acceptance of the bond, (a) the Secretary will serve an acceptance letter on all

parties, and (b) Respondent must serve a copy of the bond and any accompanying documentation

on Complainants’ counsel.2

The bond is to be forfeited in the event that the United States Trade Representative

2See Footnote l.
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approves this Order (or does not disapprove it within the review period), unless the U.S'. Court of

Appeals for the Federal Circuit, in a final judgment, reverses any Commission final

determination and order as to Respondent on appeal, or unless Respondent exports or destroys

the products subject to this bond "andtprovidescertification to that effect that is satisfactory to the

Commission.

The bond is to be released in the event the United States Trade Representative _

disapproves this order and no subsequent order is issued by the Commission and approved (or

not disapproved) by the United States Trade Representative, upon service on Respondent of an

order issued by the Commission based upon application therefore made by Respondent to the

Commission.

By order of the Commission.

Lisa R. Barton '
Secretary to the Commission

Issued: November 21, 2017
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of .
' _ I Investigation N0. 337-TA-1001
CERTAIN DIGITAL VIDEO
RECEIVERS AND HARDWARE AND u
SOFTWARE COMPONENTS THEREOF

CEASE AND DESIST ORDER

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT RESPONDENT Comcast Cable

Communications Management, LLC, One Comcast Center, 1701 John F. Kennedy Blvd.,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103 (“Respondent”), cease and desist from conducting any of the

following activities in the United States: importing, selling, offering for sale, leasing, offering

for lease, renting, offering for rent, marketing, advertising, distributing, transferring (except for

exportation), and soliciting U.S. agents or distributors for, certain digital video receivers and

hardware and software components thereof covered by (1) one or more of claims 1, 2, 14, and 17

of U.S. Patent No. 8,006,263; or (2) one or more of claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 of U.S.

Patent No. 8,578,413; (“the Asserted Patents”) in violation of section 337 of the Tariff Act of

1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1337)_ 

I. 

Definitions

As used in this order:



(A) “Commission” shall mean the United States International Trade Commission.

(B) “Complainants” shall mean Rovi Corporation and Rovi Guides, Inc., both of San

‘ Carlos, CA.

» (C) “Respondent” shall mean Comcast Cable Communications Management, LLC,

One Comcast Center, 1701 John F. Kennedy Blvd., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

19103.

(D) “Person” shall mean an individual, or any non-governmental partnership, firm,

association, corporation, or other legal or business entity other than Respondent or

its majority owned or controlled subsidiaries, successors, or assigns.

(E) “United States” shall mean the fifty States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto

Rico. \

(F) The tenns “import” and “importation” refer to importation for entry for

consumption under the Customs laws of the United States.

(G) The term “covered products” shall mean digital video receivers and hardware and

software components thereof covered by one or more of (l) claims l, 2, 14, and

17 ofU.S. Patent No. 8,006,263; or (2) claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, ‘l4, and 18 of U.S.

Patent No. 8,578,413. Covered products shall not include articles for which a

provision of law or license avoids liability for infringement of certain claims of

the Asserted Patents.

II.
Applicability

The provisions of this Cease and Desist Order shall apply to Respondent and to any of its

principals, stockholders, officers, directors, employees, agents, distribut0rs,'contr0lled (whether

2



by stock ownership or otherwise) and majority-owned business entities, successors, and assigns,

and to each of them insofar as they are engaging in conduct prohibited by section III, infra, for,

with, or otherwise on behalf of, Respondent.

III.
Conduct Prohibited

The following conduct of Respondent in the United States is prohibited by this Order.

For the remaining terms of the Asserted Patents, Respondent shall not: _

(A) import or sell for importation into the United States covered products;

(B) market, distribute, sell, offer to sell, lease, offer to lease, rent, offer to rent, or i

otherwise transfer (except for exportation), in the United States imported covered

products;

(C) advertise imported covered products;

p(D) solicit U.S. agents or distributors for imported covered products; or

(E) aid or abet other entities in the importation, sale for importation, sale after

importation, lease after importation, rent after importation, transfer, or distribution of

covered products. _

IV.
Conduct Permitted

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Order, Respondent shall be permitted:

(A) to engage in specific conduct otherwise prohibited by the terms of this Order if, in a

written instrument, the owner of the Asserted Patents licenses or authorizes such

_3



specific conduct, including but not limited to conduct involving covered products that

the Commission found were previously imported into the United States under license;

(B) to engage in specific conduct otherwise prohibited by the temis of this Order if such

specific conduct is related to the importation or sale of covered products by or for the

United States; or

(C) to engage in such specific conduct related to service or repair articles imported for use

in servicing or repairing digital video receivers that were imported before the effective

i date of this Order. Exception (C) does not permit the importation of digital video

receivers to replace digital video receivers that were imported before the effective date

of this Order.

V.

Reporting

For purposes of this requirement, the reporting periods shall commence on January 1 of

each year and shall end on the subsequent December 31. The first report required under this

section shall cover the period from the date of issuance of this order through December 3l_,2017

This reporting requirement shall continue in force until such timeas Respondent has truthfully

reported, in two consecutive timely filed reports, that it has no inventory (whether held in

warehouses or at customer sites) of covered products in the United States.

. Within thirty (30) days of the last day of the reporting period, Respondent shall report to

the Commission: (a) the quantity in units and the value in dollarslof covered products that it has

(i) imported and/or (ii) sold in the United States afier importation during the reporting period,
\

and (b) the quantity in units and value in dollars of reported covered products that remain in

4



inventory in the United States at the end of the reporting period. When filing written

submissions, Respondent must file the original document electronically on or before the

deadlines stated above and submit eight (8) true paper copies to the Office of the Secretary by

noon the next day pursuant to section 210.4(f) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and

Procedure (19 CFR 210.4(f)). Submissions should refer to the investigation number (“Inv. No.

337-TA-1001”) in a prominent place on the cover pages and/or the first page. (See Handbook

for Electronic Filing Procedures,

https://www.usitc.gov/secretary/documenrs/handb00k_0n_filing_pr0cedures.pdj). Persons with

questions regarding filing should contact the Office of the Secretary (202-205-2000). If

Respondent desires to submit a document to the Commission in confidence, it must file the

original and a public version of the original with the Office of the Secretary and must serve a

copy of the confidential version on Complainants’ counsel]

Any failure to make the required report or the filing of any false or inaccurate report shall

constitute a violation of this Order, and the submission of a false or inaccurate report may be

referred to the U.S. Department of Justice as a possible criminal violation of 18 U.S.C. 1001.

VI.
Recordkeeping and Inspection _

(A) For the purpose of securing compliance with this Order, Respondent shall retain any

and all records relating to the sale, offer for sale, lease, offer to lease, rent, offer to

rent, marketing, or distribution in the United States of covered products, made and

1Complainants must file a letter with the Secretary identifying the attorney to receive repons
associated with this order. The designated attomey must be on the protective order entered in
the investigation.
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received in the usual and ordinary course of business, whether in detail or in

summary form, for a period of three (3) years from the close of the fiscal year to

which they pertain.

(B) For the purposes of determining or securing compliance with this Order and for no

other purpose, subject to any privilege recognized by the federal courts of the United

States, and upon reasonable written notice by the Commission or its staff, duly

authorized representatives of the Commission shall be permitted access and the right

to inspect and copy, in Respondent’s principal office during office hours, and in the

presence of counsel or other representatives if Respondent so chooses, all books,

ledgers, accounts,'correspondence, memoranda, and other records and documents, in

detail and in summary form, that must be retained tmder subparagraph VI(A) of this

Order.

VII.
Service of Cease and Desist Order

Respondent is ordered and directed to: p

(A) Serve, Withinfifteen days after the effective date of this Order, a copy of this Order

upon each of its respective officers, directors, managing agents, agents, and

employees Whohave any responsibility for the importation, marketing, distribution,

j sale, lease, or rent of imported covered products in the United States;

(B) Serve, within fifteen days after the succession of any persons referred to in

subparagraph VII(A) ofthis order, a copy of the order upon ‘eachsuccessor; and

(C) Maintain such records as will show the name, title, and address of each person upon _

6



whom the order has been served, as described in subparagraphs VII( A) and VII(B)

of this order, together with the date on which service was made.

The obligations set forth in subparagraphs VII(B) and VII(C) shall remain in effect until

the Asserted Patents expire. '

VIII.
Confidentiality

Any request for confidential treatment of information obtained by the Commission

pursuant to section V - VI of this order should be made in accordance with section 201.6 of the

Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19 CFR 201.6). For all reports for which

confidential treatment is sought, Respondent must provide a public version of such report with

confidential information redacted.

IX.
Enforcement

Violation of this order may result in any of the actions specified in section 210.75 of the

Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19 CFR 210.75), including an action for civil

penalties under section 337(f) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1337(f)), as well as any other

action that the Commission deems appropriate. In determining whether Respondent is in

violation of this order, the Commission may infer facts adverse to Respondent if it fails to

provide adequate or timely information.

X.
Modification
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The Commission may amend this order on its own motion or in accordance with the

procedure described in section 210.76 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19

CFR 210.76).

XI.
Bonding

The conduct prohibited by Section III of this Order may be continued during the sixty

day period in which this Order is under review by the United States Trade Representative, as

delegated by the President (70 Fed. Reg. 43,251 (Jul. 21, 2005)) subject to the Respondent’s

posting of a bond in the amount of zero percent of the entered value of the covered products (i.e.,

no bond). This bond provision does not apply to conduct that is otherwise permitted by section

IV of this order. Covered products imported on or after the date of issuance of this order are

subject to the entry bond set forth in the exclusion order issued by the Commissiont and are not

subject to this bond provision.

The bond is to be posted in accordance with the procedures established by the

Commission for the postingiof bonds by complainants in cormection with theissuance of

temporary exclusion orders. See 19 CFR 210.68. The bond and any accompanying

documentation are to be provided to and approved by the Commission prior to the

commencement of conduct that is otherwise prohibited by section III of this Order. Upon the

Secretary’s acceptance of the bond, (a) the Secretary will serve an acceptance letter on all

panics, and (b) Respondent must sen/e a copy of the bond and any accompanying documentation

on Complainants’ counsel.2 I

See Footnote 1.2
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The bond is to be forfeited in the event that the United States Trade Representative

approves this Order (or does not disapprove it Withinthe review period), unless the U.S. Court of

Appeals for the Federal Circuit, in a final judgment, reverses any Commission final

detennination and order as to Respondent on appeal, or unless Respondent exports or destroys

the products subject to this bond and provides certification to that effect that is satisfactory to the

Commission.
/

The bond is to be released in the event the United States Trade Representative

disapproves this order and no subsequent order is issued by’the Commission and approved (or

not disapproved) by the United States Trade Representative, upon service on Respondent of an

order issued by the Commission based upon application therefore made by Respondent to the

Commission. '

By order of the Commission.

Lisa R. Barton
Secretary to the Commission

Issued: November 21, 2017
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION '
~ Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of _
Investigation No. 337'-TA-1001

CERTAIN DIGITAL VIDEO
RECEIVERS AND HARDWARE AND _
SOFTWARE COMPONENTS THEREOF

CEASE AND DESIST ORDER ,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT RESPONDENT Comcast Corporation, One

Comcast Center, 1701 John F. Kennedy Blvd., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

(“Respondent”), cease and desist from conducting any of the following activities in the United

States: importing, selling, offering for sale, leasing, offering for lease, renting, offering for rent,

marketing, advertising, distributing, transferring (except for exportation), and soliciting U.S.

agents or distributors for, certain digital video receivers and hardware a.ndsoftware components

thereof covered by (1) one or more of claims l, 2, 14, and 17 ofU.S. Patent No. 8,006,263; or (2)

one or more of claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 of U.S. Patent N0. 8,578,413; (“the Asserted

Patents”) in violation of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1337).

I.
Definitions

As used in this order: ,

(A) “Commission” shall mean the United States International Trade Commission.



(B) “Complainants” shall mean Rovi Corporation and Rovi Guides, Inc., both of San

Carlos, CA.

(C) “Respondent” shall mean Comcast Corporation, One Comcast Center, 1701 John

F. Kennedy Blvd., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania l9103.

(D) “Person” shall mean an individual, or any non-govemmental partnership, finn,

association, corporation, or other legal or business entity other than Respondent or

~ its majority owned or controlled subsidiaries, successors, or assigns.

" (E) “United States” shall mean the fifty States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto

Rico.

(F) The terms “import” and “importation” refer to importation for entry for

consumption under the Customs laws of the United States.

(G) The term “covered products” shall mean digital video receivers and hardware and

software components thereof covered by one or more of (1) claims l, 2, l4, and

17 ofU.S. Patent No. 8,006,263; or (2) claims l, 3, 5, 9, l0, 14, and l8 ofU.S.

Patent No. 8,578,413. Covered products shall not include articles for which a

provision of law or license avoids liability for infringement of certain claims of

the Asserted Patents.

II.
Applicability

-The provisions of this Cease and Desist Order shall apply to Respondent and to any of its

principals, stockholders, officers, directors, employees, agents, distributors, controlled (Whether

by stock ownership or otherwise) and majority-owned business entities, successors, and assigns,

and to each of them insofar as they are engaging in conduct prohibited by section Ill, infra, for,
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with, or otherwise on behalf of, Respondent.

III.
Conduct Prohibited

The following conduct of Respondent in the United States is prohibited by this Order.

For the remaining temis of the Asserted Patents, Respondent shall not:

(A) import or sell for importation into the United States covered products;

(B) market, distribute, sell, offer to sell, lease, offer to lease, rent, offer to rent, or

otherwise transfer (except for exportation), in the United States imported covered

products;

(C) advertise imported covered products; ,

' (D) solicit U.S. agents or distributors for imported covered products; or

-(E) aid or abet other entities in the importation, sale for importation, sale after

. importation, lease afier importation, rent after importation, transfer, or distribution of

covered products.

IV.
Conduct Permitted

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Order, Respondent shall be permitted:

(A) to engage in specific conduct otherwise prohibited by the terms of this Order if, in a

written instrument, the owner of the Asserted Patents licenses or authorizes such

specific conduct, including but not limited to conduct involving covered products that

the Commission found were previously imported into the United States under license;
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~ (B) to engage in specific conduct otherwise prohibited by the terms of this Order if such

specific conduct is related to the importation or sale of covered products by or for the

"United States; or ‘

(C) to engage in such specific conduct related to service or repair articles imported for use

in servicing or repairing digital video receivers that were imported before the effective

date of this Order. Exception (C) does not permit the importation of digital video

receivers to replace digital video receivers that were imported before the effective date

of this Order.

V.

Reporting

A For purposes of this requirement, the reporting periods shall commence on January l of

each year and shall end on the subsequent December 31. The first report required under this

section shall cover the period from the date of issuance of this order through December 31’,2017

This reporting requirement shall continue in force until such time as Respondent has truthfully

reported, in two consecutive timely filed reports, that it has no inventory (whether held in

warehouses or at customer sites) of covered products in the United States.

Within thirty (30) days of the last day of the reporting period, Respondent shall report to

the Commission: (a) the quantity in units and the value in dollars of covered products that it has

(i) imported and/or (ii) sold in the United States after importation during the reporting period,

and (b) the quantity in units and value in dollars of reported covered products that remain in i

inventory in the United States at the end of the reporting period. When filing written

submissions, Respondent must file the original document electronically on or before the
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deadlines stated above and submit eight (8) true paper copies to the Office of the Secretary by

noon the next day pursuant to section 210.4(t) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and ’

Procedure (19 CPR 21O.4(t)). Submissions should refer to the investigation number (“Inv. No.

337-TA-1001”) in a prominent place on the cover pages and/or the first page. (See Handbook

for Electronic Filing Procedures, i

https://www.usitc.gov/secretary/documents/handb00k_0n_filing_pr0cedurespaj). Persons with

questions regarding filing should contact the Office of the Secretary (202-205-2000). If

Respondent desires to submit a document to the Commission in confidence, it must file the 

original and a public version of the original with the Office of the Secretary and must serve a

copy of the confidential version on Complainants’ counsel.1

Any failure to make the required report or the filing of any false or inaccurate report shall

constitute a violation of this Order, and the submission of a false or inaccurate report may be

referred to the U.S. Department of Justice as a possible criminal violation of 18,U.S.C. 1001.

VI.
Recordkeeping and Inspection

(A) For the purpose of securing compliance with this Order, Respondent shall retain any

and all records relating to the sale, offer for sale, lease, offer to lease, rent, offer to

rent, marketing, or distribution in the United States of covered products, made and

received in the usual and ordinary course of business, whether in detail or in

summary form, for a period of three (3) years from the close of the fiscal year to

I Complainants must file a letter with the Secretary identifying the attorney to receive reports
associated with this order. The designated attomey must be on the protective order entered in
the investigation.
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which they pertain.

(B) For the purposes of determining or securing compliance with this Order and for no

other purpose, subject to any privilege recognized by the federal courts of the United

States, and upon reasonable written notice by the Commission or its staff, duly

authorized representatives of the Commission shall be pennitted access and the right

to inspect and copy, in Respondent’s principal office during office hours, and in the

presence of cotmsel or other representatives if Respondent so chooses, all books,

lodgers, accounts, correspondence, memoranda, and other records and documents, in

detail and in summary form, that must be retained under subparagraph VI(A) of this

Order.

_ VII.
Service of Cease and Desist Order

Respondent is ordered and directed to:

(A) Serve, within fifteen days after the effective date of this Order, a copy of this Order

upon each of its respective officers, directors, managing agents, agents, and

employees who have any responsibility for the importation, marketing, distribution,

sale, lease, or rent of imported covered products in the United States;

(B) Serve, within fifteen days after the succession of any persons referred to in

subparagraph VII(A) of this order, a copy of the order upon each successor; and

(C) Maintain such records as will show the name, title, and address of each person upon

whom the order has been served, as described in subparagraphs VIl( A) and Vll(B)

of this order, together with the date on which service was made.
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The obligations set forth in subparagraphs VII(B) and VII(C) shall remain in effect until

the Asserted Patents expire. '

VIII.
Confidentiality

Any request for confidential treatment of information obtained by the Commission

pursuant to section V - VI of this order should be made in accordance‘with section 201.6 of the

Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19 CFR 201.6). For all reports for which

confidential treatment is sought, Respondent-must provide a public version of such report with

confidential information redacted.

IX.
Enforcement

Violation of this order may result in any of the actions specified in section 210.75 of the

C0mmission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19 CFR 210.75), including an action for civil

penalties under section 337(f) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1337(f)), as well as any other

action that the Commission deems appropriate. ln determining whether Respondent is in

violation of this order, the Commission may infer facts adverse to Respondent if it fails to

provide adequate or timely information.

X.
Modification

The Commission may amend this order on its own motion or in accordance with the

procedure described in section 210.76 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19
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CFR 210.76).

XI.
Bonding

The conduct prohibited by Section III of this Order may be continued during the sixty

day period in which this Order is under review by the United States Trade Representative, as

delegated by the President (70 Fed. Reg. 43,251 (Jul. 21, 2005)) subject to the Respondent’s

posting of a bond in the amount of zero percent of the entered value of the covered products (i.e.,

no bond). This bond provision does not apply to conduct that is otherwise permitted by section

IV of this order. Covered products imported on or after the date of issuance of this order are

subject to the entry bond set forth in the exclusion order issued by the Commission, and are not

subject to this bond provision. e

The bond is to be posted in accordance with the procedures established by the

Commission for the posting of bonds by complainants in comiection with the issuance of

temporary exclusion orders. See 19 CFR 210.68. The bond and any accompanying

documentation are to be provided to and approved by the Conmiission prior to the 

commencement of conduct that is otherwise prohibited by section III of this Order. Upon the

Secretary’s acceptance of the bond, (a) the Secretary will serve an acceptance letter on all

parties, and (b) Respondent must serve a copy of the bond and any accompanying documentation

on Complainants’ counsel.2

The bond is to be forfeited in the event that the United States Trade Representative

approves this Order (or does not disapprove it within the review period), unless the U.S. Court of

2 See Footnote 1.
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Appeals for the Federal Circuit, in a finaljudgment, reverses any Commission final

determination and order as to Respondent on appeal, or unless Respondent exports or destroys

the products subject to this bond and provides certification to that effect that is satisfactory to the

Commission.

The bond is to be released in the event the United States Trade Representative

disapproves this order and no subsequent order is issued by the Commission and approved (or

not disapproved) by the United States Trade Representative, upon service on Respondent of an

order issued by the Commission based upon application therefore made by Respondent to the

Commission.

By order of the Commission.

Lisa Rl Barton
Secretary to the Commission

Issued: November 21, 2017
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of
Investigation No. 337-TA-1001

CERTAIN DIGITAL VIDEO
RECEIVERS AND HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE COMPONENTS THEREOF

CEASE AND DESIST ORDER

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT RESPONDENT Conicast Holdings

Corporation, One Comcast Center, 1701 John F. Kennedy Blvd., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

19103 (“Respondent”), cease and desist from conducting any of the following activities in the

United States: importing, selling, offering for sale, leasing, offering for lease, renting, offering

for rent, marketing, advertising, distributing, transferring (except for exportation), and soliciting

U.S. agents or distributors for, certain digital video receivers andghardware and software ’

components thereof covered by (,1)one or more of claims l, 2, 14, and 17 of U.S. Patent No.

8,006,263; or (2) one or more ofclaims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 ofU.S. Patent No. 8,578,413;

(“the Asserted Patents”) in violation of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended.(19

U.S;C. 1337).

V I.Definitions

As used in this order;



(A) “Commission” shall mean the United States International Trade Commission.

(B) “Complainants” shall mean Rovi Corporation and Rovi Guides, Inc., both of San

Carlos, CA.

(C) “Respondent” shall mean Comcast Holdings Corporation, One Comcast Center,

' 1701 John F. Kemiedy Blvd., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103.

(D) “Person” shall mean an individual, or any non-governmental partnership, firm,

association, corporation, or other legal or business entity other than Respondent or

its majority owned or controlled subsidiaries, successors, or assigns.

(E) “United States” shall mean the fifty States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto

Rico.

(F) The terms “import” and “importation” refer to importation for entry for

consumption under the Customs laws of the United States.

(G) The temi “covered products” shall mean digital video receivers and hardware and

software components thereof covered by one or more of (1) claims 1, 2, 14, and

17 of U.S. Patent_No. 8,006,263; or (2) claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 ofU.S.

Patent No. 8,578,413. Covered products shall not include articles for which a

provision of law or license avoids liability for infringement of certain claims of

the Asserted Patents.

II.
Applicability

The provisions of this Cease and Desist Order shall apply to Respondent and to any of its

principals, stockholders, officers, directors, employees, agents, distributors, controlled (whether

by stock ownership or otherwise) and majority-owned business entities, successors, and assigns,
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and to each of them insofar as they are engaging in conduct prohibited by section III, infra, for,

with, or otherwise on behalf of, Respondent.

III.
Conduct Prohibited

The following conduct of Respondent in the United States is prohibited by this Order.

For the remaining tenns of the Asserted Patents, Respondent shall not:

(A) import or sell for importation into the United States covered products;

(B) market, distribute, sell, offer to sell, lease, offer to lease, rent, offer to rent, or "

otherwise transfer (except for exportation), in the United States imported covered

products; P

(C) advertise imported covered products;

(D) solicit U.S. agents or distributors‘for imported covered products; or

(E) aid or abet other entities in the importation, sale for importation, sale after

importation, lease after importation, rent after importation, transfer, or distribution of

covered products.

IV.
Conduct Permitted

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Order, Respondent shall be permitted:

(A) to engage in specific conduct otherwise prohibited by the tenns of this Order if, in a

written instrument, the owner of the Asserted Patents licenses or authorizes such

specific conduct, including but not limited to conduct involving covered products that
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the Commission found were previously imported into the United States under license;

(B) to engage in specific conduct otherwise prohibited by the terms of this Order if such

specific conduct is related to the importation or sale of covered products by or for the

United States; or i i

(C) to engage in such specific conduct related to service or repair articles imported for use

in servicing or repairing digital video receivers that were imported before the effective

date of this Order. Exception (C)‘does not permit the importation of digital video

receivers to replace digital video receivers that were imported before the effective date

of this Order. '

V.

Reporting

For purposes of this requirement, the reporting periods shall commence on January l of

each year and shall end on the subsequent December 31. The first report required under this

section shall cover the period from the date of issuance of this order through December 31, 2017

This reporting requirement shall continue in force until such time as Respondent has truthfully

reported, in two consecutive timely filed reports, that it has no inventory (whether held in

warehouses or at customer sites) of covered products in the United States.

Within thirty (30) days of the last day of the reporting period, Respondent shall report to

the Commission: (a) the quantity in units and the value in dollars of covered products that it has

(i) imported and/or (ii) sold in the United States after importation during the reporting period,

and (b) the quantity in units and value in dollars of reported covered products that remain in

inventory in the United States at the end of the reporting period. When filing written
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submissions, Respondent must file the original document electronically on or before the

deadlines stated above and submit eight (8) true paper copies to the Office of the Secretary by

noon the next day pursuant to section 2lO.4(f) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and

Procedure (19 CFR 210.4(t)). Submissions should refer to the investigation number (“Inv. No.

337-TA-1001”) in a prominent place on the cover pages and/or the first page. (See Handbook

for Electronic Filing Procedures,

hltps://www.usitc.gov/secrerary/documents/handbo0k_0n_filing_pr0cedures.pdj). Persons with

questions regarding filing should contact the Office of the Secretary (202-205-2000). If _

Respondent desires to submit a document to the Commission in confidence, it must file the

original and a public version of the original with the Office of the Secretary and must serve a

copy of the confidential version on Complainants’ COUl1S€].1

Any failure to make the required report or the filing of any false or inaccurate report shall

constitute a violation of this Order, and the submission of a false or inaccurate report may be

referred to the U.S. Department of Justice as a possible criminal violation of 18 U.S.C. 1001.

VI.
Recordkeeping and Inspection

/ .

(A) For the purpose of securing compliance with this Order, Respondent shall retain any

and all records relating to the sale, offer for sale, lease, offer to lease, rent, offer to

rent, marketing, or distribution in the United States of covered products, made and

received in the usual and ordinary course of business, whether in detail or in

l Complainants must file a letter with the Secretary identifying the attomey to receive reports
associated with this order. The designated attorney must be on the protective order entered in
the investigation.
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summary form, for a period of three (3) years from the close of the fiscal year to

_ which they pertain. _

(B) For the purposes of determining or securing compliance with this Order and for no

other purpose, subject to any privilege recognized by the federal courts of the United

States, and upon reasonable written notice by the Commission or its staff, duly

authorized representatives of the Commission‘shall be permitted access and the right

to inspect and copy, in Respondent’s principal office during office hours, and in the‘

presence of counsel or other representatives if Respondent so chooses, all books,

ledgers, accounts, correspondence, memoranda, and other records and documents, in

detail and in summary form, that must be retained under subparagraph VI(A) of this

Order.

VII. 
Service of Cease and Desist Order

Respondent is ordered and directed to:

(A) Serve, within fifteen days after the effective date of this Order, a copy of this Order

upon each of its respective officers, directors, managing agents, agents, and

employees who have any responsibility for the importation, marketing, distribution,

sale, lease, or rent of imported covered products in the United States;

(B) Serve, within fifteen days afier the succession of any persons referred to in

subparagraph VII(A) of this order, a copy of the order upon each successor; and

(C) Maintain such records as will show the name, title, and address of each person upon

whom the order has been served, as described in subparagraphs VIl( A) and VIl(B)
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of this order, together with the date on which service was made.

The obligations set forth in subparagraphs VII(B) and VII(C) shall remain in effect until

the Asserted Patents expire.

VIII.
Confidentiality

Any request for confidential treatment of information obtained by the Commission

pursuant to section V - VI of this order should be made in accordance with section 201.6 of the

Commissi0n’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19 CFR 201.6). For all reports for which

confidential treatment is sought, Respondent must provide a public version of such report with

confidential information redacted. 

IX. .
Enforcement

Violation of this order may result in any of the actions specified in section 210.75 of the

Commission’s Rulesof Practice and Procedure (19 CPR 210.75), including an action for civil

penalties under section 337(t) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 13'37(f)),as well as any other

action that the Commission deems appropriate. In determining whether Respondent is in

violation of this order, the Commission may infer facts adverse to Respondent if it fails lo

provide adequate or timely information.

X.
Modification

The Commission may amend this order on its own motion or in accordance with the
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procedure described in section 210.76 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19

CFR 210.76).

XI.

‘ Bonding

The conduct prohibited by Section III of this Order may be continued during the sixty

day period in which this Order is under review by the United States Trade Representative, as

delegated by the President (70 Fed. Reg. 43,251 (Jul. 21, 2005)) subject to the Respondent’s

posting of a bond in the amount of zero percent of the entered value of the covered products (i.e.,

no bond). This bond provision does not apply to conduct that is otherwise permitted by section

IV of this order. Covered products imported on or after the date of issuance of this order are

subject to the entry bond set forth in the exclusion order issued by the Commission, and are not

subject to this bond provision.

The bond is to be posted in accordance with the procedures established by the

Commission for the posting of bonds by complainants in connection with the issuance of

temporary exclusion orders. See 19 CFR 210.68. The bond and any accompanying

documentation are to be provided to and approved by the Commission prior to the

commencement of conduct that is otherwise prohibited by section Ill of this Order. Upon the

Secretary’s acceptance of the bond, (a) the Secretary will serve an acceptance letter on all

parties, and (b) Respondent must serve a copy of the bond and any accompanying documentation

on Complainants’ counse1.2

The bond is to be forfeited in the event that the United States Trade Representative

2See Footnote 1.
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approves this Order (or does not disapprove it within the review period), unless the U.S. Court of

Appeals for the Federal Circuit, in a final judgment, reverses any Commission final

determination and order as to Respondent on appeal, or unless Respondent exports or destroys p

the products subject to this bond and provides certification to that effect that is satisfactory to the

Commission.

The bond is to be released in the event the United States Trade Representative

disapproves this order and no subsequent order is issued by the Commission and approved (or

not disapproved) by the United States Trade Representative, upon service on Respondent of an

order issued by the Commission based upon application therefore made by Respondent to the

Commission.

By order of the Commission.

Lisa R. Barton ~
Secretary to the Commission

Issued: November 21, 2017
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of 1
- Investigation N0. 337-TA-1001

CERTAIN DIGITAL VIDEO
RECEIVERS AND HARDWARE AND
SOFTWARE COMPONENTS THEREOF

CEASE AND DESIST ORDER

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED THAT RESPONDENT Comcast Shared Services, LLC

330 N. Wabash Ave. 22, Chicago, IL 60611-3586 (“Respondent”), cease and desist from

conducting any.of the following activities in the United States: importing, selling, offering for

sale, leasing, offering for lease, renting, offering for rent, marketing, advertising, distributing,

transferring (except for exportation), and soliciting U.S. agents or distributors for, certain digital

video receivers and hardware and software components thereof covered by (1) one or more of

claims 1, 2, 14, and 17 of U.S. Patent No. 8,006,263; or (2) one or more of claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10,

14, and 18 of U.S. Patent No. 8,578,413; (“the Asserted Patents”) in violation of section 337 of

the TariffAct of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1337).

' I.
Definitions

As used in this order:

(A) “Commission” shall mean the United States International Trade Cormnission.



(B) “Complainants” shall mean Rovi Corporation and Rovi Guides, Inc., both of San

Carlos, CA. \

(C) “Respondent” shall mean Comcast Shared Services, LLC, 330 N. Wabash Ave.

22, Chicago, IL 60611-3586.

(D) “Person” shall mean an individual, or any non-governmental partnership, firm,

association, corporation, or other legal or business entity other than Respondent or

its majority owned or controlled subsidiaries, successors, or assigns.

(E) “United States” shall mean the fifty States, the District of Columbia, and Puerto

Rico.

(F) The terms “import” and “importation” refer to importation for entry for

consumption under the Customs laws of the United States.

(G) The tenn “covered products” shall mean digital video receivers and hardware and

A software components thereof covered by one or more of (1) claims 1, 2, 14, and

17 ofU.S. Patent No. 8,006,263; or(2) claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 of U.S.

Patent No. 8,578,413. Covered products shall not include articles for which a

provision of law or license avoids liability for infringement of certain claims of

the Asserted Patents.

II.
Applicability

The provisions of this Cease and Desist Order shall apply to Respondent and to any ofits

principals, stockholders, officers, directors, employees, agents, distributors, controlled (whether

by stock ownership or otherwise) and majority-owned business entities, successors, and assigns,

and to each of them insofar as they are engaging in conduct prohibited by section HI, infra, for,
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with, or otherwise on behalf of, Respondent.

IH.
Conduct Prohibited

The following conduct of Respondent in the United States is prohibited by this Order.

For the remaining terms of the Asserted Patents, Respondent shall not:

(A) import or sell for importation into the United States covered products;

(B) market, distribute, sell, offer to sell, lease, offer to lease, rent, offer to rent, or

otherwise transfer (except for exportation), in the United States imported covered

products; V

(C) advertise imported covered products; , _

(D) solicit U.S. agents or distributors for imported covered products; or‘

(E) aid or abet other entities in the importation, sale for importation, sale after

importation, lease after importation, rent afier importation, transfer, or distribution of

covered products.

IV.
Conduct Permitted

Notwithstanding any other provision of this Order, Respondent shall be permitted:

(A) to engage in speeific conduct otherwise prohibited by the terms of this Order if, in a

written instrtunent, the owner of the Asserted Patents licenses or authorizes such

specific conduct, including but not limited to conduct involving covered products that

the Commission found were previously imported into the United States under license;
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(B) to engage in specific conduct otherwise prohibited by the terms of this Order if such

specific conduct is related to the importation or sale of covered products by or for the

United States; or

(C) to engage in such specific conduct related to service or repair articles imported for use

in servicing or repairing digital video receivers that were imported before the effective

date of this Order. Exception (C) does not permit the importation of digital video

receivers to replace digital video receivers that were imported before the effective date

of this Order.

V.
Reporting

For purposes of this requirement, the reporting periods shall commence on January 1 of

each year and shall end on the subsequent December 31. The first report required under this

"sectionshall cover the period from the date of issuance of this order through December 31, 2017

This reporting requirement shall continue in force until such time as Respondent has truthfully

reported, in two consecutive timely filed reports, that it has no inventory (whether held in

warehouses or at customer sites)of covered products in the United States.

Within thirty (30) days of the last day of the reporting period, Respondent shall report to

the Commission: (a) the quantity in units and the value in dollars of covered products that it has

(i) imported and/or (ii) sold in the United States after importation during the reporting period,

and (b) the quantity in units and value in dollars of reported covered products that remain in

inventory in the United States at the end of the reporting period; When filing written

submissions, Respondent must file the original document electronically on or before the
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deadlines stated above and submit eight (8) true paper copies to the Office of the Secretary by

noon the next day pLu'suantto section 2l0.4(t) of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and

Procedure (19 CFR 210.4(t)). Submissions should refer to the investigation number (“Inv. No.

337-TA-1001”) in a prominent place on the cover pages and/or the first page. (See Handbook

for Electronic Filing Procedures,

htzps://www.usitc.gov/secrerary/documenls/handb00k_0njiling_pr0cedures.paf). Persons with

questions regarding filing should contact the Office of the Secretary (202-205-2000). If

Respondent desires to submit a document to the Commission in confidence, it must file the

original and a public version of the original with the Office of the Secretary and must serve a

copy of the confidential version on Complainants’ counsel.‘ _

Any failure to make the required report or the filing of any false or inaccurate report shall

constitute a violation of this Order, and the submissiongof a false or inaccurate report may be

referred to the U.S. Department of Justice as a possible criminal violation of 18 U.S.C. 1001.

VI.
Recordkeeping and‘Inspection

(A) For the purpose of securing compliance with this Order, Respondent shall retain any

and all records relating to the sale, offer for sale, lease, offer to lease, rent, offer to

rent, marketing, or distribution in the United States of covered products, made and

received in the usual and ordinary course of business, whether in detail or in

summary form, for a period of three (3) years from the close of the fiscal year to

I Complainants must file a letter with the Secretary identifying the attorney to receive reports
associated with this order. The designated attomey must be on the protective order entered in
the investigation. . 
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which they pertain.

(B) For the purposes of determining or securing compliance with this Order and for no

other purpose, subject to any privilege recognized by the federal courts of the United

States, and upon reasonable written notice by the Commission or its staff, duly

authorized representatives of the Commission shall be permitted access and the right

to inspect and copy, in Respondent’s principal office during office hours, and in the

presence of counsel or other representatives if Respondent so chooses, all books,

led ers, accounts corres ondence, memoranda, and other records and documents, in5

detail and in summary form, that must be retained under subparagraph VI(A) of this

Order.

O VII. l

Service of Cease and Desist Order

Respondent is_ordered and directed to: i

(A) Serve, within fifteen days afler the effective date of this Order, a copy of this Order

upon each of its respective officers, directors, managing agents, agents, and

employees who have any responsibility for the importation, marketing, distribution,

i sale, lease, or rent of imported covered products in the United States; '

(B) Serve, within fifteen days after the succession of any persons referred to in

subparagraph VII(A) of this order, a copy of the order upon each successor; and

(C) Maintain such records as will show the name, title, and address of each person upon

whom the order has been served, as described in subparagraphs VIl( A) and VII(B)

of this order, together with the date on which service was made.

‘ 6



The obligations set forth in subparagraphs VII(B) and VII(C) shall remain in effect until

the Asserted Patents expire.

VIII.
Confidentiality

Any request for confidential treatment of information obtained by the Commission

pursuant to section V - VI of this order should be made in accordance with section 201.6 of the

Con1mission’sRules of Practice and Procedure (19 CFR 201.6). For all reports for which

confidential treatment is sought, Respondent must provide a public version of such report with

confidential information redacted.

IX.
Enforcement

Violation of this order may result in any of the actions specified in section 210.75 of the

Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19 CFR 210.75), including an action for civil

penalties under section 337(f) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. l337(D), as _wellas any other

action that the Commission deems appropriate. In determining whether Respondent is in

violation of this order, the Commission may infer facts adverse to Respondent if it fails to

provide adequate or timely information.

X.
Modification

The Commission may amend this order on its own motion or in accordance with the

procedure described in section 210.76 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (19

7



CFR 210.76).

XI.
Bonding

The conduct prohibited by Section III of this Order may be continued during the sixty

day period in which this Order is under review by the United States Trade Representative, as

delegated by the President (70 Fed. Reg. 43,251 (Jul. 21, 2005)) subject to the Respondent’s

posting of a bond in the amount of zero percent of the entered value of the covered products (i.e.,

no bond). This bond provision does not apply to conduct that is otherwise permitted by section

IV of this order. Covered products imported on or after the date of issuance of this order are

subject to the entry bond set forth in the exclusion order issued by the Commission, and are not

subject to this bond provision. .

The bond is to be posted in accordance with the procedures established by the

Commission for the posting of bonds by complainants in connection with the issuance of

temporary exclusion orders. See 19 CFR 210.68. The bond and any accompanying

documentation are to be provided to and approved by the Commission prior to the

commencement of conduct that is otherwise prohibited by section III of this Order. Upon the

Secretary’s acceptance of the bond, (a) the Secretary will serve an acceptance letter on all

parties, and (b) Respondent must serve a copy of the bond and any accompanying documentation

on Complainants’ counsel.2 ’

The bond is to be forfeited in the event that the United States Trade Representative

approves this Order (or does not disapprove it within the review period), unless the U.S. Court of

See Footnote l .2
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Appeals for the Federal Circuit, in a final judgment, reverses any Commission final

determination and order as to Respondent on appeal, or unless Respondent exports or destroys

the products subject to this bond and provides certification to that effect that is satisfactory to the

Commission. ' ‘ .

The bond is to be released in the event the United States Trade Representative

disapproves this order and no subsequent order is issued by the Commission and approved (or

not disapproved) by the United States Trade Representative, upon sen/ice on Respondent of an

order issued by the Commission based upon application therefore made by Respondent to the

Commission.

By order of the Commission.

Lisa R. Barton
Secretary to the Commission

I

Issued: November 21,2017
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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION

Washington, D.C.

In the Matter of

CERTAIN DIGITAL VIDEO Investigation N0. 337-TA-1001
RECEIVERS AND HARDWARE AND .
SOFTWARE COMPONENTS THEREOF

COMMISSION OPINION

This investigation is before the Commission for a final determination on the issues under

review, and to detennine the appropriate remedy, the public interest, and bonding. The

Commission has detennined to affinn that respondent Comcast violated section 337 of the

Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1337) (“section 337”), in connection with claims 1,

2, 14, and 17 of U.S. Patent No. 8,006,263 (“the ’263 patent”) and claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and

18 ofU.S. Patent No. 8,578,413 (“the ’4l3 patent”).

The Commission has determined to affirm the final initial detennination (the “Final ID”)

in part, affirm the Final ID with modifications in part, reverse the Final ID in part, vacate the

Final ID in part, and take no position as to certain issues under review. More particularly, the

Commission affirms the Final ID’s detennination that Comcast imports the accused X1 set-top

boxes (“STBs”), and takes no position as to whether Comcast is an importer of the Legacy

STBs. The Commission also takes no position on whether Comcast sells the accused products

after importation.

The Commission concludes that there is no section 337 violation as to the Legacy STBs.

Regarding the X1 STBs, the Commission affirms the Final ID’s conclusion that Comcast’s

1
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customers directly infringe the ’263 and ’4l3 patents. Thus, the Commission affmns the Final

ID’s conclusion that complainant Rovi has established a violation by Comcast as to those

patents and the X1 STBs. '

The Commission also takes the following actions. The Commission vacates the Final

ID’s conclusion that Comcast’s two alternative designs infringe the ‘263 and ’413 patents and

instead concludes that those designs are too hypothetical to adjudicate at this time. The

Commission modifies and affirms the Final ID’s claim construction of the claim term “cancel a

function of the second tuner to permit the second tuner to perform the requested tuning

operation” in U.S. Patent No. 8,621,512 (“the ’5l2 patent”) and affirms the Final ID’s

infringement determinations as to that patent. The Corrnnission modifies and affirrns the Final

ID’s conclusion that the asserted claims of the ’5l2 patent are invalid as obvious. The '

Commission takes no position as to whether the ARRIS-Rovi Agreement provides a defense to

the allegations against ARRIS, and as to whether Rovi established the economic prong of the

domestic industry requirement based on patent licensing. The Commission adopts the

remainder of the Final ID to the extent that it does not conflict with this opinion or to the extent

it is not expressly addressed in this opinion.

Having found a violation of section 337 in this investigation by Comcast, the

Commission has determined that the appropriate fonn of relief is a limited exclusion order

(“LEO”) and cease and desist orders (“CD05”). The Commission has determined to issue an

LEO as to Comcast’s infringing digital video receivers and hardware and software components

thereof. The CDOs prohibit, among other things, the importation, sale, and distribution of

infringing products by Comcast.

2
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The Commission has also determined that the public interest factors enumerated in

sections 337(d) and (f) do not preclude issuance of the orders. Finally, the Commission has

determined that a bond in the amount of zero (i.e., no bond) is required to permit temporary

importation and sale during the period of Presidential review (19 U.S.C. 1337(d)) of digital

video receivers and hardware and software components thereof that are subject to the orders.

I. BACKGROUND

A. Procedural History

1. Institution .

The Commission instituted this investigation on May 26, 2016, based on a complaint

filed on behalf of Rovi Corporation and Rovi Guides, Inc. (collectively, “Rovi”), both of San

Carlos, California. 81 FR 33547, 33547 (May 26, 2016) (the “Notice of Investigation”). The

complaint, as amended, alleges violations of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended,

19 U.S.C. 1337, by reason of infringement of certain claims of U.S. Patent Nos. 8,006,263 (“the

’263 patent”); 8,578,413 (“the ’413 patent”); 8,046,801 (“the ’801 patent”); 8,621,512 (“the

’5l2 patent”); 8,768,147 (“the_’147 patent”); 8,566,871 (“the ’871 patent”); and 6,418,556 (“the

’556 patent”). Id. at 33547-48. The complaint further alleges that a domestic industry exists.

Id. at 33548. I

The Notice of Investigation named sixteen respondents. The respondents are Comcast

Corporation; Comcast Cable Communications, LLC; Comcast Cable Communications

Management, LLC; Comcast Business Communications, LLC; Comcast Holdings Corporation;

Comcast Shared Sen/ices, LLC (collectively “Comcast’°);Technicolor SA; Technicolor USA,

Inc.; Technicolor Connected Home USA LLC (collectively “Technicolor”); ARRIS

International plc; ARRIS Group Inc.; ARRIS Technology, Inc.; ARRIS Enterprises LLC;

ARRIS Solutions, Inc.; ARRIS Global Ltd., and Pace Americas, LLC (collectively, “ARRIS”)

3
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(all respondents collectively, the “Respondents”). Notice of Investigation, 81 FR at 33548; see

also 82 FR 38934-36 (Aug. 16, 2017) (the “Notice of Review”). The Office of Unfair Import

Investigations is not a party to this investigation. See Notice of Investigation, 81 FR at 33548.

2. Non-Final Initial Determinations

On October 21, 2016, the Commission determined not to review an initial detennination

(“ID”) terminating the investigation as to claims 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, and 18 of the ’263 patent;

claims 6-8, 12, and 15-17 of the ’413 patent; claims 2-4, 6-9, 11-14, 16-27, and 29-54 ofthe

’801 patent; claims 4, 8, 9, 11, 12, 16, 20, 21, 23, and 24 ofthe ’512 patent; claims 5, 6, 8, 10,

15, 21, 22, and 24 ofthe ’147 patent; claims 2, 4, 10, 11, 13, 16, 19-22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 33, 35,

36, and 39 ofthe ’556 patent; and claims 1, 2, 6-11, 13, 19-22, 24, and 30-33 ofthe ’871

patent.‘ On December 2, 2016, the Commission determined not to review an ID terminating the

investigation as to claim ‘l5 of the ’263 patent; claim 28 of the ’80l patent; claims 2, 3, 14, and

15 of the ’512 patent; claim 16 ofthe ’147 patent; claims 3, 12, and 14 of the ’556 patent; and

claims 23, 28, and 29 of the ’871 patent.2 On December 2-8,2016, the Commission determined

not to review an ID tenninating the investigation as to all infringement allegations with respect

to the ’147 patent.3

For sake of clarity regarding the effect of the non-final IDs, the table below presents the

remaining claims (and purposes thereof).

1Order No. 17 (Sept. 23, 2016), unreviewed, C0mm’n Notice (Oct. 21, 2016).

2 Order N0. 25 (Nov. 14, 2016), unreviewed, Comm’n Notice (Dec. 2, 2016).

3 Order No. 27 (Dec. 5, 2016), unreviewed, Comm’n Notice (Dec. 28, 2016).
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Patent Infringement
Domestic Industry
(Technical Prong)

X] STBs Legacy STBs

’556 7, 18, 40 7, 18, 40
7,18, 40

’263 1, 2, 14, 17 1, 2,14,17 1, 2, 14, 17

’801 1, 5, 10, 15 1, 5,10,15
1, 5,1O,15

’871 12, 17, 18 (none)
12,13,17,18

’4l3 1,3,5, 9, 10, 14,18 1,3,5, 9,10, 14,18 1,3, 5, 9,10,14,18

’512 1, 10, 13, 22 1, 10, 13, 22
1, 10, 13, 22

3. The Final ID, Petitions Thereof, and the Recommended Determination

On May 26, 2017, the ALJ issued the Final ID, which concludes with forty-nine

conclusions of fact and law (abbreviated herein as “COFL”). Final ID at 610-13. The Final ID

finds a violation of section 337 in connection with the asserted claims of the ’263 and ’413

patents, but not in connection with the asserted claims of the ’556, ’801, ’871, and ’512 patents

Specifically, the Final ID finds that the Commission has subject matter jurisdiction over the

allegations in the complaint, in rem jurisdiction over the accused products, and inpersonam

jurisdiction over Respondents. Final ID at 610. The Final ID finds that Comcast, ARRIS, and

Technicolor import the accused products, but that Comcast does not sell accused products for or

after importation. Id. at 9-14.

On June 9, 2017, the ALJ issued his Recommendation on Remedy and Bond (the “RD”)

The RD declares that,

subject to any public interest determination of the Commission, the
Commission should: (1) issue a [LEO] covering products that infringe
one or more of the claims as to which a violation of section 337 has been
found; (2) issue [CD05]; and (3) require no bond during the Presidential
review period.

5
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RD at 1.

4. The C0mmissi0n’s Review of the Final ID

On June 12, 2017, Rovi and Respondents each filed a petition for review of the Final ID

each.challenging a number of the Final ID’s findings and conclusions.4 On August 10, 2017,

the Commission detennined to review some of the petitioned issues. Notice of Review, 82 FR

at 38934-36. Specifically, the Commission determined to review the following issues:

(1) The Final ID’s determination that Comcast is an importer of the
accused products (Issue 1 in Respondents’ Petition for Review).

(2) The Final ID’s determination that Comcast has not sold accused
products in the United States after the importation of those products into

. the United States (the issue discussed in section III of Rovi’s Petition for
Review).

(3) The Final ID’s determination that the accused Legacy products are
“articles that infringe” (Issue 2 in Respondents’ Petition for Review).

(4) . . . [W]hether the X1 products are “articles that infringe” (Issue 3 in
Respondents’ Petition for Review), the issue of direct infringement of
the ’263 and ’413 patents by the X1 accused products (Issue 5 in
Respondents’ Petition for Review), and the issue of “the nature and scope
of the violation found” (the issue discussed in section X of Respondents’
Petition for Review).

(5) . . . [W]hether Comcast’s two alternative designs infringe the ’263
and ’4l3 patents (Issue 4 in Respondents’ Petition for Review).

(6) The Final ID’s claim constnlction of “cancel a ftmction of the second
tuner to permit the second tuner to perform the requested tuning operation”
in the ’512 patent, and the Final ID’s infringement determinations as to
that patent (Issue 26 in Respondents’ Petition for Review).

4Rovi’s and Respondents’ petitions for review of the Final ID are cited herein as “Rovi Pet.”
and “Resps. Pet.,” respectively; and Rovi’s and Respondents’ replies to the 0ther’s petitions
are cited herein as “Rovi Pet. (Reply)” and “Resps. Pet. (Rep1y),” respectively. The parties’
separately-filed summaries of their petitions and/or replies are denoted herein with
“(Summary)” "
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(7) The Final lD’s conclusion that the asserted claims of the ’5l2 patent
are invalid as obvious (the issue discussed in section VI.B.4 of Rovi’s

‘ Petition for Review). _

(8) . . . [W]hether the ARRIS-Rovi Agreement provides a defense to the
allegations against the ARRIS respondents (the issue discussed in section
XI of Respondents’ Petition for Review).

(9) The Final ID’s conclusion that Rovi did not establish the economic
prong of the domestic industry requirement based on patent licensing (the
issue discussed in ‘sectionIV of Rovi’s Petition for Review).

Id. at 389345. The Commission requested briefing on certain topics. The Commission further

concluded that certain of Respondents’ assignments of error were waived:

The Commission has further detennined that Respondents’ petition of the
Final ID’s determinations is improper as to the following issues: (l) The
representative accused Xl products for the ’263, ’4l3, and ’8Ol patents;
(2) the induced infringement of the ’263 and ’4l3 patents; and (3) the
eligibility under 35 U.S.C. 101 ofthe ’512 patent. See 19 CFR
2l0.43(b)(2) (“Petitions for review may not incorporate statements,
issues, or arguments by reference”). Those assignments of error are
therefore waived.

Id. On August 24, 2017, Rovi and Respondents filed their written submissions on the issues

under review and on remedy, public interest, and bonding, and on August 31, 2017, the parties

filed their reply submissions.5 g

On August 23, 2017, Respondents filed a “Petition for Reconsideration of the

Commission’s Determination of Waiver as to Certain Issues Specified in Respondents’ Petition

for Review or, Alternatively, Application of Waiver to Issues Raised in Rovi’s Petition for

Review,” challenging the Commission’s finding of waiver as to the three issues noted above.

j
5Rovi’s and Respondents’ initial submissions are cited herein as “Rovi Br.” and “Resps. Br,”

respectively, and the parties’ reply submissions are cited herein as “Rovi Br. (Reply)” and
“Resps. Br. (Reply),” respectively.
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On August 30, 2017, Rovi filed a response thereto. Based on the conclusory assertions and

incorporation of post-hearing briefing in Respondents’ petition for review, Respondents waived

their arguments and failed to demonstrate that any finding or conclusion of material fact was

clearly erroneous; that any legal conclusion was erroneous, without governing precedent, rule or

law, or constitutes an abuse of discretion; or that any issue is one affecting Commission policy.

19 CFR 2lO.43(b)(1)-(b)(2). Accordingly, we have found the issues waived, and have adopted

the ALJ’s fmdings on these issues.

B. Patents Related to the Issues under Review

1. The ’263 and ’4l3 Patents—the “Remote Access Patents”

_ The ’263 and ’4l3 patents are each titled “Interactive television program guide with

remote access.” The ’263 patent issued on August 23, 201 1, and the ’4l3 patent issued on

November 5, 2013. JX-0002 (’263 patent), at cover page; JX-0005 (’4l3 patent), at cover page.

Respondents refer to the ’263 and ’4l3 patents as the “Remote Access Patents.” See Final ID at

178. Each Remote Access Patent claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application Nos:

60/097,527, filed August 21, 1998, and 60/093,292, filed July 17, 1998. JX-0002 (’263 patent),

at cover page; JX-0005 (’4l3 patent), at cover page. Each of the Remote Access Patents shares

essentially the same specification. See generally JX-0002 C263 patent); JX-0005 (’4l3 patent),

at cover page; see also Rovi Post-Hrg. Br.6 at 41 (explaining that the patents “stem from a

common, parent application filed on July 16, 1999”). The Remote Access Patents relate toRa
6“Rovi Post-Hrg. Br.” refers to the Rovi’s post-hearing brief, which was filed with the AL] .

Respondents’ post-hearing brief is similarly abbreviated as “Resps. Post-Hrg. Br.,” and the
parties’ reply post-hearing briefing is cited as “Rovi Post-Hrg. Br. (Reply)” or “Resps. Post
Hrg. Br. (Reply),” respectively.
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interactive television guide programs (“IPGs”) that operate on local devices, such as STBs, and

remote devices, such as a laptops or mobile phones. See JX-0002 (’263 patent), at Abstract; JX

OO05(’413 patent), at Abstract; see also Final ID at 178, 281.

2. The ’s12 Patent I

The ’512 patent, titled “Interactive television program guide with simultaneous watch

and record capabilities,” issued on December 31, 2013, and claims.the benefit of several

applications, the earliest of which is U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/089,487, filed on June

16, 1998. JX-0006 (’512 patent), at cover page. The ’512 patent discloses a television guide

that allows a user to record a program while simultaneously watching another program. Id.

C. Products. at Issue

1. The Accused Products

The accused products are STBs (and their ancillary remote controls and applications)

that Comcast supplies to customers to enable their television viewing experience. See, e.g.,

Final ID at 7. These products are capable of supporting one of two software-based guides

supplied by Comcast to its customers: the X1 Guide or the Legacy Guide. Regarding the

differences between the X1 Guide and the Legacy Guide, the Legacy STBs locally store and

execute the IPG7 software and programming scheduling data “on the box,” and the new X1

STBs receive IPG screen views from the “cloud.” See, e.g., id. at 220.

. In view of certain licensing agreements at issue in this investigation, Rovi declares that it

accuses all digital video receivers and hardware and sofiware components
thereof, including all products capable of supporting Comcast’s X1 oré—ii

7An IPG allows, for example, a person viewing a television to select channels for viewing or
recording. _
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Legacy Guide, that are or were: (1) products purchased by Comcast on or
after April 1, 20168, regardless of when they were imported; (2) products
installed by Comcast into its customer base on or after April 1, 2016,
regardless of when they were purchased by Comcast or imported; and (3) '
products that Comcast now holds in inventory and that Comcast will, in

1 the normal course of business, install into Comcast’s customer base on or
after April 1, 2016, regardless of when they were purchased by Comcast
or imported.

Rovi Post-Hrg. Br. at 10. Rovi further accuses

all Technicolor and ARRIS products capable of supporting Corncast’s X1
or Legacy Guide, that are or were: (1) products imported on or afier April
1, 2016 and sold to Comcast; (2) products sold to Comcast on or after
April 1, 2016, regardless of when they were imported; and (3) products
that Technicolor or ARRIS hold in inventory for sale to Comcast,
regardless of when they were imported. The foregoing includes remote
controls and applications that operate in conjtmction with any of the
identified models. 

Id. at l0—11.

2. The DomesticIndustry Products

The domestic industry products in this investigation are Rovi’s i-Guide, Passport, and

TotalGuide XD systems. Final ID at 576.

' II. ISSUES UNDER REVIEW

A. Whether Comcast Has Imported or Sold Infringing Products after the Importation
into the United States

1. The X1 STBs _

The Commission has determined to affirm the Final ID’s findings and conclusion that

Comcast imports the X1 STBs into the United States. The Commission has determined to take

no position as to whether Comcast has sold the X1 STBs in the United States after the

8April 1, 2016, is the day after patent and software licenses between Rovi (licensor) and
Comcast (licensee) expired.
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importation of those products into the United States. See Beloit Corp. v. Valet Oy, 742 F.2d

1421, 1423 (Fed. Cir. 1984).

2. The Legacy STBs

As discussed below, the Commission has determined that Rovi cannot establish a

violation based on any unfair act related to the Legacy STBs. The Commission has thus

determined to take no position as to whether Comcast has imported or sold the Legacy STBs

after the importation into the United States. See Beloit, 742 F.2d at 1423.

B. Whether Rovi Established a Violation as to the Legacy STBs

1. The Applicable Law ‘

“An express or implied license is a defense to infringement.” Radar Indus., Inc. v.

Cleveland Die & Mfg. C0., 424 F. App’x 931, 933 (Fed. Cir. 2011). “The burden of proving ‘

that an implied license exists is on the party asserting an implied license as a defense to

infringement.” Augustine Med, Inc. v. Progressive Dynamics, Inc., 194 F.3d 1367, 1370 (Fed.

Cir. 1999). “The longstanding doctrine of patent exhaustion provides that the initial authorized

sale of a patented item terminates all patent rights to that item.” Quanta Computer Inc. v. LG

Elecs., Ina, 553 U.S. 617, 625, 128 S.Ct. 2109, 170 L.Ed.2d 996 (2008).

2. The Final ID .

The Final ID concludes that “[t]he accused Legacy products infringe claims 1, 2, 14, and

17 of [the ’263 patent]; claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 of [the ’413 patent]; and claims 1, 10,

13, and 22 ofU.S. Patent No. 8,621,512.” Final ID at 611. However, the Final ID finds no

violation by Comcast with respect to the Legacy STBs based on a 2010 Patent License between

Rovi and Comcast. Id. at 553-54. Relevant to the Legacy STBs and regarding Comcast’s

licensing defense, the Final ID declares,

11
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The 2010 Patent License permits Comcast (and authorized third parties)
to [

. ] products that

practice Rovi’s Patents. Thus, the license expressly allows Comcast,
along with its suppliers, to import products before April 1, 2016.
Accordingly, . . . products imported before April 1, 2016 are not unlawful
imports, and there has been no . . . unfair act which would constitute a
violation [oi] Section 337 for these products. '

Final ID at 553-54 (footnote and citations omitted). [

].

3. Commission Determination and Analysis

The Commission hereby supplements the Final ID with the following analysis. Rovi has

not established a violation as to the Legacy STBs imported prior to the expiration of the license

additionally because the sale of all Legacy STBs at issue that was authorized by Rovi exhausted

Rovi’s patent rights as to those products. ,

Patent exhaustion is generally triggered by a patentee’s sale of an item or through a sale

of that item that is authorized by the patentee (such as a sale by a licensee authorized by the

patentee). Impression Prods. Inc. v. Lexmark Int ’l, Ina, 137 S. Ct. 1523, 1531, 1534-35

(2017); see also Quanta, 553 U.S. at 625 (“The longstanding doctrine of patent exhaustion

provides that the initial authorized sale of a patented item terminates all patent rights to that

item”); see also Powertéch Tech. Inc. v.Tessera, Inc., 660 F.3d 1301, 1307 (Fed. Cir. 2011);

LG Elecs. Inc. v. Hitachi Lta'., 655 F. Supp. 2d 1036, 1047-48 (N.D. Cal. 2009) (citing U.S. v.

Masonite C0rp., 316 U.S. 265, 278 (1942)). Patent exhaustion

marks the point where patent rights yield to the common law principle
against restraints on alienation. The Patent Act “promote[s] the progress
of science and the useful arts by granting to [inventors] a limited
monopoly” that allows them to “secure the financial rewards” for their
inventions. [Univis Lens, C0. v. U.S., 316 U.S., 241, 250 (1942)]. But
once a patentee sells an item, it has “enjoyed all the rights secured” by
that limited monopoly. Keeler v. Standard Folding Bed C0., 157 U.S.
659, 661, 15 S.Ct. 738, 39 L.Ed. 848 (1895). Because “the purpose of the

' 12
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patent law is fulfilled . . . when the patentee hasreceived his reward for
the use of his invention,” that law furnishes “no basis for restraining the
use and enjoyment ofthe thing sold.” Univis, 316 U.S., at 251, 62 S.Ct.
1088.

Impression Pr0ds., 137 S. Ct. at 1531-32. “The patent exhaustion analysis focuses on the

agreement to which the patent holder is a party” because “[o]nly that agreement reflects what

the patent holder has bargained for” and “reflects the relevant transaction pursuant to which the

patent holder contemplated sales of the patented items, whether through a direct licensee, or

through a subsequent sublicensee.” High Point Sarl v. T-Mobile USA,Ir1c.,53 F.Supp.3d 797,

803, 805 (D.N.J. 2014) (holding that sales by a sub-licensee were authorized by the patentee’s

license agreement with the licensee for purposes of patent exhaustion), cgfi"dper curiam, 640

Fed. Appx. 917 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (unpublished).

Rovi granted Comcast an express license to

_ l

1- A

JX-0050C, at § 1(b) (emphasis added). As shown above, the license agreement thus authorized

Comcast to [ ] STBs. Also as shown above, that license agreement authorized [

]. See, e.g., RX

0838C (Shank RWS) at QA28-29; ARR1S’s Resp. to the Complaint (June 30, 2016, Rule

21().13(b) Statement); Tr. 465-66, 469-71, 558; IX-0100C (Johnson Dep. Tr.) 48; RX-0781C

13
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(Folk RWS) at Q/A 50 ([ ]); Technicolor’s Aug. 1, 2016,

Supplemental Rule 21O.13(b)_Statement. Thus, focusing on the “license agreement to which the

patent holder is a party,” see High Point, 53 F.Supp.3d at 805, all sales of Legacy STBs were

sales authorized by the license agreement [

]. Therefore, Rovi’s patent rights have been

exhausted as to those STBs, and none of the import, re-import,9 or any alleged sale after

importation of the Legacy STBs at issue can be the basis of a violation under section

337(a)(1)(B).10

iii__i__i_-ii

9After the ALJ issued the Final ID, Comcast submitted with the Office of the Secretary a letter
including supplemental disclosures and representations, [

]. The Commission determined to reopen the evidentiary record and
accept the supplemental disclosure and related submissions. See Notice of Review, 82 FR at
38934-35. I

Similarly, any alleged infringing conduct or unfair acts under section 337 regarding X1 STBs
that were purchased and imported prior to the expiration of the license cannot serve as a basis
of a violation under section 337(a)(1)(B). In Quanta, the Supreme Court considered whether
exhaustion can apply when the sold article does not itself fully practice the asserted claims,
such as if the claims are method claims. See Quanta, 553 U.S. at 628-35. There, the Court
declared that exhaustion is triggered when the sold article has as its only reasonable and
intended use to practice the patent and where the article embodies the essential features of the
patented invention. See Quanta, 553 U.S. at 631-32 (citing Univis, 316 U.S., at 249-51).

The standard under Quanta is satisfied with respect to both the X1 and Legacy STBs.
The Final ID’s unreviewed finding declares that the Legacy STBs infringe the ’263 and ’413
patents, see, e.g., Final ID at 611, and the Commission concludes (as discussed below) that
the X1 STBs infringe the ’263 and ’413 patents. Furthermore, “the accused products are so
tailored to Comcast’s system and requirements that they would not function within another
cable operator’s system.” Final ID at 12. Additionally (as discussed below), the
Commission concludes that Rovi has shown that Comcast induced the infringement of the
‘263 and ‘413 patents as to the X1 STBs, and the analogous finding of the Fina] ID as to the

14
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C. Whether Rovi Established that the X1 STBs Infringe the ’263 and ’413 Patents

1. The Applicable Law ~

a. Infringement

i. Direct Infringement

35 U.S.C. 271(a) defines direct infringement and declares, “whoever Without authority

makes, uses, offers to sell, or sells any patented invention, within the United States or imports

into the United States any patented invention during the term of the patent therefor, infringes the

patent.” The complainant in a section 337 investigation bears the burden of proving

infringement of the asserted patent claims by a preponderance of the evidence. Certain

Flooring Prods, Inv. No. 337-TA-443, Cormn’n Notice of Final Detennination of No Violation

of Section 337, 2002 WL 448690, at *59, (Mar. 22, 2002); Enercon GmbH v. Int ’l Trade

Comm ’n, 151 F.3d 1376 (Fed. Cir. 1998).

. ii. Indirect Infringement _

Section 271(b) of the Patent Act also provides that “[w]hoever actively induces

infringement of a patent shall be liable as an infringer.” 35 U.S.C. 27l(b). “To prevail on a

claim of induced infringement, in addition to inducement by the defendant, the patentee must

also show that the asserted patent was directly infringed.” Epcon Gas Sys. v. Bauer

Compressors, Ina, 279 F.3d 1022, 1033 (Fed. Cir. 2002). Furthermore, “[s]ection 271(b)

covers active inducement of infringement, which typically includes acts that intentionally cause,

urge, encourage, or aid another to directly infringe a patent.” Arris Grp. v. British Telecomm.

Legacy STBs was not petitioned. See Final ID at 611. Thus, Comcast had the intent to
infringe those patents with both sets of STBs. Accordingly, exhaustion applies to all STBs
imported prior to the expiration of the license.

- 15
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PLC, 639 F.3d 1368, 1379, n.l3 (Fed. Cir. 2011). The Supreme Court held that induced
, .

infringement under § 271(b) requires knowledge that the induced acts constitute patent .

infringement. Commil USA, LLC v. Cisco Sys, Inc, 135 S.Ct. 1920, 1926-27 (2015). 1

2. The Final ID

The Final ID finds direct infringement of claims 1, 2, 14, and 17 of the ’263 patent and

claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 ofthe ’413 patent. See, e.g., Final ID at 399, 610-11.“ The

Final ID also finds that Comcast induces its customers to infringe those patents. E.g. , id. at 610

11. The Final ID further finds that ARRIS and Technicolor do not directly or indirectly infringe

those patents. E.g., id. at 237, 610-11.

3. Commission Determination and Analysis

The Commission affinns the Final ID’s conclusion that Comcast’s customers directly

infringed the ’263 and ’4l3 patents through their use of the X1 systems in the United States.

See Final ID at 234-38. The Final ID’s unreviewed findings also conclude that Comcast

induced that infringement. See id. at 232-34. The parties dispute whether the Final ID finds

that Comcast itself directly infringed the ‘Z63and ’413 patents through Comcast’s “‘testing and

use’ of the Accused Products in the United States after importation.” Rovi Br. (Reply) at 12

H The Commission agrees with the Final lD’s unpetitioned finding that the parties have
determined to treat claim 1 of the ’263 patent as representative of the relevant claims for
infringement purposes. Id. at 228-30, 396-400 (“Neither Rovi nor Comcast present separate,
substantive argument as to whether Comcast does or does not infringe claims 2, 14, and 17 of
[the ’263 patent]”) (“Rovi relies on the same evidence and argument presented for claim 1 of
the ’263 Patent to argue that claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 [of the ’413 patent] are
infringed”) (“Similar1y,Comcast has not presented any separate, substantive non-infringement
arguments for the ’413 Patent”). To the extent that there are any pertinent differences
between the claims, the parties, through their representations and conduct, have waived
reliance on those differences.

16
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(citing Final ID at 211-32); Resps. Br. (Reply) at 33-34, n.12. To the extent that the Final ID so

finds direct infringement by Comcast, we take no position on the issue, which, because of

Comcast’s inducement of its customers’ direct infringement, is unnecessary for our findings of

violation of section 337.12 The Commission finds no section 337 violation by ARRIS or

Technicolor because Rovi failed to demonstrate direct or indirect infringement by ARRIS and

Technicolor. 

Claim 1 of the ’263 patent, which is representative of the relevant claims, recites (with

Rovi’s annotations):

[lpre] l. A system for selecting television programs over a remote
access link comprising an Internet commtuiications path for recording,
COI1'1pI'lS1I1gI

[la] a local interactive television program guide equipment on which a
local interactive television program guide is implemented, wherein the
local interactive television program guide equipment includes user
television equipment located within a user’s home and the local
interactive television program guide generates a display of one or more
program listings for display on a display device at the user’s home; and

[lb] a remote program guide access device located outside of the user‘s
home on which a remote access interactive television program guide is
implemented, wherein the remote program guide access device is a
mobile device, and wherein the remote access interactive television
program guide:

[lc] generates a display of a plurality of program listings for display on
the remote program guide access device, wherein the display of the
plurality of program listings is generated based on a user profile stored at
a location remote from the remote program guide access device;

12Were the Commission to have found direct infringement by Comcast, the parties dispute
whether section 337 can redress that infringement absent a showing of indirect infringement,
in view of their differing interpretations of Certain Electronic Devices with Image Processing
Systems, Components Thereof and Associated Software, Inv. No. 337-TA-724, Comm’n Op.
(Dec. 21, 2011) and the subsequent Federal Circuit decision in Suprema conceming section
337’s scope. However, this dispute is moot under the current findings.
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[ld] receives a selection of a program listing of the plurality of program
listings in the display, wherein the selection identifies a television
program corresponding to the selected program listing for recording by
the local interactive television program guide; and

[le] transmits a communication identifying the television program
corresponding to the selected program listing from the remote access
interactive television program guide to the local interactive television
program guide over the Internet communications path;

[If] wherein the local interactive television program guide receives the
communication and records the television program corresponding to the
selected program listing responsive to the communication using the local
interactive television program guide equipment.

JX-0002 (’263 patent) at 28:27-63 (emphasis added).

The Commission affirms the Final ID’s conclusion that the X1 systems meet all of the

limitations of the asserted claims of the ’263 and ’4l3 patents. See Final ID at 211-30, 396-399.

The unreviewed portion of the Final ID additionally finds as follows. Comcast also instructs,

directs, or advises its customers on how to carry out direct infringement of the asserted claims

of the ’263 and ’413 patents with the X1 STBs. See [ I

], such as CX-1886 (Xfinity TV Remote for Google Play Store) and

CX-1887 (Xfinity TV Remote for Apple App Store)); Hrg. Tr. at 259-62 (Dr. Shamos,

testifying on CX-1697 (Xfinity DVR Cloud Video), which instructs its customers on how to use

the Xfinity DVR on the cloud using Comcast Xfinity Apps in a manner that Dr. Shamos has

opined infringes the asserted claims). [ ,

].

See Hrg. Tr. at 903 (Dr. Wigdor); JX-0090C (Brown Dep. Tr.) at 65-68, 76-78, 80-82; JX
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0105C (McCann Dep. Tr.) at 121-23; Hrg. Tr. ‘at251 (Dr. Shamos, describing how favorite _

channels, recently viewed programs, recently recorded programs, and parental control

information can all be used to display television program listing on a mobile device based on

user profile information). Furthermore, CX-1696 (The X1 Platform Video), CX-0456 (X1

Entertainment Operating System Brochure), CX-1886 (Xfinity TV Remote for Google Play),

CX-1887 (Screenshots - Xfinity TV Remote), CX-1890 (Set Up Recording Webpg), and CX

1894 (Xfinity TV Remote App website), all show that Comcast instructs its customers to view

the remote interactive television program guide on the user’s smartphone by using the Xfinity

X1 App. CX-0002C (Shamos WS) at Q/A 179. Also by using this app, customers can view a

remote interactive television program guide or get “recommendations just for [the specific

user].” CX-1696 (The X1Platform Video). Once the customer has decided which programs to

record, the app then communicates with the customer’s DVR over the Internet and instructs the

DVR to record the selected programming and displays the programs selected for recording on

the remote guide generated for display to the customer. Id. CX-1886 (Xfinity TV Remote for

Google Play) shows that the Android version of the Xfinity TV Remote App had “1,000,000 to

5,000,000” installs as of October 2016. Comcast also provides instructions to its customers on

using cloud-based videos and DVR. CX-1692 (How to Get Started with Cloud-Based DVR);

CX-0002C (Shamos WS) at Q/A 37, 178-79.

Comcast’s customers use the Xfinity Apps in the way that Comcast promotes them, and

thus directly infringe the asserted claims of the ’263 and ’413 patents. Hrg. Tr. (Nush) at 731 [

_ ]. For example, Mr. Peter Nush

testified at the hearing on the number of remote recording requests that occurred using the
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Xfinity Apps in the United States (including the TV App and Remote TV App). Hrg. Tr.

(Nush) at 732-34. [

]. Hrg. Tr. (Nush)

at 732. For example, CX-1515C (Comcast Remote Client Application Usage Data) at 4, shows

1

1-’

As to Comcast’s inducement of its customers’ infringement, the Commission observes

that the unreviewed portion of the Final ID finds as follows. Comcast had actual knowledge of

the ’263 and ’413 patents at least since 2014, when Comcast and Roviheld license-renewal

discussions. See, e.g., CX-1725C (Comcast Interrog. Resp.) at 11-13; see also CDX-0303C

(citing CX-0292C, CX-0272C, CX-1450C); RX-0860C. Furthennore, Comcast knew or was

willfully blind to the high probability that its actions would cause its customers to infringe the

‘263 and ‘413 patents. Comcast previously licensed the ’263 and ’413 patents (in other words,

it paid for the right to practice the patents), it received claim charts articulating R0vi’s

infringement allegations and did not respond to them, [

]. See, e.g., CX-0001C (Annaly WS) at Q/A

114 (discussing the licensed patents and the license, JX-0051C), Q/A 120-24, 129-30

(discussing claim charts); [

. ] I
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Respondents argue that their inducing conduct is not actionable under section 337

because “Comcast’s inducing conduct took place entirely domestically, after importation.”

Resps. Br. at 18. Respondents miss the point. Section 337, as applied to Comcast’s relevant

conduct here, requires importation of articles, proof of direct infringement, and proof of

inducement, all of which have been established by the record. It is no defense to the violation

of a trade statute that Comcast, from the United States, actively induces the infringement by its

users as to the imported X1 STBs.‘3 Respondents also argue that it “would be a vast and

unjustified extension of the Commission’s authority and therationale of Suprema to uphold the

[Final] ID’s apparent conclusion that Section 337 reaches the importation of X1 STBs used

domestically by Comcast’s subscribers in an X1 ‘ecosystem’ found to have substantial non

infringing uses.” Resps. Br. at 15. Respondents’ arglment is flawed. The present investigation

involves Comcast’s active inducement of its customers’ infringement, not contributory

infringement. Because the concept of substantial non-infringing uses is applicable only in the

context of contributory infringement, it plays no role in the analysis of the direct and induced

infringement that remains at issue here. Toshiba Corp. v. Imation C0rp., 681 F.3d 1358, 1364

:
13Moreover, even if the location of Comeast’s inducing conduct were legally relevant, and it is

not, [

]. Final ID at 9-12, 232, 234; ’WingShing Pdts. (BVI), Ltd. v.
Simatelex Manufaciory C0., 479 F.Supp.2d 388, 409-11 (S.D.N.Y. 2007) (“[N]umerous courts
have held that, in contrast to §§ 271 (a) and (c), § 271 (b) applies to extraterritorial conduct”);
see also, e.g., Honeywell, Inc. v. Metz Apparatewerke, 509 F.2d 1137, 1141-42 (7th Cir.
1975); MEMC Elec. Materials, Inc. v. Mitsubishi Materials Silicon Corp, 2006 WL 463525,
at *7 (N.D. Cal. 2006). [

].
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(Fed. Cir. 2012) (explaining that “substantial non-infringing use” is relevant only to

contributory infringement); cf Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc. v. Grokster, Ltd, 545 U.S.

913, 942 (2005).“‘

Rovi did not allege direct infringement by ARRIS and Technicolor. See, e.g. , Final ID

at 211, 396-97. Also, the Final ID finds that Rovi failed to demonstrate indirect infringement by

ARRIS and Technicolor. See, e.g., Final ID at 611. The Commission affirms these findings.

D. Whether Rovi Established that C0mcast’s Two Alternative Designs Infringe the
mas and ’413Patents“

The Final ID concludes that Comcast’s proposed alternative designs infringe the ’263

and ’413 patents. The Commission has detennined to vacate that conclusion and instead

concludes that the evidence of record shows that those designs are too hypothetical to adjudicate

at this time. 1

The Commission declines to adjudicate new products when their design is not yet final.

See Certain GPS Chips, Inv. No. 337-TA-596, ID (unreviewed), USITC Pub. No. 4133, 2010

WL 1502175 at *34-35 (Mar. 1, 2010) (refusing jurisdiction over new product that was still in

development because the design was not final)); cf Certain Elec. Digital Media Devices &

Components Thereof, 337-TA-796, Comm’n Op. (Pub. Version), at 103-05 (Sept. 6, 2013)

'4 The Commission has previously found a violation of section 337 where a respondent induced
customers in the United States to directly infringe a U.S. method patent. See, e.g., Certain
Network Devices, Related Soflware & Components Thereof (H), Inv. No. 337-TA-945, Final
ID at 107-08 (Dec. 9, 2016), reviewed on other grounds, (“Arista’s customers directly infringe
the ’577 patent”).

'5 The Final ID has a Conclusion of Law that the alternative designs violate the ‘Z63 and ’413
patents. Final ID at 612. The underlying analysis in the Final ID addresses a different issue
raised by Comcast—whether the existence of non-infringing uses for the Legacy and X1
products negates infringement. Id. at 230-31. Our analysis addresses the issue based on
Comcast’s testimony and arguments regarding an alternative design made before the ALJ.
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(affinning Final ID’s adjudication of design around products where the design of those products

was fixed). ' "

Respondents’ argument to the ALJ shows that the design of the alternative products is

I

].
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[

. ]_

As shown above, the evidence of record demonstrates that Comcast’s alternative designs

are not yet final. Accordingly, the Commission has detennined to vacate the Final ID’s finding

of infringement as to those products, and instead concludes that the alternative designs are too

speculative to adjudicate at this time.

E. Construction of “Cancel a Function of the Second Tuner to Permit the Second
Tuner to Perform the Requested Tuning Operation” in the ’512Patent, and the
Final ID’s Infringement Determinations as to that Patent 

1. The Applicable Law

a. Claim Construction

Only claim terms in controversy need to be construed, and only to the extent necessary

to resolve the controversy. Vanderlande Indus. Nederland BVv. Int ‘lTrade Comm ’n,366 F.3d

1311, 1323 (Fed. Cir. 2004). When claim terms are construed, construction begins with the

plain language of the claim. Claims are given their ordinary meaning as understood by a person

of ordinary skill in the art (“POSITA”) who views the claim terms in the context of the entire

patent. Plaillips v. AWH Corp, 415 F.3d 1303, 1312-l3 (Fed. Cir. 2005), cert denied, 546 U.S.

ll70 (2006). When the meaning of a claim term is uncertain, the specification usually is the
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best guide. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1315. “[T]he specification ‘is always highly relevant and is

usually dispositive.”’ Id. at 1315 (quoting VitrorzicsCorp. v. Conceptronic, Ina, 90 F.3d 1576,

1582 (Fed. Cir. 1996)).

b. Infringement _

The applicable law on infringement can be found above in section II.C.1.

2. The Final ID ~ .

Respondents’ petition challenged the Final lD’s claim construction of the “cancel ya

function of the second tuner to permit the second tuner to perform the requested tuning

operation” limitation in the asserted claims of the ’512 patent. Claim 1 is reproduced below

(with Rovi’s annotations) as representative of the claims of the ’5l2 patent.

[la] 1. A method for resolving a conflict when multiple operations are
performed using multiple tuners controlled by an interactive television
program guide, the method comprising: .

[lb] receiving a request to perform a tuning operation;

[lc] determining that neither a first tuner nor a second tuner are
available to perform the requested tuning operation, wherein the first
tuner and the second tuner are both capable of performing the tuning
operation; and 1

[1d]inresponse to the detennination, displaying an alert that provides a
user with an opportunity to direct the interactive television program guide
to cancel a function of the second tuner to permit the second tuner to .
perform the requested tuning operation.

JX-0006 (’512 patent) at 18:35-47 (emphasis added). _

Before the ALJ, the parties disputed the phrase “cancel the function of the second tuner

to permit the second tuner to perform the requested tuning operation.” See Final 1D at 421-29.

The Final ID describes the parties’ proposed constructions as follows.
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. Rovi’s Proposed Coustrucfion i Comcasfs Proposed Constniction

‘N a funetionriulilizinga signal timed. to r Comcast does not cicarly present a.
by the second rune: in order to permit :1:-ir; construction Kflas pest-hcanng brief.
req‘ue§tedfunction utilizing a signal tuned

1 1c_by:lie seeondnmer:obeperfonmed.. pi g W W

Id. at 421.16 The Final ID adopts Rovi’s construction. Id. at 427. The Final ID cites figures 4(b)

and (c), which are reproduced below.

PRGGRAMeuros \n:w.=,R
OPT!-OMFOR secs» DARY

“D FUNf.T£ONuse ' F’

\ [PIPcaraczumora) 4“\\\
PROGRAM Glfi DE VIEWER O3’TlON
FOR SECONDARY FUNCTION USE

(RECQQZWNG CANCELUKTXON)

VIEWER OPTION

3ECG<\1DTUNER15 INUSE
DO YGU WA-‘\‘TSELECTED

PROGRAM TO EE RECORDED

AND CURRENT USE OF SECOND
‘IUNER CANCELLED?

/411 _'

VIEWER OPTION 

SECOED TUNER IS IN USE
DO YOU WMIT CURRENI PROGRAM

RECORDMG GQFJCELLED AND

REQUEST FOR USE OF SECOND
TUNERPRCCESSED?

421no <1»
FIG. 4(b)

Related to the above figures, the Final ID recognizes that the specification recites,

FIG. 4(b) is an illustrative interactive television program guide viewer
option selection screen for use in canceling a picture-in-picture function

FIG. 4(¢)

or other secondary user functions in accordance with the present
invention.

FIG. 4(c) is an illustrative interactive television program guide viewer
option selection screen for use in the cancellation of a scheduled
recording in accordance with the present invention.‘(mi

16Respondents’ petition declares that it proposed that this phrase be construed as terminate a
function being performed by the last allocated tuner so it can perform the requested tunmg
operation.” Resps. Pet. at 93.
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JX-0006 (-’5l2 patent) at 2:60-67; Final ID at 428. The Final ID further quotes the Summary of

the Invention, which recites,

If the [STB] is equipped with multiple ttmers, the interactive television
program guide will allocate oneof the tuners for recording[ ] the program
when it is time for the program to start. However, if all of the tuners are
in use, which may be the case if the viewer is watching one program and
using a picture-in-picture (“PIP”) feature to view another program or to
display additional text or graphics by using some other secondary tuner
function feature that requires a tuner to operate, theinteractive television
program guide may allocate a tunerfor the recordingfunction if the user
indicates that he is no longer interested in using the PIP or another
secondary tunerfunction or if the tuner allocation scheme dictates it do
so. Alternatively, if the [STB] is equipped with two tuners, one may be

' dedicated for television viewing and interactive television program guide
user features, while the other tuner may be dedicated for recording use
only.

Final ID at 428 (quoting JX-0006 (’5 12 patent) at 1:65-2:13 (emphasis provided by the Final

ID)). The Final ID then concludes, “Rovi’s construction is consistent with the claim language,

and is supported by the specification and figures, because it ties the action (cancelling the

function) to the second tuner.” Id. at 429. The Final ID then determines that the accused

Legacy STBs infringe, but the accused X1 STBs do not infringe. Id. at 479-81; see also id. at

610-11 (COFL12,19).

3. Commission Determination and Analysis

The Commission affinns and adopts the Final ID’s construction and hereby supplements

the findings and reasoning of the Final ID. Respondents suggest that the Final ID’s construction

of the disputed claim tenn is inconsistent with the specification. See Resps. Pet. at 93-94. We

disagree._ In the example cited in the Final ID, the “first tuner” is the tuner that is tuned to a

program that is being viewed and the “second tuner” is the '[Ll11€I‘that is tuned to a picture-in

picture program or is performing another secondary tuner function. See JX-0006 (‘S12 patent)

at 2: 1-10, 2:60-67, Figs. 4(b)-(c). There is nothing improper or inconsistent with the Final ID’s
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reliance on this example to support its construction for the phrase “cancel a function of the

second tuner to performthe requested tuning operation.” If anything, this example contradicts

Comcast’s proposed construction, which the Final ID correctly rejected and which requires

cancellation of the “last allocated” tuner. In the example, there is no disclosure of which of the

two tuners was allocated first and which of the two the ttmers was allocated second (or last).

Id.; see also CX-0003C (Balal<rishnanWS) at Q/A 228-30. In other words, the “second tuner,”

Whosefunction of picture-in-picture or text or graphics was cancelled, could have been the first

allocated tuner and the “first ttmer” (whose function of viewing a program was not cancelled) or

could have been the second (or last) allocated tuner. Thus, the order in which a tuner was

allocated is not relevant to the issue of which tuner is cancelled; the example does not show

cancelling a “last allocated tuner”; and Comcast’s proposed construction is inconsistent with the

specification. Having affirmed the Final ID’s claim construction, the Commission additionally

affinns the Final ID’s infringement conclusions.

F. Whether Respondents Established that the Asserted Claims of the ’512Patent Are
Invalid as Obvious

1. The Applicable Law p

One cannot be held liable for practicing an invalid patent claim. See Pandrol USA,LP v.

AirB0ss Ry. Prods, Inc, 320 F.3d 1354, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2003). Nevertheless, each claim of a

patent is presumed to be valid, even if it depends from a claim found to be invalid. 35 U.S.C.

282; DMI Inc. v. Deere & C0., 802 F.2d 421 (Fed. Cir. 1986). A respondent that has raised

patent invalidity as an affinnative defense must overcome the presumption of validity by “clear

and convincing” evidence of invalidity. Checkpoint Sys., Inc. v. U.S. Int’! Trude Comm ’n,54

F.3d 756, 761 (Fed. Cir. 1995).
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Under section 103 of the Patent Act, a patent claim is invalid “if the differences between

the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a

whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a [POSITA] to which

said subject matter pertains.” 35 U.S.C. 103. While the ultimate detennination of whether an

invention would have been obvious is a legal conclusion, it is based on “underlying factual

inquiries including: (l) the scope and content of the prior art; (2) the level of ordinary skill in

the art; (3) the differences between the claimed invention and the prior art; and (4) objective

evidence of nonobviousness.” Eli Lilly & C0. v. Teva Pharm. USA,Ina, 619 F.3d l329 (Fed.

Cir. 2010).

2. The Final ID

The Final ID finds claims 1, 10, 13, and 22 obvious over the combination ofNagano17

and Sano.18 See Final ID 530-39. Annotated claim l3 is reproduced below as representative of

the asserted claims of the ‘S12 patent.

[l3a] 13. A system for resolving a conflict when multiple
operations are performed using multiple tuners controlled by an V
interactive television program guide, the system comprising:

[13b] a first tuner;

[130] a second tuner; and

[13d] an interactive television program guide implemented on the
system, wherein the interactive television program guide is operative to:

[l 3e] receive a request to perfonn a tuning operation;(‘iii
" us. Patent No. 6,240,240 (May 29, 2001) (RX-0153).

“‘us. Patent No. 6,445,872 (Sept. 3, 2002) (RX-0152).
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[13f] detennine that neither the first tuner nor the second tuner are
available to perform the requested tuning operation, wherein the first
tuner and the second ttmer are both capable of performing the tuning
operation; and

[13g] in response to the determination, display an alert that provides
a user with an opportunity to direct the interactive television program
guide to cancel a function of the second tuner to permit the second tuner
to perfonn the requested timing operation.

JX-0006 (’5l2 patent) at 19:41-59 (emphasis added).

In reaching its conclusion as to element 13f, the Final ID finds that a POSITA “would

have been able to modify Nagano for a two-tuner [STB], such that Nagano and Sano teach and

satisfy this limitation.” Id. at 537. The Final ID reasons,

Dr. Bederson testified that Nagano (and the Prevue Guide) recognized
tuner conflicts, and that a [POSITA] knew of multiple tuners, would have
been able to modify Nagano (and Prevue) to accommodate multiple
tuners, and that the modification would not have been complicated. See
RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 107, 82-86, 302, 307, and 309. Indeed,
[a POSITA] would have needed to modify Nagano when porting it on [an
STB] with multiple nmers.

Id. at 537-38. As to element 13g, the Final ID declares that

the evidence shows that a [POSITA] would have been able to modify
Nagano for a two-tuner [STB], such that Nagano and Sano teach and
satisfy this limitation. See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 107, 110
11, 82-86, 135, 74-75, 302, 307, and 309. [In] particular, . . . it would
have taken only ordinary skill to modify Nagano’s alert to cancel a
function of the second tuner. Id. The combination would not eliminate 

i Nagano’s solution to managing limited ttmer resources, as the
combination would still have a finite number of tuners. Accordingly, . . .
the combination would not eliminate “the very problem that Nagano
sought to solve" and the combination of Nagano and [Sano] teaches
limitation 13g.

Id. at 538 (quoting Rovi Post-Hrg. Br. at 192).

3. Commission Determination and Analysis

The Corrnnission has determined to affirm and adopt the Final ID as to this issue and

hereby supplements the findings and reasoning of the Final ID.
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a. “Tuner Conflicts” and “Timer Conflicts” .

Underlying Rovi’s arguments is its positions that the prior art makes a distinction

between “tuner conflicts” and “timer conflicts”; that neither Nagano nor Sano recite tuner

conflicts; and that modifying a reference from a timer conflict to a ttmer conflict is an obstacle

supporting the nonobviousness of the asserted claims over the combination of Nagano and

Sano. Rovi Pet. at 49-61. To the extent the Final ID does not explicitly do so, the Commission

hereby rejects each of those positions.

First, the prior art does not include a distinction between tuner and timer conflicts. For

example, during prosecution of the application resulting in the ’5l2 patent, the Examiner

rejected this purported distinction. While the applicant attempted to draw this distinction while

arguing past a reference during prosecution (and as acknowledged by Respondents’ expert), the

examiner did not accept it as a basis to distinguish the ’5l2 patent over the prior art. See RDX

710, -711 (excerpts from the prosecution history of the ’5l2 patent); see also RX-0004C

(Bederson WS) at Q/A 32-37 (Q. 33 “Did the examiner accept [the timer vs. tuner] argument?

A. 33 No. The examiner issued an additional rejection once again based on the Laloie

reference . . .”). The applicant had to rely on amendments and arguments requiring the use of

two tuners to distinguish over the prior art. See RDX-713, -714 (excerpts from the prosecution

history of the ’512 patent); see also RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 34-35. Additionally,

while Rovi argues that Dr. Balakrishnan testified that a timer conflict “involves the setting of a

timer to view or record a television program at afuture time,” Dr. Balakrishnan testified that

any future event, regardless of how soon in the future would be a “timer” event:

Q. So, in your opinion, it doesn’t matter how soon in the future the
recording is being set, correct?

A. If you are setting the recording it is different than tuning it now.
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RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 40 (citing Balakrishnan 10/29/2016 Dep. Tr. at 248:l9

249:17 (stating that an event less than one second in the future would be a timer event)); see

also id. at Q/A 38-39; Hrg. Tr. at 1201112-120218. Dr. Bederson then explained that Dr.

Balakrishnarfs timer versus tuner distinction has no logical boundaries. RX-0004C (Bederson

WS) at Q/A 40 (“A one second delay is nominal, and could be indistinguishable from a tuning

operation such as a channel change. Dr. Balakrishnan’s distinction between ‘scheduling events’

and ‘tuning operations’ does not appear to have logical boundaries”). ' '

Second, both Nagano and Sano describe what Rovi alleges to be tuner conflicts, thus

rendering any timer-tuner modification unnecessary. Dr. Bederson testified that Nagano taught

tuner conflicts: “Nagano provides an alert . . . in the case of overlapping recordings. Contrary to

Rovi’s contention, Nagano does not place any limitation on when the timer is set, and it could

be set to record at the present time.” Id. at Q/A 110 (emphasis added). And, Sano_recognizes

the problem of running out of tuner resources and does not place any temporal limitation on

when the conflict occurs. Rather, Sano says if more than three channels are set to record at one

time (whatever time that might be), this will cause a conflict. RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at

Q/A 76. Specifically:

In the case of the digital broadcast recording and reproducing apparatus
of FIG. 5, the number of channels that can be arbitrarily selected and
simultaneously recorded is three. Therefore, if the number of channels
more than three is set in the same timeperiod in the timer recording
setting, it is impossible to record all the set channels.

RX-0152 (Sano) at 12:53-65 (emphasis added).

Third, even if there was a distinction between timer and tuner conflicts, the modification

of one to the other could be accomplished through the application of well-known engineering

techniques to yield predictable results. Dr. Bederson testified that, regardless of whether a

reference teaches a timer conflict (i.e., a scheduling conflict) or a tuner conflict (which Dr.
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Balakrishnan states must occur immediately, and cannot be at anyipoint, no matter how soon, in

the future), there is still a conflict between two requests for a single physical tuner. RX-0004C

(Bederson WS) at Q/A 39. As Dr. Bederson testified, a POSITA would have understood that

“any request for resources in the future can be adapted to present conflicts through the

application of well-known engineering techniques to yield predictable results” and would be

nothing more than “a simple substitution, or reuse, of the same conflict detection techniques

used for future scheduled recordings” to a present conflict. Id at Q/A 39, 305. Instead of

looking at conflicts only for future recordings, “the [IPG] could look for a conflict upon any

function (e.g., channel change, etc.) that involves the tuner.” Id. at Q/A 305. A POSITA would

be motivated to make such a change because the modification furthers the same “goal of

providing an improved user experience, and allowing uninterrupted viewing of television

programming.” Id. at Q/A 39.

b. Reason to Combine

Rovi argues that the Final ID fails to make the required finding that a POSITA would

have had a reason to combine Nagano and Sano to arrive at the claimed invention. To the

extent the Final ID does not explicitly make such a finding, the Commission does so now.

Respondents’ expert, Dr. Bederson, provided persuasive testimony regarding the reasons

to combine the Nagano and Sano references. One such reason is to obtain the predictable result

obtained from the application of a standard engineering technique. See RX-0004C (Bederson

WS) at Q/A 302 (“Combining [IPGs] with [STBs], containing one or more tuners, was a well

known technique that would be perfonned using known methods, to yield predictable results.

And, applying [IPGs] that determine conflicts, and alert the user to the conflict, to a program

guide managing one or more tuners would similarly provide predictable results, because

determining a conflict is a non-complex problem that effectively consists of an ‘if then’
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statement, regardless of whether one, two, or one hundred tuners are in use.”). Another such

reason is the}simple substitution of one known element for another to obtain predictable results.

Id. at Q/A 307 (“The resolution of the tuner conflict with respect to the ‘second tuner’ (e.g., _

claims l and l3), is a simple substitution of one known element for another to obtain predictable

results. The prior art clearly teaches resolution of a conflict with respect to a first tuner, as I

have previously testified in response to QUESTIONS 36-44, and as is demonstrated in (RX

0063 (Laloie) at Fig. 12 (annotated). Substituting a second tuner for the first tuner, and using

the same techniques to resolve the conflict, is a simple substitution of one known element

(second tuner) for another (first tuner) to obtain predictable results. ln either case, you free a

ttmer to make it available to handle a new request.”)); see also RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at

Q/A 298-309. Additionally, the Final ID properly relies on Dr. Bederson’s testimony regarding

why it would be obvious to add conflict resolution to an STB with multiple tuners. Namely,

STBs with additional services (e.g., record additional channels, provide picture-in-picture) have

the same potential for conflict (i.e., exhausting the available tuners) as STBs with only one tuner

See Final ID at 536 (citing RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 309 (“Q309. Why wouldlit be

obvious to combine the concepts of an [IPG] intended for a single tuner to a [STB] with

multiple tuners? A309. . . . It would be equally obvious to try [IPGs] on [STBs] with multiple

tuners. Especially since the multiple tuners were intended to provide additional functionality

(e.g. watch and record, or picture-in-picture which provides two pictures), the likelihood of ~

conflict still exists. It would therefore be obvious to try . . . the conflict resolution techniques '

taught in the prior art (e.g., . . . Sano. . . ).”). Rovi and its expert, Dr. Balakrishnan, never

address this basic point. A conflict will arise whenever the number of requests exceeds the

number of tuners, no matter how many. RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at QA 303. This basic
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concept would naturally lead a POSITA to combine Sano with Nagano, .aconflict-detection

reference. Id. Even assuming arguendo that adding a second tuner “may not have been

desirable for economic and other reasons at the time of the invention,” CX-1902C

(Balalqishnan RWS) at Q/A 177, this would not negate a finding of a reason to combine. The

possible economic undesirability of a combination would not “discourage one of ordinary skill

in the art from seeking the convenience expected therefrom.” In re Farrenkopf 713 F.2d 714,

718 (Fed. Cir. 1983).

Rovi argues that the Final lD erroneously finds that a POSITA would have known “to

modify Nagano . . . to accommodate multiple tuners, and that the modification would not have

been complicated” and that “Dr. Bederson provided no such testimony.” We disagree with

Rovi. Dr. Bederson testified as to this exact issue. See Final ID at 536 (citing RX-0004C

(Bederson WS) at Q/A 85); see also RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 107, 263-64, 286-87.

Rovi similarly is incorrect in stating that Dr. Bederson’s testimony “does not address whether

Nagano recognized or otherwise taught tuner conflicts.” Dr. Bederson also addressed this issue

directly. RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 39, 110, 309.

G. Whether the ARRIS-Rovi Agreement Provides a Defense to the Allegations against
the ARRIS Respondents

The Commission takes no position on this issue. The Commission has previously

determined that there is no violation of section 337 as to ARRIS. rSee supra section IIl.C; see

also Beloit, 742 F.2d at 1423.

H. Whether Rovi Established the Economic Prong of the Domestic Industry
Requirement Based on Patent Licensing .

The Commission takes no position on this issue. The Commission had determined not

to review the Final lD’s conclusion that Rovi established the economic prong of the domestic

industry requirement (through subsections (A), (B), and (C) (research and development)). Rovi
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has otherwise established the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement, and thus,

the Commission need not take a position as to whether Rovi established the economic prong of

the domestic industry requirement based on patent licensing. See Beloit, 742 F.2d at 1423.

III. REMEDY

A. Limited Exclusion Order V

_ 1. The Applicable Law

Where a violation of section 337 has been found, the Commission must consider the

issues of remedy, the public interest, and bonding. Section 337(d)(l).provides that, “[i]f the

Commission detennines, as a result of an investigation under this section, that there is a

violation of this section, it shall direct that the articles concerned, imported by any person

violating the provision of this section, be excluded from entry into the United States.” 19

U.S.C. l337(d)(1). The Commission has “broad discretion in selecting the fonn, scope, and

extent of the remedy.” Viscofan, S.A. v. U.S. Int ’l Trade Comm ’n, 787 F.2d 544, 548‘(Fed. Cir.

1986). The Commission may issue an LEO excluding the goods of the person(s) found in

violation, or, if certain criteria are met, a general exclusion order against all infringing goods

regardless of the source.

2. Commission Determination and Analysis

The Commission has determined to issue an LEO as to Comcast’s infringing digital

video receivers and hardware and software components thereof. The order prohibits the entry of

these products that “are manufactured abroad for or on behalf of, or imported by or on behalf of

Comcast or any of their affiliated companies, parents, subsidiaries, or other related business

entities or their successors or assigns.” In other words, infringing STBs imported by or on "

behalf of Comcast, but manufactured by other parties, such as ARRIS and Technicolor, are

prohibited from entry. Persons seeking to import infringing digital video receivers and
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hardware and Software components thereof that are potentially subject to exclusion may certify

that, to the best of their knowledge and belief, the products being imported are not subject to

exclusion. The Commission is including the following language to address specific issues

related to its Order:

At the discretion of U.S. Customs and Border Protection (“CBP”) and
pursuant to the procedures it establishes, persons seeking to import digital
video receivers and hardware and software components thereof that are
potentially subject to this Order may be required to certify that they are .
familiar with the tenns of this Order, that they have made appropriate
inquiry, and thereupon state that, to the best of their knowledge and belief,
the products being imported are not capable of being used after
importation in a manner which infringes the claims of the patents that are
the subject of this Order because one or more elements (such as software
elements) of the intemet communications path described by the claims of
the patents in paragraph l of this Order are omitted from the internet
communications path that the imported products will use after

, importation. At its discretion, CBP may require persons who have
provided the certification described in this paragraph to furnish such
records or analyses as are necessary to substantiate this certification.

The above language permits CBP to allow a party to certify that imported products are not

capable of infringing the claims at issue as adjudicated herein. However, to be clear, the

Commission has not adjudicated any alternative designs presented by Comcast and the language

of the patent claims are controlling as to the scope of the remedial orders.

Respondents’ proposed LEO includes a request for an exception for the import of

replacement STBs. However, Respondents’ briefing does not provide a justification for that

broad exception, and, as discussed below, Respondents argue that it would be easy to produce

non-infringing versions of the accused STBs. Accordingly, the Commission has detennined to

not include this exception. See Certain Automated Teller Machines, ATM Modules,

Components Thereof & Prods. Containing Same, lnv. No. 337-TA-972, Comm’n Op. (Pub.

Version), at 25 (Jtme 12, 2017). However, the Commission has determined to include an

exception to the remedial order for replacement parts used to repair previously-imported STBs,
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as discussed below. See Certain Sleep-Disordered Breathing Treatment Sys. & Components

Thereof, lnv. No. 337—TA-890,Comm’n. Op. at 47 (Jan. 16, 2015).

B. Cease and Desist Orders

1. The Applicable Law

The Commission also has authority to issue CDOs in addition to or in lieu of exclusion

orders. See 19 U.S.C. l337(D. The Commission generally issues CDOs to respondents who

maintain commercially significant inventories of infringing products in the United States.19 See,

Certain Automated Teller Machines, ATM Modules, Components Thereof & Pdts. Containing

Same, Inv. N0. 337-TA-989, Comm’n Op. at 24 (Aug. 3, 2017).

2. The RD

As to the Comcast respondents, the RD declares,

[l]n order to supply its customers with [STBS], Comcast ships and stores
millions of imported, accused [STBs] through an extensive warehousing
and distribution network that reaches throughout the United States.

. . . [l]t would [undercut an] LEO to permit Comcast to send the
adjudicated, infiinging products through its warehousing and distribution
network for ultimate delivery to end-users. Consequently, it is
recommended, if a violation is found, . . . that the Comcast
respondents . . . should be subject to a [CDO].mi

'9 The Commissioners have adopted different approaches to analyzing when it is appropriate to
issue CDOs. In particular, Chainnan Schmidtlein has explained that she does not believe a
commercially significant inventory is a prerequisite for obtaining a cease and desist order.
See Certain Table Saws Incorporating Active Injury Mitigation Technology and Components
Thereofi Investigation No. 337-TA-965, Comm’n Op. at 6-7, n.2 (Pub. Vers.) (Feb. 1, 2017).
Chairman Sclmiidtlein has stated that the presence of some infringing domestic inventory,
regardless of the commercial significance, provides a basis to issue a cease and desist order.
See id. There is no disagreement in the present investigation, however, as to the
appropriateness of the issuance of CD05 as to Comcast.
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Nevertheless, a [CDO] should refrain from reaching products that were
not imported in violation of section 337. Specifically, . . . Rovi has
argued that Comcast inventory amassed during the license period is .
immaterial, and that Comcast should not be able to distribute imported,
infringing products after a license has expired. Yet, . . . pursuant to an
express license between Rovi and Comcast, products imported before
April 1, 2016 are not unlawful imports, and there has been no an unfair
act that would constitute a violation of section 337. ID at 553-54. The
[ALJ] has made no determination of whether a subsequent domestic
activity connected to products imported before April 1, 2016 (e.g. , any
use or sale completed on or after April 1, 2016 of a [STB] imported
before April 1, 2016) infringes the asserted patents under the Patent Act.
ln any event, any such activity would not constitute, or be the result of, a
violation of section 337.

RD at ll-12 (footnote omitted).

3. Commission Determination and Analysis

The Commission finds that CDOs should issue to Comcast. Respondents argue that any

CDO should contain an exception for service, maintenance, and replacement parts for customers

that obtained STBs prior to the effective date of the CDO. Rovi does not object, and we agree

that such an exception should be included. See, e.g., Automated Teller Machines, Inv. No. 337

TA-972, [CDO] at 3 (May 19, 2017). However, like with the LEO, the Commission has

determined that the CDO should not include an exception for replacement STBs. See

Automated Teller Machines, Inv. No. 337-TA-972, Comrn’n Op. (Pub. Version), at 25. For the

reasons noted herein and articulated in the RD, as well as of the finding of patent exhaustion

(discussed above), the Commission agrees with Respondents that the CDO should not apply to

activity related to STBs lawfully imported and purchased pursuant to the Rovi-Comcast license.

IV. THE PUBLIC INTEREST

A. The Applicable Law .

- Section 337 requires the Commission, upon finding a violation of section 337, to issue a

remedy, “unless, after considering the effect of such exclusion upon the public health and
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welfare, competitive conditions in the United States economy, the production of like or directly

competitive articles in the United States, and United States consumers,” it finds that such

remedial order should not be issued. See 19 U.S.C. 337(d)(l), (f)(1). “Public interest

considerations, where they are present in section 337 investigations, are not meant to be given

mere lip service.” Certain Inclined-FieldAcceleration Tubes & Components Thereofi Inv. No.

337-TA-67, USITC Pub. No. 1119, Comm’n Op. at 21 (Dec. 1980).

B. Commission Determination and Analysis

The Commission finds that the evidence of record does not indicate that any public

interest concerns would be impacted that would require tailoring or denying the issuance of any

remedial order issued here.”

1. Public Health and Welfare

The products at issue—digital video receivers and hardware and software components

thereof—are used primarily for entertainment purposes, and the evidence supports the

conclusion that these products do not implicate any particular health or welfare need.

Respondents argue that the STBs at issue are “critical components in the dissemination of

public health and safety information to the more than [ ] Americans that subscribe to

Comeast cable services,” and that “[a]n interruption in the supply of STBs will cause consumers
.li;

20The Commission has considered comments on the public interest from non-parties.
Comments were received from Senator Patrick Toomey (PA) and Representatives Jackie
Speier (CA), Patrick Meehan (PA), Brendan Boyle (PA), and Robert Brady (PA). The
Commission also received comments from the American Association of People with
Disabilities and the Older Adults Technology Services. The Connnission further received
comments from Rick Manning of the Americans for Limited Govemment. The Commission
additionally received commentsfrom Cypress Semiconductor Corporation, Universal
Electronics Inc., Dycom Industries, Inc., Communications Test Design, Inc., and Western
Digital Corporation.
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to go without cable services, impede their access to health and safety information, and cause

vulnerable consumers to be further impeded in their ability to live independently and enjoy

equivalent access to cable television.” Resps. Br. at 57-58.2' However, the record shows that

there are numerous other sources through which the public obtains this information regarding

public health and safety. These sources include, for example, mobile phones, tablets, cable TV

substitutes (such as direct broadcast satellite providers), and other technological alternatives.

See Rovi Br. (Reply), Appendix 1, Spulbern Submission at 111149-67, n.41.

Respondents’ assertion that an order would deprive consumers, in particular disabled or

elderly customers, of the “unique” capabilities of the X1 STBs’ voice control features is

incorrect. Consumers, including the blind, disabled, and elderly, have other options for voice

activation, including Amazon’s Echo and Google’s Home devices, and devices from other cable

companies, cable altematives, and TV manufacturers. See, e.g. , Introducing Entertainment

Capabilities in Alexa Smart Home - New Device Controls for TVs, AV Receivers, and IR Hubs,

Jeff Blankenburg (July 13, 2017), https://developer.amazon.com/blogs/alexa/post/78f44d51

Sbdf-4a4c-8eaa-57dl 282c82 12/introducing-entertainment-capabilities-in-alexa-smart-home

new-device-controls-for-tvs-av-receivers-and-ir-hubs (last visited Nov. 16, 2017); Voice

Activated TV: The Smarter Choice, Amulet Devices,

hub://www.amuletdevices.com/index.php/SEO-Articles/article-voice-activated-tvlitml (last

visited Nov. 16, 2017); Sony Lets Google Home Be Your Remote Control, CNET, Andrew

21Among the material submitted by Respondents were Public lnterest and Remedy Submissions
from Ronald A. Cass and Robert A. Rogowsky, Ph.D, and a paper by The lntemet and
Television Association, Unleashing Connectivity and Entertainment in America.

22Daniel F. Spulber, Ph.D., is an economics professor and a Rovi witness.
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Gebhart (Dec. 20, 2016) https://Wwwcnet.com/news/sony-enables-google-l1omc-on-its-sn1a1t

tvs-and-speakersf (last visited Nov. 16, 2017);

https ://www.att.com/gen/pressroom?pid=23 394&cdvn=news&newsa1tic1eid=35418 (“AT&T []

U-verse® is making it easier for U-verse TV customers, including those with disabilities such as

vision and hearing loss, to control their TV with the new U-verse Easy Remote App.”) (last

visited Oct. 11, 2017); https://wwW.dish.com/remotes/voice-remote/ (DlSH’s Voice Remote

allows “[s]urf the channels or search for your favorite programming all by simply speaking to

the new Voice Remote”) (last visited Oct. 12, 2017).

Moreover, because Comcast repeatedly alleges that it can easily remove the infringing

functionalities, the record suggests that Comcast has several avenues to determine whether it

may import its purported redesign products. These avenues include requesting an advisory

opinion from the Commission pursuant to 19 CFR 210.79(a), seeking an official ruling from

Customs pursuant to 19 CPR part 177, or awaiting Customs action on importation as a predicate

for aprotest under 19 CFR 1514. See, e.g., Ninestar Tech. C0., v. lnl ’l Trade Comm ’n, 667

F.3d 1373, 1384-85 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (agreeing with the Commission that one appropriate 1

vehicle for a respondent to request a determination that a redesigned product does not infringe

and, thus, does not fall within the Commission’s exclusion order is to seek an advisory opinion

from the Commission). By doing so, Comcast’s customers may be able to receive non

infringing STBs with voice activation. None of the asserted patents relates to voice activation

features. 4

2. Competitive Conditions in the United States Economy

There is no evidence that the Commission’s remedial orders will harm competitive

conditions in the United States economy. As noted, Comcast has averred that it could easily

modify its STBs to remove infringing functionality. Moreover, the many alternatives to 
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Comcast’s cable TV services would not be impacted by any remedial orders. These include

direct broadcast satellite providers, over-the-top television services, and other technological

alternatives.” See Rovi Br. (Reply), Appendix 1, Spulber Submission at 1H]77-80; see also id.

at ‘ll79 (discussing competitive conditions in the provision of STBs and declaring that “[t]he

productive capacity of these companies as described in the previous section would still be in

place. Those companies would still compete to supply STBs to television services companies

and to retail customers”); id. at 1]80 (discussing competitive conditions in other industries that

use television services). Dr. Spulber explains that the report relied on by Respondents’ expert is

“not specific to Comcast because the data is aggregated for the 200 networks of the cable '

industry as a whole,” but that that report “does shed light on the CATV providers overall.” Id.

at 1]77. Dr. Spulber further explains that “the report emphasizes that infrastructure investments

by CATV providers have increased competition in the industry.” Id:

Respondents argue that the accused products

are not ordinary consumer products that are generally available for
purchase. There are not a large number of firms competing in this
industry and in the event of a remedial order, this number would be
reduced even further. . . .-[T]he requested remedy would negatively
affect competitive conditions in the United States by harming a major
player in the industry and thus hindering competition. The Commission
should consider the harm to competitive conditions in the United States
and accordingly tailor and delay any remedy by six months.

Resps. Br. at 61. However, Respondents’ argtunent is conclusory and lacks evidentiary support.

Respondents and the non-party commenters have also not explained why a delay of six months,(iii
23Direct broadcast satellite (DBS) providers include DirecTV and Dish/Echostar. Over-the-top

(OTT) services include Sling TV, DirecTV Now, and YouTube TV. Rovi Br. (Reply),
Appendix 1, Spulber Submission at1l1[63, 66.
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as opposed to any other period of time, would be appropriate. Nor have they provided a

meaningful explanation of why a delay of six months is necessary.

Respondents further argue that “the proposed remedy in this Investigation will have an

adverse impact on domestic employment.” Resps. Br. at 65. These assertions are likewise

conclusory and not supported by convincing evidence. For example, nearly all of the statements

from non-party commenters do not allocate or provide any other indication of the percentage of

jobs allegedly at risk that are related solely to the infringing X1 STBs, which are in any event

not produced in the United States, as opposed to any other Comcast products and services. And

again, Comcast has repeatedly emphasized that modifying the software of the infringing

systems to render those systems non-infringing would be easy to accomplish. Furthermore,

Respondents’ assertions do not consider the effect of the delay or denial of remedial orders on

Rovi employees (or employees of other companies) that would be adversely affected if the

remedies did not issue or were to be delayed.

3. The Production of Like or Directly Competitive Articles in the United States

Respondents declare that “[t]here is no evidence of any U.S. production of like or

directly competitive products that would be impacted by a remedial order in this Investigation.”

Resps. Br. at 61. Thus, this factor does not support denying or restricting relief.

4. United States Consumers

Any effect on United States consumers also does not warrant denying Rovi relief. In

Comcast’s own words,

Ninety-nine percent of consumers can choose among three or more
MVPDs [multicharmel video programming distributors], and the
explosive growth of an ever-expanding number of online video
distributors (‘OVDs’) is giving consumers new video options (and many
on a nationwide basis). Faced with fierce competition, providers are
intent on giving consumers the flexibility they demand to access video
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programming on the devices of their choice, and delivering more value to
customers.

Comments of Comcast Corporation and NBC Universal Media, LLC to the Federal

Communications Commission (April 22, 2016), at page 3, available at _

http://corporatecomcast.com/images/2016-04-22-AS-FILED-Comcast-DSTAC-STB-NPRM

Comments.pdf (last visited Oct. 20, 2017).

Respondents argue that “consumers rely on Comcast . . . to provide the equipment and

consumers view STBs not as purchased goods for which they are responsible to repair and

replace, but as rented goods for which the provider is expected to repair or replace any defective

STBs quickly.” However, the remedial orders issued along with this opinion allow the

importation of component parts to repair customers’ existing STBs. Moreover, Comcast has

repeatedly emphasized that modifying the software of the infringing systems to render those

systems non-infringing would be easy to accomplish and Comcast may take advantage of the

opportunity to obtain a ruling from either the CBP or the Commission. Accordingly, the

evidence of record indicates that the public interest concerns of consumers will not be adversely

impacted such that remedial orders should be denied or the effective date of the orders delayed.

‘ V. BONDING

A. The Applicable Law

If the Commission enters an exclusion order, a respondent may continue to import and

sell its products during the 60-day period of Presidential review under a bond in an amount

determined by the Commission to be “sufficient to protect the complainant from any injury.”

19 U.S.C. l337(j)(3); see also 19 CFR 2lO.50(a)(3). When reliable price information is

available in the record, the Commission has often set the bond in an amount that would

eliminate the price differential between the domestic product and the imported, infringing
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product. See Certain Microsphere Adhesives, Processes for Making Same, & Prods.

Containing Same, Including Self-stick Repositionable Notes, Inv. No. 337-TA-366, USITC Pub

N0. 2949, Comm’n Op. at 24 (Jan. l6, 1996). The Commission also has used a reasonable

royalty rate to set the bond amount Wherea reasonable royalty rate could be ascertained from

the evidence in the record. See, e.g. , Certain Audio Digital-to-Analog Converters & Prods.

Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-499, Comm’n Op. at 25 (Mar. 3, 2005). Where the record

establishes that the calculation of a price differential is impractical or there is insufficient

evidence in the record to detennine a reasonable royalty, the Commission has imposed a 100

percent bond. See, e.g., Certain Liquid Crystal Display Modules, Prods. Containing Same, &

Methods Using the Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-634, Comm’n Op. at 6-7 (Nov. 24, 2009). The

complainant bears the burden of establishing the need for a bond. Certain Rubber

Antidegradants, Components Thereof & Prods. Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-533,

usrrc Pub. No. 3975, Cornm’n Op. at 40 (July 21, 2006).

B. The RD

The RD declares,

[C]alculating a price differential between the accused products and the
domestic industry products is not feasible. . . . Rovi has, however, set
forth evidence and argument, based on the opinion of Dr. Putnam, that a
reasonable royalty rate for the accused [STBs] would be approximately
[ ] per unit.

Rovi’s royalty-rate proposal is based on its eXpert’sanalysis of licenses to
[STB] manufacturers other than respondents. The licenses are all
portfolio licenses. Yet, Rovi has not attempted to show, much less has it
demonstrated, the role the asserted patents play in the cost of the licenses,
if they play any role at all. Additionally, some of the licenses cover more

~ than simply patents.

. . . [I]t is not clear that Rovi’s proposal of [ ] per unit reflects What a
reasonable royalty rate would be relevant to the asserted patents.
Consequently, it is recommended that no bond (i.e., 0%) be required .
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during any Presidential review period. See Network Devices (I), Inv. No.
337-TA-944, C0mm’n Op. at 57.

RD at 15-16 (certain citations omitted).

C. Commission Determination and Analysis

' The Commission has determined not to issue a bond. Here, no bond should be set

because Rovi failed to establish an appropriate rate. See RD at 15-16. Rovi has failed to show

that its proposed bond of [ ] reflects the reasonable royalty relevant to the asserted patents.

At a minimum, Rovi made no effort to show the role, if any, that the asserted patents played in

the price of the portfolio licenses it submitted as evidence.

By Order of the Commission.

Lisa R. Barton
Secretary to the Commission

Issued: December 6, 2017
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Washington, D.C.
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AGENCY: U.S. Internationai Trade Commission.

ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: Notice is hereby given that the U.S. International Trade Commission (the
‘°Commission”)has determined to review in part the final initial determination (“the Final ID”)
issued by the presiding administrative law judge (“ALI”) on May 26, 2017, finding a violation of
section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (19 U.S.C. 1337) (“section 337”) in
connection with certain asserted patents. The Commission has also determined to deny
Respondents’ motion requesting ieave to tilea reply to Rovi’s response to Respondents’ petition
for review of the Final ID. The Commission has further determined to grant a joint unopposed
motion for leave to amend the complaint and notice of investigation to correct the corporate
names of certain respondents.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ron Traud, Office ofthe General Counsel,
U.S. International Trade Commission, 500 E Street SW., Washington, DC 20436, telephone 202
205-3427. Copies of non-confidential documents filed in connection with this investigation are
or will be available for inspection during official business hours (8:45 a.1n.to 5:15 p.m.) in the
Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, 500 E Street SW., Washington,
DC 20436, telephone 202-205-2000. General information concerning the Commission may also
be 0btained,by.a,ccessing its I.nte1'n¢t.se1'.v.e1'.at The P11bli<>.1’¢<>O.1‘dfolitllis .
investigation may be viewed on the Commission’s electronic docket (“EDIS”) at
hfi_Q.s.'//edfs.z1silc.gov. Hearing-impaired persons are advised that information on this matter can
be obtained by contacting the Commission’s TDD terminal, telephone 202-205-1810.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The Commission instituted this investigation on May
26, 2016, based on a complaint filed on behaif of Rovi Corporation and Rovi Guides, Inc.



(collectively, “Rovi”), both ofSan Carlos, California. 8i FR 33547-48 (May 26, 2016). The
complaint, as amended, alleges violations of section 337 of the Tariff Act of i930, as amended,
19 U.S.C. 1337, by reason of infringement of certain claims of U.S. Patent No. 8,006,263 (“the
‘263 patent”); U.S. Patent No. 8,578,413 (“the ‘4l3 patent”); U.S. Patent No. 8,046,801 (“the
‘801 patent”); U.S. Patent No. 8,621,512 (“the ‘512 patent”); U.S. Patent No. 8,768,147 (“the
‘147 patent”); U.S. Patent No. 8,566,871 (“the ‘871 patent”); and U.S. Patent No. 6,418,556
(“the ‘556 patent”). The complaint further alleges that a domestic industry exists. Id. at 33548.

The Commission’s notice of investigation named sixteen respondents. The respondents
are Corncast Corporation of Philadelphia, PA; Comcast Cable Communications, LLC of
Philadelphia, PA; Comcast Cable Communications Management, LLC of Philadelphia, PA;
Comcast Business Communications, LLC of Philadelphia, PA; Corncast Holdings Corporation of
Philadelphia, PA; Corncast Shared Services, LLC of Chicago, IL; Technicolor SA of Issy—les
Moulineaux, France; Technicolor USA, Inc. of Indianapolis, IN; Technicolor Connected Home
USA LLC of Indianapolis, IN; Pace Ltd. of Saltaire, England (now ARRIS Global Ltd.); Pace
Americas, LLC of Boca Raton, FL; ARRIS International plc of Suwanee, GA; ARRIS Group
Inc. of Suwanee, GA; ARRIS Technology, Inc. of Horshanr, PA; ARRIS Enterprises Inc. of
Suwanee, GA (now ARRIS Enterprises LLC); and ARRIS Solutions, Inc. of Suwanee, GA. 81
FR at 33548. The Oftice of Unfair Import Investigations is not a party to this investigation. Id.

Prior to the evidentiary hearing, Rovi withdrew its allegations as to certain patent claims.
See Notice of Commission Determination Not to Review an Initial Determination Granting
Complainants’ Motion to Terminate Certain Asserted Patent Claims from the Investigation (Oct.
21, 2016); Notice of Commission Determination Not to Review an Initial Determination
Granting Complainants’ Motion to Terminate Certain Asserted Patent Claims from the
Investigation (Dec. 2, 2016); Notice of Commission Determination Not to Review an Initial
Determination Terminating U.S. Patent No. 8,768,147 horn the Investigation (Dec. 28, 2016).
Rovi proceeded at the evidentiary hearing on the following patents and claims: claims 7, 18, and
40 ofthe ‘S56 patent; claims 1, 2, 14, and 17 ofthe ‘263 patent; claims 1, 5, 10, and 15 ofthe
‘801 patent; claims 12, 17, and 18 ofthe ‘871 patent; claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 ofthe ‘413
patent; and claims 1, 10, 13, and 22 ofthe ‘512 patent.

On May 26, 2017, the AL] issued the Final ID, which finds a violation of section 337 by
the respondents in connection with the asserted claims of the ‘263 and ‘413 patents. The Final
ID fmds no violation of section 337 in connection with the asserted claims of the ‘S56, ‘80l,
‘871, and ‘512 patents. The AL] recommended that, subject to any public interest
determinations of the Commission, the Commission should issue a limited exclusion order
directed to the accused products, that cease and desist orders issue to the respondents, and that
the Commission should not require any bond during the Presidential review period.

On June 12, 2017, Rovi and the respondents filed petitions for review of the Final ID.
The resp'ondents'petitione'd thirty-two of the ‘FinalID’s conclusions, and'Rovi petitioned seven of
the Final ID’s conclusions. On June 20, 2017, the parties filed responses to the petitions for
review. On July 11, 2017, Rovi and the respondents filed statements on the public interest. The
Commission also received numerous comments on the public interest from the public.
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On June 26, 2017, Respondents liled a motion requesting leave to tile a reply to Rovi’s
response to Respondents’ petition for review, and on June 29, 2017, Rovi tiled a response in
opposition to that motion. That motion is denied.

On July 5, 2017, Rovi and the ARRIS respondents filed a Joint Unopposed Motion for,
and Memorandum in Support of, Leave to Amend the Complaint and Notice of Investigation to
Correct Corporate Names of Two AMUS Respondents. The motion indicates that ARRIS
Enterprises, Inc. has changed its name to ARMS Enterprises LLC and that Pace Ltd. has
changed its name to ARRIS Global Ltd. That motion is granted.

l On July 25, 2017, Comcast submitted with the Office of the Secretary a letter including
supplemental disclosure and representations. On July 31, 2017, Rovi submitted with the Office
of the Secretary a response thereto, which asserted that “this new evidence confirms that there is
no reason for the Commission to review” certain of the Final ID’s conclusions. On August 9,
2017, Corncast filed a response to Rovi’s submission. The Commission has determined to
reopen the evidentiary record and accept the supplemental disclosure, response thereto, and reply
to the response.

Having examined the record in this investigation, including the Final ID, the petitions for
review, and the responses thereto, the Commission has determined to review the Final ID in part.
In particular, the Commission has determined to review the following:

(l) The Final ID’s determination that Comcast is an importer of the
accused products (Issue 1 in Respondents’ Petition for Review).

(2) The Final ID’s determination that Comcast has not sold accused
products in the United States after the importation of those products into
the United States (the issue discussed in section Ill of Rovi’s Petition for
Review).

(3) The Final 1D’sdetermination that the accused Legacy products are
“articles that infringe” (Issue 2 in Respondents’ Petition for Review).

(4) ' The issue of Whether the X1 products are “articles that infringe”
(Issue 3 in Respondents’ Petition for Review), the issue of direct
infringement of the ‘263 and ‘413 patents by the X1 accused products
(Issue 5 in Respondents’ Petition for Review), and the issue of “the nature
and scope of the violation found” (the issue discussed in section X of
Respondents’ Petition for Review).

(5) The issue of whether Corncast’s two alternative designs infringe
. . the 3263 and T413 patents (issu_e_4in Respondents,’ Petition fO.1‘R¢,Vl€W)._ _

(6) The Final ID’s claim construction of “cancel a function of the
second tuner to permit the second tuner to perform the requested tuning
operation” in the ‘S12 patent, and the Final ID’s infringement
determinations as to that patent (Issue 26 in Respondents’ Petition for
Review).
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(7) The Final lD’s conclusion that the asserted claims of the ‘S12
patent are invalid as obvious (the issue discussed in section VI.B.4 of
Rovi’s Petition for Review).

(8) The issue of whether the ARRIS-Rovi Agreement provides a
defense to the allegations against the ARRIS respondents (the issue
discussed in section XI of Respondents’ Petition for Review).

(9) The Final iD’s conclusion that Rovi did not establish the economic
prong of the domestic industry requirement based on patent licensing (the
issue discussed in section {Vof Rovi’s Petition for Review).

The Commission has determined to not review the remainder of the Final ID. The
Commission has further determined that Respondents’ petition of the Final ID’s determinations
is improper as to the following issues: (1) the representative accused X1 products for the ‘Z63, 1
‘413, and ‘S01 patents; (2) the induced infringement of the ‘263 and ‘413 patents; and (3) the
eligibility under 35 U.S.C. I01 of the ‘S12 patent. See 19 CFR 21O.43(b)(2) (“Petitions for
review may not incorporate statements, issues, or arguments by reference.”). Those assignments
of error are therefore Waived. '

The parties are requested to brief their positions with reference to the applicabie law and
the evidentiary record regarding the questions provided below:

(1) As to Whether the Legacy accused products are “articles that infringe”
(Issue 2 in Respondents’ Petition for Review):

Has Rovi shown (or has Comcast conceded) that a Legacy accused
product that infringes the asserted patents (and if so, which patents)
has been imported or re-imported by any respondent or that
respondent’s agent(s)?

(2) As to whether the X1 products are “articles that infringe” (Issue 3 in
Respondents’ Petition for Review), the issue of direct infringement of the ‘Z63
and ‘413 patents by the X1 accused products (Issue S in Respondents’ Petition for
Review), and the issue of “the nature and scope of the violation found” (the issue
discussed in section X of Respondents’ Petition for Review):

a. For purposes of giving rise to a section 337 violation and whether
the X1 STBs are “articles that infringe,” is the importation of and
infringement through the use of the X1 STBs distinguishable from the
importation of and infringement through the use of the scanners in

. .Supre11mv. Int’! Trade C0mm’n,.796 F.3d 1338 (Fed. Cir. 2015)? For . .
example, is Suprema distinguishable because the imported X1 STBs
require cooperation with hardware (a mobile device and Comcast’s
servers) that is not imported by the respondents for an act of
infringement to occur? Note that, in Suprema, the imported scanners
were “not standaione products,” but rather, to function, the scanners
had to “be connected to a computer, and that computer must have
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custom-developed software installed and running.” 796 F.3d at 1341
42.

b. Please discuss any relevant statutory language, iegislative history,
case law, and Commission precedent that does or does not support
interpreting the language of section 337 such that the X1 STBs are
“articles that infringe” and that a violation arises from the importation ‘
or sale in the United States after importation of the X1 STBs.

In connection with the final disposition of this investigation, the Commission may (1)
issue an order that could result in the exclusion of the subject articles from entry into the United
States, and/or (2) issue one or more cease and desist orders that could result in the respondent
being required to cease and desist from engaging in unfair acts in the importation and sale of
such articles. Accordingly, the Commission is interested in receiving Writtensubmissions that
address the form of remedy, if any, that should be ordered. If a party seeks exclusion of an
article from entry into the United States for purposes other than entry for consumption, the party
should so indicate and provide information establishing that activities involving other types of
entry either are adversely affecting it or likely to do so. For background, see Celmin Devicesfor
Connecting Computers via Telephone Lines, Inv. No. 337-TA-360, USITC Pub. No. 2843
(December 1994) (Commission Opinion).

If the Commission contemplates some form of remedy, it must consider the effects of that
remedy upon the public interest. The factors the Commission will consider include the effect
that an exclusion order and/or cease and desist orders would have on (1) the public heaith and
Welfare, (2) competitive conditions in the U.S. economy, (3) U.S. production of articles that are
like or directly competitive with those that are subject to investigation, and (4) U.S. consumers.
The Commission is therefore interested in receiving written submissions that address the
aforementioned public interest factors in the context of this investigation.

The parties and the public are requested to brief their positions regarding the public
interest. The Commission is particularly interested in responses to the following:

Should the Commission tailor any remedy to mitigate any harm considered by the
public interest factors? Please provide any support, factual or otherwise, and
relate that support to specific public interest factors.

If the Commission orders some form of remedy, the U.S. Trade Representative, as
delegated by the President, has 60 days to approve or disapprove the Comniissiorfs action. See
Presidential Memorandum of July 21, 2005. 70 FR 43251 (July 26, 2005). During this period,
the subject articles would be entitled to enter the United States under bond, in an amount
determined by the Commission and prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury. The
Commission is therefore interested in receiving submissions-concerning the amount of the bond V
that should be imposed if a remedy is ordered.

WRITTEN SUBMISSIONS: The parties to the investigation are requested to file written
submissions on the issues identified in this notice. Parties to the investigation, interested
government agencies, and any other interested parties are encouraged to file written submissions
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on the issues ofremedy, the public interest, and bonding. Such submissions should address the
recommended determination by the ALJ on remedy and bonding. Complainants are requested to
submit proposed remedial orders for the Commission"s consideration. Complainants are also
requested to state the date that the patents expire and the HTSUS numbers under which the
accused products are imported. Complainants are further requested to supply the names of
known importers of the products at issue in this investigation. The Written submissions and
proposed remedial orders must be filed no later than close of business on August 24, 2017.
Reply submissions must be filed no later than the close of business on August 31, 2017. No
further submissions on any of these issues will be permitted unless otherwise ordered by the
Commission.

Persons filing Writtensubmissions must file the original document electronically on or
before the deadlines stated above and submit 8 true paper copies to the Office of the Secretary by
noon the next day pursuant to section 2l0.4(f) of the Commissiorfs Rules of Practice and
Procedure (19 CFR 210.4(f)). Submissions should refer to the investigation number (“Inv. No.
337-TA-1001”) in a prominent place on the cover page and/or the first page. (See Handbook for
Electronic Filing Procedures,
hf{glZ§§l,//l'1’1'1'1/5/.2/.s‘ffc.govfivecl"elm11//documents/hand!)00/c_011jili11gJJ1'0cedures.pdf). Persons with
questions regarding filing should contact the Secretary ((202) 205-2000).

Any person desiring to submit a document to the Commission in confidence must request
confidential treatment. All such requests should be directed to the Secretary to the Commission
and must include a full statement of the reasons why the Commission should grant such
treatment. See 19 CFR 201.6. Documents for which confidential treatment by the Commission
is properly sought Will be treated accordingly. All information, including confidential business
information and documents for which confidential treatment is properly sought, submitted to the
Commission for purposes of this Investigation may be disclosed to and used: (i) by the
Commission, its employees and Offices, and contract personnel (a) for developing or
maintaining the records of this or a related proceeding, or (b) in internal investigations, audits,
reviews, and evaluations relating to the programs, personnel, and operations of the Commission
including under 5 U.S.C. appendix 3; or (ii) by U.S. government employees and contract
personnel, solely for cybersecurity purposes (all contract personnel Willsign appropriate
nondisclosure agreements). All nonconfidential Written submissions will be available for public
inspection at the Office of the Secretary and on EDIS.

This action is taken under‘the authority of section 337 of the Tariff Act of l93 0, as amended (19
U.S.C. 1337), and in part 210 of the Commission’s Rules of Practice and Procedure (l 9 CFR part
210).

By order of the Commission.

Lisa R. Barton
Secretary to the Commission

Issued: August 10, 2017
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UNITED,STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Washington, D.C. _

In the Matter of

CERTAIN DIGITAL VIDEO
RECEIVERS AND HARDWARE I11v-N<>-337-TA-1001
AND SOFTWARE COMPONENTS 5
THEREOF

INITIAL DETERMINATION

Administrative Law Judge David P. Shaw p

Pursuant to the notice of investigation, 81 Fed. Reg. 33548 (May 26, 2016), this is the

initial determination in Certain Digital VideoReceivers and Hardware and Software

Components Thereof, United States International Trade Commission Investigation No. 337-TA

1001. It is held that a violation of section,,337of the Tariff Act, as amended, has occurred in the

importation into the United States, the sale for importation, or the sale within the United States

after importation, of certain digital video receivers and hardware and software components

thereof, with respect to: 

0 U.S. Patent No. 8,006,263 and

0 U.S. Patent No. 8,578,413.

It is held that a violation has not occurred with respect to:

0 U.S. Patent No. 6,418,556,

U.S. Patent No. 8,046,801-,6

0 U.S. Patent No. 8,566,871, and

I U.S. Patent N0. 8,621,512.
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I. BACKGROUND _

A. Institution of the Investigation

On April 6, 2016, complainants Rovi Corporation and Rovi Guides, Inc. (collectively,

“Rovi”) filed a complaint alleging that respondents unlawfully import “certain digital video

receivers and hardware and software components thereof’ into the United States. Compl., 111.

On April 25, Rovi filed an amended complaint. The amended complaint alleged, inter alia, that

respondents directly and/or indirectly infringe Rovi’s patents through the “importation, and/or

manufacture, use, sale or lease, and/or offer for sale or lease within the United States after

importation of the Accused Products[.]” Am. Compl., W 6-7 and 110-200. The amended

complaint asserted the following seven patents:

0 U.S. Patent No. 6,418,556 (the “‘556 Patent”);

0 U.S. Patent No. 8,006,263 (the ‘“263 Patent”);

I U.S. Patent No. 8,046,801 (the “‘801 Patent”);

Q U.S. Patent No. 8,566,871 (the “‘871 Patent”); Y

0 U.S. Patent No. 8,578,413 (the ““413 Patent”);

v U.S. Patent No. 8,621,512 (the “‘512 Patent); and

0 U.S. Patent No. 8,768,147 (the “‘147 Patent”).

By publication of a notice in the Federal Register on May 26, 2016, pursuant to

subsection (b) of section 337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, the Commission instituted

this investigation to determine: 

whether there is a violation of subsection (a)(1)(B) of section 337
in the importation into the United States, the sale for importation,
or the sale within the United States after importation of certain
digital video receivers and hardware and software components
thereof by reason of infringement of one or more of claims 1, 2, 5,
6, 8, 9,11,12,14,15,17, and 18 ofthe ‘263 Patent; claims 1, 3, 5~
10, 12, and l4~l8 of the ‘413 patent; claims 1—54of the ‘801

1
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patent; claims 1, 24, 8416, and 2O—24of the ‘512 Patent; claims
1, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 15, 16, 18, and 20-24 ofthe ‘147 patent; claims
1, 2, &13, 17-24, 28-33 of the ‘871 Patent; and claims 2—4,7, 1O~ _
14, 16, 18-22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 33, 35, 36, 39, and 40 of the ‘556
patent, and whether an industry in the United States exists as
required by subsection (a)(2) of section 337[.]

s1 Fed. Reg. 33548 (May 26, 2016).‘

_ The Commission named as complainants Rovi Corporation and Rovi Guides, Inc. Id.

The Commission named sixteen respondents that combine into three respondent groups, the

Comcast, ARRIS, and Technicolor respondents, as follows:

0 The “Comcast” respondents are Comcast Corporation; Comcast Cable
Communications, LLC; Comcast Cable Communications Management, LLC;
Comcast Business Communications, LLC; Comcast Holdings Corporation; and
Comcast Shared Services, LLC.

¢ The “ARRIS” respondentsiare ARRIS Intemational plc; ARRIS Group Inc.; ARRIS
Technology, Inc.; ARRIS Enterprises Inc.; ARRIS Solutions, Inc.; Pace Ltd.; and
Pace Americas LLC.

Q The “Technicolor” respondents are Technicolor SA, Technicolor USA, Inc., and "
Technicolor Connected Home USA LLC.

Id. The Office of Unfair lmport Investigations was not named as a party to the investigation. Id.

B. Procedural History Synopsis

The administrative law judge issued the procedural schedule on July 21, 2016, which set

the target date for completion of this investigation at just over 15 months, i.e., August 28, 2017.

See Order No. 8 (Procedural Schedule) (July 21, 2016). I

On September 21, 2016, Rovi moved to terminate the investigation in part as to the

following asserted claims: I

0 The ‘556 Patent: claims 2, 4, 10, ll, 13, 16, 19-22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 33,35, 36, and 39;

1The notice did not order the administrative law judge to take evidence, other information, or
argument pertaining to the public interest.
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claims 5,6,8,9, 11,12, and 18;

claims 2-4, 6-9, 11-14, 16-27, and 29-54;

claims 1, 2, 6-11, 13, 19-22‘,24, and 30-33.

claims 6, 7, 8, 12, 15, 16, and 17;

claims 4, 8, 9,11,12,16, 20, 21, 23, and 24; and

claims 5, 6, 8, 10, 15, 21, 22, and 24. l

The administrative law judge granted the motion in an initial determination. See Order

No. 17 (Sep. 23, 2016), a)j”d, Notice of Commission Determination Not to Review an Initial

Determination Granting Complainants’ Motion to Terminate Certain Asserted Patent Claims

from the Investigation (Oct. 21, 2016). 

On November 4, 2016 Rovi moved to terminate the investigation in part as to the

following asserted claims:

The ‘556 Patent:

The ‘263 Patent:

The ‘801 Patent:

The ‘871 Patent:

The ‘512 Patent:

The ‘147 Patent:

claims 3, 12, and 14;

claim 15;

claim 28;

claims 23, 28, and 29;

claims 2, 3, 14, and 15; and

claim 16.

The administrative law judge granted the motion in an initial detennination. See Order

No. 25 (Nov. 14, 2016), afl’d, Notice of Commission Determination Not to Review an Initial

Determination Granting Comp1ainant’sMotion to Terminate Certain Asserted Patent Claims

from the Investigation (Dec. 2, 2016).

On November 18, 2016, Rovi moved to terminate the investigation in part as to the ‘147

patent. The administrative law judge granted the motion in an initial determination. See Order

3
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No. 27'(Dec. 5, 2016), ajj”d, Notice of Commission Determination Not to Review an Initial

Determination Terminating U.S. Patent No. 8,768,147 from the Investigation (Dec. 28, 2016).

A preheating conference was held on December 15, 2016, with the evidentiary hearing in

this investigation beginning immediately thereafter. The hearing concluded on December 19.

See Order No. 29 (Allocation of Time) (Dec. 5, 2016); Prehearing Tr. 1-35 (Dec. 15, 2016);

Hearing Tr. 1-1376. The parties were requested to file post-hearing briefs not to exceed 400

pages, and to filc reply briefs not to exceed 150 pages. Prehearing Tr. 14 (Dee. 15, 2016).

On January 9, 2017, Rovifiled its initial post-hearing brief, which asserts the following

claims:

0 The ‘556 Patent: claims 7 (based on its dependency from independent claim 3), 18
(based on its dependency from independent claim 15), and 40 (see Rovi Br. at 261);

¢ The ‘263 Patent: claims 1, 2, 14, 17 (see Rovi Br. at 42);

0 The ‘801 Patent: claims 1, 5, 10, 15 (see Rovi Br. at 42);

I The ‘871 Patent: claims 12, 17, and 18 (see Rovi Br. at 202);

0 The ‘413 Patent: claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, 18 (see Rovi Br. at 42); and

0 The ‘512 Patent: claims 1, 10, 13, and 22 (see Rovi Br. at 134).

Pursuant to Order No. 3 (Ground Rules), the parties also filed a joint outline of the issues

to be decided in the Final Initial Determination. See Joint Outline of Issues to Be Decided

(“Joint Outline”) (EDIS Doc. ID No. 600641, filed Jan. 10, 2017).

C. The Private Parties ‘ »

Complainant Rovi Corporation is a Delaware corporation and has a principal place of

business in San Carlos, Califomia. See First Am. C0mp1., '1]11. Complainant Rovi Guides, Inc.

(f/k/a Gemstar-TV Guide International Inc.) is a Delaware corporation and has a principal place

4
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of business in San Carlos, California. Id., 1i l2. Rovi Guides, Inc. is a wholly-owned subsidiary

of Rovi Corporation. Id. Rovi describes itself, as follows:

[Rovi and its predecessors have] been a pioneer and recognized
leader in media technology, including the technology used to
facilitate consumer access to television and other audiovisual
media. Today, Rovi’s market leading digital entertainment
solutions enable the proliferation of access to media on electronic
devices; these solutions include products and services related to
IGPs and other content discovery solutions, personalized search
and recommendation, advertising and programming promotion
optimization, and other data and analytics solutions to monetize
interactions across multiple entertaimnent platforms. Rovi’s
solutions are usedxby companies worldwide in applications such as
cable, satellite, and internet protocol television (“IPTV”) receivers
(including digital television set-top boxes (“STBS”) and digital
video recorders (“DVRs”)); PCs, mobile devices, and tablet
devices; and other means by which consumers connect to
entertainment.

First Am. Compl., 1]13.

Comcast is a media and technology company that is based in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Tr. 38-39. It is the largest cable provider in the United States. RX-0001C (Marcus WS) at Q/A

4.

ARRIS “is a telecommunications equipment manufacturing company that provides cable

operators, like Comcast, with high-speed data, video, and telephony systems and products for

homes and business.” RX-0781C (Folk WS) at Q/A 3. Many of the ARRIS respondents

maintain a presence in Suwanee, Georgia. See Resp. of ARRIS Respondents to First Am.

Compl., 1148(EDIS Doc. ID No. 584966) (June 30, 2016). Comcast purchases certain set-top

boxes from ARRIS. Id; see also RX-0781C (Folk WS) at Q/A 6.

Technicolor has a presence in France and Indianapolis, Indiana. See Notice of Institution

of Investigation, 81 Fed. Reg. 33548 (May 26, 2016). Technicolor manufactures products

accused in this investigation and provides them to Comcast. CX-1750C (Technicolor S/\’s 2nd

5 .
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Supplemental Responses to Rovi’s 1st Set of Interrogatories (Nos. 8, 12, 15, 20, 21, 24, 40)) at

11-13; JX-0108C (Mosely Dep.) at 21:3-17; JX-0117C (Stockton Dep.) at 39:17-20, 39:24-40:2;

RX-0838C at Q/A 7.

In general, Comcast presents the respondents’ collective arguments on issues that pertain

to all respondents (e.g., claim construction, infringement, and validity). See generally Resps. Br.

(“Comcast” is used to refer to all respondents). When the respondents have a defense that

applies to one respondent only (e.g., Comcast’s importation argument, Comcast’s license

defenses, and ARRlS’s license defenses), the respondent arguing the defense is specified. Id.;

see also Tr. 79 (ARRIS’s counsel presented “essentially a single issue”-—theARRIS-Rovi IPG

License). Technicolor does not present arguments that apply only to it. See generally Resps. Br

II. JURISDICTION AND STANDING

A. Personal Jurisdiction

No party has contested the Com_rnission’spersonal jurisdiction over it. See Rovi Br. at

13; see generally Resps. Br., Section V (personal jurisdiction is not-contested). Indeed, Rovi,

Comcast, ARRIS, and Technicolor all participated in discovery and appeared at the evidentiary

hearing. It is found that the Commission has personal jurisdiction over all parties.

B. Subject Matter Jurisdiction

Rovi argues that the Commission has subject matter jurisdiction because its “complaint

properly alleges a violation of Section 337” and because the accused products have been

imported. Rovi Br. at 13. Rovi argues that respondents “incorrectly conilate the ‘commonly

misunderstood"distinction between jurisdiction and proof of a violation of Section 337 on the

merits.” Id. (quoting Certain Electronic Devices with Image Processing Systems, Components

6
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Thereof and Associated Software, Inv. No. 337-TA-724, Con1m’nOp. (Dec. 21, 2011)

(“Electronic Devices”))L 

Comcast argues the Commission lacks jurisdiction over X1 and Legacy products

imported before April 1, 2016 because “Comcast had an express patent license to [

] Resps. Br. at 19; see also

Rovi First Am. Compl., (the license “extended only through March 31, 2016”); CX-0001C at

Q/A 28 (“the previous patent license agreement . . . was not set to expire until March 31, 2016.”)

Comcast further argues that the Commission lacks jurisdiction because its activities are domestic

and because aspects of software it uses “are not imported and therefore are outside the

jurisdiction of section 337.” Resps. Br. at 45-50 (Section V(A)). With regard to indirect

infringement, Comcast argues that “Rovi’s indirect claims for the X1 STBs fail for the same

reasons as Rovi’s direct infringement claims.” Id. at 50. In particular, Comcast argues it “does

not supply an SDK or equivalent tool for” its X1 software or the mobile applications it provides

to users. Id at 50-52.

Comcast’s jurisdictional arguments blur the “distinction between whether the

Commission ‘has jurisdiction over the subject matter of an investigation’ and ‘whether there is a

violation of the statute upon which a remedy can be based.” See Electronic Devices at 9-10

(quoting Certain Cardiac Pacemakers and Components Thereof, Inv. No. 337-TA-162, Order

No. 37 (March 21, 1984)). Here, Rovi has alleged sufficient facts that, if proven, would show

Respondents imported articles that infringe Rovi’s patents. See generally First Am. Compl., W

7
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Commission properly has jurisdiction over Rovi’s complaint.2

importation, or sold within the United States after importation by the owner, importer, or

consignee. 19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(l)(B). “All that is required for in rem jurisdiction to be

established is the presence of the imported property in the United States.” Certain Male

Prophylactic Devices, Inv. No. 337-TA-546, Initial Determination (Jmie 30, 2006) (citing

Certain Steel Rod Treating Apparatus and Components Thereoj",Inv. No. 337-TA—97USITC

Pub. No. 1210 (Jan. 1982), Commission Opinion at 4, ll for the proposition that presence of res

In Rem Jurisdiction

The Commission has in rem jurisdiction when infringing articles are imported sold for

establishes in rem jurisdiction in Section 337 actions).

abroad and imported into the United States. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has

As discussed below, there is no dispute that the accused products are manufactured

determined that the Commission has in rem jurisdiction over the accused products.

Importation 

(With respect to importation, the Commission has explained:

all that is required concerning infringement and importation is that
“infringement, direct or indirect, must be based on the articles as
imported.” Electronic Devices [Inv. No. 337-TA-724, USITC Pub.
No. 4374 Vol. l, Coinm’n Op. (Feb. 2013)] at 14. Thus, to the
extent that the AL] found that an imported article can only induce
infringement in violation of section 337 if the article produces
direct infringement on its own, and to the extent that the ALJ relied

2
For the avoidance of doubt, the administrative law judge notes the Commission’s junsdiction

includes attendant issues such as whether the Commission has jurisdiction over products
imported before the Rovi-Comcast Patent License expired, Rovi’s direct infringement claims,
and Rovi’s indirect infringement claims. See Joint Outline at 3. V I

8
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upon that finding to conclude that Respondents did not violate
section 337, Weset aside that finding and reasoning.

Certain Products Containing Interactive Program Guide and Parental Control Technology,Inv

No. 337-TA-845, Comm’n Op. at 7 (Dec. 11, 2013) (“IPGs and Parental Controls”).

1. ARRIS

Rovi has alleged that ARRIS imports the accused products into the United States. Rovi

Br. at 22. ARRIS admits that it imports the accused products into the United States. See

ARRlS’s Resp. to the Complaint (June 30, 2016, Rule 21O.l3(b) Statement); see also Tr. 465

466, 469-71, 558; JX-0100C (Johnson Dep. Tr.) 48; CX-1738C (ARRIS Interrog. Resp.) at 31

33; IX-0098C (Gee Dep. Tr.) 11; RX-0781C (Folk RWS) at Q/A 50 (Comcast takes title after

importation); Joint Outline at 3.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that ARRIS imports the

accused products that it manufactures.

2. Technicolor '

Rovi has alleged that Technicolor imports the accused products into the United States.

Rovi Br. at 23. Technicolor admits that it imports the accused products into the United States.

See Technicolor’s Aug. l, 2016, Supplemental Rule 2lO.l3(b) Statement; see also JX-0108C

(Mosely Dep. Tr.) 21; CX-1749C (Technicolor lnterrog. Resp.) at 24-26. As no Accused

Products are manufactured in the United States, all have been imported. JX-0108C (Mosely

Dep. Tr.) 21; Tr. (Shank) 558; see also CX-0002C (Shamos WS) at Q/A 196-98, 199.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Technicolor imports the

accused products that it manufactures.

9 .
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3. Comcast

Comcast argues it does not meet the importation requirement, because “Section 337

forbids only three types of conduct with respect to ‘articles that infringe’: (1) importation into

the U.S., (2) sale for importation, and (3) sale after importation,” and it does not engage in those

activities. Rcsps. Br. at 8-9 (citing 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(1)(B)). i

a) ' Importation into the United States .

Rovi argues that Comcast is, in effect, an importer because it “heavily involved in the

design and manufacture” of the accused products, as Comcast: I

Q Requires that the accused products adhere to its specifications and acceptability
standards;3

0 [ 4

Q 15

0 Provides ARRIS and Technicolor with detailed technical documents [
] such that

they operate as required by Comcast within its network to provide services to
Comcast subscribers.”6

See Rovi Br. at 25-27. Rovi further argues that Comcast:

¢ Knows the imported products are manufactured abroad and imported into the United
States;7

3Tr. (Folk) 464-65, 468-69; see also JX-0096C (Folk Dep. Tr.) 7-8, 32-33; JX-0098C (Gee Dep.
Tr.) 16-17; JX-0079C (Comcast/ARRIS Master Supply Agreement) at § 9.01; see also JX-0066C
(Comcast/ARRISpSupply Agreement) at § 9.01. i

4 JX-0096C (Folk Dep. Tr.) 30-32.

5 Tr. (Folk) 467. - e

6See CX-1316C (Comcast XG1 and XG2 HW Spec.) at 9; CX-1749C (Technicolor Interrog.
Resp.) at 24-26; JX-O117C (Stockton Dep. _Tr.)17, 20-21.

7Tr. (Shank) 558; Tr. (Folk) 469-71.

10. .
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t - 8

1

0 Requires ARRIS to deliver the accused products to Comcast delivery sites in the
United States;9

0 Requires Technicolor to deliver the accused products to Comcast delivery sites in the
United States [ ‘°

\

Q .

l l

0
12

. ]13

Id. at 27-31.14 Rovi further argues that [ _

] See Rovi

Br. at 85-86.

8Tr. (Shank) 566-67; JX-0079C (Comcast/ARRIS Master Supply Agreement) at § 2.08.

9Tr. (Folk) 473-74; Tr. (Shank) 568-69; JX-0079C (Comcast/ARRIS Master Supply Agreement)
at § 4.01; JX-0066C (Comcast/ARRIS Supply Agreement) at § 4.01.

loJX- 0076C (Comcast/Technicolor Supply Agmt) at § 4.01 ([
1 § 5.02 ([ 

1.

“ JX-0080C (Comcast/ARRIS Product Supply Addendum) at § 1.06; JX-0076C
(Comcast/Technicolor Supply Agmt) at § 3.07.

‘ZJX-0079C (Comcast/ARRIS Master Supply Agreement) at § 4.01; JX-0066C
(Comcast/ARRIS Supply Agreement) at § 5.02; Tr. (Shank) 568-69; JX-0076C
(Comcast/Technicolor Supply Agmt) at §§ 4.01, 5.02; Tr. (Shank) 569-70.

13RX-0838C (Shank RWS) at Q/A 57; JX-0098C (Gee Dep. Tr.) 15-16; JX-0100C (Johnson
Dep. Tr.) 40; JX-0117C (Stockton Dep. Tr.) 43-44, 48-49; Tr. (Folk) 477-478; JX-0079C
(Comcast/ARRIS Master Supply Agreement) at § 3.01; JX-0066C (Comcast/ARRIS Supply
Agreement) at § 3.01; Tr. (Folk) 478-79; JX-0079C (Comcast/ARRIS Master Supply
Agreement) at § 3.02; JX-0066C (Comcast/ARRIS Supply Agreement) at § 3.02.

H R0vi’s reply crystalizes its -argument that Comcast requires: [

11 T
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Comcast argues that it is not an importer because it “does not exercise any control ovcr

the Accused Products’ importation.” Resps. Br. at 10. Comcast further argues it has not met the

importation requirement because it “does not sell the accused products for importation” and

because it “does not sell the accused products after importation.” Resps. Br. at 1_2.

Here, the evidence shows that Comcast is sufficiently involved with the design, _

manufacture, and importation of the accused products, such that it is an importer for purposes of

Section 337. Certain Digital Set-Top Boxes and Components Thereojf lnv. No. 337-TA-712,

USITC Pub. 4332, Initial Determination at 14-15 (June 2012) (finding the importation

requirement satisfied where the respondent, Cablevision, caused the manufacture and

importation of set-top boxes, even though Cablevision was not the importer of record). Indeed,

the accused products are so tailored to Comcast’s system and requirements that they would not

function within another cable operator’s system. See Tr. (Allinson) 672; JX-OO096C(Folk Dep.

Tr.) 30-32; JX—0117C(Stockton Dep. Tr.) 35. Further, the software at issue in the heart of this

investigation is attributable squarely to Comcast.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has detennined that Comcast is an importer for

purposes of Section 337.

b) Salefor Importation

Comcast argues: l

] Rovi
Reply at 13. ‘

12
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Rovi does not allege that Comcast sells for importation, and the
. Accused Products are already in the U.S. when Comcast purchases

them. See RX-0838C at Q/A 3'4-35 (testifying that [ '
_ ] Comcast’s

supplier agreements show that [ ‘

] See RX-0838C at
Q/A 36; JX-0116C at 70:6-72:6, 75:11-78:9, and 77:22-78:6; JX
0079C (ARRIS-Comcast MPSA) at 8-10; JX-0055C (Scientific
Atlanta-Comcast MPSA) at 8-11. Thus, thre [sic] is no “sale for ,

» importation” by Comcast.

Resps. Br. at 12.

Rovi has not argued that Comcast sells the accused products for importation. See

generally Rovi Br.; Rovi Reply.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has detennined that Comcast does not sell the

accused products for importation into the United States.

c) Sale After Importation

Comcast argues it_does not sell the products after importation because it rents them to its

customers. Resps. Br. at 12.15 The “Comcast Agreement for Residential Services” contains

language explaining that Comcast owns‘the “Comcast Equipment” and that Comcast may

“remove or change the Comcast Equipment at [its] discretion at any time[.]” RX-0668C at 6-7.

Rovi argues that Corncast’s distinction of sales and leases is a “technical label of the

transaction between Comcast and its customers [that] does not allow Comcast to engage in unfair

15Comcast relies upon the following: RX-0838C at Q/A 63 (“Comcast maintains ownership of
CPE rented to customers, including set-top boxes, and specifically retains title to such
equipment”); JX-0104C (Martin Dep. Tr.) at 12:3-13 (“[B]oxes that are installed at [Comcast’s]
customer sites,” are “owned by Comcast”); 32:16-25 (“Customers pay Comcast a leasing fee for
the access for the device,” which only provides “[t]he ability for them to use the devices”);
35:19-21, 40: 12-14, 44:21-23, 49:5-7 (Comcast maintains title of inventory at warehouses, hubs,
and spokes); see also JX-0116C at 93:10-22 (Comcast “retain[s] title [to Accused Products] even
when [they] go[] to the customer”); RX-0688C (Comcast Terms and'Conditions) at .0007; RX
0689C (Comcast Terms and Conditions) at .0008.

13
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acts with impunity; these transactions are clearly the type of ‘sales after importation’ prohibited

by Section 337.” Rovi Br. at 33. Rovi further argues that Comcast’s decision to charge

customers who fail to return a leased set-top box also constitutes a sale. Id. (citing RX-0688C

(Comcast Residential Agreement) at 14 (T&C (6)(b))).

I In Certain Semiconductor Devices, Semiconductor Device Packages, and Products

Containing Same, the administrative law judge determined “whether the rental of products by

Comcast constitutes a sale after importation.” Inv. No. 337-TA-1010, Initial Determination at 2

(Feb. ~27,2017) (on Apr. 3, 2017, the Commission issued a notice determining not to review the

ID). In Certain Semiconductor Devices, the administrative law judge noted that the subscriber

agreement “only specifies tenns for renting equipment from Comcast and never describes a

transfer of property or title” and determined that the “rental of products pursuant to the Comcast

subscriber agreement is not a sale after importation, and accordingly, such rentals are not

violations of section 337.” Id. at 7.

Here, the Comcast Agreement for Residential Services does not describe a transfer of

property or title (customers are obligated to “return all Comcast Equipment” once services are

terminated). Thus, in light of Certain Semiconductor Devices, the administrative law judge has

detennined that the rentals of the present investigation are not violations of Section 337.

I Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Comcast has not sold the

accused products after importation into the United States.

E. Standing and Ownership of the Asserted Patents

Rovi argues that it is the exclusive assignee of all of the Asserted Patents, and has been

prior to the Investigation. Rovi Br. at 10. For each patent, Rovi argues:

0 U.S. Patent No. 8,006,263 issued on August 23, 2011. IX-0002 (’263 Patent) at 2.
The patent was originally assigned to United Video Properties, Inc. CX-0001C
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(Armaly WS) at Q/A 139; JX-0016 (‘263 Patent Assignment History) at 429-33.
United Video Properties, Inc. merged into UV Corp., which merged into TV Guide,
Inc., which merged with Rovi Guides, Inc. CX-0001 C (Armaly WS) at Q/A 139.
The ‘263 Patent passed entirely to Rovi Guides, Inc. on November 25, 2014. IX- 
0016 (‘263 Patent Assignment History) at 451. No other party possesses substantial
rights to the ‘263 Patent.

U.S. Patent No. 8,578,413 issued on November 5, 2013. JX-0005 (’4l3 Patent) at 2.
The patent was originally assigned to United Video Properties, Inc. CX-0001C
(Armaly WS) at Q/A 145; JX-0019 (‘413 Patent Assignment History) at 2-6. United
Video Properties, Inc. merged into UV Corp, which merged into TV Guide, Inc.,
which merged with Rovi Guides. See CX-0001C (Armaly WS) at Q/A 145. The
‘413 Patent passed to Rovi Guides, Inc. on November 25, 2014. JX-0019 (‘4l3
Patent Assigmnent History) at 109. No other party possesses substantial rights to the
‘413 Patent.

U.S. Patent No. 8,046,801 issued on October 25, 2011. IX-0003 (’801 Patent) at 2.
The patent was originally assigned to United Video Properties, Inc. CX-0001C
(Armaly WS) at Q/A 151; JX-0017 (‘801 Patent Assignment History) at 429-33.
United Video Properties, Inc. merged into UV Corp., which merged into TV Guide,
Inc., which merged with Rovi Guides, Inc. C_X-0001C (Armaly WS) at Q/A 151.
The ‘80l Patent passed entirely to Rovi Guides, Inc. on November 25, 2014. IX
00l7 (‘801 Patent Assignment History) at 451. No other party possesses substantial
rights to the ‘801 Patent.

U.S. Patent No. 8,621,512 issued on December 31, 2013. JX-0006 (’512 Patent) at 2
The patent was originally assigned to United Video Properties, Inc. CX-0001C
(Armaly WS) at Q/A 157; JX-0020 (‘5 12 Patent Assigmnent History) at 2-5. United
Video Properties, Inc. merged into UV Corp, which merged into TV Guide, Inc.,
which merged with Rovi Guides, Inc. CX-0001C (Armaly WS) at Q/A 157. The
‘512 Patent passed entirely to Rovi Guides, Inc. on November 25, 2014. IX-0020
(‘512 Patent Assignment History) at 108. No other party possesses substantial rights
to the ‘512 Patent. V

U.S. Patent No. 8,566,871 issued on October 22, 2013. IX-0004 (’87l Patent) at 2.
The patent was originally assigned to StarSight Telecast, Inc. See CX-0001C
(Armaly WS) at Q/A 169; JX-0018 (‘871 Patent Assigmnent History) at 234-39.
StarSight Telecast, Inc. merged into Rovi Guides, Inc. CX-0001 C (Armaly WS) at
Q/A 169. The ‘87l Patent passed entirely to Rovi Guides, Inc. on November 25,
2014. JX-0018 (‘871 Patent Assignment History) at 441. No other party possesses
substantial rights to the ‘871 patent.

U.S. Patent No. 6,418,556 issued on July 9, 2002. See JX-0001 (the ‘556 Patent).
The patent was originally assigned to News America Publishing, Inc. and Tele
Communications of Colorado, Inc. See CX-0001 C (Armaly WS) at Q/A 175; ]X
00l5 (‘556 Patent Assigmnent History) at 2-10. News America Publishing, Inc.

15
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assigned its rights to New America Publications, lnc., which changed its name to TV
Guide Magazine Group, which assigned its rights to TV Guide, Inc. CX-0001C
(Armaly WS) at Q/A 175. TV Guide Inc. assigned its rights to United Video
Properties, Inc., which merged with Rovi Guides, Inc. Id. Tele-Communications of
Colorado, Inc. assigned its rights to TCI-TCGOS, Inc., which merged into UV Corp.,
which merged into TV Guide, Inc., which merged into Rovi Guides, Inc. Id. The
‘556 Patent passed entirely to Rovi Guides, Inc. on November 25, 2014. JX—OOl5
(‘S56 Patent Assignment History) at 509. No other party possesses substantial rights
to the ‘556 Patent.

Respondents have not presented any argument on this issue. See Joint Outline at 1; see generally

Resps. Br. (the issue is not contested). ‘

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has standing to bring its

complaint in this investigation.

III. GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF LAW

A. Claim Construction

Claim construction begins with the plain language of the claim.“ Claims should be given

their ordinary and customary meaning as tmderstood by a person of ordinary skill in the art,

viewing the claim terms in the context of the entire patent. [7 Phillips v. AWH C0rp., 415 F.3d

1303, 1312-13 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (en banc), cert. denied, 546 U.S. 1170 (2006).

In some instances, claim terms do not have particular meaning in a field of art, and claim

construction involves little more than the application of the widely accepted meaning of

16Only those claim terms that are in controversy need to be construed, and only to the extent
necessary to resolve the controversy. Vanderlande Indus. Nederland BVv. Int "lTrade Comm ’n,
366 F.3d 1311, 1323 (Fed. Cir. 2004); Vivid Tech, Inc. v. American Sci. & Eng’g, Inc., 200 F.3d
795, 803*(Fed. Cir. 1999). - .

17Factors that may be considered when determining the lcvel of ordinary skill in the art include:
“(l) the educational level of the inventor; (2) type of problems encountered in the art; (3) prior
art solutions to those problems; (4) rapidity with which innovations arc made; (5) sophistication
of the technology; and (6) educational level of active workers in the field.” Environmental
Designs, Ltd. v. Union Oil C0., 713 F.2d 693, 696 (Fed. Cir. 1983), cert. denied, 464 U.S. 1043
(1984).
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commonly understood words. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1314. “In such circumstances, general

purpose dictionaries may be helpful.” Id.

In many cases, claim tenns have a specialized meaning, and it is necessary to determine

what a pcrson of skill in the art would have understood the disputed claim language to mean.

“Because the meaning of a claim term as understood by persons of skill in the art is often not

‘immediatelyapparent, and because patentees frequently use terms idiosyncratically, the court

looks to ‘those sources available to the public that show what a person of skill in the art would

have understood disputed claim language to mean?” Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1314 (quoting

Innova/Pure Water, Inc. v. Safari Water Filtration Sys., ]nc., 381 F.3d 1111, 1116 (Fed. Cir.

2004)). The public sources identified in Phillips include “the words of the claims themselves,

the remainder of the specification, the prosecution history, and extrinsic evidence concerning

relevant scientific principles, the meaning of technical terms, and the state of the art.” Id.

(quoting Innova, 381 F.3d at 1116).

In cases in which the meaning of a claim tenn is uncertain, the specification usually is the

best guide to the meaning of the tenn. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1315. As a general rule, the

particular examples or embodiments discussed in the specification are not to be read into the

claims as limitations. Markman v. WeslviewInstruments, Ina, 52 F.3d 967, 979 (Fed. Cir. 1995)

(en bane), a]j”d, 517 U.S. 370 (1996). The specification is, however, always highly relevant to

the claim construction analysis, and is usually dispositive. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1315 (quoting

Vitronics Corp. v. Coriceplronic, Ina, 90 F.3d 1576, 1582 (Fed. Cir. 1996)). Moreover, “[t]he

construction that stays true to the claim language and most naturally aligns with the patent’s

description of the invention will be, in the end, the correct construction.” Id. at 1316.

17
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Claims are not necessarily, and are not usually, limited in scope to the preferred

embodiment. RF Delaware, Inc. v. Pacific Keystone Techs, Inc, 326 F.3d 1255, 1263 (Fed. Cir.

2003); Decisioningcom, Inc. v. Federated Dep’t Stores, Inc., 527 F.3d 1300, 1314 (Fed. Cir.

2008) (“[The] description of a preferred embodiment, in the absence of a clear intention to limit

claim scope, is an insufficient basis on which to narrow the claims”). Nevertheless, claim _

constructions that exclude the preferred embodiment are “rarely, if ever, correct and require

highly persuasive evidentiary support.” Virronics, 90 F.3d at 1583. Such a conclusion can be

mandated in rare instances by clear intrinsic evidence, such as unambiguous claim language or a

clear disclaimer by the patentees during patent prosecution. Elekta Instrument S.A. v. O.UR. Sci.

Int’l, Inc,-214 F.3d 1302, 1308 (Fed. Cir. 2000); Rheox, Inc. v. Entact, Inc., 276 F.3d 1319 (Fed.

Cir. 2002). '

If the intrinsic evidence does not establish the meaning of a claim, then extrinsic evidence

may be considered. Extrinsic evidence consists of all evidence extemal to the patent and the

prosecution history, and includes inventor testimony, expert testimony, and learned treatises.

Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1317. Inventor testimony can be useful to shed light on the relevant art. In

evaluating expert testimony, a court should discount any expert testimony that is clearly at odds

with the claim construction mandated by the claims themselves, the written description, and the

prosecution history, in other words, with the written record of the patent. Id. at 1318. Extrinsic

evidence may be considered if a cotut deems it helpful in determining the true meaning of

language used in the patent claims. Id.

For claims involving functional language, the Federal Circuit has explained that

Construction of a means-plus-function limitation includes two
steps. “First, the court must determine the claimed function.
Second, the court must identify the corresponding structure in the
written description of the patent that performs the function.”

18
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Applied Med. Res. Corp. v. U.S. Surgical C0rp., 448 F.3d 1324,
1332 (Fed. Cir.2006) (internal citations omitted).

Noah Sys., Inc. v. Intuit Inc, 675 F.3d 1302, 1311 (Fed. Cir. 2012)

B. Representative Products

A single product may be representative of multiple products Whenthe “products operate

similarly with respect to the claimed limitation.” Spansion, Inc. v. Int ’l Trade Comm ‘n,629 F.3d

1331, 1351-52 (Fed. Cir. 2010); see also TiV0, Inc. v. Ech0Star C0mmc’ns C0rp., 516 F.3d

1290, 1308 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (“there is nothing improper about an expert testifying in detail about

a particular device and then stating that the same analysis applies to other allegedly infringing

devices that operate similarly, without discussing each type of device in detail”); Kaneka Corp.

v. SKC Kolon PI, Inc., 198 F. Supp. 3d 1089, 1119 (C.D. Cal. 2016) (“A patentee can prove

infringement by showing that just ‘some samples’ or even ‘a sample’ of the product is found to

meet all the limitations of a patent’s claims”). The complainant bears the burden of showing

that the representative product behaves in a marmer similar to the products it represents. See

Spansion, 629 F.3d at 1332 (“Appellants contend that the ALJ improperly shifted the burden to

Appellants to establish that the non-modeled accused packages would behave differently than

those that were modeled. Rather than improper burden shifiing, the ALJ properly found that

Appellants simply failed to rebut the substantial evidence set forth by Tessera.”); L & W, Inc. v.

Shertech, Inc., 471 F.3d 1311, 1318 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (the “burden of proof on infringement . .

falls on Shertech, the patentee”); see also Network Protection Sciences, LLC v. Fortinez‘,Inc.,

2013 WL 5402089, *2-*4 (ND. Cal. 2013) (denying defendant’s motion for summary judgment

of no infringement where the defendant argued the plaintiff should have provided claim charts

for each individual accused product).
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C. Infringement

1. Direct Infringement

Under 35 U.S.C. §271(a), direct infringement consists of making, using, offering to sell,

or selling a patented invention without consent of the patent owner. The complainant in a

section 337 investigation bears the burden of proving infringement of the asserted patent claims

by a “preponderance of the evidence.” Certain Flooring Products, Inv. No. 337-TA-443,

Comm’n Notice ofFina1 Determination of No Violation of Section 337, 2002 WL 448690, at

*59, (Mar. 22, 2002); Enercon GmbH v..Int’l Trade Comm ’n, 151 F.3d 1376 (Fed. Cir. 1998).

Literal infringement of a claim occurs when every limitation recited in the claim appears

in the accused device, i.e., when the properly construed claim reads on the accused device

eXa¢t1y.‘*AmhilEnters., Ltd v. Wawa, Ina, s1 F.3d 1554, 1562 (Fed. Cir. 1996); Southwall

Tech. v. Cardinal [G C0., 54 F.3d 1570, 1575 (Fed Cir. 1995).

- If the accused product does not literally infringe the patent claim, infringement might be

found under the doctrine of equivalents. “Under this doctrine, a product or process that does not

literally infringe upon the express terms of a patent claim may nonetheless be found to infringe if

there is ‘equivalence’ between the elements of the accused product or process and the claimed

elements of the patented invention.” Warner-Jenkinson C0., Inc. v. Hilton Davis Chemical Co.,

520 U.S. 17, 21 (1997) (citing Graver Tank & Mfg. C0. v. Linde Air Products C0,, 339 U.S. 605,

18Each patent claim element or limitation is considered material and essential. London v.
Carson Pirie Scott & Co., 946 F.2d 1534, 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1991). If an accused device lacks a
limitation of an independent claim, the device cannot infringe a dependent claim. See Wahpeton
Canvas Co. v. Frontier, Ina, 870 F.2d 1546, 1552 n.9 (Fed. Cir. 1989).
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609 (1950)). “The determination of equivalence should be applied as an objective inquiry on an

element by element basis.”l9 Id. at 40.

“An element in the accused product is equivalent to a claim limitation if the differences

between the two are insubstantial. The analysis focuses on whether. the element in the accused

device ‘performs substantially the same function in substantially the same way to obtain the

same result’ as the claim limitation.” AquaTex Indus. v. Techniche Solutions, 419 F.3d 1374,

1382 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (quoting Graver'Tank, 339 U.S. at 608); accord Absolute Software, 659

F.3d at 1139-40?“

Prosecution history estoppel can prevent a patentee from relying on the doctrine of

equivalents when the patentee relinquished subject matter during the prosecution of the patent,

either by amendment or argument. AquaTex, 419 F.3d at 1382. In particular, “[t]he doctrine of

prosecution history estoppel limits the doctrine of equivalents when an applicant makes a

narrowing amendment for purposes of patentability, or clearly and unmistakably surrenders

subjcct matter by arguments made to an examiner.” Ia’.(quoting Salazar v. Procter & Gamble

Co., 414 F.3d 1342, 1344 (Fed. Cir. 2005)).

'9 “Infringement, whether literal or under the doctrine of equivalents, is a question of fact.”
Absolute Sofiware, Inc. v. Stealth Signal, Inc., 659 F.3d 1121, 1130 (Fed. Cir. 2011).

20“The known interchangeability of substitutes for an element of a patent is one of the express
objective factors noted by Graver Tank as bearing upon whether the accused device is ‘
substantially the same as the patented invention. Independentexperimentation by the alleged
infringer would not always reflect upon the objective question whether a person skilled in the art
would have known of the interchangeability between two elements, but in many cases it would
likely be probative of such knowledge.” Warner Jenkinson, 520 U.S. at 36.
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2. Indirect Infringement

a) Induced Infringement

Section 27l(b) of the Patent Act provides: “Whoever actively induces infringement of a

patent shall be liable as an infringer.” 35 U.S.C. § 27l(b).

“T0 prevail on _aclaim of induced infringement, in addition to inducement by the

defendant, the patentee must also show that the asserted patent was directly infringed.” Epcon

Gas Sys. v. Bauer Compressors, 1nc., 279 F.3d 1022, 1033 (Fed. Cir. 2002). Further, “[s]ection

27l(b) covers active inducement of infringement, which typically includes acts that intentionally

cause, urge, encourage, or aid another to directly infringe a patent.” Arris Group v. British

Telecomm. PLC, 639 F.3d 1368, 1379 n.l3 (Fed. Cir. 2011). The Supreme Court held that _

“induced infringement under § 27l(b) requires knowledge that the induced acts constitute patent

infringement.” Global-Tech Appliances, Inc. v. SEB S.A., 563 U.S. 754, 766 (2011). The Court

further held: “[g]iven the long history of willful blindness and its wide acceptance in the Federal

Judiciary, we can see no reason why the doctrine should not apply in civil lawsuits for induced

patent infringement under 35 U.S.C. § 27l(b).” Id. at 768 (footnote omitted).2l

b) Contributory Infringement 

Section 27l (c) of the Patent Act provides: “Whoever offers to sell or sells within the

United States or imports into the United States a component of a patented machine, manufacture,

combination or composition, or a material or apparatus for use in practicing a patented process,

constituting a material part of the invention, knowing the same to be especially made or

21“While the Courts of Appeals articulate the doctrine of willful blindness in slightly different
ways, all appear to agree on two basic requirements: (l) the defendant must subjectively believe
that there is a high probability that a fact exists and (2) the defendant must take deliberate actions
to avoid leaming of that fact. We think these requirements give willful blindness an
appropriately limited scope that surpasses recklessness and negligence.” Global-Tech, 563 U.S.
at 769. K
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especially adapted for use in an infringement of such patent, and not a staple article or _

commodity of commerce suitable for substantial noninfringing use, shall be liable as a

contributory infringer.” 35 U.S.C. § 271(c).

Section 271(c) “covers both contributory infringement of system claims and method

claims.”22 Arris, 639 F.3d at 1376 (footnotes omitted). To hold a component supplier liable for

contributory infringement, a patent holder must show, inter alia, that (a) the supplier’s product

was used to commit acts of direct infringement; (b) the product’s use constituted a material part

of the invention; (c) the supplier knew its product was especially made or especially adapted for

use in an infringement” of the patent; and (d) the productis not a staple article or commodity of

commerce suitable for substantial non-infringing use. Id.

D. Patent Eligibility

Whether patent claims are directed to subject matter that is patcntable under 35 U.S.C.

§ 101 is an issue of law. CLS Bank Int’! v. Alice Corp Ply, 717 F.3d 1269, 1276 (2013) (en

banc),(citing Bancorp Servsx,LLC v. Sun Life Assurance C0. 0fCan., 687 F.3d 1266, 1273 (Fed.

Cir. 2012)). “While there may be cases in which the legal question as to patentable subject

matter may turn on subsidiary factual issues,” a patentee must clearly identify the fact issues that

must be resolved in order to address patentability. See In re Comiskey, 554 F.3d 967, 975 (Fed.

Cir. 2009). The Commission has explained: F i

[T]he law remains tmsettled as to whether the presumption of
patent validity under 35 U.S.C. §282 applies to subject matter
eligibility challenges under 35 U.S.C. § 101.” 

22“Claims which recite a ‘system,’ ‘apparatus,’ ‘combination,’ or the like are all analytically
similar in the sense that their claim limitations include elements rather than method steps. All
such claims can be contributorily infringed by a component supplier.” Arris, 639 F.3d at 1376
n.8.
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Certain Portable Elec. Devices & Components Thereo)’,Inv. No. 337-TA-994, Initial

Determination, (Aug. 19, 2016) (quoting Notice of Commission Determination (1) to Review an

Initial Determination Granting Respondents’ Motion for Summary Determination that Certain

Asserted Claims are Directed to Ineligible Subject Matter Under 35 U.S.C. § 101; and (2) on

Review to Affirm the-Initial Detennination with Modification, Inv. No. 337-TA-963 (Apr. 4,

2,016) at 2).

Section 101 of the Patent Act sets forth four categories of patentable inventions:

“Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or

composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent

therefore, subject to the conditions and requirements of this title.” 35 U.S.C. §101; see also

Intellectual Ventures ILLC v. Capital One Bank (USA),792 F.3d 1363, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2015).

The Supreme Court has recognized three exceptions to 35 U.S.C. § 101, holding ineligible for

patenting ‘“[1]aws of nature, natural phenomena, and abstract ideas.”’ Ultramercial, Inc. v.

Hula, LLC, 772 F.3d 709, 714 (Fed. Cir. 2014), cert denied. sub nom. Ultrarnercial, LLC v.

WildTangent, Inc., 135 S. Ct. 2907 (2015) (quoting Alice Corp. Ply. Ltd. v. CLS Bank Int ’l, 134

S. Ct. 2347, 2354 (2014)) (“Alice”). “Patents that merely claim well-established, fundamental

concepts fall within the category of abstract ideas.” Cyberfone Sys., LLC v. CNN Interactive

Grp., Inc., sss Fed. App’X 988, 991 (Fed. ca. 2014) (citing Bilski v. Kappos, 561 U.S. 593, 611

12 (2010)).

An invention, however, “is not rendered ineligible for patent simply because it involves

an abstract concept.” Alice, 134 S. Ct. at 2354 (citing Diamond v. Diehr, 450 U.S. 175, 187

(1981)). The courts have recognized that “‘[a]t some level,’ all inventions . . . embody, use
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7”
reflect, rest upon, or apply laws of nature, natural phenomena or abstract ideas. Ultramercial,

772' F.3d at 715 (quoting Alice, 134 S. Ct. at 2354).

To identify claims that are ineligible, the Supreme Court has articulated a two-step test.

Genetic Techs. Ltd v. Merial L.L.C., 818 F.3d 1369, 1374 (Fed. Cir. 2016). In the first step, the

court must decide Whether a claim is drawn to an abstract idea. Id (citing Alice, 134 S. Ct. at

2355). If the patent claims an abstract idea, the court in the second step seeks to identify an

“‘inventive concept’ sufficient to ‘transform’ the claimed abstract idea into a patent-eligible

application.” Alice, 134 S. Ct. at 2357 (quoting Mayo Collaborative Servs. v. Prometheus

Laboratories, Inc., 132 S. Ct. 1289, 1294, 1298 (2012) (“May0”)). The claim limitations must

disclose additional features indicating more than “Well-understood, routine, conventional

activity}? Mayo, 132 S. Ct. at 1292. The limitations must “‘na1row, confine, or otherwise tie

an
down the claim so that, in practical terms, it does not cover the full abstract idea itself.

Cyberfone, 558 Fed. App’x at 992 (quoting Accenture Global Servs, Gmbl-Iv, Guidewire

Software, Inc., 728 F.3d 1336, 1341 (Fed. Cir. 2013), cert. denied, 134 S. Ct. 2871 (Jun.

30, 2014)).

Configuring a standard, computerized system to implement an abstract idea does not

make the claimed configuration patent-eligible. Manipulation of abstractions on a computer

‘“cannot meet the test because they are not physical objects or substances, and they are not

representative of physical objects or substances?” Ultramercial, 772 F.3d at 717 (quoting In re

Bilski, 545 F.3d 943, 963 (Fed. Cir. 2008)); see also Barzcorp Servs., 687 F.3d at 1278, cert.

denied, 134 S. Ct. 2870 (2014) (“[A]dding a ‘computer aided’ limitation to a claim covering an

abstract concept, without more, is insufficient to render the claim patent eligible.”’) (quoting

Dealertrack, Inc. v. Huber, 674 F.3d 1315, 1333 (Fed. Cir. 2012)).
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Claims that are not merely drawn to abstract ideas implemented by the use of computers,

however, may be eligible. Specifically, claims directed to improving computer filnctioning by

the use of unconventional methods may appropriately be patented. See Enfish, LLC v. Microsoft

Corp, 822 F.3d 1327, 1335 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (“[W]e find it relevant to ask whether the claims are

directed to an improvement to computer functionality versus being directed to an abstract idea,

even at the first step of the Alice analysis”).

Indeed, the use of generic computer technology, however “specific” to the particular

environment, will not provide eligibility, if the functionality described constitutes an abstract

idea. See TL] Commc’ns LLC v. AV/1ut0., LLC, 823 F.3d 607, 611 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (“TLI”)

(holding that 35 U.S.C. § 101 applies where “the specification makes clear that the recited

physical components merely provide a generic enviromnent in which to carry out the abstract

idea of classifying and storing digital images in an organized manner”).

In TLI, the Federal Circuit considered and held invalid a method for uploading digital

photos from a mobile device. TLI, 823 F.3d at 609. The Federal Circuit clarified that a relevant

inquiry under step one is “‘whether the claims are directed to an improvement to computer

functionality versus being directed to an abstract idea.’” Id. at 612 (quoting Enfish, 822 F.3d at

1335). The Circuit contrasted claims “directed to an improvement in the functioning of a

computer with claims ‘simply adding conventional computer components to well-known

business practices . . . or ‘generalized steps to be performed on a computer using conventional

computer activity?” Id. (quoting Enfish, 822 F.3d at 1338).

E. Validity 

One cannot be held liable for practicing an‘invalid patent claim. See Pandrol USA,LP v.

/1irB0ss Railway Prods, Ina, 320 F.3d 1354, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2003). Nevertheless, each claim of
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a patent is presumed to be valid, even if it depends from a claim found to be invalid. 35 U.S.C. .

§ 282; DMIInc. v. Deere & C0., 802 F.2d 421 (Fed. Cir. 1986).

A respondent that has raised patent invalidity as an affirmative defense must overcome

the presumption by “clear and convincing” evidence of invalidity. Checkpoint Systems, Inc. v.

United States Int’l Trade Comm ‘n, 54 F.3d 756, 761 (Fed. Cir. 1995).

1. Anticipation

Anticipation under 35 U.S.C. § 102 is a question of fact. 24 Techs, Inc. v. Microsoft

C0rp., 507 F.3d 1340, 1347 (Fed. Cir. 2007). Section- 102 provides that, depending on the

circumstances,’a claimed invention may be anticipated by variety of prior art, including

publications, earlier-sold products, and patents. See 35 U.S.C. § 102 (e.g., section 102(b)

provides that one is not entitled to a patent if the claimed invention “was patented or described in

a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on sale in this country, more

than one year prior to the date of the application for patent in the United States”).

The general law of anticipation may be summarized, as follows: _

A reference is anticipatory under § 102(b) when it satisfies
particular requirements. First, the reference must disclose each
and every element of the claimed invention, Whether it does so
explicitly or inherently. Eli Lilly & C0. v. Zenith Goldline
Pharms., Inc., 471 F.3d 1369, 1375 (Fed. Cir. 2006). While those
elements must‘be “arrangedlor combined in the same way as in the
claim,” Net M0neyIN, Inc. v. VeriSign, Ina, 545 F.3d 1359, 1370
(Fed. Cir. 2008), the reference need not satisfy an ipsissimis verbis
test, In re Bond, 910 F.2d 831, 832 33 (Fed. Cir.1990). Second,
the reference must “enable one of ordinary skill in the art to make
the invention without undue experimentation.” Impax Labs, Inc.
v. Aventis Pharms. Inc., 545 F.3d 1312, 1314 (Fed. Cir. 2008); see
In re LeGrice, 49 C.C.P.A. 1124, 301 F.2d 929, 940-44 (1962). As ‘
long as the reference discloses all of the claim limitations and
enables the “subject matter that falls within the scope of the claims
at issue,” the reference anticipates -- no “actual creation or
reduction to practice” is required. Schering Corp. v. Geneva
Pharms, Inc., 339 F.3d 1373, 1380-81 (Fed. Cir. 2003); see In re
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Donahue, 766 F.2d 531, 533 (Fed. Cir. 1985). This is so despite
the fact that the description provided in the anticipating reference
might not otherwise entitle its author to a patent. See Vas Cath
Inc. v. Mahurkar, 935 F.2d 1555, 1562 (Fed. Cir. 1991)
(discussing the “distinction between a written description adequate
to support a claim under § 112 and a Written description sufficient
to anticipate its subject matter under § 102(b)”). »

In re Gleave, 560 F.3d 1331, 1334 (Fed. Cir. 2009).

2. Obviousness

Under section 103 of the Patent Act, a patent claim is invalid “if the differences between

the subjcct matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject matter as a

whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary

skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.”23 35 U.S.C. § 103'. While the ultimate

determination of whether an invention would have been obvious is a legal conclusion, it is based

on “underlying factual inquiries including: (l) the scope and content of the prior art; (2) the

level of ordinary skill in the art; (3) the differences between the claimed invention and the prior

art; and (4) objective evidence of nonobviousness.” Eli Lilly and C0. v. Teva Pharmaceuticals

USA,Inc, 619 F.3d 1329 (Fed. Cir. 2010).

The objective evidence, also known as_“secondaryconsiderations,” includes commercial

success, long felt need, and failure of others. Graham v. John Deere C0., 383 U.S. 1, 13-17

(1966); Dystar Textilfarben GmbH v. CH Patrick Co, 464 F.3d 1356, 1361 (Fed. Cir. 2006).

“[E]vidence arising out of the so-called ‘secondary considerations’ must always when present be

considered en route to a determination of obviousness.” Stratqflex, Inc. v. Aeroquip C0rp., 713

F.2d 1530, 1538 (Fed. Cir. 1983). Secondary considerations, such as commercial success, will

23The standard for determining whether a patent or publication is prior art under section 103 is
the same as under 35 U.S.C. § 102, which is a legal question. Panduiz‘Corp. v. Dennison Mfg.
C0., 810 F.2d 1561, 1568 (Fed. Cir. 1987). i
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not always dislodge a determination of obviousness based on analysis of the prior art. See KSR

Int’! C0. v. Teleflex Inc, 550 U.S. 398, 426 (2007) (commercial success did not alter conclusion

of obviousness).

“One of the ways in which a patent’s subject matter canbe proved obvious is by noting

that therevexisted at the time of invention a known problem for which there was an obvious

solution encompassed by the patent’s claims.” KSR, 550 U.S. at 419-20. “[A]ny need or

problem known in the field of endeavor at the time of invention and addressed by the patent can

provide a reason for combining the elements in the manner claimed.” Id.

Specific teachings, suggestions, or motivations to combine prior art may provide helpful

insights into the state of the art at the time of the alleged invention. Id. at 420. Nevertheless, “an

obviousness analysis cannot be confined by a formalistic conception of the words teaching,

suggestion, and motivation, or by overemphasis on the importance of published articles and the

explicit content of issued patents. The diversity of inventive pursuits and of modern technology

counsels against limiting the analysis in this way.” Id. “Under the correct analysis, any need or

problem known in the field of endeavor at the time of invention and addressed by the patent can

provide a reason for combining the elements in the manner claimed.” .[d. A.“person of ordinary

skill is also a person of ordinary creativity.” Id. at 421.

Nevertheless, “the burden falls on the patent challenger to show by clear and convincing 1

evidence that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have had reason to attempt to make the

composition or device, or carry out the claimed process, and would have had a reasonable

expectation of success in doing so.” PharmaStem Therapeutics, Inc. v. ViaCell, Ina, 491 F.3d

1342, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2007); see KSR, 550 U.S. at 416 (a combination of elements must do more
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than yield a predictable result; combining elements that work together in an “unexpected and

fruitful manner” would not have been obvious).24

3. Written Description

The issue of whether a patent isinvalid for failure to meet the written description

requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 112, 1]1 is a question of fact. Bard Peripheral Vascular, Inc. v. WL.

Gore & Ass0cs., Inc., 670 F.3d 1171, 1188 (Fed. Cir. 2012). A patent’s written description must

clearly allow persons of ordinary skill in the art to recognize that the inventor invented what is

claimed. The test for sufficiency of a written description is “whether the disclosure of the

application relied upon reasonable conveys to those skilled in the art that the inventor had 3

possession of the claimed subject matter as of the filing date.” la’.(quoting Ariad Pharm, Inc. v.

Eli Lilly & C0., 598 F.3d 1336, 1351 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (en banc)).

4. Indefiniteness

I The definiteness requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 112 ensures that the patent claims

particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter that the patentee regards to be the

invention. See 35 U.S.C. § 112, fl 2; Mez‘ab0lz'teLabs., Inc. v. Lab. Corp. 0fAm. Holdings, 370

F.3d 1354, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2004). If a claim’s legal scope is not clear enough so that a person of

ordinary skill in the art could detcnnine whether or not a particular product infringes, the claim is

indefinite, and is, therefore, invalid. Geneva Pharm, Inc. v. Glax0Smiz‘hKlinePLC, 349 F.3d

1373, 1334 (Fed. Cir. 2003).”

Thus, it has been found that:

24Further, “when the prior art teaches away from combining certain known elements, discovery
of a successful means of combining them is more likely to be nonobvious.” KSR, 550 U.S. at
416 (citing UniledSlales v. Adams, 383 U.S. 39, 52 (1966)).

25lndefiniteness is a question oflaw. IGT v. Bally Gaming Int ’l,Ina, 659 F.3d 1109 (Fed. Cir.
2011).
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When a proposed construction requires that an artisan make a
separate infringement determination for every set of circumstances
in which the composition may be used, and when such
determinations are likely to result in differing outcomes
(sometimes infringing and sometimes not), that construction is
likely to be indefinite.

Halliburton Energy Servs. v. M-I LLC, 514 F.3d 1244, 1255 (Fed. Cir. 2008).

The Supreme Court addressed the issue of indefmiteness, and stated that a finding of

indefiniteness should not be found if the claims, “viewed in light of the specification and

prosecution history, inform those skilled in the art about the scope of the invention with

reasonable certainty.” Nautilus, Inc. v. Biosig Instruments, Inc, 134 S. Ct. 2120, 2124 (2014)

(“Nautilus”).

A patent is not indefinite if the claims, “viewed in light of the specification and

prosecution history, inform those skilled in the art about the scope of the invention with

reasonable certainty.” Nautilus, 134 S. Ct. at 2124. “If, after a review of the intrinsic and

extrinsic evidence, a claim term remains ambiguous, the claim should be construed so as to

maintain its validity.” Certain Consumer Electronics and Display Devices with Graphics

Processing and Graphics Processing Units Therein, lnv. No. 337-TA-932, Order N0. 20 (Apr. 2,

2015) (quoting Phillips", 415 F.3d at 1327).

. The burden is on the accused infringer to come forward with clear and convincing

evidence to prove invalidity. See Young v. Lumenis, Inc, 492 F.3d 1336, 1344 (Fed. Cir. 2007)

(“A determination that a patent claim is invalid for failing to meet the definitencss requirement in

35 U.S.C. § 112,1[2 is a legal question reviewed de novo.”). _

F. Domestic Industry

A violation of section 337(a)(l )(B), (C), (D), or (E) can be found “only if an industry in

the United States, with respect to the articles protected by the patent, copyright, trademark, mask
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work, or design concerned, exists or is in the process of being established.” 19 U.S.C.

§ 1337(a)(2). Section 337(a) further provides: '

(3) For purposes of paragraph (2), an industry in the United States
shall be considered to exist if there is in the United States, with
respect to the articles protected by the patent, copyright, trademark,
mask work, or design concerned—

(A) significant investment in plant and equipment;

(B) significant employment of labor or capital; or

(C) substantial investment in its exploitation, including
engineering, research and development, or licensing.

19 u.s.c. § l337(a)(3). '

These statutory requirements consist of an economic prong (which requires certain

activities)“ and a technical prong (which requires that these activities relate to the intellectual

property being protected). Certain Stringed Musical Instruments and Components Thereoj’,Inv.

No. 337-TA-586, Comm’n Op. at 13 (May 16, 2008) (“Stringed Musical Instruments”). The

burden is on the complainant to showby a preponderance of the evidence that the domestic

industry requirement is satisfied. Certain Multimedia Display and Navigation Devices and

Systems, Components Thereof and Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-694, Comm’n

Op. at 5 (July 22, 2011) (“NavigationDevices”).

26The Commission practice is usually to assess the facts relating to the economic prong at the
time that the complaint was filed. See Certain Coaxial Cable Connectors and Components
Thereofand Products Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-560, Comm’n"Op. at 39 n.17 (Apr. 14,
2010) (“We note that only activities that occurred bcforc the filing ofa complaint with the
Commission are relevant to Whether a domestic industry exists or is in the process of being
established under sections 337(a)(2)-(3).”) (citing Bally/Midway Mfg. Co. v. U.S. Int ’lTrade
Comm ’n, 714 F.2d 1117, 1121 (Fed. Cir. 1983)). In some cases, however, the Commission will
consider later developments in the alleged industry, such as “Whena significant and unusual
development occurred after the complaint has been filed.” See Certain Video Game Systems and
Controllers, Inv. No. 337-TA-743, Comm’n Op., at 5-6 (Jan. 20, 2012) (“[I]n appropriate
situations based on the specific facts‘and circumstances of an investigation, the Commission may
consider activities and investments beyond the filing of the complaint”). I
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1*. Economic Prong _

With respect to the economic prong, and whether or not section 337(a)(3)(A) or (B) is

satisfied, the Commission has held that “whether a complainant has established that its

investment and/or employment activities are significant with respect to the articles protected by

the intellectual property right concerned is not evaluated according to any rigid mathematical

fonnula.” Certain Printing and Imaging Devices and Components Thereof: Inv. No. 337 TA

690, Comm’n Op. at 27 (Feb. l7, 201 1) (“Printing and Imaging Devices”) (citing Certain Male

Prophylactic Devices, Inv. No. 337 TA-546, Comm’n Op. at 39 (Aug. 1, 2007)). Rather, the

Commission examines “the facts in each investigation, the article of commerce, and the realities

of the marketplace.” Id. “The determination takes into account the nature of the investment

and/or employment activities, ‘the industry in question, and the complainant’s relative size.”’ Id.

(citing Stringed Musical Instruments at 26).

With respect to section 337(a)(3)(C), whether an investment in domestic industry is

“substantial” is a fact-dependent inquiry for which the complainant bears the burden of proof.

Stringed Musical Instruments at 14. There is no minimum monetary expenditure that a

complainant must demonstrate to qualify as a domestic industry under the “substantial

investment” requirement of this section. Id. at 25. There is no need to define or quantify an

industry in absolute mathematical terms. Id. at 26. Rather, “the requirement for showing the

existence of a domestic industry will depend on the industry in question, and the complainant’s

relative size.” Id. at 25-26.

2. Technical Prong _ _

“With respect to section 337(a)(3)(A) and (B), the technical prong is the requirement that

the investments in plant or equipment and employment in labor or capital are actually related to
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‘articles protected by’ the intellectual property right which forms the basis of the complaint.”

Stringed Musical Instruments at 13-14. “The test for satisfying the ‘technical prong’ of the

industry requirement is essentially same as that for infringement, i.e., a comparison of domestic

products to the asserted claims.” Alloc, Inc. v. Int’! Trade Comm ’n, 342 F.3d 1361, 1375 (Fed.

Cir. 2003). “With respect to section 337(a)(3)(C), the technical prong is the requirement that the

activities of engineering, research and development, and licensing are actually related to the

asserted intellectual property right.” Stringed Musical Instruments at 13.

IV. THE ASSERTED PATENTS

A. U.S. Patent N0. 6,418,556

1. Overview of the ‘SS6Patent (JX-0001)

The ‘556 Patent, entitled “Electronic television program guide schedule system and

method,” issued on July 9, 2002. The application that would issue as the ‘556 Patent,

Application No. 08/119,367, was filed on September 9, 1993. The ‘S56 Patent is the parent of
r

dozens of issued patents and abandoned applications. See RDX-0902 (presenting a “family tree”

showing numerous patents and applications that claim priority to the ‘556 Patent); see also U.S.

Patent No. 9,319,735 at 1 (showing multiple patents that claim priority to Application No.

08/119,367). The ‘S56 Patent discloses a system for displaying an interactive program guide

(which may be abbreviated “lPG”) and viewed program in an overlaid relationship.

Comcast has introduced the ‘556 Patent as a “Browse Mode” patent. See Tr. 37.

2. Claim Construction .

a) Level of Ordinary Skill in the Art

Rovi’s entireargument is:

A person of ordinary skill in the art relevant to the ‘S56 Patent
would have a bachelor’s degree in electrical or computer
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engineering or computer science, or equivalent experience, and
two to four years of experience relating to electronic content
delivery, such as experience with cable or satellite television
systems, set-top boxes, multimedia systems, or electronic program
guides. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 42-44.

Rovi Br. at 262-63.

In a heading, Comcast reports that this issue is not disputed. See Resps. Br. at 294.

However, the subsequent text argues:

One of ordinary skill in the art would have had a bachelor’s degree
_incomputer science, computer engineering, electrical engineering
or the equivalent thereof, and 3-5 years of experience in software
development in the 1990-93 time frame, or equivalent industry
experience. RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 11. Rovi’s pre
hearing brief does not dispute this recitation of the level of skill in
the art. The parties also agree that certain terms recited in the
Asserted Claims are not in dispute. See Resps. Prel-IB at 700-01.

Id.

In view of the expert testimony and consensus between the parties, the administrative law

judge has determined that a person having ordinary skill in the relevant art would have a 7

bachelor’§ degree in computer science, electrical engineering, computer engineering, or a similar

discipline and two to four years of experience or familiarity with cable or satellite television

systems, set-top boxes, multimedia systems, or electronic program guides.

b) Agreed Claim Terms

The parties have submitted agreed constructions for multiple claim terms, as follows:

Claim Term »_ Agreed Construction ,

1. Partial overlaying relationship with covered-in-part or covering-in-part
relationship with

2. Partial overlay on covering-in-part covering-in-part over
over
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, _ Claim Term , Agreed Construction

3. User control means for choosing . . . Fundion; The functioms) incrude; 
and tfansmlmng »- ~ “Choosing user control commands” and

“transmitting signals in response thereto.”

Structure: “Remote control(ler), remote
contr0l(1er) receiver, infrared (IR)
receiver, or keypad.”

4. “data processing means” terms The parties have agreed that these terms
' are subject to § 112(6), but disagree on

the constructions.

5. “display generator” terms The parties have agreed that these terms
are subject to § 112(6), but disagree on
the constructions.

See Joint Outline at 20.”

c) Disputed Claim Terms

In footnote 40, with regard to the disputed claim terms, Comcast states that “[t]hese

terms, the relevant claims, and the parties’ proposed constructions are provided at Resp. PreHB

at 701-66. See RDX-0_9l2-14, 1405-07, 1409, 1420-21, 1433-35 (RX-0209).” Resps. Br. at 294,

n.40. Comcast’s many references to its pre-hearing brief and demonstrative exhibits (here,

RDX-0912-14, 1405-O7, 1409, 1420-21, 1433-35 (RX-0209)) are improper incorporations by
- :

reference. See Pre-Hr’ g Tr. 14. It is unclear why Comcast would refer to a demonstrative image

rather than directly state and argue a proposed claim construction in its brief.

(1) Preambles

Rovi explains that it “asserts Claims 7(3), 18(15) and 40 against the Respondents’

accused products. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 6.” Rovi Br. at 261. Claims 3, 15, and 40 have

preambles that recite an “electronic programming guide.” The preamble of claim 3 further

2’ EDIS Doc. 11>No. 600641, filed Jan. 10, 2017.
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includes “a television receiver having a plurality of television channels.” These terms are

addressed separately.

(a) Electronic programming guide

The tenn “electronic programming guide” appears in the asserted claims and only in the

claims. The parties have proposed the following;

Rovi’s Preamble Proposal . Comcast’s Preamble Proposal ‘

Claims 3 and 15:.

This term is part of a preamble, which is
not limiting. To the extent this term
appears in the body of the claim, no
construction is necessary. Alternatively,
“an electronic television program
schedule system.”

Claim 40:

This tenn is part of a preamble, which is
not limiting. No construction is
I1€C€SS21I'y.

“In view of the intrinsic evidence, a
POSITA at the time of would have
interpreted this term as Comcast
proposes, i.e., limited to a guide
implemented by application software at a
user site, which is the only possible
‘architecture or structure described in the
‘S56 patent.”

See Rovi Br. at 204-05; Resps. Br. at 295.

Rovi argues:

The term “electronic program guide” appears in the preamble of
each asserted claim. Corrected Joint ID of Disputed Claim Terms,
Mot. Dkt. No. 1001-O08 at 12 (Aug. 17, 2016) (“Joint ID”). First,
the parties dispute whether this term is limiting. It is not.
“Electronic programming guide” does not appear in the body of the
claim; it only appears in the preamble. -It is not necessary to
“breath life” into any asserted claim. Rather, each of the
limitations standing alone defines the asserted claims, which
contain all elements necessary for the invention. Accordingly, the
term need not be construed. T0mT0m, Inc. v. Adolph, 790 F.3d
1315, 1324 (Fed. cit». 2015).

If the term is limiting, the parties also dispute the meaning.
“Electronic programming guide” is used in its plain and ordinary
sense as “an electronic television program schedule system.” Joint
ID at 12. In other words, it is the guide that appears on the screen
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with the hardware and software that makes it work (regardless of
where the software and hardware physically resides). Delp Tr.
1012-15; CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 53. This is hardly in
dispute. When shown a screen shot of Comcast’s “mini-Guide,”
Comcast’s own expert, Dr. Grimes, admitted that the screen shot
showed an “electronic program guide.” Grimes Tr. 1047
(referencing RDX-1444C and CDX-0607 at 2). As part of its
defense that the Comcast program guide exists only as an
application in the “cloud,” Comcast asserts that the term in the
‘556 patent is limited to “a television guide system implemented
by application software at a user sitc”—effectively excluding any
program guide with software ftmctionality located on a server.
This makes no sense. Servers containing program guide software
always have been used to send program guide listing information
to a set-top box—there is no other place for the guide listings to
originate. Thus, Comcast’s proposed construction narrows the
definition of an “electronic programming guide” in a manner
inconsistent with the plain and ordinary meaning without any
support from the intrinsic evidence. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A
53-54. '

Rovi Br at 264-65.

Comcast argues:

In View of the intrinsic evidence, a POSITA at the time of would
have interpreted this terrn as Comcast proposes, i.e., limited to a
guide implemented by application software at a user site, which is
the only possible architecture or structure described in the ‘556
patent. RX-0848C at Q/A 37-43. No distributed implementation
for an EPG is described in, nor would have been enabled by, the
‘556 patent, which explains that:

Physically, these system components can be located in a
user’s set-top cable converter box or other signal reception
or processing device such as a satellite receiver. I
Altematively, the component can be mounted in a separate
housing, or included as part of a television receiver, VCR,
personal computer, or multimedia player.

JX-0001 at 6:30-38. Each of these described locations is at the
user site; no description of an EPG located anywhere remote from
the user (for example in the cloud) is provided. Id. at, e.g., FIGS.
1-2; 6:66-7:10; 7:17-47; 8:38-48. Other statements in the
specification, id. at 3:56-60, 6:57-60 (emphases added) confirm the
invention was an EPG implemented at the user site:
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there is simply no support whatsoever, anywhere in the specification or the file history of the

‘S56 Patent, for an EPG being located anywhere other than at a user site.” Such an

implementation, circa l992 or 1993, would not have been so well known and easy to implement

that it need not even be mentioned in the specification, let alone left unexplained”)
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It is another object of the present invention to provide an
electronic guide system that provides a reliable and
efficient method of updating or replacing the application
saftware programs that implement the [EPG] at the user
site.

[A]ccording to the present invention, the transmitted data
stream may contain application software for implementing
the [EPG] at the user site.

In contrast, a POSITA at the time of the alleged invention would
not have understood how to implement the claimed EPG remotely,
i.e., without application software running the EPG functions
located at the user site. RX-0848C at Q/A 40. Rovi’s expert Dr.
Delp did not provide testimony explaining how Rovi’s
construction encompassing a distributed implementation was
supported, let alone enabled, by the ‘556 patent.

Rovi replies:

Tenns used in the preamble are limiting only when necessary to
give life, meaning, and vitality to the claimed invention—in this
case, an electronic program guide. See Catalina Mktg. Int’l, Inc. v.
Coolsavingscom, Inc., 289 F.3d 801, 808 (Fed. Cir. 2002).‘ It is
plain from each asserted claim that the “electronic program guide
for use with a television receiver” is defined by the detailed
limitations that follow the preamble, and nothing more. There is
no textual rea-son for supplementing the detailed limitations
defining the claimed electronic program guide with a separate,
independent definition of “electronic program guide” standing
alone. Respondents argue that the preamble must be limiting
because the terms “serve as antecedent bases” for phrases used

28 <cEPG:9 is an fit 19acronym for electronic program guide. Comcast characterizes EPGS as
“passive” guides, where viewers Watched rolling program listings on a dedicated channel See
Resps. Br. at 2.
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later in the body of the claims. Resps. Br. __at294-96. But this rule
only applies Where a preamble term acts as a “necessary
component of the claimed invention.” Eaton Corp. v. Rockwell
Infl Corp, 323 F.3d 1332, 1339 (Fed. Cir. 2013). Here, an
“electronic program guide for use with a “television receiver” is
not a “necessary component” of the invention, it is the claimed
invention. As such the preamble fL111ClZlOI1Sas a statement of
intended use, which is not limiting even when the body of the
claim uses the preamble as an antecedent basis. See Bristol-Myers
Squibb C0. v. Ben Venue Labs., Inc., 246 F.3d 1368, 1375-76 (Fed.
Cir. 2001).

Respondents seek to supplement the detailed limitations defining
the claimed electronic program guide with a requirement that it
also be located “at the user site” by importing that limitation from
the specification. According to Respondents, EPGs operating at a
user site differ from EPGs maintaining some guide hardware and
software on servers. Resps. Br. at 291. Even if the tenn requires
separate construction, a person skilled in the art would understand
the tenn to be the guide on a screen and the hardware and software
needed to make it Work—regardless of where the components are
located. Delp Tr. 1012-15; CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 53.

103-04.

Comcast replies:

Claim preambles are limiting if they provide antecedent basis for
tenns in the bodies of the claims. Eaton Corp. v. Rockwell Int’l
Corp, 323 F.3d 1332, 1339 (Fed. Cir. 2003). Rovi’s Pre-Hearing
Brief fails to argue that the preamble was not limiting, and that
argument is waived. GR 7(0). Rovi’s argmnent that specific terms
within the preamble are not limiting»see Compl. PoHB at 264-65
(2“d 11of “electronic programming guide”); id. at 265-66 (2“d ‘Hof
“television r'eceiver”)~were not set forth in detail in the Pre
Hearing Brief, and should also be deemed waived.

Rovi incorrectly asserts that “[t]he term ‘electronic programming
guide’ does not appear in the body of the claim; and therefore,
does not need to be construed.” Id. at 869. Rather, the recitations
of “electronic programming guide” in the preambles provide the
only antecedent bases for the recitation of “said programming
guide” in the bodies of Claims 3 and 15. See Resp. PoHB at 294 &
n. 41. Rovi is also not correct that the preamble of claim 3, which
recites “a television receiver having a plurality of television
channels,” is not a limitation. Compl. PoHB at 265. As the file
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history shows, the Asserted Claims were specifically amended to
add additional functionality directed to TV tuning functionality and
to display on a TV, to distinguish from prior art cited by the
Examiner involving computer displays. See RX-0848C (Grimes
RWS) at 82; RDX-0926-39. (JX-0008). Rovi’s expert Dr. Delp
confinned this at trial. Tr. 1007:4-1008:6; 101223-14.

Resps. Reply at 102-03 (footnote omitted).

The administrative lawjudge has determined that the preamble tenn “electronic

programming guide” is limiting. V

The preamble’s “electronic programming guide” is the antecedent basis for the “said

programming guide” recited in claims 3 and 15. See Eaton Corp. v. Rockwell Int ‘ZCorp, 323

F.3d 1332, 1339 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (“When limitations in the body of the claim rely upon and

derive antecedent basis from the preamble, then the preamble may act as a necessary component

of the claimed invention.”). The body of claim 40 does not explicitly refer to an “electronic

programming guide.” However, claims 3, 15, and 40 recite “guide channel-control and guide

time-control connnands” and “said guide control commands,” which refer to the electronic

programming guide. The use of guide control commands without a corresponding guide is

illogical. Thus, the preambles are necessary to bring completeness and meaning to the claimed

electronic programming guides.

The administrative law judge construes “electronic programming guide” to mean “a

guide implemented by application software at a user site.”

Rovi’s construction simply substitutes “electronic programming guide” with “an

electronic television program schedule system.” The tenn “electronic television program

schedule system” is not used in the claims or specification. Rovi’s explanation of this new term

is that the EPG system “is the guide that appears on the screen with the hardware and software

that makes it work (regardless of Wherethe software and hardware physically resides)[,]” and
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that “a person skilled in the an would understand the term to be the guide on a screen and the

hardware and software needed to make it work—regardless of where the components are

located” recasts the term in pure functional language and does not have any support in the

specification. See Rovi Br. at 264; Rovi Reply at l04.

Comcast’s proposed construction, on the other hand, has ample support throughout the

specification and does not broaden the patent after it has issued.

(Z2) a television receiver having a plurality of television
channels '

The phrase “a television receiver having a plurality of television channels” appears in the

preamble of claims l-4, ll, 12, 20, and 41-43. The parties have proposed the following:

R0vi’s Preamble Proposal C0mcast’s Preamble Proposal

This phrase (as part of the preamble) is Comcast does not clearly set forth its
not limiting. Rather, it simply describes proposal in its post-hearing brief.
the environment in which the limitations
exist. . . . Because claim 3’s preamble is 7 _
not limiting, the phrase “a television
receiver having a plurality of television
channels” does not need to be construed.

To the extent this phrase is limiting, it
still need not be construed because it is
used in its plain and ordinary sense.

See Rovi Br. at 265; Resps. Br. at 296. _

Rovi argues:

The phrase “a television receiver having a plurality of television
channels” appears only in the preamble of [asserted] claim 3. Joint
ID at 13. This phrase (as part of the preamble) is not limiting. .
Rather, it simply describes the environment in which the

" limitations exist. Rowe v. _Dr0r, 112 F.3d 473, 478 (Fed. Cir.
1997). Because claim 3’s preamble is not limiting, the phrase “a
television receiver having a plurality of television channels” does
not need to be construed. T0mT0m,Ina, 790 F.3d at 1324.
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To the extent‘this phrase is limiting, it still need not be construed
because it is used in its plain and ordinary sense. A television
receiver with multiple television channels is something every child
knows. There is no technical meaning. It is simply a device that
receives and displays video received over the air, through a cable
or by satellite. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 55. Such a device
has an ability to tunc to different television channels. Id.
Comcast’s proposed construction requires the receipt of a
particular type of television signal—an NTSC television signal.
But nothing in the intrinsic evidence limits a television receiver to
the receipt of NTSC television signals. Id. at Q/A 55-56. Thus,
Comcast’s request to limit the meaning to a particular embodiment
disclosed in the specification should be rejected. Superguide Corp.
v. DirecTV Enters, 358 F.3d 870, 881 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (holding
that a “regularly received television signal” means “video data that
is customarily received by the television viewing‘ public,”
including “an analog signal” and “a digital signal” even though the
patent specification only disclosed NTSC-type analog television
signals).

Rovi Br at 265-66.

Comcast argues:

Rovi has not proposed a competing construction of this term. As
discussed, this tenn is part of the preamble of claim 3, and is
limiting because it recites essential structure for the claim and
provides antecedent bases for terms recited in the claim body.
Comcast’s proposal is consistent with the plain meaning of this
tenri, and the understanding of a POSITA at the time of the
invention. See RX-0848C (Grimes RWS) at Q/A 34-36.

Resps Br at 296-97.

Rovi replies:

. . . Respondents do not dispute that the patent uses “television
receiver” in its plain and ordinary sense. Resps. Br. at 296.

Rovi Reply at 104. .

The administrative law judge has determined that the phrase “a television receiver having

a plurality of television channels” does not need to be construed. The phrase merely describes

one aspect of the environment that facilitates the electronic programming guide. It does not
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recite essential structure, as Comcast argues, nor is there any reason for adding the “NTSC”

limitation from the specification into the claims. V '

(2) Memory meansfor storing. . .

The phrase “memory means for storing” is only used in the claims. For reference, the full

text for the “memory means for storing . . .” phrases follows:

v Claim 3: “memory means for storing television program schedule information for a
set of television programs scheduled to appear on said plurality of television
channeIs[.]” JX-0001 at 24:17-19;

0 Claim 15: “memory means for storing television program schedule information[.]”
JX-0001 at 28:8-9; and

Q Claim 40: “memory means for storing television program schedule information[.]”
JX-0001 at 36:37-38.

The parties have proposed the following constructions:

Rovi’s Proposed Construction l Comcast’s Proposed Construction
Rovi contends that the “memory means” Rovi contends that the “memory means”
is not subject to 35 U.S.C. § 112, para. 6. is subject-to 35 U.S.C. § 112, para. 6.

Function: “storing program schedule
infonnation”

Structure: “(DRAM) and then-existing
equivalents”

See Rovi Br. at 266; Resps. Br. at 309-10.

Rovi’s argument for this phrase follows:

The asserted claims all recite a “memory means for storing’
television program schedule information . . . .” Joint ID at 21.
Rovi contends that the -“memory means” is not subject to 35 U.S.C.
§ 112, para. 6. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 78-79. It is well
settled that the presence of the word “means” does not
automatically make the words that follow subject to § 112, para. 6.
Sage Prods. v. Devon Indus, 126 F.3d 1420, 1427-28 (Fed. Cir.
1997) (finding that, where a claim limitation uses the term
“means” and “recites a function, but then goes on to elaborate
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sufficient structure, material, or acts Within the claim itself to
perform entirely the recited function, the claim is not in means
plus-function format”); Rodime PLC v. Seagate Tech, Inc., 174
F.3d 1294, 1302 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (holding that a district court erred
in construing a “positioning means for moving said transducer
means” as a “means-plus-fimction” limitation). Further, the
function of the “memory means” recited in the claim itself
“storing television program schedule information”—contains
sufficient “structure” to perform the recited function, making
§ll2(6) inapplicable. TecSec, Inc. v. Inz"l Business Machines
C0rp., 731 F.3d 1336, 1347-48, (Fed. Cir. 2013) (ruling that
“system memory means” does not invoke § 11-2(6)because it “is
sufficient structure to perform the ‘storing data’ function. To those
skilled in the art, a system memory is a specific structure that
stores data”). _

Even if “memory means” is subject to § 112, para. 6, the
corresponding structure in the specification is a “memory” and
equivalents thereof. Joint lD at 21. At the time of the invention,
memory was a particular device with a well understood meaning.
CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 78-79, 80. The specification
discloses three memories that store program schedule information:
ROM (17), DRAM (18) and non-volatile memory EEPROM (20).
CX-1903C (Delp RWS) at Q/A 32-33.

ROV1Br at 266-67; see also Joint Identification of Disputed Claim Terms, Ex. A at 21

(proposing a construction of “mcmory”).

Comcast argues that the terms are subject to § 112, 116:

. . . The term “a memory”—without reciting any such “means” and
Without any reciting any associated fLmction—appears in recited by
other claims‘of the ‘556 patent, such as the since-dropped Claim
12. In contrast, these disputed terms instead recite a “memory
means” for perfonning the particular function of “storing program
schedule information,” which gives rise to the prestunption that
these temrs are subject to 112(6). Id at 88. The Doctrine of Claim
Differentiation confirms that the “memory means for storing
program schedule information” recited in the Asserted Claims has
a different scope from “a memory” recited in Claim 12, i.e., “the
common sense notion that different words or phrases used in
separate claims are presumed to indicate that the claims have
different meanings and scope.” Karlin Tech. Inc. v. Surgical
Dynamics, Inc, 177 F.3d 968, 971-72. Thus, it is presumed (and
Rovi has not rebutted the presumption) that these terms cover the
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means for storing program schedule information disclosed in the
‘556 patent (DRAM) and then-existing equivalents. See RX
0848C at Q/A 88.

As the ‘556 patent explains, “microcontroller 16 uses the received
program schedule infonnation to build a database by storing the
data in appropriately organized records in dynamic random access
memory (DRAM) 18.” JX-0001 at 7:3-6; see also 8:3-9. Other
types of memory discussed in the ‘S56 patent had different uses,
such as storing the bootstrap operating software. See id at 6:67
7:3. . . . 1

Resps. Br. at 309-311 (emphasis in original; argumentative subheadings omitted; footnote

omitted).29 Comcast identifies DRAM (18) as the proper stiucture. See Resps. Br. at 311; JX

0001 at 8:4-17.

The administrative law judge has detennined that the “memory means for storing . . .”

clauses are means-plus-function phrases subject to 35 U.S.C. § 112, 1]6. See Williamson v.

Citrix Online, LLC, 792 F.3d 1339, 1349 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (en banc) (“The converse presumption

remains unaffected: ‘use of the word “means” creates a presumption that § 112, 116 app1ies.”’

(quoting Personalized Media C0mmc’ns, LLC v. Int’! Trade Comm ’n, 161 F.3d 696, 703 (Fed.

Cir. 1998)). Rovi has.not overcome the presumption that the patentee’s use of the word “means”

did not invoke § 112, 116, particularly Where the patentee used the lone word “memory” in claim

12. See id.

The administrative law judge has detennined that the function contemplated by the

“memory means for storing . . .” phrases is to store programming information. Additionally, the

2°Comcast cites to RX-0848C (Grimes RWS) at Q/A ss, which mistakenly cites to RDX-1521
rather than RDX-1421. Comeast’s reference to RDX-1521 (and RDX-1421) is an improper
incorporation by reference. See Pre-Hr’g Tr. 14. It is unclear why Comcast would refer to an
expert’s Witness statement that in turn cites a demonstrative image rather than directly state and
argue a proposed claim construction in its brief.
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administrative law judge has determined that the corresponding structure for this function is:

ROM (17), DRAM (l8) and non-volatile memory EEPROM (20). See CX-1903C (Delp RWS)

at Q/A 32-33.

(3) Program schedule information is stored in said memory
means . . .

The parties brief this phrase along with the “memory means for storing” phrase above.

See Joint Outline at 20-21. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined it is not

necessary to construe this phrase separately.

(4) Display generator. . .for displaying. . .

The phrases “video display generator . . . for displaying . . .” and “program schedule

display generator . . . for displaying . . .” are only used in the claims. For reference, the full text

for the phrases follows:

0 Claim 3: “a video display generator adapted to receive video control commands from
said data processing means and program schedule information from said memory
means for displaying interactively-selected successive portions of said schedule
information for a set of channels, including ones different from a currently tuned
channel, in overlaying relationship with another display signal currently appearing on
said tuned channel in at-least one mode of operation of said programming guide[.]”
JX-0001 at 24:26-34. _ '

I Claim 15: “a program schedule display generator coupled to said data processing
means and said memory means for displaying, in a partial overlay on said display
signal, user—selectedportions of said schedule infonnation comprising listing
infonnation for at least one program different from said display signal, each said
portion of said schedule information being interactively selected by a user and
consecutively displayed in response to consecutive user-activated ones of said guide
control commands for successively navigating through listing information for
sequential time periods or programs for which program schedule infonnation is stored
in said memory means[.]” IX-0001 at 28:16-28.

Q Claim 40: “a program schedule display generator coupled to said data processing
means and said memory means for displaying, simultaneously with said display
signal, user-selected portions of said schedule information comprising listing
infonnation for at least one program different from said display signal, each said
portion of said schedule infonnation being interactively selected by a user and
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consecutively displayed in response to consecutive user-activated ones of said guide
control commands for successively navigating through listing information for
sequential time periods or programs for which schedule information is stored in said
memory means, said data processing means being responsive to said television tuning
commands for allowing a user to select any one of said television programs for which
listing infonnation is displayed.” JX-0001 at 36:45-60.

. (a) Proposed Functions

Rovi identifies the following function for the three phrases:

receiving video control commands fiom said data processing
means and program schedule information from said memory
means for displaying interactively-selected successive portions of
said schedule information for a currently tuned channel in
overlaying relationship with another display signal currently
appearing on said channel in at least one mode of operation of said 
programming guide‘

Rovi Br. at 267 (emphasis added on text that differs from the claim language; Rovi also omits the

word “tuned” from “said tuned channel”).

Comcast does not directly propose a functionality in its post-hearing brief. Rather,

Comcast argues what the structure must be able to do:

A 112(6) equivalent structure must provide the recited
functionality: other than the Video Overlay Device 25 disclosed in
Figs. 1-2 and accompanying text, the specification of the ‘556
patent describes no structure capable of providing the overlay or
simultaneous displayfunctionality. Id; see _Tr.ll04:2-l l05:l6.

See Resps. Br. at 300.

(b) Proposed Structures

Rovi identifies the corresponding structure as “a video graphics card.” See Rovi Br. at

267 (“The structure corresponding to these functions is a vidco graphics card and equivalents

thereof”). 1

’ Comcast identifies the corresponding structure as:
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The structure corresponding to these means is the Video Display
Generator 23 (“VDG”), which, as shown in Fig. l and detailed
further in Fig. 2, includes 2 substructures: RGB Video Generator
24 and a Video Overlay Generator 25. Id. at Q/A 36; RDX-0908
09 (JX-0001 Figs. l-2). JX-0001 at 8:12-17, 20-29[.]

at 299-300.

Rovi argues:

The asserted claims recite a “video display generator” in various
formats. Claim 7(3) recites a “video display generator adapted to
receive video control commands . . . .” Claim l8(l5) recites “a
program schedule display generator . . . for displaying, in a partial
overlay on said display signal, user-selected portions of said
schedule information . . . .” Finally, claim 40 recites “a program
schedule display generator . . . for displaying, simultaneously with
said display signal, user-selected portions of said schedule
information . . . .” The parties agree that these limitations are
subject to 35 U.S.C. § ll2, para. 6. Joint ID at 23. In the asserted
claims, the function of this clause is:

receiving video control commands fiom said data
processing means and program schedule information from
said memory means for displaying interactively-selected
successive portions‘ of said schedule infonnation for a
currently tuned channel in overlaying relationship with
another display signal currently appearing on said channel
in at least one mode of operation of said programming
guide.

Id. In claim 40, the function requires a simultaneous display
relationship rather than an overlaying relationship. The structure
corresponding to these functions is a video graphics card and
equivalents thereof. Id.; JX-0001 (‘SS6 Patent) at col. 8, lns. 3-l9,
col. 8, lns. 4l-42; CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 72-74. The
specification also discloses a “video display generator” in figure l
that performs these fturctions. . . .

Rovi Br. at 267-69. \

Comcast argues: ’

. . . The structure corresponding to these means is the Video
Display Generator 23 (“VDG”), which, as shown in Fig. l and
detailed further in Fig. 2, includes 2 substructures: RGB Video
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Generator 24 and a Video Overlay Generator 25. Id. at Q/A 36;
RDX-0908-O9 (JX-0001 Figs. 1-2). JX-0001 at 8:12-17, 20-29:

The VDG includes a standard RGB video generator 24,
which takes the digital program schedule information sent
by the microcontroller 16 and converts it to an RGB format
in accordance with the bit map for the particular screen
display then being presented to the user on the [TV]
receiver 27. . . . The VDG also includes a Video Overlay
Device 25, which accepts the RGB video input, as well as
an input from conventional television tuner 28, such as a
conventional tuner manufactured by General Instrument,
which supplies a program signal in standard NTSC video
fonnat. The overlay device 25 converts and combines the
RGB signal with the signal from the tuner 28, and produces
a composite NTSC output signal containing both the
program signal and the program schedule information, as
shown in FIG. 2.

The ‘556 patent does not describe any other structure capable of
performing all of the recited functions of the display generator.
RX-0005C at Q/A 36-37. A 112(6) equivalent structure must
provide the recited functionality: other than the Video Overlay
Device 25 disclosed in Figs. 1-2 and accompanying text, the
specification of the ‘S56 patent describes no structure capable of
providing the overlay or simultaneous display functionality. Id;
see Tr. llO4:2-1l05:l6.

The ‘S56 patent refers to “a commercially available VGA-type
graphics card, such as a Rocgen card manufactured by Roctec”
(IX-0001 at 8:10-12) as an example of structure corresponding to
the recited display generator. But a generic .“vidco graphics card”
known to a POSITA at that time, operating on a standard PC,
would not have been able to accept a NTSC input, mix a NTSC
input with an RGB video input, or generate a composite NTSC
output. RX-0005C at Q/A 37-38. Thus, Rovi’s proposal of “video
graphics card” cannot be the corresponding structure (or a known
equivalent) for the display generator element because such a
generic “video graphics card,” by itself, would not have been able
to generate the required overlay of computer graphics on a live TV
signal. 1d.; Tr. ll04:14-1lO5:l6. At most, a video-card would
have corresponded only to the RGB video generator substructure
(element 24) of the VDG, not the entire display generator itself.
Id. . . .

Resps Br at 209-302 (footnote omitted).
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Rovi replies:

Rovi Reply at

The administrative law judge construes the function expressed in the phrases in

accordance with their plain and ordinary meaning, which is the claim language itself.

. . . Respondents further argue that the specification structure
corresponding to the “display generator” cannot include the “video
graphics card” described in the specification. JX-0001 (‘S56
Patent) at col. 8, lns. 38-42. But Respondents’ argument is
premised on two incorrect assumptions. First, Respondents
wrongly assume that the corresponding structure must include
inputs and outputs described in the specif1cation—namely “RGB
video” and “VGA-type” inputs, and an “NTSC signal” output. But
none of these inputs and outputs are part of the recited function.
Under § 112(6), functional language rnust be construed exactly as
recited in the claim. . . . Second, Respondents argue that a “video
graphics card” cannot be the corresponding structure because,
according to Dr. Grimes, such cards were incapable of mixing
computer graphics with video. Grimes Tr. 1084. But, as
demonstrated by Dr. Delp, such video graphics cards capable of
mixing were not only known in the art, they were widely
advertised. . . . .

Finally, Respondents ignore the interchangeability test for
equivalents. See [MS Tech., Inc. v. Haas Automation, Inc., 206
F.3d 1422, 1436 (Fed. Cir. 2000). Applying this test, Dr. Delp
confirmed that, at the time of the invention, a video display
generator and video graphics card were interchangeable.
CX-1903C (Delp RWS) at Q/A 43.

105-06 (citations omitted).

(c) Construction: Function

Accordingly, the administrative law judge construes the phrases, as follows:

-Claim Language 1 I Function
Claim 3:

“a video display generator adapted to
receive video control commands from
said data processing means and program
schedule information from said memory
means for displaying interactively
selected successive portions of said
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Claim Language Function

schedule information for a set of
channels, including ones different from a
currently tuned channel, in overlaying
relationship with another display signal
currently appearing on said tuned channel
in at least one mode of operation of said
programming guide[.]” JX-0001 at
24:26-34.

schedule information for a set of
channels, including ones different from a
currently tuned channel, in overlaying
relationship with another display signal
currently appearing on said tuned chamqel
in at least one mode of operation of said
programming guide[.]

Claim Language Function

Claim 15:

“a program schedule display generator
coupled to said data processing means
and said memory means for displaying, in
a partial overlay on said display signal,
user~selected portions of said schedule
information comprising listing
information for at least one program
different from said display signal, each
said portion of said schedule information
being interactively selected by a user and
consecutively displayed in response to
consecutive user-activated ones of said
guide control commands for successively
navigating through listing information for
sequential time periods or programs for
which program schedule information is
stored in said memory means[.]”
JX-0001 at 28:16-28.

displaying, in
a partial overlay on said display signal,
user-selected portions of said schedule
infonnation comprising listing
information for at least one program
different from said display signal, each
said portion of said schedule information
being interactively selected by a user and
consecutively displayed in response to
consecutive user-activatedones of said
guide control commands for successively
navigating through listing information for
sequential time periods or programs for
which program schedule information is ,
stored in said memory means[.]

Claim Language Function

Claim 40:

“a program schedule display generator
coupled to said data processing means
and said memory means for displaying,
simultaneously with said display signal,
user-selected portions of said schedule
information comprising listing
information for at least one program
different from said display signal, each
said portion of said schedule information

displaying,
simultaneously with said display signal,
user-selected portions of said schedule
information comprising listing
information for at least one program
different from said display signal, each
said portion of said schedule infonnation
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Claim Language Function

being interactively selected by a user and
consecutively displayed in response to
consecutive user-activated ones of said
guide control commands for successively
navigating through listing information for
sequential time periods or programs for
which schedule information is stored in
said memory means, said data processing
means being responsive to said television
tuning commands for allowing a user to
select any one of said television programs
for which listing information is
displayed.” IX-0001 at 36:45-60.

being interactively selected by a user and
consecutively displayed in response to
consecutive user-activated ones of said
guide control commands for successively
navigating through listing infonnation for
sequential time periods or programs for
which schedule information is stored in
said memory means, said data processing
means being responsive to said television
tuning commands for allowing a user to
select any one of said television programs
for which listing infonnation is
displayed[.]

Rovi has not sufficiently explained why it is prudent to substitute “a currently tuned channel” for

the actual language that appears in claim 3: “a set of channels, including ones different from a

currently tuned channel[.]” The same applies for claims 15 and 40. Further, Rovi’s construction

simply lifts, verbatim, language from claim 2. Rovi’s proposed construction, which is offered

without an acknowledgement that there are no substantive differences between its claims,

conflicts with claim differentiation’s general tenets. See Starhome GmbH v. AT & T Mobility

LLC, 743 F.3d 849, 857-58 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (“Theldoctrine of claim differentiation is ‘based on

the common sense notion that different words or phrases used in separate claims are presumed to

indicate that the claims have different meanings and scope.’”); see also Wi-LANUSA,Inc. v.

Apple Ina, 830 F.3d 1374, 1391 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (“The doctrine of claim differentiation provides

a presumption that differently worded claims cover different claim scope. This doctrine finds

root in the legal canon of construction against superfluity. A construction that would cause two

differently worded claims to cover exactly the same claim scope would render one of the claims _

superfluous, so we apply a presumption against such constructions”).
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(d) Construction: Structure

0001 at 8:6-36 provides:

in conjunction with other downloaded data types such as stored bit
maps for the screen configuration and the graphic symbol or logo
displays stored in non-volatile memory 20 or, alternatively, in
DRAM 18, supplies it to a video display generator (VDG) 23,
which in the present embodiment may be a commercially available
VGA-type graphics card, such as a Rocgen card manufactured by
Roctec. The VDG includes a standard RGB video generator 24,
which takes the digital program schedule information sent by the
microcontroller 16 and converts it to an RGB format in accordance
with the bit map for the particular screen display then being
presented to the user on the television receiver 27. The
configuration of each screen is shown and discussed in greater
detail in the System Operation section below. [JX-0001 at 8:6-19.]

The VDG also includes a Video Overlay Device 25, which accepts
the RGB video input, as well as an input from conventional
television tuner 28, such as a conventional tuner manufactured by
General Instrument, which supplies a program signal in standard
NTSC video format. The _25 overlay device 25 converts and
combines the RGB signal with the signal from the tuner 28, and
produces a composite NTSC output signal containing both the
program signal and the program schedule information, as shown in
FIG. 2. This composite video signal is supplied to a modulator 26,
shown 30 in FIG. 1, which can be a modulator such as available
from Radio Shack, and then to the television receiver 27, which the
user keeps tuned to the modulated channel, for example, channel 3
or 4. The composite video signal can also be supplied directly to
the television receiver 27 or other receiving device from the VDG
through a video port 25A on the VDG. [JX-0001 at 8:20-36.]

See also EON Corp. [P Holdings LLC v. AT & T Mobility LLC, 785 F.3d 616, 623 (Fed Cir

cc 62015) ( The di

the-claim to the particular structure disclosed, together with equivalents.”’); MobileMedza [dear

sclosure of structure under § 112 fl 6 serves the purpose of limiting the scope of

LLC v.Apple Inc, 780 F.3d 1159, 1170 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (“The scope ofa means-plus-function
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is addressed separately.

The “data processing means” phrases are only used in the claims. The fiill text for the

(5) “Data processing means ”phrases

“data processing” phrases in claim 3 follows:

JX-0001 at 24:

data processing means for receiving said signals in response to
said user control commands; and

. . . [the display generator phrase is omitted] . . .

said data processing means controlling said video display
generator with said video control commands in response to said
user control commands to display each said portion of program
schedule information for any chosen one of said television
programs for a predetermined display period in partial overlaying
relationship with another display signal currently being received on
said television receiver;

each said portion being displayed in response to corresponding
consecutive ones of said guide control commands for successively
navigating through listing information for sequential time periods
or programs for which program schedule information is stored in
said memory means, said data processing means being responsive
to said television tuning commands for allowing a user to select
any one of said television programs for which listing information is
displayed in said partially overlayed portion of said schedule
information.

24-52 (emphasis added).

The full text for the “data processing” phrases in claim 15 follows:

data processing means for receiving said signals in response to
said user control cormnands; and

. . . [the display generator phrase is omitted] . . .

said data processing means controlling said program schedule
display generator to also selectively display reminder selection
messages in at least one mode of operation of said programming
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guide, for allowing said user to choose selection commands in
response to said reminder selection messages for selecting a
reminder associated with a chosen future program, each said
selected reminder message also to be displayed on said display at a
predetermined time prior to the time of occurrence of each chosen
future one of said television programs, said reminder message
being displayed in overlaying relationship with another display
signal being displayed at said time said reminder message is
displayed.

JX-0001 at 28:14-43 (emphasis added).

The full text for the “data processing” phrases in claim 40 follows: .

data processing means for receiving said signals in response to
said user control commands; and ~

a program schedule display generator coupled to said data
processing means and said memory means for displaying,
simultaneously with said display signal, user-selected portions of
said schedule information comprising listing information for at
least one program different from said display signal, each said
portion of said schedule information being interactively selected by
a user and consecutively displayed in response to consecutive user
activated ones of said guide control commands for successively
navigating through listing information for sequential time periods
or programs for which schedule infonnation is stored in said
memory means, said data processing means being responsive to
said television nming commands for allowing a user to select any
one of said television programs for which listing information is
displayed. "

JX-0001 at 36:43-60 (emphasis added).

Rovi ’s

(a) Proposed Functions '

argtunent for three “data processing means” phrases follows:

Asserted claims 7(3), l8(15) and 40 of the ‘556 Patent all recite
one or two “data processing means” limitations, which the parties
agree are subject to construction under 35 U.S.C. § 112, para. 6.
Joint ID at 3-4, l0-l l; JX-0001 (‘556 Patent) at col. 24, lns. 24-25,
36-52, col. 36, lns. 43-44', 57-60.

While the recited functions of the “data processing means” have
slight variation in wording, the means perform the following
functions in each claim:
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. . /. .
0 receiving signals 1nresponse to user control commands;

I responding to the user control commands; and

¢ controlling a video display generator '

See Rovi Br. at 269-70.
I .

For the same three “data processing mcans” phrases, Comcast argues:

See Resps. Br. at 297. Comcast has not presented, in its post-hearing brief, the claim

The parties agree these are means-plus-ftmction terms subject to 35
U.S.C. § 112(6), but disagree on the constructions. See RDX
01433-35 (RX-0209). Comcast assertsthat each of these terms is
indefinite because the Written description fails to provide the
requisite structure; the only disclosed structure is a general purpose
processor, and no code or algorithms are disclosed. . . .

construction it would have the administrative law judge consider.

(b) Proposed Structures

For the three “data processing means” phrases, Rovi argues: ;

The structure corresponding to these functions is disclosed in the
specification as a microcontroller 16 programmed to perfonn the
algorithms disclosed in JX-OOO1(‘556 Patent) at Fig. 36A, and at
col. 6, ln. 66 - col. 7, ln. 22, col. 7, lns. 34-46, col. 8, lns. 3-37, col.
8, lns. 49-67, col. 10, lns. 23-24, col. 10, ln. 66 - col. 11, ln. 15, and
col. 12, ln. 49 - col. 13, ln. 4. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 48.
Equivalent structures could include essentially any computer, data
processor, microprocessor, or state machine that can receive a
command signal and respond. CX-1903C (Delp RWS) at Q/A 53.
This is undisputed. . . .

See Rovi Br. at 269-272. ~

For the same three “data processing means” phrases, Comcast argues:

See Resps. Br.

. . . The only disclosed structure capable of performing the recited
functions is “Microcontroller 16,” a general-purpose processor,
such as a M680()0EC and any then-existing known equivalent
structures. JX-0001 at FIG. 1; RX-OOOSC at Q/A 47 & 57;
RX-0848C at Q/A 93-94. . . .

at 297-99 (emphasis in original).
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(c) Construction: Function

The administrative law judge finds that the function recited by the data processing

means-plus-flrnction phrases is:

I receiving signals in response to user control commands;

0 responding to the user control commands; and

I controlling a video display generator.

The above functions comport with the claim language, and neither expand nor narrow the

claim language. Lockheed Martin Corp."v. Space Sys./Loral, Inc, 324 F.3d 1308, 1319 (Fed.

Cir. 2003) (A “claimed function may not be improperly narrowed or limited beyond the scope of

the claim language. . . . Conversely, neither may the function be improperly broadened by

ignoring the clear limitations contained in the claim language. The function of a means-plus

function claim must be construed to include the limitations contained in the claim language.” Id.

(citation omitted); see also Wenger Mfg, Inc. v. Coating Mach. Sys., 1nc., 239 F.3d 1225,‘1233

(Fed. Cir. 2001) (a “court may not import functional limitations that are not recited in the claim,

or structural limitations from the written description that are unnecessary to perfonn the claimed

function”). _

- (d) Construction." Structure

The administrative law judge has identified “a microcontroller” as the structure that

corresponds to the claimed functions. Compare Rovi Br. at 26930with Resps. Br. at 297.31 The

30Rovi argues: “The structure corresponding to these functions is disclosed in the specification
as a microcontroller 16 programmed to perform the algorithms disclosed in JX-0001 (‘S56
Patent) at Fig. 36A, and at col. 6, ln. 66 - col. 7, 111.122,col. 7, lns. 34-46, col. 8, lns. 3-37, col. 8,
lns. 49-67, col. 10, lns. 23-24, col. 10, ln. 66 - col. 11, ln. 15, and col. 12, ln. 49 - col. 13, ln. 4.
CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 48. Equivalent structures could include essentially any computer,
data processor, microprocessor, or state machine that can receive a command signal and respond.
CX-1903C (Delp RWS) at Q/A 53. This is undisputed.” Rovi Br. at 269 (emphasis added).
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remainder of the parties’ disagreement pertains to infringement and invalidity, and is not

discussed here. ‘

i (6) One mode of operation of said programming guide

The phrase “one mode of operation of said programming guide” appears only in the

claims (i.e., claims 1-5, 15, 17, 20, 23, 25, and 39); the phrase “mode of operation” appears

throughout the claims and specification. The parties have proposed the following constructions

Rovi’s Proposed Construction Corncast’s Proposed Construction

No construction is necessary. “The parties dispute whether this term
Alternatively, one configuration of said need be construed as well as the proper
programming guide. construction of this tenn. RDX-1409

(RX-0209). In view of the intrinsic
evidence, a POSITA would have
understood that the recited “one mode” of
operation refers to “Browse Mode,”
which is the only “mode” described in the
‘556 patent that contains a simultaneous
display or overlay ofprogram schedule
information with another videosignal
with the recited navigation and tuning‘

' functions.”

See Rovi Br. at 273-74; Resps. Br. at 302 (emphasis adcled).32

Rovi argues:

N0 construction is necessary of the claim phrase “one mode of
operation of said programming guide” as it carries its plain and
ordinary meaning in claim 3 as “one configuration of said
programming guide.” Joint ID at 14; CX-0004C (Delp WS) at
Q/A 57. Comcast does not dispute the plain and ordinary meaning
of “one mode of operation of said programming guide,” but

3' Comcast argues: “The only disclosed structure capable of performing the recited functions is
‘Microcontroller 16,’ a general-purpose processor, such as a M68000EC and any then-existing
known equivalent structures.” Resps. Br. at 297 (bold and italics added).

32Comcast’s pre-hearing brief argued that the construction should be, “[a] selectable display
format for viewing program schedule infonnation for only one program listing.” See Comcast
Pre-Hr’g Br. at 736
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incorrectly contends the inventors disavowed part of the scope of
the phrase during prosecution. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 58.
Respondents contend the “one mode of operation of said
programming guide” is limited to a “browse mode” of operation
and then construe that phrase to mean “a selectable display format
for viewing program schedule infonnation for only one program
listing.” Joint ID at 14.

The inventors did not disavow the plain and ordinary scope of “one
mode of operation of said programming guide” such that it
narrowly covers only a “browse mode” of operation. During
prosecution, the Examiner rejected the claims based on prior art
showing a “static guide” in an overlay relationship with a

" television program signal. The inventors responded by pointing
out that the invention did not merely display program guide
information in an overlay relationship with a television program,
but instead displayed a television signal in partial overlay with a
guide having interactive functiona1ity——includingthe ability to
scroll through different time periods and channels, tune to different
programs from the guide, set reminders, etc. JX-0008 (‘556 Patent
File History) at 13-14, 443-47, 688-90, 820-22, 939, 1029-37,
1130-34, 1184-89. Although the inventors used the short-hand
term “browse” to describe these features, they did not limit the
invention to a “browse” mode of operation. They simply’pointed
out that the claims did not cover static guides overlaid with
program information——so1:nething that the claim language
regarding the video display generator means also makes clear.

Even if the Commission finds disavowal such that “one mode of
operation of said programming -guide” is limited to “browse
mode,” further limiting “browse mode” to the display of only one
program listing is unwarranted. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 59
65. ln contravention of settled rules, this would limit the term to
the figures disclosed in the specification. Hill-Rofn Servs. v.
Stryker Corp, 755 F.3d 1367, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2014).

Rovi Br. at 273-74. Rovi then argues that the claims should not be limited to “browse mode”

because the patent does not define that term, claim 19 uses the term flexibly, and that “browse

mode,” at the time of the invention, was understood to mean a mode of operation “that displayed

one or more programs on one or more channels across at least one or more time slots.” Id.

Comcast argues:
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The parties dispute whether this term need be construed as well as
the proper construction of this term. RDX-1409 (RX-0209). In
view of the intrinsic evidence, a POSITA would have understood
that the recited “one mode” of operation refers to “Browse Mode,”
which is the only “mode” described in the ‘S56 patent that contains
a simultaneous display or overlay of program schedule information
with another video signal with the recited navigation and timing
functions. RX-0848C at Q/A 44 & 70; see JX-0001 at 11:20
13:14. Each Asserted Claim is limited to this Browse Mode, based
on the ‘556 patent specification and repeated disclaimers in the file
history. Id. All the ‘556 patent describes regarding this Browse
Mode is an interactively navigable single program listing partially
overlaying another video signal; the program listing can be
changed in time and/or channel, but nothing beyond a single
program listing is ever displayed. RX-0848C at Q/A 45; see
RDX-0944 & 1410-15 (JX-0001).

The Applicant characterized Browse Mode as being the principal
invention of the Asserted Claims on multiple occasions. RX
O848C at Q/A 55. In a Response to the March 6, 1996 Office
Action, the Applicant amended the pending claims in view of the
E>;aminer’s citation of overlaying display of information from
multiple sources, as shown by applications on the Windows
operating system. Id. This amendment was in response to the
Examiner’s remark, at the interview discussing the rejection, that
without such amendments, the pending claims were obvious “in
view of computer-based application programs (such as those that
operate in the Windows operating system), in combination with the
other prior art of record.” Id. In that same Response, the
Applicant explained that the alleged invention of the ‘556 patent
recited in the pending claims was the “so-called ‘Browse’ mode of
operation” permitting a user to browse listings on other channels
and/or other times while continuing to view the current program.
Id.; see RDX-1416 (JX-0008).

In the Response filed on May 20, 1997, the Applicant further
reiterated its position, stating that the Examiner “correctly
point[ed] out” that the combination of recited prior art references
disclosed displaying program schedule information in a partial
overlaying display format. As shown in RDX-1417 (JX-0008),
Applicant reiterated that “the principal invention of the claims
remaining in the present application” was directed to “the so-called
‘Browse’ mode of operation” that enabled interactive navigating
through listing information without disturbing the content of the
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program being viewed. The Applicant further admitted that the
prior art cited by the Examiner taught providing schedule
information in an overlay with the currently appearing program or
display signal, thus conceding that the only.difference between the
prior art and what was allegedly invented was the added interactive
navigation via the overlaying program schedule information.
JX-00O8.1029-31; RX-0848C at Q/A 58.

“Browse Mode” is the only “mode” described in the ‘556 Patent
providing a simultaneous display or partial overlay of program
schedule infonnation with another video signal that also permits
the recited interactive navigation Vand tuning functionality
described in the ‘556 patent and recited by the Asserted Claims.
1d.; see JX-001 at 11:20-13:14; RDX-0944 (JX-0001) & 1418
(JX-0001). In each instance where more than one program listing
is depicted in the specification of the ‘556 patent, there is no
overlay of a TV signal. RX-0848C (Grimes RWS) at Q/A 47.
Rather, all of the figures showing more than one program listing
lack any overlay as required for the recited “one mode of
operation” and thus are not in Browse Mode. Id.; JX-0001 at FIGS
6 & 6A, 8,10,15-20 & 25; see RDX-1418 (JX-0001).

Nor is there any textual description in the ‘556 patent supporting a
Browse Mode having multiple program listings. RX-0848C at
Q/A 48. The ‘556 patent thus constantly teaches that only one
listing for one particular charmel is shown at a time in this “one
mode of operation”. Id.; JX-0001 at ll: 44-54, 12:19-30, 35-48.
In conjunction with the figures being described, this is evident
from the description of “either the prior or next channel” being
displayed, which confirms that only one channel is presented at a
time in the overlay. RX-0848C at Q/A 48-49. Moreover, the
description of viewing program schedule information for a future
time in Figure 12A confirms that only one tirneslot is presented at
a time in the overlay. Id. Accordingly, a POSITA would have
understood that this “one mode of operation” with an overlay or
simultaneous display did not involve the display of multiple
program listings, but was limited to a single listing. Id.

In fact, the ‘556 patent description of Browse Mode’s tuning and
time change operations teaches away from multiple program
listings. Id. at 54; see also JX-0001 at 12:1-7. A POSITA would
have Lmderstood the description to exclude multiple program
listings, because among other deficiencies, they do not identify a
cursor or any other way of identifying for the tuner which of the
hypothetical multiple listings is to be selected. RX-0848C at Q/A
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54. In short, the functionality of “simply depress[ing] the ENTER
button” to tune to a channel would make no sense with multiple
program listings; such a one button selection would only work with
a single program listing at any given time. Id. Thus, the ‘556
patent provides no written description for the required “one mode
of operation” having an overlay containing multiple program
listings.

In contrast to Dr. Delp’s unsupported statements regarding a
“general understanding” of Browse Mode, the relevant extrinsic
evidence confirms that if there was any “general understanding” of
“Browse Mode,” it was limited to a display of a single program
listing. RX-0848C at Q/A 64-66. -Literature for other IPGs in the
relevant time frame—including from Prevue, another Rovi
acquired entityfare consistent in using “Browse Mode” as only
referring to a single program listing in the partial overlay at the
bottom of the TV display. Id. Mr. Lemmons, Rovi’s 30(b)(6)
witness on issues related to development of the invention, testified
that United Video Properties (the original assignee of the ‘556
patent) and Prevue each independently developed their own
Browse Mode. JX-0102C (Lemmons Dep. Tr.) at l55:10-l56:l0.
Both compa11iesapplied the same tenninology to this same feature,
which contained only a single program listing in the partial
overlay. RX-0848C at Q/A 66; RDX-1403C (RX-0073C & JC
0102)

See Resps. Br. at 302-308 (footnotes omitted; emphasis in original).

' Rovi replies that Comcast has read a “browse mode” limitation into the claims, which

unduly narrows the claims’ scope, that non-asserted claims 19 and 38 recite a browse mode that

“allows for either a display of multiple program listings or one program listing,” and that

inventor declarations showing an “instant rolling log” must be included within “browse mode.”

See Rovi Reply at lO8-l 10.

In reply, Comcast argues that the applicant limitedthe asserted claims to browse mode

and that the “public is entitled to rely on Applicant’s clear descriptions of the “principal

invention of the claims remaining” as being the “Browse” mode of operation, whether alone or
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combined with reminder functionality,” that Rovi’s position ignores the specification, that the

instant rolling log cannot “provide support that is absent from or a scope beyond the

specification,” and that “browse mode” did not have a generally understood meaning. See

Resps. Reply at l 10-113.

The administrative law judge construes “one mode of operation of said programming

guide” to mean “a simultaneous display or overlay of program schedule information with another

video signal with the recited navigation and tuning functions.”

In prosecution, the patentee stated:

The principal invention of the claims remaining in the present
application -- i.e., the so-called “Browse” mode of operation -
permits a user to interactively scan through program listings in a
time and/or channel domain while continuing to view the current
program, thereby providing the user with substantially the sa.me
experience as channel surfing through actual television programs,
with the exception that the user is instead surfing through schedule
listings. The user can thus interactively navigate through the
listing information at his leisure by issuing appropriate sequential
time and/or channel control commands, while not missing any
content of the program being simultaneously viewed.

JX-0008 at 102980 (emphasis added). Figures ll, 12, and 12A depict “a television screen in a

BROWSE mode of operation.” JX-0001 at 5:7-18. Additionally, the section of specification

titled “Browse Mode” further describes Browse Mode. See id. at ll:2l-13:14. The prosecution

history, figures, and specification all indicate that “Browse Mode” lists information

corresponding to a single program at one time.” The specification does not support a

33The administrative law judge is not persuaded that the term “browse mode” was “generally
Lurderstood,”in the manner that Rovi contends it was, at the time of the invention. See
CX-0004C (Delp WS)lat Q/A 63 (offering a conclusory opinion that the term was generally
understood at the time of the invention). Rather, the prosecution history, figures, and
specification provide the requisite context for understanding this tcnn, and these sources all
indicate that “Browse Mode” lists information corresponding to a single program at one time.
No extrinsic evidence beyond Dr. Delp’s testimony is offered to support Rovi’s position.
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construction of browse mode that lists information for multiple program listings at one time, as

Rovi urges.

(7) To also selectively display reminder selection messages in
at least one mode of operation

The phrase “to also selectively display reminder selection messages in at least one mode

ofoperati0n” appears only in the claims (i.e., claims 5, 15, 17, 23, 25, 29, 34, and 41). The

parties have proposed the following constructions:

I R0vi’s Proposed, Construction »COI_I1C3Stg’SProposed Construction

No construction is necessary. Comcast does not clearly present a
Alternatively, such that reminder construction in its post-hearing brief.
messages may be presented in one or
more configurations. In its brief, Comcast argues: “In view of

the intrinsic evidence, a POSITA would
have understood that this recited ‘one
mode’ of operation refered [sic] to
Browse Mode, consistent with Comcast’s
proposed construction, because it is the
only ‘mode’ described in the ‘556 patent
that satisfies the recitation of Claim
18(15).” p

See Rovi Br. at 275; Resps. Br. at 308.34

Rovi’s entire argument for this term follows:

No construction is necessary of the claim phrase “reminder
selection messages” in claim l8(15). Joint ID at 15. It is used in
its plain and ordinary sense. The surrounding claim language
makes clear that reminder selection messages may be presented in
one or more configurations of the programming guide and allow
users to select commands in response to the messages to select a
reminder for a future program. With this surrounding language,
which has a plain meaning to a person of ordinary skill in the art,

34In the Joint Identification of Disputed Claim Terms, Comcast proposed this construction:
“display a notice asking whether the user wants to set a reminder for a future program while
schedule information for that program covers a portion of a television video signal that is also
being displayed.” See Joint Identification of Disputed Claim Terms, Ex. A at 15.
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no additional construction is needed. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at
Q/A 66-67.

Comcast nevertheless argues that a broader phrase in claim l5—
“selectively display reminder. selection message in at least one
mode of operation”—is limited to displaying a “reminder selection
message” in a “browse” mode of operation in which only a single
program in a single time slot is displayed. This argument tracks
from its proposed construction of “one mode of operation” and the
alleged disavowal of operation modes other than “browse.”
Comcast further argues that the reminder selection message must
be displayed in a separate overlay on top of the browse mode
partial overlay-—effectively requiring an overlay "on an overlay.
But claim 15’s plain language proves Comcast wrong: It only
requires that the “reminder selection message be displayed in
“overlaying relationship with another display signal being
displayed . . . .” JX-0001 (‘S56 Patent) at col. 28, lns. 40-43. This
other display signal can, of course, include the television video
signal. Thus, Comcast’s proposed construction should be rejected.

Rovi Br. at 275.

Comcast argues:

The parties also dispute whether the reminder selection messages
and/or the reminder messages recited in Asserted Claim l8(l5)
must be displayed in Browse Mode. I_nview of the intrinsic
evidence, a POSITA would have understood that this recited “one
mode” of operation referred to Browse Mode, consistent with
Comcast’s proposed construction, because it is the only “mode”
described in the ‘556 patent that satisfies the recitation of Claim
l8(15). RX-0848C at Q/A 70; see JX-0001 at 11:20-13:14. This
was confirmed by Applicant defining the alleged invention of all
pending claims as being directed to Browse Mode. See RDX
0926-39 (JX-0008); l4l9 & 1466-67 (JX-0001). The below
figures from the ‘556 patent (annotated), confirm that the reminder
selection messages must appear in the Browse Mode of operation,
and that the user remains in Browse Mode after setting a reminder:
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If while viewing program schedule information for at
future time in BROWSE mode the user depresses the
ENTER key on the remote controller, the micmcontroller 16
will instruct the VDG 2310 display atREMINDER overlay
muss.-tgc130 which, as shown in FIG. 13, is displayed as a
second ovcrla 131 appcari above the IIROWSE overlay)‘ "8
132. The REMINDER mcssagc_l30 queries the user as to

Resps. Br. at 308-09.

The administrative lawjudge construes “to also selectively display reminder selection

messages in at least one mode of operation” to mean “such that reminder selection messages may

appear in at least one mode of operation.”
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The relevant text from claim 15 follows:

said data processing means controlling said program schedule
display generator to also selectively display reminder selection
messages in at least one mode of operation of said programming
guide, for allowing said user to choose selection commands in
response to said reminder selection messages for selecting a
reminder associated with a chosen future program, each said
selected reminder message also to be displayed on said display at a
p1‘€Cl6lZ61'1'l‘liI16(.ltime prior to the time of occurrence of each chosen
future one of said television programs, said reminder message
being displayed in overlaying relationship with another display
signal being displayed at said time said reminder message is
displayed. l
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JX-0001 at 28:29-42 ‘(emphasis added on disputed phrase). Thus, the construction comports with

the surrounding claim language. See Stumbo v. Eastman Outdoors, 1rzc.,508 F.3d 1358, 1362

(Fed. Cir. 2007) (in rejecting a proposed construction that would render ancillary claim language

superfluous, the Federal Circuit explained that “construing the word ‘vertical’ as referring to

merely the orientation of the opening would render the phrases ‘along one of said side edges’ and

‘along one vertical corner of said structure’ superfluous, a methodology of claim construction

that this court has denounced”).

(8) Displaying / display

The terms “displaying” and “display” appears throughout the claims and specification.

The parties have proposed the following constructions:

R0vi’s Proposed Construction l Corncast’s Proposed Construction

No construction is necessary for the “using the electronic television program
claim tenns “displaying” and “display.” guide to visually overlay on a screen”

See Rovi Br. at 275-76; Resps. Br. at 312-l3 (“. . . Thus, in view of the intrinsic and related

evidence, a POSITA at the time of the ‘S56 patent would have understood this term in context to

refer to ‘using the electronic television program guide to visually overlay on a screen,’ not a '

computer monitor. See RX-0848C at Q/A 74-77.”).

Rovi’s entire argument for this tenn follows:

No construction is necessary for the claim terms “displaying” and
“display.” Joint ID at 11. Both experts agree _that the terms are
well Lmderstood by those of ordinary skill in the art to mean a
visual presentation such as what the user sees on a television
screen: CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 50. Respondents argue that
the terms should be construed to mean “using the electronic
program guide to visually overlay on the screen,” but there is no
basis for this proposed construction. Id. at Q/A 50-52. Nothing in
the ‘556 Patent’s intrinsic record demands a narrowing
construction. Id. Moreover, separate language in the asserted
claims addresses the overlay relationship between the electronic
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program guide graphics and the broadcast signal for the television
program. '

ROVIBr at 275-76.

Comcast argues: ‘

Comcast’s proposed construction is consistent with the
construction of the similar “displaying” terms of U.S. Pat. No.
6,275,268 (“the ‘268 patent”)—Which shares a common
specification with the ‘556 patent—issued by Judge Andrews in
United Video Properties v. Amazon.com. RX-08340007; see RX
0848C (Grimes RWS) at Q/A 78. Judge Andrews explained that
the shared specification never described the simultaneous display
of program guide information without a partial overlay. Id; see
RX-0005C at Q/A 99 _& 102-03. Thus, even the “simultaneous
display” of Asserted Claim 40 is limited to the only such display
that satisfies the recitation of the Asserted Claims—i.e., a partial
overlay. Id. Judge Andrews also recognized that the shared
specification does not disclose any “display” with an overlay
appearing on a device other than a TV, which similarly applies to
the construction of the “display”/ “displaying” terms of the ‘556
patent. RX-0834; RX-0848C; RX-0005C at Q/A 74, 78-79.

The file history confirms that the Asserted Claims were only
allowed because they were expressly limited to TV functionality to
overcome prior art. See id. at 55; RDX-0934-39 & 1416-17 (IX
0008). The Applicant amended its claims to require “said data
processing means being responsive to said television tuning
commands for allowing a user to select any one of said television
programs” and user control commands including “television tuning
commands” in response to the Examiner’s statement that the
pending claims were obvious. Id. Thus, in view of the intrinsic
and related evidence, a POSITA at the time of the ‘S56 patent
would have understood this term in context to refer to “using the
electronic television program guide to visually overlay on a
screen,” not a computer monitor. See RX-0848C at Q/A 74-77.

Resps Br at 312-13 (footnote omitted).

The administrative law judge has detennined that it is not necessary to construe these

terms apart from the phrases in which they appear. Cf Sulzer TextilA.G. v. Picanol N V 358

F 3d 1356 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (“The Markman decisions, in ruling that claim construction is a
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matter of law for the court, do not hold that the trial judge in a patent case must repeat or restate

every claim term in the couit’s jury instructions”); see also O2 Micro Int ’lLtd. v. Beyond

Innovation Tech. C0., 521 F.3d 1351, 1362 (Fed. Cir. 2008).” Further, it is not necessary to

construe the term because “display” alone is not central to the parties’ infringement, validity, and

domestic industry arguments; rather the parties dispute what “display” entails, which is '

delineated in terms and phrases construed above and below.

(9) Program schedule display generator. . .for displaying. . .

The parties brief this tenn in connection with the “video display generator . . . for

displaying . . .” phrase above. See Joint Outline at 21-22.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined it is not necessary to repeat the

constructions here. Cf Sulzer Textil, O2 Moro, Biotec Biologische Naturverpackungen, and

U.S. Surgical Corp.

3. Representative Products ‘

Rovi accuses two guide systems, the X1 and Legacy systems, of infringing the ‘S56

Patent. Rovi Br. at 276. Rovi argues:

Each set-top box rurming the X1 Guide or Legacy Guide works in
materially the same way for purposes of infringement. CX-0004C
(Delp WS) at Q/A 118, 126; CX-1885 (Xfinity on X1 Platform)
(including same instructions for the X1 Guide without regard to the
set-top box model). [

35O2 Micro, 521 F.3d at 1362, provides: “We, however, recognize that district courts are not
(and should not be) required to construe every limitation present in a patent’s asserted claims.
See, e.g., Biotec Biologische Naturverpackungen GmbH & C0. KG v. Biocorp, 1nc., 249 F.3d
1341, 1349 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (deciding that disputed issue was the proper application of a claim
tcim to an accused process rather the scope of the term); U.S. Surgical Corp. v. Erhicon, 1nc.,
103 F.3d 1554, 1568 (Fed. Cir.1997) (Claim construction ‘is not an obligatory exercise in
redundancy’). Rather, ‘[c]laim construction is a matter of resolution of disputed meanings and
technical scope, to clarify and when necessary to explain what the patentee covered by the
claims, for usc in the determination of infringement.’ U.S. Surgical; 103 F.3d at 1568.”.
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.] Id.; JX-0079C (Comcast/ARRIS Master Supply
Agreement) at §9.01(a); JX-0096C (Folk Dep. Tr.) 95-98; JX
0105C (McCann Dep. Tr.) 84-85. There are no differences .
between the X1 set-top boxes or X1 Guides running on X1 set-top
boxes or Legacy set-top boxes or Legacy Guide running on Legacy
set-top boxes relevant to. infringement of the ‘556 Patent. CX
0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 118-20, 125-26; JX-0105C (McCann
Dep. Tr.) 87-88. Because there are no material differences
between the different X1 set-top boxes, the ARRIS XG1 v3 (X1)
AX013ANC is representative for all such products. CX-0004C
(Delp WS) at Q/A 120. Because there are no material differences
between the different Legacy set-top boxes, the Motorola
DCX3 501/1\/I(aka “ARRIS-HD/DVR” or “MOTRNG200BNMR”)
is representative for all such products. Id. at Q/A 126.

Id Thus, Rovi proposes that the ARRIS XG1 v3 (X1) AX013ANC is representative for the X1

system and the Motorola DCX3501/M is representative for the Legacy system.

Comcast argues that Rovi has not shown that other categories of the accused products

contain the same accused components as the AX013ANC or DCX3501/M boxes. Resps. Br. at

292-93. The sole exhibit Comcast cites to support its argument, RX-0870, is an Ullsupported

letter from Comcast’s counsel that sorts model numbers into various groupings.

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has presented sufficient evidence,

and that Comcast has not rebutted this evidence. Spansion, Inc. v. Int ‘l Trade Comm ’rz,629 F.3d

1331, 1351-52 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (“Appellants contend that the ALJ improperly shifted the burden

to Appellants to establish that the non-modeled accused packages would behave differently than

those that were modeled. Rather than improper burden shifting, the ALJ properly found that

Appellants simply failed to rebut the substantial evidence set forth by Tessera.”); see also TiV0,

Inc. v. Ech0Star C0mmc’ns Corp, 516 F.3d 1290, 1308 (Fed. Cir. 2008). Accordingly, the

administrative law judge finds that the ARRIS XG1 v3 (X1) AX013ANC is representative for

the X1 system and the Motorola DCX3501/M is representative for the Legacy system.
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4. Literal Infringement

Rovi asserts dependent claim 7, based on its dependency from independent claim 3,

dependent claim l8, based on its dependency from independent claim 15, and independent claim

40. See Rovi Br. at 261 (Section VIll(B)). Rovi argues that respondents infringe the ‘556 Patent

by importing, using, selling, leasing, and offering to sell the ‘S56 Patent. Id. at 277. Comcast’s

post-hearing brief contends that it does not infringe any of the asserted claims. See Resps. Br.,

Section Xl(D). '

a) Claims 3 and 7

Rovi acknowledges that “claim 7, as it depends from claim 3 (7(3)), is representative.”

Rovi Br. at 261. Claim 3, with bracketed, alphanumeric claim limitations provided by Rovi,

follows:

[3pre] 3. An electronic programming guide for use with a
television receiver having a plurality of television channels for
displaying television programs and program schedule infonnation
for said television programs comprising:

[3a] memory means for storing television program schedule
information for a set of television programs scheduled to appear on
said plurality of television channels;

[3b] user control means for choosing user control commands,
including television tuning, guide channel-control and guide time
control commands, and transmitting signals in response thereto;

[3c] data processing means for receiving said signals in response
to said user control commands; and

[3d] a video display generator adapted to receive video control
commands from said data processing means and program schedule
information from said memory means for displaying interactively
selected successive portions of said schedule information for a set_
of channels, including ones different from a currently tuned
channel, in overlaying relationship with another display signal
currently appearing on said tuned channel in at least one_mode of
operation of said programming guide; '
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[3e] said data processing means controlling said video display
generator to display each said portion of program schedule
information in partial overlaying relationship with said currently

y appearing display signal,

[3f] each said portion comprising listing information for each
successive one of said television programs scheduled to appear on
said set of channels and being consecutively displayed in response
to corresponding consecutive ones of said guide control commands
for successively navigating through listing information for
sequential time periods or programs for which program schedule
information is stored in said memory means,

[3g] said data processing means being responsive to said
television tuning commands for allowing a user to select any one
of said television programs for which listing information is
displayed in said partially overlayed portion of said schedule
information.

See JX-0001 (‘556 Patent) at 24:13-52; Rovi Br. at 278-8'8 (providing the alphanumeric labels)

Claim 7, which Rovi treats as a single limitation, follows:

7. The electronic programming guide according to claims 1, 2, 3,
4, or 5 wherein said schedule information displayed by said video
display generator comprises at least program title and program
channel.

See LIX-0001(‘S56 Patent) at 26:8-12; Rovi Br. at 288-89.

Comcast presents the following chart, which provides a helpful summary of its arguments:

Missing Limitations Types of Deficiency STBs

Display generator Not literally present X1

Not 112(6) equivalent X1/Legacy V

EPG located at the user site Not literally present X1
Not equivalent to cloud EPG under DoE

Memory means for storing V Not 1-iterallypreseht" 8 Xl
program schedule information p

Data processing means Same means performing all recited functions not X1
literally present;.not equivalent under DoE .

' Not 112(6) equivalent X1/Legacy

User control means Not literally present 8- X1/Legacy
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l

| Missin Limitations | Types0fDeficiency STBs
No partial overlay Not present in fiall-screen guide or default

configuration of Mini Guide

No Browse Mode as properly V Not literally present _ _ X11/Legacy
construed Not DoE equivalent to Browse Mode

Reminder selection Not present literally or under DoE (XI) Xl/Legacy
functionality of Claim l8(l5) Failure of proof (Legacy) '
does not occur in Browse Mode

See Resps. Br. at 318.

(1) Limitation 3pre

The text for this limitation is “3. An electronic programming guide for use with a

television receiver having a plurality of television channels for displaying television programs

and program schedule information for said television programs comprising["._]_”See Rovi Br.

at 278.

(a) ' X1 System

Rovi identifies the X1 Guide’s “On-Screen Guide or Mini Guide” in arguing that this

limitation is satisfied. See Rovi Br. at 278 (“The X1 Guide’s On-Screen Guide or Mini Guide is
1

designed to be used with a television system including a receiver capable of timing to multiple l

channels.” (footnotes omitted)). Rovi also identifies [

] Id. at 279. Rovi

also presents a doctrine of equivalents argument in a single sentence:

An EPG that is distributed [
] performs substantially the same function—for example,

providing a guide for browsing program schedule information
while simultaneously watching a program—in substantially the
same way—for example, it uses program schedule infonnation to
populate a guide displayed on the television and enables a user to
issue a tuning command to view, record, set a reminder for, a
program different from the one she is watching—to yield the same
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resultAfor example, it displays television guide information on a
television simultaneously with a program being viewed and that is
responsive to user commands.

Id. at 279-80 (essentially reproducing (‘IX-0004C(Delp WS) at Q/A 135).

Comcast argues that the software implementing the X1’IPG is located on an [ ]

not the set-top box. See Resps. Br. at 323. ' ~ ‘

. Rovi’s reply essentially represents its opening argument. See Rovi Reply at 112.

Comcast’s reply argues that a “distributed IPG,” such as the X1 IPG, is substantially

different from a local IPG. See Resps. Reply at 124. Comcast also argues that Rovi’s analysis is

“both conclusory and incorrect.” Id. 

i The administrative law judge has determined that the accused X1 set-top boxes do not

contain an electronic programming guide that is “implemented by application software at a user

site,” as the construed claim requires. <

Rather, the evidence shows that the X1 Guide is implemented on applications managed

by an [ .>er-~:r.] See RX-0848C (Grimes) at Q/A 96, 108; RX-O340C.0008; RX-0329C; Tr.

1013 (Dr. .Delp testified that the code he identified is “run on the server[.]”); RX-0840C

(Allinson) at Q/A 10-33; RX-0841C (McCann) at Q/A 19-35. The evidence that Rovi cites does

not demonstrate otherwise. Accordingly, Rovi has failed to meet its burden of showing that the

accused X1 products satisfy this limitation.

. Furthermore, Rovi has failed to meet its burden of showing that the accused X1 products

satisfy this limitation underthe doctrine of equivalents. As Comcast correctly notes, Rovi’s

single-sentence equivalents argument is wholly conclusory, because it simply recites the familiar

function/way/result test without any particularized testimony or linking arguments. See

Medtronic Inc. v. Boston Sci. Corp, 558 F. App’x 998, lOOO(Fed. Cir. 2014) (“conclusory
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statements are insufficient to support a verdict finding infringement underthe doctrine of

equivalents”); Cambrian Sci. Corp. Cox Commc ’ns,Ina, 617 F. App’x 989, 994 (Fed. Cir.

2015) (“Cambrian’s factual support for its doctrine of equivalents claim ls limited to two

paragraphs from its expert report, both of which are conclusory. . . . The paragraphs are devoid

of any particularized testimony or linking arguments”); PACTIVCorp. v. S.C. Johnson & Son,

Inc., 26 F. App’x 943, 948 n.5 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (“The testimony of Pactiv’s expert Dr. James

Conley, which simply recites the familiar function/way/result test and concludes that the Slide

Loc bag infringes the ‘143 patent by the doctrine of equivalents, without further analysis or

explanation, is insufficient to defeat summary judgment.”). 

(b) Legacy System

Rovi argues that the Legacy set-top boxes satisfy this limitation. See Rovi Br. at 292.

Comcast does not present any argument on this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 318.

The administrative law judge has determined that the accused Legacy products satisfy

this limitation. See CX-O004_C(Delp WS) at Q/A 221 (the Motorola DCX3 501M, is “loaded

with Xfinity Guide software called ‘Xfinity Guide System’, which includes an electronic

program guide for displaying television programs and program schedule information for a

plurality of television channels. . . .”).

1‘ (2) Limilalion 3a

. The text for this limitation is “memory means for storing television program schedule

information for a set of television programs scheduled to appear on said plurality of television

channels[.]” See Rovi Br. at 280. 
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I (a) X] System

Rovi argues that the accused X1‘products contain dynamic random access memory

(DRAM) that satisfies this limitation. See Rovi Br. at 280. i

Comcast argues that the memory in the X1 products “does not store program schedule

information as recited by the various limitations of the Asserted Claims.” Resps. Br. 324.

The administrative law judge construed “memory means,” in accordance with § 112 116,

to require that the memory store program information on ROM (17), DRAM (18) and non

volatile memory EEPROM (20). See Section IV(A)(2)(c)(2). ~

The ‘556 Patent explains that “the microcontroller 16 takes the program schedule

infonnation stored in the DRAM 18 and . . . supplies it to a video display generator (VDG) 23,

which . . . includes a standard RGB video generator 24, which takes the digital program schedule

infonnation sent by the microcontroller 16 and converts it into an RGB fonnat in accordance

with the bit map for the particular screen display then being presented to the user on the

television receiver 27.” JX-0001 at 8:4-17. The patent does not describe a distributed set-top

box system such as the X1 system.

~The evidence shows that Comcast stores program information on an [ ] not on

the set-top box’s DRAM. See RX-0848C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 109-15; RX-0841C (McCarm) at

Q/A 19-35, 48. Further, inasmuch as this limitation is a means-plus-ftmction limitation, this

aspect of the claim is limited to the corresponding localized structures described in the

specification. See 35 U.S.C. § 112; M0bileMedia Ideas.“

36ll/[0bileMedia Ideas LLC v. Apple Ina, 780 F.3d 1159, 1170 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (“Literal
infringement of a § 112 1[6 limitation requires that the relevant structure in the accused device
perform the identical function recited in the claim and be identical or equivalent to the
corresponding structure in the specification”).
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Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that thevaccusedX1 products

do not satisfy this limitation. '

(Z2) Legacy System

Rovi argues that the Legacy set-top boxes satisfy this limitation. See Rovi Br. at 292.

Comcast does not present any argument on this limitation. See Resps. Br. at 318.

The administrative law judge has determined that the accused Legacy products satisfy

this limitation. See CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 226-27; JX-01 12C (Radloff Dep.) at 142114

22; CX-1288 (Advanced Media Technologies DCX3501-M HD Dual Tuner DVR Set-Top

Datasheet).

(3) Limitation 3b

The text for this limitation is “user control means for choosing user control commands,

including television tuning, guide channel-control and guide time-control commands, and

transmitting signals in response thereto[.]” See Rovi Br. at 280.

(a) X1 System

Rovi’s entire argument for this limitation is:

The X1 ‘556 Patent Accused Products are packaged and shipped
with a remote controller that may be used for television tuning and
guide control including the transmission of signals related to such
functions. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 145; JX-0104C (Martin
Dep. Tr.) 26-27; CX-1255 (XR2 and XR5 Remote Control Buttons
and Functions Support); see also JX-0113C (Robinson Dep. Tr.)
192-93; CX-1305C.

Rovi Br. at 280.

C0mcast’s entire argument is:

As Dr. Delp testified in his witness statements, and confirmed at
trial, he only relied upon a remote control used in conjunction with
the STB to establish the existence of this element. Tr. 1017:1-17.
Because this element exists outside the Accused Products, Rovi
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cannot establish literal infringement, and having failed to offer any
doctrine of equivalents for this element, Rovi cannot establish that
the Accused Products directly infringe. See id.

Resps. Br. at 329. '

The parties agreed that the “user control means” was a rneans-plus-function limitation

where the function included “choosing user control commands” and “transmitting signals in

response thereto” and the structures included a “remote control(ler), remote control(ler) receiver,

infrared (IR) receiver, or keypad.” See Section IV(A)(2)(b).

The evidence of record shows that the accused Xl products are bundled with a remote /

control. See CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 145; JX-0104C (Martin Dep. Tr.) 26-27; CX-1255

(XR2 and XR5 Remote Control Buttons and Functions Support); see also JX-0113C (Robinson

Dep. Tr.) 192-93; CX-1305C (discussing “IR and RF4CE remote support” and “Remote Control

Protocols Supported”).

Furthermore, Comcast did not raise this argument in its pre-hearing brief. See generally

Comcast Pre-Hr’g Br. at 774-800 (the argmnent is not presented); see also id. at 808 (arguing

that ARRIS and Technicolor do not indirectly infringe the ‘S56 Patent because neither “imports

the user control means identified by Dr. Delp (i.e., remote controls)). Accordingly, Comcast has

waived this argument.

Thus, the administrative law judge finds that the accused Xl products satisfy this

limitation.

(Z9) Legacy System

' Rovi’s entire argument is:_ ~ .

The Legacy Patent Accused Products are packaged and shipped
with a remote controller that may be used for television tuning and
guide control including the transmission of signals related to such
functions. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 228; CX-l205 (Xfinity
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User Guide) at 5; CX-1288 (DCX3501-M HD Dual Tuner DVR
Set-Top Datasheet) at 2. .

Rovi Br. at 292.

Comcast does not present separate argument for the accused Legacy products. See

Resps. Br. at 318, 329. ‘ .

The administrative law judge finds that the accused Legacy products satisfy this

limitation for the same reasons the accused X1 products satisfy this limitation. See CX-0004C

(Delp WS) at Q/A 228; CX-1205 (Xfinity User Guide) at 5; CX-1288 (DCX3501-M HD Dual

Tuner DVR Set-Top Datasheet) at 2.

(4) Limitation 3c
|

The text for this limitation is “data processing means for receiving said signals in

response to said user control eommands[.]” See Rovi Br. at 281.

_ (a) XI System

Rovi argues that each X1 accused product “includes a System on a Chip (“SoC”) (Which

contains one or more processors called CPUs for running code installed within non—volatileflash

memory) such as a [ ] connected to the device’s IR receiver which receives signals from

the remote controller.” Rovi Br. at 281. ‘Rovi then adds an unsupported, single-sentence

doctrine of equivalents argument:

Even if the SoC were deemed “after-arising technology,” the
Accused Products could still satisfy this limitation under the
doctrine of equivalents. See Ring & Pinion Serv. Inc. v. ARB

r Corp. Lid, 743 F.3d 831, 835 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (“Equivalence
under the doctrine of equivalents . . . is evaluated at the time of
infringement. Hence, an after-arising technology, a technology
that did not exist at the time of patenting, can be found to be an
equivalent under the doctrine of equivalents . . . .”).

Id.
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Comcast argues that the ARRIS XGlv3 set-top box’s [ ] system on chip (“SOC”)

“is after-arising technology that cannot literally infringe” and that the [ ] does not

perform all of the recited functions attributed to the singular data processing means in each

Asserted Claim.” See Resps. Br. at 325. Comcast then argues that Rovi’s doctrine of

equivalents argument fails, inter alia, because Dr. Delp did not identify structure that can

“perform all of the required functions” of the claim. Id. at 327.

In Ring & Pinion, the Federal Circuit explained that for a § 112 infringement analysis,

there are two differences between literal infringement and infringement under the doctrine of

equivalents: 

' Equivalence under section l12(f) is evaluated at the time of
issuance. . . . Equivalence under the doctrine of equivalents, in
contrast, is evaluated at the time of infringement. Id -Hence, an
after-arising technology, a technology that did not exist at the time
of patenting, can be found to be an equivalent under the doctrine of
equivalents even though it cannot be an equivalent under the literal
infringement analysis of § 112(f). Id.

The second difference between literal infringement and doctrine of
equivalents infringement under § 112(f) relates to the function of
the element. For literal infringement, the accused structures must
perform the function recited in the claim (identical function). The
doctrine of equivalents covers accused structures that perform
substantially the same function in substantially the same way with
substantially the same results. The doctrine of equivalents thus
covers structures with equivalent, but not identical, functions. This
is true whether the accused equivalent was known at the time of
patenting or later arising.

Ring & Pinion Serv. Inc. v. ARB Corp, 743 F.3d 831, 835 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (citing Chiuminatta

Concrete Concepts, Inc. v. Cardinal Industries, Inc, 145 F.3d 1303 (Fed. Cir. 1998)).

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that the accused

X1 products literally meet this limitation (3c). As an initial matter, Dr. Delp did not sufficiently

address whether the [ ] was equivalent to the microcontroller (16) (such as the
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M68000EC) that the ‘S56 Patent discloses. See generally CX-0004C (Delp WS) (Dr. Delp

discusses a generic “Soc” but does not address the [ ] or the M68000EC). Indeed, Dr.

Delp’s testimony suggests that a.nychip containing “one or more processors” would meet this

limitation. See id. at Q/A 1417-48(the remainder of Dr. Delp’s testimony about the IR receiver

and RF4CE interface is not directly pertinent to the [ ] microcontroller analysis; that

portion of the testimony shows that the X1 boxes can receive commands from a remote control).

Comcast’s expert, on the other hand, testified that “there is nothing within the X1 Accused

Products that performs” the ftmction of taking program schedule infonnation from DRAM and

supplying it to a video display generator. See RX-0848C (Grimes) at Q/A 118-20. Dr. Grimes

also testified that the Broadcom [ ] SoC is later-arising technology. See RX-0848C

(Grimes) at Q/A 119; RX-0365 (the 2012 Broadcom press release indicates that the [ ]

features enhanced security, expands video capacity and 3D graphics perfonnance, performs

“quad transcoding” that reduces the need for expensive external peripheral hardware, and adds

power-management capabilities for new energy-efficiency requirements). Accordingly, the

administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that the [ ], which

Broadcom introduced in 2012, is equivalent to the microcontroller disclosed in the ‘556 Patent,

which issued in July 2002. See Ring & Pinion, 743 F.3d at 835 (“Equivalence under section

112(t) is evaluated at thetime of issuance”). j

Additionally, the administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that

the accused X1 products (the [ ]) meet this limitation under the doctrine of equivalents.

Rovi has not identified sufficient evidence to show that the [ ] performs substantially the

same function as the microcontroller (such as the M68000EC) disclosed in the ‘556 Patent, in

substantially the same Wayas that microcontroller, with substantially the same results. See Ring
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& Pinion, 743 F.3d at 835. Indeed, Rovi’s expert does not testify to any doctrine of equivalents

issues with relation to the X1 products and this limitation (3c). See generally CX-0004C (Delp

WS) at Q/A 147-49; see also DePuy Spine, Inc. v. Medtronic Sofamor Danek, lnc., 469 F.3d

1005, 1017 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (the “all elements rule”requires that a doctrine of equivalents .

analysis must “be assessed on a limitation-by-limitation basis, rather than from the perspective of

the invention as a whole”) (emphasis added)).

(I2) Legacy System

Rovi’s entire argument is:

The Legacy Accused Products include a data processor,
microcontroller, or microprocessor or their equivalents, for
receiving signals in response to user control commands.
CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 229. Each Legacy ‘556 Patent
Accused Product includes a System on a Chip (“SoC”) as
discussed above connected to the device’s IR receiver which
receives signals from the remote controller. Id.; IX-0098C (Gee
Dep. Tr.) 18-19; JX-0112C (Radloff Dep. Tr.) 124, 126-27.
Comcast argues that Dr. Delp failed to identify the specific SoC
used in the relevant set-top boxes. RX-0848C (Grimes RWS) at
Q/A 167. This argument is of no relevance. There is no dispute
that the accused set-top boxes in general and Motorola
DCX3501M in particular include a SoC (including a processor)
that functions in the manner described by Dr. Delp. CX-0004C
(Delp WS) at Q/A 229. Dr. Delp also testified that this SoC
operates the same way and includes the same features as they
relate to the asserted claims of the ‘S56 Patent. Comcast provides
no information on how any particular processor differs as they
related to the claims at issue. RX-0848C (Grimes RWS) at Q/A
167-69.

Rovi Br. at 292-93. Dr.' Dclp’s entire testimony on this limitation is:

Q229. Let’s look at 3c: It recites a “data processing means for
receiving said signals -in response to said user control
commands;” In your opinion, do the Legacy guide boxes
satisfy this limitation? '

A. The processing on the Motorola DCX3501M is implemented ‘
using a system-on-chip, or SoC, which contains one or more
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processors for running code installed within non-volatile flash
’ memory. See, e.g., JX-0098C (Gee Tr.) at 18:21-19:8; JX-0112C

(Radloff Tr.) at l24:l4-22, l26:lO-127:3. As explained before, the
SoC is a processor and is connected to a front panel, which
contains an IR receiver. The IR receiver receives user commands,
for example, sent from a remote controller, and transmits them to
the processor, which, in turn “receives” the user commands. Thus,
the Motorola DCX350lM meets the structural limitation of this
claim term because it includes a processor and it is configured to
perform the infringing function of receiving signals in response to
user control commands.

cx-0004c (Delp ws) at Q/A 229 (emphasis added). A

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not met its burden of showing

that the “one or more processors” Dr. Delp identified is equivalent to the microcontroller

disclosed in the specification, because identifying “one or more processors” does not identify the

processor that corresponds to the claimed processor. See 35 U.S.C. § 112; M0bileMedia Ideas”;

RX-0848C (Grimes) at Q/A 169. Accordingly, the administrative lawjudge has determined that

the accused Legacy products do not satisfy this limitation.

(5) Limitation 3d

The text for this limitation is “a video display generator adapted to receive video control

commands from said data processing means and program schedule information from said

memory means for displaying interactively-selected successive portions of said schedule

information for a set of channels, including ones different from a currently tuned channel, in

overlaying relationship with another display signal currently appearing on said tuned channel in

at least one mode of operation of said programming guide[.]” See Rovi Br. at 283.

37M0bileMedia Ideas Lrc v. Apple Inc, 780 F.3d 1159, 1170 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (“Literal
infringement of a § l 12 fl 6 limitation requires that the relevant structure in the accused device
perfonn the identical function recited in the claim and be identical or equivalent to the
corresponding structure in the specification”). 
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(:1) X] System

Rovi argues: _

The SoC of the X1 ‘S56 Patent Accused Products includes a

graphics processing unit (“GPU”) that is responsible for rendering
the images displayed on the television screen. . . . A GPU
embedded on a SoC is the equivalent of, interchangeable with, and
performs the same function as, a video graphic card.

Rovi Br. at 283 (citations omitted); see also CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 150-53.

conclusion, Rovi presents a single-sentence doctrine of equivalents argument:

If “browse mode” is further limited to require only the display of a
single program in a single time slot, the Mini-Guide and On
Screen Guide would infringe under the doctrine of equivalents.
CX-OOO4C(Delp WS) at Q/A 138. An electronic program guide
that displays more than one program listing at a time perfonns
substantially the same function—for example, _it provides a user
program schedule information while simultaneously viewing a
programfiin substantially the same way—for example, using
program schedule information to populate a guide displayed on a
television simultaneously with programming-—-to yield the same
result—for example, allowing a user to continue watching a
program while “surfing” through other channel or time domains.
Id.

Rovi Br. at 285. '

technology, because Rovi did not identify “the two substructures of the video display generator, ’

and because Rovi did not “establish that the GPU in the [ ] . . . performs any of the

display generator element’s recited functions.” Resps. Br. at 319-20.38

X1 products meet this limitation (3d) literally or under the doctrine of equivalents.

38 Comcast’s “Browse Mode” arguments are addressed in relation to limitation 3f.
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To begin, the Broadcom [ ] SoC (that Dr. Delp identifies as satisfying this

limitation) is later-arising technology. See RX-0848C (Grimes) at Q/A 118-21 (amongst other

things, Dr. Grimes also explains that the SoC contains a graphics component that differs from the

VGA-type graphics card); RX-0365. The administrative law judge previously determined that

Rovi has not shown that the [ . ] which Broadcom introduced in 2012, is equivalent to

the microcontroller disclosed in the ‘S56 Patent, which issued in July 2002. See Ring & Pinion,

743 F.3d at 835 (“Equivalence under section 1l2(f) is evaluated at the time of issuance”). In

relation to limitation 3d, Rovi has not shown that GPU embedded on a SoC (circa 2012) is

equivalent to the graphics card described in the specification.

Dr. Delp opines that “a person or ordinary skill in the art would consider a GPU

embedded on a SoC to be interchangeable with a discrete video graphics card.” CX-0004C

(Delp WS) at Q/A 151. Dr. Delp also presents an incomplete doctrine of equivalents analysis:

“[i]n fact, a GPU perfonns the same function as a graphics cardfit accelerates the creation of

images—in substantially the same way—it offloads the image rendering process from the CPU.”

Id. This testimony does not demonstrate, or sufficiently explain, that the GPU embedded on a

SoC is identical or equivalent to the corresponding structures in the specification—a VGA-type

graphics card (such as a Rocgen card manufactured by Roctcc) and a “Video Overlay Device.”

See M0bileMedia Ideas.39 '

In contrast, Dr. Grimes testified that a generic video graphics card “would not have been

able to accept a NTSC input, mix a NTSC input with an RGB video input, or generate a

composite NTSC output.” RX-OOOSC(Grimes WS) at Q/A 37-38; see also Tr. 1104-1105.

39MobileMedia Ideas LLC v. Apple Inc, 780 ma 1159, 1170 (Fed. (:11.2015) (“Literal
infringement of a § 112 1[6 limitation requires that the relevant structure in the accused device
perform the identical function recited in the claim and be identical or equivalent to the
corresponding structure in the specification.”).
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Further, Dr. Grimes opined that the Roctec VGA card mentioned in the specification “did not

exist.” RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 38; see also RX-0317 (this is a peripheral device, not a

graphics card). Rovi has not presented or cited evidence that the Roctec VGA card actually

exists, and its comparisons to the card are thus deficient. Accordingly, Royi has not met its

burden of showing that the accused X1 products literally meet this limitation (3d).

The administrative law judge has also determined that Rovi has failed to meet its burden

of showing that the accused X1 products meet this limitation (3d) under the doctrine of

equivalents. The testimony that Rovi cites, CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 138, is addressed to

the preamble. Further, the testimony that pertains to this limitation is deficient because it does

not address the “result” of the function/way/result test. Id. at Q/A 151 (“In fact, a GPU performs

the same function as a graphics card—it accelerates the creation of images—in substantially the

same way-—itoffloads the image rendering process from the CPU.”); see also id. at Q/A 223 (for

the Legacy products, Dr. Delp addresses all parts of the function/way/result test). Additionally,

Rovi’s argument is too conclusory to support a finding of infringement under the doctrine of

equivalents. See Medtronic, 558 F. App’x at 1000; Cambrian, 617 F. App’x at 994; PACTIV

Corp, 26 F. App’x at 948 n.5. '

(b) Legacy System

Rovi argues:

The Legacy Accused Products include a video graphics card or its
equivalent that receives video control commands from the relevant
SoC and program schedule information from memory for
displaying interactively-selected successive portions of said
schedule information for a currently tuned channel in overlaying
relationship with another display signal currently appearing on said
tuned charmel in at least one mode of opcration of said
programming guide. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 230. The SoC
of the Legacy ‘556 Patent Accused Products includes a graphics
processing unit (“GPU”) that is responsible for rendering the
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images displayed on the television screen. Id.; CX-1370C (RNG
200 Hardware, Case & Packaging Specification) at 24, 41-47. A
GPU embedded on a SoC is the equivalent of a video graphic
card. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 230; JX-0086C (Allinson Dep.
Tr.) 87 (referring to the GPU as a “graphics chip”).

Rovi Br. at 293-94. In conclusion, Rovi presents a single-sentence doctrine of equivalents

argument:

9 If “browse mode” is further limited to require only the display of a
single program in a single time slot, the Mini-Guide would infringe
under the doctrine of equivalents. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A
223. An electronic program guide that displays more than one
program listing at a time performs substantially the same
functionffor example, it provides a user program schedule
information while simultaneously viewing a program——in
substantially the same way~for example, using program schedule
information to populate a guide displayed on a television
simultaneously with progr_amming—toyield the same resultéfor
example, allowing a user to continue watching a program while
“surfing” through other channel or time domains. Id.

Rovi Br. at 294. The analysis is identical to that which Rovi presented for the X1 products.

Compare id. at 285 with id. at 294.40

Comeast argues that “Rovi’s identification of an unspecified SoC within the DCX3501M

STB for the recited display generator amounts to a total failure of proof.” Resps. Br. at 322.

In reply, Rovi points out that Comcast has marked its products with the ‘556 Patent. See

Rovi Reply at 114; CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 127; CX-1676 (Screenshot of Legacy Product

marked with the ‘556 Patent). Apart from this, Rovi does not address the Legacy products

separately in its reply. See Rovi Reply at 1l 1-14. Y

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that the accused 4

Legacy products satisfy this limitation literally or under the doctrine of equivalents.

40Comcast contends that Rovi waived this argument because Rovi did not present it in its pre
hearing brief. See Resps. Reply at 120 n.53. _
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Dr. Delp did not identify the allegedly infringing component (e.g. , by name, model

number, etc.) in the accused Legacy products with sufficient particularity. See RX-0848C

(Grimes RWS) at Q/A 168-69; see also CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 260-61 (identifying the

Broadcom [ ] SoC within a proposed DI product). Dr. Grimes, on the other hand,
V
|

testified that a SoC is later-arising technology that was not an equivalent component. See RX

O848C (Grimes RWS) at Q/A 168. _

Rovi’s doctrine of equivalents argument does not identify a structure and -functionthat

tracks the claim language. For example, claim 3 requires the video display generator to

“displaying interactively-selected successive portions of said schedule information for a set of

channels, including ones different from a currently tuned channel, in overlaying relationship with

another display signal currently appearing on said tuned channel in at least one mode of

operation of said programming guide,” WhileDr. Delp opines that an “electronic program guide

that displays more than loneprogram listing at a time perfonns substantially the same

function—it provides a user program schedule information Whilesimultaneously viewing a

program” meets this limitation. See CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 223 (emphasis added).

Additionally, Rovi’s argmnent is far too conclusory to support a finding of infringement under

the doctrine of equivalents. See Medtronic, 558 F. App’x at 1000; Cambrian, 617 F. App’x at

994; PACTIV C0rp., 26 F. App’); at 948 n.5. ~

Accordingly, Rovi has failed to show that the accused Legacy products meet this

limitation literally or equivalently.
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(6) Limitation 3e

The text for this limitation is “said data processing means controlling said video display

generator to display each said portion of program schedule information in partial overlaying

relationship with said currently appearing display signal[.’]” See Rovi Br. at 285.

1 (a) X] System

Rovi argues that the “GPU on the SoC” and “the On~Screen Guide and/or Mini Guide”

satisfies this limitation. Rovi Br. at 285-86.

Comcast argues that “the X1 LPGdoes not provide any screen displaying program

schedule information with in a partial overlay by default.” Resps. Br. at 330.

Comcast then argues that the X1 Mini Guide differs from a partial overlay because it is a

“shrtmken video signal displayed along with the listing information in a non-overlaying

relationship.” In reply, Comcast adds, “[t]he X1 Full Screen Grid is a total overlay of the TV

signal comprising opaque and translucent (but no transparent) pixels, and the X1 Mini Guide

does not display any overlay whatsoever by default, an option that is changed by only [ ] of X1

users.” Reply at 126.

The administrative law judge has determined that the accused X1 products meet this

limitation. The evidence indicates that the X1’s Mini Guide can display program schedule

infonnation in a partial overlaying relationship with a currently showing program. See CX

0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 169; CX-1640 at 4-9. Rovi, however, has not shown that the On

Screen Guide (the full-size guide) meets this limitation, as that guide does not generate a partial

overlay. See RX-0848C (Grimes RWS) at Q/A 131. "
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(b) Legacy System

Rovi argues that the “Motorola DCX3501M’s SoC (utilizing the GPU[)] is configured to

generate opaque and translucent graphics overlay between a layer of currently appearing display

signal, such as a T.V. show, and a layer of program schedule information, such as the Mini

Guide.” CX—0004C(Delp WS) at Q/A 231 (citing CX-1371C (Comcast RNG-200 Platform

Software Requirements Specification) at 45); Rovi Br. at 294.

Comcast does not present separate argument for the accused Legacy products. See

Resps. Br. at 318, 330-31. '

The administrative law judge finds that the accused Legacy products satisfy this

limitation. See CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 231; CX-1371C.

(7) Limitation 3f

The text for this limitation is “each said portion comprising listing information for each

successive one of said television programs scheduled to appear on said set of channels and being

consecutively displayed in response to corresponding consecutive ones of said guide control

cormnands for successively navigating through listing infonnation for sequential time periods or

programs for which program schedule information is stored in said memory means[.]” See Rovi

Br. at 286.

_ (a) X] System

Rovi argues that the “On-Screen Guide and Mini Guide of the X1 ‘S56 Patent Accused

Products are configured to respond to guide control commands by responsively displaying the

appropriate listing information.” Rovi Br. at 286. '

Comcast argues that the “accused X1 Mini Guide, which shows multiple program listings

at a time, does not provide a display of a single program listing that differs from the currently
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viewed television program in time and/or channel and thus does not satisfy Browse Mode” and

that “the X1 full-screen guide is not Browse Mode because it covers the entire screen (and thus is

not a partial overlay) and shows multiple program listings over multiple channels and timeslots

(and thus fails to provide only a single program listing)” Resps. Br. at 331-32.

The administrative law judge previously determined that the prosecution history, figures,

and specification all indicate that “Browse Mode” lists information corresponding to a single

program at one time. See Section IV(A)(2)(c)(6). The evidence that Rovi relies upon,

CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 162, l69; CX-1640 (X1 Screenshots for the ‘556 Patent), shows

guides with listing information for multiple programs or channels. See RX-0848C (Grimes

RWS) at Q/A 136-40. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has detennined that the

accused X1 products do not meet this limitation. .

(b) Legacy System

Rovi argues that the Legacy products’ Mini Guide satisfies this limitation. Rovi Br. at

295. As with the Xl products, the evidence that Rovi relies upon, CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A

233; CX-1601 (Legacy Screenshots for the ‘S56 Patent), shows guides with listing information

for multiple programs or channels. See RX-0848C (Grimes RWS) at Q/A 159-63. Accordingly,

the administrative law judge has determined that the accused Legacy products do not meet this

limitation.

(8) ' Limitation 3g

. The text for this limitation is “said data processing means being responsive to said

television tuning commands for allowing a user to select any one of said television programs for

which listing information is displayed in said partially overlayed portion of said schedule

information.” See Rovi Br. at 288.
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(a) X1 System

Rovi argues that the “X1 ‘556 Patent Accused Products allow a user to select a program

from the On-Screen Guide or Mini Guide, different from the one being watched.” Rovi Br. at

288. Comcast does not present an argument for the accused X1 products. See Resps. Br. at 318.

_ The administrative law judge has determined that the accused X1 products satisfy this

limitation. See CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 165, 169; CX-1169C (Xcalibur Mini Guide Flow,

Templates and Interaction) at 2-4; CX-1640 (X1 Screenshots for the ‘S56 Patent) at 2-3, 4-9.

(Z2) Legacy System

Rovi argues that thc “Legacy Accused Products allow a user to select a program from the

Mini Guide, different from the one being watched.” Rovi Br. at 295. Comcast does not present

an argument for the accused Legacy products. See Resps. Br. at 318.

The administrative law judge has determined that the accused Legacy products satisfy

this limitation. See CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 234; CX-1601 (Legacy Guide Screenshots for

the ‘S56 Patent).

(9) Claim 7 _

The text for claim 7 is: “7. The electronic programming guide according to claims 1, 2,

3, 4, or 5 wherein said schedule infonnation displayed by said video display generator comprises

at least program title and program channel.” See JX-0001 (‘S56 Patent) at 26:8-12; Rovi Br. at

288-89. I

(a) X] System

'Rovi argues that the “X1 ‘556 Patent Accused Products satisfy claim 7 because each is

configured such that the displayed scheduled infonnation include at a program title and program
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charmel.” Rovi Br. at 288. Comcast does not present an argument for the accused X1 products.

See Resps. Br. at 318.

‘ The administrative law judge has detennined that the accused X1 products satisfy"this

limitation. See CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 167, 169; CX-1640 (X1 Screenshots for the ‘S56

Patent) at 2 (On-Screen Guide), 4 (Mini Guide). CX‘-0004C(Delp WS) at Q/A 169. The guides

shown in CX-1640 include program listings that comprise program title and channel

information. Id However, claim 7 is not infringed because claim 3 is not infringed. See

Ferring B.V v. Watson Labs, Inc.-Florida, 764 F.3d 1401, 1411 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (“Because We

hold that the asserted independent claims of Ferring’s patents are not infringed, the asserted

dependent claims are likewise not infringed.”)).

(b) Legacy System

Rovi argues that the “Legacy Accused Products satisfy claim 7 because each is

configured such that the displayed scheduled information includes a program title and program

channel.” Rovi Br. at 295. Comcast does not present an argument for the accused Legacy

products. See Rcsps. Br. at 318.

The evidence shows that the accused Legacy products display schedule information that

includes a program title and program charmel. See CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 235; CX-1601

(Legacy Guide Screenshots for the ‘556 Patent). The guides shown in CX-1601 include program

listings that comprise program title and channel information. Idj
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Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that the accused Legacy

products satisfy this limitation. However, claim 7 is not infringed because claim 3 is not

infringed See Ferring, 764 F.3d at 1411.41

b) Claims 15 and 18

Claim 15 follows:

15. An electronic programming guide for displaying television
schedule information on a video display on which is displayed a
display signal, said programming guide comprising:

memory means for storing television program schedule
infonnation; "

user control means for choosing user control commands, including
selection commands, guide channel-control and guide time-control
commands, and transmitting signals in response thereto;

data processing means for receiving said signals in response to said
user control commands; and

a program schedule display generator coupled to said data
processing means and said memory means for displaying, in a
partial overlay on said display signal, user-selected portions of said
schedule information comprising listing information for at least
one program different from said display signal, each said portion
of said schedule information being interactively selected by a user
and consecutively displayed in response to consecutive user
activated ones of said guide “control commands for successively
navigating through listing infonnation for sequential time periods
or programs for which program schedule information is stored in
said memory means; '

said data processing means controlling said program schedule
display generator to also selectively display reminder selection
messages in at least one mode of -operation of said programming
guide, for allowing said user to choose selection commands in
response to said reminder selection messages for selecting a

41In Ferrmg the Federal Circuit found a dependent claim not infringed because its
corresponding independent claim was not infringed. Ferring B.I/. v. WatsonLabs, Inc -Florida
764 F 3d 1401, 1411 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (“Because we hold that the asserted independent claims of
Ferring’s patents are not infringed, the asserted dependent claims are likewise not infringed ”))
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reminder associated with a chosen future program, each said
selected reminder message also to be displayed on said display at a
predetermined time prior to the time of occurrence of each chosen
future one of said television programs, said reminderxmessage
being displayed in overlaying relationship with another display
signal being displayed at said time said reminder message is
displayed. "

JX-0001 at 28:4-42.

Claim 18 follows:

'~\

18. The television schedule system according to claims 14, 15, 16,
or 17 wherein the navigation is controlled by user-activated
direction keys provided on said user control means.

Id. at 29:49-52.

(I) Claim I5

(a) XI System

For claim 15, Rovi explains:

Claim 15 includes the same limitations as claim 3, but adds
“reminder message” limitations: “said data processing means
controlling said program schedule display generator to also
selectively display reminder selection messages in at least one
mode of operation of said programming guide, for allowing said
user to choose selection commands in response to said reminder
selection messages for selecting a reminder associated with a
chosen future program, each said selected reminder message also
to be displayed on said display at a predetermined time prior to the
time of occurrence of each chosen future one of said television
programs, said reminder message being displayed in overlaying
relationship with another display signal being displayed at said
time said reminder message is displayed.” JX-0001 (‘S56 Patent)
at col. 28, lns. 29-42 (emphasis added); CX-0004C (Delp WS) at
Q/A 170. "

Rovi Br. at 289 (bolding added, italics in original). Rovi then argues:

Claim 15 is satisfied for the same reasons as claim 3. Ia’. With

regard to the “reminder message” limitations, the Xl ‘556 Patent
Accused Products display reminder selection messages in the On
Screen Guide and Mini Guide. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 171;
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id. at Q/A 169 (explaining the reminder selection messages in CX
1640 (X1 Screenshots for the ‘556 Patent) at 46-50 (On-Screen
Guide), 54-60 (Mini Guide). Once a reminder is set it will be
displayed at a predetermined time prior to the occurrence of the
chosen program and the reminder message will be displayed in an
overlaying relationship with the television program signal being
displayed. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 171. Comcast argues
that reminder selection messages must occur in “browse mode.”
RX-0848C (Grimes RWS) at Q/A 143-44. Comcast is incorrect,
but in any'event, Dr. Delp provided evidence that the claimed '
reminder selection messages occur in “browse mode.” CX-0004C
(Delp WS) at Q/A 169; CX-1640 (X1 Screenshots for the ‘S56
Patent) at 46-50, 55-57, 59-60; CDX-0607 (Delp WS
Demonstrative) at 9-19.

Id at 289-90 (footnote omitted).

Comcast argues that claim 15’s “reminder functionality . . . must also occur in Browse

Mode” and that the accused products cannot infringe because “the reminder selection message

functionality does not occur in Browse Mode.” Resps. Br. at 334-35. Comcast also argues that

Rovi’s expert “failed to identify any ‘reminder selection message’ . . . as Claim 15 requires.” Id.

at 334.

The administrative law judge has determined that the accused X1 products satisfy this

limitation. The X1’s On-Screen (full size) and Mini Guides can display reminder messages in

browse mode. See CX-1640 at 46-50, 55-57, 59-60; CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 169. The

messages are partially overlaid over a current program. Id. CX-1640 at 50, 60.

Although the administrative law judge has found that the accused X1 products satisfy this

limitation, the accused X1 products still do not infringe claim 15 because Rovi has not shown

that claim 7(3) is infringed. _ __

(b) Legacy Syslem

Rovi argues:
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The Legacy Accused Products display reminder selection
messages in the Mini Guide. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 237
(discussing CX-1601 (Legacy Guide Screenshots for the ‘556
Patent) at 15-18). Once a reminder is set it will be displayed at a
predetermined time prior to the occurrence of the chosen program
and the reminder message will be displayed in an overlaying
relationship with the television program signal being displayed.
CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 237 (discussing CX-1601 (Legacy
Guide Screenshots for the ‘S56 Patent) at 15-18). Even if the
reminder selection messages must occur in “browse mode” (they
do not), Dr. Delp provided evidence that the claimed reminder
selection messages occur in “browse mode.”

Rovi Br. at 296 (footnote omitted).

Comcast argues that Rovi has “have not established that the reminder selection messages

occur as a second overlay ‘appearing above the BROWSE overlay’ or any other overlay.”

Resps. Br. at 335 (emphasis added by Comcast). _

The administrative law judge has detennined that the accused Legacy products satisfy

this limitation. The Legacy Guide can display reminder messages in browse mode. See

CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 237; CX-1601 (Legacy Guide Screenshots for the ‘556 Patent) at

15-18. The messages are partially overlaid over a current program. Id CX-1640 at l5-18. 

Although the administrative law judge has found that the accused Legacy products satisfy

this limitation, the accused Legacy products still do not infringe claim 15 because Rovi has not

shown that claim 7(3) is infringed.

(2) ' Claim 18

(a) X] System

For claim 18, Rovi‘s entire argument is: '

This claim limitation is satisfied by the X1 ‘S56 Patent Accused
Products’ infringement of claim 15 coupled with the capability of
navigation controlled by user-activated direction keys provided on
the remote controller. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 173;
CX-1214 (Leam to Navigate Your X1 Guide).
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Id. at 290-91. Comcast does not present an argument for the accused X1 products. See Resps.

Br. at3l8. ' ‘ _

The administrative law judge has determined that the accused X1 products satisfy this

limitation. See CX—OOO4C(Delp WS) at Q/A 173; CX-1214 (Learn to Navigate Your X1 p

Guide). The X1 guides are controlled by a remote control having arrow keys. See id. However,

claim 18 is not infringed because claim 15 is not infringed. See Ferring, 764 F.3d at 1411.

(b) Legacy System

For claim 18, Rovi’s entire argument is:

This claim limitation is satisfied by the Legacy Accused Products’
infringement of claim 15 coupled with the capability of navigation
controlled by user-activated direction keys provided on the remote
controller. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 239; CX~1207
(Comcast - Your Xfinity User Guide); CDX-0621C (Delp WS
Demonstrative) at 142-43.

Id. at 29O~91. Comcast does not present an argument for the accused Legacy products. See

Resps. Br. at 318. . 1

The administrative law judge has determined that the accused Legacy products satisfy

this limitation. See CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 239; CX-1207 (Comcast - Your Xfinity User

Guide). The Legacy guides are controlled by a remote control having arrow keys. See id.

However, claim 18 is not infringed because claim 15 is not infringed. See Ferring, 764 F.3d at

1411. .

c) Claim 40

Claim 40 follows: . '

40. An electronic programming guide for displaying television
schedule information on a video display on which is displayed a
display signal, said programming guide comprising:
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memory means for storing television program schedule
information;

user control means for choosing user control commands, including
television tuning, guide channel-control and guide time-control
commands, and transmitting signals in response thereto;

data processing means for receiving said signals in response to said
user control commands; and

a program schedule display generator coupled to said data
processing means and said memory means for displaying,
simultaneously with said display signal, user-selected portions of
said schedule information comprising listing information for at
least one program different from said display signal, each said
portion of said schedule information being interactively selected by
a user and consecutively displayed in response to consecutive user
activated ones of said guide control commands for successively
navigating through listing information for sequential time periods
or programs for which schedule information is stored in said
memory means, said data processing means being responsive to
said television tuning commands for allowing a user to select any
one of said television programs for which listing information is
displayed. '

IX-0001 at 36 32-60.

For claim 40, Rovi explains:

Claim 40 is nearly identical to claim 3. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at
Q/A 6, l74. Claim 40 includes a requirement that “a program
schedule display generator coupled to said data processing means»
and said memory means for displaying, simultaneously with said
display signal, user-selected portions of said schedule information
comprising listing information for at least one program different
from said display signal.” JX-0001 (‘556 Patent) at col. 36,
lns. 45-50. Rather than a partial overlay, claim 40 requires a
“simultaneous” display of a guide and program. CX-0004C (Delp
WS) at Q/A l74. Simultaneous display can be thought of as
picture in picture—none of either display is cut off. Id. at Q/A
175. In contrast, in the case of display by partial overlay, it is
possible for part of the television program to be cut off. Id. at Q/A
175.

ROV1Br at 291 (footnote omitted). Rovi then argues:
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The X1 ‘S56 Patent Accused Products provide for the
simultaneous display of a guide with a television show. CX
OOO4C(Delp WS) at Q/A 176. The default setting for the Mini
Guide is to display scaled down version of the television program
adjacent to the program schedule information. Id. The On-Screen
Guide can also be configured to present a scaled down version of
the television program (at the bottom right corner of the screen)
while displaying program schedule information. Id.

Id. For the Legacy products, Rovi’s entire argument is:

The Legacy Accused Products provide for the simultaneous
display of a guide with a television show. CX-0004C (Dclp WS)
at Q/A 241.

Id. at 296-97.

For claim 40, Comcast does not present a specific argument for the accused X1 or Legacy

products. See Resps. Br. at 318-19. However, Comcast argues:

Rovi’s Pre-Hearing Brief failed to offer any construction for the
disputed “program schedule display generator” terms of Claims
l8(15) and 40, and arguments regarding these tenns are waived.
Under Comcast’s unrebutted proposed construction, Claims 18(15)
and 40 cannot be infringed by the Accused Products, which lack
the recited structure or a then-existing 112(6) equivalent. Those
same arguments apply in equal force to Rovi’s allegations that
Claim 7(3) is infringed.

Id. at 319.

The administrative law judge previously construed the “program schedule display

generator” phase in claim 40 as a means-plus-function limitation and also found that the accused

products do not satisfy the “video display generator” in claim 3 (limitation 3d). See Sections

IV(A)(2)(c)(4); IV(A)(4)(a)(5). For the reasons provided in Sections IV(A)(2)(c)(4) and

IV(A)(4)(a)(5), the accused X1 and Legacy products do not satisfy the “program schedule

display generator” limitation, and thus do not infringe claim 40.
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d) ' C0mcast’s Alternative Design

Resps. Br. at 338.

Rovi argues:

First, Comcast provided no evidence that its “alternative design”
has been used in any set-top boxfand the only evidence in the
record is that it has not. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 249.
Second, Comcast never produced any code relating to any
alternative design. Third, Comcast’s corporate witness testified
that no alternative had been tested. Id. at Q/A 248. Finally, even if
implemented, Comcast’s alleged alternative design for the ‘556
patent would not be practical as it would simply remove the
overlay functionality. Id. at Q/A 251.

Rovi Br. at 297.

Comcast argues that its alternative design:

[

l

Resps. Br. at 338.

Rovi replies:

Rovi Reply at

The administrative law judge has detennined that the alternative desig:n(s)Comcast has

identified are too hypothetical to adjudicate. Comcast’s witness testified that the proposed

Comcast asserts that it provided “reworked” software for
inspection prior to the close of discovery. Resps. Br. _at337. It did
not. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 245; Compls. Br. at 297. [ ‘

] it offers no evidence that it has been deployed—and
the only evidence in the record is that it has not. CX-0004C (Delp
WS) at Q/A 249, 251. Thus, Comcast’s “alternative design” is
irrelevant.

114. _ _
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alternative has not been “alpha or beta” tested and has not been provided to customers since the

Comcast-Rovi license expired. See JX-0109C (Nush Dep. Tr.) at 136-39; see also CX-0004C

(Delp WS) at Q/A 244-49.

5. Indirect Infringement

In the event that the accused X1 or Legacy products are found to infringe the ‘556 Patent,

the administrative law judge has analyzed Rovi’s inducement and contributory infringement

arguments.

a) Knowledgeof the ‘556 Patent and Specific Intent to Infringe

Indirect infringement requires that the infringer have specific intent to encourage

infringement. Commil USA,LLC v. Cisco Sys., Inc, 135 S. Ct. 1920, 1928 (2015) (“Section

271(b) requires that the defendant ‘actively induce[d] infringement.’ That language requires V

intent to ‘bring about the desired result,’ which is infringement”); see also Global-Tech

Appliances, Inc., v. SEB S.A., 131 S. Ct. 2060 (2011), Such specific intent can be shown by, for

example, (1) changes in.importation practices effectuated to shift infringement liability, (2) the

infringer’s copying ofpatented technology, and (3) the infringer’s willful blindness of the

Lmderlyingdirect infringement. See, e.g., SynQ0r, Inc. v. Arresyn Techs, Inc, 709 F.3d 1365,

1384-85 (Fed. Cir. 2013); Commil USA,LLC, 135 S. Ct. at 1924-25; Global-Tech, 131 S. Ct. at

2071-72. 4

“Willful blindness” is sufficient to meet the knowledge and specific intent requirement of

induced infringement. Global-Tech, 131 S. Ct. at 2071-72. A finding of willful blindness

requires (1) the subjective belief in the high probability that a fact exists, and (2) the taking of

deliberate steps to avoid learning of that fact. Id. at 2070. The first prong may be f0Ll1'1dupon a

showing that the party “was successful in its attempts to develop various functions covered by
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the [asserted] patent into its products.” See, e.g., Suprema, 796 F.3d. at 1343. The failure to

obtain opinion of counsel through which infringing conduct and/or the asserted patent(s) can be

discovered can also support a finding of deliberate avoidance. Suprema, Inc. v. Int ’l Trade

Comm ’n, 2015 WL 5315371, *7 (Fed. Cir. Sept. 14, 2015) (panel remand).

4 As discussed below, the administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has shown

Comcast was willfully blind to the circtunstances surrounding its infringement of the ‘556

Patent.

Rovi argues that Comcast induces its product suppliers:

Comcast has induced, and continues to induce, its OEMs, ARRIS
and Technicolor, to directly infringe the Asserted Claims of the
Asserted Patents under 35 U.S.C. §271(b) by, among other
things: (1) purchasing the accused set-top boxes from Arris and
Technicolor; (2) causing the manufacture and importation of
infringing devices to occur; and (3) requiring the installation of the
relevant software onto the set-top boxes prior to their
importation. See Section VI11(F),infra; Section IV(B), supra. For
example, Comcast [ '

] Id.

Rovi Br. at 297. Rovi also argues that Comcast induces its customers:

Comcast also induces its customers to directly infringe the ‘556
. Patent by instructing its customers and end users to cormnit acts of

infringement. Specifically, Comcast instructs, directs, or advises
. its users how to carry out direct infringement of the asserted

claims. For example, Comcast provides its users CX-1693 (X1
Installation Video), which instructs its customers on how to install
the X1 operating system so that they can use the Comcast X1
system. Likewise, Comcast provides its users CX-1694 (How to
Use Your X1 Guide and DVR), which instructs its customers on
how to use their X1 Guide and the DVR. See also CX-1695 (Thc
X1 Platform from Xfinity) (online video which instructs its users
on how to use the X1 platform); CX-1801-O9 shows how Comcast
instructs its customers to install and configure the X1 and Legacy
services at the customers’ homes. These “self-installation” kits
require customers to use the X1 and Legacy services in an
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infringing manner. Accordingly, Comcast induces users to operate
the Accused Products in an infringing manner.

Id. at 297-98.

Comcast argues:

Under Respondents’ proposed constructions of the disputed claim
terms, the Accused Products do not infringe any of the Asserted
Claims. Moreover, even if arguendo, all of Respondents’
proposed constructions that would result in a finding of non
infringement are ultimately not adopted by the AL], each proposed
construction that would have resulted in a finding of non
infringement, whether independently or in combination with other
terms, is still objectively reasonable, which rebuts any alleged
“intent” to infringe. See Commil, 135 S. Ct. at l928; RX—O848C
(Grimes RWS) at Q/A 172 & 176. Rovi’s conclusory assertions
about indirect infringement for both the X1 and Accused Legacy
STBs fail to cite any supporting evidence and thus cannot establish
the requisite intent. See id. at Q/A l74-75. Similarly, ARRIS
and/or Technicolor cannot infringe and cannot have the requisite
intent to indirectly infringe, because they neither provide any IPG
software installed on the STBs nor have any control over its
parameters or features, which are instead determined by Comcast.
Id. at Q/A 172.

Resps. Br. at 336-37. .

To begin, Rovi has shown that Comcast had actual knowledge of the ‘S56 Patent since at

least since 2014, when Comcast and Rovi held license-renewal discussions. CX-1725C

(Comcast Interrog. Resp.) at ll-13; see also CX-0275C (Email Chain between J. Finnegan and

E. Rutter re: Follow llp on Your Presentation); CX-1505C (Rovi Patent Spreadsheet). Comcast

does not argue that it lacked knowledge of the ‘556 Patent. See generally Resps. Br., Section

Xl(E). Further, Comcast knew, or was willfully blind to the high probability, that its actions

would cause its suppliers and its customers to infringe the ‘556 Patent. Comcast previously

licensed the ‘S56 Patent (in other words, it paid for the right to infringe it). See CX-0001C
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(Armaly WS) at Q/A 114 (discussing the licensed patents and the license, JX-0051C). It also

received claim charts articulating Rovi’s infringement allegations and did not respond to them,

and it has not disclosed any exculpatory opinion of counsel despite retaining opinion counsel.

Id at Q/A 114 (discussing the licensed patents and the license, JX-0051C), Q/A 120-24, 129-30

(discussing claim charts); RX-0860C (Comcast’s Chief Patent Counse1’stestimonial aid showing

retention of opinion counsel); Suprema, Inc. v. Int’! Trade Comm ’n, 626 F. App’x 273, 282 (Fed.

Cir. 2015) (panel remand) (affirming conclusion of specific intent where the “Commission also

found that Suprema’s failure to obtain an opinion of counsel constituted an additional fact

evidencing Suprema’s willful blindness.”).42 Comcast even marked its Legacy Guide with the

‘556 Patent. See CX-1676 (Screenshot of Comcast Marking its Legacy Product with U.S. Patent

No. 6,418,556); see also CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 127.

Comcast’s assertions that the “reasonable claim constructions” it developed during the

litigation negate its pre-suit intent do not rebut the facts that support finding it had the intent to

infringe Rovi’s patents. Additionally, Comcast’s_argument, if accepted, would negate § 271(b),

because almost every accused infringer can advance a reasonable claim construction or non

infringement argument. See Certainflemiconductor Chips and Products Containing Same, Inv.

No. 337-TA-753, USITC Pub. No. 4386, Comm’n Op. at 41 (Mar. 2013) (affirming finding of

induced infringement where respondents asserted “they had plausible litigation defenses”

because “[In]any or most accused infringers have such plausible defenses[.]”).

42To the extent Comcast argues it relied upon an opinion of counsel, it has not shown it relied
upon the opinion. See Bose Corp. v. SDI Techs, Ina, 558 F. App’x 1012, 1024 (Fed. Cir. 2014)
(“Without proof of good-faith reliance, possession of the opinion alone is hardly dispositive of
the state of mind necessary to avoid liability.”).
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b) Indirect Infringement of the ‘556 Patent in the UnitedStates

(1) C0mcast’s Customers _

Rovi has not sufficiently shown that customers actually utilize the accused products-—the

X1 and Legacy guides—in an infringing manner. In particular, Rovi cites Comcast videos,

Webpageprintouts, and installation materials to argue that Comcast’s users infringe the ‘556

Patent.“ See Rovi Br. at 298 (“These ‘self-installation’ kits require customers to use the X1 and

Legacy services in an infringing manner.”). Rovi does not cite the testimony of its expert, who

opined, as follows: _

Q129. Do you have an opinion regarding indirect infringement
of the ‘S56 and ‘871 Patents by Comcast, Arris and
Technicolor X1 set top boxes?

A. In my opinion that each of Comcast, -Arris and Technicolor
indirectly infringeeach asserted claim of each asserted Patent by
induced or contributory infringement. This is because each X1
accused product contains all of the needed hardware and software
to be capable of infringing at the time of importation, each such
product is [

43Rovi points to CX-1694 (How to Use Your X1’Guide and DVR), as an example of how
Comcast instructs its customers on how to use their X1 Guide and the DVR. Rovi also cites CX
1695 (The X1 Platform from Xfinity) as an example of an online video which instructs its users
on how to use the X1 platform). Comcast contends CX-1801-09 show how Comcast instructs its
customers to install and configure the X1 and Legacy services at the customers’ homes. In
footnote 58, Rovi explains each exhibit, as follows:

CX~l80l (Xfinity Install/Activate Instructions); CX-1802 (X1 Self '
Installation Kit, What’s Included); CX-1803 (X1 Self Installation
Kit, Prepare for Installation,); CX-1804 (X1 Self Installation Kit,
X1 Activation); CX-1805 (X1 Self Installation Kit, Contact us);
CX-1806 (Legacy Self Installation Kit, What’s Included); CX
1807 (Legacy Self Installation Kit, Prepare for Installation,); CX-"
1808 (Self Installation Kit Connection and Activation Overview
Video); CX-1809 (Comcast Legacy Self Installation Kit, Contact
Us). These “self-installation” kits require customers to use the X1
and Legacy services in an infringing manner.

See Rovi Br. at 298.
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l

Q130. Are the accused‘X1 set top boxes a staple article of
commerce?

A. No. The X1 boxes are not a staple article of commerce or
generic component. Each X1 set top box contains hardware and
software that is specifically adapted and is intended to infringe the
asserted claims of the asserted Patents at the time of importation.

Q131. Based on information you reviewed, does Comcast,
Arris and Technicolor understand how the set top boxes will
be used after importation?

A. Yes. The information I reviewed, including deposition
transcripts, confirms that Comcast, Arris, and Tecimicolor each
Lmderstandthat after each X1 set top box is impoited to the United
States each will used by Comcast’s customers and users of
Comcast’s domestic cable network, in its normal and expected way
to access television and other programming and content on
Comcast’s domestic.cable network. My understanding is that each
X1 set top box is in fact used by users in its normal and expected
marmer. In my opinion, when used in that manner, each set top
box necessarily infringes the asserted claims of the ‘S56 and ‘871
Patents.

CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 129-131 (the Legacy products are not addressed).

Rovi’s reliance on videos and installation instructions establishes that Comcast told its

customers to install and use the accused products, not that the customers actually received the

inducing instructions and performed them. In other words, while the evidence is probative of

Comcast’s intent and Comcast’s actions, it does not establish that its customers actually used the

claimed electronic programming guide. See RX-0848C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 174-76 (critiquing

Dr..Delp’s testimony); Epcon Gas Sys., Inc. v. Bauer Compressors, Ina, 279 F.3d 1022, 1033-34

(Fed. Cir. 2002) (explaining the rule that “[u]pon a failure of proof of direct infringement, any

claim of inducement of infringement a1sofails” and then reversing summary judgment of no
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infringement based upon evidence that the defendant demonstrated the product to prospective

buyers).

Finally, the Joint Outline presents an issue of Whether Comcast induces its customers to

infringe under the doctrine of equivalents. See Joint Outline at 24. The administrative lawjudge

found that the accused X1 and Legacy products do not infringe under the doctrine of equivalents.

Rovi does not present any separate, substantive argument about inducing infiingement in the

context of its doctrine of equivalents arguments. Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds

that Comcast does not induce its customers to infringe with the accused X1 and Legacy products

under the doctrine of equivalents.

(2) Comcast ’sSuppliers

For ARRIS and Technicolor, Rovi alleges “Comcast has induced, and continues to

induce, its OEMs, ARRIS and Technicolor, to directly infringe the Asserted Claims of the

Asserted Patents under 35 U.S.C. § 271(b)[.]” Resps. Br. at 297. Rovi argues that [

] Rovi Br. at'297. Rovi relies upon the

same argument and evidence presented in its arguments that Comcast contributorily infringes the

‘S56 Patent. See id (citing “Section VlII(F), infra”).

Comcast argues that “ARRIS and/or Technicolor cannot infringe and cannot have the

requisite intent to indirectly infringe, because [

] [RX-0848C (Grimes RWS)] at Q/A 172.” Resps. Br. at 337.
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The administrative law judge has determined that ARRIS and Technicolor do not

contributorily infringe the ‘556 Patent. See Section IV(5)(c), infra. Further, Rovi has not

sufficiently shown that Comcast had the requisite intent to induce ARRIS and Technicolor to

infringe the ‘556 Patent. See generally Rovi Br., 297-98 (the evidence concerning user

installation videos, the “How to Use Your X1 Guide and DVR” document, and other similar

documents does not apply to ARRIS or Technicolor).

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that

Comcast induces ARRIS and Technicolor induce infringement of the ‘556 Patent.

Finally, the Joint Outline presents an issue of whether ARRIS or Technicolor contribute

to infringement under the doctrine of equivalents. See Joint Outline at 24. The administrative

law judge found that the accused X1 and Legacy products do not infringe under the doctrine of

equivalents. Rovi does not present any separate, substantive argument about contributory

infringement in the context of its doctrine of equivalents arguments. Accordingly, the

administrative law judge finds that Rovi has not shown that ARRIS or Technicolor contribute to

infringement under the doctrine of equivalents.

c) Contributory Infringement of the ‘556 Patent

To prevail on a contributory infringement claim, a complainant must show that, inter

alia, the accused product is “not a staple article or commodity of commerce suitable for

substantial noninfringing use[.]” See 35 U.S.C. § 27l(c); Fujitsu, 620 F.3d at 1326 (“To

establish contributory infringement, the patent owner must show the following elements relevant

to this appeal: l) that there is direct infringement, 2) that the accused infringer had knowledge of

thc patent, 3) that the component has no substantial noninfringing uses, and 4) that the

component is a material part of the invention”);
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When a “product is equally capable of, and interchangeably capable of both infringing

and substantial non-infringing uses, a claim for contributory infringement does not lie.” In re

Bill ofLading Transmission & Processing Sys. Patent Litig., 681 F.3d 1323, 1338 (Fed. Cir. '

2012). The Federal Circuit has explained that “non-infringing uses are substantial when they are

not unusual, far-fetched, illusory, impractical, occasional, aberrant, or experimental.” Vila-Mix

Corp. V.Basic Holding, Inc., 581 F.3d 1317, 1327 (Fed. Cir. 2009). A court may “consider not

only the use’s frequency, but also the use’s practicality, the invention’s intended purpose, and the

intended market” in determining if a particular use is substantial. See i4i Ltd. P ’ship v. Microsoft

Corp, 598 F.3d'831, 851 (Fed. Cir. 2010), a]j"d sub nom, 564 U.S. 91 (2011). “For purposes of

contributory infringement, the inquiryfocuses on whether the accused products can be usedfor

purposes other than infringement.” Bill of Lading Transmission & Processing Sys. Patent

Litig., 681 F.3d at 1338 (emphasis added).

Rovi argues:

ARRIS and Technicolor directly infringe the ‘S56 Patent as
discussed above. ARRIS and Technicolor are contributory
infringers of all the Asserted Claims of the ‘556 Patent because
they import into the United States a component of a patented
machine, manufacture, combination or composition, or a material
or apparatus for use in practicing a patented process, constituting a
material part of the invention, knowing the same to be especially
made or especially adapted for use in an infringement of the ‘S56
Patent, and not a staple article or commodity of commerce suitable
for substantial non-infringing use. See Sections 111,V(F), V1(1),
VII(F), supra.

Rovi Br. at 302. Rovi then argues that ARRIS and Technicolor knew of theasserted patents at

least since April 1, 2016, that the products do not have substantial non-infringing uses, that

ARRIS and Technicolor “sign off’ on Comcast software, and that the accused products are
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] Id. at 302-04.

Comcast argues:

Comcast has not induced direct infringement by another of the
Asserted Claims as discussed above in subsection D, the Accused
Products do not infringe the Asseited Claims. Nor can ARRIS and
Teclmicolor directly infringe because they do not import products
that satisfy the recited limitations of the Asserted
Claims. RX-0848C (Grimes RWS) at Q/A 177. For both X1 and
Legacy STbs, neither ARRIS nor Technicolor imports the user
control means identified by Dr. Delp (z'.e., remote controls),
without which ARRIS and Technicolor cannot infringe. Id. For
X1, Rovi has not demonstrated that the recited “data processing
means” limitations, which control “partial overlay” or
“simultaneous display” are imported, or sold after importation by
ARRIS or Technicolor. Id. There is no such processor in any
ARRIS or Technicolor STB for the X1 Accused Products, because
that functionality is provided by [ ] in the cloud, as
discussed above. See §§ IE, LG, VI.A.

Resps Br at 336.

(I) X] System

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has fallen short of meeting its

burden of showing that the accused products have no substantial non-infringing uses, rather, the

evidence shows that the accused products have many substantial non-infringing uses, such as

watching television programs. RX-0848C (Grimes RWS) at Q/A 170. Further, Rovi s expert

testified that he did not provide any analysis on this issue:

Q. Okay. In your patent -- in your witness statement, you talk
about indirect infringement. Do you recall that? '

A. Yes. ' _

Q. Okay. But I didn’t see you anywhere in your witness statement
mention Whether the accused products are a commodity of
commercesuitable for substantial noninfringing use.
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A. I d0n’t recall if I put that in my witness -- if that’s in my
witness statement or not. »

Q. I didn’t see it in there. Do you remember? You don’t
remember? ,

A. It’s a pretty big statement. I don’t -- I don’t remember.

Q. And you don’t have any analysis in your witness statement, I
think we’ve already established that, that the X1 box is a
commodity of commerce suitable for substantial noninfringing
use? You don’t have any opinions on that?

A. Well, I don’t recall whether thcre’s anything in my witness
statement to that effect.

Tr. 987-988, 1019; see also Rovi Br., Section VIII(F) (Rovi does not address this issue).

Accordingly, the accused X1 products do not contributorily infringe the ‘S56 Patent.

(2) Legacy System

Rovi does not advance a separate argument for the accused Legacy products. See

generally Rovi Br., Section V1II(F). Likewise, Comcast does not advance a separate argument

for the accused Legacy products. See Resps. Br., Section XI(E)(4).

Accordingly, as with the X1 products, the administrative law judge has determined that

Rovi fell short of meeting its burden of showing that the accused Legacy products have‘no

substantial non-infringing uses. I

. 6. Domestic Industry —Technical Prong

Rovi has identified its i-Guide and Passport Systems, the Sudden_Lin1<System, and a

Verizon guide as the domestic industry products, Seé Rovi Br. at 304. Rovi contends these

products practice claims 7, 18, and 40.

Comcast presents a three-part omnibus critique of Rovi’s domestic industry case for the

‘S56 Patent. See Rcsps. Br. at 339-40. Comcast argues:
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l) Rovi did not “address any hardware limitations for its Passport and SuddenLink’s
iGuide IPGs” .

2) Rovi “only addresse[d]' the preamble of Claim 3 for the Passport IPG” and did not
address any “specific claim for the SuddenLink iGuide product”

3) Rovi did not establish the DI products’ memory means, display generators, and
data processing means are l 12(6) equivalents.

Id. These arguments are addressed below.

a) Claims 3 and 7

(1) Limitation 3p/re

The text for this limitation is “3. An electronic programming guide for use with a

television receiver having a plurality of television channels for displaying television programs

and program schedule information for said television programs comprising[.]” See Rovi Br. at

278. '

(a) Rovi i-Guide & Passport

Rovi argues:

The Rovi i-Guide and Rovi Passport products (collectively, the '
“Rovi Guides”) may be considered together as both [ ]
and have the same features as they apply to the ‘556 Patent. CX
0OO4C(Delp WS) at Q/A 252, 254. The Rovi Guides are designed
to be used with a television system including a receiver capable of
tuning to multiple channels. Id. The purpose of the Rovi Guides is
displaying television programs and program schedule
information. Id.; CX-1594 (i-Guide Screenshots (including Total
Guide XD) for the ‘S56 Patent) at l. '

Rovi Br. at 304-O5. _

The administrative law judge has determined that the Rovi products satisfy this

limitation. See CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 255 (“The i-Guide is implemented on set-top __

boxes, such as the [ ] and accompanying remote control -W

devices, loaded with Rovi i-Guide software. l call this the ‘i-Guide System’.”).
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(b) SuddenLink

Rovi’s entire argument for every limitation of the SuddenLink guide follows:

SuddenLink uses the Rovi i-Guide for its set-top box. CX-0004C
(Delp WS) at Q/A 329. The SuddenLinl< Guide practices Claims
3, 15, and 18 for the same reasons the Rovi i-Guide practices those
claims. 1d.; see also CX-1613 (SuddenLink Screenshots for the
‘S56 Patent) (providing screenshots of the i-Guide implemented in
a SuddenLink set-top box). .

Rovi Br. at 307. Dr. Delp’s testimony is based on a review the SuddenLink Licensee guide (i.e.,

the program guide) and screenshots taken by another expert witness. See, e.g. , CX-0004C (Delp

WS) at Q/A 328 (the Licensee guide is referenced, but no exhibit is cited); CX-l6l3 (these are

SuddenLinl<screenshots); CX-1764C (this is the “initial expert report of Jim C. Williams” that

contains SuddenLinl<screenshots); CX-0005C (Williams WS) at Q/A 189-90. Dr. Delp did not

analyze any particular set-top box:

Q329. Based on that review [of the SuddenLink Licensee
Guide], do you have an opinion as to whether the SuddenLink
licensee guide, as displayed from set top boxes, practices claims
of the ‘S56Patent?

A. Yes, in my opinion, this guide, as displayed from set top boxes,
practices claims of the ‘556 Patent. SuddenLink uses the Rovi
i-Guide System for its set top“box. Accordingly, for the same
reasons that Rovi’s i-Guide System practices claims 3, 15, and 18,
the Sudder1Link guide operating on a set top box practices these

\ same claims. See generally CX-1613 and CDX-0646.

CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 329.

The administrative law judge has detennined that Rovi has not shown that the

SuddenLink products satisfy the domestic industry technical prong. With regard to the

preamble, neither.Rovi nor Dr. Delp has identified the television receiver mentioned in the

preamble (limitation 3pre). Further, neither Rovi nor Dr. Delp has identified the claimed

memory means (limitation 3a), user control (limitation 3b), data processor (limitation 3c), or
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video display generator (limitation 3d). See CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 329. This is not

sufficient to support a finding that the Rovi products practice these limitations.

(c) Verizon F iOS

Rovi argues that the FiOS guide, which is run on the [

] set-top boxes and includes a remote control, when operating in “mini guide” mode,

satisfies this limitation. See Rovi Br. at 307; CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 310-11. '

The administrative law judge has determined that the Verizon products satisfy this

limitation. See CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 311 (“The FiOS System includes television n

receivers, including set-top boxes, such as the [ ] and

accompanying remote control devices. As implemented, the FiOS System generates a mini

guide, which displays television programs and program schedule information for the television

programs”). - 

(2) Limitation 3a

The text for this limitation is “memory means for storing television program schedule

infonnation for a set of television programs scheduled to appear on said plurality of television

channels[.]” See Rovi Br. at 280.

(a) Rovi i-Guide & Passport

R0vi’s entire argument is:

I

l

Rovi Br. at 305. Dr. Delp’s testimony on this limitation follows:

Q257. Let’s turn to limitation 3a, which requires a “memory
means for storing television program schedule information for
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, a set of television programs scheduled to appear on said
plurality of television channels;” In your opinion, does the
Rovi i-Guide practice this limitation?

A.[.

1 .

CX—O004C(De1p WS) at Q/A 257. JX-0110C (Oliver Tr.) at 30/119-24,which was not

designated testimony, follows:

Q-l

A.

‘ l

JX-0110C (Oliver Tr.) at 65:17-22 follows:

Q. (BY MR. CAMPBELL) I’11rephrase the question slightly. The
iGuide software, is that stored in memory on the set top box?

A.[.
Q.

- A. ] 1

CX-0372 is a webpage from the “Electronics 360” page.‘ The webpage indicates an October 28

2011 by1ine, and it attributes the work to “IHS Technology Teardown Services.” Id. at 1.

- For the memory means, Comcast argues that Rovi did not identify the memory means

and that “Rovi has failed to even allege that each element existed at the time of patenting; the
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citeddoeumentation, if anything, shows that these memory elements did not exist at that time.”

Resps. Br. at 340. »

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that its products

practice this limitation. [

] See also RX-0848C (Grimes RWS) at Q/A 186-87. Rovi and Dr. Delp’s

citation to JX-0110C (Oliver Tr.) does not identify a memory within the set-top box. Likewise,

Rovi and Dr. Delp’s reliance upon CX-0372 (the “Teardown” document) does not identify a

memory that corresponds to the claim “memory means.” Moreover, the source of the exhibit is

not explained, there is no indication that the “Teardown” is accurate, and there is no

confirmation that the boxes described in the Teardown were actually equipped with a Rovi

guide. See CX-0372 (the “Target Market” for the boxes is “North American cable service

operators - specifically (as labeled on this device) Comcast”). For these reasons, Rovi has not

shown that its products meet the “memory means” limitation (3a).

(Z1) SuddenLink

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that the

SuddenLink products satisfy this limitation. Neither Rovi nor Dr. Delp has identified the

claimed memory means (limitation 3a). This is not sufficient to support a finding that the Rovi

products practice this limitation.

. .(c) Verizon FiOS

Rovi’s entire argument is:

[
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l

Rovi Br. at 307. Dr. Delp’s testimony follows: '

Q1312.Please look at 3a: “memory means for storing television
program schedule information for a set of television programs
scheduled to appear on said plurality of television channels;”
In your opinion, does the FiOS guide as displayed from a set
top box practice this limitation?

A. Yes. The Verizon FiOS receivers, such as the [
] have a memory for storing television program schedule

infonnation, which is shown in the [ ] Installation
and Operation Manual, CX-1145C.

1 Standard Data Features

I 1 GB flash memory r

I 2 GB SDRAM v

I One rear Universal Serial Bus (USB)Z0 poft

o 10/too/1000 Mbps EthemetPo|1 (RJ-45) i

Q313. How is the memory used?

A.[
1 .

Comcast’s expert testified that Dr. Delp did not identify which memory actually performs

the claimed function. RX-0848C (Grimes RWS) at Q/A 210-13.

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that the Verizon

products practice this limitation. As a threshold matter, neither Rovi nor Dr. Delp has identified

the memory in the set~topboxes that performs the corresponding function~[

] which is not sufficient for finding that the

boxes meet this § 112(6) limitation. Further, no explanation or support is provided for the
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[ ] For these

reasons, Rovi has not shown that its products meet the “memory means” limitation (3a).

(3) Limitation 3b ~ - 7

The text for this limitation is “user control means for choosing user control commands,

including television tuning, guide channel-control and guide time-control commands, and '

transmitting signals in response thereto[.]” See Rovi Br. at 280.

(a) Rovi i-Guide & Passport

Rovi’s entire argument is:

The Rovi Guides include a remote controller that may be used for
television tuning and guide control including the transmission of
signals related to such functions. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A
258; JX-0110C (Oliver Dep. Tr.) 16, 71-72, 74, 88; CX-1232C
(Rovi - Inside i-Guide HD User Guide, Ver. R32) at 616-17; CX
1594 (i-Guide Screenshots (including Total Guide XD) for the ‘556
Patent) at 1-3. l 

Rovi Br. at 305.

The administrative law judge has determined that it is more likely than not that the Rovi

products satisfy this limitation. The evidence indicates that a remote control is provided with a

set-top box, and it is given that users use the remote control.‘ See CX-1232C at 10 (ROVl_ CC

ITC00485083); JX-0110C (Oliver Dep. Tr.) at 71-72, 74, 88.

(b) SuddenLink

I The administrative law judge has detennined that Rovi has not shown that the

SuddenLink products satisfy this limitation. Neither Rovi nor Dr. Delp has identified the

claimed user control means (e.g., the remote control). This is not sufficient to support a finding

that the Rovi products practice this limitation. , '
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(0) Verizon FiOS

Rovi argues: .

The Verizon FiOS Guide includes a remote controller that may be
used for television tuning and guide control including the
transmission of signals related to such functions. CX-0004C (Delp
WS) at Q/A 314-15; CX-1145C (Installation Manual"— [

] at 36, 45; CX-1624 (Verizon FiOS Screenshots for the
‘S56 Patent) at 2. The Verizon FiOS Guide is navigable. CX
0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 314-15; CX-1624 (Verizon FiOS
Screenshots for the ‘556 Patent) at 2.

Rovi Br. at 307. 1

The administrative law judge has determined that it is more likely than not that the

Verizon products satisfy this limitation. The evidence indicates that a remote control is provided

with a set-top box, and it is given that users use the remote control. See CX-1145C (Installation

Manual —[ ] at 36, 45; CX-1624 at 2; see also CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A

314 (discussing IR receivers).

(4) Limitation 3c

The text for this limitation is “data processing means for receiving said signals in .

response to said user control commands[.]” See Rovi Br. at 281.

(a) Rovi i-Guide & Passport

Rovi’s entire argument is: »

[

1

Rovi Br. at 305. Dr. Delp testified that:
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Q259. Please look at limitation 3c, which says “data processing
means for receiving said signals in response to said user control
c0mmands;” In your opinion, does the Rovi i-Guide practice
this limitation? ’

A.[

l

cx-0004c (Delp ws) at Q/A 259 (emphasis added).

Comcast argues:

. . . Rovi has failed to even allege that each element existed at the
time of patenting; the cited documentation, if anything, shows that
these memory elements did not exist at that time. RX-0848C '
(Grimes RWS) at Q/A 186-87 (Rovi iGuide); 211~13 (FiOS). This
same deficiency applies to the elements that Rovi relies upon for
the “display generator” and “data processing means” terms. See id.
at 188 (Rovi iGuide). . . .

Resps. Br. at 340. I

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that its products

practice this § 112(6) limitation. Neither Rovi nor Dr. Delp has identified a processor in the

representative Motorola boxes, and Dr. Delp’s opinion that “any processor is equivalent” is not

sufficient to support a finding that the Rovi products practice this limitation. See RX-0848C

(Grimes RWS) at Q/A 186-87. "

‘ _ (Z2) SuddenLink

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that the

SuddenLink products satisfy this limitation. Neither Rovi nor Dr. Delp has identified the
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claimed data processor. This is not sufficient to support a finding that the Rovi products practice

this limitation. ~

(C) Verizon F 1'05’

_ Rovi’s entire argument is:

l

l

Rovi Br. at 307-O8.

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that the Verizon

products practice this § 112(6) limitation. [

] and Dr. Delp’s opinion that the Verizon

products [ ] is not sufficient to support a finding that the Rovi products

practice this limitation. See RX-0848C (Grimes RWS) at Q/A 215. ' V

(5) Limitation 3d ~

The text for this limitation is “a video display generator adapted to receive video control

commands from said data processing means and program schedule information from said

memory means for displaying interactively-selected successive portions of said schedule

information for a set of channels, including ones different from a currently tuned channel, in

overlaying relationship with another display signal currently appearing on said tuned channel in

at least one mode of operation of said programming guide[.]” See Rovi Br. at 283. ‘

(cl) Rovi i-Guide & Passport

Rovi’s entire argument is:
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[

l

Rovi Br. at 305-06.

Comcast argues:

. . . Rovi has failed to even allege that each element existed at the
time of patenting; the cited documentation, if anything, shows that
these memory elements did not exist at that time. RX-0848C
(Grimes RWS) at Q/A 186-87 (Rovi iGuide); 211-13 (FiOS). This
same deficiency applies to the elements that Rovi relies upon for
the “display generator” and “data processing means” terms. See id.
at 188 (Rovi iGuide). . . .

Resps. Br. at 340.

Dr. Delp testified, as follows:

Q260. . . . In your opinion, does the Rovi iGuide practice this
limitation?

A. It does. [

l
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l

1

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that its products practice

this § 112(6) limitation. As with the accused X1 products, Dr. Delp’s testimony at Q/A 260-61

does not demonstrate, or sufficiently explain, [

] is identical or equivalent to the corresponding structuresin the

specificationéa VGA-type graphics card (such as a Rocgen card manufactured by Roctec) and a

“Video Overlay Device.” See MobileMedia Ideas.“

(I2) Sua'denLink

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that the

SuddenLink products satisfy this limitation. Neither Rovi nor Dr. Delp has identified the '

claimed video display generator (limitation 3d). This is not sufficient to support a finding that

the Rovi products practice this limitation.

44ll/I0bileMedl'aIdeas LLC v. Apple Ina, 780 F.3d 1159, 1170 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (“Literal
infringement of a § 112 T 6 limitation requires that the relevant structure in the accused device
perform the identical function recited in the claim and be identical or equivalent to the
corresponding structure in the specification”).
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(c) Verizon F iOS

Rovi’s entire argument is:

The Verizon FiOS Guide includes [

1 ,

Rovi Br. at 303.

The administrative lawjudge has determined that Rovi has not shown that its products

practice this § 112(6) limitation. Neithcr Rovi nor Dr. Delp has identified a specific video

display generator in the [ ] and Dr. Delp’s opinion that the

boxes have “graphics circuitry” is not sufficient to support a.finding that the Rovi products

practice this limitation. See RX-0848C (Grimes RWS) at Q/A 216-17.

(6) Limitations 3e-3g

Rovi address the “data processing means controlling” limitations, limitations 3e-3g,

together. See Rovi Br. at 306. For reference, the text for these limitations follows:

0 [3e] “said data processing means controlling said video display generator to display
each said portion of program schedule information in partial overlaying relationship
with said currently appearing display signal[.]” See Rovi Br. at 285.

0 [31] “each said portion comprising listing information for each successive one of said
television programs scheduled to appear on said set of channels and being
consecutively displayed in response to corresponding consecutive ones of said guide
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control commands for successively navigating through listing information for
sequential time periods or programs for which program schedule information is stored
in said memory means[.]” See Rovi Br. at 286.

I [3g] “said data processing means being responsive to said television tuning _
commands for allowing a user to select any one of said television programs for which
listing information is displayed in said partially overlayed portion of said schedule
information.” See Rovi Br. at 288.

(a) Rovi i-Guide & Passport

Rovi argues:

[

l

Rovi Br. at 306.

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has shown it is more likely than

not that its products satisfy limitations 3e and 3g, but not 3f.

For limitation 3e, the evidence shows that the Rovi guides can display program schedule

information in a partial overlaying relationship with a currently showing program. See CX-1594

at l-3. .

For limitation 3f, the administrative law judge previously determined that the prosecution

history, figures, and specification all indicate that “Browse Mode” lists information

corresponding to a single program at one time. See Section IV(A)(2)(c)(6). The evidence that
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Rovi relies upon, CX-0(_)O4C(Delp WS) at Q/A 262-64; CX-1594 at 1-3, shows guides with

listing information for multiple programs or channels. Accordingly, the administrative law judge
/ .

has determined that the Rovi products do not meet this limitation.

For limitation 3g, the administrative lawjudge has determined that the Rovi products

allow a user to select a television program from the overlay guide. See CX-0004C (Delp WS) at

Q/A 264; CX-1594 at 1-6. 

(b) SuddenLi'nk

The evidence, VCX-1613,shows it is more likely than not that the guide can display

program listings in an overlaying relationship (limitation 3e) and that a user can select a program

from that guide (limitation 3g), but it does not show that the guide lists program infonnation

corresponding to a single program at one time (limitation 3f).

t (c) Verizon F iOS

Rovi argues:

I

l

Rovi Br. at 308.

The evidence, CX-1624, shows it is more likely than not that the guide can display

program listings in an overlaying relationship (limitation 3e) and that a user can select a program
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that the guide lists program information corresponding to a single program at one time

(limitation 3i)

Rovi does not allege that the i-Guide and Passport, SuddenLink, or Verizon products
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(7) Claim 7

practice claim 7. See generally Rovi Br., Section VIII(G).

Rovi ’s

b) Claims 15 and 18

(a) Rovi 1'-Guide& Passport

entire argument for both claims is:

Claim 15 includes the same limitations as claim 3 except it
includes limitations directed to reminder messages. CX-0004C
(Delp WS) at Q/A 236, 265. Claim 15 is satisfied for the same
reasons as claim 3. Id. at Q/A 265. With regard tothe “reminder
message” limitations, the Rovi Guides display reminder selection
messages in the claimed manner. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A
266 (discussing CX-1594 (i-Guide Screenshots (including Total
Guide XD) for the ‘556 Patent) at 28-29). Claim 18 states: “The
television schedule system according to claims 14, 15, 16, or 17
wherein the navigation is controlled by user-activated direction
keys provided on said user control means.” This claim limitation
is satisfied by the Rovi Guides because they include the capability
of navigation controlled by user-activated direction keys provided
on the remote controller. CX-O()()4C(Delp WS) at Q/A 267.

Rovi Br. at 306.

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has shown that the i-Guide and

Passport products practice the limitations of claim 18. The evidence Rovi cites shows the

display of a reminder selection. See CX-1594 at 29~(areminder-bell icon is shown next to TV
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PG”). However, the Rovi products do not practice claim 15 for the same reasons they do not

practice claim 3. cf Ferring, 764 F.3d at 1411.45 '

(Z2) Suddenfink

Rovi argues that the “SuddenLink Guide practices Claims 3, 15, and 18 for the same

reasons the Rovi i-Guide practices those claims.” Rovi Br. at 307.

The administrative law judge has determined that the Rovi has not shown the i-Guide

practices claims 3, 15, and 18. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that

the SuddenLink guide does not practice claims 3, 15, and 18_forthe same reasons the Rovi

i-Guide does not practice those claims. Cf Ferring, 764 F.3d at 1411.

l (c) Verizon FIOS

Rovi’s entire argument is: '

Claim 15 is satisfied for the same reasons as claim 3. With regard
to the “reminder” limitations, the Verizon FiOS Guide display
provides the capability for displaying reminder messages as
claimed. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 324-25; CX-1624 (Verizon
FiOS Screenshots for the ‘556 Patent) at 18. Claim 18 is satisfied
by the Verizon FiOS Guide because it includes the capability of
navigation controlled by user-activated direction keys provided on
the remote controller. CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 326.

Rovi Br. at 309.

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has shown that the Verizon

products practice claim 18. The evidence Rovi cites shows that the guide can display a reminder

selection. See CX-1624 at 21. However, the Verizon products do not practice claim 15 for the

same reasons they do not practice claim 3. Cf Ferring, 764 F.3d at 1411.

45In Ferring, the Federal Circuit found a dependent claim not infringed because its
corresponding independent claim was not infringed. Ferring B. I/. v. Watson Labs., Inc. -Florida,
764 F.3d 1401, 1411 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (“Because we hold that the asserted independent claims of
Ferring’s patents are not infringed, the asserted dependent claims are likewise not infringed.”)).
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c) Claim 40

Rovi does not allege that the i-Guide and Passport, SuddenLink, or Verizon products

practice claim 40. See generally Rovi Br., Section VII1(G).

7. Validity '

. Comcast contends that Florin anticipates the asserted claims, that seven distinct prior art

combinations, based on six prior art references, render the asserted claims obvious, and that the

‘556 Patent’s asserted claims are invalid under the non-statutory double patenting doctrine. See

Resps. Br., Section X1(H). The six prior art references are:

1) Florin (RX-0215, U.S. Patent No. 5,621,456);

2) Young ‘268 (RX-0214, U.S..Patent No. 5,479,268);

3) Reiter (RX-0188, U.S. Patent No. 4,751,578);

4) Moro (RX-0216, European Patent Specification Pub. No. 0 444 496 A1);

5) Young ‘121 (RX-0253, U.S. Patent No. 4,706,121); and

6) Strubbe (RX-0218, U.S. Patent No. 5,047,867).

Id. The seven obviousness combinations are:

1) Florin (claims 7, 18, and 40);

2) Young ‘268 (claims 7 and 40);

3) Young ‘268 + Reiter (claims 7 and 40);

4) Young ‘268 + (Young ‘121 and/or Strubbe) (claim 18);

5) Young ‘268 + Reiter + (Young ‘121 and/or Strubbe) (claim 18);

,6) Moro + (Young ‘Z68 and/or Reiter) (claims 7 and 40); and

- 7) FMoro + (Young ‘268 and/or Reiter) + Strubbe (claim 18).

Id. The double-patenting references are:

1) U.S. Patent No. 6,728,967 (RX-0211) (the ‘“967 Patent”) and
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2) U._S.Patent No. 7,100,185 (RX-0212) (the “‘ 185 Patent”).

[cl Comcast has also argued that the asserted claims are indefinite because, with respect to the

data processing means, “the Writtendescription fails to provide the requisite structure; the only

disclosed structure is a general purpose processor, and no code or algorithms are disclosed.”

Resps. Br. at 297-98.

I a) Anticipation .

Comcast argues that Florin (RX-0215) anticipates the asserted claims under Rovi’s

constructions.“ See Resps. Br., Section XI(H)(2)(c). Comcast then presents a combined

argument that the asserted claims are anticipated under its own constructions or “trivially

obvious over Florin alone.” Id., Section XI(H)(2)(d); but see RX‘-0005C(Grimes WS) at Q/A

133 (testifying that Florin does not anticipate the asserted claims under Comcasfs construction)

Rovi argues that Florin is not prior art and that even if it is, “Florin does not disclose

every element of any asserted claim of the ‘556 Patent.” Rovi Br. at 315. Rovi then argues that

Florin does not disclose a “partially overlayed” configuration. See CX-1903C (Delp RWS) at

Q/A 165 (limitation 3f is the only limitation Rovi contests).

For analyzing means-plus-function anticipation arguments, the Federal Circuit has

explained: ,

It is firmly established in our precedent that a structural analysis is
required when means-plus-function limitations are at issue; a
functional analysis alone will not suffice. See, e.g., Cyt0L0gix
Corp. v. Ventana Med. Sys., 424 F.3d 1168, 1178 (Fed. Cir.2005)
(“To establish infringement under § 112, 7 6, it is insufficient for
the patent holder to present testimony ‘based only on a functional,
not a structural, analysis?” (quoting /llpex Computer Corp. v. -.

' Nintendo C0., 102 F.3d 1214, 1222 (Fed. Cir.l996))). Just as a
patentee who seeks to prove infringement must provide a structural
analysis‘ by demonstrating that the accused dcvicc has the

46Florin was disclosed to the Examiner. See JX-0001 at 3. '
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identified corresponding structure or an equivalent structure, a
challenger who seeks to demonstrate that a means-plus-function
limitation was present in the prior art must prove that the
corresponding structLu"e~or an equivalent—was present in the
prior art.

Fresenius USA, Inc. v. Baxter 1m"l, 1nc., 582 F.3d 1288, 1299 (Fed. Cir. 2009).

(Z) Florin (RX-0215)isprior art

Rovi argues that evidence pertaining to conception and reduction to practice was

submitted in an interference proceeding: '

This evidence was all accepted by the Examiner in concluding that
the ‘556 Patent was entitled to a priority date earlier than the
March 19, 1993 filing date of the Young 5,353,121 patent (referred
to as the Young er al. patent to avoid confusion with the Young
4,706,121 patent (filed May 6, 1986)). JX-0008 (‘556 Patent File
History) at 797 (Aug. 24, 1995 Office Action); Grimes Tr.
1087-91.

See Rovi Br. at 310-12; JX-0008 (Part 5) at 797 (“The declaration filed on 4/13/95 under 37

C.F.R. § 1.131 is sufficient to overcome the Young et al reference”). In summary, Rovi argues

that “the ‘556 invention was conceived by May 20, 1992 and [actually] reduced to practice by

July 14, 1992.” Rovi Br. at 312. Rovi explains that the prototype was publicly “demonstrated

. . . at the Westem Cable Show in Anaheim, California on December 2, 1992.” Id. at 313 (citing

CX-0880 (Margolis Decl.)).

Comcast argues that Rovi did not establish that the claims were reduced to practice

before September 9, 1993, the filing date. See Resps. Br. at 313-14 (citing, inter alia, In re

Omeprazole Patent Litig., 536 F.3d 1361, 1373 (Fed. Cir. 2008)). "

Prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(g) may be “asserted as a basis for invalidating a patent in

defense to an infringement suit.” Checkpoint Sys., Inc. v. U.S. Int’! Trude Comm ’n, 54 F.3d 756,

761 (Fed. Cir. 1995). Respondents bear the burden of showing, through clear and convincing
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evidence, that the asserted claims are invalid under § 102(g). See Fox Grp., Inc. v. Cree, Inc,

700 F.3d 1300, 1304 (Fed. Cir. 2012). A patentee may avoid § 102(g) prior art by establishing

prior invention under 35 U.S.C. 102(g)(2). Id To establish prior invention, the patentee must

show that “(1) it reduced its invention to practice first . . . or (2) it was the first party to conceive

of the invention and then exercised reasonable diligence in reducing that invention to practice.”

Id. For an actual reduction to practice:

a party must prove that the inventor (1) “constructed an
embodiment or performed a processthat met all the limitations”
and (2) “determined that the invention would work for its intended
purpose.” Id. (quoting Cooper v. Goldfarb, 154 F.3d 1321, 1327
(Fed. Cir. 1998)). “Testing is required to demonstrate reduction to
practice in some instances because without such testing there
cannot be sufficient certainty that the invention will work for its
intended purpose.” Id. (quoting Slip Track Sys., Inc. v. Metal-Lite,
1nc., 304 F.3d1256, 1267 (Fed. Cir. 2002)).

In re Omeprazole Patent LiIz'g.,536 F.3d 1361, 1373 (Fed. ‘Cir.2008); cf Eaton v. Evans, 204

F.3d 1094, 1097 (Fed. Cir. 2000) (“there can be no actual reduction to practice if the constructed

embodiment or performed process lacks an element recited in the cotmt or uses an equivalent of

that element”).

If respondents can put forth aprimafacie case of invalidity, the patentee must show that

the invention predates the reference with “sufficient rebuttal evidence.” See Taurus IP, LLC v.

DairnZerChrysler C0rp., 726 F.3d 1306, 1322 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (“After an accused infringer has

put forth a primafacie case of invalidity, the burden of production shifts to the patent owner to

produce sufficient rebuttal evidence to prove entitlement to an earlier invention date”). The

ultimate burden of invalidity, however, remains with respondents. Id.

As discussed below, the administrative law judge has determined that Florin is prior art

under § 102(g). The administrative lawjudgc finds that Comcast has shown, by clear and
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convincing evidence, that Rovi’s prototype did not literally meet all of the limitations of claim 3.

The evidence that Rovi relies upon (the file history) is not sufficient to rebut Comcast’s showing.

The evidence Rovi relies upon ‘doesnot identify the structures used in the prototype

shown at the Western Cable Show. See Resps. Br. at 315; RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 85

88; RX-0848C (Grimes RWS) at Q/A 88. In particular, the Morris declaration describing the _

prototype explains that the EPG “was installed on a personal computer that was attached to a TV

monitor.” CX-0880 at 16; Rovi Br. at 313. This does not satisfy the § 112(6) “display

generator” limitation, because no graphics card (or GPU) is identified. See RX-0005C (Grimes

WS) at Q/A 88; see also Eaton, 204 F.3d at 1O_97(“there can be no actual reduction to practice if

the constructed embodiment or performed process lacks an element recited in the count or uses

an equivalent of that element”). Further, the evidence does not show that the Western Cable

Show prototype could “select any one of said television programs for which listing information

is displayed in said partially overlayed portion of said schedule information” (limitation 3g). For

example, although the Morris Declaration (CX-0880 at 189) includes a brochure describing

“Browse Mode” as a feature allowing a user to “remain on one channel and ‘browse’ through

program listings of other channels and lime periods by first pressing the TV Guide button then

pressing the up/down arrows to scan through channels and the left/right arrows to scan through

time slots[,]” -itdoes not indicate that the user can select a show from “Browse Mode.” The

brochure depicts Browse Mode, as follows:
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CX-0880 at 189 (ROVI_ CC-lTCOO048364) (red arrow added).

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown 1t1s

entitled to an earlier invention date based upon the Western Cable Show prototype.

Comcast jointly argues that Florin anticipates the asserted claims and that the asserted

claims are also “trivially obvious” over Florin Alone. See Resps. Br. at 349-50. Comcast

argues:

(2) Comcast ’sJoint Anticipation and Obviousness Argument

To the extent that, under Comcast’s proposed claim
constructions, F1orin““d[oes] not expressly spell out’ all the
limitations arranged or combined as in _the claim,” Florin
anticipates the Asserted Claims because a POSITA “reading the
reference, would ‘at once envisage” the claimed arrangement or
combination.” Blue Calypso, 815 F.3d at 1341 (quoting
Kennametal, 780 F.3d at 1381); see RX-OOOSCat Q/A 129. Florin
anticipates because it teaches “that the disclosed components or
functionalities may be combined and one of skill in the art would
be able to implement the combination.” [d.; see also Bristol-Myers
Squibb Co. v. Ben Venue Labs, 1nc., 246 F.3d 1368, 1379 (Fed.
Cir. 2001).

47The Joint Outline presents an issue of determining the priority date for the ‘556 Patent ee
Joint Outline at 25. Given that Rovi has not presented evidence that it is entitled to an earlier
priority date, the administrative law judge finds that the priority date is September 9 1993 the
filing date.

48This section analyzes Comcast’s anticipation arguments under its claim constructions
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Under Comcast’s construction, the structure to implement an
interactive single program listing displayed in partial overlay with
a video signal is taught. Florin teaches the disclosed
functionalities combined in a single EPG, and a POSITA would be
able to implement the combination in this predictable art.
RX-0005C at Q/A 129 & 133. At worst, it would have been less
than trivially obvious to a POSITA in view of the disclosure of
Florin, which discloses both (a) interactively navigable program
listings including those for other channels and future times in a
partial overlay with a video signal being viewed and (b) an
interactive overlay of program schedule information for the
currently viewed program shown in a partial overlay over the
current video signal. Id at Q/A 129. Based on what is disclosed
in Florin alone, it would have been, at worst, trivially obvious to
tweak the express disclosure of Florin to provide the program
listing under Comcast’s constructions. See id. A visual depiction
of this internal teaching of Florin is shown at RDX-0968-71
(RX-0215 modified figs). 

Id (emphasis added). In RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A L29,Dr. Grimes testified about the

video display generator and the A/V Connect Module (66). In A129, he concluded that under

Comcast’s constructions, the asserted claims “would have been obvious” and that it “would have

been trivially obvious to tweak the express disclosure of Florin to provide the program listing

under Comcast’s constructions.” Id. In Q/A 133, Dr. Grimes testified, as follows:

Q133. Under Comcast’s constructions, does Florin anticipate
the Asserted Claims?

A133. No, rmder Comcast’s constructions, the Asserted Claims
are instead obvious in viewof Florin. In particular, the interactive
partial overlay shown in Florin contains multiple program listings,
not a single program listing as required by Comcast’s constructions
of the Asserted Claims. However, because Florin discloses
another embodiment with an interactive partial overlay displaying
program schedule infonnation for the program currently being
viewed, as shown in RDX-0968-71, it would have been obvious to
a POSITA to add the functionality that Florin already disclosed for
navigating through the program listings in both time and channel
from F1orin’s “List View” overlay to this interactive display of
program schedule information for the program currently being
viewed, producing an interactive overlay of a single program
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listing through which the user could navigate in both time and
channel. .

Dr. Grimes does notltestify that, under Comcast’s constructions, a person of ordinary skill in the

art would instantly envisage the claimed arrangement or combination after reading Florin. See

Blue Calypso, LLC v. Groupon, Inc., 815 F.3d 1331, 1341 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (quoting Kennamelal,

Inc. v. Ingersoll Cutting Tool C0., 780 F.3d 1376, 1381 (Fed. Cir. 2015) for the proposition that

“a reference can anticipate a claim even if it ‘d[oes] not expressly spell out’ all the limitations

arranged or combined as in the claim, if a person of skill in the art, reading the reference, would

‘at once envisage’ the claimed arrangement or combination”). The administrative law judge has

determined that the cited testimony does not support Comcast’s anticipation argument, because it

does not address the proper legal standard. Id. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has

determined that Comcast has not shown, by clear and convincing evidence, that Florin

anticipates the asserted claims. 

(3) Claims 3 and 7 _

The following section addresses Comcast’s anticipation arguments with respect to the

limitations of claims 3 and 7. ‘

(cl) Limitation 3pre t

- Dr. Grimes opined that “Florin teaches an EPG for displaying program schedule

information in overlaying relationship with the current broadcast program, and that information

may include, but is not limited to, information for a set of other charmels, and may include

program information for shows scheduled to be broadcast.” RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at

Q/A123.
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Dr. Delp does not explicitly agree that Florin meets this limitation, but he offers no

opinion that Florin does not meet this limitation. See generally CX-1903C (Delp RWS) at Q/A

163-167 (for claim 3, limitation 3f is the only limitation Rovi contests).

The administrative law judge has determined that Florin discloses an electronic program

guide for use with an audio-visual transceiver (54). See id.; see also RX-0215 at 8:19-48.

(Z2) Limitation 3a

Dr. Grimes testified that Florin teaches the claimed memory means: '

Florin discloses a memory that is usedgfor storing this program
schedule information, identified as system memory 65 as depicted
in Fig. 2. Florin explains that “the volatile part of system memory
65 includes sufficient random access memory (such as RAM or V
DRAM) for the temporary storage of data received over the T/T
cable 52”’ [RX-0215 at 10:15-19.] “This data stream of
programs/services listing information (illustrated in FIG. 3b) is
received by the transceiver’s main CPU module 62, whereafter the
sections that are most relevant to the users are stored in the system
memory 65.” [RX-0215 at ll:l8-22.]

RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 125; see also RDX-0962 (this is a helpful demonstrative that

illustrates Comcast’s argument).

The administrative law judge has detennined that Florin discloses DRAM memory (65)

that stores programming infomiation, per limitation 3a. See id; see also RX-‘O2l5at 10:15-19,

ll:18-22.

(c) Limitation 312

Dr. Grimes testified that Florin teaches the claimed user control means:

. . . Florin discloses a user control means that allows the user to
provide television tuning, guide channel control, and guide time
control commands, in the form of a remote control 60 as shown in
Figs. 5a-5b, with direction buttons and an enter button, among
other inputs, and associated structures to receive and process the
signals transmitted by that remote control including IR Control
82. . . .
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RX-0005C (Grimes'WS) at Q/A 127; see also RDX-0962.

‘ The administrative law judge has determined that Florin discloses remote control (60)

that allows a user to command the television. See id; see also RX-0215 Figs. 5a-5b; 3:22-28;

17:32-35 (the abstract provides additional support).

(d) Limitation 3c

Dr. Grimes testified that Florin teaches a data processing means, CPU 63, which satisfies

limitation 3c. RX-0005C (Grimes'WS) at Q/A 130; See also RDX-0962.

The administrative law judge has determined that Florin discloses a processor that

receives signals from a remote control, responds to those signals, and controls a video display

generator. In particular, Florin’s_CPU is an equivalent structure to the “microcontroller” in the

‘556 patent, and the CPU performs the same functions (receiving signals in response to user

control commands, responding to the user control commands, and controlling a video display

generator) as the microcontroller. See RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 130; RX-0215 at 5:19

22, 5:40-52, 8:53-61, 12:9-12, 17:62-66.

(e) Limitation 3d

Dr. Grimes testified that Florin teaches a display generator, AV encoder 78 and A/V

Cormect Module 66, which satisfies the video display generator (which includes RGB video

generator 24 and Video Overlay Device 25) of limitation 3c. RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A

128-29; see also RDX-0962. u

The administrative law judge has determined that Florin’s AV encoder 78 and A/V

Connect Module 66 collectively teach the display generator limitation. Id. Florin’s display

generator receives commands from the CPU and program schedule information from the

memory means: “CPU 63 is further coupled through the system bus 64 to a memory and bus
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controller 80, which is itself coupled through an A/V decoder 74 and an A/V encoder 78 to the

A/V connect module 66.” Id. (quoting RX-0215 at 8:42-64). Further, Florin teaches an

interactive guide that allows the user to choose successive program listings that differ from a

current program. See id. (citing RX-0215 at 16:30-38; 17:32-40, Figs. 15-16); see also id. at

Figs. 9-11; 13:17-15:27 (“Information Function”).

0) Limitation 3e

The administrative law judge has determined that Florin’s CPU (63) controls the video

display generator (AV encoder 78 and A/V Connect Module 66) so that program information is

overlaid over a current program. See RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 123-24, 128-30.

(g) Limitation 3f

Dr. Grimes testified that the guide displays consecutive program listings in response to

the remote control. See RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 127 (citing RX-0215 at 3:22-28, 17:32

35).

Rovi argues that Florin does not disclose a “partially overlayed” configuration. See CX

1903C (Delp RWS) at Q/A 165 (limitation 3f is the only limitation Rovi contests). Dr. Delp

opined that this limitation was not met because: V

A person of ordinary skill in the art would recognize that
“overlayed” schedule information means that ‘the schedule
infonnation covers part of the currently appearing display signal
for example, a TV show. So Florin lacks the “data processing
means” of claim element 3f because it never teaches, explicitly or
inherently, overlaying currently displayed programing with
program schedule information, as required by claim 3.

cx-1903c (Delp RWS) at Q/A 165.49

49The parties agreed that “partial overlaying relationship With" should be construed as “covered
in-part or covering-in-part relationship with[.]” See Joint Outline (EDIS Doc. ID No. 600641,
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For limitation 3f, the administrative law judge previously determined that the prosecution

history, figures, and specification all indicate that “Browse Mode” lists information

corresponding to a single program at one time. See Section IV(A)(2)(c)(6).

Yet, the evidence that Comcast relies upon, RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 129,

indicates Florin discloses a guide with listing information for multiple programs or channels.

RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A l29 (“Under Rovi’s construction of the Asserted Claims, which

among other things does not limit the overlay to display of a single program listing, Florin

satisfies the overlay limitations. . . . Under Comcast’s construction of the Asserted Claims, . . .

[i]t would have been trivially obvious to tweak the express disclosure of Florin to provide the

program listing under Comcast’s constructions”). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has

determined that Comcast has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Florin

teaches a guide with listing information for a single program or channel (limitation 3f).

(h) Limitation 3g

For limitation 3g, the administrative law judge has determined that Florin allows a user to

select a television program from the overlay guide, in accordance with Rovi’s infringement and

domestic-industry allegations. For instance, CX-1594 at l shows a guide with multiple program

listings, and Rovi relies on CX-1594 to support its domestic industry case.

Dr. Grimes testified that the remote control emits commands that allow a user to select a

program using the “center select button (155).” RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 127. The ‘556

Patent explains that:

While viewing the TV, a user may obtain additional information
i on a current program by depressing the info button, and obtaining

more detailed infonnation using the pointing device. By

filed Jan. 10, 2017) at 20. The parties did not seek to have the tenn “overlayed” construed, and
the claim language is not limited in the manner that Dr. Delp opincs. Id. at 20-22.
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depressing the list button on the remote control device, the
transceiver displays a program listing of the current programs
available for viewing. Through the use of the pointing device,
viewers can scroll up and down the program listing or view a
highlighted program infull screen bypressing the select button.

JX-0001 at 3:17-25 (emphasis added); see also id. at 15:28-62.

(1) Claim 7
\

Comcast argues that Florin anticipates claim 7. See Resps. Br. at_346-47. Rovi’s post

hearing brief directed to Florin does not address claim 7’s validity. See generally Rovi Br. at

(Section VlIl(H)(2)); Rovi Reply at (Section IX(G)(3)). ‘

The administrative law judge has determined that Florin anticipates claim 7 (but only if

Florin anticipates claim 3). Dr. Grimes testified that schedule information displayed includes

program title and program channel infonnation. RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 126, 129; RX

0215 at ll:8-11 (“For programming purposes, the data preferably will include titles of programs,

show times, special captions, length information, categories, and key words, as well as channel

numbers provided from the service provider 50 over the T/T cable 52, and received by the

transceiver 54.”). i

(4) Claims 15 and 18

- Comcast argues: F

Compared to Claim 7(3), Claim l8(l5) has two minor differences.
One is that the user control means must provide user-activated
direction keys to control the navigation. JX-0001 at cl. l8. The
remote control of Florin has an “interactive control button group
[that] includes . . . a pointing device consisting of up, down, left,
and right arrow buttons, and a center select button,” RX-0215 at
Abstract, which is used to interactively navigate through the
program listings by the directional keys, as Claim l8 requires.
RX-0005C at Q/A 127. The data processing means must also
provide reminder selection functionality in the one mode of
operation (which, under Rovi’s proposed constructions, is not
limited to Browse Mode), as Florin also discloses. Id. at 130.
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“The mark button 142 permits the user to mark programs for
reminders, later recall, or switching between programs which have
been selected using the mark button 142.” RX-0215 at 12:9-12.
Florin depicts this in Fig. 15, which “is an additional feature of the
list function of the present invention where the user marks the
highlighted program with the mark button of the remote control
device.” Id. at 5:1-3; see Resps.’ PreHB at 848. F1orin’s “mark”
feature for reminder selection and the disclosed reminder messages
thus satisfies the additional limitations of Claim l8(l5). See
RX—0005C at Q/A 130.

Resps Br at 348-49.

For claim l5, Dr. Delp, Rovi’s expert, opincd that:

Q166. What is the basis for your conclusion that Florin does
not anticipate or render obvious claim l8(l5)?

A166. Florin does not anticipate or render obvious claim l8(l5)
because that claim requires navigable schedule infonnation to be
displayed “in a partial overlay on” a display signal. As I just
discussed, neither the list function nor the information function
disclosed by Florin provides partially overlaying a currently
appearing display signal with program schedule information.

Q167. Any other reason?

A167. Yes, Florin does not disclose a reminder message that is
displayed in overlaying relationship with another display signal
being displayed or allowing a user to choose selection commands
in response to the reminder selection messages, both of which are
limitations in claim l5. Dr. Grimes does not offer any opinion on
the subject. As shown below in figure 20, Florin discloses
displaying a picture-in-picture window of a “marked” program
(labeled 254), but does not disclose a reminder selection message.
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FIG. 254
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JX-0008 at 1506. So Florin does not disclose, explicitly or
inherently, the reminder selection elements of claim 15f.

CX-1903C (Delp RWS) at Q/A 166-67.

The administrative law judge has detemiined that Comcast has not shown, clearly and

convincingly, that Florin discloses a guide that allows users to select a command in response to a

reminder selection message in browse mode. While Florin discloses some reminder

functionality, it is not clear that Florin teaches all aspects of claim l5. Accordingly, the

administrative law judge has determined that Comcast has not shown that Florin anticipates

claim 15.

(5) Claim 40“

Comcast argues: __

Rovi has not offered any opinion disputing that Florin anticipates
Asserted Claim 40. Rovi’s expert Dr. Delp did not offer any
contrary opinion on Florin in his rebuttal expert report, and Dr.
Delp confirmed at trial that he has offered no opinions on Florin
with regard to Asserted Claim 40. Tr. 122712-l3.
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Resps. Br. at 346. The cited portion of the transcript follows:

Q In your witness statement, you don’t offer any opinions on the
claim 40 of Florin, so I wanted to focus on claims 3 and 15, and
particularly it’s my -

A Excuse me, sir, did you say claim 40 of Florin?

Q Claim 40 of the ‘556 patent.

A I thought you said claim 40 ofFlorin.

Q l’m sorry.

A But maybe you didn’t.

Q Okay. ln claim 40 of the ‘556 patent, I don’t believe you’ve
offered any opinions with respect to Florin in your witness
statement‘?

A I believe that’s correct.

Tr. 1227. *

Rovi’s post-hearing brief and reply do not address claim 40, under either party’s

constructions. See generally Rovi Br. at 310-315 (Section VlII(H)(2)); Rovi Reply at

121(Section lX(G)(3)).

The administrative law judge has determined that Comcast has not shown, through clear

and convincing evidence, that Florin anticipates claim 40. The evidence and argument that

Comcast presents merely states that Dr. Delp did not provide any opinion on the validity of claim

40. This is not sufficient to satisfy the clear-and-convincing standard. Cf Circuit Checklnc. v.

QXQ Inc., 795 F.3d 1331, 1337 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (“Although the court acknowledged that QXQ

presented no evidence that the additional limitations in those claims were present in the prior art

and presented no evidence that the additional limitations were trivial, it concluded that these

claims were obvious because Circuit Check, the patentee, did not explain why the additional
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limitations rendered the claims non-obvious. . . . The court erred in shifting the burden of

production to disprove invalidity”).

b) Obviousness

(1) Florin (RX-0215): claims 7, 18, and 40

Comcast alleges that the asserted claims are obvious over “Florin alone.”50 _SeeResps.

Br. at 350. However, Comcast does not present a distinct obviousness argument based on Florin

alone (see Resps. Br. at 350-56); rather, Comcast’s obviousness argument is blended with its

anticipation argument, which is copied above. See Section IV(7)(a)(5).

For obviousness challenges based upon a single reference, the Federal Circuit has

explained:

In appropriate circumstances, a single prior art reference can
render a claim obvious. . . . However, there must be a showing of
a suggestion or motivation to modify the teachings of that
reference to the claimed invention in order to support the
obviousness conclusion. . . . This suggestion or motivation may be
derived from the prior art reference itself, . . . fiom the knowledge
of one of ordinary skill in the art, or from the nature of the problem
to be solved. See Pro-Mold & Tool C0. v. Great Lakes Plastics,
lnc., 75 F.3d 1568, 1573 (Fed. Cir. 1996); see also Motorola, Inc.
v. Interdigital Tech. C0rp., 121 F.3d 1461, 1472 (Fed. Cir. 1997)
(“[T]he suggestion to combine may come from the prior art, as
filtered through the knowledge of one skilled in the art.”).
Determining whether there is a suggestion or motivation to modify
a prior art reference is one aspect of determining the scope and
content of the prior art, a fact question subsidiary to the ultimate
conclusion of obviousness.

SIB]/1Neurosciences, Inc. v. Cadus Pharm. Corp, 225 F.3d 1349, 1356 (Fed. Cir. 2000)

(citations omitted); see also Arendi S.A.R.L. v. Apple Ina, 832 F.3d 1355, 1362 (Fed. Cir. 2016)

(“our cases repeatedly warn that references to ‘common sense’-—whetherto supply a motivation

to combine or a missing limitation~cannot be used as a wholesale substitute for reasoned

50Florin was disclosed to the Examiner. See JX-0001 at 3.
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analysis and evidentiary support, especially when dealing with a limitation missing from the

prior art references specified”); but see Perfect Web Techs., Inc. v. lrgfoUSA,Inc., 587 F.3d 1324,

1330 (Fed. Cir. 2009) (invoking “common sense” to supply a missing limitation).

The administrative law judge has determined that Comcast has not shown that a person of

ordinary skill in the art would have grasped a suggestion, motivation, or perceived need to

modify Florin from a guide that shows multiple listings to a guide that shows a single listing.

While the difference between a guide with multiple listings and a single listing is slight, there is

no explanation of why a person ofordinary skill in the art would have modified Florin in the

manner Corncast suggests. See Rovi Br. at 315, n.65 (“This is classic hindsight

reconstruction”).

(2) Young ‘Z68(RX-0214): claims 7 and 40

Comcast argues that the asserted claims are obvious over Young ‘268 alone.“ Resps. Br.

at 351; RX-OOOSC(Grimes WS) at Q/A 138; see also RDX-0973 (this is a helpful demonstrative

that illustrates C0mcast’s argument).

Rovi argues that Young ‘Z68 does not teach limitation 3d. See Rovi Br. at 316-17

(arguing Young ‘Z68 does not disclose providing scheduling information that is “different from a

currently tuned channel,” “does not allow the user to watch one program while navigating

through other program listings,” and that Young ‘Z68 “does not disclose interactive

ft1nCtlOnallty” (liI1'1lta’tlOn3a).”

51Young ‘268 was considered by the Examiner. See JX-0001 at 3; JX-0008 at 853-56 (Young ‘
was a primary reference in an obviousness rejection).

52ex-1903c (Delp RWS) at Q/A 171 discusses highlighting that shows missing pOI'tlOI1SOf
limitations 3e and 3f, but the testimony does not actually have any highlighting.
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The administrative law judge has detennined that Comcast has not shown that Young

‘268 teaches each and every limitation of claim 3. Young ‘Z68explains that the “grazing

overlay” is directed to infonnation for a currently selected charmel:

FIGS. 9 and 10 show channel grazing overlays 64 and 66 that
provide information on current programs when switching channels
while watching television. In the overlay 64, when scanning
channels, the title of each program is overlaid at 68, along withthe
name of the TV service (HBO, ABC etc.), the cable chamel
number, and the current date, day of week, and time in the channel
information field 62. The overlay 66 is the same as the overlay 64
except that this overlay includes a program note 70, which is
similar to the program note 52 in FIG. 6, but contains information
pertinent to a program cm-rently being broadcast on the selected
channel.

RX-0214 at 7:58-8:2; see also CX-1903C (Delp RWS) at Q/A 170; RX-OOOSC(Grimes WS) at

Q/A 146 (Young ‘268’s “interactive functionality does not extend to browsing through program

listings for other channels or future times”). Thus, Young ‘Z68 does not teach showing program

information that is “different from a currently tuned channel” or allowing the user to watch one

program while navigating through other program listings, as limitation 3d requires.

With regard to claim 40, Comcast has not argued that Young ‘268 teaches the

simultaneous display of a guide and program. See JX-0001 at 36:45-60; CX-0004C (Delp WS)

at Q/A 174 (discussing “simultaneously”). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has

determined that Comcast has not clearly and convincingly shown that claim 40 is obvious.

(3) Young ‘Z68 (RX-0214) + Reiter (RX-0188)." claims 7
and 40

Comcast’s argument for this combination is:

Although producing an interactive and navigable display of
program schedule information is taught by Young ‘268 alone, as
discussed above, in the alternative, it would have been obvious to
add the interactive overlay functionality from Reiter (RX-0188),
which expressly discloses a user-selectable overlay of program
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schedule information‘that was navigable in both time and channel
domains. See RX-0005C at Q/A 147 & 165-67. .

Resps. Br. at 353 (footnote omitted).53 The testimony Comcast that cites, Q/A 147 & 165-67,

cites five lines of text (RX-0188 at 2:24-29) in response to an analogous art question and

discusses Figure 3. These are the five lines of the specification:

It is a further object of the invention to provide a system which
permits a television viewer to obtain, at leisure and upon
command, updated television programming information and
subsets thereof as an overlay or window on the display of other
television signals, or as a full screen display.

RX-0188 at 2:24-29 (cited in RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A l66). This is Figure 3:
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53Reiter was before the Examiner during prosecution. See JX-OOO8at 848 (Reiter was a primary
reference); see also id. at 689-90 (the applicant is responding to a rejection involving Reiter).
The applicant argued Reiter required a “subset search” and did not allow a user “to surf in a
channel and/or time domain for individual program listings . . . while continuing to watch a
currently tuned program.”
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RX-0188 at 4. The discussion of Figure 3 addresses microcontroller 60 and element 155, but

other elements are not assessed.

The administrative law judge has determined that Comcast has not shown, through clear

and convincing evidence, that Young ‘268 and Reiter disclose all of the elements of claim 3 or

that a person of ordinary skill in the art would modify Young ‘268 in light of Reiter such that

claim 3 would have been obvious. In particular, like Young ‘268, Comcast has not shown that

Reiter teaches showing program infonnation that is “different from a currently tuned channel” or

allowing the user to watch one program while navigating through other program listings, as

limitation 3d requires. ‘

Additionally, Comcast’s rationale for considering “Reiter in combination with other

references” is insufficient because it is generic and bears no relation to any specific combination

of prior art elements. See RX—0005C(Grimes WS) at Q/A 166 (opining that the “motivation to

combine these references [Reiter, Young ‘268, Florin, and Moro] comes from many sources,

including, but not limited to, the common field and the common teclmical challenges confronted

in designing EPGs to meet the ‘556Patent Asserted Claim elements’ requirements.” (emphasis

added)); Active Video Networks, Inc. v. Verizon Commc ’ns, Inc, 694 F.3d 1312, 1328 (Fed. Cir.

2012).“ It also fails to explain why a person of ordinary skill in the art would have combined

54In ActiveVideoNetworks, the Federal Circuit affinned the grant of a JMOL that reversed jury’s
finding of obviousness after finding that the expe1t’s “testimony is generic and bears no relation
to any specific combination of prior art elements. It also fails to explain why a person of
ordinary skill in the art would have combined elements from specific references in the way the
claimed invention does.”ActiveVideo Networks, Inc. v. Verizon Commc’ns, 1nc., 694 F.3d 1312,
1328 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (emphasis in original). The insufficient expert testimony was: “The
motivation to combine would be because you wanted to build something better. You wanted a
system that was more efficient, cheaper, or you wanted a system that had more features, makes it
more attractive to your customers, because by combining these two things you could do
something new that hadn’t been able to do before.” Id at 1328.
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elements from specific references in the way the claimed invention does.” (emphasis in

original)). ActiveVideoNetworks, 694 F.3d at 1328. Further, combining references “to meet the

‘556 claim elements’ requirements” is improper hindsight. See Cheese Systems,‘Purdue

Pharma, and Insite Vision.55In stun, Dr. Grimes’s testimony does not sufficiently explain why a

person of ordinary skill in the art would have assembled any one, particular, discrete

combination from the various permutations of asserted references (Reiter, Yotmg ‘268, Florin,

and Moro). Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Comcast has not

shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that claim 7 and 40 would have been obvious

based on a combination of Young ‘268 and Reiter.

(4) Young ‘Z68(RX-0214) + Young ‘I21 (RX~0253) and/or
Strubbe (RX-0218): claim 18

Comcast’s argument for this combination is:

Although Young ‘268 does not, ‘by itself, expressly disclose the
reminder functionality recited by Claim 18(15), that functionality
is taught by Young’ 268 through its incorporation by reference of
another patent, Young ‘I21 (RX-0253), which discloses a 9
reminder and alarm functionality controlled by a CPU and the
ability to make such selectionsfrom displayed menus. RX-0005C
at Q/A 148 & 171; see RDX-0995 (RX-0253). The recited
reminder and reminder selectionfunctionality is also disclosed in
Strubbe (RX-0218), which is analogous art directed to solving a
related problem of simultaneously displaying textual content
relating to upcoming programs along with a currently viewed
program. RX-0005C at Q/A 148 & 183-84; see RDX-1400-O2
(RX-0218). ln this predictable art, it would have been obvious to

55Cheese Systems, 725 F.3d at 1352 (“Obviousness ‘eehher be based eh the hindsight
combination of components selectively culled from the prior art to fit the ‘parametersof the
patented invention.’”); Purdue Pharma, 643 F. App’x at 963 (holding the Patent Trial and
Appeal Board “improperly used hindsight by defining the problem with a recitation of the
challenged claims”); Insite Vision, 783 F.3d 853 at 859 (“Defining the problem in terms of its
solution reveals improper hindsight in the selection of the prior art relevant to obviousness”);
see also InTouch Techs, 751 F.3d at 1352 (faulting an expert Whodid “not once” analyze what
one of ordinary skill in the art would have understood at the time of the invention).
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try to add the reminder selection messages and reminder messages V
of Strubbe to the system disclosed in Young ‘268. RX-0005C at
Q/A 148. 

llesps. Br. at 353-54 (footnote omitted, emphasis added).56 g

The testimony Comcast relies upon, RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 148 & 171, does not

show that Young ‘121 discloses reminder functionality. Rather, Dr. Grimes testified about

reminder functionality, as follows:

Q177. Docs Young ‘121 disclose reminders and reminder
selection controlled by a CPU?

A177. Yes. Yormg ‘121 discloses a reminder signal shortly before
broadcast, if the TV is tumed off. Other reminder events are also
disclosed, including a reminder calendar, which constitutes
program schedule infonnation for programs scheduled to appear on
a plurality of channels. This is shown in RDX-0995. 

RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 177.

The administrative law judge has determined that Comcast has not shown, through clear

and convincing evidence, that Young ‘121 teaches claim 15’s reminder selection messages.

Young ‘121 discusses “reminders” in the “PG + Schedule Setup” section, as follows:

This mode allows the user to create a weekly reminder calendar,
typically for weekly series and special events of non-weekly
programs. The reminder processiwill set an alarm if the TV is not
on before a certain time before the start of the program. If the TV
is not on when the program starts, the reminder process will turn
on the VCR to start recording the program.

RX-0253 at 15:18-26; see also id.at 8:66-9:2, 12:16-19, 20:40-64 (cited in R_DX-0995). Young

‘121, including the text that Dr. Grimes cites in RDX-0995, does not disclose a data processor

that displays reminder selection messages in browse mode or that the reminders are displayed in

56Young ‘121 and Strubbe were disclosed to the Examiner. See JX-0001 at 3. The Examiner
alsoconsidered Strubbe and Young. Id; see also JX-0008C at 797 (Young ‘121 was used as a
primary reference), 852 (Strubbe was used as a secondary reference). ‘
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reminders. See generally RX-0214.

Strubbe (RX-0218), however, teaches the reminder messages recited in claim 15

Strubbe’s reminder messages are shown in Figures 14a and 6b:
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RX-0218 at 7,

Comcast, however, has not provided a sufficient rationale on why a person of ordinary

l8. The messages are in a partial overlay and allow the user to choose selection

commands. RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 148, 184.

skill in the art would combine Young ‘268 and Strubbe (and/or Young ‘l 21). For various

permutations of obviousness combinations involving Strubbe, Dr. Grimes testified:

Q185. Why Would a POSITA have combined Strubbe with the
other references?

A185. One of ordinary skill in the art would have found the
combination of Strubbe ‘867 and one or more of (the knowledge of
one of ordinary skill in the art, Young ‘268, Florin, Moro) obvious
at least because adding the interactively selected program schedule
information and displaying claimed elements in a simultaneous
relationship with a currently broadcast TV channel yields
predictable results. The references and products come from the
same field (EPGs), relate to a common microprocessor technology,
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and are directed at solving a common problem of displaying
schedule information in an overlaying relationship. The
motivation to combine these references comes from many
sources, including, but not limited to, the commonfield and the
common technical challenges confronted in designing electronic
programming guides to meet the ‘556 claim elements’
requirements. i

RX-0005 C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 185 (emphasis added). At a minimum, this rationale is

insufficient because it is generic and bears no relation to any specific combination of prior art

elements. See Active VideoNetworks.57 Further, combining references “to meet the ‘556 claim

elements’ requirements” is improper hindsight. See Cheese Systems, Purdue Pharma, and Insite

Visi0n.58 With regard to Dr. Grimes’s “obvious to try” testimony, Comcast has not shown that

the obvious-to-try doctrine is applicable, because it has not identified a finite number of options,

which are easily traversed, to show obviousness. See Sanofi-Aventis Deutschland GmbH v.

Glenmark Pharm. lnc., USA,748 F.3d 1354, 1360 (Fed. Cir. 2014). In this regard, the Federal

Circuit has explained:

In KSR . . . the Court explained that “obvious to try” may apply
when “there are a finite number of identified, predictable
solutions” to a known problem. The Court explained that when the
path has been identified and “leads to the anticipated success; it is

57In Active VideoNetworks, the Federal Circuit affirmed the grant of a JMOL that reversed jury’s
finding of obviousness after finding that the expert’s “testimony is generic and bears no relation
to any specific combination of prior art elements. It also fails to explain why a person of
ordinary skill in the art would have combined elements from specific references in the way the 5
claimed invention does.” ActiveVideo Networks, Inc. v. Verizon Comrnc ’ns, lnc., 694 F.3d 1312,
1328 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (emphasis in original).

58Cheese Systems, 725 F.3d at 1352 (“Obviousness ‘cannot be based on the hindsight
combination of components selectively culled from the prior art to fit the parameters of the
patented invention.”’); Purdue Pharma, 643 F. App’x at 963 (holding the Patent Trial and
Appeal Board “improperly used hindsight by defining the problem with a recitation of the
challenged claims”); lnsite Visi0n,'783 F.3d 853 at 859 (“Defining the problem in tenns of its
solution reveals improper hindsight in the selection of the prior art relevant to obviousness.”);
see also lnTouch Techs., 751 F.3d at 1352 (faulting an expert who did “not once” analyze What
one of ordinary skill in the art would have understood at the time of the invention).
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likely the product not of imiovation but of ordinary skill and
common sense.” Id. This court has elaborated that the identified
path must “present a finite (and small in the context of the art)
number of options easily traversed to show obviousness.” Ortho
McNeil Pharm., Inc. v. Mylan Labs., Ina, 520 F.3d 1358, 1364
(Fed. Cir. 2008); As illustrated in In re O’FarreZZ, 853 F.2d 894,
903 (Fed. Cir. 1988), it would not be “obvious to try” when “the
prior art gave either no indication of which parameters were
critical or no direction as to which of many possible choices is
likely to be successful.”

Id.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has detennined that Comcast has not shown,

through clear and convincing evidence, that claim 18 would have been obvious based on a

combination of Young ‘268 and Young ‘I21 and/or Strubbe. '

' (5) Young ‘268 (RX-0214) + Reiter (RX-0188) + Young ‘121
(RX-0253)and/or Strubbe (RX-0218): claim 18”

Comcast has not briefed this particular combination of prior art references. See Resps.

Br. at 350-54 (Section XI(H)(3)(a)).6° Further; Comcast’s expert has not opined on this

particular combination of references, including whether or how one of ordinary skill in the art

would combine these references. See SIBIANeurosciences, 225 F.3d at 1356; Arendi S.A.R.L.,

832 F.3d 1355 at 1362. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Comcast

has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that claim 18 is obvious based on the

combination of Young ‘268, Reiter, Young ‘121, and/or Strubbe.

59To the extent the issue presented in the Joint Outline differs as to the claims challenged, the
administrative law judge has relied on the table in Comcast’s brief. See Resps. Br. at 350-51.

6°Comcast asserts this combination in the table appearing on pages 350-51 of its brief.
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(6) Moro (RX-0216) + Young ‘Z68 (RX-0214) and/or Reiter
(RX-0188): claims 7 and 40

Comcast argues that Moro teaches an apparatus with all of the claimed structures (i.e.,

limitations 3a-3d) that supports an EPG (e.g. , limitation 3pre). See Resps. Br. at 354-55 (citing

RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 152-54, RDX-0983 (this is a helpful demonstrative that

illustrates Comcast’s argument)).61 Comcast then argues that whatever residual “display”

functionality Moro is missing would have been obvious:

In addition, as discussed in relation to the guide time control
commands, Moro does not expressly disclose functionality
regarding display of program content in other times. [See RX
0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 161.] However, as also discussed
above, it would have been obvious to a POSITA to add that
functionality, as disclosed in Yotmg ‘268, to the disclosure of
Moro, to achieve the functionality of navigating through additional

‘ timeslots and changing the on-screen display accordingly. Id It
would also have been obvious to a POSITA to produce that
functionality by combining Reiter with Moro, for the same reasons
that one would combine it with Young ‘268, as discussed above.
Id.

Resps. Br. at 355-56.62

Rovi argues that Moro “does not disclose every element of any asserted claim of the ‘S56

Patent.” Rovi Br. at 317. Rovi’s expert opined that “Moro does not teach, explicitly or

inherently,” limitations 3c, 3d, 3e, and 3f. See CX-1903C (Delp RWS) at Q/A 178-79. Dr.

Delp’s analysis largely focuses on whether Moro teaches a system where a user can navigate

through program listings that includes time information. Id. (discussing a “time domain” and the

“time-control commands” of claim 3); see also RX-0216 at Fig. 2 (time information is not

explicitly shown). i l

61Moro (EP0444496) was not before the Examiner. See generally JX-0001.

62Neither Comcast’s brief nor Dr. Grimes’s witness statement explains how Young ‘268 is a
secondary reference. See RX-OOOOSCat i, Q/A 151-62.
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Comcast does not provide a reply on Moro. See generally Resps. Reply, Section IX.

The administrative law judge has determined that Comcast has not shown, through clear

and convincing evidence, that claims 7 and 40 are obvious over Moro in view of Young ‘268

and/or Reiter. As Dr. Grimes testified, Moro “does not explicitly disclose guide time control

commands.” See RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 156; see also CX-1903C (Delp RWS) at Q/A

178. Further, Comcast has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that Moro teaches

a browse-mode-type guide having interactive functionality. See RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A

at 161-62 (replying that Moro does “not expressly” teach reminder selections, reminder

messages, or “functionality regarding display of program content in other times”); (CX-1903C

(Delp RWS) at Q/A 177 (“Moro provides no disclosure of any such navigabi1ity.”). On the

whole, the numerous instances where Dr. Grimes testifies that Moro “does not expressly

disclose” an element—Q/A 156, 161, 162—weighs against finding the asserted claims are

invalid, through clear and convincing evidence, over combinations involving Moro as a primary

reference. , '

Moreover, Comcast and Dr. Grimes have not provided sufficient rationale for why a

person of ordinary skill in the art would combine Moro with Young ‘268 and/or Reiter. Dr.

Grimes testified:

Q157. Why would it have been obvious to a POSITA to
combine Moro with Young ‘268?

[A157.] It would have been obvious to a POSITA to combine
Young ‘Z68with Moro at least because adding the disclosed guide
channel control commands to the system disclosed in Moro, yields
predictable results. The references and products come from the
same field (electronic programming guides), relate to a common
microprocessor technology and are directed at solving a common
problem of controlling displayed schedule information and tuning.
The motivation to combine these references comes from many
sources, including, but not limited to, the commonfield and the
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common technical challenges confronted in designing EPGs to
meet this claim element’s requirements. A POSITA would have
understood the benefits of providing alternative EPG control
located at the users location to establish interactively selected
program schedule information, displaying claimed elements’
guide-cha.nnel control commands. As a result, one of ordinary skill
in the art would have been motivated to make this combination
because‘ it provides, for example, these potential benefits
associated with the ability to provide both EPG controls at the
user’s location. In addition, because the remote control disclosed
in Yotmg ‘268 contains directional arrows, the additional
limitation recited by Asserted Claim 18 would also be obvious
over Moro from the addition of Young ‘268.

RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 157 (emphasis added). Combining references “to meet this

claim element’s requirements” is improper hindsight. See Cheese Systems, Purdue Pharma, and

Insite Vision.63 L

(7) Moro (RX-0216) + (Young ‘Z68(RX-0214) and/or Reiter
(RX-0188) + Strubbe (RX-0218): claim Z864

For claims 15 and 18, Comcast’s argument is: '

Although Moro does not expressly include display of reminder
selection and reminder messages as recited in Claim 18(15), it
teaches setting stored “reminders” in the memory of the
microcomputer. RX-0005C at Q/A 161. These stored reminders
act to control the tuner to automatically tune to desired program
content that will air in the future based to the stored keyword, and
can display an on-screen indication of a broadcast program whose
reception the user had indicated was desired, which is a reminder
that the program content corresponding to that selected by the user

63Cheese Systems, 725 F.3d at 1352 (“Obviousness ‘cannot be based on the hindsight
combination of components selectively culled from the prior art to fit the parameters of the
patented invention.”’); Purdue Pharma, 643 F. App’x at 963 (holding the Patent Trial and
Appeal Board “improperly used hindsight by defining the problem with a recitation of the
challenged claims”); lnsite Vision, 783 F.3d 853 at 859 (“Defining the problem in terms of its
solution reveals improper hindsight in the selection of the prior art relevant to obviousness/’);
see also 1nT0uch Techs., 751 F.3d at 1352 (faulting an expert who did “not once” analyze What
one of ordinary skill in thc art would have understood at the time of the invention).

64To the extent the issue presented in the Joint Outline differs as to the claims challenged, the
administrative law judge has relied on the table in Comcast’s brief. See Resps. Br. at 350-51.
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by inputting the appropriate keyword is presently airing. Id; see
RX-0216 at p. 5, lns. 54-58. To the extent not expressly disclosed

' by or obvious to a POSITA in view of the foregoing disclosure of
Moro, the recited reminder functionality was well known, as
evidenced in other references such as Young ‘l2l and Strubbc.
RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 161. For, for the same reasons
discussed above with regard to Young ‘Q68, it would have been
obvious to a POSITA to at least try to add the reminder
functionality disclosed in Strubbe to the system disclosed in Moro
to provide the recited overlayed reminder selection and reminder
messages. Id.

Resps. Br. at 355 (emphasis added).

The administrative lawjudge previously determined that Strubbe teaches the reminder

messages from claim 15. See Section IV(A)(7)(b)(4). However, the administrative lawjudge

also determined that Comcast did not provide a sufficient rationale on why a person of ordinary

skill in the art would combine Young ‘268 and Strubbe (and/or Young ‘121) or that the obvious

to-try doctrine is applicable, and that reasoning applies to this combination too. Thus, Comcast

has not shown that claims 15 and 18 are obvious.

(8) Secondary Considerations

Rovi argues that “secondary considerations support the non-obviousness of the ‘S56

Patent.” Rovi Br. at 32-1-22. For the following secondary considerations, Rovi argues:

0 Copying: that “StarSight Telecast, EchoStar, and General Instrument” copied the
claimed inventions;

0 Lang-FeltNeei1.' the inventions satisfied a long-felt need for consumers wanting “to
learn what programming was available while continuing to watch whatever show he
or she was watching;”

0 Industry Acclaim / Recognition by Others: the claimed inventions “received
' considerable praise, were considered highly desirable by consumers, and used

extensively;”

I Skepticism by Others: the inventions succeeded despite skepticism;
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I Commercial Success: the inventions were and are a commercial success, and that
“there is a nexus between the claimed inventions and the commercial success,”

I Licensing Success: a number of third parties have licensed the patent and that “there
is a nexus between the inventions claimed in the ‘S56 Patent and Rovi’s licensing
success.” 4

Id. (citing CX-1904C (Williams RWS) at Q/A 78-89, 97, 101; CX-1903C,(De1p RWS) at Q/A

214-20; CX-1905C (Putnam RWS) at Q/A 193-226). As discussed below, the administrative

lawjudge finds that the secondary considerations are of negligible probative value.

Additionally, under the heading “There is Undisputed Objective Evidence of

Obviousness,” Comcast argues: 

I Cantemporaneous Invention by Others: there was contemporaneous conception by
Apple (Florin), StarSight (Young et al.), and Prevue (Prevue Express Guide in the
Full Service Network);

I “the claimed invention as recited in the Asserted Claims does not address any
recognized problem beyond that already addressed by numerous other references and
systems[;]” and

I Failure by Others: “Rovi’s deployment of its IPG products in the market does not
show that others had failed to conceive of and commercialize the alleged invention _
claimed in the ‘556 patent . . . The guides independently commercialized by StarSight
and Prevue, not only rebuts alleged failure by others, but demonstrates actual

. s\1_<:o2:§;s.”(underlining in original).

Resps. Br. at 356-57 (citing RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at 134, 181, 189-97). Under the heading

“There is No Relevant Objective Evidence ofN0n-Obviousness,” Comcast argues:

I Nexus: “Rovi’s proffered evidence addressing secondary considerations does not
even attempt to address specifics of any of the particular patents. . . . Rovi has failed
to establish the commercial success was due to ‘the unique characteristics of the
claimed inventionfas opposed to other economic and commercial factors unrelated
to the quality of the patented subject matter[;]’”

I Long-Felt Need: “Rovi identifies some survey evidence, circa 1997, about the
“Browse Mode” feature of an EPG, but that cannot be a proxy for the Asserted
Claims, especially when Rovi contends that Browse Mode is not required” (footnote
omitted); and
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~ Industry Praise: ‘“Industry Praise’ for the alleged invention similarly lacks any
nexus to the Asserted Claims because it identifies ‘Insight’ (a predecessor entity to
Rovi) as the provider of the technology associated with that award, a wholly different
entity and technology from the United Video Properties entity that created the ’556
patent, and because the praise for the feature of helping users ‘rapidly locating their

~ desired program’ is unrelated to the interactive overlay of the ’556 patent.”

Resps. Br. at 357-58. These arguments and the evidence cited therein also are of negligible

probative value.

(cl) Commercial Success

Rovi argues:

Much commercial success is attributable to the inventions claimed
in the -‘556 Patent. CX-1905C (Putnam RWS) at Q/A
193. Companies including Rovi, Comcast, AT&T, Verizon, and
Sudden_Linkhave commercially successful products that embody
the inventions claimed in the ‘556 Patent, and there is a nexus
between the claimed inventions and the commercial success. Id. at
Q/A 194-99 (discussing commercial success), 200-17 (discussing
nexus).

Rovi Br. at 321-22.

Comcast argues:

Rovi has failed to establish the commercial success was due to “the
unique characteristics of the claimed invention—as opposed to

-other economic and commercial factors unrelated to the quality of
the patented subject matter.” SightS0und Techs, 809 F.3d at
1319. _

Resps. Br. at 357.

Rovi’s reply notes that Comcast did not offer an economics opinion in response to Rovi’s

argument. Rovi Reply at 123.

“‘[W]hen a patentee can demonstrate commercial success, usually shown by significant

sales in a relevant market, and that the successful product is the invention disclosed and claimed

in the patent, it is presumed that the co1rm1ercialsuccess is due to the patented invention?”
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Ormco Corp. v. Align Tech, Ina, 463 F.3d 1299, 1312 (Fed. Cir. 2006) (quoting.].T Eaton &

Co. v. Atlantic Paste & Glue Co., 106 F.3d 1563, 1571 (Fed. Cir. 1997)); See also In re GPAC

Inc., 57 F.3d 1573, 1580 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (‘“Aprimafacie case ofnexus is generally made out

when the patentee shows both that there is commercial success, and that the thing (product or

an
method) that is commercially successful is the invention disclosed and claimed in the patent. )

(quoting Demaco Corp. v. F. VonLangsdorfllicensing Ltd, 851 F.2d 1387; 1392 (Fed. Cir.

1988)). On the other hand, ‘“[i]f the commercial success is due to an unclaimed feature of the

device’ or ‘if the feature that creates the commercial success was known in the prior art, the

success is not pertinent.” Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Inc. v. Covidien LP, 812 F.3d 1023, 1034

(Fed. Cir. 2016) (quoting Ormco, 463 F.3d at 1312).

For the nexus requirement, the Federal Circuit has explained that

A nexus between commercial success and the claimed features is
required. . . . However, if the marketed product embodies the
claimed features, and is coextensive with them, then a nexus is
presmned and the burden shifts to the party asserting obviousness
to present evidence to rebut the presumed nexus. . . . The
presumed nexus cannot be rebutted with mere argument; evidence
must be put forth. '

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp. v. Philip Morris Inc., 229 F.3d 1120, 1130 (Fed. Cir. 2000)

(citations omitted). 1 ‘

The administrative lawjudge has determined that Rovi has not made adshowing that the

‘556 Patent was commercially successful because it has not shown that any products infringe or

practice the ‘556 Patent.“

65In the alternative, if it is later found that the X1, Legacy, or domestic industry products
discussed above infringe or practice the ‘556 Patent, then the evidence shows that the ‘556 Patent
has had some commercial success, as the products have enjoyed financial success and the _
corresponding guides embodied the claimed features. See generally CX-0004C (Delp WS) and
CX-1903C (Dr. Delp opines that various guides incorporate the patented features); CX-1905C
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(b) Licensing Success

Rovi argues:

Rovi has also successfully licensed the ‘S56 Patent to a number of
third parties, and there is a nexus between the inventions claimed
in the ‘556 Patent and Rovi’s licensing success. Id. at Q/A 218
25. Thus, there has been significant commercial success
attributable to the ’556 Patent, not only from the products that
embody the asserted claims of the ’556 Patent, but also from
Rovi’s success in licensing the patent. CX-1905C (Putnam RWS)
at Q/A 226.

Rovi Br. at 322.

Comcast argues: 

. . . Rovi has failed to establish the commercial success was due to
“the unique characteristics of the claimed invention—~asopposed
to other economic and commercial factors unrelated to the quality
of the patented subject matter.” SightS0und Techs., 809 F.3d at
1319.

Resps. Br. at 357.

The Federal Circuit specifically requires “affinnative evidence of nexus where the

evidence of commercial success presented is a license, because it is often cheaper to take licenses

than to defend infringement suits.” In re Cree, Inc, 818 F.3d 694, 703 (Fed. Cir. 2016)

(quotations omitted). The Federal Circuit explained that

(Putnam RWS) at Q/A 194-17 (testifying about various guides and set-top boxes, their sales, and
demand for browse mode). The evidence that Comcast cites, RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A
189-97, contains a single question on commercial success, Q/A 190. The responsive testimony
is confined to licensing and the X1 system. See id. at Q/A 190. However, Rovi’s showing is
weak, because it has not shown that its success is not due to other factors, such as advertising and
marketing or “other economic and commercial factors unrelated to the quality of the patented
subject matter.” See In re Huang, 100 F.3d 135, 140 (Fed. Cir. 1996) (rejecting argument where
patentee did not explain “that the product was purchased due to the claimed features”); In re
DBC, 545 F.3d 1373, 1384 (Fed. Cir. 2008). In particular, Rovi has not shown that browse mode
drove consumer purchasing decisions rather than other factors (such as demand for cable
television itselt). ..
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When the specific licenses are not in the record, it is difficult for
the court to determine if “the licensing program was SLlCC6SSf1ll
either because of the merits of the claimed invention or because
they were entered into as business decisions to avoid litigation,
because of prior business relationships, or for other economic
reasons.”

Id (citing In re Antor Media Corp, 689 F.3d 1282, 1294 (Fed. Cir. 2012))“ In general, the

existence of a license alone is insufficient to show that the licensed patent was a commercial

success. See Iron Grip Barbell C0. v.USA Sports, Inc., 392 F.3d 1317, 1324 (Fed. Cir. 2004)

(“Without a showing of nexus, “the mere existence of licenses is insufficient to overcome the

conclusion of obviousness” when there is a strongprimafacie case of obviousness”); see also

Amazon.com, Inc. v. Personalized Media Comma ’ns,LLC, lPR2Ol4-01530, 2016 WL 1170773,

at *17 (Mar. 24, 2016) (“Mn Holtzman’s testimony lists patent family licenses and revenue, but

does not discuss the merits of the challenged claim as they relate to any particular license for the

‘956 patent in the portfolio of licenses. . . . [this] does not establish whether a specific license (or

licensing clause, etc.) for the ‘956 patent occurred because of the merits of the challenged claim,

the merits of unchallenged claims, for other patented inventions, or for other economic reasons

related to the whole ‘956 patent family.”).

66In Antor Media, 689 F.3d at 1294, the Federal Circuit criticized evidentiary support that is
similar to the present investigation:

Antor merely lists the licensees and their respective sales revenue.
The licenses themselves are not even part of the record. Antor
provides no evidence showing that the licensing program was
successful either because of the merits of the claimed invention or
because they were entered into as business decisions to avoid
litigation, because of prior business relationships, or for other
economic reasons. The Board was thus correct in holding that the
existence of those licenses is, on its own, insufficient to overcome
theprimafacie case of obviousness.
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A [ 1 cx-0001c at Q/A

28,311

] See id. at Q/A 35-36; CX-1905C (Putnam RWS) at

Q/A 67, 69-870.67The evidence does not show, however, that these licenses are based on the

merits of the patents as opposed to a business decision to avoid litigation, a prior business

relationship, or other economic reason. See In re Cree, 818 F.3d at 703; In re Antor Media, 689

F.3d at 1294. [

I ] Accordingly, the administrative law

judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that licensing of the ‘S56 Patent—[

]—has been a success.

(C) Copying

Copying typically arises in a secondary-considerations analysis where the accused

infringer has copied the patentee’s invention. See, e.g., DePuy Spine, Inc. v. Medtronic Sofamor

Danek, Inc, 567 F.3d 1314, 1329 (Fed. Cir. 2009); Iron Grip Barbell C0. v. USASports, Inc.,

392 F.3d 1317, 1325 (Fed. Cir. 2004). Copying “requires the replication of a specific product.”

Iron Grip Barbell, 392 F.3d at 1325. Copying “may be demonstrated either through internal
‘I

documents . . . direct evidence such as disassembling a patented prototype, photographing its

features, and using the photograph as a blueprint to build a virtually identical replica, . . . or

access to, and substantial similarity to, the patented product (as opposed to the patent).” Id.

(citations omitted); see also Wyers v. Master Lock C0., 616 F.3d 1231, 1246 (Fed. Cir. 2010)

(“copying requires evidence of efforts to replicate a specific product, which may be

67It is not readily apparent whether the licenses are in the record or if Dr. Putnam read them. See
generally CX-1905C (Putnam RWS) at Q/A 75-79. _ '
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demonstrated through internal company documents, direct evidence such as disassembling a

patented prototype, photographing its features, and using the photograph as a blueprint to build a

replica, or access to the patented product combined with substantial similarity to the patented _

product”).

Rovi’s evidence consists of conclusory expert testimony that cites to a declaration

submitted during prosecution. See, e.g., CX-1903C (Delp RWS) at Q/A 214. Dr. Delp did not

testify that he personally analyzed the StarSight Telecast, EchoStar, and General Instrument

guides. Id Further, there is no evidence of “internal company documents, direct evidence such

as disassembling a patented prototype, photographing its features, and using the photograph as a

blueprint to build a replica, or access to the patented product combined with substantial

similarity to the patented product” that show “efforts to replicate a specific product.” See Wyers,

616 F.3d at 1246.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that this testimony is

insufficient to find copying, and that this factor does not support non-obviousness.

(60 Long-Felt Need

“Evidence of a long-felt but unresolved need can weigh in favor of the non-obviousness

of an invention because it is reasonable to infer the need would not have persisted had the

solution been obvious.” Apple Inc. v. Samsung Elecs. C0., 839 F.3d 1034, 1056 (Fed. Cir. 2016)

see also Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. Ray-O- Vac C0., 321 U.S. 275, 279 (1944) (finding

long-felt need where competing batteries were available for many years but did not address

recognized defects). Long-felt need “is analyzed as of the date of an articulated identified

problem and evidence of efforts to solve that problem.” Texas Instruments Inc. v. U.S. Int’!

Trade Comm ’n, 988 F.2d 1165, 1178 (Fed. Cir. 1993).
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Rovi’s evidence consists of conclusory expert testimony that cites to a declaration

submitted during prosecution. See, e.g., CX-1903C (Delp RWS) at Q/A 215. Dr. Delp did not

identify the date when the long-felt need first began, nor did he discuss any evidence outside of

the file history (i.e., Dr. Delp did not analyze the need “as of the date of an articulated identified

problem and evidence of efforts to solve that problem,” per Texas 1nstruments).68 1d Indeed,

Dr. Delp’s testimony simply agrees with a declaration submitted during prosecution that assumes

long-felt need based upon “the widespread acceptance of the claimed Browse feature[.]” Id.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has detennined that this testimony is

insufficient to find a long-felt need, and that this factor does not support non-obviousness.

(e) Industry Acclaim / Recognitioniby Others

Rovi argues that the “inventions claimed in the ‘S56 Patent received considerable praise,

were considered highly desirable by consumers, and used extensively.” Rovi Br. at 321 (citing

CX-1903C (Delp RWS) at Q/A 216 (describing praise of claimed inventions), 217 (describing

survey related to claimed inventions), 218 (describing survey related to claimed inventions), 219

20 (describing consumer review and advertisements of claimed invention)).

For industry praise, the Federal Circuit has explained:

Evidence that the industry praised a claimed invention or a product
which embodies the patent claims weighs against an assertion that
the same claim would have been obvious. Industry participants,
especially competitors, are not likely to praise an obvious advance
over the known art. Thus, if there is evidence of industry praise in
the record, it weighs in favor of the nonobviousness of the claimed
invention.

WBIP, LLC v. Kohler C0., 829 F.3d 1317, 1334 (Fed. Cir. 2016).

68While Mr. Williams discussed the 1992, 1998, and 1999 timeframes, those discussions were
not cited by Rovi, and the discussions relate to the priority dates of the patents, not the dates
when the alleged need arose.
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The “Tour Guides” article (CX-0848, beginning at 109) demonstrates praise that is

related to the StarSight guide. See CX-0848 at 114 (‘“BroWsing’ is an excellent Wayto fmd out

what’s on.”). It is assumed Rovi contends the praise applies to the ‘556 patent based upon its

copying allegations. See RX-OOOSC(Grimes WS) at Q/A 193 (providing testimony pertaining to

the nexus requirement).

For the consumer demand surveys or allegations of extensive use, Rovi has not

explained how these affect the secondary considerations analysis. See Rovi Br. at 321 (Rovi’s

argument is the “inventions claimed in the ‘556 Patent received considerable praise, were

considered highly desirable by consumers, and used extensively”); CX-1903C (Delp RWS) at

Q/A 217-20. Further, the evidence cited in CX-1903C (Delp RWS) at Q/A 219-20 (e.g., CDX

0207C and CDX-0208C) pertains to licensing for the ‘263 Patent and the ‘4l3 Patent. See CX

1905C (Putnam RWS) at Q/A 139.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that

this secondary consideration factor supports a non-obviousncss finding.

()9 I Skepticism by Others

Rovi argues: the “inventions claimed in the ‘556 Patent helped the pay TV market grow

and succeed even though at the time of the invention persons of ordinary skill in thc art would

have expressed skepticism of such solutions. CX-1904C (Williams RWS) at Q/A 101.’? Rovi

Br. at 321.

For skepticism by others, the Federal Circuit has explained:

Evidence of industry skepticism weighs in favor of non
obviousness. If industry participants or skilled artisans are
skeptical about whether or how a problem could be solved or the
workability of the claimed solution, it‘ favors non-obviousness.
Doubt or disbelief by skilled artisans regarding the likely success

" of a combination or solution weighs against the notion that one
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would combine elements in references to achieve the claimed
invention

WBIP, LLC v. Kohler C0., 829 F.3d 1317, 1334 (Fed. Cir. 2016).

The testimony Rovi cites pertains to the ‘871 Patent:

Q1012 What effect, if any, did the ‘871 Patent have on the
industry?

A101: The inventions of the ‘871 Patent helped the pay TV market
grow and succeed. At the time of the invention, some persons of
ordinary skill in the art would have expressed skepticism of such
solutions considering multiple tuner systems or a networked whole
home DVR too complex, costly, and impractical. The solutions of
the ‘871 Patent were copied by implementer after implementer as
multi-channel digital television systems became more widespread.

CX-1904C at Q/A 101 (cited by Rovi Br. at 321). The testimony at Q/A 68 pertains to the ‘S56

Patent: I

Q68: S0 how did you interpret all of this?

A68: The inventions of the ‘556 Patent helped the pay TV market
grow and succeed. At the time of the invention, some persons of
ordinary skill in the art would have expressed skepticism that such
capabilities could be brought into the television space considering
the resolution requirements, processing requirements, data
requirements and common experience with the way people
traditionally watched TV. The solutions of the ‘S56 Patent were
copied by implementer after implementer as multi-channel digital
television systems became more widespread.

This testimony is conclusory and does not explain who expressed skepticism that the guides

claimed in the ‘S56 Patent were not feasible. See, e.g., Kinetic Concepts, Inc. v. Smith &

Nepheiv, Inc., 688 F.3d 1342, 1367 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (finding skepticism from “leading experts in

the field and reviewers for the Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery journal); VulcanEngineering

C0., Inc. v. Fata Aluminum, Inc., 278 F.3d 1366, 1373 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (pointing to technical

articles and witness testimony). _
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The administrative law judge has detennined that Rovi has not shown that this factor

supports a finding of non—obviousness.

(g) Contemporaneous Invention by Others

Comcast argues: _

The objective facts showing the obviousness of the Asserted
Claims include the contemporaneous conception of the Asserted
Claims by others, including Apple (Florin), StarSight (Young et
al.), and Prevue (Prevue Express Guide in the Full Service
Network) RX-0005C at Q/A 134, 181, 192. This repeated
conception confirms the obviousness of the Assorted Claims. See
Ecolochem v. S. Cal. Edison C0., 227 F.3d 1361, 1379 (Fed. Cir.
2000).

Resps. Br. at 356.

“‘Independently made, simultaneous inventions, made within a comparatively short space

of time, are persuasive evidence that the claimed apparatus was the product only of ordinary A

mechanical or engineering skill.”’ Trustees 0fC0lumbia Univ. _inCity of N.1’.v. Illumina, Ina,

620 F. App’x 916, 929 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (quoting George M Martin C0. v. Alliance Mach. Sys.

1'nt’ZLLC, 618 F.3d 1294, 1305 (Fed. Cir. 2010)). 1

The administrative lawjudge has detennined that Comeast’s contemporaneous inventions

argument is of little weight; the cvidcnce is rather weak because Florin and Young were before

the Examiner during prosecution and the Prevue guide analysis is limited to corporate testimony

instead of an examination of the guide. See Resps. Br. at 357, n.93. '

Accordingly, this argument and the evidence cited therein also is of negligible probative

value. . .
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- (h) Failure of Others

Comeast argues that “Rovi’s deployment of its IPG products in the market does not show

that others had failed to conceive of and commercialize the alleged invention claimed in the ‘556

patent. RX-0005 C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 192.”69 Rovi does not argue failure of others.

Accordingly, this argument and the evidence cited therein is of negligible probative

value.

(1) Weighing the Secondary Consideration Factors

On the whole, the administrative law judge has determined that the evidence cited by

Rovi is negligible in the overall obviousness analysis. Likewise, the evidence cited by Comcast

is negligible in the overall obviousness analysis, and it does not cure the defects in its

obviousness arguments (such as failing to identify a problem to be solved, providing sufficient

motivation to combine or modify references, or addressing limitations missing from the prior

art). Thus, the evidence does not have a perceptible impact on the obviousness calculus.

c) Non-Statutory Double Patenting

Comcast argues: .

. . . the Asserted Claims of the ‘556 patent are invalid as patentably
indistinct from certain claims of the ‘967 (RX-0211) and 5185
(RX-0212) Patents, which issued from continuation applications
claiming ultimate priority to the ‘556 patent, and which share a
common specification. RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 105, 112,
& 114-15.

Resps. Br. at 341 (referencing U.S. Patent Nos. 6,728,967 and 7,100,185).

69Dr. Grimes opined: “It is my opinion that Rovi’s deployment of its IPG products in the market
does not show that others had failed to conceive of and commercialize the alleged invention
claimed in the ‘556 Patent. . . . Not only does this rebut any assertions that others had failed to
commercialize the claimed invention and/or conceive of it, but the contemporaneous conception
and development confirms that the alleged invention of the ‘S56 Patent was obvious. . . .”
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Rovi argues that the ‘556 Patent, which was filed before the filed before the Uruguay

Round Agreements Act (“URAA”) was effective, is not an improper extension of the ‘967 or

‘185 Patents, which were filed after the URAA was effective. Rovi Br. at 322-23. Rovi’s brief

provides the following timeline:

l Sep.9, N0v.29, July9. Jams. Apr.27, Aug.29, “P-9' J"'Y9
t 1993 2001 2002 2003 2004 zoos 1°13 1°19

1 -556 '1_as '55s '9_s7 '96? -135 _'9s7 an_d'18S I555
i. med Filed Issues Hled Issues Issues Expire Expires

T_.,_._.W;‘_,...__,._._i_.,.a..,_.-.a.e-.-..a-".2- ...........=,...._w.».-fig,-1.a-i..,.,~.....,,.i=§ais.A.,. t,__..,-“,.,._»,_%_..:.,__._.9., . 2

Id. at 322. Rovi adds:

As shown above, the ‘S56 Patent, although filed earlier, expires
later than the ‘967 and ‘l85 Patents. This situation results from a
change in the law governing patent terms and a delay in
prosecution of the ‘556 Patent through no fault of the inventors.
Specifically, the ‘S56 Patent was filed prior to enactment of the
URAA.- Under the law, patents filed prior to the URAA are
entitled to a term that is the greater seventeen years post-grant or
twenty years post filing. 35 U.S.C. § 154(c)(1). In contrast, the
‘185 and ‘967 Patents were filed afier the enactment of the URAA.
Patents filed after enactment of the URAA only carry terms of
twenty years post-filing. 35 U.S.C. § 154(a)(2). As discussed in
detail in section H(2)(a) above, during prosecution of the
application for the ‘556 Patent, the Patent Office requested an
“interference” proceeding between the applicant and a third party
claiming to have earlier invcntcd the subject matter of the
application. The interference proceeding was resolved and the
‘556 Patent issued—over eight years after filing. Thcsc events,
combined, resulted in the ‘967 and ‘l85 patents expiring in
September 2013, and the ‘556 Patent expiring in July 2019.

Id. at 323. Rovi then argues that obviousness-type double patenting does not apply on these

facts. Id. Rovi further argues that Comcast has failed to identify a motivation to modify the

allegedly invalidating claims to cover the asserted claims and that the asserted claims are

patentably distinct from the allegedly invalidating claims. See Rovi Br. at 327-29.
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Comcast replies that Rovi ignored the ‘556 Patent’s means-plus-function limitations and

that the memory from allegedly invalidating claim 19 is “inherently” disclosed. See Respsf

Reply at 131-32.

The administrative law judge has determined that Comcast has not shown, through clear

and convincing evidence, that the asserted claims are invalid for obviousness-type double

patenting in light of the ‘967 and ‘185 Patents. ‘

As an initial matter, the cases that Rovi cites in support of its argument that a post-URAA

patent cannot invalidate a prc-URAA patent, Brigham & Women’sHosp. Inc. v. Teva Pharm.

USA, Inc., 761 F. Supp. 2d 210, 225 (D. Del. 201 1) and Abbott Labs. v. Lupin Ltd, No. 09-152

LPS, 2011 WL 1897322, at *10 (2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 53846) (D. Del. May 19, 2011), have

not gained traction in subsequent decisions. See Gilead Scis., Inc. v. Natco Pharma Ltd., 753

F.3d 1208, 1215 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (directing courts to look at a patent’s expiration date, not its

filing date, in obviousness-type double patenting challenges); see also Janssen Biotec/1,Inc. v.

Celltrion Healthcare Co., 210 F. Supp. 3d 278, 2016 WL 5698362 at *3 (D. Mass. 2016)

(critiquing plaintiffs reliance on Brigham and Abbot); DDB Techs., L.L.C. v. Fox Sports

Interactive Media, LLC, No. A-11-CV-929-LY, 2014 WL 12167628, at *4 (W.D. Tex. May 15,

2014) (same).

The Federal Circuit has explained that obviousness-type double patenting analysis

involves two steps:

First, the court construes the claims in the earlier patent and the
claims in the later patent and determines the differences. Second,
the court determines whether those differences render the claims
patentably distinct. . . . A later claim that is not patentably distinct
from, i.e., is obvious over or anticipated by, an earlier claim is
invalid for obviousness-type double patenting.”
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/lbbvie Inc. v. Mathilda & Terence Kennedy Inst. 0fRheumat0l0gy Trust, 764 F.3d 1366, 1374

(Fed. Cir. 2014).” _

Comcast argues claims 7 and 40 are patentably indistinct from claims 11-12 and 14-16

from the ‘l85 Patent and claims 26-27 & 35-36 of the ‘967 Patent. See Resps. Br. at 344; RX

0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 105, 114. Comcast also argues that claim 18(15) is patentably

indistinct from claims 17-20 from the ‘185 Patent and 24 and 33 from the ‘967 Patent. Id.

However, neither Comcast nor Dr. Grimes offer claim constructions for any of the allegedly

invalidating claims. See generally id. For example, in RDX-0952, Comcast compares the ‘556

Patent’s “display generator” to the ‘185 Patent’s “means for displaying” and the ‘967 Patent’s

“display device” without offering any constructions. Likewise, Comcast compares the ‘556

Patent’s “memory means” to the ‘185 Patent’s “program listings” and the ‘967 Patent’s

“program listings information” without offering any constructions. Comcast has failed to meet

its burden under the first step of the Federal Circuit’s obviousness-type double patenting law.

Additionally, Comcast does not substantively compare the allegedly invalidating claims

to the asserted claims in its brief, and Dr. Grimes does not substantively compare the allegedly

invalidating claims to the asserted claims in his witness statement. See generally Resps. Br.,

RX-0005C (Grimes WS).“ Thus, there is no discussion of the differences between the allegedly

invalidating claims and the asserted claims. 1d.; see Abbvie, 764 F.3d at 1374 (“the court

7°Citations to Sun Pharm. Indus, Ltd. v. Eli Lilly & C0., 611 F.3d 1381, 1385 (Fed. ca. 2010),
Pfizer, Inc. v. Teva Pharm. USA, Inc., 518 F.3d 1353, 1363 (Fed. Cir. 2008), and Eli Lilly & C0.
v. Barr Labs, Inc, 251 F.3d 955, 968 (Fed. Cir. 2001) omitted; quotations and bracketing
alterations are also omitted.

71Rather, Comcast’s analysis is relegated to demonstratives. See RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at
Q/A 116-18 (citing RDX-0952-59). .
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determines whether those differences render the claims patentably distinct”).72 Comcast has not

persuasively shown that the ‘185 Patent’s or the ‘967 Patent’s allegedly invalidating claims

cover data processing means that display program schedule information in portions where “each

said portion comprising listing information for each successive one of said television programs

scheduled to appear on said set of channels and being consecutively displayed in response to

corresponding consecutive ones of said guide control commands for successively navigating

through listing information for sequential time periods or programs for which program schedule

information is stored in said memory means” (limitation 3f) or that the data processing means is

“responsive to said television tuning commands for allowing a user to select any one of said

television programs for which listing information is displayed in said partially overlayed portion

of said schedule information” (limitation 3g). '

d) Indefiniteness

Comcast argues, for the “data processing” means in claims 3, 15, and 40, that:

. . . each of these tenns is indefinite because the written description
fails to provide the requisite structure; the only disclosed structure
is a general purpose processor, and no code or algorithms are
disclosed. In view of this intrinsic evidence, a POSITA would
have interpreted these tenns as lacking requisite structure,
consistent with Comcast’s proposal. RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at
Q/A 50; RX-0848C at Q/A 91. In fact, the ‘S56 patent expressly
concedes that it fails to disclose code or algorithms to implement
the recited functions on the disclosed general purpose processor.

72There also is no discussion of why a person of ordinary skill in the art would modify the newer
claims in a manner that would render the prior claims obvious. Cf Otsuka Pharm. C0. v.
Scmdoz,Inc, 678 F.3d 1280, 1298 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (“In the context of claimed chemical
compounds, an analysis of nonstatutory obviousness-type double patenting—~likean analysis
under § l03—entails determining, inter alia, whether one of ordinary skill in the art would have
had reason or motivation to modify the earlier claimed compound to make the compound of the
asserted claim with a reasonable expectation of success. There is no other way to consider the
obviousness of compound B over compound A without considering whether one of ordinary skill
would _havehad reason to modify\A to make B. That is traditional obviousness analysis”).
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Id. Rovi’s Dr. Delp has not identified any code or algorithms
either. . . .

Resps. Br. at 297-99 (emphasis in original).

Rovi argues that the ‘556 Patent discloses algorithms for performing the claimed

functions. See Rovi Br. at 272 (citing CX-1903C (Delp RWS) at Q/A 60; Figure 36A; col. 8,

lns. 3-37, col. 8, lns. 49-67, col. 10, lns. 23-34, col. 10, ln. 66 - col. ll, ln. 15, and col. 12, ln. 49

- col. 13, ln. 4, and CO1.22, ln. 63). '

Comcast does not present a reply. See generally Resps. Reply at 129-32.

The Federal Circuit has explained that the “amount of detail that must be included in the

specification depends on the subject matterithat is described and its role in the invention as a

whole, in view of the existing knowledge in the field of the invention.” Typhoon Touch Techs,

Inc. v. Dell, Inc., 659 F.3d 1376, 1385 (Fed. Cir. 2011). Dr. Grimes—Comcast’s expert—

testified that using a data processor for an EPG was known and implemented well before the

‘556 Patent. See RX-0005C (Grimes WS) at Q/A 58 (“this functionality was taught by Reiter, as

shown in RDX-0988-89, no later than 1985 through the use of a processor to allow a user to

select a particular display of a chosen subset of the stored program schedule information from

among a full screen display, a windowed format, and an overlay format and navigate through the

information”). Dr. Grimes also testified that a data processor or microcontroller “have long been

known and used, including to implement the ftmctionality selected by a television viewer on a

remote control” and that using “a processor to control the output of a video display generator for

display, in response to user control commands and other user selections, was well known and

implemented in the art for years, if not decades, before the ‘556 Patent.” Id. at Q/‘A59-60. For

claim 18, Dr. Grimes opined that the “structures and techniques recited in Claim l8(15) are

conventional components recited in the other Assorted Claims that merely implement well
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understood activity.” Id. at Q/A 61. Given this testimony, the administrative law judge finds

that Comcast has not shown that a person of ordinary skill in the art would have considered the

“data processor” limitation indefinite under §.l l2.

B. U.S. Patent No. 8,006,263

1. Overview of the ‘263 Patent (JX-0002)

The ‘263 Patent, entitled “Interactive television program guide with remote access,”

issued on August, 23, 2011. The ‘263 Patent is a continuation of two patent applications, and it

claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/097,527, filed August 21, 1998, and

U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/093,292, filed July l7, 1998. The ‘263 Patent shares

“essentially the same specification” as the ‘S01 Patent and the ‘4l3 Patent. See Resps. Br. at 63;

see also Rovi Br. at 41 (explaining the patents “stem from a common, parent application filed on

July 16, 1999”). The ‘263 Patent relates to interactive television guide programs that operate on

local devices, such as a set-top box, and remote devices, such as a laptop or mobile phone.

Comcast has collectively introduced the ‘263, ‘80l, and ‘4l3 Patents as the “Remote

Access Patents.” See, e.g., Resps. Br. at 63; see also Tr. 37 (“smartphone scheduling of DVR

recordings.”). .

2. Claim Construction

a) Level of Ordinary Skill in the Art

The parties address the level of ordinary skill for the ‘263, ‘801, and ‘4l3 Patents

together. See Rovi Br. at 42; Resps. Br. at 70.

Rovi argues: 

Oneiof ordinary skill in the art would have a bachelor’s degree in
electrical or computer engineering or computer science, or
equivalent experience, and two to four years of experience relating
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to computer programming and UI. CX-0002C (Shamos WS) at
Q/A 93-95.

Rovi Br. at 42.

Comcast argues:

A POSTIA of the ‘263, ‘4l3, and ‘80l patents as of July 16, 1999,
Rovi’s proposed date of invention, would have a bachelor’s degree
in computer science, electrical engineering, computer engineering,
or a similar discipline, and at least two yearsof experience or
familiarity with computer networks, graphical user interfaces, and
the associated computer software. RX-0850C (Wigdor RWS) at
Q/A 6. In the alternative, a POSITA could have equivalent
experience either in industry or research, such as designing,
developing, evaluating, testing, or implementing the previously
mentioned technologies. Id. There is not a meaningful dispute
between the parties on this issue. Id. at Q/A 8.

Resps. Br. at 70. '

In view of the expert testimony and consensus between the parties, the administrative law

judge has determined that a person having ordinary skill in the relevant art would have a

bachelor’s degree in computer science, electrical engineering, computer engineering, or a similar

discipline and two to four years of experience or familiarity with computer networlrs, graphical

user interfaces, and the associated computer software. i

- b) Agreed Claim Terms

The parties have submitted agreed constructions for multiple claim terms, as follows:

Claim Term ' I Ia‘ Agreed Construction

l. Local Guide I local interactive television program guide

2. Preamble (system for selecting The preamble is limiting.
television programs over a remote access
link comprising an Intemet
communications path for recording)
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, Claim Term - R Agreed Construction

3. Receiving, with the remote access
interactive television program guide, a
selection of a program listing the
plurality of program listings in the
display 

receiving; with the remote access
interactive television program guide, a
selection of a program listing of the
plurality of program listings in the
display

4. Interactive television program guide
equipment

equipment on which an interactive
television program guide is implemented

5. Local interactive television program
guide equipment

equipment on which a local interactive
television program guide is implemented

6. Location remote from the mobile
device/remote program guide access
device

location other than on the mobile
device/remote program guide access
device

7. Program listing information sufficient to identify a
television program for recording

8. Remote access link comprising an
Internet communications path

a communications path including at least
the Internet

9. User profile user specific data at least defining
preferences

10. Remote device remote interactive television program
guide access device

ll. Remote guide remote access interactive television
program guide

12. Remote to the remote device not on the remote device

13. Television equipment user television equipment

14. User equipment user television equipment

15. User site location of the user equipment

See Joint Outline at 4.73

c) Disputed Claim Terms

(1) Interactive television program guide

Rovi argues:

73EDIS Doc. ID No. 600641, filed Jan. 10, 2017.
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This term does not require separate construction, as the phrase
“interactive television program guide” does not appear separately
from the broader phrases “local interactive television program
guide” and “remote access interactive television program guide,”
each of which are separately proposed for construction as
discussed herein. Wigdor Tr. 897 (Respondents’ expert testifying

' that the term “interactive television program guide” does not
appear in any claim, apart from the broader phrases). CX-0002C

' (Shamos WS) at Q/A 143 (Rovi’s expert explaining that no
separate construction of this term is required). Further, many of
Respondents’ constructions for other terms contain “interactive
television program guide” as part of the proposal and it is properly
construed as part of each individual term.

Rovi Br. at 42.

Comcast argues:

The proposed constructions for “interactive television program
guide,” “local interactive television program guide,” “remote
interactive television program guide,” “remote interactive
television program guide access device,” and “remote program
guide access device” are all related and will be discussed together.
See RDX-0834 to RDX-0836 (listing both party’s [sic]
constructions).

Resps. Br. at 70-71.74

The administrative lawjudge agrees with Rovi that this terrn does not require separate

constniction. Indeed, this term does not appear separately from other terms that include it, and

need not be construed in isolation. i

(2) Local interactive televisionprogram guide

The parties have proposed the following constructions:

Rovi’s Proposed Construction i Comcast’s Proposed Construction

guide that allows navigation through | interactive television program guide ' l

74Comcast points to many demonstrative exhibits to present its claim constructions (here,
RDX-0834 to RDX-O836). It is unclear why Comcast would refer to a demonstrative image
rather than directly state and argue a proposed claim construction in its brief. See Pre-Hr’ g Tr.
14. . '
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Rovi’s Proposed Construction i Comcast’s Proposed Construction 
television program listings and causes inside a user’s home
display of program information on user r
television equipment

See Rovi Br. at 43; Resps. Br. at 70-71.75

Rovi argues: _

The majority of the claim construction issues—and the related
infringement disputes—distill to whether the adjective “local”
requires that all portions of the interactive program guide must
exist and execute entirely, solely, and only inside a user’s home or
whether portions of the guide may (as the Patents contemplate)
exist outside the user’s home. Wigdor Tr. 893 (Respondents’
expert confirming that, as applied in his non-infringement
opinions, the “application” corresponding to the “local interactive
television program guide” must “execute” solely, entirely, and only
on television equipment inside the user’s home). There is no
intrinsic justification for limiting this term as,Respondents suggest.

Rovi Br. at 43. Rovi generally relies on the text of the specification (JX-0002 (’263 Patent) at

col. 4, ll. 33-36, col. 6, ll. 61-64, col. 12,11. 25-29, col. 14,11. 11-18, col. 20, ll. 27 29, col. 4, ll.

11-14, and Figures 12-23), Figures 2a-2d, and Dr. Shamos’s (Rovi’s expert) and Dr. Wigdor’s

(C0mcast’s expert) testimony. See Rovi Br. at 43-46. In particular, Rovi relies upon Figure 2d,

which is reproduced below:

75Comcast’s post-hearing brief explains that “Comcast proposes that ‘local interactive television
program guide’ be construed as “interactive television program guide inside a user’s home’ and
‘remote access interactive television program guide’ be construed as ‘interactive television
program guide outside a user’s home.”’ Resps. Br. at 71. 4
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See Rovi Br at 44; IX-0002 at 15.76 With regard to Figure 2d, Rovi notes that:

as shown in the embodiment of Fig. 2(d), and contrary to
Respondents’ proposed construction, the “interactive television
program guide equipment 17” on which the “local interactive
television program guide” “is implemented” includes the
television distribution facility 16 and program guide distribution
equipment 2l—which are demonstrably located outside of the
user’s home—as well as the user television equipment 22. See
e.g., JX-0002 (’263 Patent) at Fig. 2(d); col. 4, lns. 56-61 (“As
shown in FIGS. 2a-2d interactive television program guide
equipment may include program guide distribution equipment 21
located at television distribution facility 16 and user television
equipment 22”).

Rovi Br at 44 (additional emphasis added). Rovi fiirther argues that the patentee defined the

term local in the specification:

Exercising lexicography, the Patents define the term “local
interactive television program guide” as another name for “the

76Figure 3 provides additional context for understanding the “User Television Equipment 22
that 1Sshown in Figure 2d. In particular, Figure 3 shows that “user television equipment can
include a television (36), a set-top box (28), and a remote control (40).
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interactive television program guide that is implemented, on
interactive television program guide equipment 17.” JX-0002
(’263 Patent) at col. 12, lns. 25-29. Hill-Rom Servs., Inc. v. Stryker
C0rp., 755 F.3d1367, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2014).

Id. (footnote omitted).

Comcast argues that “‘local’ means ‘inside a user’s home’ and ‘remote access means

‘outside a user’s home.’” See Resps. Br. at 71 (quoting RX-0007C (Wigdor WS) at Q/A 122

123). In critiquing Rovi’s proposed construction, Comcast relies upon expert testimony the

prosecution history, the specification, inventor testimony, and attomey argument. See Resps Br

at 74-78. With regard to the prosecution history, Comcast argues:

Id. at 76-77.

Rovi presents no argument about this limitation in its reply. See generally Rovi Reply

Section VI(D). Comcast’s reply essentially reargues its post-hearing brief. See Resps Reply at

15-19.

The file histories also make clear that “local” refers to the location
of the user equipment, not a central location such as a cable
headend. As noted above, in responding to a rejection based on
Blake, the applicants argued that the claims were different from
Blake’s disclosure of a central processing system that was separate
and apart from the equipment within a user’s home. See
§ VIII.A.4. The applicants argued their invention allowed that “the
user may select a program for recording over a remote access link
by a local interactive television program guide implemented on
user television program guide equipment.” JX-OOO9(‘263 file
history) at .684-694 (emphasis added). The applicants also
distinguished between the “central processing system” of Blake
and “local recording equipment” located at the user site. Id.
at .729. Finally, the applicants repeatedly argued that Blake did
not feature recording by a “local” program guide because the
equipment that receives the message from the remote guide was a
“central processing system” and thus not “local.” 1d. at .729; JX
0O1O(‘S01 file history) at .374-384, 557-576, 8758-77.
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The administrative law judge construes the term “local interactive television program

guide” to mean “guide that allows navigation through television program listings and causes

display of program information on user television equipment.” g

To begin, the claim term itself does not contain an explicit location-based limitation, as

Corncast urges. The words in close proximity to the term also do not contain a location-based

limitation. In contrast, “user television equipment” is “located within a user’s home,” a display

device is “at the user’s home” and “a remote program guide access device [is] located outside of

the user’s home[.]” JX-0002 at 28:33-39. Other independent claims contain similar

distinctions. See generally JX-OO02at 28:7-32:38 (e.g., claims 5, 8, 11, and 17). Thus, the ~

administrative law judge finds no support in the plain claim language to require that the local

interactive television program guide be solely “inside a user’s home.”

Furthermore, the specification, including the figures, supports the construction. In
V

particular, Figure 2d depicts the “interactive television program guide equipment” (17) as

including a television distribution facility (16) and user television equipment (22). The

background of the ‘263 Patent also explains that “interactive electronic television program

guides have been developed that allow television program information to be displayed on a

user’s television.” JX-0002 at 1:27-30. The detailed description adds that a “local” guide may

be implemented on “interactive television program guide equipment l7[.]” Id. at 12:23-37. The

remaining portions of the specification that Rovi cites, in general, support the construction. Rovi

Br. at 43. i

With regard to Rovi’s lexicographer argument, the administrative law judge has '

determined that the patentee did not clearly define the disputed claim tenn in a way that demands
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departing from a plain-and-ordinary-meaning construction. The Federal Circuit has explained

that

To act as its own lexicographer, a patentee must “clearly set forth a
definition of the disputed claim term” other than its plain and
ordinary meaning. CCS Fitness, Inc. v. Brunswick C0rp., 288 F.3d
1359, 1366 (Fed. Cir. 2002). It is not enough for a patentee to
simply disclose a single embodiment or use a Word in the same
manner in all embodiments, the patentee must “clearly express an
intent” to redefine the term. Helmsderfer v. Bobrick Washroom
Equip, Inc, 527 F.3d 1379, 1381 (Fed. Cir. 2008); see also Kara
Tech. Inc. v. Stampscom, 582 F.3d 1341, 1347-48 (Fed. Cir.
2009). '

Thorner v. Sony Computer Entm ’tAm. LLC, 669 F.3d 1362, 1365 (Fed. Cir. 2012); see also GE

Lighting S0ls., LLC v. /1giLight, Inc, 750 F.3d 1304, 1309 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (“To act as its own

lexicographer, a patentee must “clearly set forth a definition of the disputed claim term,” and

“clearly express an intent to [re]define the term.”); Luminara Worldwide, LLC v. Liown Elecs.

C0., 814 F.3d 1343, 1353 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (“The standards for finding lexicography and

disavowal are ‘exacting.’”). The scant passage upon which Rovi relies, JX-0002 at 12:25-29, is

buried deep in the specification (after appear several times before) and does not explicitly

provide a definition for “local.”77 Indeed, it is plausible that the patentee used “‘loca1’” to

differentiate the “remote access” guide or simply to remind the reader that “interactive television

program guide equipment 17” was the local guide. Further, the patentee did not provide a

section of definitions, and it is not argued that the patentee defined any other terms in the

specification.

77JX-0002 at 12:25-29 explains, “The remote access interactive television program glide may
communicate with the interactive television program guide that is implemented on interactive
television program guide equipment 17, herein referred to as a “local” interactive television
program guide.” '
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Similarly, the prosecution history does not present a clear disavowal of claim scope, as

Comcast suggests by relying on the prosecution history. See Biogen Idec, Inc. v.

Glax0SmithKline LLC, 713 F.3d 1090, 1095 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (“[W]hen the patentee

unequivocally and unambiguously disavows a certain meaning to obtain a patent, the doctrine of

prosecution history disclaimer narrows the meaning of the claim consistent with the scope of the

claim surrendered”); Omega ‘Eng’g,Inc, v. Rayrek Corp, 334 F.3d 1314, 1325-26 (Fed. Cir.

2003) (“for prosecution disclaimer to attach, our precedent requires that the alleged disavowing

actions or statements made during prosecution be both clear and unmistakable”); see also Hill

Rom Servs., Inc. v. Stryker Corp, 755 F.3d 1367, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (providing several

examples of circumstances supporting disclaimer). Indeed, a review of the file history indicates

that the patentee distinguished Blake at least upon its lack of a second guide that could display

program listings: p

Applicants’ claims, as amended, require that each program guide
be configured to display program listings, which is lacking in the
Blake recording equipment. Therefore, Blake does not show or
suggest a remote program guide configured to display program
listings, transmitting a communication to a local program guide
configured to display program listings to record the program
corresponding to the selected listing, as required by applicants’
claims.

IX-0009C at 729. At least this distinction undercuts Corncast’s arguments.

Additionally, the inventor testimony upon which Comcast relies, JX-0118C at 10:15-20

and 30:3-13, is extrinsic evidence. See Phillips v. AWH COI’p.,415 F.3d 1303, 1317 (Fed. Cir.

2005). Accordingly, it is afforded less significance than theintrinsic evidence discussed above.

Id.; see also Arcel0rMittal France v. AK Steel Corp, 700 F.3d 1314, 1321-22 (Fed. Cir. 2012)

(“an inventor’s subjective understanding of patent terminology is irrelevant to claim

construction”); Howmedica Osreonics Corp. v. Wright Med. Tech, Inc, 540 F.3d 1337, 1346
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(Fed. Cir. 2008) (“The testimony of an inventor ‘cannot be relied on to change the meaning of

the claims/”). The administrative law judge has reviewed the cited testimony and detennined

that it is “less significant than the intrinsic record in determining ‘the legally operative meaning

of claim language.” See Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1317.

Finally, the parties both rely upon expert testimony to advance their arguments. Expert

testimony is one form of extrinsic evidence. Given that the parties’ experts’ testimony

essentially dovetails with the parties’ arguments, the administrative lawjudge finds that the

expert testimony is not particularly significant, vis-a-vis the intrinsic record, when “determining

‘the legally operative meaning of claim language.” See Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1317.

(3) Remote access interactive television program ‘guide

The parties have proposed the following constructions:

R0vi’s Proposed Construction '_C0mcast’sProposed Construction

guide allowing navigation through interactive television program guide
television program listings using a remote outside a user’s home
access link

See Rovi Br. at 47; Resps. Br. at 71.

Rovi argues:

As with the prior term, Respondents again try to import a
geographical limitation that the “remote access interactive
television program guide” be limited to a guide existing entirely
“outside a user’s home.” Resps. P.H. Br. at 182-83. One of
ordinary skill in the art would agree with Rovi’s proposed
construction—-“guide allowing navigation through television
program listings using a remote access link.” CX-0002C (Shamos
WS) at Q/A 106. While it is clear that “remote access interactive
television program guide” must be distinguished from “local
interactive television program guide,” it does not follow that the
“local guide” must be confined solely to a guide existing entirely
“inside the home” while the “remote guide” is confined solely to a
guide existing entirely “outside the home.” As the ‘263 Patent
specification explains: “The interactive television program guide
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equipment is connected to one or more remote program guide
access devices over a remote access link.” JX-0002 (’263 Patent)
at col. 2, lns. 37-39. Therefore, what makes a guide a “remote
access interactive television program guide”—as opposed to a
“local interactive television program guide”——isthat the “remote
access interactive television program guide” is connected to the
“local interactive television program guide” via a remote access
link. Indeed, this is precisely what is depicted in Fig. 2(d). IX
O0O2(’263 Patent) at Fig. 2(d). This construction is also supported
by the intrinsic evidence at JX-0002 (’263 Patent) at col. 2, lns. 39
56, col. 12, lns. 23546, which discuss how the remote access link is
used by the remote access interactive television program guide.
CX—00O2C(Shamos WS) at Q/A 106, 108, 110, 128 (explaining
addition intrinsic evidence in regard to the remote access link).

-47.

Comcast argues:

Rovi’s constructions remove important aspects of the plain and
ordinary meaning of “local” and “remote” from the claims. A
POSITA would recognize that local and remote are designations of
location, not designations of function. RX-0007C at Q/A 135. But
Rovi’s constructions would define “local interactive television
program guide” and “remote access interactive television program
guide” through their functions and remove any meaning regarding
location. . . .

Rovi’s constructions of “local interactive television program
guide” and “remote access interactive television program guide”
are also contradicted by arguments the applicants made during
prosecution. In this litigation, Rovi takes the position that “what
makes a guide ‘remote access is that it is connected via a remote
link.” CX-0002C at Q/A 106. But, during prosecution, the
applicants repeatedly argued that a distinguishing feature of their
invention was that the two guides were in communication. See,
e.g., JX-0009 (‘Z63 file history) at .000685-694; see also JX-0010
(‘8Ol file history) at .0O0374-384. For both guides to be “in
communication,” both guides must “use the remote access link,”
not just the remote access guide as in Rovi’s constructions.
Accordingly, because the use of a remote access link is not a point
of distinction between local and remote access interactive
television program guides, it is not helpful in the constructions and
not included in Comcast’s proposal. See RX-0007 at Q/A 139.

Resps. Br. at 74-74.
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Rovi presents no argument about this limitation in its reply. See generally Rovi Reply,

Section VI(D). Comcast’s reply essentially reargues its post-hearing brief. See Resps. Reply at

17.

The administrative law judge construes “remote access interactive television program

guide” to mean “guide allowing navigation through television program listings using a remote

access link.”

The claim tenn itself does not contain an explicit location-based limitation, as Comcast

urges. Additionally, the Words in close proximity to the term specify that “a remote program

guide access device,” which implements the remote access guide, is located outside of the home;

the location-based limitation modifies the device, not the guide. See JX-0002 at 28:38-39. Other

independent claims contain similar distinctions. See generally JX-0002 at 28:7-32:38 (e.g.,

claims 5, 8, ll, and l7). Thus, the administrative law judge does not construe the tenn to require

that the remote access guide be “outside a user’s home.”

Furthermore, the specification, including the figures, supports the construction. In

particular, Figs. 2a-2b depict that the remote access guide communicates over “remote access

link 19.” The specification explains:

As shown in FIGS. l and 2a-2d, interactive television program
guide equipment l7 communicates with remote program guide
access device 24 via remote access link 19. In practice, remote
program guide access device 24 may be connected to user
television equipment (as shown in FIGS. 2a and 2c), television
distribution facility l6 (as shown in FIG. Zb), connected to both (as
indicated in FIG. l), or may communicate with remote program
guide server 25 (as shown in FIG. 2d) via remote access link 19.
Remote access link 19 may be any suitable wired or wireless
communications path or paths over which digital or analog
communications may take place between interactive television
program guide equipment 17 and remote program guide access
device 24.
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JX-0002 at 6148-60; see also id. at 2:39-56, 1223-467*‘ g

The parties also both rely upon expert testimony to advance their arguments. Given that

the parties’ experts’ testimony essentially dovetails with the parties’ arguments, the

administrative law judge finds that this extrinsic evidence is not particularly significant, vis-a-vis

the intrinsic record, when “determining ‘the legally operative meaning of claim language.’” See

Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1317.

(4) Remoteprogram guide access device / remote interactive
televisionprogram guide access device

The term “remote program guide access device” appears in claims 1 and 5 of the ‘263

Patent. JX-0002 at 28:38-48; 29: 12-20 (the term also appears in the specification many times).

The parties have proposed the following constructions: 1

Rovi’s Proposed Construction p Comcast’s Proposed Construction

device connected to program guide equipment for accessing a remote
equipment over a remote access link interactive television program guide

79

Rovi Br. at 78; Resps. Br. at 77-78.

Rovi’s argument in relation to this term (which is presented in conjunction with argument

for the term “remote interactive television program guide access device”) follows:

Respondents again improperly attempt to limit these tenns to
guides “outside a user’s home.” ‘Resps. P.H. Br. at 192. One of
ordinary skill in the art would agree with Rovi’s proposed
constructions—“device connected to program guide equipment

K over a bidirectional remote access link” and “device connected to

78The specification alsodescribes a remote control (40). See IX-0002 at 1:31-33; 7:41-52.
Although Comcast does not address the remote control, it is believed a person of ordinary skill in
the art would understand the “remote” control would normally be stored within the user’s home.

79Comcast proposes construing “interactive television program guide” as an “application that,
when executed, causes television program listings to be presented to the user and enables the
user to navigate through the program listings, to select an individual listing, and to select a 
function associated with the selected listing[.]” See Resps. Br. at 70-71; RX-0007C at Q/A 122.
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program guide equipment over a remote access link” for the
reasons discussed with respect to the prior term. CX-0002C
(Shamos WS) at Q/A 108, 110. Because the remote interactive
television program guide access device is interactive, the remote
access link must be bidirectional. CX-0002C (Shamos WS) at Q/A
108 (explaining addition intrinsic evidence in support of
Rovi’s construction); JX-0002 (’263 Patent) at col. 1, lns. 23-28
(“Preferably remote access link 19 is bidirectional”).

Rovi Br. at 48.

Comcast’s argument (which is also presented in conjunction with argument forthe term

“remote interactive television program guide access device”) in relation to this term follows:

Tuming to the final two guide limitations, “remote interactive
television program guide access device” and “remote program
guide access device,” the parties proposed constructions are
essentially extensions of the dispute over the construction of
“remote access interactive television program guide.” Thus, for
the same reasons already discussed, “remote interactive television
program guide access device” and “remote program guide access
device” should be construed as “equipment for accessing a remote
access interactive television program guide.”

Resps. Br. at 77-78.

Neither Rovi’s nor Comcast’s reply addresses this construction.

The administrative law judge construes the terms “remote program guide access device”

and “remote interactive television program guide access device” to mean “equipment for

accessing a remote interactive television program guide over a remote access link.” '

Claim l specifies that a “remote access interactive television program guide is

implemented” on the “remote program guide access device.” The plain purpose of the “remote

. . . device” is to implement the “remote . . . guide.” C0mcast’s proposed construction, while

mostly acceptable, does not acknowledge the slight difference between the tenns “remote

program guide access device” and “remote interactive television program guide access device.”

The portion of Rovi‘s proposed construction that relies upon a distinction of “bidirectional” and
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“unidirectional” links addresses the different words. See CAE Screerzplates Inc. v. Heinrich

Fiedler GmbH& C0. KG, 224 F.3d 1308, 1317 (Fed. Cir. 2000) (“In the absence of any

evidence to the contrary, we must presume that the use of these different terms in the claims

connotes different meanings”). Further, the specification and figures indicate that a remote

program guide access (24) device utilizes a link (19). JX-0002 at 6:48-60 (“As shown in FIGS. 1

and 2a-2d, interactive television program guide equipment 17 communicates with remote

program guide access device 24 via remote access link 19.”).

i (5) Remote interactive television program guide access device

The term “remote interactive television program guide access device” appears only in

claims l4 and 17 of the ‘263 Patent. IX-0002 at 31 :12-25; 32:9-21 (it does not appear in the

specification). The parties have proposed the following constructions:

Rovi’s Proposed*C.onstrucfion C0mcast’s Proposed Construction

device Connectedto program guide equipment for accessing a remote access
equipment over a bidirectional remote interactive television program guide
access link.

Rovi Br. at 78; Resps. Br. at 78-79. Rovi’s and Comcast’s arguments in relation to this term are

presented above, along with the “remote program guide access device” term.

The administrative lawjudge construes the term “remote interactive television program

guide access device” to mean “equipment for accessing a remote interactive television program

guide over a bidirectional remote access link.” The construction comports with the plain purpose

of the “remote . . . device” and also accounts for the additional words (e.g. , interactive television)

in this term. See CAE Screenplates, 224 F.3d at 1317 (“In the absence of any evidence to the

contrary, we must presume that the use of these different terms in the claims connotes different

meanings”).
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(6) User television equipment

V R0vi’s Proposed Construction l Comcast’s Proposed Construction

any equipment capable of use by a user to Comcast does not clearly present a
display program listings and to record construction in its post-hearing brief
television programs '

See Rovi Br. at 49; Resps. Br. at 81-82.

Rovi’s

Rovi Br. at 49

opening argument for this term follows:

One of ordinary skill in the art would agree with Rovi’s proposed
construction—“any equipment capable of use by a user to display
program listings and to record television programs.” CX-0002C
(Shamos WS) at Q/A 112. The specifications make clear that
“user television equipment” is a broad term. 1d.; JX-0002 (’263
Patent) at col. 6, ln. 64 —col. 7, ln. 1. Further, Figs. 3 and 4 ofthe
’263 Patent show the user television equipment as including a
television 36, remote control 40, secondary storage device 32, set
top box 28, digital storage device 31, user interface 46, digital
storage device 49, secondary storage device 47, communications
device 51 and display device 45. JX-0002 (’263 Patent) at Figs. 3
4. In the Patents, the recited purpose of the “user television
equipment” is to display program listing and record television
programs. CX-0002C (Shamos WS) at Q/A 112. What records
television programs thus falls within the scope of “television
equipment.” CX-1901C (Shamos RWS) at Q/A 37 (discussing
additional intrinsic evidence in support of Rovi’s construction).

- Comcast’s argument for this term follows: v

The party’s [sic] proposed construction [sic] of “user television
equipment” are provided in RDX-0842. Comcast’s proposed
construction is consistent with the plain and ordinary meaning of
this limitation to one of ordinary skill in the art in light of the
intrinsic evidence. RX-0007C at Q/A 174.

There are two problems with Rovi’s construction. First, it is
overbroad because it would read the word “television” out of the
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claims. For example, Rovi’s construction would cover a personal
computer, which is capable of being configured to display program
listings and record television programs but is inarguably not a
“television” as a POSITA would understood. RX-0007C at Q/A
175. Second, Rovi’s construction leads to the absurd result that the
agreed construction for “user site” would no longer be limited to
the site of the user when Rovi’s construction of “user television
equipment” is combined with the other agreed constructions.
Because “user television equipment” would no longer be limited to
a television in Rovi’s construction, the equipment would not need
to be in the user’s home. But the parties have agreed that “user
site” means “location of the user equipment” and that “user
equipment” means “user television equipment.” Thus, “user site”
means “location of the [user television equipment].” Under Rovi’s
overbroad construction of “user television equipment” this would
mean that “user site” is no longer limited to a fixed point, like the
user’s home. This would render the “user site” limitation
meaningless. This problem is averted by adopting Comcast’s
construction which would lead to a “user site” construction of
“location of the television equipment associated with the user.”
This construction makes sense and is consistent with the plain and
ordinary meaning. "

Rovi criticizes Comcast’s construction by arguing that “associated
with a user” is unclear. See CX-0002C (Shamos WS) at Q/A 113.
Dr. Shamos’s hypothetical where a television could potentially be
associated with users A, B, and C does not present a problem. It
would not be difficult for 21POSITA to determine that the
television equipment is associated with a single subscriber whether
or not it is available to multiple individuals within that household.
See RX-000'/C at Q/A 179.

Resps Br at81-82.

Rovi replies:

Respondents misrepresent the scope of the inventions and the
specifications, stating: “Rovi’s construction [of user television
equipment] would cover a personal computer, which is capable of
being configured to display program listings and record television
programs but is inarguably not a ‘television’ as a POSITA would
understood [sic].” Resps. Br. at 81. The specifications of the
Asserted Patents explicitly state that “user television equipment”
includes a personal computer: “[o]ther suitable types of user
television equipment may be based on personal computer
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televisions (PC/TVs)...” JX-0003 (‘801 Patent) at 4:17-20, 11:59
62, 31:61-65. Thus, Respondents’ argument is L111p6I‘SLl3.SiV6.

Rovi Reply at 32.

The administrative law judge construes the term “user television equipment” to mean

“equipment for displaying television program listings infonnation and other program guide data

using a local interactive television program guide.” See JX-0002 at 7:61-64 (“Each user has user

television equipment 22 for displaying the television program listings information and other

program guide data using a local interactive television program guide”). Further, this

construction is consistent with the specification, and it also allows for other uses such as the

display of programming (e.g. , watching television shows).

Rovi’s construction is overly broad to the extent it seeks to encompass “any equipment.”

Conversely, Rovi’s construction is overly narrow to the extent it requires the user television

equipment “to record.” While the preamble of claim 1 indicates that the claimed system is “for

recording,” the body of the claim indicates that “the local interactive television program guide

. . . records the television program . . . using the local interactive television program guide

equipment.” See JX-0002 at 28:59-63.

(7) Generates[/ing] . . . a display

Claim 1 of the ‘263 Patent utilizes the term “generates a display” twice. See JX-0002 at

28:35, 28:44 (“Generates a display” only appears in claims 5, 8, 11, 14, and 17. It does not

appear in the specification). The parties have proposed the following constructions:

‘ , Rovi’s.iPr0_pose'dConstruction’ . ;l . .C0mcast’s Proposed .C-onstruction I

Generates[/ing] data representing a Comcast does not clearly present a
display construction in its post-hearing brief. _

Rovi Br. at 49; Resps. Br. at 82-83.
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opening argument for this phrase follows:

One of ordinary skill in the art would agree with Rovi’s
construction—“generates[/ing] data representing a display.” 'CX
0002C (Shamos WS) at Q/A 114. This straightforward
construction explains what generating a display means and is
consistent with the disclosure in the specifications. See JX-0002
(’263 Patent) at col. 6, lns. l-8, col. 9, lns. 15-19, col. 14, lns. 2-19,
col. 20, lns. 1-5.

Respondents’ proposed construction requires that what does the
“generating” also “create[s] data sufficient to provide a display”
and “provide[s] that data to a display device.” Resps. PH. Br. at
199-200. As with the “local interactive television program guide”
term, this is another attempt by Respondents to limit the local
guide to equipment within the user’s home that must—under
Respondents’ construc'tionf“create data sufficient to provide a
display” and “provide that data to a display device.” If something
other than the television equipment in the user’s home “creates the
data,” then, under Respondents’ construction, that would be
excluded from the scope of the claims. However, and as discussed
previously, the specifications contemplate a client-server based
program guide where the program guide server generates program
guide display screens as digital frames and distributes the frames to
user television equipment 22 of Figure 2d. JX-0003 (‘801 Patent)
at col. 8, ln. 52 - col. 9, ln. 6_0,col. 10, lns. 2-9, col. 40, lns. 6-30,
col. 41, lns. 6-32, Fid. 2d. As Dr. Wigdor testified at the hearing,
this embodiment would be excluded under Respondents’
construction. Wigdor Tr. 895. In a cable system, consistent with
the disclosed embodiments, the user television equipment (inside
the home) works with portions of the cable network outside the
home to receive data needed to generate a display on the user’s
television equipment. CX-0002C (Shamos WS) at Q/A 115
(discussing other intrinsic evidence supporting Rovi’s
construction).

Rovi Br. at 49-50. .

Comcast’s opening argument for this phrase follows: .

The pai1y’s [sic] proposed construction [sic] of “generates[/ing]
a display” are provided in RDX-0843. -Comcast’s construction is
supported by the specification, which recognizes a difference
between the generating of a display screen and the displaying of
that screen to the user. For example, the patents describe an
embodiment where the local guide receives communications from
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a remote device, generates “the appropriate program guide display
screen,” and “send[s] the program guide display screen back” to
the remote device “for display on [a] user interface.” JX-0002
(‘263 Patent) at 14:11-19. Thus the specifications show that there
is a distinction between generating the display screen and
displaying it.

Rovi mischaracterizes Comcast’s proposed construction as
requiring that “the element that generates the display must talk
directly to the display device.” CX-0002C (Shamos WS) at Q/A
115. Under Comcast’s construction, the same element could both
generate and display or one element could generate the display
screen and indirectly pass it to the display device. Either scenario
would be included in Comcast’s construction.

Dr. Shamos constructs a hypothetical involving a browser
rendering an HTML file and incorrectly suggests that the browser
“generates” the display by rendering the HTML file. This
hypothetical demonstrates a misunderstanding of 1Comcast’s
proposed construction. Rendering an HTML file, or similar types
of data, is not generating a display. On the contrary, creating the
HTML file and passing it to a browser is “generating” a display
because it “creates data sufficient to provide a display [the HTML
file] and provides that data to a display device [browser] to create
[render] the display.” RX-0007C (Wigdor WS) at Q/A 186.

Resps. Br. at 82-83. .

Comcast replies: ,

There is nothing to add over Respondents post-hearing brief (Resp.
PoHB at 81-82) other than to note Rovi offers no criticisms of
Respondents’ construction. See Compl. PoHB at 49.

Resps. Reply at 19.

display.”80

The administrative law judge construes the tenn “generates a display” to mean “creates a

80According to Rovi, this construction is superfluous because the parties do not dispute that t e
X1 system generates a display under either party’s construction. See Rovi Reply at 35, which
argues:

Based on Respondents’ admission, the parties agree that the X1
system generates a display of one or more program listings as
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Rovi’s construction simply adds the words “data representing” without any substantive

development of the concept; Rovi does not explain why “data representing” is a necessary

addition or why “data” is not otherwise inherent in the plain language itself.

(8) Whereinthe display of the plurality ofprogram listings is
generated based on a userprofile stored at a location
remotefrom the remote program guide access device

This phrase appears in claims l and 5 of the ‘263 Patent. The patties have proposed the

following constructions:

Rovi’s Proposed Construction C0mcast’s Proposed Construction

No further construction necessary, plain Comcast does not clearly present a
and ordinary meaning. construction in its post-hearing brief.

Rovi Br. at 51-52; Resps. Br. at 78.

Rovi argues:

One of ordinary skill in the art would agree with Rovi’s proposed
construction—“No further construction necessary, plain and
ordinary meaning.” CX—000_2C(Shamos WS) at Q/A 116, 119.
The meaning of the “wherein” clauses is clear from the text of the
claim limitations themselves. The parties agree that the display
must be based on a user profile stored somewhere other than on the 
remote program guide access device. Indeed, the claim language
states “a user profile stored at a location remote from the remote
interactive television program guide access device.” JX-0002
(‘263 Patent) at col. 31, lns. 1-31. In the face of the plain meaning
of this term, Respondents’ proposed construction adds the
unsupported additional requirement that the user profile be “stored,
and used, other than on the remote interactive television program
guide access device.” Resps. P.H. Br. at 192-96 (emphasis-added).

required by the Asserted Claims under Rovi’s construction or
under Respondents’ construction Without the “in the user’s home”
requirement. See Compls. Br. at 43-46 (discussing the
construction of local interactive television program guide) and 66
70 (discussing infringement by the X1 system. of the Asserted
Claims). Thus, the only dispute between the parties is whether the
X1 system contains a local guide.
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Respondents‘ construction is expressly contradicted by the
specifications, for example, JX-0002 (’263 Patent) at col. 17, lns.
4-18. Respondents’ expert, Dr. Wigdor, admits he is improperly
reading in a “use” limitation from one of the disclosed
embodiments. RX-0007C (Wigdor WS) at Q/A 161. Within the
scope of the asserted claims, the user profile information could be
stored on a server (z'.e., not on the remote access device),
transmitted to the device over the Internet, and then used on the
device to generate display of the remote interactive television
program guide. CX-OOOZC (Shamos WS) at Q/A 116-18
(explaining additional intrinsic evidence in support of Rovi°s
construction); Shamos Tr. 250-54 (same).

Rovi Br. at 51-52. Rovi then provides examples of “user profile” information in a footnote. Id.

at 52 n.9.

Comcast argues that its “constructions are consistent with the intrinsic evidence. The

only specification disclosure of generating a display for a remote device using a user profile,

discloses that the profile is stored and used somewhere other than the remote device in order to

reduce the amount of data that needs to be sent to the remote device.” Resps. Br. at 78. Corncast

cites three lines of the specification, a complaint from a different lawsuit, inventor testimony,

and expert testimony that dovetails with Comcast’s argtunent. Id. The specification text that

Comcast cites explains: _ _

User preference profiles may also be used to limit the amount of
data provided to remote program guide access device 24 and
thereby tend to minimize the bandwidth requirements of
remote access link 19.

Id. (citing JX-0002 at 17:37-40 (emphasis added by Comcast)).

The administrative law judge has detennined that it is not necessary to construe this

phrase. The meaning of the phrase is clear and self-explanatory, and the parties agree that the

display must be based on a user profile stored somewhere other than on the remote program

guide access device.
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infringement of claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 of ‘413 Patent. See generally Rovi Br., Section

V(F); Resps; Br., Section VlII(C)(4). Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that

ARRIS and Technicolor do not contributorily infringe claims l, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 of ‘4l3

Patent for the same {reasonsdoes not contributorily infringe claims 1, 2, 14, and 17 of the ‘263

Patent.

5. Domestic Industry —Technical Prong

Rovi does not clearly identify which claims of the ‘4l3 Patent are practiced by the

domestic industry products. See generally Rovi Br., Section V(G). Rather, Rovi explains:

For purposes of brevity, Rovi refers to the ‘263 Patent claim
elements below and indicate relevant claim elements of the ‘413
and ‘8Ol patents wherever the same evidence is applicable in
showing whether the claim element has been met. Relevant claim
language as to all claims is provided in full at CDX-0307C
(CX-0002C (Shamos WS) at Q/A 383-433).

Rovi Br..at 97. For instance, the conclusion of Rovi’s argument for the preamble of claim 1 of

the ‘263 Patent is typical for the Rovi (i-Guide, Passport, and TotalGuide XD)and Verizon FiOS

domestic industry products:

The evidence and arguments made with respect to ‘263 claim _
element lpre also show that the following claim elements are met
by the Rovi systems: ‘263 claim elements l4pre, 17pre; ‘413 claim
elements lpre, ,l0pre; and ‘80l claim elements lpre, la, 5pre,
5a,. [sic] 10pre, 10a, 10c, 15pre, 15a, 15c. CX-0002C (Shamos
WS) at Q/A 434-35, 444-45, 452-53, 474-75, 488-89, 490-92, 504
07, 516-19, 522-23, 532-35, 538-39.

Rovi Br. at 98 (emphasis added).

Comcast does not present a separate argument, apart from the ‘263 Patent, as to whether

Rovi does or does not satisfy the technical prong. See generally Resps. Br., Section Vlll(D)

(Comcast even acknowledges the similarities to its non-infringement case: “The asserted claims
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do not read on the asserted DI systems for many of the same reasons that the claims do not read

on Comcast’s. RX-0850C (Wigdor RWS) at Q/A 231.” Resps. Br. at 114).

Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that the Rovi and Verizon products

practice claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 of ‘413 Patent for the same reasons those products

practice claims 1, 2, 14, and 17 of the ‘263 Patent.

6. Patent Eligibility and Validity

Comcast does not present any separate arguments, i.e., arguments apart from the ‘263
¢

Patent, that contend the ‘413 Patent’s asserted claims are ineligible or invalid. See generally

Resps. Br., Section VllI(E).

The administrative law judge already determined that claims 1, 2, 14, and 17 of the ‘263

Patent are not ineligible and not invalid. See Section IV(B)(7).

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Comcast has not shown,

through clear and convincing evidence, that claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 of ‘413 Patent are

ineligible or invalid. 

F. U.S. Patent No. 8,621,512

1. Overview of the ‘512 Patent (JX-0006)

The ‘5l2 Patent, entitled “Interactive television program guide with simultaneous watch

and record capabilities,” issued on December 31, 2013. The application that would issue as the

‘512 Patent, Application No. 13/280,215, was filed on October 4, 2011. The ‘512 Patent claims

the benefit of several applications, the earliest of which is Provisional Patent Application No.

60/089,487, which was filed on Jmie 16, 1998. The ‘512 Patent discloses a television guide that

allow users to record a program while simultaneously watching another program.

Comcast has introduced the ‘556 Patent as addressing “multi-tuner conflict resolution.”
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2. Claim Construction

a) Levelof Ordinary Skill in the Art

Rovi argues:

A person of ordinary skill in the art relevant to the ‘512 Patent
would have a bachelor’s degree in electrical or computer
engineering or computer science, or equivalent experience, and
two to four years of experience relating to computer programming
and user interfaces. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 185;
CX-1920C (Balakrishnan RWS) at Q/A 19-22..

Rovi Br. at 134-35.

Comcast argues: .

A POSITA of the ‘512 patent as of Rovi’s proposed date of
invention would have a bachelor’s degree in computer science,
electrical engineering, computer engineering, or a similar
discipline, and at least two to three years of experience or
familiarity with electronic program guides, television video signal
processing, graphical user interfaces, and associated computer
software, or the equivalent experience gained through work in
industry or research. See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 48.

Resps. Br. at 170.

The preamble of claim 1 is “A method for resolving a conflict when multiple operations

are performed using multiple ttmers controlled by an interactive television program guide, the

method comprising[.]” JX-0006 at 18:35-37. The preamble of claim 13 is “A system for

resolving a conflict when multiple operations are performed using multiple timers controlled by

an interactive television program guide, the system comprising[.]” Id. at 19:41-43.

b) Disputed Claim Terms

(1) Preambles
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argument:
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The preambles of claims 1 and 13' are not limiting. CX-0003C
(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 191; see also, Rowe v. Dror, 112 F.3d
473, 478 (Fed. Cir. 1997).

Rovi Br. at 135. Dr. Balakrishnan opined:

Q191. D0 you have any opinions regarding the preamble of
claims 1 and 13? ’ '

A191. Yes, I do. In my opinion, when reading the preamble of
claims 1 and 13 in light of the claims, the specification, and the file
history of the ‘512 Patent, one of ordinary skill in the art would not
have understood the preamble to have been limiting to either
claim. I do not believe that the preamble is necessary to the scope
of the claim, because the body of the claim is complete Without the
preamble. In other words, claim 1 could read, “A method
comprising: . . .” together with the remainder of the steps of claim
1 and would have been completely understandable to the person of
ordinary skill in the art. The same is true for claim 13. It could
read, “A system comprising: . . .” and it still would have been
understandable to a person of ordinary skill in the art.

CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 191.

This is Comcast’s entire argument:

The preamble of a patent claim is limiting when “breathes life and
meaning into the claim” In re Wertheim, 541 F.2d 257 (CCPA
1976). It does just that here. The claims recite an alert that is
provided upon “determining neither a first tuner nor a second tuner
are available to perform the requested tuning operation.” This is
the “conflict” condition described in the preamble, and explains
why, when the first tuner and second ttmer are occupied, the user
must cancel a function to free a tuner. This is disclosed clearly in
the specification. JX-0006 at 10:25-47, Figs. 4(b), 4(c). The
limitation imposed by the “conflict” condition is consistent with
the opinions expressed by Rovi’s own expert, who opined that the
first and second tuner are not occupied until the “nth tuner” (i.e,
the last tuner) is occupied. Tr. 329:23 —330:15.

Resps. Br. at 171.

Rovi’s entire reply is:
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Respondents contend that the preambles of claims l and 13 are
limiting. Resps. Br. at 170-71. Respondents, however, failed to
address the construction of the preambles in their Pre-Hearing
Brief and have waived any argument that the preamble is limiting.
Resps. P.H. Br. at 510-47; G.R. 7. And, in any event, the preamble
is not limiting for the reasons established in Rovi’s Post-Hearing
Brief. Compls. Br. at 135.

Rovi Reply at 46.

Comcast does not address the preambles in its reply. See generally Resps. Reply at 50-76

(discussing the ‘S12 Patent).

The parties have requested the administrative law judge to construe subparts of the

preambles (e.g., “resolving a conflict when multiple operations are performed using multiple

tuners” and “interactive television program guide”). The parties do not explain why it is

necessary to construe further the entire preambles (the only words not separately construed are

“1. A method for . . . [resolving a conflict] . . . controlled by an. . . [IPG] . . . ,the method

comprisingz” and “l3. A system for . . . [resolving a conflict] . . . controlled by an [IPG] . . . , the

system comprisingz”). The administrative law judge has determined it is not necessary to rule on

the preambles where the constituent pans are already addressed separately. Cf Sulzer Textil, 02

Mficro,Biotec Biologische Naturverpackungen, and US. Surgical Corp.

(2) ' Tuner

The term “tuner” appears throughout the claims and specification. The patties have

proposed the following constructions:

- i R0vi’s Proposed Construction i C0mcast’s Proposed Construction i
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Ro_vi’sProposed Construction» Co-mcast’sProposed Construction .

hardware and/or software that obtains the
portion of the input signal that is
requested by the user

“The term ‘tuner’ is used in its plain and
ordinary sense in the ‘512 patent to refer
to a device that tunes or selects a desired
TV channel, i.e. a desired frequency out
of an entire frequency band: ‘[t]he
unprocessed television signal on line 206
is provided to sct-top box 112. The
unprocessed television input signal on
line 206 is then received by tuner 202 and
tuner 204 which process the signal by
decoding it and tuning to desired
television channels.’ IX-0006 (‘512
patent) at 6:19-23 (emphasis added);
RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 17.”

See Rovi Br. at 135; Resps. Br. at 171.

Rovi argues:

One of ordinary skill in the art would have understood the claim
term “tuner” to mean “hardware and/or software that obtains the
portion of the input signal that is requested by the user.”
CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 198-99; 202-05. For
example, Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show two “tuners” having, as input,
the raw “television input signal” received from the head end, and,
as output, “processed signals”—i.e., the portion of the input signal
requested by the user—that are sent directly to the television or the
VCR for playback or recording. Id. at Q/A 203. The ‘S12 Patent
specifically states that a digital tuner may include additional
components, such as a Q/AM demodulator~a component essential
for creating the “processed signal” by extracting inforrnation from
the received, and selected, raw television signal. JX-0006 (‘512
Patent) at col. 5, lns. 36-58; CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A
202; RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 7; Balakrishnan Tr. 369.

As shown in the ‘512 Patent, the two tuners, 202 and 204,
“process” the received and selected signal by “decoding it and
tuning to desired television signals” which are then output as
“processed signals” to television equipment. JX-0006 (’512
Patent) at col. 6, lns. 20-23; CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A
39. The ‘512 Patent specification discloses numerous examples of
tuners, including, among others, digital tuners, which may contain
an analog tuner, a decoder such as an MPEG-2 decoder, a
demodulator, such as a quadrature amplitude modulation
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(“Q/AM”) demodulator, and a demultiplexer such as a MPEG-2
demultiplexer that is used to extract the portion of the television
input signal that is desirable to the user and corresponds to a
particular television program or channel. JX-0006 (’512 Patent) at
col. 5, lns. 44-58; CX-0003C CBalakrishnan WS) at Q/A 40. Thus,
as understood from the specification, the “tuner” obtains the user‘s
desired television channel, outputs a processed signal for that
channel that can be played back on a television or be recorded, and
may include other components, such as a Q/AM demodulator or
MPEG-2 demultiplexer necessary for processing the received
signal into a signal viewable on a television.

Respondents contend that “tuner” means “an electronic circuit used
to selectively receive RF signals in a desired frequency channel
and convert them into audio and video signals.” Respondents’
construction is far too limiting with respect to the term “electronic
circuit” and “to selectively receive RF signals in a desired
frequency channel.” CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 206
(emphasis added). Respondents’ construction also seeks to
impermissibly limit the claimed “tuner” only to a device for
selecting a signal; excluding from the scope of the claimed “tuner”
(at least in their expert’s non-infringement opinions) the processing
of the signal—and the components (Q/AM demodulator and
MPEG-2 demultip1exers)—that do the processing. Tuners, as used
in the ‘512 Patent, are not limited solely to an electronic circuit for
receiving only in “a” (singular) “desired frequency channel.” As
relevant to the infringement dispute, Respondents contend—in
direct contradiction to the teachings of the ‘512 Patent—that the
Q/AM demodulators in the accused products cannot be part of the
“tuner” because the “tuner” and “Q/AM demodulators” are
separate electronic circuits. Bur see JX-0006 (’512 Patent) at col.
5, lns. 44-58 (discussing the “digital tuner” as including a “Q/AM
demodulator” among other components necessary for “processing”
the received and selected raw television signal into a signal
viewable on television).

Rovi Br at 135-137.

Comcast argues:

The term “tuner” is used in its plain and ordinary sense in the ‘5l2
Patent to refer to a device that tunes or selects a desired TV
channel, i.e. a desired frequency out of an entire frequency band:
“[t]he unprocessed television signal on line 206 is provided to set
top box 112. The unprocessed television input signal on line 206
is then received by tuner 202 and tuner 204 which process the
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signal by decoding it and tuning to desired television channels.”
JX-0006 (‘512 Patent) at 6:19-23 (emphasis added); RX-0847C
(Bederson RWS) at Q/A 17. But this meaning cannot encompass
all hardware or software “that obtains the portion of the input
signal that is requested by a subscriber” as Rovi contends.
RX-0847C at Q/A 6. Rather, the tuner performs the particular
function of selecting a particular frequency containing the desired
channel. RX-0847C at Q/A 14. The STB contains additional
equipment, beyond the tuner, to process the selected channel. See
JX-0006 at 5:44-58; RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 7. Rovi’s
proposal sweeps in all of this additional equipment that is used for
extracting content for viewing (i.e. anything that “obtains the
portion of the input signal”), rather than equipment that tunes to
the relevant channel. RX-0847C at Q/A 6, 14. Video processing
software, as well as numerous pieces of hardware (e.g., antennas,
processors, wiring) would all be swept in to Rovi’s construction.

In contrast, Respondents’ construction is fully supported by the
specification and the claims. The very disclosure that Rovi relies
upon makes clear that the tuner must select a particular frequency,
even though the extended tuner architecture may include additional
components to process the selected frequency, separate from the
tuner and that components such as the demodulator (i.e.
components other than the “tuner”) are included and necessary to
extract/process the desired signal, but are not used to select the
specific frequency required. See RX-0847C at Q/A 7; JX-0006 at
5:44-58 (cited by Dr. Balalcrishnan in CX-0003C at Q/A 202).

“Tuner” is also defined, in the dictionary definition used by Rovi’s
own expert (see CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 201), as a
“circuit or device that can be set to select one signal fiom a
number of signals in a frequency band.” RDX-1203 (RX-0307
(The Illustrated Dictionary of Electronics, 7"‘ Ed.) at 683);
RX-0847C at Q/A 11. But despite relying on this definition, Rovi
still proposes a construction that eliminates the concept of (1) a
circuit, or (2) selecting a signal from the incoming range of
frequencies. In contrast, additional components, other than the
“tuner,” such as the demodulator (such as the Q/AM demodulator
discussed in JX-0006 (‘S12 Patent) at 5:44-58) have the role of
recovering information from the selected frequency. See
RX-0846C (Garcia-WS) at Q/A 16-18. Rovi’s proposal of
“obtains the portion of the input signal,”v appears aimed at
capturing these components, which are not a “tuner.” For
example, the dictionary Dr. Balakrishnan cites also defines a
demodulator as “a circuit that recovers the infonnation from a
modulated analog or digital signal,” Dr. Balakrishnan agreed to the
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same definition during deposition. RX-0307 (The Illustrated
Dictionary of Electronics, 7‘ Ed.) at 177; RX-0818 (Balakrishnan
Dep, Ex. 13); RX-0847C at Q/A 13. He also confirmed that the
tuner and Q/AM demodulator are fundamentally different
components that perform different steps. RX-0847C at Q/A 14.
This raises greater questions about the breadth of Rovi’s proposal.

Rovi’s construction also extends to “software” tuners. But there is
no disclosure, either in the intrinsic or extrinsic record, of any
“software” tuners, and it is altogether unclear what such a
“software” tuner would be. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A
204-205 (relying on his belief the patent does not foreclose
software tuners, rather than any actual disclosure). In fact, Rovi’s
expert testified that software that captures frames of video (e.g.,
performs a freeze frame), would be swept into Rovi’s construction
of “tuner,” because it “obtain[s] the portion of the input signal that
is requested by the user.” RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 15.
This breadth is untenable. And of course, it ignores the very
dictionaries that Rovi cites, all of which disclose a “tuner” at the
time of the invention as hardware (e.g., a circuit). RX-0847C
(Bederson RWS) at Q/A11; RX-0307 (The Illustrated Dictionary
of Electronics, 7thEd.) at 683; RX-0862 (Mod. Dictionary of Elecs
(1999)) at 807 (defining tuner as “[a] radio or TV receiving
circuit); RDX-1207 (RX-0817 (DTV Handbook) at 415-16 (2001
textbook describing a digital tuner as an electronic circuit);
RX-0847C at Q/A 17 (Rovi’s expert agreeing that the DTV
handbook was a text a POSITA might reference to understand the
term “tuner” at the time of invention, as shown in RDX-1208).

Resps Br at 171-74 (Comcast’s final paragraph about a “tuning operation” is omitted)

ROVIreplies:

A “tuner” is “hardware and/or software that obtains the portion of
the input signal that is requested by the user.” Compls. Br. at 135
37. Respondents contend that Rovi’s construction is improper
because, under Rovi’s proposed construction, the tuner does more
than “perform[] the particular fimction of selecting a particular
fiequency containing the desired channel.” Resps. Br. at 171
(ignoring that under Respondents’ proposed “tuner” construction
the “tuner” also does more than “select a particular frequency”—it
also “converts” the selected signals “into audio and video
signals”). Specifically, Respondents’ criticize Rovi’s use of the
word “obtaining” in its proposed construction, because use of this
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word improperly “sweeps in . . . additional equipment that is used
for extracting content for viewing (i.e., anything that ‘obtains the
portion of the input signal’), rather than the equipment that tunes to
the relevant channel.” Id.

As a threshold, Rovi does not place any particular emphasis on the
word “obtains” in its proposed construction of “tuner.” Rovi
would take no issue with replacing the word “obtains” in its
proposed construction with the use of the word “select” _(asin
Respondents’ proposed construction) or the use of the word
“extract” (as used in the ‘512 Patent specification, IX-OOO6(‘512
Patent) at‘col. 5, ln. 56). See generally Compls. Br. at 136.

The crux of the dispute related to this term comes down to its
application in the infringement analysis and whether the “tuner”—
in addition to including components‘ necessary to “obtain” (or
“select” or “extract”) a portion of the input signal—may also
include components (like “Q/AM demodulators”) necessary to
“process” the selected signal into the portion of the signal
“requested by the user.” Compls. Br. at 135-37 (Rovi setting forth
evidence showing that the “tuner” in the ‘S12 Patent may do more
than signal selection—it may also process the signal into an output
viewable by the user); Resps. Br. at 171 (criticizing Rovi’s
construction for “sweep[ing] in . . . additional equipment that is
used for extracting content [from the selected signal] for viewing .
. .”). But, and contrary to Respondents’ criticisms, the
specification makes clear that in addition to selecting a portion of
the input signal, the “tuner” may also “process” the selected signal
and may therefore contain the “additional components” necessary
to perform this “processing.” Compls. Br. at 135-37 (explaining
that the disclosed embodiments in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show a
“processed” signal output by the “tuners” and that the specification
(JX-0006 (‘512 Patent) at col. 5, lns. 44-58) discloses an
embodiment of a “digital tuner” including the components
necessary for this “processing” such as “an MPEG-2 decoder,” a
“quadrature amplitude modulation (‘Q/AM’) demodulator,” and an
“MPEG-2 demultiplexen”).

That the “tuner” may additionally “process” the obtained (or
selected or extracted) signal, and may therefore contain the
additional components (like “Q/AM demodulators”) necessary for
that processing, is recognized by both parties’ constructions of this
term. Rovi’s construction requires that the “tuner” “obtain” (or
“select” or “extract”) the “portion of the input signal that is
requested by the user.” See Compls. Br. at 135 (Rovi explaining
that the “portion of the input signal requested by the user”
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corresponds to what the user has “requested” to view on his or her
television——i.e.it is the selected and processed signal). Similarly,
Respondents’ construction requires that the “tuner” “selectively
receive RF signals in a desired frequency channel and convert
them into audio and video signals." Id. (emphasis added).
Without additional components like the “Q/AM demodulator,”
there is no “conversion” of the “selectively received RF signals. . .
into audio and video signals” as Respondents’ construction
requires. Id at 159 (testimony.by Comcast engineer Albert Garcia
confinning that without a Q/AM demodulator, there is no
“conversion” of the selected signal into audio and video signals);
id. at 135-37.

Thus, embodiments where the claimed “tuner” additionally
processes the selected portion of the input signaléand the
components that do that additional processing (such as a Q/AM
demodulator)—sh0uld not be excluded from the proper
construction of this term (or the application of this tenn to the
infringement dispute). Compls. Br. at 136-37.

47-48.

Comcast replies: 

Rovi declines to rely upon the dictionary definition that its own
expert, Dr. Balakrishnan, identifies as the plain and ordinary
meaning of “tuner”§ “circuit or device that can be set to select one
signal from a number of signals in a frequency band.” CX-0003C
(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 201-202. Respondents’ construction
however, is consistent with this dictionary definition, and the ‘512
disclosure, and makes clear the concept that a tuner selects a single
frequency out of many. RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 11,
16-17. '

Rovi’s criticism of Respondents’ construction, based on discussion
regarding Q/AM demodulators and “processing a signal,” is
misguided. The sole point of Respondents’ discussion on this
issue is that a Q/AM demodulator “by itself cannot be a ‘tuner.”’
Id. at Q/A 7-10, 13-14. This would eliminate the central role of a
tuner, as described in Dr. Bala1<rishnan’s own cited dictionary
definition is “selecting a signal” (i.e., RF frequency)‘. Id. at Q/A
14; see also JX-0006 (‘512 Patent) at 5:44-58; 6:19-23. And Rovi
never addresses the over-breadth of its construction which can
encompass anything that obtains a portion of the desired signal;
this could entail equipment before the tuner, such as an antenna,
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and equipment after the tuner, such as frame capttue software.
RX-0847C at Q/A 6, 15.

Rovi’s argument that Respondents’ construction excludes
“processing,” is also incorrect. Respondents’ construction recites
“convert[ing] the [selected frequency] into audio and video
signals,” which is a type of “processing.” And further, Rovi’s
argument that Respondents’ construction excludes “processing” is
inconsistent with the opinion of Rovi’s own expert, who argues
that Respondents’ construction requires processing to create
audio/video signals. CX-0003C at Q/A 347 (“Each of the four
boxes, however, would not meet Comcast’s construction for tuner,
because C0mcast’s construction further requires that the tuner
convert the RF signal . . .”). Rovi’s arguments are mere
distractors, and fail to address the fundamental shortcoming of its
proposal—it eliminates “selecting of a frequency” which is the
core function of a “ttmer.” In fact, under Rovi’s construction, a
component that performs only the processing (e.g., extraction of a
signal, such as performed by a Q/AM demodulator) would
constitute a “tuner.” Id.; RX-0847C at Q/A 8-10, 14-17. This
simply cannot be correct, as no POSITA would understand a
Q/AM demodulator to be a “tuner” in any sense of the term. See
RX-0847C at Q/A 10, 14.

Resps. Reply at 50-51. V

The administrative law judge constmes “tuner” to mean “an electronic circuit used to

selectively receive a desired frequency out of an entire frequency band.” See RX-0847C

(Bederson RWS) at Q/A 5; RDX-1203 (RX-0307 (The Illustrated Dictionary of Electronics, 7th

Ed.) at 683); RX-0862, Mod. Dict. ofElecs. (1999) at 807; RX-0817 (DTV Handbook, The

Revolution in Digital Video).

Rovi’s construction is unduly broad, insofar as it replaces a known, discrete, physical

component with a broad conception of the term.143 For example, Rovi’s construction offers that

143Although Rovi’s construction is predominately functional, that alone is not necessarily
improper. See Funai Elec. C0., Ltd. v. Daewoo Electronics. Corp, 616 F.3d 1357, 1366 (Fed._
Cir.2010) (“The use of . . . functional language to construe and explain a claim term is not
improper. A description of what a component does may add clarity and understanding to the
meaning and scope of the claim.”). However, construing the claim as Rovi suggests would
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a tuner is essentially “[anything] that obtains the portion of the input signal that is requested by

144 - - ~ the user.” [his construction would also categorize unrelated components, such as an antenna,

as a tuner. Rovi’s construction thus impermissibly expands the meaning that one of skill in the

art would have attributed to a tuner at the time of the invention, to include software tuners. See

RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 17-17.

‘ Comcast’s construction comports with the specification’s description of the tuner: “[t]he

unprocessed television signal on line 206 is provided to set-top box 112. The unprocessed

television input signal on line 206 is then received by tuner 202 and tuner 204 which process the

signal by decoding it and tuning to desired television channels.” JX-0006 (‘5l2 Patent) at 6:19

23 (emphasis added); RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 17 (Dr. Bederson explains that

‘“Tuner’ is used in its plain and ordinary sense in the ‘512 patent, to refer to a device that tunes

to a desired frequency (i.e., that could be carrying a desired television program).”’).

Further, the extrinsic evidence Rovi and Comcast cite indicate that a tuner is a circuit:

I “Tuner” is also defined, in the dictionary definition used by Rovi’s own expert (see
CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 201), as a “circuit or device that can be set to
select one signalfiom a number of signals in afiequency band.” RDX-1203 (RX

broaden the term in a manner that undennines the public notice function. See Athletic
Alternatives, Inc. v. Prince Mfg, [nc., 73 F.3d 1573, 1581 (Fed. Cir. 1996) (“Where there is an
equal choice between a broader and a narrower meaning of a claim, and there is an enabling
disclosure that indicates that the applicant is at least entitled to a claim having the narrower
meaning, Weconsider the notice fiinction of the claim to be best served by adopting the narrower
meaning.”); see also White v. Dunbar, 119 U.S. 47, 51-52 (1886) (“Some persons seem to
suppose that a claim in a patent is like a nose of wax, which may be tLu"nedand twisted in any
direction, by merely referring to the specification, so as to make it include something more than,
or something different from, what its words express. The context may, Luidoubtedly,be resorted
to, and often is resorted to, for the purpose of better understanding the meaning of the claim; but
not for the purpose of changing it, and making it different from what it is. The claim is a
statutory requirement, prescribed for the very purpose of making the patentee define precisely
what his invention is; and it is unjust to the public, as well as an evasion of the law, to construe it
in a manner different from the plain import of its terms”).

144With regard to extrinsic evidence, Rovi’s construction is only supported by expert testimony.
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0307 (The Illustrated Dictionary of Electronics, 7thEd.) at 683); RX-0847C
(Bederson RWS) at Q/A 11.

0 RX-0862, Mod. Diet. of Elecs. (1999) at 807 (emphasis added): “Tuner: in the broad
sense, a device for tuning. Specifically, in radio-receiver practice: 1. A packaged
unit capable of producing only the first portion of the functions of a receiver and
delivering the rf, IF, or demodulated information to some other equipment. 2. That
portion of a receiver that contains the circuit that are tuned to a resonance at the
received-signal frequency and those which are tuned to the local-oscillator frequency
3. A radio or TVreceiving circuit; a high-fidelity component containing such
circuits.”

1 See also RX-0817 (DTV Handbook, The Revolution in Digital Video), which Dr.
Balakrishnan agreed that was a text a person of ordinary skill in the art might
reference to understand the tenn “tuner” at the time of invention. The “tuner”
description from RX-0817 is reproduced below:


_a
[P -.'-A

Tuner

1.; The basic runcr, illustmlcd in Figure l0.2, rcccivcs the 6 Ml-lz signal (UHF or VHF) from

1 IS a hlgh:SldB injection double-conversion tyne with a
1'35)‘to reject by 1 fired front ti lélpulslh? IlnngL"'rrcqucnciLisabove llGHZ-N’king‘ them
that the input bZl;IllP"l§Sfiltcr. nl his selection of first H‘:fmqucncy IShigh enough
from leaking om me-lvzlncrrmnslcrccltvtprevqnts tho’local. osctllntor (978 to I72? l\4Hz)

. - enough for the sccontl hmnoniccml‘ glllimilcrfwng w"h*°"m UHF channels; ye‘! It is low
“ lF bandllass l~lann0nic<‘ol‘c1bloli ' 'l Lmnlncis (470 lo'806 iymz) K?fa" above [he'fim

are no! génlmcam p;obIcn.1 btécriannc F choutl possibly occur tn lhc first ll? passband but
small signal levels (-28 (|Bm or lzfsiwseO C-relamcly-am Spectrum (wnhm lo dB) andp - s) usccl In cable systems.

(3) Multiple tuners

The term “multiple tuners” appears in claims 1 and 13 and in the specification. The

parties have proposed the following constructions:

p H4Rovi’s Proposed Construction Coincast’s Proposed Construction

“multiple tuners” has its plain and Comcast does not clearly present a
ordinary meaning, where the plain and construction in its post-hearing brief.
ordinary meaning is “more than one
tuner.”
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See Rovi Br. at 137; Resps. Br. at 182.

Rovi ’s entire argument for this term follows:

One of ordinary skill would have understood the term “multiple
tuners” to have its plain and ordinary meaning of “more than one
tuner.” CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 207. The
specification is consistent with this meaning. Id.

Respondents contend that “multiple tuners” does not need to be
construed; however, should construction be deemed necessary,
they contend that the term should be construed as—-“at least two
different tuners for selecting RF signals in different frequency
channels.” Respondents’ construction is redundant and it
unnecessarily and improperly adds the word “different”—there is
no requirement that “multiple tuners” be “different” electronic
circuits that each receive signals in “different frequency channels.”
CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 207. See Linear Tech.
Corp. v. ITC, 566 F.3d 1049, 1055 (Fed. Cir. 2009) (affinning
Commission holding that ALJ’s claim construction that required a
second and third circuit “be entirely distinct without common
circuit elements” was too narrow, because the second and third
circuits could contain overlapping components). Contrary to this
authority, and as applied by Respondents’ expert in the
infringement dispute, Respondents contend that the identified
“tuners” must be entirely distinct electronic circuits and that no
“timer” can share any circuit or component with any other “tuner.”

Rovi Br. at 137-38.

This is Comcast’s entire argmnent:

During prosecution of the ‘952 application, which is in the same
family as the ‘S12 Patent, the inventors distinguished their
invention from the prior art by explaining the difference between
the multiple tuners of their invention, and a single tuner used in
cited prior art. See RX-0360.483 (U.S. Patent Application No.
11/147,952) (“the ‘952 Application”) (arguing past rejection based
on Banker, stating “In Banker, ‘multiple services provided on the
physical channel may be accessed using only a single tuner . . .
Banker never discusses providing multiple services using multiple
tuners”); see also RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 42-45.

The applicant also acknowledged that multiple services —such as
video and text —could be obtained using a single tuner, and that
this would fall outside the scope of their invention. Id. The
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invention required that the multiple programs (services) be
provided using multiple tuners. i .

And while the parties’ constructions may not seem far apart, Rovi
somehow reads their construction, of “more than one tuner”
(“multiple tuners”) and “a tuner other than the ‘first timer”
(“second tuner”) to encompass anything that outputs multiple
programs. This is an impermissible attempt to recapture claim
scope in an attempt to read the asserted claims on the accused
products which, like Banker, contain a single ttmer to provide
multiple services. Computer Docking Station Corp. v. Dell, [nc.,
519 F.3d 1366 , 1379 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (Patentee cannot “recapture
claim scope disavowed during prosecution to prove
infringeme_nt.”)

Resps Br at 182.

Rovi replies:

Having construed the tenn “tuner,” there should be no real dispute
between the parties regarding the meaning of the claim term
“multiple tuners.” Compls. Br. at 137 (explaining that under
Rovi’s construction “‘multiple tuners’ has its plain and ordinary
meaning . . . [of] ‘more than one tLmer”’ and that Respondents’
construction is, in relevant part, “at least two different tuners”).
While the parties’ constructions are facially similar, Respondents
apply these constructions in the infringement context to require
that the “multiple tuners” comprise wholly different, and entirely
separate, tuner circuits—such that no one “tuner” can share any
components or circuits with any other “tuner.” Resps. Br. at 182.
Thus, while not expressly stated within their proposed construction
for this tenn——Respondents’application of these claim terms in the
infringement context is tantamount to adding a requirement to both
constructions that “multiple ttmers” requires “at least two wholly
different tuners where those at least two wholly different tuner
circuits do not overlap at all and do not share any components.”
Id. Any such addition to either parties’ proposed construction (or
application as such in the infringement context) is inconsistent
with how the term “multiple tuner” is used in the ‘5l2 Patent as
well as binding Federal Circuit case law. Compls. Br. at 152-160
(explaining why the Accused Products have “multiple tuners”);
see also id. at 137 (citing the Federal Circuit’s Linear
Technologies case, and explaining that the Federal Circuit reversed
a finding that required that the claimed “second circuit” and “third
circuit” be entirely separate and non-overlapping circuits to find
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infringement, just as Respondents’ incorrectly argue here), 159
(sarne)). _

Moreover, and in support of their attempt to exclude the X1
Accused Products from infringement, Respondents point to a
statement made by the applicants in the ‘952 application that they
assert shows that Rovi has “disclaimed” infringement by circuits
like the Broadcom RF Front End SoCs in the Accused Products.
Resps. Br. at 182. In support of their “disclaimer” assertion,
Respondents mischaracterize the patentees’ statements during the
prosecution of the ‘952 application regarding the Banker reference.
Id.

As the patentees correctly explained during the prosecution of the
‘952 application: “Banker focuses on a system that combines
video signals into a composite video signal and creates virtual
channels, so that only a single tuner is necessary.” RX-0360 (App.
No. 11/147,952) at 483 (emphasis in original). The single tuner in
Banker does not output multiple separate television channels (or
multiple separate streams of “converted audio and video signals”),
as Respondents contend. Resps. Br. at 182. Instead, and entirely
unlike the claims of the ‘512 Patent (and entirely unlike the
Broadcom RF Front End SoC contained in each of the X1 Accused

» Products) the single tuner in Banker outputs apsingle video channel
that is a composite of four channels. RX-0150 (Banker) at col. 15,
ln. 41,- col. 16, ln. 12; RX-0360 (App. No. 11/147,952) at 483. In
Banker there is only one tuner (not multiple tuners) and that one
tuner outputs only one channel that is a composite of four different

. channels:
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RX-0150 (Banker) at 3 (Figs 1(B) and 1(C); see also col. 8, ln. 36
—col. 9, ln. 12). Thus, the patcntces’ statements regarding Banker
in the prosecution of the ‘952 application are not “clear and
unambiguous” disavowals of claim scope and do not prevent a
claim construction broad enough to encompass the Broadcom
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chips in the X1 Accused Products. Compls. Br. at 152-60; Inline
Plastics Corp. v. ECLS‘)/Pfilk,LLC, 799 F.3d 1364, 1369 (Fed. Cir.
2015)

Rovi Reply at 49-51 (footnote omitted).

Comcast replies: Y

Rovi misrepresents Linear Tech. Corp. v. ITC to argue that it is
improper to construe “multiple tuners” _asconsisting of “different”
circuits. Linear Tech. does not stand for the broad proposition for
which Rovi offers it; it has distinct facts and its holding is
inapplicable to this lnvestigation._ ,

In Linear Tech. the asserted claim recited a “second circuit” and
“third circuit” that each had different functions. Linear Tech.
Corp. v. ITC, 566 F.3d 1049, 1055 (Fed. Cir. 2009). The asserted
patent in Linear Tech. “expressly disclose[d] that the ‘second
circuit’ and ‘third circuit’ can share common components.” Id. at
1055. And this was uncontested. Rather, the proposal of
“different” circuits was intended to advocate that “the distinct
component[s] [of the second circuit and third circuit] must aid in
the function of the [respective] claims circuits.” Id. at 1055-56.
But the Federal Circuit found this distinction unnecessary, because
the claim language already required the components of the second
circuit and third circuit aid in perfonning each circuit’s respective
function. Id. In contrast, Rovi’s ‘512 Patent recites a “first '[Ll1"l€1‘”
and “second tuner,” wherein “both [tuners are] capable of
performing the tuning operation.” Unlike Linear Tech, the
first/second tuner of the ‘512 Patent do not recite different
functions that may share common components, but are each
explicitly required to be able to perform the same function, and the
specification of the ‘512 consistently teaches the use of two
distinct tuners. See, e.g., JX-0006 (‘512 Patent) at Fig. 2b
(annotated to show the two distinct tuners):
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FIG. 2(b)

In addition, the Federal Circuit in Linear Tech. made clear that the
“second circuit” and “third circuit” of the asserted patent should be
accorded their full scope due to the absence of any limiting
disclosure or prosecution history. See Linear Tech, 566 F.3d at
1055. In contrast, the applicants for Rovi‘s ‘S12 Patent disavowed
claim scope during prosecution when arguing past the Banker
reference. In particular, the ‘5l2 applicants distinguished Banker
because it used a single tuner to output multiple channels rather
than multiple tuners. See RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 43
45; RX-03600483 (‘952 file history) (“In Banker, ‘multiple
services provided on the physical channel may be accessed using
only a single tuner.’ . . . Banker never discusses providing
multiple services using multiple tuners”). Allowing each of the
multiple tuners (e.g. , the first tuner and second tuner) to share even
the components responsible for tuning, as Rovi contends, would
render the limitation, and the applicants’ statements during
prosecution, meaningless. And it would allow Rovi to recapture
claim scope that the inventors clearly ceded when arguing past
Banker. Further, R0vi’s expert never addressed either the Banker
reference or the applicant’s remarks to argue past Banker, and, as
such, Dr. Bederson’s opinions regarding Banker, and the
limitations it must impose on the claims of the ‘S12 Patent, stand
unrebutted.

Resps Reply at 52-53.

The administrative law judge construes “multiple tuners” to mean “more than one tuner ”

The patent uses the word “multiple” in a plain and ordinary manner, and Rovi’s proposed

construction comports with the claim language, and does not expand or narrow the claim
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used to selectively receive a desired frequency out of an entire frequency band.”

The term “second tuner” appears principally in the claims and occasionally lI1the

(4) A second tuner

specification. The parties have proposed the following constructions:

R0vi’s Proposed Construction

ordinary
ordinary

“a second tuner” has its plain and
meaning, where the plain and
meaning is “a tuner other than _

the ‘first tuner?”

See Rovi Br. at 138; Resps. Br. at 182. '

Rovi ’s entire argument for this term follows:

One of ordinary skill in the art would have understood that the
term “a second tuner” has its plain and ordinary meaning of “a
tuner other than the ‘first tuner.”’ CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS)
at Q/A 208. The ‘S12 Patent specification refers to the “second or
‘other’ tuner.” JX-0006 (‘S12 Patent) at col. 10, lns. 28-34, col.
10, lns. 49-54. _

Rovi and Respondents agree that the meaning of “second tuner” is
not limited to any particular tuner, such as, for example, the “last
allocated” tuner (a concept Respondents introduce in their
proposed construction of “cancel the function of the second tuner”
discussed below). CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 208.
Both sides agree that the “second tuner” is simply another or a
“different” tuner, without any further limitations. Both side’s
constructions for “a second ttmer” are therefore consistent with the
rule that “[t]he use of the terms ‘first’ and ‘second’ is a common
patent-law convention to distinguish between repeated instances of
an element or limitation.” 3M Innovative Props. C0. v. Avery
Dennison Corp, 350 F.3d 1365, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2003). Thus, in
the context of the claims of the ‘S12 Patent, the use of the terms
“first tuner” and “second tuner” is equivalent to a reference to
“tuner A” and “tuner B,” and does not impose any serial or
temporal limitation onto the claims —something the parties appear
to agree to as to the term “a second tuner” (but dispute as to the
“cancel a function of the second tuner” term discussed below).

419
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Rovi Br. at 138.

Comcast presents its argument for this term along with the “multiple tuners” term. See

Resps. Br. at 182.

Rovi’s entire reply is:

Respondents group their arguments regarding the construction of
“a second tuner” together with their arguments for “multiple
tuners”. Resps. Br. at 182. Nonetheless, and importantly (because
it relates to the construction of “cancel a function of the second
tuner” discussed below), Respondents’ ignore the fact that both
sides agree that the “a second tuner” is simply another or a
“different” tuner—without any further qualification or limitation.
See id.

Rovi Reply at 51.

Corncast presents its reply for this tenn along with the “multiple tuners” tenn. See Resps

Reply at 52-53.

The administrative law judge construes “second tuner” to mean “a tuner other than the

first tuner.” The administrative law judge construed “tuner” to mean “an electronic circuit used

to selectively receive a desired frequency out of an entire frequency band.” The remaining

dispute thus focuses on the word “second.” The patent uses the word in a plain and ordinary

manner, and Rovi’s proposed construction comports with this usage. See also Linear Tech.

Corp. v. Int’! Trade Comm ’n, 566 F.3d 1049, 1055 (Fed. Cir. 2009) (:‘We agree with the

Commission’s construction of ‘second circuit’ and ‘third circuit,’ defining the terms broadly to

not require entirely separate and distinct circuits. Indeed, there is nothing in the claim language

or specification that supports narrowly construing the terms to require a specific structural

requirement or entirely distinct ‘second’ and ‘third’ circuits”); 3MInn0valive Properlies C0. v.

Avery Dennison Corp, 350 F.3d 1365, 1371 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (“The use of the terms ‘first’ and

‘second’ is a common patent-law convention to distinguish between repeated instances of an
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element or limitation. . . . In the context of claim 1, the use of the terms first pattern and

‘second . . . pattern’ is equivalent to a reference to ‘pattern A’ and ‘pattern B,’ and should not in

and of itself impose a serial or temporal limitation onto claim 1.”)

(5) Cancel thefunction of the second tuner topermit the
second tuner toperform the requested tuning operatzon

The phrases “cancel the ftmction” and “cancel a function” only appear 1I1the claims The

full text of the disputed phrase only appears in claim ll. The parties have proposed the

following constructions:

g Rovi’s'Proposed Construction Comcast’s Proposed Construction

Stop a function utilizing a signal tuned to Comcast does not clearly present a
by the second tuner in order to permit the construction in its post-hearing brief
requested function utilizing a signal tuned
to by the second tuner to be performed.

See Rovi Br. at 142; Resps. Br. at 174-78.

' Rovi argues:

One of ordinary skill in the art would have understood the phrase
“cancel the function of the second tuner to permit the second tuner
to perfonn the requested tuning operation” to mean “stop a
function utilizing a signal tuned to by the second tuner in order to
permit the requested ftuiction utilizing a signal tuned to by the
second tuner to be performed.” CX-0003C (Balakrishrian WS) at
Q/A 228-229.

Respondents contend that the phrase “cancel the function of the
second tuner to permit the second tuner to perform the requested
tuning operation” should be construed as “terminate a function
being performed by the last allocated tuner so it can perform the
requested tuning operation.” (emphasis added). The parties’
primary dispute involves whether “second tuner,” in this phrase
only, is limited to the “last allocated tuner” (as in Respondents’
proposed construction). As discussed above in Section
VI(C)(2)(d), the parties agreed that “second timer” refers to a tuner
that is not the first tuner, without any other limitations with respect
to time or sequence. “A word or phrase used consistently
throughout a claim should be interpreted consistently.” Epcon Gas
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Sys, Inc. v. Bauer Compressors, [nc., Z79 F.3d .1022, 1031 (Fed.
Cir. 2002) (emphasis in original) (quoting Phonometrics, Inc. v.
Northern Telecorn lnc., 133 F.3d 1459, 1465 (Fed. Cir. 1998)).

In addition to being inconsistent with Respondents’ construction of
“second tuner,” Respondents improperly place a temporal
limitation on the second tuner that does not exist in the intrinsic
evidence. Respondents appear to be relying on the temi “second”
to connote sequence or time: “last allocated,” which violates the
rule that “[t]he use of the terms ‘first’ and ‘second’ is a common
patent-law convention to distinguish between repeated instances of
an element or limitation.” 3M Innovative Props, 350 F.3d at 1371.

Further, there is no support in the intrinsic record for requiring that
the second tuner be the “last allocated” tuner. The claims refer to a
“first tuner” and a “second ttmer,” i.e., two instances of a tuner, not
to a “last allocated” tuner; no other claim tenn imposes any time or
sequence limitation on the “first” and “second” tuners. CX-0003C
(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 230; Balalcrishnan Tr. 370. The term
“first” does not mean “first in time” or “first allocated” and the
term “second” does not mean “second in time" or “second
allocated” or even “last allocated.” Id. Said differently, the claim
could just as easily have said “tuner A” and “tuner B” and meant
the same thing. Id; see also 3M Innovative Pr0ps., 350 F.3d at
1371. Indeed, and consistent with the intrinsic record, the “second
tuner” can be utilized first in time to record or view television
programming and the “first tuner” can be utilized second in time.

The specification likewise does not support limiting the “second
tuner” to be the “last allocated tuner.” Respondents rely on Figure
3(b) as their sole support for their read-in “last allocated” addition.
RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 26. However, Figure 3(b) is
not the sole embodiment of the invention; it is nothing more than
an example or illustration, as it is referred to in JX-0006 (‘S12
Patent) at col. 2, lns. 49_-53,and it is even further limited to only
the configuration of Figure 2(a), which is itself merely an example.
JX-0006 (’5l2 Patent) at col. 2, lns. 34-38; CX-0003C
(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 230. The mere fact that in one example
inthe specification the “second tuner” is utilized second in time as
opposed to first in time does not, as a matter of law, mandate that
the claims be limited in all instances to utilizing the timers in this
sequence. Phillips, 415 F.3d at 1320. Figure 3(b) therefore is not
limiting at all, but even if it were, Respondents cannot read-in
limitations from an exemplary embodiment that do not appear in
the ‘S12 Patent claims. Id. Nowhere in the specification or
elsewhere in the intrinsic evidence is there any disclaimer or
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disavowal that would require that the “second tuner” be limited to
the “last allocated” tuner. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A
230.

Rovi Br at 142-44 (footnote omitted). .

Comcast presents arguments for the phrases “cancel a function ofthe second tuner to

permit the second tuner to perfonn the requested tuning operation” / “cancel a fiinction” /

function of the second tuner” together:

There is a substantial difference in the parties’ constructions. Rovi
treats “first tuner” and “second tuner” as interchangeable, and
essentially states that as long as the function of any tuner is offered
for cancelation, that tuner can be the “second tuner.” RX-0847C
(Bederson RWS) at Q/A 22 (discussing Dr. Balakrishnan’s
deposition testimony). Respondents’ construction treats the
“second tuner” as the “last allocated tuner,” which is the nth tuner
set in a n tuner system. Id. at Q/A 19-21. Even Rovi’s expert
admits that a conflict arises when the nth tuner becomes occupied.
Tr. 329123-330115; RX-0847C at Q/A 26. Respondents’
construction comports with this most fundamental purpose of the
invention, and with the intrinsic record. In contrast, Rovi’s
litigation inspired construction lacks any support in the intrinsic
record, and has the effect of doubling the scope of the asserted
claims. And it would have the effect of leaving POSlTA’s Without
any clear indication of Whether they are practicing the claim.
RX-0847C at Q/A 22 —24.

The ‘S12 Patent discloses a two tuner system, as displayed in Fig.
2(b), and discussed in the flow chart of Fig. 3(b). The first tuner
may be occupied by displaying or recording a television program,
such as in the box with the text “user has selected a program to
view on television and first non-busy tuner is used.” RX-0847C at
Q/A 26; RDX-1237 (JX-0006 at Fig. 3(b) (annotated); JX-0006
(‘S12 Patent) at 8:17-32. Subsequently, the “other tuner,” which is
the “second tuner” in the two tuner system disclosed becomes
occupied. For example, by either displaying or recording a second
program (e.g., element 308, “program guide uses other ttuier to
record program”), or element 309, “program guide uses other tuner
to provide secondary function”). RX-0847C at Q/A 26; RDX
1238 (JX-0006 at Fig 3(b) (annotated));‘ JX-0006 at 8:33-65, 9:44
59. When a third function is requested, such as in either elements
310 or 311 of Fig. 3(b), the IPG alerts the user with an option to
cancel the function of the ,“other tuner” (elements 312 or 316
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respectively). RX-0847C at Q/A 26; RDX-1239 (JX-0006 at Fig
3(b) (annotat6d)); LIX-0006at 9:9-36, 9:44-59. Elements 312 or
316 of Fig. 3(b) do not apply until there all the tuners are occupied.
RX-0847C at Q/A 26. Because the “last allocated tuner” is
occupied, the program guide provides an alert to the screen
notifying them of the conflict. Id. As is logical, the tuners are
allocated in serial fashion (tuner l, tuner 2, until tuner n), and the
conflict is identified when the last-allocated tuner (in this scenario,
tuner 2) has been allocated and a new tuning request arrives.
JX-0006 ‘at9:44-59; RX-0847C at Q/A 20.

In contrast, Rovi’s construction is an improper attempt to double
the scope of the claims. Rovi’s proposal eliminates the specificity
of this claim language, and treats the “first tuner” and “second
tuner” as interchangeable for resolving the conflict. RX-0847C at
Q/A 21. In essence, Rovi’s construction is premised on the
concept that in a two tuner system —containing tuner A and tuner
B —that either tuner A or tuner B could be the “first” tuner,
regardless of when they were allocated a tuning operation. See
RX-0847C at Q/A 22. Rovi’s expert testified repeatedly that in a
multi-tuner system, any tuner can be the “first tuner,” and any
other tuner can be the “second tuner.” RDX-l209C (RX-0810
(Balakrishnan Dep., Ex. 5)); RX-0847C at Q/A 22.

For purposes of “canceling the function of the second tuner,” Dr.
Balakrishnan’s testimony makes clear, that in his opinion, “the
second tuner” as fotmd in the “displaying...” limitation, does not
derive its antecedent basis from “a second ttmer” in the
“determining...” limitation of claims 1 and 13. RX-0847C at Q/A
22; RDX-1253 (showing ‘512, cl. 1 and antecedent basis for “the
second tuner”). Dr. Balakrishnan testified that whichever tuner has
its operation canceled, that could be considered the second tuner;
even if there is a system with 100 tuners, any two could be the
“first tuner” and the “second tuner.” RX-0847C at Q/A 22; see
also, RDX-1254C (RX-0813 (Balakrishnan Dep., Ex. 8)). Dr.
Balakrishnan even testified that, in his opinion, the “first tuner,”
and “second tuner,” do not have to be the same “first tuner” and
“second tuner” for each of the limitations of the asserted claims.
See RX-0847C at Q/A 22 (citing to Balakrishnan Dep. Tr.). The
effect of Dr. Balakrishnan’s opinion —that whichever tuner‘s
function is offered for cancelation can be the “second tuner,” —can
be diagrammatically shown in RDX-1212 (JX—0006at Fig. 2(b)
(a1motated)); RX-0847C at Q/A 22.

All of this has the impact of doubling the claim scope of the patent.
And, in fact, Rovi’s expert agreed that under Rovi’s proposed
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construction, the claim could be read -as “canceling a function of
the first tuner or second tuner” or any tuner in an n-tuner system,
instead of canceling only a “function of the second tuner.”
RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 25 (citing to Balakrishnan
Dep. Tr.); RDX-1213C (RX-0814 (Balakrishnan Dep., Ex. 9))
(marked by Rovi’s expert to acknowledge his agreement that this
revised version of claim 1 accurately reflects his opinion regarding
the scope of claim l of the ‘S12 Patent); RX-0847C at Q/A 25
(citing to Balakrishnan Dep. Tr.); RDX-1216C (RX-0815
(Balakrishnan Dep., Ex. 10)) (marked by Rovi’s expert to
acknowledge his_agreement that this revised version of claim l
accurately reflects his opinion regarding the scope of claim 1 of the
‘5l2 Patent)); See also Tr. 3:31:13-18 (acknowledging exhibit
contained Dr. Balakrishnan’s initials to confinn testimony).
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And if rewriting the claim was not enough, Rovi’s proposed
construction also attempts to recapture a claim that was canceled
earlier in prosecution. The applicants for the ‘512 Patent
attempted to obtain claims that would encompass canceling a
function of any tuner to resolve a conflict. For example, original
claim 56 provided the user the option of canceling “one of the prior
requests” to “handle the current user request.” In short, original
claim 56 covered canceling the function of the first tuner or the
second tuner to resolve a tuner conflict. See RX-0847C at Q/A 27
(referencing RX-01950042 (File History for U.S. Pat. Appl.
11/154,065) (original claim l), .0047-48 (original claim 35), .0051
(original claim 56)). It is clear the applicants knew the difference
between canceling the function of “any tuner” as Rovi now
proposes, and the second tuner, as claimed by the ‘5l 2 Patent.

Resps Br at 174-178 (footnote omitted). ~

ROV1replies:
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Contrary to the parties’ proposed constructions for the temr “a
second tuner” discussed above (where neither construction of
“second tuner” is limited to the “last allocated tuner”),
Respondents now contend that the tenn “the second tuner,” in the
claim phrase “cancel the function of the second tuner to permit the
second tuner to perform the requested tuning operation,” is limited
to the “last allocated tuner.” See Resps. Br. at 174. Respondents
provide no basis for construing “the second timer” in this phrase as
“last allocated” while also agreeing that the temr “a second tuner”
standing alone simply refers to a tuner other than the “first tuner.”
Compls. Br. at 142 (further explaining Respondents’_inconsistent
arguments and setting forth authority that the same claim tenn
should be constructed consistently throughout the patent—
especially where, as here, the claim term “the second tuner” has an
antecedent basis.”). i

Respondents argue that Rovi’s construction is improper, because
Rovi “treats [the] ‘first tuner’ and ‘second tuner’ as
interchangeable” which has the “effect of doubling the scope of the
asserted claims.” Resps. Br. at 174-75. In claims 1 and 13, and
consistent with the parties’ constructions for “a second tuner,” any
tuner may be “the second tuner,” so long as “the first tuner” and
“the second tuner” refer to dzflarent tuners. Compls. Br. at 142-44.

In addition, binding Federal Circuit precedent holds that Rovi’s
construction is proper “the use of the terms ‘first’ and ‘second’
[iny a patent claim] is a common patent-law convention to
distinguish between repeated instances of an element or
limitation.” Id. at 143 (quoting 3M Innovation Props); see also id.
at 138 (same). Further, this same authority holds—just as Rovi
proposes—that “first” and “second” in claim language is ordinarily
understood to mean “instance A” and “instance B” of the same
item. Id. Respondents’ present no authority that would require—as
Respondents’ assert—that the “first tuner” be limited to the tuner
used first in time and that the “second tuner” be limited to the tuner
“last allocated” in time. Compls. Br. at 142- 44; Resps. Br. at 174
77. There is no basis to import any temporal limitation. Id.

In support of its attempt to import a “last allocated” limitation into
the claims, Respondents point to Figure 3(b) and argue that
because, in this example, the tuner whose function is canceled
happened to be the tuner that was used second in time, that thc
claims must necessarily and always be limited to canceling the
function of the “last allocated” tuner. Resps. Br. at 175. Figure
3(b) is, however, merely an example of one way the invention
could work when using the two-tuner configuration of Figure 2(b).
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Rovi Reply at

The administrative law judge construes “cancel the function of the second tuner to permit

the second tuner to perform the requested tuning operation” to mean “stop a function utilizing a

signal tuned to by the second tuner in order to permit the requested function utilizing a signal

PUBLIC VERSION

Compls. Br. at 142-44; see also Phillips v. AWH Corp, 415 F.3d
1303, 1323 (Fed. Cir. 2005) (holding that it is improper to limit
claims based on one exemplary embodiment). The example is
illustrative, not limiting. JX-0006 (‘512 Patent) at col. 2, lns. 45
48. 

Additionally, Respondents contend that Rovi’s construction—
which as discussed previously uses “first” and “second” to refer to
multiple instances of the. same item (as in 3M Innovative Pr0ps,)~—
is attempting to “recapture a claim [prosecution claim 56] that was
canceled earlier in prosecution.” Resps. Br. at 177. Canceled
prosecution claim 56, required, among many other limitations, “a
plurality of tuners” and contained a requirement that the user be
provided the option of canceling “one of the prior requests” to
“handle the current user request.” RX-0195 (App. No.
11/154,065) at 42, 48, 51. There is no evidence demonstrating that
the patentees’ cancelation of claim 56 and inclusion of claims 1
and 13 limits claims 1 and 13 to only canceling the function of the
“last allocated” tuner or that Rovi is impennissibly attempting to
recapture disavowed claim scope by applying “first” and “second”
in their ordinarily understood (and non-temporally limited)
mamier. Compls. Br. at 142-44.

52-54 (footnote omitted).

tuned to by the second tuner to be perfonned.”

Figures 4(b) and 4(0), reproduced below, depict program guide viewer options for

cancelling a second tuner function: '
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The specification explains:

JX-0006 at 2:60-67. In the summary of the invention, the specification explains about tuner

allocation:

FIG. 4(b) is an illustrative interactive television program guide
viewer option selection screen for use in canceling a picture~in
picture function or other secondary user functions in accordance
with the present invention. FIG. 4(c) is an illustrative interactive
television program guide viewer option selection screen for use in
the cancellation of a scheduled recording in accordance with the
present invention.

If the set-top box is equipped with multiple tuners, the interactive
television program guide will allocate one of the tuners for
recording, the program when it is time for the program to start.
However, if all of the ttmers are in use, which may be the case if
the viewer is watching one program and using a picture-in-picture
(“PIP”) feature to view another program or to display additional
text or graphics by using some other secondary tuner function
feature that requires a tuner to operate, the interactive television
program guide may allocate a tuner for the recordingfunction if
the user indicates that he is no longer interested in using the PIP
or another secondary tuner function or if the tuner allocation
scheme dictates it do so. Alternatively, if the set-top box is
equipped with two tuners, one may be dedicated for television
viewing and interactive television program guide user features,
while the other tuner may be dedicated for recording use only.
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Id. at 1:65-2:13 (emphasis added). <

Rovi’s construction is consistent with the claim language, and is supported by the

specification and figures, because it ties the action (cancelling the function) to the second tuner

(6) Tuning operation

The term “tuning operation” only appears in the claims. The parties have proposed the

following constructions:

.Rovi’s Proposed Construction C0mcast’s Proposed Construction . 

performing an operation utilizing a Comcast does not clearly present a
tuned-to signal construction in its post-hearing brief.

See Rovi Br. at 139; Resps. Br. at 171-74.

Rovi’s entire argument for this tenn follows:

One of ordinary skill in the art would have understood that the
tenn “tuning operation” refers to the “tuning operation” requested
by the user and means “performing an operation utilizing a tuned
to signal.” CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 209. One of
ordinary skill would have understood that the term “tuning
operation” refers to operations that are performed on a tuned-to
signal,- not to the act of tuning to the signal. CX-0003C
(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 209.

Rovi Br. at 139.

Comcast presents its arguments for this term along with the “tuner” term. The lone

paragraph directed to “tuning operation” follows:

Consistent with these dictionaries, the term “tuning operation”
should be given its plain and ordinary meaning as well. Rovi seeks
to limit the meaning of “tuning operation” to “perfonning an
operation utilizing a tuned-to signal” based on the usage of “tuning
operation” in dependent claims 4 and 16, which recite ttming
operations (e.g., displaying, recording) the entail operations on the
ttmed to signal. But claims 4 and 16 depend from claims 1 and 13.
These dependent claims contain additional limitations (i.e., require
particular “tuning operations” such as setting a recording) when
comparedpto the independent claims from which they stem. See
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CX-0003C at Q/A 209. Rovi’s argument, that usage in the
dependent claim narrows usage in the independent claim,
contradicts the basic law of claim construction. Tr. of Columbia
Univ. in City 0fNew York v. Symantec C0rp., 811 F.3d 1359, 1370
(Fed. Cir. 2016) (terms used in both independent claim and
dependent claim are not restricted in scope by the additional
limitations of the dependent claim). And Rovi also ignores that
each of the “tuning operations” recited in these dependent claims,
and throughout the specification, are consistent with Respondents’
proposal. Each of these “tuning operations” requires selectively
receiving RF signals in a desired frequency channel. Rovi’s
proposal eliminates this concept. This is also consistent with the
purpose of the invention —the tuning conflict, as disclosed in the
‘S12 Patent, and acknowledged by Rovi’s expert, results when all
the tuners are in use, and therefore cannot select the requested
frequency. See also id. at 8:66-9:8; Tr. 290215-25.

at 171-74.

Rovi replies: 

Rovi Reply at

Respondents argue that Rovi’s construction for “tuning
operation”—“perforrning an operation on a tuned-to signal”—~is
incorrect. Resps. Br. at 173-74. Contrary to Respondents’
assertions, Rovi’s construction is consistent with, but not limited
to, the tuning operations listed in claims 4 and 16. See id.;
Compls. Br. at 139. Specifically, Rovi’s construction properly
equates the claimed “tuning operation” with an operation that
utilizes a “tuned-to signal,” e.g., viewing or recording television
programming. Id. Simply ttming to a signal, as required by
Respondents’ construction, does not indicate whether that signal
should be viewed and/or recorded, which as expressed by claims 4
and 16, is a requirement of a “tuning operation.” Id.

51.

Comcast replies: (

arc
Rovi relies entirely on Dr. Balakrishnan’s opinion that a tuning
operation’ is separate from actually tuning to the particular
program.” Compl. POHB at 139. And this opinion is actually
consistent with Respondents’ construction which requires
performing an operation (“function performed by”) that involves
“tuning” (“selectively receiving RF signals in a desired frequency
channel”). Rovi’s construction, like its construction for “tuner,”
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I

attempts to avoid defining the actual function that constitutes
“tuning.” _

Resps. Reply at 59 (footnote omitted).

Claims 4 and 16 of the .‘512 patent explain that a tuningfunction includes at least

“viewing television programming, recording television programming, and performing a

secondary tuner function.” JX-0006 at 18:60-65; 20:14-19 (claiming “a tuning function selected

from the group consisting of viewing television programming, recording television

programming, and performing a secondary tuner function.” (emphasis added)). Figure 3(c),

reproduced below, depicts secondary tuner functions:
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Apart from the claims, the specification uses the word “operation” JLISIonce
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. . . In contrast to the set-top box embodiment shown in FIG. 5,
where set-top box output 508 is directed to VCR 114 and full
interactive television program guide use is not possible while in the
watch and record _mode, this single-tuner "RF-bypass-switch
embodiment does not interfere with the functionality of the
interactive television program guide when VCR 114 recording
function is in operation because set-top box tuner output 508 is
directed to television 116 and not VCR 114.

JX-0006 at 13:33-42 (emphasis added). This excerpt indicates that “operation” is the act of

executing a function.

The administrative law judge constmes “tuning operation” to mean “perfonning an

operation utilizing a selected signal.” Rovi’s construction, which requires “utilizing,” generally

comports with the claims and specification.

(7) Neither a/thefirst tuner nor a/the second tuner are
available toperform the requested tuning operation “

The phrase “available to perform the requested tuning operation” appears only in claims

1 and 13. The parties have proposed the following constructions:

Rovi’s Proposed Construction i tC0mcast’s Proposed Construction
“neither a/the first tuner nor the second “In this condition, consistent with
tuner are available to perfonn the Respondents’ proposed construction, all
requested tuning operation” has its plain the ‘tuners capable of performing the
and ordinary meaning where the plain requested operation are in use.”’
and ordinary meaning is “the first and
second tuners cannot perform the
requested tuning operation.”

See Rovi Br. at 139; Resps. Br. at 178.

Rovi’s entire argument for this term follows: _

One of ordinary skill would have understood the phrase “neither
a/the first tuner nor the second tuner are available to perform the
requested tuning operation” to have its plain and ordinary
meaning-—“the first and second tuners cannot perform the
requested tuning operation.” That is, the tuners are not available or
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capable of performing the requested tuning operation. CX-0003C
(Balalqishnan WS) at Q/A 216-17.

Respondents contend that this term does not need to be construed;
however, should construction be deemed necessary, they contend
that it should be construed as—“a11tuners capable of performing
the requested operation are in use.” Respondents’ construction is
problematic for two reasons. First, it improperly equates the “first”
and “second” tuners with “all tuners,”'which may—under the plain
meaning of the c1aims—be more than just two tuners. Second, it
improperly equates “unavailable” with “in use” (and the
requirement that “all tuners” be “in use”). .CX-0003C
(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 218. Just because a tuner is
“unavailable” does not mean that it has to be “in use”*a tuner
could be unavailable, for example, if it is disabled or reserved for a
purpose other than “use” to view or record television
programming. Nothing in the intrinsic record of the patent restricts
or limits the “availability” of a tuner to whether or not that tuner is
:n'

1I1use.” 

In the context of the infringement dispute whether or not a tuner is
(and whether or not “all tuners” are) “in use” or not is relevant
because-—and as will be explained in more detail be1ow—the
accused products limit the number of simultaneous recordings not
based on the number of tuners (and whether they are “all” in use or
not) but based on how many streams of data the cab1e_card can
decrypt. Thus, and for example, an accused product may have
eight tuners, but only five of those tuners are available and capable
of presenting television to the user because the cable card limits
how many tuners can be utilized simultaneously. Balakrishnan Tr.
360-61; RX-0846C (Garcia RWS) at Q/A 25-26; Garcia Tr. 627.

Rovi Br at 139-40 (footnote omitted).

Comcast argues: A

The entire concept of the ‘512 Patent is to detect conflicts when all
tuners are occupied in a multi-tuner system. See e.g. JX-0006
(‘S12 Patent) at 1:65-2:13; see also RDX-1218 (IX-0006 at Figs.
4(b) and 4(c) (annotated)) (demonstrating that the ‘S12 Patent
clearly discloses that the user has the option to cancel a program
when the “second tuner is in use”). A conflict can only arise when
it implicates the “nth” (last allocated tuner). See supra § lX.C.2.e.
In this condition, consistent with Respondents’ proposed
construction, all the “tuners capable of performing the requested
operation are in use.” ' 1
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The ‘512 Patent clearly discloses a system in which a conflict is
determined anytime all of the tuners are occupied —regardless of
the manner in which they are occupied. See RDX-1240 (JX-0006
at Fig. 3(b) (annotated)). In Fig. 3(b) the tuner is occupied if it is
displaying a television program, recording a program, or providing
a secondary function (e.g., picture-in-picture or providing program
listings data.) RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A33; See also
RX-0053 (‘487 Prov. App.) at 1 (“In the case of multiple internal
tuners in the settop, If the viewer is currently using both tuners
(for example, for picture-in-picture) that activity will need to be
interrupted”). In addition, the claims of the ‘512 Patent themselves
indicate that an alert occurs any time the tuners are occupied,
regardless of the service being delivered. For example, claims 8
and 9 of the ‘S12 Patent make clear that a conflict is determined,
and an alert is provided, when the user is viewing a program using
one tuner and recording a program using the other viewer. IX
0006 at Cls. 8 and 9; RX-0847C at Q/A 36. And claims 4 and 16
clearly state a “tuning operation” include “viewing television
programming.” JX-0006 at Cls. 4, 8, 9 and 16.

In contrast to Respondent’s proposal, Rovi’s‘ proposal is
inconsistent with the purpose of the patent, and even Dr.
Balal<rishnan’s own testimony, which agrees that, “determining
that neither a first ttmer nor a second tuner are available to perform
the requested tuning operation” would not be satisfied until the last
tuner (the 100th tuner in a 100 tuner) was occupied. Tr. 329:23
330115 (confirming deposition testimony); RX-0847C at Q/A 37,
26. Rovi’s proposed construction that “the first and second tuners
cannot perform the requested tuning operation” conflates lack of
availability due to use (as the patent describes), with inability. Id.
This has the effect of sweeping into the claims any scenario where
the tuner “cannot perform” the requested operation, including
cases when the tuner “cannot perform” the operation due to factors
wholly unrelated to tuner conflicts; an error in the controller,
incoming RF signal to be selected by the ttmer, and numerous
other hardware failures could leave the tuner so it “cannot perform
the operation.” Those scenarios 08.111101fairly be swept into the
claims. And, of course, Rovi’s proposal is redundant of the second
half of thc limitation requiring “wherein the first tuner and the
second tuner are both capable of performing the tuning operation,”
which already addresses the capability (i.e., whether the tuner can
perfonn the operation). Id.

Resps Br at 178-79.

Rovi replies:
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Respondents proposed construction exceeds the plain meaning of
the claim language. Resps. Br. at 178. All that the language
requires is what Rovi proposes-—“the first and second tuners
camiot perfonrr the requested ttming operation.” Compls. Br. at
139. Respondents assert the proper construction of this term
requires reading-in limitations that equates no first or second tuner
being “available” with “all tuners” needing to be “in use” at the
same time. Resps. Br. at 178. As Rovi explained, Respondents‘
incorrectly “equate[] the ‘first’ and ‘second’ tuners with ‘all
tuners”’ and further incorrectly “equate[] ‘unavailable’ with ‘in
use.”’ Compls. Br. at 140 (Rovi explaining further that a tuner can
be “unavailable” for reasons other than it being “in use”); id. at
161-163 (Rovi explaining how the Accused Products infringe this
limitation). No intrinsic source of meaning compels reading-in
Respondents’ claim additions, and Rovi’s plain meaning
construction, which requires that “the first and second tuners
cannot perfonn the requested tuning operation”~i.e. that they are
“unavailable” to perform the “requested tuning operation”—should
be adopted. See id.

51-52. ,

Comcast replies: .

Rovi’s criticisms of Respondents’ constructions are inconsistent
with its own statements, and those of its expert. Rovi summarizes
the purpose of the ‘512 Patent as addressing “[a] tuner conflict
[that] occurs when no tuner is available to perform a user’s
request to perform a tuning operation.” Compl. PoHB at 133
(emphasis added). This purpose of the patent described by Rovi—
in which “no tuner is available”‘is logically coincident with “all
ttmers” being in use as recited in Respondents’ construction.

In contrast, Rovi’s proposed construction would lead to the absurd
result that in, e.g., a three tuner system, if two tuners are busy, and
one tuner is free, this limitation would still be satisfied. See Tr.
299:16-301:1 (testifying that limitation would still be met when 3
out of 5 tuners were idle and not in use). If one tuner is free, how
can there be “no tuner available,” as Rovi contends is the purpose
of the invention? Dr. Balarkishnan’s [sic] provides similarly
inconsistent opinions—on one hand admitting that tuner conflicts
occur when no tuner is available, and on the other testifying that
this limitation would still be met when there are free/unused
tuners. Compare Tr. 289116-290125(testifying that purpose of the
invention is to provide an alert when both of the tuners in a two
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tuner system are in use) with Tr. 299:l6-300:1; see also RX-0847C
at Q/A 37.

Rovi attempts to rehabilitate its inconsistent positions, as discussed
above, byarguing that just because a tuner is “not available” (as
recited in the claim) does not require that it be “in use” (as recited
in Respondents’ construction). Dr. Balakrishnan states that “a
tuner that is ‘in use’ could still be ‘available’ depending on how a
system is set up.” Compl. PoHB at 140. But, he provides no
evidence in the intrinsic or extrinsic record to support his opinion,
and interestingly, provides no description of any system in whicha
tuner “in use” could be still available. CX-0003C at Q/A 218.

The effect of Rovi’s proposal, and Dr. Balakrishnan’s opinion, is
that the claims of the ‘S12 Patent would read on “rules,” rather
than actual ttuier conflicts. For example, if there are ten tuners
capable of displaying up to ten programs, and a rule is set to allow
a viewer to watch only two premium channels (e.g., HBO,
Showtime) at one time, this would imply that ten tuners are
available when ten non-premium channels are watched, and only
two tuners are available when premium chamiels are watched. But
the patent does not teach this. Rather, the patent clearly teaches
that a first tuner may be occupied by, e.g., displaying or recording
a program (RX-0847C at Q/A 26; RDX-1237 (JX-0006 at Fig. 3(b)
(annotated); JX-0006 (‘512 Patent) at 8:17-32), subsequently, the
“other tuner,” or “second tuner” in a two tuner system, becomes
occupied by either displaying or recording a second program, (RX
0847C at Q/A 26; RDX-1238 (JX-0006 at Fig 3(b) (annotated));
JX-0006 at 8:33-65, 9:44-59), and the IPG only issues an alert
when a third operation is requested (RX-0847C at Q/A 26; RDX
l239 (JX-0006 at Fig 3(b) (annotated)); JX-0006 at 9:9-36, 9:44
59). The alert cannot be issued until the Nth, or last, tuner is
occupied. RX-0847C at Q/A 32-38. Yet, through its construction,
Rovi seeks to "expand the claims beyond purpose of the
invention—-“tuner eonfliets”—and expand it to any limit imposed
on the number of channels that can be watched or recorded.

Resps Reply at 54-55. ‘

As an initial matter, the administrative lawjudge has determined that this phrase does not

need construction. The words in the claim are used according to their common, plain meaning

In the alternative, the administrative law judge construes the phrases “neither a first tuner

nor a second tuner are available to perform the requested tuning operation” (claim 1) and
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“neither the first tuner nor the second tuner are available to perform the requested tuning

operation” (claim 13) to mean “the first and second tuners cannot perform the requested tuning

operation.” Rovi’s construction comports with the plain and ordinary meaning of the words in

the claim.

Comcast’s construction requires that “all tuners capable of performing the requested

operation are in use[.]" Comcast’s construction does not have support in the specification. See

Acumed LLC v. Strjyker C0rp., 483 F.3d 800, 806 (Fed. Cir. 2007) (“a sound claim construction

need not always purge every shred of ambiguity”); PPG Indus. v. Guardian Indus. Corp. ; 156

F.3d 1351, 1355 (Fed. Cir. 1998) (“Claims are ofien drafted using terminology that is not as

precise or specific as it might be. . . . That does not mean, however, that a court, under the rubric

of claim construction, may give a claim whatever additional precision or specificity is necessary

to facilitate a comparison between the claim and the accused product. Rather, after the court has

defined the claim with whatever specificity and precision is warranted by the language of the

claim and the evidence bearing on the proper construction, the task of determining whether the

construed claim reads on the accused product is for the finder of fact”).

(8) Resolving a conflict when multiple operations are
performed using multiple tuners

The phrase “resolving a conflict when multiple operations are performed using multiple

tuners” only appears in the preambles of claims 1 and 13.'45 The parties have proposed the

following constructions: "

i Rovi’s'Prqp0sed’Construction ‘ Corncast’s Proposed Construction i

145The patent uses the word “conflict” four ti1nes—twice in the claims, once in describing Figure
4(b), and once in describing Figure 4(c). With regard to Figures 4(b) and 4(c), the patent
proposes providing a screen “which acts to alert the viewer to a conflict in tuner allocation and
usage.” JX-0006 at 10:27-28; 10:48-49.
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Rovi’s Proposed Construction . l 2 Comcast’s Proposed Construction

Determining how to allocate a tuner to Comcast does not clearly present a
perform a requested operation if no timer construction in its post-hearing brief.
is available to perfonn the requested
tuning operation

See Rovi Br. at 141; Resps. Br. at 184-85.

Rovi’s entire opening argument is: ~

One of ordinary skill in the art would have understood the phrase
“resolving a conflict when multiple operations are performed using
multiple tuners” to mean “determining how to allocate a tuner to
perform a requested operation if no tuner is available to perform
the requested tuning operation.” CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at
Q/A 219. Respondents contend that this phrase means
“Detennining how to allocate a tuner to perform a requested
operation if all tuners are in use.” As with the prior term, and for
similar reasons, Respondents’ construction improperly adds the
words, “all tuners are in use” with no basis in the intrinsic record.
CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 220.

_ Rovi Br. at 141.

Comcast’s argument is:

As discussed above in §§ IX.C.2.a-d, and detailed in Fig. 3(b), the
‘512 Patent is directed to the goal of resolving conflicts in a system
with multiple tuners (i.e., n tuners). Such a conflict arises when all
of the tuners, including the last allocated tuner - i.e., the nth tuner
—are occupied and a new request is received by the IPG. JX-0006
(the ‘512 Patent) at 1:65-2:13 (emphasis added); see also id. at
9:44-59 (“...Thus following step 308, both tuners are in use...”);
8:66-9:8 (“... Thus following step 309, both tuners are in use...”).
Respondents’ construction, as for the term “neither a/the first tuner 
nor the second tuner are available to perform the requested timing
operation,” is consistent with the purpose of the invention and the
intrinsic record.

Resps. Br. at 184-85.

Rovi replies:

Respondents do not separately address Rovi’s construction for the
phrase “resolving a conflict when multiple operations are
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performed using multiple tuners.” Instead, Respondents repeat the
arguments that they made in support of their construction of the
phrase “neither a/the first tuner nor the second tuner are available
to perform the requested tuning operation,” which, as Rovi
discussed supra at Section VIl(A)(6), is incorrect. For the reasons
established in Rovi’s Post-Hearing Brief (Compls. Br. at 141), the
ALJ should adopt Rovi’s proposed construction.

Rovi Reply at 52.

In a footnote directed toward the “neither a/the first tuner nor a/the second tuner are

available to perform the requested tuning operation” phrase, Comcast adds:

The parties’ dispute over “resolving a conflict when multiple
operations are performed using multiple tuners” is fully reflected
in this claim term. The central dispute is whether the claim term
extends to the scenario when the ttming operation “cannot be
performed” as recited in Rovi’s construction for “neither a/the first
tuner nor a/the second tuner ...” or Respondents’ construction

‘ which recites that “all the tuners are in use.”

Resps. Reply at 54 n.20. .

The parties agree that the construction should begin with “determining how to allocate a

tuner to perform a requested operation if . . . [,]” but they differ on whether the subsequent

condition should be that “no tuner is available to perform the requested tuning operation” (Rovi)

or that “all tuners are in use” (Comcast). There is no substantive difference between Rovi and

Comcast’s constructions. See also-CX-0003C at Q/A 220-22 (conceding similarities and stating

opinions do not change under either pa1ty’s construction).

Accordingly, the administrative lawjudge construes the phrase “resolving a conflict

when multiple operations are performed using multiple tuners” to mean “determining how to

allocate a tunerto perfonn a requested operation if no tuner is available to perform the requested

tuning operation.”
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~ (9) Interactive television program guide

The tenn “interactive television program guide” appears in claims 1, 10, 13, and 22 and

throughout the specification. The parties have proposed the following constructions:

Rovi’s Proposed Constru‘c'tio'n ' l Comcast’s Proposed Construction

software that, among other things, allows Comcast does not clearly present a
a user to navigate to and select program construction in its post-hearing brief.
listings

See Rovi Br. at 145; Resps. Br. at 181-82.

Rovi’s entire argument for this term follows:

The tenn “interactive television program guide” means “software
that, among other things, allows a user to navigate to and select
program listings.” CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 236-237.

Rovi Br. at 145.

Comcast’s entire argmnent for the terms “interactive television program guide,”

“interactive television program guide implemented on the system” and “system” follows:

The ‘512 Patent is clearly about the use of an IPG resident on “user
television equipment” that provides the user the ability to view
television programs and set recordings using a VCR. RX-0847C
(Bederson RWS) at Q/A 48, JX-0006 (‘512 Patent).at 1:55-64,
1:22-34 (“...[w]hen the selected program begins, the program

guide tunes the set-top b0x_t0 the channel showing the program
and directs a videocassette recorder (“VCR”) to begin
recording....”), 1:48-51 (“It is therefore an object of the present
invention to provide an interactive television program guide
system which allows a user to record one program while
simultaneously watching another program”). The ‘S12 Patent also
proposes that each user has a user guide equipment that acts as a
receiver, such as a STB. JX-0006 at 4:54-5:7 (“Each user has user
program guide equipment that acts asa receiver. The user program
glide equipment is typically a set-top box such as set-top box
112....”). As is shown clearly in Fig 2(a) of the ‘S12 Patent, a
POSITA would understand that the STB hosts the program guide
and provides “program guide command signals.” RDX-1243
(JX-0006 at Fig 2(b) (annotated)) (highlighting the STB (112) with
two tuners); RX-0847C at Q/A 49. In addition, the STB provides
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further commands, via the infrared transmitter to other equipment
(e.g. a video cassette recorder). See IX-0006 at 6:65-7:7 (“The
interactive television program guide command signals on line 212
that are provided to IR transmitter 200 allow channel selection
requests and VCR start and record commands to be sent from the
interactive television program guide in set-top box 112 to VCR
114...”), Fig 2(b) (element 200).

Resps. Br. at 181-82.

Rovi replies: '

Rovi Reply at

Comcast, with a focus on claim 13 and its means-plus-ftmction argument directed toward

Respondents address this tenn together with the terrn “system” and
therefore do not separately address either side’s construction for
“interactive television program guide.” Resps. Br. at 181-82. For
the same reasons set forth in Compls. Br. at 144-45, Rovi’s
construction is correct.

54-55.

another claim phrase, replies:

Rovi misstates Williamson v. Citrix Online, LLC, 792 F.3d 1339
(Fed. Cir. 2015). See Compl. PoHB at 182-183. The lack of the
term “means” does not create a strong presumption that § 112(6)
does not apply, as Rovi contends. Id. at 182, n. 24. Rather
Williamson holds exactly the opposite - that the presumption that
§ 112(6) does not apply to a patent claim that does not use the
word “means” is not strong. See Williamson, 792 F.3d at 1349
(“Our consideration of this case has led us to conclude that such a
heightened burden is unjustified and that we should abandon
characterizing as “strong” the presumption that a limitation
lacking the word “means” is not subject to §l12, para. 6.”)
(emphasis added).

And though claim 13 admittedly lacks the specific term “means,”
the entirety of the claim limitation—“an interactive television
program guide implemented on the system, wherein the interactive
television program guide is operative to” recites function,
without structure, which amounts to impermissible functional
claiming. The cure for functional claims is means-plus-function
treatment. And the only structure for an “interactive television
program guide implemented on the system . . .” referenced in the
‘S12 is set top box 112 with a processor, or other suitable
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equipment with similar circuitry, at the user’s premises.
RX-0847C at Q/A 46-50.

Resps. Reply at 58-59.

The administrative law judge construes “interactive television program guide” to mean

“software that, among other things, allows a user to navigate to and select program listings.”

As an initial matter, there is little substantive difference between the parties’

constructions. See also CX-0003C at Q/A 238 (noting similarity between constructions). For

example, both parties argue that the interactive television program guide connotes software.

Further, Rovi’s construction does not foreclose functionality appearing in the dependent claims,

such that functions like cancelling a function, collecting program guide data, browsing the

Intemet, or playing a music channel would not be excluded under a different construction. See

JX-0006 at 18:54-59 (claim 3); 18:66-19:3 (claim 5). V

I (10) Direct the interactive televisionprogram guide

The phrase “direct the interactive television program guide” appears in claims 1, 9, 13,

and 21 and once in the specification. The parties have proposed the following constructions:

R0vi’s Proposed Construcfion C0r'ncast’sProposed Construction t

“direct the interactive television program “cause the interactive [sic] to command ~
guide” has its plain and ordinary termination of a function that is already
meaning, where the plain and ordinary being performed.”
meaning is “control the operations of the
interactive television program guide to
stop afunction utilizing a signal tuned to
by a tuner”

See Rovi Br. at 141; Resps. Br. at 183.

Rovi’s entire opening argument for this term is:

One of ordinary skill in the art would have understood the phrase
“direct the interactive television program guide” to have its plain

_ and ordinary meaning—“control the operations of the interactive
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television program guide to stop a function utilizing a signal ttmed
to by a tuner.” CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 225.

Rovi Br. at 141.

Comcast entire argument for this term is:

As discussed above in §§ IX.C.2.e-d, the ‘512 Patent details that
the program guide controls the operation of the tuners. This basic
logic supports Respondents’ construction, that “direct[ing] the
interactive television program guide to cancel a filnction” is to
“cause the interactive to command termination of a function that is
already being performed.” And as shown by the claim language,
the program guide is directed to cancel the function after the user
makes a selection to resolve the conflict. JX-0006 (‘512 Patent) at
claim 1 (“provides a user with an opportunity to direct the
interactive televisionprogram guide to cancel a function of the
second tuner to permit the second tuner to perform the requested
tuning operation”) (emphasis added).

Similarly, as shown in Fig. 3(b), the user can choose to cancel the
function of the second tuner. RDX-1239 (IX-0006 at Fig. 3(b)
(e.g., element 316)); see also RDX-1218 (JX-0006 at Figs. 4(b)
and 4(c) (annotated)) (showing conflict alert screens when the
second tuner of a two tuner system is in use). If the user chooses
to cancel the function, the IPG cancels the function that is currently
supported by the tuner. See id. at Fig 3(b) (element 320, “program
guide sends IR commands to stop recording process”).

Resps. Br. at 183-84.

Rovi replies:

Rovi Reply at

The parties have separately requested that the administrative law judge construe the entire

Respondents do not separately address this phrase in their Brief,
but instead address its construction as part of the phrase “cancel
the function of the second tuner” discussed below. For the reasons
established in Rovi’s Post~Hearing Brief (Compls. Br. at 141), the
ALJ should adopt Rovi’s proposed construction of this phrase.

52.

4: 1’phrase direct

proposed constructions for the sub-phrase “direct the interactive television program guide are

the interactive television program guide to cancel a function. The parties
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actually directed toward the entire phrase. The administrative law judge has detennined it is not

necessary to construe the sub-phrase when the parties have not proposed separate constructions

for the sub-phrase. Cf Sulzer Textil, O2 Micro, Bi0tec'Bi0l0gz'scheNaturverpackungen, and US.

Surgical Corp.

(11) Cancel afunction

The phrase “cancel a function” appears throughout the claims and specification. The

parties have proposed the following constructions:

Rovii’sProposed Construction Comcast’s Proposed ‘Construction

stop a function utilizing a signal tuned to termination of a function that is already
by a tuner _ being performed

See Rovi Br. at 144; Resps. Br. at 174-78, 183 (“This basic logic supports Respondents’

construction, that ‘direct[ing] the interactive television program guide to cancel afunction’ is to

‘cause the interactive to command termination of afunction that is already being performed?”

(emphasis added)). 

Rovi’s entire argument for this term follows:

The phrase “cancel a function” contains the same terms addressed
above with respect to the phrase “cancel the function of the second
tuner to permit the second tuner to perform the requested tuning
operation.” Thus, the understanding of one of ordinary skill in the
art would be the same as discussed with respect to that phrase.
CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 231.

Rovi-Br. at 144.

Comcast presents its arguments for this term along with the “cancel the function of the

second tuner to permit the second tuner to perform the requested tuning operation” phrase. See

Resps. Br. at 174-78.

Rovi replies:
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Respondents to do not separately address these phrases in their
Brief, instead grouping their discussion with the term “cancel the
function of the second tuner.” For the reasons established in
Rovi’s Post-Hearing Brief (Compls. Br. at 144-145), the ALJ
should adopt Rovi’s proposed construction of these phrases.

Rovi Reply at 54.

Comcast presents its reply for this term along with the “cancel the function of the second

tuner to permit the second tuner to perform the requested tuning operation” phrase. See Resps.

Reply at 56-58. i

The administrative law judge previously construed the phrase “cancel the function of the

second tuner to permit the second tuner to perform the requested tuning operation” to mean “stop

a function utilizing a signal tuned to by the second tuner in order to permit the requested function

utilizing a signal tuned to by the second ttmer to be performed.” '

Thus, the administrative law judge construes the phrase “cancel a function” to mean “stop

a function utilizing a signal ttuied to by a tuner.”

(12) Direct the interactive televisionprogram guide to cancel a
function

The phrase “direct the interactive television program guide to cancel a function” appears

in claims 1, 9, 13, and 21. The parties have proposed the following constructions:

_ Rovi’s Proposed Construction Con1cast’sProposed Construction

“direct the interactive television program “cause the interactive [sic] to command
guide” has its plain and ordinary termination of a function that is already
meaning, where the plain and ordinary being performed.”
meaning is “control the operations of the
interactive television program guide to
stop a function utilizing a signal tuned to
by a tuner”

See Rovi Br. at 141; Resps. Br. at 183.

Rovi’s entire argument for this tenn follows:
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One of ordinary skill in the art would have understood the phrase
“direct the interactive television program guide” to have its plain
and ordinary meaning—“control the operations of the interactive
television program guide to stop a function utilizing a signal ‘umed
to by a tuner.” CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 225.

Rov1Br at 141.

Comcast argues:

As discussed above in §§ IX.C.2.e-d, the ‘S12 Patent details that
the program guide controls the operation of the tuners. This basic
logic supports Respondents’ construction, that “direct[ing] the
interactive television-program guide to cancel a function” is to
“cause the interactive to command termination of a function that is
already being performed.” And as shown by the claim language,
the program guide is directed to cancel the ftmction after the user
makes a selection to resolve the conflict. IX-0006 (‘S12 Patent) at
claim 1 (“provides a user with an opportunity to direct the
interactive televisionprogram guide to cancel a function of the
second tuner to permit the second tuner to perform the requested
tuning operation”) (emphasis added).

Similarly, as shown in Fig. 3(b), the user can choose to cancel the
function of the second tuner. RDX-1239 (JX-0006 at Fig. 3(b)
(e.g., element 316)); see also RDX-1218 (JX-0006 at Figs. 4(b)
and 4(c) (annotated)) (showing conflict alert screens when the
second tuner of a two tuner system is in use). If the user chooses
to cancel the function, the IPG cancels the function that is currently
supported by the tuner. See id. at Fig 3(b) (element 320, “program
guide sends IR commands to stop recording process”).

Resps Br at 183-84. 

Rovi replies:

Respondents do not separately address this phrase in their Brief,
but instead address its construction as part of the phrase, “cancel
the function of the second tuner” discussed below. For the reasons
established in Rovi’s Post-Hearing Brief (Compls. Br. at 141), the
AL] should adopt Rovi’s proposed construction of this phrase.

Rovi Reply at 52. 1 V e ’

Comcast’s reply docs not address this phrase. See generally Resps. Reply at 50-59
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The administrative lawjudge previously construed the phrase “cancel a function” to

mean “stop a function utilizing a signal tuned to by a tuner.” After excluding this sub-phrase, the

parties’ disagreement reduces to the meaning of the word “direct.” Rovi proposes that “direct”

means “control” while Comcast proposes that “direct” means “cause.” There is little substantive

difference between these Words, and the parties do not address them individually. Either

“control” or “cause” are acceptable constructions.

Thus, the administrative law judge construes the phrase “direct the interactive television

program guide to cancel a function” to mean “control or cause the operations of the interactive

television program guide to stop a function utilizing a signal tuned to by a tuner.”

(I3) I Function of the second tuner

The phrase “function of the second tuner” appears only in the claims. The parties have

proposed the following constructions:

R0vi’s Proposed Construction C0mcast’s Proposed Construction I

a function utilizing the signal tuned to by Comcast does not clearly present a
the second tuner construction in its post-hearing brief.

See Rovi Br. at 145; Resps. Br. at 174-78.

’ Rovi’s entire argument for this phrase follows:

The phrase “function of the second ttmer” contains the same terms
addressed above with respect to the phrase “cancel the function of
the second tuner to permit the second tuner to perfonn the
requested ttming operation.” Thus, the understanding of one of
ordinary skill in the art would be the same for both phrases. CX
0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 231.

Rovi Br. at 145.
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Comcast presents its arguments for this phrase along with the phrases “cancel a function

of the second tuner to permit the second tuner to perform the requested tuning operation” and

“cancel a function” phrase. See Resps. Br. at 174-78.

Comcast presents its reply for this term along with the “cancel the function of the second

l1lIl6I‘to permit the second tuner to perform the requested tuning operation” phrase. See Resps.

Reply at 56-58.

The administrative law judge previously construed the phrase “cancel the function of the

second nmer to permit the second tuner to perform the requested trming operation” to mean “stop

a function utilizing a signal tuned to by the second tuner in order to permit the requested function

utilizing a signal tuned to by the second tuner to be performed.”

Thus, the administrative law judge construes the term “function of the second tuner” to

mean “a function utilizing the signal tuned to by the second tuner.”

(14) Interactive television program guide implemented on the
system, wherein the interactive televisionprogram guide is
operative to: receive. . determine. . and in response
to the determination, display. . .

The phrase “interactive television program guide implemented on the system, wherein the

interactive television program guide is operative to: receive . . .; determine . . .; and in response

to the determination, display . . .” appears only in claim 13.

The full text of the disputed phrase appears in bold, italicized text:

13. A system for resolving a conflict When multiple operations
are performed using multiple tuners controlled by an interactive
television program guide, the system comprising: _

a first tuner;

a second tuner; and
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an interactive television program guide implemented on the
' system, wherein the interactive television program guide

is operative to:

receive a request toperform a tuning operation;

determinethat neither thefirst tuner nor the second tuner
are available to perform the requested tuning
operation, wherein the first tuner and the second
tuner are both capable of performing the tuning
operation; and

in response to the determination, display an alert that
provides a user with anopportunity to direct the
interactive television program guide to cancel a
function of the second tuner to permit the second
tuner toperform the requested tuning operation.

JX-0006 at 19141-59. q

The parties have proposed the following:

L Rovi’qsProposed Construction - T ' 'Comcast’_sProposed Construction

No construction necessary. Individual This is a means-plus-function limitation
terms construed elsewhere.

See Rovi Br. at 146; Resps. Br. at 179. Comcast identifies the following functions:

(1) “receive a request . . . ;”

(2) “determine that neither the first tuner nor the second tuner are
available . . .;” and

(3) “in response to the determination, display an alert . . .”

Resps. Br. at l8O.l46 Comcast identifies the following structure, as follows:

'46 The full text is: Y _

(1) “receive a request to perform a tuning operation”

(2) “determine that neither the first tuner nor the second tuner are
available to perform the requested tuning operation, wherein the
first tuner and the second tuner are both capable of perfonning the
tuning operation”
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The only structure relevant to perfonning the above identified
functions is a processor on user equipment, such as a “set top box,”
or a “set top box, advanced television receiver with a
microprocessor and memory, a personal computer with or without
one or more ttmers, a satellite receiver, a high definition television
(“HDTV”) receiver, or any other suitable television reception and
data processing device.”

entire opening argument for this term follows:

No construction is necessary for this claim phrase because the term
“interactive television program guide" and each of the functions
that follow are construed elsewhere. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan
WS) at Q/A 239. Respondents contend that this phrase should be
construed as a means-plus-ftmction limitation under § 112, para. 6.
Respondents are incorrect for the reasons established in Section
VI(K)(1), infia.

Rovi Br. at 147. In Section Vl(K)(l), Rovi argues that claim 13 is not indefinite, as follows

Respondents contend that the phrase “interactive television
program guide implemented on the system, wherein the interactive
television program guide is operative to: receive . . . ; determine
. . . ; and in response to the determination, display . . .” should be
construed as a means-plus-function limitation under 35 U.S.C.
§ 112(6). But § 112(6) is inapplicable to claim 13, because claim
13 does not use the Word “means” and Respondents admit that the
claimed “interactive television program guide” is a definite
structure. Respondents construe the term “interactive television
program guide,” in claims 1 and 13 to have a definite structure:
“application ~that, when executed, causes television program
listings to be presented to the user and enables the user to navigate
through the program listings, to select an individual listing, and to
select a ftmction associated with the selected listing.” CX-0003C
(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 238, 240; CDX-0502 (Proposed
Constructions); RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 49 (opining that

(3) “in response to the determination, display an alert that in
response to the determination, display an alert that provides a user
with an opportunity to direct the interactive television program
guide to cancel a function of the second tuner to pennit the second
tuner to perform the requested tuning operation”
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Respondents’ constructions are consistent with the understanding
of a person of ordinaryskill).

Respondents also contends that claim 13 is indefinite for reciting
both method and apparatus limitations. RX-0004C (Bederson WS)
at Q/A 63. Claim 13, a system claim, does not recite any method
claim limitations, i.e., there is no requirement that a method step be
performed in order for claim 13 to be infringed. CX-1902C
(Balakrishnan RWS) at Q/A 93. Instead, the claims only require
that the interactive television program guide (a structure) be
“operative to” perform certain functions, not that those functions
actually be performed. Id. In a similar case, the Federal Circuit
held that the term “capable of,” when describing a processor, was
insufficient to render an apparatus claim indefinite.
Illicroprocessor Enhancement Corp. v. Tex. Instruments Inc., 520
F.3d 1367, 1375 (Fed. Cir. 2008).

Rovi Br at 182-183 (footnote omitted).

Comcast argues:

Claim 13 of the ‘512 Patent recites “an interactive television
program guide implemented on the system, wherein the interactive
program guide is operative to: ...” The term “operative to” is a
nonce word and this element of claim 13 should be treated as a
means-plus-ftmction element and subject to 35 U.S.C. 112(6). See
Verint Systems Inc. v. Red Box Recorders Ltd., 166 F.Supp.3d 364,
379-383 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 4, 2016) (holding that claims using
“operative” language were subject to analysis as means-plus
function elements). Similarly, a POSITA would understand the
term “operative to” to serve a similar purpose to the term “means”
in a traditional means-plus-function term. RX-0004C (Bederson
WS) at Q/A63. Here, the limitation recites three functions: (1)
“receive a request . . . ;” (2) “determine that neither the first tuner
nor the second tuner are available . . . ;” and (3) “in response to the
determination, display an alert . . . [.]” The only structure relevant
to perfonning the above identified functions is a processor on user
equipment, such as a “set top box,” or a “set top box, advanced
television receiver with a microprocessor and memory, a personal
computer with or without one or more tuners, a satellite receiver, a
high definition television (“HDTV”) receiver, or any other suitable
television reception and data processing device.” RX-0004C at
Q/A 67-69; JX-0006 at 4:54-5:7 (“[e]ach set-top box 112
preferably contains a processor to handle tasks associated with
implementing a[n] interactive television program guide application
on the set-top box”); 5:20-44; ); RX-0847C at Q/A 48.
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Rovi argues that means-plus-function treatment should not apply,
because the term “means” is not explicitly recited. But this is
contrary to modern Federal Circuit Law, which has removed the
strong presumption against means-plus-function treatment, and
made clear that “when a claim term lacks the word “means,” the
presumption can be overcome and § 112, para. 6 will apply if the
challenger demonstrates that the claim term fails to ‘recite
sufficiently definite structure’ or else recites “function without
reciting sufficient structure for performing that function”.
Williamson, 792 F.3d at 1349-50. Claim 13 executes exactly the
type of functional claiming that has been prohibited by the Federal
Circuit; “implemented on the system,” provides no actual structure.
While Rovi argues that the “interactive television program guide”
addresses this issue, this sidesteps the issue. This claim does not
recite “an interactive television program guide” that performs
functions; in that case, it would purely be software, and would be
subject to structural limitations, because that software must run on
some hardware. Rather, the claim recites “an interactive television
program guide implemented on the system” to perform numerous
functions; without a definite structure for “the system,” the claim
engages in the prohibited functional claiming. Rovi’s proposed
construction — “an integrated assemblage of hardware and/or
software elements operating together to accomplish a prescribed
end purpose” —underscores the point, by essentially construing the
term as hardware and software that perfomis the function. This is
exactly what the Federal Circuit’s opinion on ftmctional ‘claiming
seeks to avoid, and why application of § 112(6) is required.

Resps Br at 179-181.

Rovi replies:

Respondents contend that, despite lacking the word “means,” this
phrase is a means-plus-ftmction term that falls under 35 U.S.C.
§ 112(6). Resps. Br. at 179-81. Respondents contend that the ALJ
should treat claim 13 as a means-plus-function claim term solely
because claim 13 uses the words “operative to,” which
Respondents contend are “nonce” words. Resps. Br. at 179 (citing
Verint Systems Inc. v. Red Box Recorders Ltd. 166 F. Supp. 3d 364,
379-83 (S.D.N.Y. 2016)). Respondents misrepresent the claim
language at-issue in the Verint Systems case, which is materially
(and importantly) different from the operative claim language at
issue here. In Verint Systems, the claim required a “computer
application operative to . . . access . . . and construct . . .” Id.
(emphasis added). The court held that this claim was subject to
means-plus- function analysis, not because it used the term
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“operative to” or because “operative to” is a “nonce” word, but,
rather, because the term “computer application” was generic and
did not recite sufficiently definite structure. Id. at 379-80.

The Virent Systems case is inapplicable to claim 13 of the ‘512
Patent which recites “an interactive television program guide
implemented on the system, wherein the interactive television
program guide is operative to” “receive,” “determine,” and
“display an alert.” JX-0006 at claim 13. Unlike the “computer
application” in Virent Systems which was entirely undefined and
unbounded, an “interactive television program guide” is well
known and well-understood to those of ordinary skill in the art.
Compls. Br. at 145; CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 236-38;
RX-0847C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 48. And, for the means-plus
firnction construction rules to apply to claims that do not use the
term “means,” Respondents must show that “the claim limitation is
so devoid of structure that the drafter constructively engaged in
means-plus-function claiming.” Inventio AG v. Thyssentkrupp
Elevator Ams. C0rp., 649 F.3d 1350, 1357 (Fed. Cir. 2011).

In an attempt to show that the claimed “interactive television
program guide” lacks structure, Respondents contend that it is
merely software and the “system” on which it is implemented is
not a definite structure. Resps. Br. at 180. As a threshold, this is a
new argtunent that Respondents did not make in their Pre-Hearing
Brief (see Resps. P.H. Br. at 534- 35, 692) and therefore waived.
G.R. 7. Regardless, it is indisputable that an “interactive television
program guide” (and unlike the “computer application” in Virent
Systems) is a specific type of application program, as defined by
each party in their respective constructions for the ‘512 Patent
(Cornpls. Br. at 145) and for other Asserted Patents that also use
the phrase “interactive television program guide.” See e.g. id. at
42-47 (parties’ each proposing non-means-plus-function
constructions for the term “interactive television program guide”
and variants thereof in the context of the ‘80l, ‘413, and ‘263
Patents). Indeed, and imlike the undefined “computer application”
in Virent Systems, the “interactive television program guide” of the
‘512 Patent has a well understood meaning. JX-0006 (‘512 Patent)
at col. 1, lns. 22-64. It is therefore of sufficicntly definite structure
to avoid means-plus-function analysis. Williamson v. Citrix
Online, LLC, 792 F.3d 1339, 1348 (Fed. Cir. 2015); CX-1902C
(Balakrishnan RWS) at Q/A 91.

Rovi Reply at 55-56.

Comcast replies:
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Rovi misstates Williamson v. Citrix Online, LLC, 792 F.3d 1339
(Fed. Cir. 2015). See Compl. PoHB at 182-183. The lack of the 
term “means” does not create a strong presumption that § 112(6)
does not apply, as Rovi contends. Id. at 182, n. 24. Rather
Williamson holds exactly the opposite - that the presumption that
§ 112(6) does not apply to a patent claim that does not use the
Word “means” is not strong. See Williamson, 792 F.3d at 1349
(“Our consideration of this case has led us to conclude that such a
heightened burden is unjustified and that we should abandon
characterizing as “strong” the presumption that a limitation
lacking the word “means” is not subject to §l12, para. 6.”)
(emphasis added).

And though claim 13 admittedly lacks the specific term “means,”
the entirety of the claim limitation—“an interactive television
program guide implemented on the system, wherein the interactive
television program guide is operative to”—recites function,
without structure, which amounts to impermissible functional
claiming. The cure for functional claims is means-plus-function
treatment. And the only structure for an “interactive television
program guide implemented on the system . . .” referenced in the
‘512 is set top box 112 with a processor, or other suitable
equipment with similar circuitry, at the user’s premises.
RX-0847C at Q/A 46-50.

Resps. Reply at 58-59. _

' The administrative law judge has determined that the disputed phrase is not a means

plus-frmction limitation. The administrative lawjudge has also determined that no construction

for this phrase is necessary, as words within the phrase are construed elsewhere. Comcast has

not offered any altemative argument apart from its means-plus-function argument.

As an initial matter, Comcast has been able to propose constructions for a host ofterrns

and phrases contained within the claim language it contends invokes § 112, fl 6. ln particular,

Comcast has argued that an “interactive television program guide” is an application. See also

CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 240. Additionally, in another section of its post-hearing

brief, Comcast argued:
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The asserted claims of the ‘512 patent consist of “well-understood,
routine, conventional activity,” and contain nothing to transform
them to a patent eligible application. . . . To persons of ordinary
skill in the art, the asserted claims are nothing more than
implementation of the well-known concept of a “conditional
execution’ statement” (i.e., an “if statement”). RX-0004C at Q/A
20. And there is little dispute among the parties’ experts that the
claims were directed to well-known and standard software and
hardware features (multiple tuners were known). See Tr. 1175:1
12‘(interactive television program guides and receiving turning
requests were known); RX-0004C at Q/A 21 (alert upon detection
of resource conflict was well-known). And in fact, recent case law
has evenfound these types of hardware conventional. See Tech.
Dev. Lic., LLC v. General Instrument C0rp., 2016 WL 7104253,

- *6 (N.D. 111.,Dec. 6, 2016) (tuner, remote control, processor).

Resps. Br. at 205 (arguing the asserted claim is patent ineligible under § 101 (emphasis added)).

This argument, which Comcast supports with expert testimony and recent case law, shows that

words of the claim would have been “understood by persons of ordinary skill in the art to have a

sufficiently definite meaning as the name for structure.” See Williamson v. Citrix Online, LLC,

792 F.3d 1339, 1348-49 (Fed. Cir. 2015). Further, the evidence shows that the patent discloses

known hardware, including set top boxes, advanced television receivers with microprocessors

and memory, personal computers with or Without one or more tuners, satellite receivers, and high

definition television (“HDTV”) receivers. See JX-0006 at 1:21-34, 4:54-5:7, 5:20-44; RX

0004c (Bederson WS) at Q/A 67-69. '

(I5) Displaying/display

The tenns “displaying” and “display” appear in claims 1, 10, 13, and 22 and in the

specification. The parties have proposed the following constructions:

i VRovi’s Propos'ed'C0nstructi0n 1 Comcast’s Proposed "Construction l
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Rovi’s Proposed Construction 4 . Comcast’»sProposed Construction

“displaying” means “outputting data that Comcast does not clearly present a
is capable of being shown on a display construction in its post-hearing brief.
screen”

“display” means “to output data that is
capable of being shown on a display
screen”

See Rovi Br. at 147; Resps. Br. at 182-83.

Rovi’s entire argument follows:

One of ordinary skill in the art, when reading the temis “display”
and “displaying” in light of the claims, the specification, and the
file history of the ‘512 Patent, would have understood the term
“display” in claim l to mean “to output data that is capable of
being shown on a display screen” and would have tmderstood the
term “displaying” in claim 10 to mean “outputting data that is
capable of being shown on a display screen.” CX-0003C
(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 243. When independent claims l and
13 are read together with their dependent claims 10 and 22,
respectively, one of ordinary skill in the art would have understood
that “displaying” in claims l, 10, and 22 and “display” in claim 13
refers to the output of data that is capable of being shown on a
display screen. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 244.

Rovi Br. at 147.

Comcast’s argument follows:

This plain and ordinary meaning of “presenting/present visually on
a screen” should be adopted. This meaning is consistent with the
use of the term “display” as it appears in other phrases which
require construction. In contrast, Rovi’s construction is nothing
but a transparent attempt to allow the asserted claims to read on
devices that, by themselves, cannot display anything visually. Tr.
287116-l9 (“Q2 The accused set-top boxes, we’re talking about an
apparatus, a little box, that box does not actually display anything;
correct? It doesn’t show anything? A: It doesn’t have a
screen.”)[.] In fact, Dr. Balakrishnan’s own testimony on cross
examination renders Rovi’s claim construction untenable. When
questioned about the term “display” as it used in claim 1 (and not
in a vacuum), Dr. Balakrishnan admitted that if the user could not
visually see the alert, therewould be no “opportunity to resolve the
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conflict,” as required by each of the asserted claims, Tr. 286:12
24[:] ~

Q. Now, for the purposes of claim 1, why don’t we put up
claim 1 in JX-6. lt’s a method for resolving conflict. And
do you see there’s a detennination made and in response to
it, you’re displaying an alert that provides a user with an
opportunity to direct the guide; right?

A. That is correct. s

Q. Okay. And that purpose to allow the‘ user an
opportunity to cancel something is not met unless the user
can actually see; correct?

A. For the opportunity to -- to cancel? Yeah, if I don’t see
the alert, then I wouldn’t have the opportunity to cancel it.

Resps. Br. at 182-83. '

Rovi replies:

Rovi Reply at

The terms displaying/display, as used in claims 1 and 13, should be
construed to mean “to output/outputting data that is capable of
being shown on a display screen.” Compls. Br. at 147. Claims 10
and 22 depend from claims 1 and 13, respectively, and add the
requirements of displaying the alerts on the display screen. Id.

56-57.

Comcast replies:

Rovi fails to grapple with its expe1t’s own testimony, and the plain
language of claims 1 and 13, which require “disp1ay[ing] an alert
that provides u user with an opportunity to direct the interactive
television program guide to cancel a fiuiction of the second ttmer.”
Tr. 286:l2—24. If the user cannot see the display, no such
opportunity exists. Id. 1

Resps. Reply at 59 (emphasis in original).

The administrative law judge construes “displaying” to mean “presenting” and display

to mean “present.”
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The claims require that the interactive television program guide is capable of “displaying

an alert that provides a user with an opportunity to direct the interactive television program guide

to cancel a function of the second tuner to pennit the second tuner to perform the requested

tuning operation” (claim 1) and that it is able to “display an alert that provides a user with an

opportunity to direct the interactive television program guide to cancel a function of the second

tuner to permit the second tuner to perform the requested tuning operation” (claim 13).

Rovi’s construction, when substituted into the claim 1, would read:

. . . the method comprising: . . . [outputting data that is capable of
being shown on a display screen] an alert that provides a user with
an opportunity to direct the interactive television program guide to
cancel afunction of the second tuner to pennit the second tuner to
perform the requested tuning operation.

See IX-OOO6at 18:43-47.

In contrast, substituting the “presenting” construction, into the claim 1, would read:

. . . the method comprising: . . . [presenting] an alert that provides
a user with an opportunity to direct the interactive television
program guide to cancel a function of the second tuner to permit
the second tuner to perform the requested tuning operation.

Id. The “presenting” and “present” constructions comport with how the terms are used in the

context of the claims. Neither the claims nor the specification require that a set-top box alone

visually display the alert (as Comcast suggests by arguing that “Rovi’s construction is nothing

but a transparent attempt to allow the asserted claims to read on devices that, by themselves,

cannot display anything visually.”). Indeed, the specification explains the display occurs on the

television:

During use of the interactive television program guide
implemented on set-top box 112, television program listings and
other information may be displayed on television 116. Such
interactive television program guide displays may be overlaid on,
top of a television program to which the user has tuned with set-top
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box 112 or may be displayed in place of such a program. Each set
top box 112, VCR 114, and television 116 may be controlled by
one or more remote controls 118 or any other suitable user input
interface such as a wireless keyboard, mouse, trackball, dedicated
set of buttons, voice recognition system etc. Remote controls such
as remote control 118 have various buttons that may be pressed by
the user such as cursor keys (for on-screen movement of a
highlighted region, scrolling functions, etc.), an enter key (for
making a selection), channel number keys (for selecting functions
related to user preferences), etc.

Screen 410 may be displayed by the interactive television
program guide on user television 116 when the second or “other”
tuner chosen by the interactive television program guide to record
the selected program is already in use perfonning a secondary
function such as PIP and the first tuner is being used for viewing
television 116. '

JX-0006 at 5:20-35, 10:28-34. Thus, one of ordinary skill in the art would have understood that

“presenting” something on a television screen includes outputting data necessary for the image.

(16) System

The term “system” appears throughout in claims 13-24 and throughout the specification.

The parties have proposed the following constructions:

Rovi’s Proposed Construction Comcast’s Proposed Construction ‘

“system” has its plain and ordinary Comcast does not clearly present a
meaning, where the plain and ordinary construction in its post-hearing brief.
meaning is “an integrated assemblage of
hardware andjor software elements
operating together to accomplish a
prescribed end purpose”

See Rovi Br. at 148; Resps. Br. at 181-82.

Rovi’s entire argument for this term follows:

The term “system” is used only in asserted claims 13 and 22. One
of ordinary skill in the an would have understood the term
“system” to have its plain and ordinary meaning of “an integrated
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assemblage of hardware and/or software elements operating
together to accomplish a prescribed end purpose.” CX-0003C
(Balakrislman WS) at Q/A 255-56. The specification uses the term
“system” to generally describe, among other things, the
assemblage of elements in the Figures 1(a),and 2(a) of the ‘512
Patent, which includes both user equipment and non-user only
equipment, such as head end equipment. JX-0006 (‘S12 Patent) at
col. 2, lns. 27-30 and col. 2, lns. 34-44; CX-0003C (Balakrishnaii
WS) at Q/A 256.

Respondents simultaneously, contend that the term “system” needs
no construction and that it should be construed as “user television
equipment (devices designed for viewing or recording television
programs, such as set-top boxes, televisions, and VCR’s).”
Respondents’ construction is incorrect because there is no plain
and ordinary meaning for “system” that is limited solely to user
television equipment. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 259.
And, as discussed with respect to the next tenn, this dispute is
relevant to infringement because Respondents contend—
incorrectly and in contravention to the embodiments of Figs. 1(a)
and 2(a)—that the “interactive television program guide” must be
implemented solely on “the system” which they define as limited
solely to “user television equipment” (which in turn is located
solely in a user’s home).

Rovi Br at 148-49 (footnote omitted).

Comcast presents its arguments for “system,” “interactive television program guide,

“interactive television program guide implemented on the system” together. The entire

combined argument follows:

The ‘512 patent is clearly about the use of an IPG resident on “user
television equipment” that provides the user the ability to view
television programs and set recordings using a VCR. RX-0847C
(Bederson RWS) at Q/A 48; JX-0006 (‘512 patent) at 1:55-64,
1:22-34 (“...[w]hen the selected program begins, the program
guide ttuies the set-top box to the channel showing the program
and directs a videocassette recorder (“VCR”) to begin
recording....”), 1: 48-51 (“It is therefore an object of the present
invention to provide an interactive television program guide
system which allows a user to record one program while
simultaneously watching another program”). The ‘512 patent‘also
proposes that each user has a user guide equipment that acts as a
receiver, such as a STB. JX-0006 at 4:54-5:7 (‘fEachuser has user
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program guide equipment that acts as a receiver. The user program
guide equipment is typically a set-top box such as set-top box
l12....”). As is shown clearly in Fig 2(a) of the ‘512 patent, a
POSITA would understand that the STB hosts the program guide
and provides “program guide command signals.” RDX-1243 (JX
0006 at Fig 2(b) (ann0tated)) (highlighting the STB (112) with two
tuners); RX-0847C at Q/A 49. In ‘addition, the STB provides
fiirther commands, via the infrared transmitter to other equipment
(e.g. a video cassette recorder). See JX-0006 at 6:65-7:7 (“The
interactive television program guide command signals on line 212
that are provided to IR transmitter 200 allow channel selection
requests and VCR start and record commands to be sent from the
interactive television program guide in set-top box 112 to VCR
114. . .”), Fig 2(b) (element 200).

at 181-82.

Rovi replies:

Rovi Reply at

Comcast presents its reply for this term along with the “interactive television program

guide implementedon the system, wherein the interactive television program guide 1Soperative

to: receive . . .; determine . . .; and in response to the determination, display . . .” and interactive

Respondents contend that the claim tenn “system” requires that the
claimed system be limited to a system existing entirely on user
equipment (which they further contend must be located solely,
only, and entirely in the user’s home) by cherry-picking statements
from the specification, while ignoring those which do not support
their construction. Resps. Br. at 181-82. As Rovi has explained,
there is no basis for reading in Respondents’ overly-narrow
definition of system, which, were it adopted, would imperrnissibly
exclude disclosed embodiments of the claimed invention. Compls.
Br. at 148-149 (Rovi explaining that claimed “system” as shown in
Figs. 1(a) and 2(a) is not limited to a system existing only on user
equipment, which is located inside a user’s home).

56-57. '

television program guide on the system” arguments, as follows:

Rovi misstates Williamson v. Citrix Online, LLC, 792 F.3d 1339
(Fed. Cir. 2015). See Compl. POHB at 182-183. The lack of the
term “means” does not create a strong presumption that § 112(6)
does not apply, as Rovi contends. Id. at 182, n. 24. Rather
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Williamson holds exactly the opposite - that the presumption that
§ 112(6) does not apply to a patent claim that does not use the
word “means” is not strong. See Williamson, 792 F.3d at 1349
(“Our consideration of this case has led us to conclude that such a
heightened burden is unjustified and that we should abandon
characterizing as “strong” the presumption that a limitation
lacking the word “means” is not subject to §ll2, para. 6.”)
(emphasis added).

And though claim 13 admittedly lacks the specific term “means,”
the entirety of the claim limitation—“an interactive television
program guide implemented on the system, wherein the interactive
television program guide is operative to”—recites function,
without structure, which amounts to impermissible functional
claiming. The cure for functional claims is means-plus-ftmction
treatment. And the only structure for an “interactive television
program guide implemented on the system . . .” referenced in the
‘5l2 is set top box 112 with a processor, or other suitable
equipment with similar circuitry, at the user’s premises. RX
0847C at Q/A 46-50. ‘

Resps. Reply at 56-58 (emphasis in original).

Comcast has not presented an argument, with sufficient intrinsic or extrinsic support, to

warrant construing “system” as “user television equipment.”

The patent uses the word “system” in several different ways. In a broad sense, the patent

uses “system” to describe the entire apparatus that distributes television:

FIG. 1(a) shows an illustrative interactive television program
guide system I00 in accordance with the present invention. Main
facility 102 contains aiprogram guide database 104 for storing
program guide information such as television program guide
listings data, pay-per-view ordering information, television
program promotional information, etc. Infonnation from database
104 may be transmitted to multiple television distribution facilities
110 via communications link 120. Only one such facility ll0 is
shown in FIG. l to avoid over-complicating the drawing.
Communications link 120 may be a satellite link, a telephone
network link, a cable or fiber optic link, a microwave link, a
combination of such links, or any other suitable communication
path. If it is desired to transmit video signals over link 120 in
addition to data signals, a relatively high bandwidth link such as a
satellite link is generally preferable to a relatively low bandwidth
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link such as a telephone line. Television distribution facility 110 is
a facility for distributing television signals and data to users, such
as a cable system headend, a broadcast distribution facility, or a
satellite television distribution facility.

JX-0006 at 3:62-4:14.

This is Figure l(a):

‘ E9

1 110

102

1 TELEVISION DISTRIBUTION
1 MAIN FACILITY FACILITY

l 120 [EG., BROADCAST TELEWSION
i PROGRAM GUIDE SYSTEM, CABLE SYSTEM

1 DMABASE HEADEND. SATELUTE SYSTEM.
. MICROWAVESYSTEM EYC.,)/

ms

‘M - I - - _ 108 1% V

_ USER
TELEVISION 200

EQUIPMENT sar TOP aox
|~F~=-en

l USER pR(x;RAM "2 TRANSMITTER

j curve EQUIPMENT
l

1 OPTIONA '

l “"5°CA$$F'T5 SERIALaiisl

1 RECORDER ~-—~\
l RECORDING DEVKZE 1,, 118 2°‘ i

REMOTE
F

TELEVISION 5

VIEWING DEVICE H6
r

USER TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

V FIG. 1(a)

In particular, the figure indicates that “user television equipment” (106) is a pait of system (100)

The patent also discloses the following systems:

0 a “voice recognition system,”

I a “cable system headend,”

= “terrestrial Wirelesscommunications systems such as microwave-based
commtuiications systems or the like,”

0 “conventional broadcast television systems,”

I a “two¢tuner set-top box system,” .
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O a “single-tuner RF-bypass-switch system,” and

0 an “interactive television program guide system”

See generally IX-0006. These “systems” indicate that the patent is using the word “system” to

describe a collection of components that work together.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge construes “system” to mean “an integrated

assemblage of hardware and/or software elements operating together to accomplish a prescribed

end purpose.”

(17) Interactive televisionprogram guide implemented on the
system

The phrase “interactive television program guide implemented on the system” appears

only in claim 13. The parties have proposed the following constructions:

Rovi’s Proposed Construction l C0mcast’s Proposed Construction
“implemented on the system” has its Comcast does not clearly present a
plain and ordinary meaning, where the construction in its post-hearing brief.
plain and ordinary meaning is “put into
effect on the system”

See Rovi Br. at 149; Resps. Br. at 181-82.

Rovi’s argument follows:

“Interactive television program guide implemented on the system”
has its plain and ordinary meaning—”putinto effect on the system.”
CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 260.

Respondents contend that this term does not need to be construed;
however, should construction be deemed necessary, it should be
construed as—“executing on the user television equipment.”
CDX-0502 (Proposed Constructions) at 6-7. As with the prior
term, Respondents improperly limit the claimed “system” to “user
equipment” and further improperly require that the “interactive
television program guide” “execute” solely on “user equipment”
(in the user’s home). CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 261.
The ‘512 Patent places no restriction on where, in the claimed
system, the “interactive television program guide” must “execute.”
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JX-0006 (‘512 Patent) at col. 2, lns. 27-30 and col. 2, lns. 34-44
(describing Figs. 1(a) and (b)). '

Rovi Br. at 149-50.

Comcast presents its arguments for this phrase along with the “interactive television

program guide” / “system” terms. See Resps. Br. at 181-82.

Rovi replies: _ g

Rovi Reply at

Comcast presents its reply for this phrase along with the “interactive television program

guide implemented on the system, wherein the interactive television program guide is operative

to: receive . . .; determine . . .; and in response to the determination, display . . .” and “system”

Respondents address this term together with the term “system” and
therefore do not separately address either side’s construction for
“implemented on the system.” Resps. Br. at 181-82. For the same
reasons set forth in Compls. Br. at 149-50 and in Section
VII(A)(14), supra, Rovi’s construction‘should be adopted.

57.

reply, as follows:

Rovi misstates Williamson v. Citrix Online, LLC, 792 F.3d 1339
(Fed. Cir. 2015). See Compl. POHB at 182-183. The lack of the
term “means” does not create a strong presumption that § 112(6)
does not apply, as Rovi contends. Id. at 182, n. 24. Rather
Williamson holds exactly the opposite - that the presumption that
§ 112(6) does not apply to a patent claim that does not use the
Word “means” is not strong. See Williamson, 792 F.3d at 1349
(“Our consideration of this case has led us to conclude that such a
heightened burden is unjustified and that we should abandon
characterizing as “strong” the presumption that a limitation
lacking the word “means” is not subject to §l12, para. 6.”)
(emphasis added). '

And though claim 13 admittedly lacks the specific term “means,”
the entirety of the claim limitation—“an interactive television
program guide implemented on the system, wherein the interactive
television program guide is operative to”—recites function,
without structure, which amounts to impermissible functional
claiming. The cure for functional claims is nieans-plus-function
treatment. And the only structure for an “interactive television
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program guide implemented on the system . . .” referenced in the
‘S12 is set top box 112 with a processor, or other suitable
equipment with similar circuitry, at the user’s premises. RX
0847C at Q/A 46-50.

Resps. Reply at 56-58 (emphasis in original).

The administrative lawjudge has already separately construed the terms “interactive

television program guide” and “system.” Thus, the parties disagree on what the word

“implemented” means.

As an initial matter, the administrative law judge agrees with Rovi that it is not necessary

to construe the temi. However, in the altemative, the administrative law judge construes the

word “implemented” to mean “put into effect.” As Rovi correctly notes, the ‘512 Patent places

no restriction on where, in the claimed system, the “interactive television"program guide” must

“execute.”

(18) A user A

. The term “a user” appears throughout the claims and specification. The parties have

proposed the following constructions:

Rovi’s Proposed Construction ‘ Comcast’s Proposed Construction

“a user” has its plain and ordinary . . . “users,” are users of a STB that watch
meaning, where the plain and ordinary and record programs. '
meaning is “one that uses” "

See Rovi Br. at 150; Resps. Br. at 184.

Rovi’s entire argument for this term follows:

The term “a user” should be interpreted to have its plain and
ordinary meaning —“one that uses.” CX-0003C (Balakrishnan
WS) at Q/A 262. As with “system,” there is nothing in the
intrinsic evidence limiting the meaning of “user” Id.

Rovi Br. at 150. _
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Comcast argues: A

As Rovi’s expert testified, the ‘512 Patent is directed at alerting a
user where both tuners of the set-top box are already in use. Tr.
29():l5-25. Thus, the “users,” are users of a STB that watch and
record programs. And, of course, the claims themselves require
input from a person viewing the television, and that the user is
capable of providing responses through the program guide. Id. at
Cl. 1 (“displaying an alert that provides a user with an
opportunity to direct the interactive television program guide to
cancel a function of the second tuner to pennit the second tuner to
perform the requested tuning operation”) (emphasis added); C1. 2
(“receiving a user selection to not cancel the function of the
second tuner; and in response to the user selection to not cancel
the function of the second tuner, continuing to perform the
function of the second tuner”) (emphasis added). It is unclear what
Rovi’s construction is intended to do, beyond provide greater
flexibility for purposes of alleging infringement.

Resps Br at 184 (emphasis in original).

Rovi replies:

Similar to their construction for “system,” discussed at Section
VII(A)(l4), supra, Respondents improperly limit the term “user”
to a person who records or watches programs on user television
equipment. The term “user” is not so limited and, consistent with
its ordinary meaning, means “one that uses.” Compls. Br. at 150.

Rovi Reply at 57. .

The administrative law judge has determined that it is not necessary to construe the term

a user The patent uses this tenn in accordance with its plain and ordinary meaning

3. Representative Products

Rovi accuses two guide systems, the X1 and Legacy systems, of infringing the 512

Patent Rovi Br. at 150-51.

a) X1 Products

For the X1 products, Rovi argues:
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Rovi accuses X1 Guide products of infringing the ‘S12 patent.
CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 296, 298. The specific “X1
Accused Products” accused in this Investigation with respect to the
‘S12 patent are listed in the Table 1 of the Joint Outline. The
representative X1 Accused Product is the ARRIS XGlv3
AX013ANC, but Rovi’s proof of infringement applies equally to
all accused X1 Guide Products. CX-0003C (Balalqislman WS) at
Q/A 303. With respect to the ‘S12 Patent, and as conceded by
Respondents’ expert and fact Witnesses, each set-top box that runs
the X1 Guide works in materially the same way such that minor
hardware differences between the various models of X1 Accused
Products are irrelevant to Whether those products infringe any of
the claims of the ‘S12 Patent. Each X1 Guide product that
supports the X1 Guide [

] CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 304-08; JX-0081C
(Comcast/ARRIS Master Supply Agreement) at §9.04; see also
JX-0096C (Folk Dep. Tr.) 93:17-98:23. Indeed, Comcast witness
Albert Garcia confirmed in his testimony at the Hearing that each
X1 Accused Product [ .

] is immaterial to infringement of the ‘S12 Patent. Garcia
' Tr. 614-15. »

Rovi Br. at 150-S1. Rovi then argues that Comcast’s argument about “the specific ‘system-on-a

chip’ (SOC)that-each product uses” is disingenuous, because the “different models of SoCs do

not have any bearing on Rovi’s proof of infringement for the ‘S12 Patent.” Id. at 1S1.

Comcast’s expert did not analyze the various X1 products Comcast contends warrant

disparate analysis. Additionally, the exhibit Comcast uses to identify disparate product groups,

RX-0870, was created by its counsel and does not contain evidentiary support.

Accordingly, the administrative lawjudge has detennined that Rovi has presented

sufficient evidence, and that Comcast has not rebutted this evidence. See Spansion, Inc. v. Int ’l

Trade Comm ’n,629 F.3d 1331, 1351-S2 (Fed. Cir. 2010) (“Appellants contend that the ALJ'

improperly shifted the burden to Appellants to establish that the non-modeled accused packages

would behave differently than those that were modeled. Rather than improper burden shifting,
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the ALJ properly found that Appellants simply failed to rebut the substantial evidence set forth

by Tessera.”); see also TiV0, Inc. v. Ech0Star Commc ’ns Corp, 516 F.3d 1290, 1308 (Fed. Cir

2008). Thus, the administrative lawjudge finds that the ARRIS XGlv3 AX0l3ANC is

representative. See CX-0003C at Q/A 304 (“each product listed in the Corrected Joint ID that

supports the XI Guide [

] to all users of any XI-capable

product”).

b) Legacy Products

Rovi argues:

Rovi’s proof of infringement applies equally to all accused Legacy
Guide Products listed in the Corrected Joint ID. CX-0003C
(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 405. Whatever differences among
Legacy devices may exist, they have no impact on how a given set
top box implements the Legacy Guide software, accesses the
relevant servers, or alters the user’s Legacy Guide experience

. when using any set-top box running the Legacy Guide software.
CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 405. This was confirmed by
Kirk Davis, who provided an example of the operation of the
conflict resolution feature of the Legacy guide (RX-0842C (Davis
RWS) at Q/A l9_)and testified that [

V ] Davis Tr. 7ll. The
Motorola DCX350l/M (identical to the ARRIS-HD/DVR (Legacy) ‘
- MOTRNGZOOBNMR) is representative of the operation of all
Legacy Guide Accused Products determined to be at issue in this

. Investigation. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 406-08.

Rovi Br. at 152. ~

As with the X1 guides, Comcast’s expert did not analyze the various Legacy products

that Comcast contends warrant disparate analysis. Additionally, the exhibit Comcast uses to

identify disparate product groups, RX-0870, was created by its counsel and does not contain

evidentiary support.
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Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has presented

sufficient evidence that the Motorola DCX350l/M is representative and that Comcast has not

rebutted this evidence. See Spansion, Inc. v. Int ’l Trade Comm ’n, 629 F.3d 1331, 1351-52 (Fed.

Cir. 2010) (“Appellants contend that the ALJ improperly shifted the burden to Appellants to

establish that the non-modeled accused packages would behave differently than those that were

modeled. Rather than improper burden shifting, the ALJ properly found that Appellants simply

failed to rebut the substantial evidence set forth by Tessera”); see also TiV0,Inc. v. Ech0Srar

Comma ’ns C0rp., 516 F.3d 1290, 1308 (Fed. Cir. 2008). Thus, the administrative law judge

finds that the Motorola DCX3501/M is representative. See CX-0003C at Q/A 316 (“each

product listed in the Corrected Joint ID that supports the Legacy Guide [ i

] to all users of any Legacy Guide-capable product”).

4. Literal Infringement

Rovi explains that it “asserts claims 1, 10, '13, and 22 of the ‘512 Patent. Claim 1 is a

method claim and claim 13 is a system claim that essentially mirrors claim 1.” Rovi Br. at 134.

a) Claims 1 and 10

Rovi argues that claim 1 and 10 are “directly infringed Whena user perfonns the claimed

method in the United States while using the X1 Guide.” See Rovi Br. at 152 (citing CX-0003C

(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 326).

, Claim 1 follows:

1. A method for resolving a conflict when multiple operations
are performed using multiple tuners controlled by an interactive
television program guide, the method comprising:

. receiving a request to perform a tuning operation;
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determining that neither a first ttmer nor a second tuner are
available to perfonn the requested tuning operation,
wherein the first tuner and the second tuner are both
capable of performing the ttming operation; and

in response to the determination, displaying an alert that
provides a user with an opportunity to direct the interactive
television program guide to cancel a function of the second
tuner to permit the second tuner to perfonn the requested
tuning operation.

JX-0006 at 18:35-47.

Claim 10 follows: 

10. The method of claim 1 wherein the displaying the alert
comprises displaying a display screen using the interactive
television program guide that provides the user with a first option
to continue to perfonn the function of the second tuner, and with a
second option to cancel the function of the second tuner to perform
the requested ttming operation.

JX-0006 at 19:28-33.

(I) Claim I: “First and second tuners“

(a) X I System _

Rovi argues that the X1 system has multiple tuners. Rovi Br. at 152. Rovi relies upon

Dr. Balakrishnan’s testimony, information from Comcast’s website, and photos from Mr.

Williams’s use ofthe X1 guide. Id. (CX-0003C (Balakrishnari WS) at Q/A 330-58; CX-1654;

cx-1629). '

Comcast argues that the X1 system does not have at least a second tuner because the X1

system has a Broadcom SoC that that uses “full band capture” technology. Resps. Br. at 188;

RX-0846C (Garcia) at Q/A 13. Full band capture collects an entire range of frequencies (Oto 1

GHZ) and culls individual channels from the entire range rather than filtering a single analog
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signal from the spectrum and converting it to a digital signal. RX-0846C at Q/A 14-15; RX

0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 6'/_-73,81.

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that the accused

X1 products literally contain a second tuner.

As an initial matter, Dr. Balakrishnan’s testimony does not identify any tuner; rather, -he

infers that multiple tuners exist because he was “able to simultaneously record five shows” and

because a Comcast webpage used the word “tuner.” See, e.g., CX-0003C at Q/A 332-35; but see

RX-0846C (Garcia RWS) Q/A 20-21; RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 106-109 (the

reference to “tuners” is a reference to virtual tuners). .

Further, Dr. Balakrishnan does not point to schematics or owners manuals for the accused

representative product, the ARRISVXG1v3 (AX013ANC), t_oidentify a second tuner. Compare

id. with CX-0004C (Delp WS) at Q/A 189 (for the ‘871 Patent, Dr. Delp relied upon CX-1305C

(Pace- XG1v3 Multi-Tuner Video Gateway), CX-1353C (XG1v3 Main Board Schematic), and

CX-1317C (Comcast- HW Specification for XG 1 and XG2 STB Products) in identifying a 1

processor). Although Dr. Balakrishnan points to a MG1 data sheet, CX-1304, the evidence

shows that those set-top boxes were never sold to Comcast and that the “multi-ttmer” reference is

anachronistic terminology that has been carried forward to the full band capture era. See RX

0855C (Folk) at Q/A 4-5 (Mr. Folk also explains that the MG1 does not have multiple physical

tuners.). 

Additionally, Dr. Balakrishnan discusses the SoC only when asked about Comcast’s ‘

arguments. See, e.g., CX-0003C at Q/A 345. Dr. Balakrishnan then speculates‘that because the

four Q/AM demodulators depicted in the SoC act like timers, “there could be four different

circuits within the ‘digital tuning’ rectangle, which happen to not be shown in the Broadcom
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figure, but which could exist within that rectangle.” Id. at Q/A 347 (emphasis added) 147D

Balakrislman s testimony contains too much doubt to conclude that it is more likely than not that

the SoC literally has first and second tuners. _

Thus, Rovi has not shown that the accused X1 products literally contain a second tuner

_ (la) Legacy System

Rovi argues:

The accused Legacy Guides have two ttmers under the parties’
respective constructions and therefore have “multiple tuners,” as
stated in the preamble of claim l; the Legacy Guides do not use a
“fiill band capture” R.FFront End, like the Xl devices. CX-0003C
(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 410 13; Davis Tr. 701-O3; CX-1288C
(DCX3501-M Dual Tuner Datasheet); CX-1600 (Legacy
Screenshots for the ‘512 Patent) at 4.

Rovi Br at 165-66.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(E)(2)

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the accused

Legacy products have first and second tuners. See CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 410 13

Tr (Davis) 701-703; CX-1288C (DCX3501-M Dual Tuner Datasheet); CX-1600 (Legacy

Screenshots for the ‘S12 Patent) at 4.

(Z) Claim 1.‘ “Interactive television program guide

(a) X] System

Rovi argues:

Claims l and 13 further refer to an “interactive tclcvision program
guide.” The accused X1 Guide includes an interactive television
program guide under both Rovi’s and Respondents’
proposed constructions, as Dr. Balakrishnan opined. CX-0003C
(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 356-357. There is evidence of the

147Rov1’s Brief echoes this uncertainty. Rovi Br. at 158 (“each “ttmer” could comprise ”
(emphasis added)).
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interactive guide in the source code that operates with the X1
Guide devices. See CX-1698C (Comcast’s Source Code Range) at
COMC_1TC1001_SC-002193, line 8419 (Guidejava, function
manageTuner) (including code depending on Guide.java and code
on which Guidejava depends); CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at
Q/A 357. There are also a number of documents that demonstrate
the» presence of the interactive television guide. CX-0003C
(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 357. And CX-1629 (X1 Screenshots
for the 1512 Patent), at 1-7, shows screenshots of the interactive .
television program guide running on the X1 Accused Products.

Rovi Br. at 160. _

Comcast’s arguments about the “interactive television program guide” are directed to

claim 13, see Resps. Br. at 199, which are addressed separately. Comcast does not rebut this

argument for claim 1. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(E)(1); Resps. Reply, Section

VII(D)(1).

The administrative law judge has determined that the X1 products satisfy the “interactive

television program guide” limitation of claim 1, as the method is performed using an interactive

television program guide.

(I2) Legacy System

Rovi argues:

The accused Legacy Guides also have an interactive television
program guide under both side’s constructions. CX-0003C
(Balakrislman WS) at Q/A 415, 416; CX-1600 (Legacy
Screenshots for the ‘512 Patent) at 1.

Rovi Br. at 166.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(E)(2).

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the accused

Legacy products satisfy the “interactive television program guide” limitation, as the method is
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performed using an interactive television program guide. See CX-0003C (Balakrislman WS) at

Q/A 415 416 CX-1600 (Legacy Screenshots for the_‘512 Patent) at 1.

(3) Claim 1: "Receiving a request”

(a) X] System

Rovi argues:

Claim 1 recites a first step of “receiving a request to perform a
tuning operation” and claim 13 recites an “interactive television
program guide” that is operative to “receive a request to perform a
tuning operation.” Dr. Balakrishnan used the X1 Guide device and
witnessed it receive his request to perform a ttming operation, such
as viewing and/or recording a program. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan
WS) at Q/A 361-62; CX-1629 (X1 Screenshots for the ‘512 Patent)
at 1 (illustrating how the interactive television program guide in
the X1 Accused Products receives a request to perform a tuning
operation).

Rovi Br at 160.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(E)(1)

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the accused X1

products satisfy the “receive a request to perform a tuning” limitation. See CX—0003C

(Balaknshnan WS) at Q/A 361-62; CX-1629 (X1 Screenshots for the ‘512 Patent) at 1

(illustrating how the interactive television program guide in the X1 Accused Products receives a

request to perform a tuning operation).

(b) Legacy System

Rovi argues: "

The Legacy Guide products, when used, “receive a request to
perfomi a tuning operation” under both side’s constructions for
“tuning operation.” CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 417.

Rovi Br at 166.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(E)(2)
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The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the accused

Legacy products satisfy the “receive a request to perform a tuning” limitation. See CX-0003C

(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 417. 

(4) Claim I : "Determining neither tuner is available "

(a) X1 System '

Rovi argues that there are two tuners because “[g]iven that, under either party’s

construction, there are multiple tuners in the X1 Guide device, there must be a first tuner and a

second tuner in the accused X1 Guide devices.” Rovi Br. at 161. Rovi then argues:

The accused X1 Guide devices further perform the step of
“determining that neither a first tuner nor a second tuner are
available to perform the requested tuning operation.” Id at Q/A
372. Applying both side’s constructions, if all five ttmers in the
X1 Guide devices are currently tuned to five programs which are
also being recorded, then all five tuners are unavailable, i.e., they
cannot _perform the requested tuning operation (Rovi’s
construction) and are “in use” (Respondents’ construction). Id. at
Q/A 372-76. The Xl Guides determine that neither the first nor
the second ttmer is available, as demonstrated by the alert display
which infonns the user of this fact. CX-1629 (X1 Accused for the
‘5l2 Patent) at 2, 3.

Id. With regard to the language requiring that the tuners “are both capable of perfonning the

requested tuning operation,” Rovi argues “[b]ecause there are five tuned-to channels, it follows

that there are five tuners that are capable of perfonning the user’s requested tuning operation,

i.e., tuning to a requested channel to view andjor record the program.” Id

Comcast argues that a cable card imposes a rule on the SoC that limits the number of

programs a user can watch or record and that: "

This rule regarding the maximum number of programs the cable
card can handle is unrelated to any alleged “tuners.” Allowing the
“determining” limitation to be satisfied by a rule that is unrelated
to tuners, would eviscerate the claim language “neither a first tuner
nor a second tuner are available.” And it would ignore the purpose
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of the invention ~ to avoid tuner conflicts. Under this logic, any
function that resulting in an appropriate alert, as recited in the next
limitation, would satisfy the “determining” step.

Resps. Br. at 192 (citing RX-0846C at Q/A 24-26; RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 38, 94;

Tr. 624-630).

The administrative law judge previously determined that Rovi has not shown that the

accused X1 products literally contain a second tuner. Accordingly, Rovi cannot show that the

accused X1 products determine that the second tuner is not available, and the “determining”

limitation is not satisfieda '

However, in the event that it is later determined that the X1 products satisfy the second

tuner limitation, then the administrative law judge has determined that the accused X1 products

satisfy the “determining” limitation. In particular, the evidence shows that the X1 system

determines that two tuners (out of five, due to the limits imposed by the cable card) are not

available to perform a requested operation (e.g., watching or recording another program). See

CX-0003C at Q/A 366-68. Claim 1 is not limited one specific algorithm, process, or structure

that dictates the two tuners’ availability or capability to perform the requested operation, as

Comcast suggests. The evidence shows that the X1 system determines that the tuners are not

available because the system displays an alert showing that “All Tuners Are in Use.” See id. at

Q/A 375; CX-1629 at 3.

(b) Legacy System

Rovi argues:

The Legacy Guides meet this limitation whenever the tuned-to
signals of the two tuners in a Legacy Guide are being used to
record programs and a user tunes to a different program that is not
being recorded to either view or record the tuned-to signal. Id. at
Q/A 418; Davis Tr. 709; CX-1600 (Legacy Screenshots for the
‘S12 Patent) at 2, 4.
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Rovi Br at 166.

Comcast argues:

The Accused Legacy STBs do not determine that “neither a first
tuner nor a second tuner are available” under either party’s
construction. The only logical reading of both parties’
constructions, is that the ttmers “camaot perform the requested
tuning operation” (under Rovi’s construction) or are “in use”
(Respondents’ construction) any time the timers are occupied, for
example, by either recording or displaying a program. Otherwise,
the limitation is rendered meaningless, because “available,” is
simply expanded to read on rules, and no longer addresses the
tuner conflicts, which even Dr. Balakrishnan agrees is the stated
purpose of the invention.

Comcast’s Legacy STBs do not “determine that neither a first tuner
nor a second tuner,” because they do not determine that the tuners
“cannot perform the requested tuning operation,” or are “in use” in
all cases. For example, if the user is recording a first program on
channel 5, and watching a second program on channel 6, both
tuners are occupied. But, the user is pennitted to change the
channel to watch channel 7. Rather, the accused alerts only arise
when a user sets two simultaneous recordings. And the system’s
only determination is that two recordings are in progress, not that
both lI1lI1C1‘Sare not available.

Resps Br at 199-200.

Comcast’s reply follows:

Rovi’s Post Hearing Brief speaks volumes. According to Rovi, the
Legacy STBs determine a conflict “whenever the tuned to signals
of the two tuners in a Legacy Guide are being used t0 record
programs.” Compl. PoHB at 166. The accused alert does not
occur Whenever the tuners are “not available,” for example when
one tuner is used to record, and the other is used to display a
program. Rather, Rovi attempts to read the claims of the ‘S12
patent on the application of a rule that provides an alert when two
simultaneous recordings are set. This cannot satisfy either parties’
[sic] construction for the “determining” limitation. Resp. PoHB at
199-200. And it, has nothing to do with the purpose of the
invention, as stated by Rovi’s own Dr. Balakrishnan. Tr. 297:7-13;
RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 93 (discussing Balakrishnan
deposition testimony).
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Resps. Reply at 67. Dr. Bederson’s testimony, RX-0847C at Q/A 93, is specific to the X1

system. The cited transcript testimony follows:

Q. All right. So every reference to an alert occurring in the patent,
in the drawings, in the specification, in the provisional application,
is when all of the tuners are in use or busy; isn’t that true?

A. “The references we have just gone through, yes. But I will not
make a statement saying every single reference.

Tr. 297.

The administrative law judge has detennined that the evidence shows that the accused

Legacy products meet this limitation. Rovi supports its argument with eXperttestimony and

pictures showing the Legacy guide in operation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 418; Tr. (Davis) 709;

CX-1600 (Legacy Screenshots for the ‘512 Patent) at 2, 4. Comcast’s brief does not cite any

evidence, while its reply cites evidence that does not discuss the any accused products (Tr. 297)

and testimony for the wrong products (RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 93, discussing the

accused X1 products). See Resps. Reply at 64. Accordingly, the accused Legacy products

satisfy this limitation. '

(5) Claim 1: “Displaying an alert " and "opportunity to _
cancel ”

V (a) X1 System

Rovi argues that the X1 guides display the required alert. Rovi Br. at 163-64.

Comcast’s brief reargues the claim constructions and alleges that Dr. Balakrishnan does

not have any evidence of any customers perfonning the process he used to conclude the accused

X1 products infringe. Comcast also argues that the set~topboxes do not infringe because the

“Comcast X1 STBs do not have a screen on which the user sees an alert to cancel a function.”

Id. at 198.
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Rovi’s reply points to evidence that customers used the accused X1 products in an

infringing manner. See Rovi Reply at 62, n.6 (“RX-0839C (Nush RWS) at Q/A lO-l l (Comcast

employee Mr. Nush testifying that [ ] of Comcast users of the X1 Accused

Products have seen the ‘Accused Screen’—i.e., the conflict alert screen—which must necessarily

have been displayed on a display device connected to an X1 Accused Product).”).

V The administrative law judge has determined that the X1 system, as used by Comcast

customers, satisfies this limitation. The evidence shows that the Xl system displays an alert that

allows the user to cancel a function of the second tuner. See CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at

Q/A 379-90; CX-1629 (X1 Screenshots for the ‘S12 Patent). Comcast’s argument about the

screen misses the point of R0vi’s allegation, that claim 1 “is directly infringed when a user

performs the claimed method in the United States while using the X1 Guide.” Rovi Br. at (152.

(b) Legacy System

Rovi argues:

In response to the detennination, the interactive television program
guide on the Legacy Guide set-top box outputs an alert that
provides a user with an opportunity to direct the interactive
television program guide to stop a function of the second tuner
(and even the “last allocated” tuner) to' pennit the second (or last

J ‘ allocated) tuner to perfonn the requested tuning operation. CX
0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 419; CX-1600 (Legacy
Screenshots for the ‘S12 Patent) at 4; RX-0842C (Davis RWS) at
Q/A 19; Davis Tr. 711-13.

This alert “provides the user with an opportunity to direct the
interactive television program guide” to “Swap to view your other
recording,” to “Continue recording, don’t change channel,” or to
“Stop recording, change channel.” CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS)
at Q/A 419. The first two options, to swap views or to continue
recording and dismiss the alert, have the expected outcomes. Id.
By choosing the “swap” option, the user can select the first or last
allocated tuner to cancel (choosing to swap to the last allocated
tuner for canceling would meet this limitation Ul1d€I'Respondents’
construction). Id.
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If selected, the option “Stop recording, change channel” constitutes
a direction to “cancel a function of the second tuner to permit the i
second tuner to perfonn the requested tuning operation.” CX
0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 419; Davis Tr. 710.

Rovi Br. at 166-67. 

Comeast argues that the accused Legacy products do not provide an alert “in response to

the detennination” because in the Legacy guide an “alert condition is provided in response to a

rule (both tuners used for recording), and not the claimed condition (both tuners are not

available)” Resps. Br. at 200. Comeast also argues that the set-top boxes do not infringe

because “Comeast Legacy STBs do not include a screen (e.g., TV) to display an alert.” Id.

at 201.

Rovi replies that Comcast’s “scenario is irrelevant to infringement—Rovi‘has shown that

in the Legacy Guide Accused Products when both the first and the second tuner are both

unavailable to perform the requested tuning operation an alert screen is displayed to the user (just

as the claims of the ‘512 Patent require)?’ Rovi Reply at 63.

The administrative lawjudge has determined that the accused Legacy products satisfy '

this limitation. The evidence shows that the alert is displayed when the tuners are not available

for recording and a user can cancel a function from the alert. See CX—00O3Cat Q/A_419; CX

160O(Legacy Screenshots for the ‘512 Patent) at 4; RX-0842C (Davis RWS) at Q/A 18-19; Tr.

(Davis) 711-713. Comcast’s argument about the screen misses the point of Rovi’s allegation,

that claim 1 “is directly infringed when a user performs the claimed method in the United States

while using the Comeast Legacy Guide.” See Rovi Br. at 165.
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(6) Claim 10

Claim 10 requires that the alert “provides the user with a first option to continue to

perform the function of the second tuner, and with a second option to cancel the function of the

second tuner to perform the requested tuning operation.” JX-0006 at 19:28-33.

(a) XI System

ROVIargues:

Claim 10 depends from claim 1 and claim 22 depends from claim
13; both add the requirement that displaying the alert comprises
displaying a display screen using the interactive television program
guide that provides the user with a first option to continue to
perform the function of the second tuner, and with a second option
to cancel the function of the second tuner to perform the requested
tuning operation.

The alert that is shown on the television screen meets both claims
1Oand 22, because it provides the user with two options: (1) “Keep
Recording,” which, if selected, would prevent the X1 Guide from
performing the requested tuning operation and continue to perform
the function of the second tuner; or (2) “Change Channel?’which
would cause the X1 Guide to stop recording the program cmrently
being tuned to by the second tuner and instead tune to and view the
requested program. CX-1629 (X1 Screenshots for the ‘512 Patent)
at 3.

Rovi Br at 165. »

Comcast does not directly address or rebut Rovi’s arguments about claim 10 See

generally Resps. Br., Section IX(E)(l). '

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the accused X1

products literally infringe claim 10, provided that the accused X1 products infringe claim 1 See
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CX-1629 (X1 Screenshots for the ‘512 Patent) at 3; see also CX-0003C at Q/A 394-95

(discussing infringement of claim 10); Ferring, 764 F.3d at 1411.148

(b) Legacy System

Rovi argues:

The displayed screen provides the user with a first option to
continue to perfonn the function of the second tuner, and with a
second option to cancel the function of the second ttmer to perform
the requested tuning operation. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at
Q/A 421; RX-0842C (Davis RWS) at Q/A19; Davis Tr. 709-10.

Rovi Br. at 167.

Comcast does not directly address or rebut Rovi’s arguments about claim 10. See

generally Resps. Br., Section IX(E)(2). _

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the accused

Legacy products literally infringe claim 10, provided that the accused Legacy products infringe

claim 1. See CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 421; Ferring, 764 F.3d at 1411.

b) Claims 13 and 22

Rovi argues that “Claim 13 essentially mirrors claim 1 and, as a system claim, is

infringed when the accused devices are (or Were) imported into the United States, and/or when

they are made, used, or sold in the United States, by Comcast, ARRIS, and/or Teclmicolor.”

Rovi Br. at 152 (citing CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 397).

Claim 13 follows:

13. A system for resolving a conflict when multiple operations '
are perfonned using multiple tuners controlled by an interactive
television program guide, the system comprising:

148In Ferring, the Federal Circuit found a dependent claim not infringed because its
corresponding independent claim was not infringed. Ferring B.T/.v. Watson Labs, Inc. -Florida,
764 F.3d 1401, 1411 (Fed. Cir. 2014) (“Because we hold that the asserted independent claims of
Ferring’s patents are not infringed, the asserted dependent claims arc likewise not infringed.”)).
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a first tuner;

a second tuner; and

an interactive television program guide implemented on the
system, wherein the interactive television program guide is
operative to:

receive a request to perform a tuning operation;

determine that neither the first tuner nor the second tuner
are available to perform the requested tuning operation,
wherein the first tuner and the second tuner are both
capable of performing the tuning operation; and

in response to the determination, display an alert that
provides a user with an opportunity to direct the
interactive television program guide to cancel a
function of the second tuner to permit the second tuner
to perform the requested tuning operation.

JX-0006 at 19 41-59.

Claim 22 follows:

22. The system of claim 13 wherein the displaying the alert
comprises displaying a display screen using the interactive
television program guide that provides the user with a first option
to continue to perfonn the function of the second tuner, and with a
second option to cancel the function of the second tuner to perform
the requested tuning operation.

JX-0006 at 20 47-52.

(1) Claim 13: “Interactive television program guide
implemented on the system”

(a) X1 System

Rovi argues:

Claims 1 and 13 further refer to an “interactive television program
guide.” The accused X1 Guide includes an interactive television
program guide under both Rovi’s and Respondents’
proposed constructions, as Dr. Balakrishnan opined. CX-0003C
(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 356-357. There is evidence of the
interactive guide in the source code that operates with the X1
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Guide devices. See CX-1698C (Comcasfs Source Code Range) at
COMC_ITC100l_SC-002193, line 8419 ([

] CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at
Q/A 357. There are also a number of doctunents that demonstrate
the presence of the interactive television guide. CX-0003C
(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 357. And CX-1629 (X1 Screenshots
for the ‘512 Patent), at 1-7, shows screenshots of the interactive
television program guide running on the X1 Accused Products.

Rovi Br at 160. 

Comcast argues that the accused X1 set-top boxes do not [

] Resps. Br. at 199.

In CX-0003C at Q/A 294 (emphasis added), Dr. Balalcrishnan identified the

products, as follows: <- '

Q294. Can you identify the products accused by Rovi of
infringing the ‘147 patent and the ‘S12patent in this case?

A294. Yes. On pages 1-2 of the Corrected Joint ID, there is a
description. Based on what it says here, it is my tmderstanding
that, with respect to the ‘512 patent and the ‘147 patent, Rovi is
accusing set-top boxes made for Comcast, to Comcast’ s design
specifications, by Arris and Technicolor, that run Comcast’s
Legacy Guide, Whichlwill refer to as the “Legacy Guide” or
Comcast’s XI Guide, which I will refer to as the “XI Guide,” and
otherwise meet the legal requirements of importation, sale, lease,
etc. to Comcast or Comcast’s customers in the U.S., which
includes . . . i 

Accused Products), as follows: A

all products capable of supporting Comcast’ s XI or Legacy Guide,
that are or were: (1) products purchased by Comcast on or after
April 1, 2016, regardless of when they were imported;'(2) products
installed by Comcast into its customer base on or after April 1,
2016, regardless of when they were purchased by Comcast‘ or
imported; and (3) products that Comcast now holds in inventory
and that Comcast will, in the normal course of business, install into
Com cast’s customer base on or afler April 1, 2016, regardless of
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when they were purchased by Comcast or imported. The foregoing
includes remote controls and applications that operate in
conjunction with any of the identified models.

Id (quoting JX-0084C at 1-2). Neither Rovi nor Dr. Balakrishnan has explicitly included

Comcast s servers as an accused product. See id. (even if the servers were identified no

evidence showing when they were purchased, installed, imported, or held in inventory 1Scited)

Dr Balakrishnan then provides testimony about the system in CX-0003C at Q/A 397

400 In Q/A 398-400, Dr. Balakrishnan opined, as follows:

Q398. Other than the issue of the term “system” and the
means-plus-function issue, do you have infringement opinions
regarding the remaining limitations of claim 13?

A398. Yes, all of my infringement opinions that I have already
discussed with respect to infringement of claim 1 by the X1 Guide
device are equally applicable to claim 13. I‘

Q399. Okay. Good. Then we can discuss the issue over the
term “system”; what is the issue regarding the term “system”?

A399. Comcastcontends that the interactive television program
guide is implemented [ ] which are not part
of any of the user’s television equipment. Claim 13 requires that
the interactive television program guide is implemented “on the
system.” Rovi contends that the “system” is an assemblage of
elements, and that assemblage includes the [ ]
Therefore the limitation of claim 13 that the interactive television
program guide is implemented on the system is met in the X1
guide, regardless of whether the interactive television program
guide is implemented only on the user’s equipment, on both the
user’s equipment and the head end servers, or only on the head end
servers, because all are part of the system, under R0vi’s
construction. _

Q400. So, what is your opinion on the infringementof ‘claim13
bythe accused X1 Guide devices? .

A400. Claim 13 is also infringed by the accused X1 Guide
devices, for the reasons I have already discussed.
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Dr. Balakrishnan’s statement that “Rovi contends that the ‘system’ is an assemblage of elements,

and that assemblage includes the [ ] conflicts with the Corrected Joint Identification

of Accused Products (CX-1702C), which does not identify the [ ]

Dr. Bederson testified that the X1 guide is implemented on Comcast’s servers, not on the

set-top box. See RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 113:

Q113. Well, why can’t Comcast’s X1 System qualify as an “an
interactive television _program guide implemented on the

- system” under Respondents’ construction?

A113. Because, the Comcast X1 program guide is [

] as I have previously testified in
response to Q51-Q64.

See also id. at Q/A 115. Thus, the evidence shows that Rovi has not shown that the accused X1

products literally infringe claim 13.

(Z1) Legacy Products

Rovi argues:

The interactive television program guide is [
] which is user equipment, so there

is no dispute that the claim limitations of “system” and
“implemented on the system” requirements are met even under
Respondents’ constructions. CX-0003C (Balakrislman WS) at

4 Q/A 424, 403.

Rovi Br. at 167.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section lX(E)(2).

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the accused

Legacy products infringe claim 13 (under either party’s proposed constructions). See CX-0003C

(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 424 (Q/A 403, which is also cited, pertains to the X1 products).
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(2) Claim 22

(a) X I System I

Rovi jointly addresses claims 10 and 22 for the accused X1 products. See Rovi Br., _

Section VI(E)(2). Comcast does not directly address or rebut Rovi’s arguments about claim 10

or 22. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(E)(1). Thus, the administrative finds claim 22 is

infringed for the same reasons claim 10 is infringed.

(b) Legacy System

Rovi jointly addresses claims 10 and 22 for the accused Legacy products. See Rovi Br.,

Section VI(F)(2). Comcast does not directly address or rebut Rovi’s arguments about claim 10

or 22. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(E)(2). Thus, the administrative finds claim 22 is

infringed for the same reasons claim 10 is infringed.

c) Proposed Alternative Designs

Comcast’s entire argument is: T

Comcast has proposed two design altematives for the ‘S12 patent
thatare ripe for adjudication by the ALJ. The software is fixed and
was produced before the close of discovery for inspection (RX
O327C; Tr. 734:lO-12) and each of the patties’ experts have been
able to assess whether these alternative designs infringe. See Flash
Memory at 19-25. Rovi, nor its experts, have expressed any
infringement theory as to either of these alternative designs.

. The first design simply provides an alert screen when the user has
reached their max set of recorded or viewed programs, but does not
provide the user the ability to “cancel a function of the second
tuner,” (or cancel any function). RX~084'7 (Bederson RWS) at
Q/A 121; RDX-1277; RX-0839C (Nush RWS) at Q/A 5-6. This
design alternative has been confimied as suitable by relevant
Comcast personnel. RX-0839C at Q/A 7, 10-11; Tr. 7l9:20-720:6,
73418-24. 2 T

The second alternative design [
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] RX-0839C at Q/A 8. This is
considered an acceptable altemative, because it is already used by
X1 platform when customers set more than the allowed number of
recordings. Id. at Q/A 9-11; Tr. 720:25-722214 (in part, “A That’s
correct. There are situations in the product today where that
behavior is the current customer experience”), 734:18-24.

Resps. Br. at 201-O2. _

Rovi argues that the “proposals are improper, hypothetical, non-infringing alternatives

under the controlling case law, because Comcast has not actually implemented either

alternative.” Rovi Br. at 168. Rovi notes that “Comcast has done no testing to determine

whether its users would actually accept either of these proposed altematives.” Id.

The administrative law judge has detennined that the first alternative design, which

appears to be for the X1 system only based on its visual appearance, would not infringe and that

the second alternative design is too hypothetical to adjudicate.

For the first alternative design, Comcast cites the following screen shot for the first

alternative design:

RX-0839C (Nush RWS) at Q/A 6. Mr. Nush testified that “the options to ‘keep recording’ and
l

‘change channel,’ which were shown in the previous design [the “All Tuners Are in Use” screen]

[ i ] Id. In this design, the X1 guide, as used
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by C0mcast’s customers, [

_ ] Thus, the first altemative design, which is

limited to the X1 guide, does not infringe claims 1 or 13.

For the second alternative design, Mr. Nush testified that [

] RX-0839C (Nush RWS) at Q/A 8. This alternative design is

too hypothetical to adjudicate because there is no evidence that the proposed design is a finalized

product or sufficiently described for consideration by the Commission.

d) Conclusions

In sum, the administrative law judge has determined that:

0 the accused X1 products do not infringe claims 1, 10, 13, and 22;

0 C0meast’s first alternative design does not infringe claims 1, 10, 13, and 22; and

0 the accused Legacy products infringe claims 1, 10, 13, and 22.

5. Indirect Infringement

In the event that the accused X1 or Legacy products are found to infringe the ‘S12 Patent,

the administrative law judge has analyzed Rovi’s inducement and contributory infringement

arguments.

a) Knowledgeof the ‘512Patent and Specific Intent to Infringe

The administrative law judge finds that Comcast had the requisite knowledge of the ‘871

Patent for the same reasons provided in the discussion of the ‘S56 Patent above. See Section

lV(A)(5)(a). In general, as with the ‘S56 Patent, Rovi argues that Comcast induces its customers

to infringe by instructing them how to use the X1 or Legacy systems and that Comcast induces
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ARRIS and Technicolor by having them make and import set-top boxes into the United States.

See Rovi. Br. at 168-69.

b) Induced Infringement of the ‘512Patent

(1) X] System

Rovi has shown that a small portion of customers utilize the accused X1 products in an

infringing manner. See Rovi Reply at 63-64 n.7 (citing RX-0839C (Nush RWS) at Q/A 10-11

for the fact that [ ] of Comcast’s X1 users “have been presented with the recording conflict

alert screen as part of their ordinary use of the X1 Accused Products”). However, Rovi has not

shown that Comcast instructs, directs, or advises its users on how to carry out direct infringement

of the asserted claims. See Resps. Br. at 202 (“Nothing that Rovi cites shows any instruction on

how to perform the techniques that allegedly infringe the ‘512 patent”). In particular, Rovi has

not shown that Comcast intends to instruct its users to schedule enough recordings to cause a

conflict that would trigger infringement. Thus, Rovi has not shown that it was Comcast’s intent

to “‘bring about the desired result,’ which is infringement.” See Commil USA, 135 S.Ct. at 1928.

Accordingly, Rovi has not met its burden of showing that Comcast induces its users to

infringe the ‘512 Patent.

(2) Legacy System

Rovi has not sufficiently shown that customers actually utilize the accused Legacy

products in an infringing manner (e.g. , there are no corresponding statistics to the Nush statistics

cited for the X1 system that show tuner conflict resolution, see RX-0839 at Q/A 10-11). See

Epcon Gas Sys., Inc. v. Bauer Compressors, 1nc., 279 F.3d 1022, 1033-34 (Fed. Cir. 2002)

(explaining the rule that “[u]pon a failure of proof of direct infringement, any claim of
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inducement of infringement also fails” and then reversing summary judgment of no infringement

based upon evidence that the defendant demonstrated the product to prospective buyers).

c) Contributory Infringement of the ‘512Patent

To prevail on a contributory infringement claim, a complainant must show that, inter

alia, the accused product is “not a staple article or commodity of commerce suitable for

substantial noninfringing use[.]” See 35 U.S.C. § 27l(c); Fujitsu, 620 F.3d at 1326 (“To

establish contributory infringement, the patent owner must show the following elements relevant

to this appeal: 1) that there is direct infringement, 2) that the accused infringer had knowledge of

the patent, 3) that the component has no substantial noninfringing uses, and 4) that the

component is a material part of the invention.”). 149

(I) X] System

The administrative lawjudge has detennined that Rovi has fallen short of meeting its

burden of showing that the accused products have no substantial non-infringing uses; rather, the

evidence shows that the accused products have many substantial non-infringing uses, such as

watching television programs or recording less than the maximum number of permitted 

recordings (e.g., in the accused Xl products, recording three shows simultaneously does not

infringe the ‘871 Patent). See RX-0839C (Nush RWS) at Q/A 4-ll (explaining [ ] of X1

subscribers ever see the alert screen relating to tuner limitations).

(2) Legacy System

Rovi does not advance a separate argument for the accused Legacy products. See

generally Rovi Br., Section VI(I). Comcast has not cited separate evidence for the accused

I49See also Section III(C)(2)(b) (general principles of law) and Section _IV(A)(5)(b)(citing In re
Bill 0fLading Transmission, 681 F.3d at 1338; Vita-MixCorp. v. Basic Holding, Ina, 581 F.3d
at 1327; 1'41‘Ltd. P ’ship v. Microsoft Corp, 598 F.3d at 851), supra.
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Legacy products have no substantial non-infringing uses.

6. Domestic Industry —Technical Prong

ROVIidentifies the following DI products:

Rovi i-Guide,

Rovi Passport,

Verizon FiOS system, and

SuddenLinl<.

ROVIBr Section VI(J).

a) Claims 1 and 10

. (I) Claim 1: "First and second tuners”

(a) Rovi i-Guide

ROV1 argues: 

Rovi i-Guide products have two tuners, under both parties’
constructions. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 574-75, 578;
CX-1225 (User Guide: DCX350l-M) at l0; CX-1593 (i-Guide and
TotalGuide Screenshots for the ‘S12 Patent) at 4.

ROV1Br at l75.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(G)(l).

In reply Comcast argues: '

Rovi’s technical DI allegations for the ’5l2 patent are rife with
deficiencies. Resp. PoHB at 221-226. For the each of the DI
products, Rovi’s allegations fail to satisfy at least the “Neither
a/the First Tuner nor the Second Tuner Are Available,” and
“Cancel[s] a Function of the Second Tuner ...” limitations. Resp.
Pol-IB at 221-226. And, Rovi’s allegation as to Verizon FiOS are
incomplete, and rely on conclusory allegations. For example, Rovi
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The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the Rovi

i-Guide products practice this limitation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 574-75, 578; CX-1225 (User

Guide: DCX3501-M) at 10; CX-1593 (i-Guide and TotalGuide Screenshots for the ‘5l2 Patent)

at 4.

(Z2) Rovi Passport

Rovi argues: i

According to the DCX3400-M User Guide, the Rovi Passport
products have two tuners under both side’s constructions. CX
0O03C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 593-95, 597; CX-1216
(Motorola - DCX340O User Guide) at 8; CX-1609 (Passport and
Tota1Guide xD Screenshots for the ‘512 Patent) at 3.

Rovi Br. at 177.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(G)(2).

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the Rovi

Passport products practice this limitation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 593-95, 597; CX-1216 .

(Motorola - DCX34OOUser Guide) at 8; CX-1609 (Passport and TotalGuide xD Screenshots for

the ‘512 Patent) at 3.

(C) Verizon F iOS

Rovi argues:

There are six tuners in the Verizon FiOS products under both
sides’ constructions. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 650- _
51. The Verizon FiOS products can tune to, at most, six programs

asserts that the “interactive television program guide is
implemented on the set top box.” Compl. PoHB at 180 (citing CX
OOO3C,QA 662). But Dr. Balakrislman did not review any source
code, and cites no support to substantiate this opinion. Id.

Resps. Reply at 70 (Section VII(G)). This argument does not dislodge R0vi’s evidence for any
of the domestic industry products, nor does it provide a rationale or evidentiary support for mling
for Comcast.
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at the same time, which indicates that there are six tuners in the
Verizon FiOS products. CX-0003C (Balakrislman WS) at Q/A
652; CX-1623 (Verizon Screenshots for the ‘512 Patent) at 5.

Rovi Br. at 179.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section lX(G)(3)

(Comcast later argues about the second tuner in regard to the “cancel a function of the second

tuner” limitation, see Resps. Br. at 224-25).

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the Verizon

products practice this limitation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 650-52; CX-1623 (Verizon Screenshots

for the ‘512 Patent) at 5.

(a) SuddenLink

Rovi argues:

There are two tuners in the SuddenLink products under both side’s
constructions. CX-0003C (Balakrislman WS) at Q/A 668; CX
1217 (Motorola - DCX340O User Manual).

Rovi Br. at 180.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(G)(4).

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the

SuddenLink products practice this limitation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 667-70.

(2) Claim 1: “Interactive televisionprogram guide ”

(a) Rovi i-Guide

Rovi argues:

Rovi i-Guide products have an interactive television program guide '
under both parties‘ constructions. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS)
at Q/A 579-80; CX-1593 (i-Guide and TotalGuide XD Screenshots
for the ‘S12 Patent) at 3.

Rovi Br. at 175.
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Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(G)(1).

The administrative lawjudge has detennined that the evidence shows that the Rovi

i-Guide products practice this limitation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 579-80; CX-1593 (i-Guide and

T0talGuide XD Screenshots for the ‘512 Patent) at 3.

(b) Rovi Passport K

Rovi argues:

The Rovi Passport products have an interactive television program
- guide under both sides‘ constructions. CX-1609 (Passport and

TotalGuide xD Screenshots for the ‘S12 Patent) at 1; CX-0003C
(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 598.

Rovi Br. at 177.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(G)(2).

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the Rovi

Passport products practice this limitation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 598; CX-1609 (Passport and

T0ta1Guide XD Screenshots for the ‘512-Patent) at 1.

" (c) Verizon Fz'OS

Rovi argues:

The Verizon FiOS products have an interactive television program
guide under both sides’ constructions. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan
WS) at Q/A 653; CX—1623(Verizon Screenshots for the ‘S12
Patent) at 1.

Rovi Br. at 179. i '

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(G)(3)

(Comcast later argues about the second ttmer in regard to the “cancel a function of the second

tuner” limitation, see Resps. Br. at 224-25).
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The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the Verizon

products practice this limitation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 650-5_2;CX-1623 (Verizon Screenshots

for the ‘S12 Patent) at 5.

‘ . (d) SuddenLink

Rovi argues:

The SuddenLink products also have an interactive television
program guide under both side’s constructions. CX-0003C
(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 671-72.

Rovi Br. at 181.

Comcast docs not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section 1X(G)(4).

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the

SuddenLink products practice this limitation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 671-72.

(3) Claim I : “Receiving a request”

(a) Rovi i-Guide

Rovi argues:

Rovi i-Guide products, when used, “receive a request to perform a
tuning operation” under both side’s constructions for “tuning
operation.” CX—00O3C(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 581‘.

Rovi Br. at 175.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(G)(1). g

The administrative law judge has detennined that the evidence shows that the Rovi

i-Guide products practice this limitation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 581.

RoviPassport

Rovi argues:
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The Rovi Passport products, when used, “receive a request to
perform a tuning operation” under both sides’ constructions for
“tuning operation.” CX-0003C (Baiakrishnan WS) at Q/A 600.

Rovi Br. at 177.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(G)(2).

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the Rovi

Passport products practice this limitation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 600.

(C) Verizon F iOS

Rovi argues:

The Verizon FiOS products, when used, “receive a request to
perform a tuning operation” under both side’s constructions for
“tuning operation.” CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 655.

Rovi Br. at 179.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(G)(3).

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the Verizon

products practice this limitation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 655.

(4) SuddenLink

Rovi argues:

The SuddenLink products, when used, “receive a request to
perform a tuning operation” Lmder both side’s' constructions for
“tuning operation.” CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 673.

Rovi Br. at 181.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(G)(4).

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the

SuddenLink products practice this limitation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 673.
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(4) Claim I .' “Determining neither tuner is available”

' (a) Rovi i-Guide

Rovi argues: _

If both tuners are recording shows and the user attempts to change
the channel to a new show, the determination is made that neither
tuner is available and an alert is displayed stating that “Two
recordings are in progress.” Id. at Q/A 582; CX-1593 (i-Guide and
TotalGuide xD Screenshots for the ‘512 Patent) at 2, 4.

Rovi Br. at 175.

Comcast argues that the Rovi i-Guide products do not practice this limitation because

“Dr. Balakrishnan has not demonstrated that the Rovi i-Guide determines that a conflict exists in

every scenario where both tuners are allocated.” RX-0847C (Bederson RWS) at Q/A 168;

Resps. Br. at 222.

The evidence shows that the Rovi i-Guide products practice this limitation because the

system displays an alert showing that “TWO RECORDINGS ARE IN PROGRESS.” See

CX-0003C at Q/A 582; CX—1593(i-Guide and TotalGuide xD Screenshots for the ‘512 Patent)

at 2, 4.

(I9) Rovi Passport

Rovi argues:

If the tuned-to signals of the two tuners in the Passport are being
used to record programs and a user were to tune to different
program that is not being recorded to either view or record the
tuned~to signal, then the Passport would meet this limitation. CX
0OO3C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 601; CX-1609 (Passport and
TotalGuide XD Screenshots for the "512 Patent) at 1, 3.

Rovi Br. at 177.
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Comcast argues that the Rovi Passport products do not practice this limitation for the

same reasons it argued for the i-Guide. See Resps. Br. at 223 (“Like i-Guide, this alert is in

response to a rule, and not in response to the tuners being unavailable”).

Like the i-Guide products, the evidence shows that the Rovi Passport products practice

this limitation because the system displays an alert showing that “Both tuners are currently

busy.” See CX-0003C at Q/A 601; CX-1609 (Passport and TotalGuide XD Screenshots for the

‘S12 Patent) at l, 3.

(C) Verizon F iOS

Rovi argues:

The Verizon FiOS products meet this limitation whenever the
timed-to signals of the six tuners in a Verizon FiOS are being used
to record programs and a user tunes to a different program that is
not being recorded to either view or record the tuned-to signal.
CX—O003C(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 656; CX-1623 (Verizon
Screenshots for the ‘512 Patent) at 4. Upon attempting to change
the channel, an alert is displayed stating that there is a “DVR
Conflict.” CX-1623 (Verizon Screenshots for the ‘S12 Patent)
at 5. V

Rovi Br. at 179. 

Comcast argues that the Verizon products do not practice this limitation for the same

reasons as the i-Guide, because “an alert is not provided ‘in response’ to the tuner unavailability,

but when all six tuners are used to record. . . . Like i-Guide this alert is in response to a rule, and

not in response to the tuners being unavailable.” Resps. Br. at 223.

Like the i-Guide and Passport products, the evidence shows that the Verizon products

practice this limitation because the system displays an alert showing a “DVR Conflict.” See CX

0003C at Q/A 656; CX-1623 (Verizon Screenshots for the ‘S12 Patent) at 4.
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(cl) SuddenLink

Rovi argues: _

The SuddenLink products meet this limitation whenever the tuned
to signals of the two trmers in a SuddenLink are being used to
record programs and a user tunes to a different program that is_not
being recorded to either view or record the tuned-to signal. CX
O003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 674. Upon attempting to change
the channel to a new show, an alert is displayed stating that “Two
Recordings Are in Progress.” CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at
Q/A 674.

Rovi Br. at 181.

Comcast argues that the SuddenLink products do not practice this limitation because “the

alert is provided when both tuners are set to record. . . . This is a response to a rule [(tw0 tuners

recording),] not the first tuner and second tuner being unavailable.” Resps. Br. at 226.

As in the case of the i-Guide, Passport, and Verizon products, the evidence shows that the

SuddenLink products practice this limitation because the system displays an alert showing that

“TWO RECORDINGS ARE IN PROGRESS.” See CX-0003C at Q/A 674.

(5) Claim 1: “Displaying an alert” and “opportunity to
cancel”

(a) Rovi i-Guide

Rovi argues: < 

In response to the determination, the interactive television program
guide on the Rovi i-Guide set-top box outputs an alert that
provides a user with an opportunity to directthe interactive
television program guide to stop a function of the second tuner
(and even the “last allocated” tuner) to permit the second (or last
allocated) tuner to perform the requested tuning operation. CX
0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 583; CX-1593 (i-Guide and
TotalGuide xD Screenshots for the ‘S12 Patent) at 4. This alert
“provides the user with an opportunity to direct the interactive
television program guide” to “Swap to view your other recording,”
to “Continue recording, don’t change chamiel,” or to “Stop
recording, change channel” (i.e., cancel a filnction of the second
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(or last-allocated) tuner) CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A
583. By choosing the “swap” option, the user can select the first or
last allocated tuner to cancel (choosing to swap to the last allocated
tuner for canceling would meet this limitation under [Comcast’s]
construction). Id. 

Rovi Br at 175-76.

Comcast argues that the i-Guide products do not satisfy this limitation because the

i-Guide only cancels the function of the foreground tuner, which is an altogether differ nt

algorithm than claimed in the ‘S12 claims.” Resps. Br. at 222. '

The evidence shows that the Rovi i-Guide products practice this limitation because the

system displays an alert that allows the user to cancel either recording. See CX-0003C at Q/A

583 CX-1593 (i-Guide and TotalGuide XD Screenshots for the ‘512 Patent) at 4.

(I2) Rovi Passport '

Rovi argues: '

In response to the determination, the interactive television program
guide on the Rovi Passport set-top box outputs an alert that
provides a user with an opportunity to direct the interactive
television program guide to stop a function of the second tuner
(and even the “last allocated” tuner) to permit the second (or last
allocated) tuner to perform the requested tuning operation. CX
0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 602; CX-1609 (Passport and
Tota1Guide XD Screenshots for the ‘S12 Patent) at 3. This alert
“provides the user with an opportunity to direct the interactive
television program guide” to stop one of the two recordings or to
continue recording and dismiss the alert by selecting “Don’t
change channels.” CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 602.

Rovi Br at 177-78. _

Comcast argues that the Passport products do not practice this limitation because Rovi

has not demonstrated that Passport implements the algorithm claimed by the ‘5l2 patent

Resps Br at 223.
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The evidence shows that the Rovi i-Guide products practice this limitation because the

system displays an alert that allows the user to cancel either recording. See CX-0003C at Q/A

602 CX-1609 (Passport and TotalGuide xD Screenshots for the ‘512 Patent) at 3.

~ (c) Verizon F iOS

Rovi argues:

In response to the detennination, the interactive television program
guide on the Verizon FiOS set-top box outputs an alert that
provides a user with an opportunity to direct the interactive
television program guide to stop a function of the second tuner
(and even the “last allocated” ttmer) to permit the second (or last
allocated) tuner to perform the requested tuning operation. CX—
0003C (Balalcrishnan WS) at Q/A 657; CX-1623 (Verizon
Screenshots for the ‘S12 Patent) at 5. This alert “provides the user
with an opportunity to direct the interactive television program
guide” to stop one of the six recordings or to continue recording
and dismiss the alert by selecting “Exit.” CX-0003C
(Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 657.

Rovi Br at 179~80. .

Comcast argues that the Verizon products do not practice this limitation because Rovi has

not identified the second tuner in this limitation‘s analysis. See Resps. Br. at 225-25

This 1SDr. Balakrishnan‘s testimony: .

Q657. Moving on to the next limitation of claim 1 is the step of
“in response to the determination, displaying an alert that
provides a user with an opportunity to direct the interactive
television program guide to cancel a function of the second
tuner to permit the second tuner to perform the requested
tuning operation.” D0 you have an opinion as to whether,
when used, the Verizon FiOS products meet this limitation?

A657. Yes, the Verizon FiOS products meet this limitation under
both sicle’s claim constructions. I also discussed this step
previously with respect to the XI Guide infringement and I adopt
that discussion here. Consistent with my testimony regarding XI
Guide infringement, in response to the detennination, the
interactive television program guide on the Verizon FiOS set top
box outputs an alert that is capable of being shown on a display
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screen of a television and which is presented visually on a display
screen that provides a user with an opportunity to direct the
interactive television program guide to stop a function of the
second tuner (and even the “last allocated” tuner) to pennit the
second (or last allocated) tuner to perfonn the requested tuning
operation. A

“In response to the determination” of the previous limitation, the
Verizon FiOS displays an alert, as shown in exhibit CX-1623.005

This alert “provides the user with an opportunity to direct the
interactive television program guide” to stop one of the six
recordings or to continue recording and dismiss the alert by
selecting “Exit,” have the expected outcomes when received by the
Verizon FiOS.

CX-0003C at Q/A 657. These are the screen shots from CX-1623 at 5-6:

ovmauwa tl.-llnnwwl

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown the Verizon

products practice this limitation. As Comcast points out, neither Rovi nor Dr. Balakrishnan have

sufficiently identified a second tuner.

(d) SuddenLink

Rovi argues:

In response to the determination, the interactive television program
guide on the SuddenLink set-top box outputs an alert that provides
a user with an opportunity to direct the interactive television
program guide to stop a function of the second tuner (by swapping,
which includes the “last allocated” tuner) to permit the second (or
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last allocated) tuner to perform the requested tuning operation.
CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 675. This alert “provides
the user with an opportunity to direct the interactive television
program guide” to stop one of the six recordings or to continue
recording and dismiss the alert by selecting “Continue recording.”
CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 675.

Rovi Br. at 181. ‘

Comcast argues that Rovi has not shown that the SuddenLink products practice this

limitation because the testimony is directed to the Verizon products and because the SuddenLink

products use “an altogether different algorithm than is used in the ‘512 patent . . . [that] cannot

satisfy Respondents’ construction for this tenn.” Resps. Br. at 226.

Rovi’s reply does not clarify Dr. Balakrishnan’s testimony. See Rovi Reply at*64-65. i

The evidence shows that the SuddenLink products practice this limitation because the

system displays an alert that allows the user to cancel either recording. See CX-0003C at Q/A

674-75. Although Q/A 675 contains obvious errors (the multiple references to the Verizon

products), the screen shots in Q/A 675 are for the SuddenLink guide, and the SuddenLink guide

is described in the immediately surrounding testimony (e.g., Q/A 673-74, 76-77). It is more

likely than not that the SuddenLink guides practice this limitation.

(6) Claim 10

(a) Rovi 1'-Guide

Rovi argues:

In Rovi i-Guide products, the interactive television program guide
is implemented on the set-top box, which is user equipment, so
there is no dispute that the “system” and “implemented on the
system” requirements are met even under Respondents’
constructions. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 588.

Rovi Br. at 176.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(G)(l).
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The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the Rovi

i-Guide products practice this limitation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 588

- (b) Rovi Passport

Rovi argues: y

The displayed screen in the Passpoit provides the user with a first
option to continue to perfonn the function of the second tuner, and
with a second option to cancel the function of the second tuner to
perform the requested tuning operation. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan
WS) at Q/A 604; CX-1609 (Passpoit and TotalGuide xD
Screenshots for the 512 Patent) at 3.

Rovi Br. at 178.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br Section IX(G)(2)

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the Rovi

Passport products practice this limitation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 604 CX-1609 (Passport and

TotalGuide XD Screenshots for the ‘512 Patent) at 3.

» (c) Verizon F iOS

Rovi argues:

The displayed screen provides the user with a first option to
continue to perfonn the function of the second tuner, and with a
second option to cancel the function of the second tuner to perform
the requested tuning operation. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at

_ Q/A 659.

Rovi Br. at 180.

Coincast does not rebut this argument specifically. See generally Resps Br Section

IX(G)(3) (however, Comcast’s “second tuner” argument, see Resps. Br at 224-25, applies here

too).

This is Dr. Balakrishnan’s testimony:
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Q659. You earlier discussed claim 10 of the ‘512 patent with
respect to infringement by X1 Guides. D0 you have an opinion
as to whether the Verizon FiOS products meet the limitations
of claim 10 of the ‘S12patent?

A659. Yes. The Verizon FiOS products meet all of the limitations
of claim 10 of the ‘512 patent. As I showed in the screen shots that
I discussed vtdthrespect to the last limitation of claim 1 regarding
canceling a function, the displayed screen provides the user with a
first option to continue to perform the function of the second tuner,
and with a second option to cancel the function of the second ttmer
to perform the requested tuning operation.

Dr Balakrishnan has not sufficiently explained how the guide allows a user to cancel the

function of the second tuner. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that

Rovi has not shown the Verizon products practice claim 10.

- (<1) Suda'enLz'nk

Rovi argues:

The displayed screen provides the user with a first option to
continue to perform the ftmction of the second tuner, and with a
second option to cancel the ftmction of the second ttmer to perfonn
the requested tuning operation. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at
Q/A 677.

Rovi Br at 181.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section lX(G)(4)

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the

SuddenLink products practice claim 10. See CX—0O03Cat Q/A 677.

b) Claim 13

Claim 13 requires the guide to be “implemented on a system.” See JX-0006 at 19 41-59

(a) Rovi i-Guide

Rovi argues:
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In Rovi i-Guide products, the interactive television program guide
is implemented on the set-top box, which is user equipment, so
there is no dispute that the “system” and “implemented on the
system” requirements are met even under Respondents’
constructions. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 588.

ROV1Br. at 176.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br Section IX(G)(l)

The administrative lawjudge has detennined that the evidence shows that the Rovi

i-Guide products practice this limitation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 588

' (la) Rovi Passport

Rovi argues:

In the Rovi Passport products, the interactive television program
guide is implemented on the set-top box, which is user equipment,
so there is no dispute that the “system” and “implemented on the
system” requirements are met even tmder Respondents’
constructions. CX-0003C (Balakrishnan WS) at Q/A 607.

Rovi Br at 177.

Comcast does not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(G)(2)

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the Rovi

Passport products practice this limitation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 607.

(c) Verizon FiOS i

ROVIargues:

In the Verizon FiOS products, the interactive television program
guide is implemented on the set-top box, which is user equipment,
so there is no dispute that the “system” and “implemented on the
system” requirements are met even under Respondents’
constructions. [CX~0()03C] at Q/A 662. '

ROV1Br at 180.
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Comcast argues that Rovi has not shown that the guides are “implemented on the

system.” Resps. Br. at 225.

Rovi replies: “This is not true—Rovi has presented this evidence. See Compls. Br. at

178-80.” Rovi Reply at 65. 

This is Dr. Balakrishnan’s testimony: _

Q662. Do you have an opinion regarding the" “system”
limitation for the Verizon FiOS products?

A662. [ .

1

cx-0003c at Q/A 662.

Dr. Balakrishnan has not sufficiently explained how the guide is implemented on the

system/set-top box. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not

shown the Verizon products practice this limitation.

(d) SuddenLink

Rovi argues:

In the SuddenLink products, the interactive television program
guide is implemented on the set-top box, which is user equipment,
so there is no dispute that the “system” and “implemented on the
system” requirements are met even under [Comcasfs]
constructions. CX-0003C (Balakrislman WS) at Q/A 680.

Rovi Br. at 181-82.

Comcast docs not rebut this argument. See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(G)(4).

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that the

SuddenLink products practice this limitation. See CX-0003C at Q/A 680-81.
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c) Claim 22

Rovi jointly addresses claims 10 and 22 for the alleged domestic industry products. See

Rovi Br., Section VI(J)(l). Comcast does not directly rebut Rovi’s arguments about claim 22. t

See generally Resps. Br., Section IX(G); Resps. Reply, Section VII(G). Thus, the administrative

law judge finds claim 22 is practiced by the i-Guide, Passport, and SuddenLinl<products for the

same reasons claim 10 is practiced. The administrative law judge finds that Rovi has not shown

the Verizon products practice claim 22 for the same reasons provided for claim 10.

7.~ Validity .

a) Obviousriess

C0mcast’s expert analyzes the claims with alphanumeric references, as follows:

[la] l. A method for resolving a conflict when multiple
operations are perfonned using multiple tuners
controlled by an interactive television program guide,
the method comprising:

[lb] receiving a request to perfonn a tuning operation;

[lc] determining that neither a first tuner nor a second tuner
are available to perfonn the requested tuning operation,
wherein the first tuner and the second tuner are both
capableof performing the tuning operation; and

[ld] in response to the determination, displaying an alert that
provides a user with an opportunity to direct the
interactive television program guide to cancel a
function of the second tuner to permit the second ttuier
to perform the requested tuning operation.

See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 116; JX-0006 at 18:35-47.

Claim 13 follows:

[l3a] l3. A system for resolving a conflict when multiple
operations are performed using multiple tuners
controlled by an interactive television program guide,
the system comprising: _
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a first tuner;

a second tuner; and

an interactive television program guide implemented on
the system, wherein the interactive television program
guide is operative to:

receive a request to perform a tuning operation;

detennine that neither the first tuner nor the second
tuner are available to perform the requested tuning
operation, wherein the first tuner and the second tuner
are both capable of perforrning the tuning operation;
and

in response to the determination, display an alert that
provides a user with an opportunity to direct .the
interactive television program guide to cancel a
function of the second tuner to permit the second tuner
to perfonn the requested tuning operation.

[138]

See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 116; JX-0006 at 19:41-59. Given the similarities between

the claims (neither Rovi nor Comcast has pointed to material evidence that is specific to the

system claim or the method claim), and because an analysis of claim 13 will cover all of the

limitations of claim l, the administrative law judge has discussed claim 13 only.

(I) Sano (RX-0152) in combination with the general
knowledge of a POSITA, and/or LaJ0ie (RX-0063), Prevue
Guide (RX-0073), Alexander (RX-0155), Nagano (RX
0]53), or Marsh (RX-0064)

(a) Limitations 13a-d

Comcast argues, for limitations 13a-d, that

Sano teaches the use of a STB consisting of multiple tuners (“M
tuners”), which is controlled by an IPG. RX-OOO4C(Bederson
WS) at Q/A 123, 70-76. In particular, figures 4 and 5 of Sano
shows the multiple tuners, which can be a “first tuner” and “second
tuner.” Id. at 74-75. And, the STB is controlled by an electronic
program guide. Id. at 73. This electronic program is located on
the STB, as was conventional at the time of Sano, and therefore
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was located on user equipment as required under Respondents’
construction of “an IPG on the system . . .”

Resps. Br. at 210.

Rovi does not rebut this argument. See generally Rovi Br., Section VI(K)(3)(b)(i).

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that Sano teaches

these limitations. See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 70-76, 119-124.

(b) Limitation l3e

Comcast’s entire argument is “Sano teaches receiving a request for a timing operation,

such as watching a program or setting a recording. RX-0004C at Q/A 73.” Resps. Br. at 210.

Rovi does not rebut this argument. See generally Rovi Br., Section VI(K)(3)(b)(i).

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that Sano teaches

this limitation. See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 73 (citing RX-0152 at 11:42-51).
1 _

(c) Limitation 13f" “determining neither tuner is
available ”

Comcast argues:

Sano teaches “determining that neither a first tuner nor a second
tuner are available to perfonn the requested tuning operation.” In
particular, Sano teaches that in theievent the user attempts to set
more recordings than there are tuners, a conflict results. As
discussed below (next limitation), Sano further teaches providing
an alert in the case of the conflict.

In addition, Sano teaches that all of the M tuners in the STB are
capable of tuning to television program in the broadcast stream for
recording. RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 74-75. This satisfies
the limitation requiring “wherein the first tuner and the second
tuner are both capable of performing the tuning operation.”

Resps. Br. at 210. '

Rovi argues that “Sano only discloses timer conflicts and therefore does not” teach

“determining that neither” tuner is available. Rovi Br. at 188.
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RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 76 points to Sano at 12:53-63, which discusses

determining that multiple tuners are unavailable. Sano teaches:

In the case of the digital broadcast recording and reproducing
apparatus of FIG. 5, the number of channels that can be arbitrarily
selected and simultaneously recorded is three. Therefore, if the
number of channels more than three is set in the same time
period in the timer recording setting, it is impossible to record all
the set channels. Such a misoperation can be prevented by
preparing so as to provide an alarm such as a beep tone or a
warning display when the number of set channels exceed the
maximum number of channels that can be simultaneously
recorded in the timer recording setting. This alarm can be used
also as a warning provided when the sum total of the times of all
the set programs exceed the remaining time of the magnetic tape.

RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 76 (emphasis provided by Dr. Bederson). The admrmstratrve

law Judge has determined that this evidence shows that Sano teaches this limitation See zd

(d) Limitation 13g: “displaying an alert ” and
“opportunity to cancel ” .

Comcast argues:

Sano teaches that “in response to the determination, displaying an
alert.” RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 76. In particular, in the
event that a user attempts to record more programs than tuner, an
alert such as a warning display is provided. Id. Sano does not
explicitly teach an alert that “provides a user with an opportunity
to direct the interactive television program guide to cancel a
function of the second tuner to permit the second turret to perform
the requested tuning operation.” But this limitation is satisfied by
each of the Laloie, Alexander, Prevue Guide, and Nagano
references, each of which teaches such as an alert. Ia’. at Q/A 44,
135, 303-304, 309.

In particular, the Laloie reference teaches an alert screen that
allows the user to cancel the function of a tuner, such as canceling
a recording. Id. at Q/A 33, 43 (e.g., annotated Fig. 12); RX-0063
at Fig. 12. Similarly, Alexander teaches, in the case of a tuner
conflict, an alert that allows the user to cancel a recording, or
adjust the length of recording, to resolve the conflict. RX-0004C
at Q/A 98; RX-0155 at 12:53-13:25. The Prevue Guide also
teaches an alert upon detection of a conflict between two
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recordings; the alert asks the user “[w]ould you like to replace the
prior recording with this new recording,” allowing the user to
cancel one of the tuner operations to accommodate the new
request. RX-0004C at Q/A 86; RX-0073C.O190. Nagano also
detects a conflict between recordings (RX-0004C at Q/A 109), and
provides an alert with a cursor that allows the user to adjust the
recordings to resolve the conflict, and a “clear” key to cancel one
of the recordings to resolve the conflict (Id. at Q/A 110-111); see
also RX-0153 at 16a-c; 10:6-18.

Resps. Br. at 210-ll. 

Rovi argues that Laloie, the Prevue Guide, Alexander, and Nagano teach “timer

conflicts” rather than “tuner conflicts.” See Rovi Br. at 189-92.

The administrative law judge has determined that Laloie, the Prevue Guide, Alexander,

and Nagano each teach displaying an alert that provides the user with an opportunity to cancel a

tuner function.

Laloie teaches an alert (272, in Fig. 12) that allows the user to decide between new and

old selections. See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 43; RX-0063 at Fig. 12. Dr. Bederson

provided the following annotated figure: 2
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Alexander also teaches an alert that allows the user to decide between two selections See

RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 98; RX-0115 at 12:53-13:25. In particular, in a section

ntitled “Record Instruction Conflict Resolution,” Alexander describes:

The EPG’s Record Function recognjzeslconflicts in viewer record
instructions. In one embodiment, the EPG’s Record Function
prompts the viewer to resolve the conflict. For instance, in the
Record Function, the EPG would accept viewer instructions to
record a particular program. The EPG compares the newly
received record instruction to as-yet incompletely executed, or as
yet unexecuted, record instructions in the Record List. If the
EPG detects an overlap in date, time and duration between the
newly received instruction on the one hand and one or more of the
remaining record instructions in the Record List, the EPG formats
a message to the viewer describing the conflict. The message
describes to the user the newly received instruction to record a
particular program and the conflicting record instructions in the
Record List. In Record Function, the EPG will prevent ‘entry of
conflicting instructions into the Record List. The EPG will
require that the viewer revise the record instructions to eliminate
the conflict. 

See zd (emphasis added).

The Prevue Guide also teaches an alert upon detection of a conflict between two

recordings, the alert asks the user “[w]ould you like to replace the prior recording with this new

recording, allowing the user to cancel one of the tuner operations to accommodate the new

request See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 86; RX-0073C.Ol90. This is an annotated figure

from Dr Bederson:
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Nagano also detects a conflict between recordings, and displays an alert about that

conflict, as shown by the flowchart in Fig. l3A. See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 109.

Nagano, Figs. 15B 16A-C, and 17E, shows that the conflicted request can be cancelled. Id. at

Q/A 110-l 1; RX-0153 at 10:6-18 (the “Clear Key” allows the user “to erase the picture

recording reservation of the channel Bf’).

The Marsh reference, RX-0064, is not discussed in the text of Comcast’s brief. See

generally Resps. Br., Section IX(F)(2)(t) (the heading lists Marsh, but the reference is not

discussed). . I

Comcast’s brief, however, does not contain any explanation of why a person of ordinary

skill in the art would combine these references with Sano. See generally Resps. Br., Section

IX(F)(2)(f). Its Reply—for all of its obviousness combinations—provides three sentences:

Rovi never addresses the most basic point. No matter how many
tuners you have (i.e., n tuners), a conflict will arise when you have
one more request than the number of tuners (i.e., n+1 requests).
RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 303. This basic principal would
lead any POSITA to combine Sano or Chun with each of the other
conflict detection references (Laloie, Prevue, Alexander, Nagano,
Marsh). Id.
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Resps. Reply at 76. This is the cited testimony:

Q303. Are there examples of these standard engineering
techniques in the prior art?

A303. Yes. For example, the determination of a conflict and
provision of an alert message (i.e., display), was a well-known
technique. This was a well-known technique not only with respect
to electronic program guides, as disclosed in the La.loie, Nagano,
Alexander, and Prevue Guide references, but also with respect to
electronics and systems with displays, such as the Windows 95
operating system. Combining these techniques with the teaching
of multiple tuners would yield predictable results. As discussed
above, “determining a conflict” and “providing an alert” do not
change in any material way as the number of tuners increases.
Each tuner still has a conflict between two existing requests, and
the provision of an alert requires the display of a picture to the
screen in either the single or multiple tuner scenario. And although
the claims as recited only require an alert, even the additional
Lmrecitedstep of an actual resolution of the conflict (i.e., allocation
of the tuners), the solution is well understood, and will provide
predictable results, because it is a basic math problem known to W‘
persons of ordinary skill in the art.

RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 303. This testimony does not explain why a person of

ordinary skill in the art Wouldmodify the primary reference, Sano, in the first place. See

Plantronics, 724 F.3d at 1354 (“Where, as here, thenecessary reasoning is absent, we cannot

simply assume that ‘an ordinary artisan would be awakened to modify prior art in such a way as

to lead to an obviousness rejection.’”). lsI

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Comcast has not met its

burden of showing that claim 13, as a whole, would have been obvious in view of the above

references, because it has not provided a sufficient rationale for combining the references.

V (e) Claims IO and 22

Comcast argues:

151See n.92, supra.
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Sano teaches “wherein the displaying the alert comprises
displaying a display screen using the interactive television program
guide.” RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 76. In particular, in the
event that a user attempts to record more programs than tuners, an
alert such as a waming display is provided. Id. Sano does not
explicitly teach an alert that “provides the user with a first option
to continue to perform the function of the second tuner, and with a
second option to cancel the function of the second tuner to perfonn
the requested tuning operation.” But this limitation is satisfied by
each of the Laloie, Alexander, Prevue Guide, and Nagano
references, each of which teaches such as an alert. Id. at Q/A 44,
135, 303-304, 309; supra § lX.F.2.f.iv (describing teachings of the
combination references with respect to Element D of Claim 1 and
Element G of Claim 13).

Resps. Br. at 21 l-l2.

Rovi does not rebut this argtunent. See generally Rovi Br., Section VI(K)(3)(b)(i).

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that Sano teaches

the subject matter of claims 10 and 22. See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 76, 135, 303-04,

309.

(2) Prevue Guide (RX-0073) in combination with the general
knowledge of a POSITA, and/or Sano (RX-0152) or Chun
(RX-0158)

For the Prevue Guide, Comcast argues: K

The Prevue Guide was known before, and offered for sale more
than one year before the priority date of the ‘S12 patent, and
qualifies as prior art under §§ l02(a) or l02(b). RX-0073C; RX
0O04C at Q/A 87. In addition, the Prevue Guide was developed
before the earliest priority date of the ‘S12 patentand is prior art
under§ l02(g)(2). Id.

Resps. Br. at 209.

Rovi argues:

Respondents have not demonstrated by clear and convincing
evidence that the Prevue Guide is prior art to the ‘S12 Patent.
Respondents rely on two pieces of evidence to attempt to
demonstrate that the Prevue Guide is prior art to the ‘5l2 Patent:
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(1) Mr. Lemmons’s deposition testimony from April 7, 1995 (RX
0646C (Lemmons Dep. Trans.) at 90-:7-14); and (2) the alleged
Prevue Guide product documentation, RX-0073C (TV Guide
Prevue Networks Requirements Specification), which has a 1996
copyright date. RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 88-89. Neither
provides clear and convincing evidence that the Prevue Guide is
prior art to the ‘S12 patent. Mr. Lemrnons’s 1995 testimony does
not establish what features the Prevue Guide had in 1995 and the
1996 documentation was explicitly a “confidential” document that
Respondents have not proven was publicly known or available or
published. Furthermore, it merely contains a set of requirements
that Respondents have not demonstrated was used in any public
implementation. CX-1902C (Balakrishnan RWS) at Q/A 108.

Rovi Br at 190.

Comcast replies:

Rovi inexplicably argues that the 1995 testimony of Mr. Lemnions
regarding the Prevue Guide in Z995, fails to establish the features
of the Prevue Guide. Such contemporaneous testimony is highly
probative. CEATS, Inc. v. Continental Airlines, 1nc., 526 Fed.
App’x 966, 971 (“[d]ocumentary or physical evidence that is made
contemporaneously with the inventive process provides the most
reliable proof that the inventor’s testimony has been corroborated”)
(citation omitted). Mr. Lemmons testimony from 1995, when the
salient features of Prevue were implemented in the Full Service
Network in Orlando establishes the Prevue Guide as prior art. RX
OOO4C(Bederson WS) at Q/A 82. The 1996 documentation, which
was authored in part by the lead named inventor of the ‘512 patent,
details functionality fully consistent with Mr. Lemmons’ testimony
and is fully corroborative. Id. at Q/A 80-86.

Resps Reply at 75.

Rovi replies that “Respondents’ citation to Dr. Bederson’s conclusion is irrelevant Dr

Bederson s unsupported conclusion regarding the legal issue of whether a reference or use

constitutes prior art is not based on his expert opinion and is not based on any personal

knowledge Rovi Reply at 70.

The administrative law judge has detennined that Comcast has not shown, through clear

and convincing evidence, that the Prevue Guide (as represented in RX-0073) is prior art
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This is the portion of Dr. Bederson’s testimony that Comcast cites:

Q87. Is the Prevue Guide prior art to the ‘S12patent?

A87. Yes. 1understand that the Prevue Guide qualifies as prior art
to the ‘S12 patent at least under 35 U.S.C. § lO2(g)(2). The Prevue
Guide, along with its salient features, as documented, was also
offered for sale, and should be prior art under 35 U.S.C. § 102(a)
or (b). This all occurred in the 1995 to 1996 timeframe, before
June 16, 1998, which is the earliest effective filing date Rovi has
claimed for any asserted claim of the ‘512 patent.

RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 87. This testimony is conclusory, is not based on personal

knowledge, and does not implicate the specialized knowledge that qualified Dr. Bederson as an

expert. See, e.g., RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 10-15 (discussing expert qualifications).

Further, Comcast does not explain how Mr. Lemmons’s 1995 testimony (from a different legal

matter) supports its claim that a document from 1996 was publically available, particularly where

the document is labeled “Confidential” in the footer and indicates it was created in May 1996

(thus post-dating the 1995 testimony). See RX-0073C at 11 (the earliest date associated with the

document is May 27, 1996). Further, Comcast has not cited evidence such as sales receipts or

purchase orders of the Prevue Guide.

. Accordingly, Comcast has not shown that the Prevue Guide is prior art. However, in the

event that it is determined the Prevue Guide is prior art, the administrative lawjudge has

analyzed Comcast’s argument below.

_ (a) Limitations 13a-d

Comcast argues that the Prevue Guide teaches limitations 13a, 13b, and 13d; it relies on

Sano or Chun to teach multiple tuners, limitation 13c. Resps. Br. at 212..

Rovi does not rebut this argument. See generally Rovi Br., Section VI(K)(3)(b)(ii)

(arguing that Prevue does not teach multiple tuners), Section Vl(K)(3)(b)(i) (arguing that Sano
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disputes the motivation to combine).

Sano teach these limitations. See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 74-75 (Sano), 78-79 81-82

86, 168.

Rovi does not rebut this argument. See generally Rovi Br., Section VI(K)(3)(b)(11)

The administrative lawjudge has determined that the evidence shows that Prevue Guide

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that Prevue and

(Z2) Limitation 13e

Comcast argues:

The Prevue Guide teaches “receiving a request for a tuning
operation,” such as watching a program or setting a recording.
RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 81.

Resps. Br. at 213. ‘ '

teaches this limitation. See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 81.

(0) Limitation 13f

Comcast argues:

The Prevue Guide recognized conflicts between the channels
currently being used by the user, and previously set viewings or
recordings, determining when a tuner conflict occurs. RX-0004C
(Bederson WS) at Q/A 82. The conflict detection system of the
Prevue Guide could have easily been modified by a POSITA to
operate in a STB with “a first tuner” and “a second tuner,” or
multiple tuners. Id. at Q/A 83-85; supra §IX.F.2.g.i (discussing
modification to multi-tuner system with respect to Element
A). Even if this were not the case, it would have been obvious to a
POSITA to combine the teachings of Prevue Guide with the
teachings of Sano or Chun, each which teach the use of multiple
tuners within a STB, including a “first tuner” and a “second
tuner.” RX-0004C at Q/A 74-75 (Sano), 114 (Chun), 302, 307,
309 (motivations to combine). In addition, Sano teaches that all of
the M tuners in the STB are capable of tuning to television
program in the broadcast stream for recording. Ia’. at Q/A 74
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75. This satisfies the limitation requiring “wherein the first tuner
and the second ttmer are both capable of performing the tuning
operation.”

Resps Br at213.

Rovi argues that Prevue does not teach a second tuner and that it discloses timer conflicts,

not tuner conflicts. Rovi Br. at 189 (citing CX-1902C (Balakrishnan RWS) at Q/A 117), see

also ROV1Reply at 71. This is Dr. Balakrishnan’s testimony:

Q1l7. What limitation or limitations of the asserted claims of
the ‘S12patent are missing in the Prevue Guide?

A117. The Prevue Guide is missing all of the limitations of the
asserted claims of the ‘512 patent.

The claims require multiple tuners, which the Prevue Guide lacks.
Thus, the Prevue Guide cannot meet the requirement of
“determining that neither a first tuner nor a second tuner are
available to perform the requested ttming operation,” cannot meet
the requirement of displaying an alert “in response to the
determination,” and cannot meet the requirement of “displaying an
alert that provides the user with the opportunity to direct the
interactive television program guide to cancel a ftmction of the
second tuner to permit the second tuner to perfonn the requested
tuning operation.” 

Ftuther, the Prevue Guide did not detect “tuning conflicts” based
on requests for a tuning operation. Instead, the Prevue Guide
detects conflicts based on prior timer settings.

By disclosing only a single tuner capable of performing a tuning
operation, the Prevue Guide is similar to Laloie, which also
disclosed only a single tuner capable of performing a tuning
operation and which did not detect tuning operation conflicts. The
examiner fotmd the claims of the ‘S12 patent to be patentable over
LaJoie in view of Kim and Lee, which did disclose two tuners.

CX-1902C (Balakrishnan RWS) at Q/A 117.

Dr Bederson testified that the Prevue Guide recognized tuner conflicts and that a person

of ordinary skill knew of multiple tuners, would have been able to modify Prevue to

accommodate multiple tuners, and that the modification would not have been complicated See
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RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 82-86, 135, 302, 307, and 309. Indeed, one of ordinary skill

in the art would have needed to modify Prevue when porting it on a set-top box with multiple

tuners.

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that a person of

ordinary skill would have been able to modify Prevue for a two-tuner set-top box, such that

Prevue and Sano teach and satisfy this limitation. See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 82-86

135, 302, 307, and 309.

(d) Limitation I 3g

Comcast argues, in pertinent part, that “[t]he conflict resolution system of the Prevue _

Guide could have easily been modified by a POSITA to operate in a STB with ‘a second tuner,’

or multiple tuners.” Resps. Br. at 214. Comcast then cites its earlier arguments about Prevue

and multi-tuner systems. See id. Comcast relies upon the same evidence it relied upon for

limitation 13f. 

Rovi has argued that Prevue do not teach cancelling “a function of the second tuner” as

part of its omnibus argument for Comcast’s arguments involving Prevue as a primary reference

Rovi Br. at 190. Rovi has not cited any evidence beyond CX-1902C (Balakrishnan RWS) at

Q/A 117, which is copied above. i

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that a person of

ordinary skill would have been able to modify Prevue for a two-tuner set-top box, and that the

person of ordinary skill would have needed to make the modification when porting Prevue to a

two-tuner set-top box, such that Prevue a.ndSano teach and satisfy this limitation. See RX

0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 82-86, 135, 302, 307, and309. It particular, the administrative
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law judge finds that it would have taken only ordinary skill to modify Prevue’s alert to cancel a

function of the second tuner. Id. at Q/A 85.

Accordingly, if Prevue is found to be prior art—which the administrative law judge

previously deterrnined it was notfthen the administrative lawjudge has determined that claim

13 would have been obvious over Prevue in light of Sano. Further, inasmuch as the parties did

not present separate arguments for claim 1, the administrative law judge has also detennined that

claim 1 would have been obvious over Prevue in light of Sano.

(e) ’Claims I0 and 22

Comcast argues, in pertinent part, that:

When a conflict has been detected, the Prevue Guide teaches
“displaying a displayiscreen using the interactive program guide
that provides the user with a first option to continue to perform the
function of the [] tuner, and with a second option to cancel the
function of the [] tuner to perform the requested tuning
operation.” In order to resolve a potential conflict, the Prevue
Guide displays to the user the option of either continuing to watch
the present program or maintaining the previously set
viewing/recording. Id. RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 82. The
commercial documentation of the Prevue Guide made clear that
such conflict resolution was perfonned through a user screen and
in response to user inputs. RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 82;
RX-0073C (Prevue Guide Documentation) at .0190 (screen stated
“[w]ould you like to replace the prior recording with this new
recording,” allowing the user to cancel one of the tuner operations
to accommodate the new request).

The conflict resolution system of the Prevue Guide could have
easily been modified by a POSITA to operate in a STB with “a
second tuner,” or multiple tuners. Id. at Q/A 83-85; supra
§IX.F.2.g.i (discussing modification to multi-tuner system with
respect to Element A). Even if this were not the case, it would
have been obvious to a POSITA to combine the teachings of the
Prevue Guide with the teachings of Sano or Chun, each which
teach the use of multiple tuners within a STB, including a “second
ttmer.” RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 74-75 (Sano),‘ 114
(Chun), 302, 307, 309 (motivations to combine).
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Resps. Br. at21l-12. '

The testimony that Comcast cites does not clearly address claim l0 or 22. Accordingly,

the administrative lawjudge has determined that Comcast has not met its burden of showing

claims 10 and 22 would have been obvious to a person having ordinary skill in the art.

(3) Alexander (RX-0155) in combination with the general
knowledge of a POSITA, or in combination with Sana (RX
0152) or Chan (RX-0158), or infurther combination with
the Prevue Guide (RX-0073) or Nagano (RX-0153)

(a) Limitations 13a-d

Comcast argues:

- Alexander teaches the use of an IPG used on STBs, which can be
used to control the scheduling and recording of programs. RX
0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 95-97, 102. Using the IPG,
Alexander teaches that tuner conflicts can be detected, displayed to
the user, and then resolved through instructions from the user to,
e.g,, revise the record instructions to eliminate the conflict. Ia’. at ~
Q/A 98. In addition, Alexander taught the use of a first tuner and a
second tuner within the STB. Id. at Q/A‘99-102. However, to the
extent that the second tuner of Alexander is only used for picture
in-picture viewing, it would have been obvious to combine the
teachings of Alexander with the teachings of Sano or Chun, each
which teach the use of multiple tuners within a STB, including a
“second tuner.” Id. at Q/A 74-75 (Sano), 114 (Chun), 302, 307,
309 (motivations to combine). In addition, Alexander could
further be combined with the conflict resolution systems of the
Prevue Guide or Nagano, each of which teach conflict resolution
system. Id. at Q/A 77-89 (the Prevue Guide); 103-lll (Nagano);
303-304, 30,9(motivations to combine).

Resps. Br. at 215.

Rovi argues that Alexander lacks multiple tuners and tuner conflicts. Rovi Br. at 190.

Rovi notes that one of the two tuners in Alexander was for picture-in-picture service. Id. Rovi

further challenges C0mcast’s contention that one of ordinary skill in the art would have been

motivated to combine the references. Id. at 193-94.
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The administrative law judge has determined that Alexander does not teach two tuners, as

described and claimed in the ‘512 Patent. It is not clear that the second tuner described in

Alexander was capable of “performing [a] tuning operation,” such as recording a show. Further,

Comcast has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that one of ordinary skill in the

art would have combined the references as Comcast now asserts. As an initial matter, the

testimony that Comcast cites, e.g., RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 95-102, 303-304, 309 docs

not clearly address combinations involving Alexander. For instance, Q/A 95-102 reproduce

excerpts from Alexander, Q/A 74-74 and ll4 are background questions on Sano and Chun

(Alexander is never mentioned), and Q/A 302, 307, and 309 are generic answers to questions

about combining all of “the various references discussed” (see Q/A 298). A combination

involving Alexander is not discussed in this testimony. Accordingly, the testimony does not

explain why a person of ordinary skill in the art would modify the primary referei1ce,,Alexander,

in the first place. See Plantronics, 724 F.3d at 1354 (“Where, as here, the necessary reasoning_is

absent, we cannot simply assmne that ‘an ordinary artisan would be awakened to modify prior art

in such a way as to lead to an obviousness rejection.”’). [52

Consequently, the administrative law judge has detennined that Comcast has not met its

burden of showing that claim 13, as a whole, would have been obvious in view of the above

references, because it has not provided a sufficient rationale for combining the references.

(b) Limitation ]3e '

Comcast argues: "

Alexander teaches an IPG on a STB to receiving a request for a
ttming operation, such as displaying or recording a programming.
RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 95-97.

152See n.92, supra.
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Resps. Br. at 216.

Rovi does not rebut this argument. See generally Rovi Br., Section VI(K)(3)(b)(in)

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that Alexander

teaches this limitation. See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 95-97

(C) Limitation 13f

Comcast argues:

Alexander teaches the determination of tuner conflicts through its
electronic program guide, which recognizes conflicts between
recordings set by the user. RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 98.
While Alexander does not specifically teach “determining that
neither a first tuner or a second tuner are available...” it would
have been obvious to a POSITA to modify the conflict detection
system of Alexander to a STB with “a first tuner” and “a second
tuner,” or multiple tuners, all capable of “perform[ing] the
requested tuning operation.” Id. at Q/A 219. Even if this were not
the case, it would have been obvious to a POSITA to combine the
teachings of Alexander with the teachings of Sano or Chun, each
which teach the use of multiple ttmers within a STB, including a
“first tuner” and a “second ttmer.” RX-0004C at Q/A 74-75
(Sano), 114 (Chun), 302, 307, 309 (motivations to combine). In
addition, Sano teaches that all of the M tuners in the STB are
capable of tuning to television program in the broadcast stream for
recording. RX-0004C at Q/A 74-75. This satisfies the limitation
requiring “wherein the first timer and the second tuner are both
capable of performing the tuning operation.” '

Resps Br at 216. Dr. Bederson’s testimony at Q/A 219 follows:

Q218. Let me direct your attention to the element [c] of claim
1. Did you form an opinion as to whether the “determining
that neither a first tuner nor second tuner are available” where
“both tuners are capable of performing the function”
limitation is met by Alexander?

A218. Yes.

Q219. What is your opinion in this regard?

A219. It is my opinion that Alexander renders obvious the
requirements of this limitation. .
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As I have previously testified in response to QUESTIONS 90-102,
Alexander teaches a multi-tuner system that perfonns tuning
operations in a system for receiving and recording broadcast
programs. Alexander teaches two ttmers to receive and display a
first video and a picture-in-picture video. Alexander also
incorporates byreference W0 96/07270 which states that two
tuners are required to provide the disclosed picture-in-picture
feature. To the extent that the PIP tuner is not a “second tuner,” it
would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art to
modify the teachings of Alexander to incorporate a “first tuner”
and a “second tuner.” One of ordinary skill in the art would have
also know that the system ofAlexander could be combined with a
system that used multiple tuners, such as Sano or Chan. In
addition, Alexander teaches an interactive program guide which
recognizes conflicts and provides an alert to the user.

RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 218-19 (emphasis added on relevant portion). This testimony

is conclusory and does not explain why a person of ordinary skill in the art would modify the

primary reference, Alexander, in the first place. See Plantronics, 724 F.3d at 1354 (“Where, as

here, the necessary reasoning is absent, we cannot simply assume that ‘an ordinary artisan would

be awakened to modify prior art in such a way as to lead to an obviousness rejection.’”).l53

Accordingly, the administrative lawjudge has determined that Comcast has not met its

burden of showing that claim 13, as a whole, would have been obvious in view of the above

references, because it has not provided a sufficient rationale for combining the references.

' (d) Limitation 13g

» Comcast argues that this limitation is met based upon the evidence cited for limitations

13a-f. See Resps. Br. at 216-17 (citing RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 97-98, 219, 74-75,

114, 302, 307, 309). Comcast then argues that it would have been obvious for a person of

ordinary skill to further combine the Prevue Guide or Nagano to satisfy this limitation. Id. at 217

(citing RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 222). Dr. Bederson testified:

153See n.92, supra.
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Q221. Let me direct your attention to element [d] of claim 1.
Did you form an opinion as to whether the “displaying an
alert” that “provides an opportunity to direct the interactive
television program to cancel a function of the second tuner”
limitation is met by Alexander?

A221. Yes.

Q222. What is your opinion in this regard?

A222. It is my opinion that Alexander renders obvious element [d]
of the ‘S12 patent. Alexander teaches that when a conflict is
detected, the system will provide a warning to the user and
provides the ability to resolve the conflict. Additionally, one of
ordinary skill in the art would understand that the teachings of
Alexander could be combined with either the teachings of the
Prevue Guide or Nagano, which disclose the resolution of tuner
conflicts.

Dr Bederson s testimony that the references “could be” combined does not explain why one of

ordinary skill in the ait would combine them.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Comcast has not met its

burden of showing that claim 13, as a whole, would have been obvious in view of the above

references, because it has not provided a sufficient rationale for combining the references

(e) Claims J0 and 22

Comcast argues:

When a conflict has been detected, Alexander teaches “displaying
a display screen using the interactive program guide that provides
the user with a first option to continue to perform the function of
the [] tuner, and with a second option to cancel the function of the
[] tuner to perform the requested tuning operation.” RX-0004C
(Bederson WS) at 97-98; supra lX.F.2.h.iv. The conflict
resolution system of Alexander could have easily been modified by
a POSITA to operate in a STB with “a second ttuier,” or multiple
tuners. Id. at Q/A 219. Even if this were not the case, it would
have been obvious to a POSITA to combine the teachings of
Alexander with the teachings of Sano or Chun, each which teach
the use of multiple tuners within a STB, including a “second
tuner”. RX-0004C at Q/A 74-75 (Sano), 114 (Chun), 302, 307,
309 (motivations to combine). Further, if Alexander’s teachings of
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resolving recording conflicts are insufficient to meet the conflict
resolution aspect of this limitation, it would have been obvious to a
POSITA to further combine the teachings of Alexander with the
teachings of the Prevue Guide or Nagano, thereby satisfying this
limitation. Id. at 222; supra IX.F.2.h.iv. '

;

Resps Br at 217-18.

The administrative law judge has determined that Comcast has not met its burden of

showing claims 10 and 22 would have been obvious through clear and convincing evidence The

cited testimony does not address either claim.

(4) ' Nagano (RX-0153) in combination with the general
knowledge of a POSITA, and/or Sana (RX-0152) or Chun
(RX-0158)

(a) Limitations 13a-d

Comcast argues:

Nagano teaches the use of an IPG running on an STB and conflict
resolution when overlapping recordings are set, offering an alert to
the user that allows canceling one of recordings to resolve the
conflict. RX-0004C at Q/A 258; 106-111. In particular, Nagario
taught the detection of conflicts between set recordings (id. at Q/A
109), and when a conflict or recording was detected, Nagano
would provide a cancel option to cancel a recording, and a-cursor
to change the ending times of overlapping programs, either of
which would resolve the conflict. Id. at Q/A 110-11 1.

Nagano does not explicitly disclose or teach the use of multiple
tuners within the STB. However, it would have been obvious to a
POSITA to utilize the IPG of Nagano in a STB with multiple
tuners. Id. at Q/A 107, 83-85. Also, it would have been obvious to
a POSITA to combine the teachings of the Prcvue Guide with the
teachings of Sano or Chun, each which teach the use of multiple
tuners within a STB, including a “first tuner” and a “second
tuner.” RX-0004C at Q/A 74-75 (Sano), 114 (Chun), 302, 307,
309 (motivations to combine).

Resps Br at 218. A

Rovi argues:
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. . . (1) Nagano has only a single tuner and therefore does not meet
the requirement of a “first tuner” and a “second tuner” (and all
other requirements that refer to the second tuner); and (2) Nagano
only discloses timer conflicts and therefore. does not meet the
limitation of “determining that neither a first tuner nor a second
ttmer are available to perform the requested tuning operation” or
“cancel a function of the second tuner.” CX-1902C (Balakrishnan
RWS) at Q/A 130-34; Section Vl(K)(3)(a), supra.

In Nagano, if a user “reserves” the tuner to record two programs
being broadcast at the same time, then Nagano teaches methods for
resolving that conflict involving a single tuner using cursors to
change start and end times of recordings to eliminate overlaps and
therefore eliminate timing conflicts. CX-1902C (Balakrishnan
RWS) at Q/A 130.

Like LaJoie, Nagano thus discloses only a single ttmer capable of
performing a tuning operation. Id. at Q/A 134. The examiner
found the claims of the ‘S12 Patent patentable over Laloie in view
of Kim and Lee, which disclosed two tuners. Id. Again, the
claims of the ‘512 Patent are similarly patentable over Nagano.

Rovi Br. at 192.

The administrative law judge finds that Nagano and Sano (or Chun) teach limitations

13a-d. Nagano teaches an interactive guide, while Sano (or Chun) teaches a set-top box with two

tuners. See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 258, 103-11, S3, 114.

Nagano teaches an interactive guide in the abstract, specification, and figures In the

abstract, Nagano discloses a guide that allows a user to set recordings

An apparatus and a method for controlling the recording of
television programs are disclosed. The apparatus displays
electronic program guide information superposed on a television
signal. The apparatus allows a plurality of desired programs to
be reservedfor recording based on the electronic program guide
information. If any of the reserved programs overlap, the
apparatus allows the starting time and/or ending time of any of the
overlapped programs to be changed. The apparatus may permit a
program to be reserved for recording by inputting recording time
and recording chamiel. If a program reserved for recording based
on the electronic program guide information overlaps a program
reserved for recording by inputting recording time and recording
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channel, a preferential setting enables one of the overlapped
programs to be recorded. The apparatus advantageously causes an
icon to be continuously displayed on a television screen in
connection with the television picture signal when a program is
reserved for recording. A corresponding method is described.

RX-0153 at Abstract (emphasis added); id. at 1:55-2”9 (“When the program to be recorded is

displayed on the screen, a cursor is moved to the row of the program to be recorded by operating

the cursor moving key. . . by pushing the program reservation button (Rec key) in this condition,

the recording of this program is reserved”); RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 105, 108.

Nagano refers to Figures 8, 9A, and 9B to depict a program guide and steps for using that

guide. Figures 8, 9A, and 9B follow:
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The specification explains that:

FIG. 8 is a diagram for illustrating a menu picture of the electronic
program guide.

FIG. 9 is a set of diagram for illustrating a picture display of a
method for program reservation using the electronic program
guide.

FIG.9B
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RX-0153 at 5:54-58 (Figs. 15-17 provide additional guide-screen examples).

Further, Figure 13A is a flowchart for interacting with the guide:
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RX-0153 at 12. The specification explains that “FIG. 13 is a flowchart for illustrating the

processing when program reservation by the first reservation means in accordance with the

embodiment of the present invention overlaps.” 1d at 6:5~8. Accordingly, Nagano teaches the

interactive guide that satisfies limitations 13a-dl

Sano teaches a set-top box with two tuners. Dr. Bederson explained:

A74 Sano teaches the use of multiple tuners, which can
simultaneously receive and record multiple broadcast channels.
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Fig. 4 of Sano show one example of this utilizing three tuners to
receive and record broadcast signals:
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[Sano at Fig. 4 (annotations added)]

Col. 10:21-29: “To solve such a problem, in the embodiment
shown in FIG. 4, by providing a plurality of tuner sections 22 and
recording channel selection sections 41, it was enabled to record a
plurality of programs arbitrarily selected from multi-channel
multiplex broadcasts by a plurality of transponders. FIG. 4 is a
view showing a system configuration including a digital broadcast»
recording and reproducing apparatus 50 according to the third
embodiment of the present invention.” ‘

In fact, Dr. Balakrishnan agrees that Sano teaches multiple tuners.
See Balakrishnan 10/29/16 Dep. Tr. 257:11-14.

RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 74. As Figure 4 shows, Sano teaches three tuners, Wl’11Cl'1

satisfies the first and second tuner requirements of limitations 13a-d.

Chun also teaches two tuners. Dr. Bederson explained:

Chun generally discloses the use of two tuners, both of which were
capable of tuning broadcast television for display. One tuner could
be used for primary video, and a second ttmer could be used for
picture-in-picture, and each tuner could be used for either of these
purposes.

Abstract: “A menu type multi-channel display system utilizing
picture-in-picture (PIP) function and a page up/down mode. The
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As Figure 6 shows, Chtui teaches two tuners, which satisfies the first and second tuner

requirements of limitations 13a-d. Given the overlap between the teachings of Sano and Chun,

as presented by Comcast, the administrative law judge finds that Chun is cumulative of Sano s

disclosure.

PUBLIC VERSION

present invention first comprises a first and second tuner to receive
broadcasting signals and to output each of the broadcasting signals
on a channel.. . .”

Further, Chun provided for two tuners for use in tuning television
signals for display. p
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[Chun at Fig. 6 (annotations added)]

1:32-57: “The invention provides a menu-type multi-channel video
display system with page up/down mode comprising . . . a
television tuner circuit, a VCR signal processing circuit, a
switching circuit, a PIP processing circuit, an input selector for the
main screen, an output selector for the sub-screen, a
microcomputer, an on-screen display integrated circuit (OSDIC), a
mixer, an audio circuit, two tuners, and a multiplexer.”
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(Z2) Limitation] 3e

Comcast argues:

Nagano teaches “receiving a request for a tuning operation,” such
as using a tuner to display and record broadcast programs. RX
0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 105-107.

Resps Br at2l8-19.

Rovi does not rebut this argument. See generally Rovi Br., Section VI(K)(3)(b)(iv)

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that Nagano

teaches this limitation. See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 105-07, 260.

(c) Limitation 13f

Comcast argues:

Nagano detects conflicts between recordings and also determines if
there are overlaps between recordings. RX-0004C (Bederson WS)
at Q/A 109-110. The conflict detection system of the Nagano
could have easily been modified by a POSITA to operate in a STB
with “a first tuner” and “a second tuner,” or multiple timers. Id. at
Q/A 107, 83-85. It also would have been obvious to a POSITA to
combine the teachings of the Nagano with the teachings of Sano or
Chun, each which teach the use of multiple tuners within a STB,
including a “first tuner” and a “second tuner.” RX-0004C at Q/A
74-75 (Sano), 114 (Chun), 302, 307, 309 - (motivations to
combine). In addition, Sano teaches that all of the M tuners in the
STB are capable of tuning to television program in the broadcast
stream for recording. RX-0004C at Q/A 74-75. This satisfies the
limitation requiring “wherein the first tuner and the second tuner
are both capable of performing the tuning operation” which the
examiner found missing during prosecution.

Resps Br at 219.

Rovi does not address Comcast’s argument that Sano teaches the second tuner See

generally Rovi Br., Section VI(K)(3)(b).

Dr Bederson testified that Nagano (and the Prevue Guide) recognized tuner conflicts,

and that a person of ordinary skill knew of multiple tuners, would have been able to modify
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Nagano (and Prevue) to accommodate multiple tuners, and that the modification would not have

been complicated. See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 107, 82-86, 302, 307, and 309.

Indeed, one of ordinary skill in the art would have needed to modify Nagano when porting it on a

set-top box with multiple tuners.

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that a person of

ordinary skill would have been able to modify Nagano for a two-tuner set-top box, such that

Nagano and Sano teach and satisfy this limitation. See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 107,

82-86, 302, 307, and 309.

(cl) Limitation 13g

Comcast argues:

When a conflict is detected, Nagano, “display[s] an alert that
provides a user with an opportunity to direct the interactive
television program guide to cancel a function of the [] ttmer to »
permit the [] tuner to perform the requested tuning operation.” In
order to resolve a potential conflict, Nagano uses the IPG to
display the overlapped display picture, and provides the ability to
cancel a recording. R-0004C at Q/A ll0-lll. Nagano teaches
that the user can cancel a function of the tuner (i.e., cancel a
portion of the recording) of either the first overlapping program
(e.g., change the ending time of the first recorded program) or
second overlapping program (e.g., change the starting time of the
second recorded program). Id. at Q/A lll.

Nagano could have easily been modified by a POSITA to operate
in a STB with multiple tuners. Id. at Q/A 107, 83-85. It would
have also been obvious to a POSITA to combine the teachings of
the Nagano with the teachings of Sano or Chun, which teach
multiple‘ tuners within a STB. RX-0004C at Q/A 74-75 (Sano),
114 (Chun), 302, 307, 309 (motivations to combine).

Resps. Br. at
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Rovi argues this combination does not satisfy the limitation, as combining Nagano and

Sano would eliminate “the very problem that Nagano sought to solve with his invention.” See

CX-1902C (Balakrishnan RWS) at Q/A 131; see also Rovi Br. at 192.

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows that a person of V

ordinary skill would have been able to modify Nagano for a two-tuner set-top box, such that

Nagano and Sano teach and satisfy this limitation. See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 107,

110-11, 82-86, 135, 74-75, 302, 307, and 309. It particular, the administrative lawjudge finds

that it would have taken only ordinary skill to modify Nagano’s alert to cancel a function of the

second tuner. Id The combination would not eliminate Nagano’s solution to managing limited

tuner resources, as the combination would still have a finite number of tuners. Accordingly, the

administrative lawjudge finds that the combination would not eliminate “the very problem that

Nagano sought to solve” and the combination of Nagano and Sato teaches limitation 13g.

. (e) Claims 10 and 22

Comcast argues:

When a conflict has been detected, Nagano teaches “displaying a
display screen using the LPG that provides the user with a first
option to continue to perform the fimction of the [] tuner, and with
a second option to cancel the function of the [] tuner to perform the
requested tuning operation.” To resolve a conflict, Nagano uses
the IPG to display the overlapped recording events, and provides a
cursor to cancel a portion of either recording, and a cancel key to
cancel a recording request. RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A
110-111; supra IX.F.2.i.iv. As discussed above, the conflict
resolution system of Nagano could have easily been modified by a
POSITA to operate in a STB with “a second tuner,” or multiple
tuners. Id. at Q/A 107, 83-85. In the alternative, it would have
been obvious to a POSITA to combine the teachingstof Nagano
with the teachings of Sano or Chun, each which teach the use of
multiple tuners Within a STB, including a “second tuner.” RX
0004C at Q/A 74-75 (Sano), 114 (Chun), 302, 307, 309
(motivations to combine).
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Resps Br at211-12. ‘

Rovi does not rebut this argument. See generally Rovi Br., Section VI(K)(3)(b)(1v)

The administrative law judge has detennined that the evidence shows that Sano teaches

the SLlb_]6C'[matter of claims 10 and 22. See RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 107 110-11 82

86 135 74-75, 302, 307, and 309.

(5) Secondary Considerations

Comcast argues:

Rovi has not demonstrated any secondary considerations of non
obviousness with a nexus to the ‘512 patent. RX-0004C at Q/A
310-311. There is no particular indication of commercial success
or long felt need, and in fact Rovi declined to expand the Prevue
Guide to multi-tuner STBs because such STBs were not Widely
distributed due to cost. Id. at Q/A 17. The simultaneous creation
by many others of systems to resolve conflicts, including in multi
tuner STBs, further underscores the obviousness of the ‘512
claims. Id. at Q/A 315. There is no praise by others or skepticism
identified by Rovi specific to the ‘S12 patent. Id. at Q/A 316-317.
Rovi cannot identify any teaching away, recognition of a unique
problem, or unexpected results either; the claims of the ‘512
simply call for use of well-known concepts to address a well
understood problem to achieve an obvious result. Id. at Q/A
318-320.

Resps Br at 220.

ROV1argues that the ‘512 Patent was a commercial success, due to Rovi’s licensing

rogram, and that the ‘512 Patent satisfied a long-felt need. Rovi Br. at 194-96. Rovi s

arguments are addressed below.

(a) Licensing Success

Rovi argues:

. . . As discussed in Section V(H)(3), supra, Rovi’s licensing
program has been tremendously successful. [ '

_ ]

CX-0001C (Armaly WS) at Q/A 58. _
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. . . The importance of the ’5l2 Patent to Rovi’s licensing program
is illustrated by the number of negotiations in which it was
presented, and importantly, the particular licensees to whom it was
presented. CX-1905C (Putnam RWS) at Q/A 156. [

‘ 1

Rovi Br. at 194-95 (introductory headings omitted).

The Federal Circuit specifically requires “affirmative evidence of nexus where the

evidence of commercial success presented is a license, because it is often cheaper to take licenses

than to defend infringement suits.” In re~Cree, 818 F.3d at 703 (quotations omitted). The

Federal Circuit explained that Y

When the specific licenses are not in the record, it is difficult for
the court to determine if “the licensing program was successful
either because of the merits of the claimed invention or because
they were entered into as business decisions to avoid litigation,
because of prior business relationships, or for other economic
reasons.”

Id. (citing In re AnzorMedia C0rp., 689 ma 1282, 1294 (Fed. Cir. 2012))?“ ln general, the

existence of a license alone is insufficient to show that the licensed patent was a commercial

154In Antor Media, 689 F.3d at 1294, the Federal Circuit criticized evidentiary support that is
similar to the present investigation:
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success. See Iron Grip Barbell C0. v. USASports, 1nc., 392 F.3d l3l7, 1324 (Fed. Cir. 2004)

(“Without a showing of nexus, “the mere existence of licenses is insufficient to overcome the

conclusion of obviousness” when there is a strongprimafacie case of obviousness.”); see also

Amazoncom, 2016 WL 1175773 at *17 (“Mr Holtzman’s testimony lists patent family licenses

and revenue, but does not discuss the merits of the challenged claim as they relate to any

particular license for the ‘956 patent in the portfolio of licenses. . . . [this] does not establish

whether a specific license (or licensing clause, etc.) for the ‘956 patent occurred because of the

merits of the challenged claim, the merits of unchallenged claims, for other patented inventions,

or for other economic reasons related to the whole ‘956 patent family.”).

[ .

1 l55

The evidence does not show, however, that these licenses are based on the merits of the

patents as opposed to a business decision to avoid litigation, a prior business relationship, or

other economic reason. See In re Cree, 8l8 F.3d at 703; In re Antor Media, 689 F.3d at 1294.

Antor merely lists the licensees and their respective sales revenue.
The licenses themselves are not even part of the record. Antor
provides no evidence showing that the licensing program was
successful either because of the merits of the claimed invention or
because they were entered into as business decisions to avoid
litigation, because of prior business relationships, or for other
economic reasons. The Board was thus correct in holding that the
existence of those licenses is, on its own, insufficient to overcome
theprimafacie case of obviousness.

155It is not readily apparent whether the licenses are in the record or if Dr. Putnam read them.
See generally CX-1905C (Putnam RWS) at Q/A 75-79. ‘
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Further, neither Rovi nor Dr. Putnam point to a license distinctly identifying the ‘512 Patent,

which is asserted and at issue in this case. Accordingly, the administrative law judge has

detennined that Rovi has not shown that licensing of the ‘512Patent—apart from the portfolio

has been a success.

(Z2) Long-Felt Need

Rovi’s entire argument is:

The inventions of the ‘S12 Patent fulfilled the long-felt need for a
sophisticated program guide that can perform an allocation of
functions amongst multiple tuners. The claimed inventions met a
need for more flexibility and internlption-free use of the multi
tuner system. CX-1904C (Williams RWS) at Q/A 93-96. At the
time of the invention, some persons of ordinary skill in the art
would have expressed skepticism of such solutions._ Id.

Rovi Br. at 196.

Long-felt need “is analyzed as of the date of an articulated identified problem and

evidence of efforts to solve that problem.” Texas Instruments Inc. v. U.-S‘.Int ’l Trade Comm ’n,

988 F.2d 1165, 1178 (Fed. Cir. 1993).

Rovi’s evidence consists of conclusory expert testimony. See, e.g., CX-1904C (Williams

RWS) at Q/A 93-96. Mr. Williams did not identify the date when the long-felt need first began

(i.e., Mr. Williams did not analyze the need “as of the date of an articulated identified problem

and evidence of efforts to solve that problem,” per Texas 1nstrumem‘s).l56Id. Further, Mr.

Williams’s testimony simply parrots Rovi’s contentions and concludes by agreeing with them;

no outside evidence is cited to support Rovi’s contentions or Mr. Williams’s opinion; Ia’.

156While Mr. Williams discussed the 1992, 1998, and 1999 timeframes, those discussions Were .
not cited by Rovi, and the discussions relate to the priority dates of the patents, not the dates
when the alleged need arose. - V
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Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that this testimony is

insufficient to find a long-felt need, and that this factor does not support non-obviousness

(c) Weighingthe Secondary Consideration Factors

On the whole Rovi’s commercial success evidence and long-felt need arguments are of9

negligible probative value and fail to support a finding that the ‘S12 Patent is not obvious Thus,

the evidence does not have a perceptible impact on the obviousness calculus.

b) Indefiniteness

Comcast’s entire argument is:

Claim 13 recites an “an interactive television program guide
implemented on the system . . . operative to.” As discussed above,
this term should be properly construed as a means-plus-function
term. But, the only structure provided is a general purpose
processor. JX-0006 at 4:66-5:2 (“Each set-top box 112 preferably
contains a processor to handle tasks associated with implementing
a interactive television program guide application on the set-top
box 112.”) ‘But, in cases involving a special purpose computer
implemented means-plus-function limitation, as we have here, the
Federal Circuit has consistently requiredthat the structure be more
than simply a general purpose computer or microprocessor and that
the specification must disclose an algorithm for performing the
claimed function. See, e.g., Noah Systems Inc. v. Intuit Inc., 675
F.3d 1302, 1312 (Fed. Cir. 2012). There is no such algorithm
identified here, and in particular, no algorithm for the steps of (1)
receiving a request, (2) determining a conflict, or (3) displaying an
alert. RX-0004C (Bederson WS) at Q/A 66-69. Accordingly,
claim 13 should be held invalid as indefinite under §112(6).

Resps Br at 221. »

The full text of the disputed phrase appears in bold, italicized text:

13. A system for resolving aconflict when multiple operations
are performed using multiple tuners controlled by an interactive
television program guide, the system comprising:

a first tuner; "

a second tuner; and
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an interactive television program guide implemented on the
system, wherein the interactive television program guide
is operative to: »

receive a request toperform a tuning operation;

determinethat neither thefirst tuner nor the second tuner
are available to perform the requested tuning
operation, wherein the first tuner and the second
tuner are both capable of performing the tuning
operation; and _

in response to the determination, display an alert that
provides a user with an opportunity to direct the
interactive television program guide to cancel a
function of the second tunerito permit the second
tuner toperform the requested tuning operation.

JX-0006 at 19:41-59.

The administrative law judge construed the contested phrase “interactive television

program guide implemented on the system, wherein the interactive television program guide is

operative to: receive . . .; determine . . .; and in response to the determination, display. . .” and

addressed Comcast’s indefiniteness argument in Section VI(F)(2)(b)(14), above. Claim 13 is not

found to be indefinite.

8. Patent Eligibility

Comcast argues that the asserted claims are directed to the abstract idea of providing an

alert “receiving a request to perfonn a tuning operation, determining that a tuner is not able to

perform that operation, and then displaying an alert to the user.” Resps. Br. at 203. Comcast

relies upon Corncast [P Holdings 1,LLC v. Sprint C0mmc’ns C0. L.P., 55 F. Supp. 3d 544, 548

’549 (D. Del. 2014), which found a claim directed toward a telephone network optimization

method ineligible. Id. Comcast provides the following comparison between claim 1 of the ‘512

Patent and claim 21 from Comcast [P Holdings:
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Rovi’512 Patent lnvalidated U.S. Pat. No. 6,873,694
1. A method for resolving a conflict when multiple opera

tions are performed using multiple tuners controlled by an
interactive television program guide, the method comprising:

j receiving a requestjto perform a tuning operation;
i deteniiiltittgjtliai iieither n first tuner nor a second mnerare

available to perfomi the requested tuning operation,
wherein the first tuner and the second tuner are both

capableofperfomiingthetttning_:_:_> _l
in response to the detenninationifisplaying an alcrtlthat

provides a user with an opportunity to direct. the inter
active television progratn guide to cancel a fitnction of
the second tuner to permit the second tuner to perfonn
the requested tuning operation. _

2|. A telephony network optimization method, compris
ing"

tgceivmggicqdesllfrom an application to provide lo the
application service on a telephony network; and

[det'e'rmi‘ningwhether a telephony parameter associated
with the request rcquircs acceptance of a|_‘uscrprornpt to
provide to the application access to the telephony
network. ‘

JX-0006, '512 Patent at Claim 1

lnvalidated '694 Patent at Ciaim21

Comcast then argues that claim 1 does not contain an inventive concept. This is

Comcast’s inventive-concept argument:

The asserted claims of the ‘512 patent consist of “well-understood,
routine, conventional activity,” and contain nothing to transform
them to a patent eligible application. See Mayo, 132 S.Ct. at 1297.
To persons of ordinary skill in the art, the asserted claims are
nothing more than implementation of the well-known concept of
a”conditional execution’ statement” (i.e., an “if statement”).
RX-0004C at Q/A 20. And there is little dispute among the
parties’ experts that the claims were directed to well-known and
standard software and hardware features (multiple tuners were
known). See Tr. 1175:1-12 (interactive television program guides
and receiving turning requests were known); RX-0004C at Q/A 21
(alert upon detection of resource conflict was well-known). And in
fact, recent case law has even found these types of hardware
conventional. See Tech. Dev. Lic., LLC v. General Instrument
Corp, 2016 WL 7104253, *6 (N.D. 111.,Dec. 6, 2016) (tuner,
remote control, processor).

Rovi contends that because tuner conflicts could be resolved in
other ways not covered by the ‘512 claims —e.g., by prioritizing
program types of one kind over another or selections of one user
over another —but this provides no evidence that the claims of the
‘512 patent are inventive. The concept of allowing the user select
the operation (e.g., recording or displayed program) to be canceled
was well known. RX-0004C Q/A 24-26, 43-44, 52-53, 81, 86.
And Rovi cannot expect to rely on the oxaminer’s notice of
allowance as indication of novelty sufficient to preserve patent
eligibility. The notice of allowance in the ‘512 prosecution
contained a generic statement that.thc prior art did not teach all the
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elements of the claims. But, by that measure, no patent claim
would ever be found ineligible. Every issued patent claim has
been subject to examiner review and found to contain elements not
present in the prior art.

Resps. Br. at 205-06.

Rovi argues that the claims are not directed toward an abstract idea and that even if they

are, the claims contain an inventive concept. Rovi Br. at 196-201.

a) Alice Step One: Abstract Idea

The administrative law judge finds that the asserted claims are not directed toward an

abstract ideals? Here, in summary, claim 1 pertains to a cable system (e.g., a set-top box) having

multiple tuners that:

11) Receives a request to record or watch a show;

2) Determines whether a tuner is or is not available to record or Watchthe show;

3) Displays a prompt allowing the user to record or watch the requested show or to
cancel the request. _

The claim language indicates that the predominant concept of claim 1 is confined to a concrete,

tangible application in set-top boxes.“ As Rovi notes, “these claims expressly recite a solution

to a problem that necessarilyarises only ‘when multiple operations are performed using multiple

tuners controlled by an interactive television program guide.”’ Rovi Br. at 196-97 (quoting JX

0006 (’512 Patent) at 18:35-47). Indeed, the administrative law judge found that the accused X1

products did not infringe claims 1 and 13 at least because the Rovi had not shown that the X1

set-top boxes have a second tuner. See generally Section IV(F)(4)(b)(1)(a). Likewise,

Comcast’s obviousness combinations acknowledge that various prior art references contain

157The administrative law judge finds Comcast has not met its burden under both the
preponderance-of-the-evidence and clear-and-convincing standards.

158Claim 13 is also confined to a concrete, tangible application in set-top boxes.
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tuners and various prompts and alerts. See generally Section IV-(F)'(7)(a). Accordingly, Comcast

has not met its burden of showing that claims l or 13 are directed toward an abstract idea.

b) Alice Step Two: Inventive Concept

The administrative law judge has determined that Comcast fails to demonstrate that the

‘S12 Patent does not contain an inventive concept.159

For inventive concept, “the key question is whether the claims add something to the

abstract idea so that the patent covers a specific application of the abstract idea, rather than the

idea itself.” Nezflix v.‘Ravi, ll4 F. Supp. 3d at 937.160 Here, the inventive concept is the

application of a single-tuner-conflict-management system to systems with multiple tuners.

While that concept may not satisfy §§ 102 and 103, the concept is clearly new and usefill, and is

confined to a set-top box having two tuners (e.g., an article of manufacture), such that it passes

§ lOl ’s eligibility filter. See 35 U.S.C.§ l0l (“Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful

process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement

thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and requirements of this title”);

Enfish, LLC v. Microsofi‘ Corp, 822 F.3d 1327, 1327 (Fed. Cir. 2016) (the inventive concept is

not focused on “economic or other tasks for which a_computeris used in its ordinary capacity”).

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that _Comcasthas not met its burden of

demonstrating that _the‘S12 Patent lacks an inventive concept.

'59The administrative law judge finds Comcast has not met its burden under both the
preponderance-of-the-evidence and clear-and-convincing standards.

'6”Netflix, Inc. v. Ravi C0rp., 114 F. Supp. 3d 927, 937 (N.D. Cal. 2015), afi”d, No. 2015-1917,
2016 wt 6575091 (Fed. Cir. Nov. 7, 2016) (Fed. Cir. R. 36). - 1
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V. ADDITIONAL DEFENSES

A. C0mcast’s Express and Implied Licensing Defenses

“An express or implied license is a defense to infringement.” Radar Indus, Inc. v.

Cleveland Die & Mfg. C0., 424 F. App’x 931, 933 (Fed. Cir. 2011). “The burden ofproving that

an implied license exists is on the party asserting an implied license as a defense to‘ V

infringement.” Augustine Med., Inc. v. Progressive Dynamics, Inc., 194 F.3d 1367, 1370 (Fed.

Cir. 1999). _ I

1. Overview of Agreements

Rovi and Comcast entered into several commercial and licensing agreements in 2004 and

2010. The 2010 agreements amend and restate the 2004 agreements.

a) 2004 Agreements (JX-0046C)

‘ On March 31, 2004, Comcast and a Rovi predecessor formed a joint venture, which

became known as Guideworks, for the purpose of owning and developing lPGs for use by

Comcast, among others. See Resps. Br. at 17. The formative document, AJX-0046C,is entitled

“FORMATION OF CABLE IPG JOINT DEVELOPMENT GROUP and ENTRY INTO '

LICENSE AND DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT AND PROGRAMMING AGREEMENTS.”

JX-0046C at l. JX-0046C includes patent and software licenses.

Comcast points to JX-0046C at 15 (and 23-24), § 2.04, as the clause that granted

Comcast a license to software the joint venture created. Resps. Br. at 17. For backgrotmd,

section 2.04 follows:

4. [
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1

JX-0046C at 15 (underlining in original); see also RX-0001C at Q/A. 15. r

Additionally, JX-0046C contains a “LICESE A ND DISTRIBUTION AGEEMENT”

that includes a patent licensing clause, § l(b). For background, § l(b) follows:

(b) I

- 1

JX-0046C at 393-94 (underlining in original). Comcast refers to the license and distribution

agreement as the “LDA,” while Rovi refers to this agreement as the “Patent License.” Compare

Resps. Br. at 17 (referring to JX-0046C at 393-94 as the “2004 LDA”) with Rovi Br. at 4

(referring to JX-0047C, Ex. A (Patent License)).
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b) 2010 Agreements (JX-0050C, .IX-0052C, and JX-0053(7)

In February 2010, Comcast and Rovi ended the Guideworks jointventure, with Comcast

acquiring Guideworks. RX-0001C (Marcus WS) at Q/A 19-21 (identifying JX-0053C as the

2010 Master Agreement); see also Rovi Br. at 381.

At the same time, the parties also entered into an amended license and distribution

agreement, JX-0050C, which is titled “AMENDED AND RESTATED LICENSE AND

DISTRIBUTION AGREEMENT.” Comcast refers to JX-0050C as the “ALDA,” while Rovi

refers to it as the “Patent License” or the “Z010 Amended Patent License.” Compare Rovi Br. at

4 with Resps. Br. at 18. JX-OOSOCprovides a patent license, in § l(b), as follows:

(b) l

l ‘ V“

JX-0050C at 5 (emphasis added; underlining in original). Section 8 of the agreement lays out

fees and rebates. Id. at 17. Section 17 explains the license expires on March 31, 2016. Id. at 34
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( “The term (the ‘TERM’) of this AGREEMENT shall commence on March 31, 2004 and shall

end on March 31, 2016.”). ‘

At the same time, the parties also entered a cross license concerning software, JX-0052C

which is titled “CROSS LICENSE AGREEMENT.” Comcast refers to JX-0052C as the

“ALDA,” while Rovi refers to it as the “Software License” or the “20l0 Software License.”

Compare Rovi Br. at 4 with Resps. Br. at 18. Comcast points to § 2.01, which follows:

l

- ]

Resps. Br. at 18 (citing JX-0052C at 8; emphasis in original). Rovi points to § 2.03, which

follows:

1

] .

Rovi Br. at 382 (citing JX-0052C at 9 (§ 2.03)).

2. Express License

Rovi frames its allegations, as follows: '

Rovi accuses all digital video receivers and hardware and software
components thereof, including all products capable of supporting
C0mcast’s X1 or Legacy Guide, that are or were: (1) products
purchased by Comcast on or after April l, 2016, regardless of
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when they were imported; (2) products installed by Comcast into
its customer base on or after April 1, 2016, regardless of when they
were purchased by Comcast or imported; and (3) products that
Comcast now holds in inventory and that Comcast will, in the
nonnal course of business, install into Comcast’s customer base on
or after April 1, 2016, regardless of when they were purchased by
Comcast or imported. Rovi also accuses all Technicolor and
ARRIS products capable of supporting Comcast’s X1 or Legacy
Guide, that are or were: (1) products imported on or after April 1,
2016 and sold to Comcast; (2) products sold to Comcast on or after
April 1, 2016, regardless of when they were imported; and (3)
products that Technicolor or ARRIS hold in inventory for sale to
Comcast, regardless of when they were imported.

ll.

Comcast argues:

Resps. Br. at 19-20. Comcast adds that “Rovi’s theory-—thatdirect or indirect infringement may

be found based on purely domestic conduct after a fully licensed imp0rtation—i_scontrary to

Section 337 its

to importation.

Under the ALDA, Comcast had an express patent license to Rovi’s
entire patent portfolio covering all of Comcast’s products and
services, including both Legacy and X1 STBs, for the period prior
to March 31, 2016. All of the Legacy STBs at issue in this
Investigation, and [[ 1]units of the accused X1 STBs, were
imported and sold to Comcast before Comcast’s license to R0vi’s
patent portfolio expired. RX-03 86C [(Q2 2016 Leased [ ]
Strategy)] at .0011; RX-0838C (Shank Rebuttal WS) at QA 28-29,
34, 36-37. _

Because all Legacy STBs and certain X1 STBs were covered by an
express patent license at the time of importation and sale to
Comcast, there is no violation as to those STBs.

elf, which underscores that any violation must be founded on unlawful acts related

]d.at21. . ' 

Rovi presents relevant argument in its jurisdictional analysis:

Congress designed Section 337 to provide for, inter alia, cease
and-desist orders that bar an infringer’s distribution of imported
products in inventory—exactly the remedy that Rovi seeks here
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with respect to the products imported prior to the expiration of the
Patent License. Nonetheless, Respondents argue that products
imported prior to April 1, 2016 (i.e., during the term of the
License) do not provide a basis for a violation of Section 337,
because in their view only articles that “infringe at the time of
importation” may violate Section 337. . . .

Congress has explained that Section 337 is designed to vest the
Commission with enforcement authority “broad enough to prevent
every type and form of unfair practice.” Suprema, 1nc., 796 F.3d
at 1350. Comeast’s sale or lease of imported products in its
inventory after importation is exactly the type of unfair practice
that Section 337 was designed to redress by way of a cease-and
desist order.

Congress specifically envisioned that Section 337 would prevent
infringers from building inventory of imported, infringing products
in the United States. Congress amended Section 337 again in 1988
to allow the Commission to issue exclusion orders and cease-and
desist orders as to the same Respondent, such that the cease-and
desist order would apply to products that have been “stockpiled,”
and the exclusion order would apply to products that have yet to be
imported. ]d.; H.R. Rep. No. 40, 100th Cong., 1st Sess. at 59-60.
That is the circumstance here: Rovi seeks an exclusion order as to
X1 and Legacy Products that have yet to be imported, and a cease
and-desist order as to those products that were stockpiled in
inventory.

Rovi Br. at 14-16. .

The 2010 Patent License, IX-0050C, permits Comcast (and authorized third parties) to

“make and have made” and to “use, sell, offer for sale, lease, offer for lease, import, deploy,

distribute or otherwise commercialize” products that practice Rovi’s Patents. IX-0050C at 5

(§ l(b)). Thus, the license expressly allows Comcast, along with its suppliers, to import products

before April 1, 2016.161Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that products

imported before April 1, 2016 are not unlawful imports, and there has been no an unfair act

161The evidence shows that Comcast paid [ ] for the 12-year license, along with
significant additional payments following the 2010 restatement. See RX-0001C (Marcus WS) at
Q/A 17-18, 35 (over [ ], based on Mr. Marcus’s approximation of [ ] per
year in fees); Tr. 156-157. ‘
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which would constitute a violation Section 337 for these products. The administrative law Judge

makes no determination on whether a subsequent domestic activity connected to products

imported before April 1, 2016 (e.g.; any use or sale, completed on or afier April 1 2016, of a set

top box imported before April 1, 2016) infringes the asserted patents

3. Implied License

Comcast argues:

'...[

] By licensing to Comcast [ ] to the Legacy
guides’ software, the CLA provides Comcast an implied license to
any Rovi patent implicated by that software. Rovi 1Sestopped
from derogating from the rights that it granted to Comcast in the
CLA by pursuing patent infringement claims based on the very
same software [ ]. Wang 103 F 3d at
1581-82. i

. . . Comcast entered into a JV with Rovi to develop lPGS——1I1large
part at Comcast’s expense—and sensibly contracted from the
outset [ ] to the fruits of that development effort
See id. It would make no sense to agree to a deal that would
permit Rovi to later assert patents against the very software that
Comcast and Rovi developed in collaboration and largely at
Comcast’s expense.

Resps. Br. at 22-26. Corncast’s implied license arguments are directed toward the Legacy guide

and do not mention the X1 guide. See generally id., Section III(C).

Rovi argues that the software licenses do not grant implied rights because the 2010 cross

license disavowed any implied rights, because the patent rights were expressly conveyed in a
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separate document——thepatent license, a.ndbecause granting “the right to ‘use’ software, without

more, does not convey a patent license.” See Rovi Br. at 383-85.

ia) Disavowal

Rovi argues:

First, the clear language of the 2010 Software License clearly
disavowed any implied rights: [

] JX-0052C (2010 Software License) at §2.03. As
patent rights were not expressly granted, ‘they were by definition,
expressly reserved Comcast’s “implied license” defense fails for
this reason alone.

Rovi. Br. at 383. Section 2.03 follows:

[

1

JX-0052C at 9 (§ 2.03).

Comcast argues: V

Rovi contends that Section 2.03 of the CLA forecloses implied
patent rights. That is not so. [

] But
Section 2.03 nowhere states that it was reserving rights necessary
for Comcast to realize the rights that were expressly granted,
including the right to use the licensed software. Id. (CLA § 2.01)
at 000008.

Resps. Br. at 22-23. Comcast then points to the drafting history and subsequent emails to argue

that the agreement does not include an express disavowal.162 Id. at 23-24.

162Comcast has not explained why it is necessary to go beyond the agreement, which is an
integrated document. See JX-0052C at 18-19 (§12.12 provides, [
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The administrative law judge has determined that § 2.03 disavows an implied license to

Rovi’s patents. Section 2.03 provides that all rights “to the extent not expressly granted herein,

are hereby expressly reserved by RoviGuides and its Affiliates.” The cross license does not

expressly grant a license to Rovi’s patents. Accordingly, the cross license does not provide

Comcast with an implied license to practice Rovi’s patents.

, b) Separate Documents

Rovi argues:

- Second, the very structure of the agreements defeats Comcast’s
claim: patent rights were expressly conveyed in the 2004 Patent
License, as amended in 2010, to cover the software of the joint
venture, and software rights (source code and copyright) were
expressly conveyed in the Software License of 2004, as amended
in 2010. . . .

Because patent rights were expressly granted by the Patent License
as to the software to be developed by the joint venture, including
derivative software, they could not also have been impliedly
conveyed by the Software License at the same time. An implied
license to patent rights cannot co-exist with an express license to
those same rights. '

Comcast itself has recognized that the Patent License granted a
(now-expired) express license as to Comcast’s Legacy
Products. . . . If the 2004 Software License conveyed those same
rights, as Comcast and l\/Ir. Marcus now suggest, then the Patent
License—and the [ ] payment there1.u1der—would be
redundant. . . . - ~

Rovi Br. at 384-85. Rovi then distinguishes cases that Comcast cited “for the proposition that an

implied license can coexist with an express grant[.]” Id. at'385. Rovi argues:

]). See 1nv’rs Ins. C0. 0fAm. v. Dorinco Reinsurance C0., 917 F.2d 100, 104 (2d Cir.
1990) (“Parol evidence may be admitted to explain a writing only when the tenns of the writing
itself are ambiguous”).
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These cases stand for the mere proposition that a license to a
continuation or reissue patent will implicitly include a license to
the parent patent, if such a license is necessary to practice the
expressly licensed continuation or reissue patents. Not one of
these cases renounces black letter law that an express and implied
license cannot coexist as to the same subject. Atlas, 895 F.2d at
754-55.

Rovi Br. at 385.

Comcast argues:

. . . the Federal Circuit has regularly found that an implied license
may co-exist with an express patent license. See, e.g., Gen.
Protecht Grp., Inc. v. Leviton Mfg. C0., 651 F.3d 1355, 1361-62

' (Fed. Cir. 2011); see also, e.g., Intel Corp. v. Negotiated Data
Solutions, 1nc., 703 F.3d 1360, 1366-67 (Fed. Cir. 2012);
TransC0re, LP v. Elec. Transaction Consultants Corp, 563 F.3d
1271, 1279-80 (Fed. Cir. 2009). That is particularly true where, as
here, the express license and the implied license are directed to
different subject matter and serve different purposes. The 2010
ALDA expanded the scope of a pre-existing and term-limited
express patent license that granted Comcast broad rights under all
of Rovi’s patents for a limited term. [

1

Resps. Br. at 24.

The administrative law judge finds that given the side-by-side structure of the

agreements, the agreements must be read together, to give meaning to the patent rights that were

addressed in the 2010 Patent License, JX-0050C. The agreements are governed by New York

law, which requires that agreements executed as part of the same transaction be read together.

See This Is Me, Inc. v. Taylor, 157 F.3d 139, 143 (2d Cir. 1998); Gordon v. Vincent Youmans,
»

1nc., 358 F.2d 261, 263 (2d Cir. 1965) (“it is both good sense and good law that these closely
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integrated and nearly contemporaneous documents be construed together”); Paneccasio v.

Unisource Worldwide, 1nc., 532 F.3d 101, 111 (2d Cir. 2008) (“The rules of contract

construction require us to adopt an interpretation which gives meaning to every provision of the

contract”); Restatement (Second) ofContracts § 202(2) (2008) (“all Writingsthat are part of the

same transaction are interpreted together”).l63 As explained above, the patent license permits

Comcast (and authorized third parties) to “make and have made” and to “use, sell, offer for sale,

lease, offer for lease, import, deploy, distribute or otherwise commercialize” products that

infringe Rovi’s Patents. JX-0050C at 5 (§ l(b)). Reading the software license to grant an

implied license to Rovi’s patents would undercut the import of the patent license, which was

signed on the same day as the software license.

c) 1 Right to “Use” Software

Comcast argues:

At least since 2004, the parties addressed the JV and their
respective rights to the fruits of that JV separate from any general
license for Comcast to Rovi’s entire patent portfolio. The 2010
CLA implemented the parties’ 2004 agreement that, in the event
one patty later purchased the other’s interest, Rovi would grant
Comcast aperpetual license to that software, including the right to,
among other things, perpetually use the IPG software created by
the JV. JX-0052C (CLA §2.01) at .000008; JX0046C (2004
License Agmt. § 2.05) at .000O85. If Rovi were permitted to assert
patent infringement based on the Legacy guides now that the
ALDA’s broader license to Rovi’s entire patent poitfolio has
expired, Comcast’s perpetual license to use the Legacy guides
would not be perpetual at all. The parties clearly did not intend
that unreasonable result, as evidenced by the fact that the CLA
expressly grants Comcast a right to “use” the licensed software-a

IG3The license itself says it should be read with the corresponding documents. See JX-0052C at
18-19 [ .

l
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right under the Patent Act. 35 U.S.C. § 27l(a). Where, as here, a
grantor confers “a right to ‘use’ . . . software,” it is understood that
the grant “carries with it a license to utilize the grantor’s
intellectual property rights as needed for such use.” Mark G.
Malven, Technology Transactions." A Practical Guide to Drafting
and Negotiating Commercial Agreements 1-4 n.1 (Paul Matsumoto
ed., 2015).

Resps Br at 25 (footnotes omitted).

Rovr argues: g

Third, it is Well established that the right to “use” software, without
more, does not convey a patent license. Mr. Marcus proclaimed
that the right to “use” Rovi’s software as conveyed in the 2004 and
2010 Software Licenses constitutes an express or implied patent
right. Marcus Tr. 524. Not so. The Federal Circuit has rejected
such an argument. In State Contracting & Eng ’g Corp, v. Florida,
the Federal Circuit held that a grant of “all rights to m, duplicate
or disclose [data], in whole or in part, in any manner and for any
purpose whatsoever, and to have or permit others to do so” did not
impart a license to gatent rights. 258 F.3d 1329, 1339, 1339-40
(Fed. Cir. 2001) (emphasis omitted); see also Intel Corp., 173 F.
Supp. 2d at 213 (finding no implied license where a contract
bestows intellectual property other than patents).

Herc, too, the word “use” in the Software Licenses falls squarely
within the copyright context in which it appears. [

] To show infringement under copyright law, a
plaintiff must show that the defendant has “used her
property.” Chamberlain Group, Inc. v. Skylink Techs, Inc., 381
F.3d 1178, 1193, 1202 (Fed. Cir. 2004) (emphasis added). “Use,”
as it appears in the Software Licenses, then, plainly refers to
copyrights—not patent rights, which are not mentioned and were
expressly granted by the Patent License.

Indeed, Comcast had patent rights that covered derivative
software—for a term that has now expired. The 2004 Patent
License explicitly covered the IPG software [

1 JX-0O47C,rP.x. A (Patent
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License) at 3, 5. If Comcast wished to continue to use derivative
software insulated from infringement liability beyond the
expiration of that license, Comcast could have either renegotiated
the license or created non-infringing versions of the software.
Comcast was thus similarly situated to all of its competitors, all of
whom developed IPG software with a term license to Rovi’s
patents. Each of those competitors has renewed its patent license
to continue to use its licensed software; Comcast could have done
the same, but has not.

Rovi Br. at 386 (emphasis in original).

In reply, Comcast argues that two cases Rovi relies on, State Contracting & Eng ’g Corp.

v. Florida, 258 F.3d 1329 (Fed. Cir. 2001) and Hilgraeve Corp. v. Symantec Corp, 265 F.3d

1336 (Fed. Cir. 2001) are distinguishable. See Resps. Reply at 10.

The administrative law judge finds that the § 2.03 does not convey a “right to use” under

35 U.S.C. § 271; § l(b) of the patent license conveys that right. Further, Comcast has not cited

any legal authority to support its argument.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Comcast does not have an

implied license to infringe Rovi’s patents through the Legacy guide. Ftuther, Comcast has not

shown that it has an implied license to infringe Rovi’s patents through the X1 guide, particularly

as it has presented no separate argument or evidence pertaining to the X1 guide.

B. C0mcast’s Exhaustion Defense

“[P]atent exhaustion is an affirmative defense for which the alleged infringer has the

burden of proof.” SanDisk Corp. v. Mobile Media Ideas LLC, No. C l l-00597 CW, 201 1 WL

1990662, at *3 (N.D. Cal. May 23, 2011).

Comcast argues:

The “authorized sale of an article that substantially embodies a
patent exhausts the patent holder’s rights and prevents the patent
holder from invoking patent law to control postsale use of the
article” because the patent holder licensedthe licensee “to practice
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any of its patents ' and to sell products practicing those
patents.” Quanta Computer, Inc. v. LG Elecs., Inc., 553 U.S. 617,
638 (2008); see also Keurig, Inc. v. Sturm Foods, 1nc., 732 F.3d
1370, 1375 (Fed. Cir. 2013). In accusing the Legacy STBs of
infringement, Rovi has in substance alleged that the asserted
patent claims are substantially (if not entirely) embodied in the
very software that Rovi licensed to Comcast under the CLA. RX
0002C (Radloff WS) at QA 17, 25, 30, 32, 35, 37. Thus, Rovi’s
grant of the perpetual software license in the CLA bars Rovi’s
claims.

While Rovi has contended that patent exhaustion cannot occur
without a fonnal transfer of title, the case on which it has relied
expressly ‘observed that the “authorized acquirers” protected by the
exhaustion doctrine include “those who acquire possession and
operational control, as by lease, from [the patentee].” Helferich
Patent Licensing, LLC v. N1’. Times C0., 778 F.3d 1293, 1297 n.l
(Fed. Cir. 2015) (emphasis added) (citations omitted). Here,
Comcast acquired “possession and operational control” of the
Legacy guide software through the CLA and the _Master
Agreement, which gave Comcast unencumbered perpetual rights to
use and reproduce the Guideworks‘ software as Comcast saw
fit. See, e.g., JX-0053C (Master Agreement § 6.2(a)) at .0000l2
.000013; JX-0052C (CLA §§ 2.01, 5.01) at .000008,
.00001-1. Rovi cannot now invoke patent law to control postsale
use of the Legacy guides. Quanta Computer, Ina, 553 U.S. at 638.

Resps Br at 26-27 (emphasis added).

ROV1argues:

Comcast also argues that the Asserted Patents are exhausted by the
Software License as to Comcast’s Legacy Products. Comcast’s
exhaustion argument fails for two reasons: (1) patent exhaustion,
as judicially fashioned and narrowly applied, may only be
triggered by the sale of an infringing article; and (2) exhaustion
does not apply to reproductions. . . .

First, patent exhaustion has historically been construed
narrowly. Helferich Patent Licensing, LLC v. New York Times
C0., 778 F.3d. 1293, 1301-07 (Fed. Cir, 2015). It is triggered only
by the authorized sale, by the patent holder or licensee, of an
article that embodies the exhausted patent. Quanta Computer, Inc.
v. LG Elecs., 1nc., 553 U.S. 617, 636 (2008); Helferich, 778 F.3d at
1297 n.l (exhaustion protects'“authorized acquirer[s],” which are
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“those who acquire title to the article at issue from the patentee or
from a licensee authorized to_sell”).

Here, Comcast’s exhaustion defense is based on a software license
granting Comcast limited rights to use certain software under the
2010 Software License~not the sale of any article. Resps P.H. Br.
at 57-58. Comcast has cited no authority for the proposition that
the exhaustion doctrine should be expanded to apply in the context
of a software license. Comcast points to LG Elects, Inc. v.
Hitachi, Ltd. to purportedly support its contention that a “license”
can constitute a sale for exhaustion purposes, but that lone district
court case, which pre-dates the Federal Circuit’s Helfrich opinion
by six years, is not about software. LG Electronics stands for the
unremarkable proposition that a patent license may authorize
foreign sales of patented articles to which exhaustion would then
attach. 655 F. Supp. 2d 1036, 1044 (N.D. Cal. 2009).

Comcast also asserts that the perpetual rights to the software are
“unencumbered” and therefore exhaust Rovi’s patent rights. But
this is merely a repackaging of C0mcast’s implied rights
argument. See Section Xl(A)(3), supra. The 2010 Software
License is not a patent license——it conveyed no patent
rights. Patent rights as to joint venture software (including in the
event of dissolution) were conveyed by the contemporaneous but
separate Patent License, which expired on March 31, 2016. JX
0047C, Ex. A (Patent License) at 3, 5.

Second, and equally important, exhaustion attaches only to the
particular patent-authorized article that was sold, and not to any
reproduction thereof. Bowman v. Monsanto C0., 133 S. Ct. 1761,
1764 (2013). “That is because, once again, if simple copying were
a protected use, a patent would plummet in value after the first sale
of the item containing the invention. The undiluted patent
monopoly, it might be said, would extend not for 20 years (as the
Patent Act promises), but only for one transaction.” Id. at
1768. Thus, even if title to a copy of the Rovi Software passed to
Comcast in 2010 (no such event occurred), exhaustion would
potentially attach to that particular copy only, such that Comcast
would be free to dispose of only that particular copy. Comcast’s
argument that a right to reproduce software intrinsically includes
the right to practice patents long after such a license has expired is
unsupported. Under controlling Supreme Court precedent,
exhaustion does not reach copies of C0mcast’s Legacy Guide
resident on the set-top boxes provided to its subscribers—the focus
of Rovi’s infringement allegations for the patents that implicate
Legacy Products. Ia’.
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Rovi Br. at 387-89.

Neither party presents a reply. See generally Rovi Reply, Section XI Resps. Reply,

Section III. 1

The administrative law judge has determined that Comcast has notjshown its acquisition

of “‘possession and operational control’ of the Legacy guide software through the CLA and the

Master Agreement” constitutes a sale for ptuposes of patent exhaustion.164 As Rovi correctly

notes, the 2010 software license was encumbered, as Rovi reserved ownership and control of its

patent rights (which were simultaneously licensed for a fixed term). Further, even if the software

cross license is considered an authorized sale of an article, that sale does not give Comcast

infinite rights to reproduce the Legacy guide. See Bowman v. Monsanto C0., 133 S. Ct. 1761,

1764 (2013). Finally, for the avoidance of doubt, the administrative law judge notes that

Comcast has not shown exhaustion pertains to the X1 guide.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Comcast’s exhaustion

defense fails. ‘

C. ARRIS’s Forum Selection, Estoppel and Waiver Defenses \

l
/

164Comcast does not address § 2.04 (“Authorized Sales”) of the Software License. See IX
0052C at 9 (identifying limits on authorized sales).
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Overview of License (JX-0068C)
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] ,

At the hearing, witnesses from both patties also testified that the contract was not

ambiguous. Mr. Armaly, Rovi’s Executive Vice President of Intellectual Property and

Licensing, testified, as follows:

Q. . . . You’re a lawyer, aren’t you, by training?

A. lam.
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Q. And you’re aware of the parol evidence rule?

A. l’m generally aware of it.

Q. You probably learned about that in law school. Do you think
this agreement is ambiguous?

A. I don’t think it’s ambiguous.

Q. So Rovi’s position is this agreement is not ambiguous, it’s
clear? ~ .

A. Correct. 

Q. And that’s your position too?

A. That’s my position.

Tr. 140-141. Mr. Van Aacken, ARRIS’s VP and lead counsel for ARRIS group, testified, as

follows: K ~

Q. In your witness statement, you testified about a certain license
agreement between Rovi and ARRIS; right?

A. I did.

Q. Now, let me just ask you this first. Is that agreement
ambiguous in any way? .

I A. Not to me.

Tr. 490.

ARRlS’s witnesses confirmed that the set-top boxes in this investigation do not carry

ARRIS IPGs. MI. Van Aacken also testified about the products it sells to Comcast, as follows

Q. Now, I want to be clear up front about your arguments about
this agreement. ARRIS doesn’t argue that it has an express license
that covers the accused products in this investigation on account of
that license, does it? '

A. We do not argue that the license covers the products we sell to
Comcast.
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Tr. 490-491. Robert Folk, Vice President of Product Management for ARRIS, testified as

follows:

Tr. 486

the [

] limits the forum for any proceedings arising out of or otherwise related to the parties
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Q. And that’s because you just heard testimony -- orymaybe you
didn’t hear, but your colleague just testified that the accused set
top boxes do not have any IPGs that are ARRIS IPGs; is that right?

A. That’s right. The boxes don’t have any IPGs on them.

Q. I just want to be clear about the ARRIS software. The ARRIS
software that’s loaded onto the device is not an ARRIS interactive
program guide, is it?

A. No.

2. Enforcement Action and Forum Selection

ARRIS argues that the investigation should be terminated with respect to ARRIS because

agreement to courts within the state and city of New York.” Resps. Br. at 27. 1

With regard to the enforcement action, ARRIS argues:

I

’ l

This action was filed as a direct result of the failed licensing
discussions between Comcast and Rovi. See Amended Complaint,
at 112. As Mr. Armaly testified, Rovi had sought to negotiate
directly with Comcast regarding Rovi’s IPG patents for over two
years. CX-0001C at Q/A 118. Those negotiations failed, and upon
expiration of Comcast’s prior license agreement, Rovi filed this
action—and other actions in U.S. district court—against Comcast
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and ARRIS. See, e.g., Amended Complaint, at 112;RX-0698 at 4.
This action concerns six of the Rovi IPG patents that were
discussed by Rovi and Comcast during their negotiations (see CX
OOOICat Q/A 118-132), each of which is subject to the ARRIS
Rovi Agmt. See Amended Complaint, at 115.

Resps. Br. at 33. ARRIS relies upon “the plain language of [19 U.S.C. § l337(c)], Supreme

Court precedent, the deference given by the courts, and the Semiconductor Chips investigation,”

to argue that the forum selection clause “has the same impact as an arbitration clause under

Section 337(c).” Id. at 28-30.

Rovi argues: . '

The ARRIS IPG License, however, has nothing to do with Rovi’s
claims against the Accused Products here, which are ARRIS set
top boxes designed for Comcast lPGs. Both ARRIS corporate
witnesses testified that the Accused Products do not involve IPGs
developed by or for ARRIS and are therefore not licensed by the
ARRIS IPG License. Folk Tr. 486, Van Aacken Tr. 490.

Rovi Br. at 389. Rovi also argues that ARRIS’s arguments about the forum selection clause are

breach-of-contract claims, and that those claims should be adjudicated in New York. Id. at 391

93.

_ ARRIS replies that in the ARRIS-Rovi IPG License, [

] Resps. Reply at ll.

The administrative law judge has determined that the ARRIS-Rovi IPG License does not

preclude this investigation with respect to ARRIS, as ARRIS urges. The ARRIS-Rovi IPG

License’s grant is limited to [ ] IPGs. JX-0068C at l, 5 (RECITALS; 1]2.1). [

] Comcast’s X1 and Legacy guides are not [ ] lPGs, and the ARRIS
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Rovi IPG License says nothing about ARRIS’s ability to sell hardware to Comcast.

Accordingly, even if the investigation constitutes an [ ] under the ARRIS

Rovi IPG License, the dispute does not arise out of, or relate to, the ARRIS-Rovi IPG License,

because the License pertains to [ ] IPGs, not the hardware ARRIS sold to Comeast.

In addition, with respect to ARRlS’s argument that termination is appropriate under

§ 337(0) because its forum selection clause is equivalent to a settlement agreement or an

arbitration clause, the administrative law judge finds that ARRIS hasnot shown that termination

is warranted. In effect, ARRIS argues that the Commission cannot investigate unfair trade

practices and their effect on domestic industries based on an agreement between private parties.

ARRIS, however, has not addressed its failure to obtain an injunction barring the action in light

of the forum selection clause. As mentioned in Order No. 31, the Commission has tenninated

investigations under Commission Rule 210.21 after a complainant moved to terminate the

investigation and withdraw the complaint in light of a district court’s injunction barring the

Commission action due to a forum selection clause. See, e.g., Certain Network Commc ’nsSys.

For Optical Networks and Components Thereofi Inv. No. 337-TA-535, Initial Determination

(Order No. 6) (June 7, 2005); Certain Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters and Prods. Containing

Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-739, Initial Detennination (Order 19) (Jan. 19, 2011).

ARRIS’s arguments are breach-of—contraetclaims, which are not a defense the

Commission’s statutory directive to investigate unfair trade practices (or to patent

infringement).165 See 19 U.S.C. § 1337(0); General Protecht Group, ‘Inc. v. Leviton Mfg. C0.,

165During the Hearing, ARRIS characterized its claims as a breach of contract. See Tr. 79 (“And
the two promises -- the two promises that are in that private party agreement. [ _

l ] The second
promise was that if there were disputes arising under our agreement with Rovi, they were to be
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651 F 3d 1355, 1359 (Fed. Cir. 2011). Whether or not Rovi has, in fact, breached the ARRlS

ROV1IPG License by filing a complaint with the Commission is for the New York court to

detennine and to remedy, if needed.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that ARRIS has not shown that

termination ISwarranted. '

3. Implied Liccnsc

For 1mplied license, ARRIS argues:

. . . Rovi’s promises in the ARRIS-Rovi Agmt. give rise to at least
an implied license to ARRIS that operates as a defense to Rovi’s
infringement claims against ARRIS in this Investigation. JX
O068C at 7729-30; RX-0782C at Q/A 17; Tr. 499:2—l2; see
General Prorecht, 651 F.3d at 1359~60. [

_ ] This promise by Rovi amounts
to an implied license to ARRIS of equal scope. See, Carborundum
C0. v. Molten Metal Equip. Innovations, Ina, 72 F.3d 872, 878
(Fed. Cir. 1995) (noting that a license, “which may be express or
implied,” is “in essence nothing more than a promise by the
licensor not to sue the licensee”).

Indeed, the closing sentence of [

]—confirms that such an implied
license to ARRIS arose fiom Rovi’s promise, in contrast to any
such implied license passing through to the [

] JX-0068C at 7729-30 (emphasis added); see Tr.
497:18498:7, 499:2~500:l. Rovi’s interpretation of this sentence,
on the other hand, so as to carve out any implied license to ARRIS
itself, cannot be reconciled with the plain language of the parties’
agreement in the earlier sentence of [ g

] JX-0068C at 7729; see TransC0re, LP v.

resolved 1I1New York by New York courts, not in the ITC. That promise was breached too, and
Wethink the remedy is dismissal of Arris.” (emphasis added)).
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Elec. Transaction Consultants C0rp., 563 F_.3d 1271, 1278-79
(Fed. Cir. 2009) (finding an implied license to continuation patents
arose from a settlement agreement despite statements therein that
“[n]o express or implied license” was being granted in the release
and that the “Covenant Not To Sue shall not apply to any other
patents to be issued in the future”-).

Independent of Section 337(0), should the ALJ find that one or
more of the asserted claims is infringed by ARRIS, ARRIS’s
affirmative defenses preclude the entry of any limited exclusion
order against ARRIS for similar reasons as set forth above. For
example, as discussed above, Rovi’s promises in the ARRIS-Rovi
Agmt. give rise to an implied license to ARRIS, which operates as
a defense to Rovi’s infringement claims against ARRIS in this
Investigation. JX-0068C at 7729-30; RX-0782C at Q/A 17; see
Tr. 499:2—l2;see General Protecht, 651 F.3d at 1359-60; see also
Carborundum, 72 F.3d at 878.

Resps. Br. at 39-40, 44-45.

The license contains numerous clauses curtailing the scope of the license and any

unintended grant of rights. Paragraph 2.4 provides:

[

JX-0068C at 6. [

] Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that the

ARRIS-Rovi IPG License does not give ARRIS an implied license “that operates as a defense to

Rovi’s infringement claims against ARRIS,” as ARRIS argues.
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4. Equitable Estoppel

For equitable estoppel, ARRlS’s entire argument is:

Rovi’s infringement claims are likewise barred by the doctrine of
equitable estoppel. Radio Sys. Corp. v. Lalor, 709 F.3d 1124, 1130
(Fed. Cir. 2013) (listing required elements for equitable estoppel).
Through Sections 2.2 and 2.3 of the ARRIS-Rovi Agmt., and
Rovi’s statements and conduct in the related negotiations, Rovi led
ARRIS to reasonably infer that Rovi did not intend to enforce its
patent rights against ARRIS so long as ARRIS [

] JX-0068C at 7729
30; RX-0782C at Q/A 17. ARRIS relied on Rovi’s promises,
statements, and conduct in thereafter continuing to supply Comcast
with set-top box products for use in Comcast’s network and
services. Additionally, ARRIS is [not seeking to indemnify
Comcast against any claim by Rovi] in this Investigation. See,
e.g., RX-0782C at Q/A 31—32. ARRIS will be materially
prejudiced if Rovi’s infringement claims are pemiitted.

Resps. Br. at 45.

Rovi replies:

Rovi Reply at

As Rovi has explained, Compls. Br. at 389-91, ARRIS has no
reasonable affirmative defense that arises out of the ARRIS IPG
License, a limited patent license that covers only particular
software—“lPGs developed by or for ARRIS.” The parties have
long agreed—and affmned in several rounds of briefing in New
York state court, in the Eastem District of Texas, before the
Commission, and in live testimonyAthat the Accused Products in
this Investigation are not “IPGs developed by or for ARRIS.” Id.
ARRIS insists, however, that the ARRIS IPG License must extend
to hardware provided to Comcast—accused set-top boxes that have
nothing to do with. ARRIS IPGs—under doctrines of implied
license, equitable estoppel, or waiver. Resps. Br. 45. Having
spent only a few lines per theory, ARRIS can hardly contend that it
meets its burden to establish any one of these alleged defenses by a
preponderance of the evidence. Jazz Photo‘ Corp. v. Int’! Trade
Comm ’n, 264 F.3d 1094, 1102 (Fed. Cir. 2001).

142. 

Radio Systems Corporation v. Lalor provides:
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three elements are required for equitable estoppel to bar a
patentee’s suit: (1) the patentee, through misleading conduct (or

r silence), leads the alleged infringer to reasonably infer that the
patentee does not intend to enforce its patent against the alleged
infringer; (2) the alleged infringer relies on that conduct; and (3)
the alleged infringer will be materially prejudiced if the patentee is
allowed to proceed with its claim. ~

709 F.3d 1124, 1130 (Fed. Cir. 2013). ‘ ‘

The administrative law judge has determined that ARRIS has not shown that equitable

estoppel applies. Paragraph 2.4 of the ARRIS-Rovi IPG License explicitly curtails estoppel, and

paragraphs 2.2 and 2.3 curtail any covenant-notjto-assert or “any similar right” to ARRIS.

Further, ARRIS has not cited any evidence of material prejudice. See generally Resps. Br.,

Section IV. Accordingly, equitable estoppel does not apply. _

5. Waiver

For waiver, ARRlS’s entire argument is:

Waiver similarly applies. Rovi intentionally relinquished the right
to involve ARRIS in an [ ] against Comcast so
long as [ 

] JX-0068C at 7729-30; see U.S. v. Olano, S07 U.S. 725,
733 (1993) (“[W]aiver is the ‘intentional relinquishment or
abandonment of a known right.”‘).

Resps. Br. at 45.

Rovi replies: _

As Rovi has explained, Compls. Br. at 389-91, ARRIS has no
reasonable affirmative defense that arises out of the ARRIS IPG
License, a limited patent license that covers only particular
softwareA“IPGs developed by or for ARRIS.” The parties have
long agreed—and affirmed in several rounds of briefing in New
York state court, in the Eastern District of Texas, before the
Commission, and in live testimony—that the Accused Products in
this Investigation are not “IPGs developed by or for ARRIS.” Id.
ARRIS insists, however, that the ARRIS IPG License must extend
to hardware provided to Comcast-—accusedset-top boxes that have
nothing to do with ARRIS lPGs~under doctrines of implied
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license, equitable estoppel, or waiver. Resps. Br. 45. Having
spent only a few lines per theory, ARRIS can hardly contend that it
meets its burden to establish a.nyone of these alleged defenses by a
preponderance of the evidence. Jazz Photo Corp. v. Int’! Trade
Comm ’n, 264 F.3d 1094, 1102 (Fed. Cir. 2001). ‘

Rovi Reply at 142.

ARRIS’s entire argument for a case-dispositive issue is 30 words. It cites no evidence

beyond the text of the ARRIS-Rovi IPG License, and the only case it cites addressed waiver in

the context of “whether the presence of alternate jurors during jury deliberations was a ‘plain

error’ that the Court of Appeals was authorized to correct under Federal Rule of Criminal

Procedure 52(b).” United States v. Olano, 507 U.S. 725, 727 (1993).

Paragraph 2.4 of the ARRIS-Rovi IPG License explicitly [

] JX-0068C at 6. Further, ARRIS has not

shown that any relinquishment was intentional, as the ARRIS-Rovi IPG License states that

[ ' , ] Accordingly, waiver

does not apply.

6. Issue Preclusion

~ Rovi contends ARRIS’s contract arguments are barred by issue preelusion.166 Rovi

argues:

The ITC and the Federal Circuit have long recognized that “those
Who have contested an issue shall be bound by the result of the
contest, and that matters once tried shall be considered forever

’ settled as between the parties.” Young Eng ’rs, Inc. v. Int ’l -Trade
Comm ’n, 721 F.2d 1305, 1315 (Fed. Cir. 1983). Issue preclusion
requires that an identical issue was actually litigated and decided in
a prior action, the party against whom estoppel is invoked had a ‘
full and fair opporttmity to litigate the issue, and the resolution of
the issue was essential to a final judgment. Certain Integrated

1“ The prior decision is: Rovi Guides, Inc. v. Comcast C0rp., No. 2:16-CV-00322-JRG-RSP
(ma. 182), 2016 WL 6217201, (12.13.Tex. 06:. 25, 2016).
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Circuits, Chipsels, & Prods. Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA
786, Initial Determination, 2012 ITC LEXIS 1891, at *ll0-11
(July 12, 2012) (quoting Innovad Inc. v. Microsofi C0rp., 260 F.3d
1326, 1334 (Fed. Cir. 2001)). A finding as to the enforcement of a
forum selection clause upon a motion to transfer is a “final
judgment” for purposes of issue preclusion. Morgan Tire of
Sacramento v. Goodyear Tire, N0. 2:15-cv-00133-KJM-AC, 2015
U.S. Dist. LEXIS 51778, *15-16 (E.D. Cal. Apr. 20, 2015). A
party who has litigated a forum selection clause against an
opposing party in one forum may not then litigate the same clause
against the same party in another fortun. Surgical Orthomedics,
Inc. v. Brown Rudnick LLP, N0. 12-6652, 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
87418, at *4-7 (D.N.J.Jtu1e 21, 2013). 

Rovi Br at 390. Rovi further argues that although the Eastern District of Texas “transferred the

action for judicial economy reasons, this determination is ‘essential’ to the judgment for

purposes of issue preclusion.” Id. at 391.

ARRIS argues:

. . . Judge Payne plainly did not decide the issue of termination of
this Investigation under Section 337(c) in view of the ARRIS-Rovi
Agmt., let alone in a final judgment. Moreover, and most tellingly,
Magistrate Judge Payne’s remarks regarding the ARRIS-Rovi
Agmt. were not “essential” to his decision—the granting of
ARRIS’s motion.

. . . Moreover, the lynchpin in Judge Payne’s remarks—“breach of
contract is not a defense to patent infringement”Aign0res
ARRIS’s affinnative defenses in this Investigation, which are
recognized defenses to patent infringement. See Anton/Bauer, Inc.
v. PAG, Ltd., 329 F.3d 1343, 1350 (Fed. Cir. 2003) (“An implied
license is a defense to patent infringement.”). As set forth above
and below, ARRIS’s affirmative defenses in this Investigation are
based on the [ ] clauses of the ARRlS—Rovi
Agmt., and thereby raise “a non-frivolous dispute regarding the
scope of a patent license,” triggering the broad forum selection
clause of the ARRJS-Rovi Agmt. General Protecht, 651 F.3d at
1359. '

Resps Br at 43-44.

In Innovad Inc. v. Microsofl Corp. , the Federal Circuit explained
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Under the doctrine of issue preclusion, also called‘ collateral
estoppel, a judgment on the merits in a first suit precludes
relitigation in a second suit of issues actually litigated and
detennined in the first suit. In re Freeman, 30 F.3d 1459, 1465
(Fed. Cir. 1994) (citing Lawlor v. Nat’! Screen Serv. Corp, 349
U.S. 322, 326 (1955)). Issue preclusion operates only if: (1) the
issue is identical to one decided in the first action; (2) the issue Was
actually litigated in the first action; (3) resolution of the issue was
essential to a final judgment in the first action; and (4) the party
against whom estoppel is invoked had a full and fair opportunity to
litigate the issue in the first action.

260 F.3d 1326, 1334 (Fed. Cir. 2001).

The administrative lawjudge has determined that Rovi has not shown that issue

preclusion applies. As the parties note, issue preclusion requires the “identical issue” to be

litigated. The Eastern District of Texas granted ARRIS’s motion to change venue pursuant to a

forum selection clause. Here, ARRIS seeks to terminate the investigation altogether, under 19

U.S.C. § 1337(0), as if the forum selection clause is equivalent to a settlement agreement or

arbitration clause. As discussed above, terminating an investigation under § 337(c) differs from

transferring venue pursuant to a forum selection clause. Accordingly, issue preclusion does not

apply ‘

VI. DOMESTIC INDUSTRY —ECONOMIC PRONG

As argued with regard to the technical prong, Rovi has identified the following domestic

industryproducts: Rovi i-Guide, Rovi Passport, Rovi TotalGuide XDsystem, Verizon FiOS

system, and SuddenLink. Rovi generally does not contend the Verizon system (apart from

licensing, for instance) constitutes a portion of its domestic industry. See Rovi Br. at 334-36.

A. R0vi’s Investment in Plant and Equipment K

Rovi contends it has invested [' ] in information-technology (“IT”) and facilities

related to its Passport product “which included hardware, software, and associated infrastructure
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investments, all necessary to develop Passport.” CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 88-89; CX

1456C (DI Product Financials); CX-0006C (Bright WS) at Q/A 53-57. Rovi also contends it

invested [ ] in IT and facilities related to i-Guide and [ ] for TotalGuide XD. See CX

0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 90-93; CX-1456C (DI Product Financials); CX-0006C (Bright WS)

at Q/A 53-57. 

Comcast argues that Rovi’s investments do not count “under Prong A because they relate

to R&D or sales and marketing.” Resps. Br. at 361. Comcast argues:

For iGuide, of the [. ] relate to R&D, [ 
. ] relate to sales, and [ ] relate to marketing. See

. RDX-1501C (citing RPX-0004C). For Passport, of the [
] relate to R&D, [ ] relate to sales, and

[ ] relate to marketing. See id For TotalGuide xD, of
the [ ] relate to R&D and [ ]
relate to sales. See id.

Id. at n.97.

Rovi responds that R&D expenses have been used to satisfy prong A:

[Tjhe Commission has long found it appropriate to independently
account for the same domestic industry investment under separate
domestic industry categories. See, e.g., Certain Table Saws
Incorporating Active Injury Mitigation Tech. & Components

’ Thereof, lnv. No. 337-TA-965, Initial Determination, at l6-l7
(Mar. 22, 2016) (unreviewed) (including the complainant’s R&D
facility and unspecified “office space” in a 337(a)(3)(A) analysis
and “R&D,” “engineering,” and “technical service” as relevant
labor expenses under 337(a)(3)(B)); Certain Modified Vaccina
Ankara (“MT/A”) Viruses and Vaccines and Pharmaceutical
Compositions Based Thereon, lnv. No. 337-TA-550, Initial
Detennination, at 95-96 (Sept. 6, 2006) (unreviewed)
(complainant’s lease of “research facility” significant under
337(a)(3)(A); Certain Multiple Mode Outdoor Grills and Parts
Thereo/’, Inv. No. 337-TA-895, Initial Determination, at 89-91
(Sept. 26, 2014) (unreviewed in relevant part) (finding satisfaction
of subsection (B) based in part on labor relating to engineering and
R&D).

Rovi Reply at 126-27.
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Rovi has nine U.S. facilities that support sales, marketing, technical support activities,

product development, and activities related to the DI Products. CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A

95-98; JX-0039 (Rovi 2015 10-K), CX-0006C (Bright WS) at Q/A 23, 29 32. Rovi’s Burbank,

California office provides significant support for Passport; Rovi’s Golden, Colorado office is

primarily associated with the development and support of i-Guide; Rovi’s Tulsa, Oklahoma

office is associated with support for all of Rovi’s DI Products (including post-sales activities

such as customer support); and Rovi’s Wayne, Pennsylvania office employs multiple i

management and administrative employees who contribute to the development and management

of Rovi’s D1Products. See CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 99-100; CX-0006C (Bright WS) at

Q/A 29-32; CX-1455C (Condensed Guide - Patent Category List). Dr. Putnam also opined that

Rovi’s investments are significant. CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 108-10, 113'-14.

The administrative law judge finds that Rovi’s R&D expenses, along with its IT and

facility expenses, are a significant investment in plant and equipment. See CX-0007C (Putnam

WS) at Q/A 88-93; CX-1456C (DI Product Financials); CX—00O6C(Bright WS) at Q/A 53-57.

Further, even if R&D expenses are excluded, Rovi has still shown that its facilities in Burbank,

California, Golden, Colorado, Tulsa, Oklahoma, and Wayne, Pennsylvania are a significant

investment in plant and equipment. .

V Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows Rovi

satisfies the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement under § 337(a)(3)(A).

B. R0vi’s Employment of Labor or Capital

1. Labor

Rovi argues: ‘

. . . Each year from 2012 to 2015, an average of the full-time
equivalent of [ ] U.S. Rovi employees Worked on Passport and an .
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average of the full-time equivalent of [ ] U.S. Rovi employees
worked on i-Guide; in 2014, the full-time equivalent of [ ] U.S.
Rovi employees worked on TotalGuide xD; and in 2015, the full
time equivalent of [ ] U.S. Rovi employees Worked on TotalGuide ~
xD. CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 118-20; CX-0006C (Bright
WS) at Q/A 58.

. . . from 2012 to 2015, Rovi spent more than [ ] on labor
associated with Passport, and more than [ ] on labor
associated with i-Guide, all in the U.S. CX-0007C (Putnam WS)
at Q/A 121-24, Table 4; CX-1456C (DI Product Financials); CX
0006C (Bright WS) at Q/A 59-61. And from 2014 to 2015, Rovi
spent more than [ ] associated with TotalGuide xD on U.S.
labor. CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 121-22, 125; CX-0006C
(Bright WS) at Q/A 59-61. Each of these expenditures includes
R&D, engineering, and tech support; sales and marketing
(licensing); and costs of goods sold; including compensation,
benefits, and commissions. CX-000'/C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 121
22; CX-1456C (DI Product Financials); CX-0006C (Bright WS) at
Q/A 60-61.

Rovi Br. at 339-40.

Comcast argues:

0 that Rovi’s data are unreliable and that Rovi engineers have testified that there are
only [ ] employees who Work on i-Guide, [ ] employees Who work on Passport,
and only [ ] in the U.S. that works on TotalGuide XD (Resps. Br. at 364);

0 that Rovi failed to allocate its labor costs to the protected articles, because Dr. Putnam
“failed to tie any labor costs for 1PGs to any particular article that satisfies the

- technical prong” (Resps. Br. at 365); .

0 that Rovi’s data improperly“includes R&D and sales and marketing expenses (this is
the same argument made with respect to prong A, above) (Resps. Br. at 365)

0 that Rovi’s labor costs are unreliable, because Rovi’s Witnessescould not explain
what activities employees whose expenses were reported actually performed (Resps.
Br. at 366); and

1 that Rovi’s labor expenses are not significant in relation to Rovi’s overall expenses
(Resps. Br. at 367).

Rovi replies that the law does not require proof that its employees engage in specific activities.

Rovi Reply at 127-28 (“Such proof is not required-—Rovipresented its domestic industry
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expenses as they are kept in Rovi’s ordinary course of business, which is all that the Commission

requires”).

The administrative lawjudge finds that Rovi’s R&D, engineering, and tech support

expenses are a significant investment in labor. See CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 121-36

(Rovi has spent over [ ] on labor related to Passport; over [ ] on labor related to i-Guide;

over [ ] on labor related to TotalGuide XD);see also Resps. Br. at 366 n.l00 (reporting for

“iGuide, of the [ ] relate to R&D and [ ] relate to Sales &

Marketing. For Passport, of the [ ] relate to R&D and [ 1relate

to Sales & Marketing. For TotalGuide xD, of the [ ] relate to R&D and

[ ] relate to Sales & Marketing. See RDX-1502C at 2-3). The cost of goods sold

(“COGS”) data are unreliable, as no Rovi Witnesscould explain how they relate to this

investigation. Tr. 407-410. The magnitude of these expenditures alone is sufficient to constitute

a significant employment of labor under § 337 (a)(3)(B). See Lelo Inc. v. Int’! Trade Comm ’n,

786 F.3d 879, 883 (Fed. Cir. 2015) (“the terms ‘significant’ and ‘substantial’ refer to an increase

in quantity, or to a benchmark in numbers”).

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that the evidence shows Rovi

satisfies the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement under § 337(a)(3)(B).

2. .Capital

Rovi argues:

. . . U.S. capital expenditures allocated to the DI Products totaled
approximately [ ] from 2012-2015. CX-0007C (Putnam WS)
at Q/A 138-39. Of this total, [ ] is allocated to Passport,
[ ] is allocated to i-Guide, and [ ] is allocated to
TotalGuide xD. Id. at Q/A 139, Table 5; CX-0006C (Bright WS)
at Q/A 52-57; CX-1456C (DI Product Financials). Rovi’s capital
expenditures with respect to Passport, and with respect to i-Guide,
are each significant in relation to Rovi’s overall capital
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expenditures and relative to each product. CX-0007C (Putnam
WS) at Q/A 140-41. Rovi’s capital expenditures with respect to
T0talGuide XD, limited to 2014-15, are likewise significant. Id. at
Q/A 142.

ROVIBr at 341-42.

Comcast argues: '

No evidence shows Rovi made capital expenditures with respect to
its IPGs. Dr. Putnam claims [Rovi spent [

] (2013), and [ ] (2014) on capital expenditures
and that Rovi anticipates spending [ ] more in 2016.
CX-0007C at Q/A 137. These figures are total companywide
capital expenditures from Rovi’s annual reports. See JX-0036
(Rovi 2012 Form 10-K) at JX-0036000048, JX-0037 (Rovi 2013
Form 10-K) at JX-0037000046, and IX-0038 (Rovi 2014 Form
10-K) at IX-0038000049. But these investments are not limited to
the U.S. RX-0852C (Schoettelkotte WS) at Q/A 64. Nor are they
investments in protected articles. Id. These capital expenditures
do not even represent investments in Rovi’s lPGs. Id. Therefore,
these investments are of little relevance, especially given that Rovi
does not even rely on these investments.

Resps Br at 367-68 (emphasis in original).

The administrative law judge finds that Rovi has shown its claimed capital expenditures

were made with respect to its IPGSand that the investment was made in the United States, as

shown in Dr Putnam’s testimony:

139. Q: And, in particular, what were R0vi’s capital
expenditures made in relation the Domestic Industry
Products?

A: Rovi allocates its expenditures on facilities and information
technology (“overhead”) to the Domestic Industry Products, based
on an annual review of its expenditures. Using that method, Rovi
spent about [ ] million from 2012-2015 on the Domestic
Industry Products, as shown in Table 5. 2
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' l

CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 139-44. In particular, the [ ] expense for Passport

products and the [ ] expense for i-Guide products are each individually significant for a

company of Rovi’s size, and the sum for all three products is also significant for a company of

Rovi’s size. See IX-0039 at 37 (reporting annual revenues of approximately $500M for 2011,

2012, 2013,2014, and2015). »

Accordingly, administrative law judge has determined that the capital expenses cited are

significant under § 337(a)(3)(B).

C. Rovi’s Investment in Exploitation of the Patents, Based on Engineering,
Research and Development

Rovi argues:

. . .iRovi tracks its expenses by “cost centers” associated with
_ R&D and engineering activities, and regularly perfonns a “Product

P&L” process to allocate these expenses to certain products. See
CX-0006C (Bright WS) at Q/A 16-17; Bright Tr. 379, 38;5. Based
on these ordinary course allocations, since 2012 Rovi has invested
at least approximately [ ] on U.S. R&D activities related to
Passport (approximately [ ] annually), and approximately
[ ] on U.S. R&D activities related to i-Guide (approximately
[ ] annually). . . . And since 2014, Rovi has invested at least
approximately [ ] .on U.S. R&D activities related to
TotalGuide xD (approximately [ ] annually).

Rovi Br. at 343. 

Rovi reports its U.S. R&D expenses for the DI products for 2015, as follows:
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Rovi Br. at 344.

Comcast argues:

0 Rovi did not allocate its investments to protected articles (Resps. Br. at 368);

0 Rovi’s expenditures are unreliable, because no Rovi witness could explain the
activities performed in its R&D cost centers (Resps. Br. at 369-70);

0 Rovi has not established a nexus between its R&D and the asserted patents, because
its expenses are tied to its IPGs, not the patented features of those products (Resps.
Br. at 370); and '

I Rovi’s expenses are not substantial in context, because “Rovi’s declining IPG
business and its shifting of investments from those products undennine any
suggestion that Rovi’s R&D investments for its IPG products are ‘substantial.”’
(Resps. Br. at 370-73).

The Commission does not adhere to a rigid formula in determining the scope of the

domestic industry. Certain Printing and Imaging Devices and Components Thereofi Inv. No.

337-TA-690, Con1m’n Op. at 27 (Feb. 17, 2011) (citing Certain Male Prophylactic Devices, Inv.

No. 337-TA-546, Comm’n Op. at 39 (Aug. l, 2007) (“Male Prophylactics”). The Commission

explained that the domestic industry “detennination entails ‘an examination of the facts in each

investigation, the article of commerce, and the realities of the marketplace.’ . . . The

determination takes into account the nature of the investment and/or employment activities, ‘the

industry in question, and the complainant’s relative size.”’ Id. (quoting Male Prophylactics and

Certain Stringed Musical Instruments and Components Thereoj’,Inv. No. 337-TA-586, Cornm’n

Op. at 26 (May l6, 2008)). "
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The administrative law judge finds that Rovi has shown that its investment in research

and development is substantial. For example, since 2012, Rovi has spent about [ ] million on

R&D related to Passport and about [ ] million on R&D related to i-Guide. Since 2014, Rovi

has spent [ ] million on R&D related to TotalGuide xD. See CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A

150-53. These expenses have supported [ ]jobs. Id. at Q/A 155-57; CX-1456C’(DI

Product Financials). Further, Rovi has shown that its expenditures relate to its IPGs, which

practice certain of the asserted patents, as discussed above. '

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has "determinedthat the evidence shows Rovi

satisfies the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement under § 337(a)(3)(C) based on

its substantial investment in engineering and research and development.

D. Rovi’s Investment in Exploitation of the Patents, Based on Licensing

When a complainant relies on licensing to demonstrate the existence of a domestic _

industry pursuant to section 337(a)(3)(C) based on licensing, the Commission has explained the

showing required of the complainant, as follows:

Complainants who seek to satisfy the domestic industry
requirement by their investments in patent licensing must establish
that their asserted investment activities satisfy three requirements
of section 337(a)(3)(C). First, the statute requires that the
investment in licensing relate to “its exploitation,” meaning an
investment in the exploitation of the asserted patent. 19 U.S.C.
§1337(a)(3)(C) . . . . Second, the statute requires that the
investment relate to “licensing.” 19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(3)(C) . . . .
Third, any alleged investment must be domestic, i.e., it must occur
in the United States. 19 U.S.C. § l337(a)(2), (a)(3). Investments
meeting these requirements merit consideration in our evaluation
of whether a complainant has satisfied the domestic industry
requirement. Only after determining the extent to which the
complainant’s investments fall within these statutory parameters
can we evaluate whether complainant’s qualifying investments are
“substantial,” as required by the statute. l9 U.S.C.
§l337(a)(3)(C). If a complainant’s activity is only partially

‘ related to licensing the asserted patent in the United States, the
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Commission examines the strength of the nexus between the
activity and licensing the asserted patent in the United States. i

Navigation Devices, Inv. No. 337-TA-694, Corrected Comm’n Op. at 7-8 (Aug. 8, 2011). One

“potentially important consideration is Whether the licensee’s efforts relate to ‘an article

protected by’ the asserted patent under section 337(a)(2)-(3).” Id. at 10. In addition, the

Commission has explained it

may also consider other factors including, but not limited to, (l)
the number of patents in the portfolio, (2) the relative value
contributed by the asserted patent to the portfolio, (3) the
prominence of the asserted patent in licensing discussions,
negotiations and any resulting license agreement, and (4) the scope
of the technology covered by the portfolio compared to the scope
of the asserted patent.

Id. In assessing an asserted patent’s value within a portfolio, the Commission looks for

evidence that

(1) it was discussed during the licensing negotiation process, (2) it
has been successfully litigated before by complainant, (3) it relates
to a technology industry standard, (4) it is a base or pioneering
patent, (5) it is infringed or practiced in the United States, or (6)
the market recognizes its value in some other way.

Id. at 10-1 1.

1. Licensing Investment

Assuming that the nexus requirement has been met, the administrative law judge finds»

that Rovi has invested in licensing the guidance portfolio through labor costs in the U.S. for its

licensing team and for overhead expenditures for these employees.

.Rovi explains that it has calculated its investment in three Ways: the “ordinary course,”

which involves data from Kevin Bright, Rovi’s Senior Director of Financial Planning &

Analysis, thc “Armaly allocation,” and the “Putnam expert analysis.” Rovi Br. at 350-53-. Rovi

reports its expcnscs, as follows:
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‘ 0 0.; 2.Arma;ly V ' 3. Putnam
V 1' Bnght D“_““ Allocation Allocation

Time
Frame 2011 —2Q20l6 2015 —2Q20l6 2012-2015

Total $ [

Avg$ i

See id. at 353.

Comcast argues that Rovi’s “claimed licensing expenditures have changed dramatically

resulting in readily apparent inconsistencies, and are therefore unreliable and cannot establish a

DI.” Resps. Br. at 375.

a) Bright Data

Rovi argues:

First, Kevin Bright, Rovi’s Senior Director of Financial Planning
& Analysis, testified that Rovi’s patent licensing expenses are kept
in the ordinary course of Rovi’s business. CX-0006C (Bright WS)
at Q/A 17, 18, 31, 53. While Comcast and its expert dispute
whether it was appropriate for Rovi to count litigation and patent
prosecution expenses in its licensing expenses, see RX-0852C
(Schoettelkotte RWS) at Q/A 153, such activities are part and
parcel of Rovi’s patent licensing business, and Rovi counts them as
licensing expenses in the ordinary course of Rovi’s business. See
Bright Tr. 393. The Commission has repeatedly found that such
expenses may be appropriately counted under prong (C) when, as
here, they are paired with other licensing-related investments and
activities. . . .

According to Mr. Bright, from 20ll through 2Q of 2016, Rovi has
incurred a total of [ ] in U.S. licensing expenditures, of which
approximately [ ] was for individuals who are dedicated
full-time to patent licensing and [ ] in allocatedoverhead
expenses. CX-0006C (Bright WS) at Q/A 89-90; CX-1480C
(Licensing Financials). Rovi’s licensing expenses have increased
materially, from [ ] in 2011 to [ ] in 2015 (and [ ] for
the first half of 2016). CX-1480C (Licensing Financials). [
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] CX-0006C
(Bright WS) at Q/A 90; CX-1480C (Licensing Financials). This
large number of individuals who are categorized by Rovi in the
ordinary course of business as dedicated to or supported by patent
licensing-—aswell of the expenses related thereto—directly lead to
the patent licensing royalties which make up more than [ ] of
Rovi’s overall revenues.

Rovi Br at 350-51.

The administrative law judge finds that the Bright Data shows that Rovi invests in

llC€DS1I1gthe guidance portfolio. [

] See CX-0006C (Bright WS) at Q/A 89-90; CX-1480C

(Licensing Financials). The data also show that Rovi has spent [ ] in allocated overhead

expenses See id.

b) Armaly Allocation

Rovi argues:

Second, Samir Armaly, Rovi’s Executive Vice President of
Intellectual Property and Licensing, provided an alternative,
conservative allocation of employee time spent on patent licensing
based on his personal experience, discounting activities such as
litigation or patent prosecution (which, as noted above, is not
required by Commission precedent). CX-0001C (Armaly WS) at
Q/A 53; CX-0900C (Armaly Estimate of Patent Licensing
Activity); see also CX-0006C (Bright WS) at Q/A 95-99. Since
2008, Mr Annaly has led Rovi’s patent licensing organization and
manages Rovi’s patent licensing business through which Rovi
offers for license to third parties its patented technology
innovations developed over the last several decades. CX-0001C
(Armaly WS) at Q/A 5, 6, 18. Mr. Annaly’s responsibilities
include all aspects related to Rovi’s’ patent licensing business,
including (1) development and management of the patent portfolio
(both through internal research and development and, where
appropriate, acquiring patents from other companies), (2)
monetizing Rovi’s patent portfolio through third-party licenses,
and (3) if necessary, litigation associated with Rovi’s patent
portfolio when commercial negotiations are not successful, and he
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is responsible for the overall P&L of Rovi’s patent licensing
business and also advises Rovi’s management on legal and
strategic issues related to Rovi’s patent business. CX-0001C
(Amialy WS) at Q/A 5.

Based on Mr. Armaly’s calculations, approximately [ ] Rovi
employees spent on average [ ] of their time on U.S. patent
licensing. CX-0900C (Armaly Estimate of Patent Licensing
Activity Allocation); CX-0001C (Annaly WS) at Q/A 53; see also
CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 203, 206-08. Mr. Bright then
provided compensation infoniiation, kept in the ordinary course of
Rovi’s business, for these individuals for 2015 and the first half of
2016*notiiig that over these 18 months, these individuals were
paid a total of [ ], approximately [ ] of which was
attributable to domestic patent licensing activities based on Mr.
Armaly’s estimates. CX-0006C (Bright WS) at Q/A 99.

Rovi Br at 351-52.

The administrative law judge finds that the Armaly allocation shows that Rovi invests in

licensing the guidance portfolio. In particular, the data show that Rovi employed about [

] full-time employees [ ] employees who spent [ ] of their time on U S patent

licensing) in 2015-16, and it spent approximately [ ] in compensating those employees

See CX-0006C (Bright WS) at Q/A 99; CX-0900C (Arnialy Estimate of Patent Licensing

Activity Allocation); CX-0001C (Armaly WS) at Q/A 53.

c) Putnam Allocation

Rovi argues:

l
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l

Rovi Br. at 352-S3.

Comcast argues that Dr. Putnam’s testimony is unreliable because he “failed to account

for Mr. Armaly’s (or Mr. Bright’s) testimony or explain how he de-allocated from Rovi’s initial

or updated claimed expenditures.” Resps. Br. at 374-75. Comcast also points to inconsistencies

between figures and analysis provided at different points throughout the investigation. Id.

K The administrative law judge finds that the Putnam allocation shows that Rovi invests in

licensing the guidance portfolio. In particular, the data show that Rovi employed [
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1

2. Substantiality of Licensing Investment

In assessing substantiality of a licensing investment, the Commission considers: (1) the

nature of the industry and the resources of the complainant; (2) the existence ofother types of

exploitation activities; (3) the existence of license-related “ancillary” activities; (4) whether

c0mplainant’s licensing activities are continuing; (5) whether complainant’s licensing activities

are the type of activities that are referenced favorably in the legislative history of section

337(a)(3)(C); and (6) the c0mplainant’s return on its licensing investment. See Navigation

Devices, Comm’n Op. at 15-16. There is no minimum monetary expenditure that a complainant

must demonstrate to qualify as a domestic industry under the ‘substantial investment’

requirement” of section 33'7(a)(3)(C). See Stringed Musical Instruments, Cornm2008 WL

2139143 at *14.

I This is Rovi’s argument:

I .
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1

However measured, Rovi’s investments in licensing its guidance
patent portfolio are at least [ ] million dollars per year. Any
alleged weakness in the nexus of these licensing investments to the
Asserted Patents is far outweighed by these investments’ clear
substantiality. Navigation Devices, Inv. No. 337-TA-694,
Comm’n Op. at 25.

I

Whether measured by (1) Rovi’s ordinary course documents [the
Bright data], (2) Mr. Armaly’s alternative estimates, or (3) Dr.
Putnam’s independent analysis based on (1) and (2), these
licensing activities and related investments are indisputably of a
large magnitude, generate more than half of Rovi’s revenues, and
are substantial within the meaning of Section 337(a)(2)-(3).

Rovi Br. at 362-63. ~

Within the Navigation Devices framework, Comcast argues that Rovi has not shown the

investments are substantial. Resps. Br. at 387-90.

Ja) Nature of the Industry and Complainant s Resources;

In Liquid Crystal Display Devices, the administrative law judge found the complainant’s

investments were significant in part because they had successfully licensed the portfolio at issue

to “a large portion of the industry.” Liquid Crystal Display Devices, Comm’n Qp. at 123.

Comcast argues that Rovi’s expense are not substantial in relation to its total expenses

and because Mr. Armaly has split time between different licensing efforts. See Resps. Br. at 388

Here, the evidence shows that Rovi has licensed its portfolio to a nearly the entire pay- ,

TV industry. See CX-0896C; CX—OOO1Cat Q/A 30; CX—0007C(Putnam WS) at Q/A 196.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that this factor supports a finding that

the investments are substantial, as nearly the entire industry has licensed Rovi’s portfolio.
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b) Other Typesof Exploitation Activities;

In addition to Rovi’s expenditures on compensation and overhead related to licensing the

guidance portfolio, described above, Rovi makes investments in plant and equipment and

employs labor and capital to exploit the asserted patents through research and development for

various products, including the TotalGuide products.

This factor favors finding that Rovi’s investment is substantial.

T __ c) Existence of License-related “Ancillarjy”Activities,'

iRovi has not addressed ancillary activities. See generally Rovi Br., Section IX(C)(4)(e).

Accordingly, this factor does not support a finding that Rovi’s investment is substantial.

d) Continuing Licensing Activities

Comcast argues:

Considering that Rovi has licenses with nearly all of the other
major Pay-TV providers (besides Comcast), Whether Rovi’s
continuing domestic licensing-related activities will be substantial
remains unclear, especially given the declining market for Rovi’s
IPG products. _

Resps. Br. at 389.

Rovi has not addressed this factor, although the administrative lawjudge is aware of

parallel litigation pending in district court. See generally Rovi Br., Section IX(C)(4)(e). There is

no indication that Rovi has stopped filing IPG patent applications. Further, given that Rovi has

licensed almost all of the industry, this factor does not necessarily carry much significance as it

might for licensors who have licensed only a minority of the industry.

This factor does not support a finding that Rovi’s licensing investment is substantial.

e) Referenced Favorably in the Legislative History

Comcast argues:
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The Commission has identified two types of “licensing” activities:
(l) production-driven activities and (2) revenue-driven activities,
the latter which are accorded less weight. See Navigation Devices,
Comm’n Op. at 25 n.20 (citation omitted). Ro'vi’s licensing
activities are revenue-driven. Dr. Putnam admits “some of Rovi’s
licensing is, of ‘course, ‘revenue-oriented[.]” CX-0007C (Putnam
WS) at Q/A 306. Dr. Putnam also admits Rov-i’s licensing
program is primarily targeted at “Tier One” subscription-TV
service providers, which are Rovi’s most profitable negotiations.
See id. at 231. R0vi’s Tier One program targets the renewal of
agreements, reflecting that Rovi’s activities are revenue-driven

P because Tier One providers’ “production” already exists. For
example, in June 2015, Rovi explained that renewals represented
the largest opportunity for the company. RX-0017C (IP &
Licensing Presentation) at RX-00l7C.002l. Thus, the evidence
shows Rovi’s activities are revenue-driven and therefore should be
given less weight. See Navigation Devices, Comm’n Op. at 25.

Resps. Br. at 389-90.

As shown in the domestic industry and the reviews of Rovi’s licensing revenue, the

administrative law judge has detennined that Rovi is engaged in both production-driven and

revenue-driven licensing.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that factor is neutral.

fl Return on Licensing Investment

Comcast argues that Rovi’s revenue is due to the portfolio, not the asserted patents.

Resps. Br. at 390-91 (“Rovi’s revenue is derived from its portfolio as a whole rather than any

individual patents”).

The evidence shows that between “2OlOand 2015, Rovi’s patent licenses generated Rovi

close to [ ] in revenue.” Rovi Br. at 3 (citing CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 86; CX
/

0828C (Rovi Income Statement Charts) at 4). ‘
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5:
Although the royalties received under a license “do not constitute the investment itself,

they do constitute circumstantial evidence that a substantial investment was made. Navigation

Devices, Comm’n Op. at 24.

This factor favors finding that Rovi’s investment is substantial.

g) Conclusion '

Assuming that the nexus requirement is met, the administrative law judge finds that,

taken as a Whole, Rovi’s investment in licensing the asserted patents is substantial. V

3. Nexus Requirement

a) TheNumber of Patents in the Portfolio

Comcast argues:

i Dr. Putnam has no opinion on this factor, Tr. 422120-423:4, which
he completely failed to evaluate. See RX-0852C (Schoettelkotte
RWS) at Q/A 95. Yet the large number of patents in the portfolio
weighs against a nexus. “All things being equal, the nexus
between licensing activities and an asserted patent may be stronger
when the asserted patent is among a relatively small group of
licensed patents.” Navigation Devices, Comm’n Op. at ll. The
Asserted Patents are part of ahuge portfolio [

* ] This factor weighs strongly
against a nexus.

Resps. Br. at 376-77.

The evidence shows that Rovi licenses its patents on a portfolio basis. CX-0001C at Q/A

28, 31 (Rovi and licensees “negotiate a portfolio-Wide license that includes all patents in the‘ V

guidance portfolio”). [
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1

Assuming all other factors are equal, the large number of patents in the portfolio,

compared to the relatively minute number of asserted patents, suggests that the asserted patents

do not have a nexus to the asserted patents. Accordingly, the administrative law judge finds that

this factor weighs against finding a nexus.

b) The Relative Valne Contributed by the Asserted Patents to the
Portfolio

Rovi generally does not address each patent individually. See Rovi Br. at 355-61

(Section lX(C)(4)(d)(iii)). Nonetheless, Rovi argues that it discussed the asserted patents during

licensing negotiations, Rovi’s portfolio is a “de facto” standard, that patent citation data indicates

the patents are “base or pioneering” patents, and that the market has recognized the patents’

value in other ways. Id.

Likewise, Comcast also does not address each patent individually. See generally Resps.

Br. at 375 (Section (E)(2)(a)(ii)). _

i V (1) Discussed During Licensing Negotiations

In general, each of the asserted patents was discussed during prior negotiations with

[ i ]—prominent entities in the pay-TV

market. See CX-0001C (Armaly WS) at Q/A 74-88; CX-0896C (Rovi Patents Identified to

Licenses Chart). Rovi illustrates its point with the following table:

[
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l

See Rovi Br. at 356 (citing CX-0001C (Armaly WS) at Q/A 74-88; CX-0896C (Rovi Patents

Identified to Licenses Chart)).

Comcast argues that the asserted patents “were not featured prominently in negotiations.”

Resps. Br. at 377. Comcast argues that the asserted patents were not presented to numerous

other licensees.

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has shown the accused patents

were presented in licensing negotiations. See CX-0896C. Accordingly, this factor weighs in

Rovi’s favor.

(2) Prior Successful Litigation

_ None of the asserted patents have been asserted in prior litigations. See CX-0007C

(Putnam WS) at Q/A 243. This factor carries a little Weightagainst finding any particular patent

has value, particularly where Rovi has engaged in IPG-related litigation prior to this lawsuit.

E.g., Netjlix v. Rovi, 114 F. Supp. 3d 927 (N.D. Cal. 2015); 1PGs and Parental Controls, Inv.

No. 337-TA-845.

(3) Relation to Technology/Industry Standard

Rovi argues that its portfolio is a “de facto” standard in the pay~TV industry, and that this

reflects “widespread appreciation of the Asserted Patents’ importance and value.” Rovi Br. at

35,9. Comcast argues that Dr. Putnam and Mr. Armaly admitted that there is no standard for

lPGs. See Resps. Br. at 379-80 (citing CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q’/A247 (“[T]he Asserted
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Patents themselves are not ‘standard-essential patents.”’); Tr. 426; Tr. 105-106; JX-0087C

(Armaly Dep. Tr.) at 224).

The administrative law judge finds that Rovi has not shown the asserted patents have any

nexus to an industry standard. Indeed, Rovi’s argument relates its portfolio, not the asserted

patents, to an imaginary standard. Accordingly, this factor weighs against finding that the

asserted patents have significant relative value. 

(4) Base or Pioneering Patent

Rovi relies on testimony from Mr. Annaly and a patent-citation analysis from Dr. Putnam

to argue that the asserted patents are base or pioneering patents. Rovi Br. at 359 (citing CX

000lC (Armaly WS) at Q/A 11-13, 17; CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 249-56).

Mr. Armaly testified in general tenns that IPGs were first developed in the late l980’s:

Q12. You described the evolution from printed program
guides to IPGs on the consumer electronics device. When were
IPGs first developed? ' ,

A. IPG technology was first developed in the late 1980s and early
1990s and has continued to evolve to provide users With access to
program infonnation, and in some eases, other features and
functionality that facilitate the use and enjoyment of video
programming. An early type of IPG was a firll-screen “grid guide”
that displayed television program listings by time and channel in a
two-dimensional grid. The features and functions available
through IPGs today are far more extensive and sophisticated.

CX-0002C at Q/A 12. The cited testimony (Q/A ll-13, 17) does not refer to the asserted

patents, and it does not explain how those patents were base or pioneering over predecessor

technology. At the hearing, Mr. Arrnaly admitted that no documents or industry statements

support his claim that the Asserted Patents are “foundational” in nature.‘ See Tr. 105.

Dr. Putnam’s citation analysis is limited to three patents, the ‘S56, ‘801, and ‘263 Patents.

See CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 254. The ‘801 Patent sharesv“essentially the same
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specification as the ‘263 Patent. See Resps. Br. at 63; see also Rovi Br. at 41 (explaining the

patents “stem from a common, parent application filed on July 16, 1999”). Further, accepting

Dr Putnam s analysis would require the administrative law judge to agree with the analysis s

definition of base” and how it is measured (with patent citation data alone). See CX-0007C

(Putnam WS) at Q/A 251-53, 263. Rovi does not point to any tribunals that have accepted

patent-citation analysis testimony as an indicator of value, and during cross examination Dr

Putnam testified that he did not address one article because it involved a particular assumption

about innovation and weighted patent counts. See Tr. 1256-1257 (discussing RX-0794 Abrams

et al Understanding the Link Between Patent Valueand Citations).

The lack of technical testimony and the lack of other extrinsic, objective evidence

relevant to the base or pioneering nature of any of the asserted patents is a significant obstacle to

Rovi’s argument. Dr. Putnam’s patent-citation analysis, while interesting, does not provide a

sufficient basis to conclude that the patents are “base or pioneering” given the lack of

corresponding technical testimony and extrinsic evidence. Accordingly, the administrative law

judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that any ofthe asserted patents are base or

pioneering patents for purposes of the Navigation Devices analysis.

(5) [nfiinged or Practiced in the United States

Rovi argues:

A wide variety of set-top boxes used throughout the industry—not
just those imported by Respondcnts—practice the Asserted
Patents. CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 245; CX-0001C (Armaly
WS) at Q/A 24 27. As the vast majority of the U.S. Pay-TV
industry has taken a license to the Asserted Patents, it is reasonable
to conclude that a large number of Rovi’s licensees practice the
Asserted Patents. CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 245. Due to
the Widespread licensing of Rovi’s guidance portfolio, and the
desirability of the features claimed in the Asserted Patents,
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widespread use of the Asserted Patents is very likely, supporting
the finding of a nexus here. Id.

Rovi Br. at 361.

Comcast argues that no party has been found to infringe the asserted patents and that

Rovi has only attempted to show that three licensees practice the asserted patents. See Resps. Br.

at 380. V . ’

The administrative lawjudge has determined that the ‘263, ‘4l3, and ‘S12 Patents are

infringed or practiced in the United States. See Sections V(B), V(E), V(F). Accordingly, this

factor weighs in favor of finding that the ‘263, ‘413, and ‘S12 Patents have relative value within

the portfolio.

(6) Other Recognition of Value

Rovi argues that its patent-citation analysis also shows that the market recognizes the

value of the asserted patents. Rovi Br. at 360. Rovi argues “Dr. Putnam factored in citation data

and other economic considerations, such as mentions in licensing negotiations, to determine that

the Asserted Patents fall in the [ ] Id.

Dr. Putnam’s analysis comments that the [

] . Id.

Comcast argues that “Mr. Schoettelkotte identifies multiple flaws with Dr. Putnanfs

methodology and results.” Resps. Br. at 381 (citing RX-0852C (Schoettelkotte RWS) at Q/A

123-130). Comcast critiques Dr. Putnam’s methodology insofar as it relies “heavily” on self

citations and also notes that Dr. Putnam only ranked three of the asserted patents. Id. Comcast

further notes that “a patent Dr. Putnam ranked seventh highest was found in Inv. No. 337-TA

845 to have a weak nexus to Rovi’s licensing activities.” Id, (emphasis added by Comcast).
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Further, Comcast has pointed to statements by Mr. Armaly commenting that Rovi’s portfolio is

not as susceptible to challenges given its size:

Ultimately one of the advantages that Rovi has in this area [of »
Alice challenges] is the size and the state of our patent portfolio.
Companies with only handful of patents or with only issued patents
without pending applications would likely have more risk under
the new Alice test. This is simply not the position that Rovi is in.

[in commenting on a litigationginvolving Netflix, Mr. Annaly
saidz] As quick reminder only 5 patents in our portfolio are at
issue in this case and R0vi’s portfolio includes more than 5,000
issued patents and pending applications around the World. Please
remember that it only takes claim of patent to survive for us to be
able to prevail in this litigation. And We have an extensive
portfolio of additional patents that we can litigate on should that be
necessary to drive an acceptable resolution.

RX-0611 at 8. These statements indicate that Rovi itself believes the market recognizes the

value of its portfolio, not the value of a handful of particular patents.

Dr. Putnanfs analysis does not sufficiently separate value of the asserted patents from the

value of the portfolio because there is no assessment of Whetherother patents (or sub portfolios)

in the portfolio are driving the value that is reflected in the royalties paid. For example, Dr.

Putnam’s analysis approaches an invention about tuner conflicts (the ‘S12 Patent) in the same

way it approaches an invention about remote access functionality (e.g. , the ‘263 and ‘4l3

Patents) when these patents are clearly of different value. Further, Dr. Putnam’s analysis does

not analyze three of the asserted patents.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown that

the asserted patents have recognized relative value apart from the portfolio.
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(7) Conclusion on the Relative Value ~

While the asserted patents were discussed during licensing negotiations and three of the

patents were found infringed or practiced, the remaining factors either are neutral, and do not

support R0vi’s argument, or Weighagainst finding that the asserted patents have a significant

relative value. Accordingly, this factor does not support a nexus.

c) The Prominence of the Asserted Patent in Licensing Discussions,
' Negotiations and any Resulting License Agreement

Rovi argues that the asserted patents were featured prominently in negotiations:

l

l

Rovi Br. at 358. Rovi also relies on “call outs” (i.e., high-level infringement charts) involving

the asserted patents. See id. (citing CX-0001C (Annaly WS) at Q/A 80; CX-0739C (Roadmap

for Verizon). .

Comcast argues that Rovi should have examined all of its negotiations and that doing so '

would have “reached quite reached quite a different conclusion.” Resps. Br. at 377 (citing RX

0852C (Schoettelkotte RWS) at Q/A 101-111). Comcast also notes that:
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[

i ] Rovi attempts to
explain the value of its portfolio as opposed to the value of
individual patents and believes that the breadth and depth of Rovi’s l
portfolio as a whole puts Rovi in a good position. See id.; see also
Tr. 102125-10422. Comcast’s Mr. Marcus confirmed no
individual Rovi patent or group of patents was presented to
Comcast as more valuable than any other. See RX-0001C (Marcus
WS) at Q/A 36-51. _

Id. at 378 (emphasis in original, footnote omitted).

The administrative law judge has determined that the evidence does not show the

asserted patents were particularly prominent in discussions, negotiations, or in any subsequent

licenses. Simply put, the frequency that Rovi selected a given patent alone is not enough to

conclude that stood out in a meaningful way, particularly in light of Mr. Armaly’s cormnents

about the value of Rovi’s portfolio. See RX-0611 at 8. 4

Accordingly, this factor does not support finding a nexus.

d) The Scope of the Technology Covered by the Portfolio Compared
to the Scope of the Asserted Patents

Comcast argues that the scope of the patents is narrow in relation to the scope of the

portfolio: “Rovi’s portfolio covers all different types of devices, including televisions, STBs,

mobile devices, tablets, PCs, as well as different types of technologies, including linear

programming, DVRs, video-on-demand, TV Everywhere, and over-the-top streaming.” Resps.

Br. at 383 (citing RX-0609 (2014 Shareholder Call) at 8).
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Rovi has not addressed the scope of its portfolio in relation to the scope of the asserted

patents. See generally Rovi B12,Section IX(C)(4) (“scope’7is not discussed), Rovi Reply,

Section X (same). ' * ,

The administrative law judge has determined that the scope of the asserted patents is
\

narrow relative to the scope of the portfolio, which includes diverse technologies such as

televisions, STBs, mobile devices, tablets, PCs, as well as different types of technologies,

including linear programming, DVRs, video-on-demand, TV Everywhere, and over-the-top

streaming. Accordingly, this factor does not support a nexus.

e) Conclusion an Nexus P

The administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown a nexus between its

activities and licensing the asserted patent in the United States. The high number of patents in

Rovi’s portfolio, the lack of relative value of the asserted patents, and the lack of a showing

pertaining to the scope of the patents in comparison to the portfolio are significant obstacles to

finding a nexus.

Accordingly, the administrative law judge has determined that Rovi has not shown a

domestic industry based on licensing under section 337(a)(3)(C). i

E. Rovi’s Domestic Industry Based on Verizon Investments

Rovi argues that Verizon has made significant domestic investments in plant and

equipment and significantly employed labor and capital relating to products that practice the

asserted patents that independently satisfy the economic prong of the domestic industry

requirement. See Rovi Br. at 363.

1. Investment in Plant and Equipment

For Verizon plant and equipment, Rovi argues:
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Verizon has invested at least $23 billion in development of the
FiOS service in the U.S. since 2004, and in 2016 announced its
plan to continue capital expenditures on FiOS. CX-0249 (Verizon
2015 10-K); CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 321; CX-1937C (2nd
Errata to Putnam WS). As of July 2016, Verizon had invested an
average of [ ] in equipment costs per home passed over the last
year between the New England, New York, and Mid-Atlantic
regions alone. CX-0221C (FiOS Profitability Analysis); CX-0249
(Verizon 2015 10-K); CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 322; CX
1937C (2ndErrata to Putnam WS). These massive investments in
equipment relating to products and services which practice each of
the Asserted Patents are clearly significant in relation to Verizon’s
business and product lines, satisfying the economic prong of the
domestic industry requirement under § 337(a)(3)(A). CX-0007C
(Putnam WS) at Q/A 326 27.

Rovi Br at 364.

For Verizon plant and equipment, Comcast argues:

Rovi failed to show that Verizon made investments under Prongs
A or B. Rovi failed to show how Verizon’s alleged overall
investments relate to protected articles. Dr. Putnam claims that
“Rovi contends that certain Verizon STBs used in the provision of
Verizon’s FiOS Pay-TV services practice certain claims of each of
the Asserted Patents.” CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at QA 319. Dr.
Putnam identified certain Verizon STBs as “DI products,” (Id at
QA 73), but none of Verizon’s investments are tied to those (or
any) particular products. The only financial document Dr. Putnam
cites in his discussion is a Verizon 2015 Annual Report. See id. at
QA 318-327 (citing CX-0249 (Verizon 2015 Fonn 10-K) in QA
325).

Dr. Putnam simply concludes that Verizon’s average investment of
[ ] per subscribing home over the last year ending July 2016
satisfies Prong A. Id. at QA 327. Dr. Putnam provides no
evidentiary support or analysis for his claim. For example, Dr.
Putnam fails to determine what portion of Verizon’s alleged
investments could be allocated to the Verizon STB products he
identifies. ‘See id. at QA 73; see also Tr. 402:7-18 (Dr. Putnam
admitting he did not know which particular Verizon STBs actually
implement the Rovi IPG products, nor did he detennine “set-top
specific investments” but instead relied upon “ecosystem-level
investments”).

Resps Br at 390-91.
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The administrative law judge finds that the evidence Rovi relies upon does not establish a

domestic industry for purposes of § 337(a)(3)(A). Rovi’s suggestion of attributing $23 billion in

investment for the Verizon FiOS netWork—anumber that captures Verizon’s fiber optic network

and corporate acquisition funds, see CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 32l—to the asserted

patents (i.e., program guides and set-top boxes) is simply not supported, as Rovi has not shown a

plausible basis for concluding that the six asserted patents are responsible for investment of this

type. Further, Rovi’s arguments and evidence are not sufficiently tied to the protected articles.

For instance, Dr. Putnam testified that his analysis was tied to “ecosystem-level investments.”

See Tr. (Putnam) at 402. On the whole, the evidence is too Weakto support a finding that the

above Verizon investments constitute an independent domestic industry.

2. Employment of Labor or Capital

For Verizon labor or capital, Rovi argues:

In addition to the above investments in plant and equipment,
Verizon has made additional significant investments in labor and
capital to support its patent-practicing FiOS products and services.
Between January 2016 and July 2016, Verizon spent about [

1. These represent
significant investments in the employment of labor capital relating
to the patent-practicing FiOS products under § 337(a)(3)(B), such
that Verizon’s activities satisfy the economic prong of the
domestic industry requirement. CX~0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A
326-27.

Rovi Br. at 364. p

For Verizon labor or capital, Comcast argues:

. . . Similarly,"Dr. Putnam simply concludes that Verizon’s $23B
investment in the development of FiOS since 2004 [
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] Dr. Putnam provides no
evidentiary support_or analysis for his claim. For example, Dr.
Putnam fails to determine what portion of the alleged investments
could be allocated to the Verizon STBs he identifies. See id. at QA
73; see also Tr. 402:7-18 (admitting he did not know which
particular Verizon STBs actually implement the Rovi 'lPG
products, nor did he determine “set-top-specific investments” but
instead relied upon “ec0system-level investments”).

‘<

Resps. Br. at 390-9l.

The administrative lawjudge finds that the evidence Rovi relies upon does not establish a

domestic industry for purposes of § 337(a)(3)(B). Rovi’s suggestion of attributing large amounts

of “construction labor per home” from the Verizon FiOS network to the asserted patents (i.e.,

program guides and set-top boxes) is simply not supported, as Rovi has not shown a plausible

basis for concluding that the six asserted patents are responsible for investment of this type.

Further, Rovi’s arguments and evidcnce are not sufficiently tied to the protected articles. For

instance, Dr. Putnam testified that his analysis was tied to “ecosystem-level investments.” See

Tr. (Putnam) at 402. On the whole, the evidence is too weak to support a finding that the above

Verizon investments constitute an independent domestic industry.

F. Rovi’s Domestic Industry Based on SuddenLink Investments

Rovi argues that SuddenLink has made significant domestic investments in plant and

equipment and significantly employed labor and capital relating to products that practice the

asserted patents that independently satisfy the economic prong of the domestic industry

requirement. See Rovi Br. at 364-65.

1. Investment in Plant and Equipment

For SuddenLink plant and equipment, Rovi argues:

Suddenlink invests heavily in its Pay-TV services and equipment,
which use the Asscrted Patents to deliver content to Suddenlink’s
customers. At least [ ] set-top boxes have
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utilized Rovi’s A28 or Firefly i-Guide interactive program guides,
each of which practice each of the Asserted Patents. CX-0007C
(Putnam WS) at Q/A 330. These purchases indisputably relate to
“equipment” within the meaning of Section 33'/(a)(3)(A). See
Schoettelkotte Tr. 601-02. This significant investment by
Suddenlink in equipment embodying the Asserted Patents satisfies
the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement under
§ 337(a)(3)(A). CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 334-35.

ROVIBr at 365.

For SuddenLink plant and equipment, Comcast argues:

Rovi failed to show that Suddenlink made investments under
Prongs A or B. Rovi failed to show how Suddenlink’s overall
investments relate to protected articles. Dr. Putnam claims that
“Rovi contends that certain STBs used in the provision of
SuddenLink’s Pay-TV services utilize Rovi’s i-Guide software,
and therefore practice certain claims of certain of the Asserted
Patents.” CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at QA 330. Dr. Putnam
identified certain STBs as “DI products,” (Id at QA 73), but none
of the Suddenlink investments are directed to those or other
products. Dr. Putnam only cites are annual or quarterly reports of
Cequel Communications (Suddenlink’s parent). See id. at QA 328
336 (citing CX-0235 (Cequel 2011 Annual Report), CX-0236
(Cequel 2012 Annual Report), CX-0237 (Cequel 2013 Annual
Report), CX-0238 (Cequel 2014 Annual Report), and CX-0250
(Suddenlink Q3 and YTD 2015 Results)).

Dr. Putnam claims Suddenlink’s purchase of at least [ ]
allegedly using Rovi’s i~Guide satisfies Prong A. See CX-0007C
(Putnam WS) at QA 330 and 335. Dr. Putnam provides no
evidentiary support for this figure, nor provides an actual monetary
amount of Suddenlink’s alleged investment. See id. And, for
example, Dr. Putnam fails to detennine what portion of the alleged
investments could be allocated to the Suddenlink STBs he
identifies. See id. at QA 73; see also Tr. 402:9-18 (Dr. Putnam
admitting he did not know which particular Suddenlink STBs
actually implement the Rovi IPG products, nor did he determine
“set-top-specific investments” but instead relied upon “ecosystem
level investments”).

Resps Br at 392. 

The administrative law judge finds that the evidence Rovi relies upon does not establish a
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domestic industry for purposes of § 337(a)(3)(A). Rovi has not provided evidentiary support to

establish the sales of the set-top boxes or financial data to demonstrate the investment was

significant. See, e.g., Tr. at 401-403 (Dr. Putnam did not “associate any investment of any kind

whatsoever to any specific Suddenlink set-top box”). On the whole, the evidence is too weak to

support a finding that the above SuddenLink investments constitute an independent domestic

industry.

2. Employment of Labor or Capital

For SuddenLink labor or capital, Rovi argues:

In addition to its significant investments in plant and equipment,
Suddenlink employs signficiant labor and capital to support its
Pay-TV products and services embodying the Asserted Patents.
First, SuddenLinl<’s purchases of its [ ] set-top boxes
utilizing Rovi’s A28 or Firefly i-Guide lPGs constitute significant
capital expenditures relating to patent-practicing products,
satistfying the economic prong of the domestic industry
requirement. See Schoettclkotte Tr. 602-03. Furthermore, in the
past five years, SuddenLink has invested at least $2.9 billion in
programming costs, which represent capital investments
contributing to the development of its television and video
products. CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at Q/A 331-32. These
products are used to provide cable and streaming services
exclusively to customers located Within the U.S., including basic,
digital, premium, video-on-demand and pay-per-view
programming provided to both residential and commercial
customers. Id. SuddenLinl< also launched its SuddenLinl<2GO

mobile app in early 2014, which allows customers to access live
TV and on-demand TV shows from their mobile devices. Id.
From 2011 through 2015, approximately 1.1 million customers
subscribed to SuddenLink’s television and video services,
generating an average of $1.1 billion per year in revenues. Id. at
Q/A 331-32. Suddenlink’s $2.9 billion capital investment in
products and services practicing the Asserted Patents clearly
qualifies as significant employment of capital under §
337(a)(3)(B), such that Suddenlink’s activities satisfy the
economic prong of the domestic industry requirement. Id. at Q/A
334-35. '

Rovi Br. at 365-66.
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For SuddenLink labor or capital, Comcast argues:

For Prong B, Dr. Putnam claims that in the past five years,
Suddenlink has invested at least $2.9B in programming costs,
which contributed to the development of its television and video
products. See id. at QA 331. However, Suddenlink’s
programming costs consist primarily of costs paid to programmers
for basic, digital, premium, video on demand and pay-per-view
programming. See CX-0239 (Cequel 2015 Annual Report) at CX
0239000051. As such, these expenses are not directed to any
Suddenlink investment (significant or otherwise) in labor or
capital. Moreover, Dr. Putnam fails to detemiine what portion of
the alleged investments could be allocated to the Suddenlink STBs
he identifies. See CX-0007C (Putnam WS) at QA 73; see also Tr.
402:9-18 (Dr. Putnam admitting he did not know which particular
Suddenlink STBs actually implement the Rovi IPG products, nor
did he detennine “set-top-specific investments” but instead relied
upon “ecosystem-level investments”). p

Resps. Br. at 392-93.

The administrative law judge finds that the evidence Rovi relies upon does not establish a

domestic industry for purposes of § 337(a)(3)(B). Rovi’s suggestion of attributing $2.9 billion of

costs that primarily relate to programming (basic, digital, premium, video-on-demand and pay

per-view) to the asserted patents (i.e., program guides and set-top boxes) is simply not supported,

as Rovi has not shown a plausible basisfor concluding that the six asserted patents are

responsible for investment of this type. Further, Roviis arguments and evidence are not

sufficiently tied to the protected articles. For instance, Dr. Putnam tcstificd that his analysis was

tied to “ecosystem-level investments.” See Tr. (Putnam) at 402. On the whole, the evidence is

too Weakto support a finding that the above SuddenLinl<investments constitute an independent

domestic industry.

* =l< >l<
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CONCLUSIONS OF FACT AND LAW

Jurisdiction and Importation

The Commission has personal jurisdiction in this investigation. 

The Commission has subject matter jurisdiction in this investigation.

The Commission has in rem jurisdiction in this investigation. 

ARRIS is an importer of the accused products that it manufactures, under 19
U.S.C. §i1337(a)(1)(B).

Technicolor is an importer of the accused products that it manufactures, under 19
U.S.C. § 1337(a)(1)(B).

Comcast is sufficiently involved in the importation of the accused products that it
satisfies the importation requirement, Lmder19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(1)(B). Comcast
does not sell the accused products for importation, and it does not sell the accused
products after importation, under 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(1)(B).

Rovi possesses all substantial rights in the asserted patents and has standing to
bring its complaint before the Commission.

X1 Products

The ARRIS XG1v3 (X1) AX013ANC is a representative product (DVR-enabled)
for all of the asserted patents.

The Pace XiD (PXD01AN1) is a representative of the non-DVR X1 set-top boxes
analyzed for U.S. Patent No. 8,566,871.

The accused X1 products have been imported into the United States. _

The accused X1 products infringe claims 1, 2, 14, and 17 of U.S. Patent No.
8,006,263 and claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 ofU.S. Patent No. 8,578,413 tmder
35 U.S.C. § 271(a).

The accused X1 products do not infringe any asserted claim of U.S. Patent Nos.
6,418,556, 8,046,801, 8,566,871, and 8,621,512. '

With respect to the accused X1 products, Comcast has induced its customers to
infringe claims 1, 2, 14, and 17 ofU.S. Patent No. 8,006,263 and claims 1, 3, 5, 9,
10, 14, and 18 ofU.S. Patent N0. 8,578,413 under 35 U.S.C. § 271(b).

With respect to the accused X1 products, Comcast has not induced its customers
to infringe any asserted claim of U.S. Patent Nos. 6,418,556, 8,046,801,
8,566,871, and 8,621,512.
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With respect to the accused X1 products, Comcast has not induced ARRIS or
Technicolor to infringe under 35 U.S.C. § 271(b).

With respect to the accused X1 products, ARRTS and Technicolor are not _
contributory infringers under 35 U.S.C. § 271(0).

Legacy Products _

The Motorola DCX3501/M is a representative product for all of the patents it is
alleged to infringe.

The accused Legacy products have been imported into the United States.

The accused Legacy products infringe claims 1, 2, 14, and 17 of U.S. Patent No.
8,006,263; claims 1, 3, 5, 9, 10, 14, and 18 ofU.S. Patent N0. 8,578,413; and
claims 1, 10, 13, and 22 ofU.S. Patent No. 8,621,512 under 35 U.S.C. § 271(a).

The accused Legacy products do not infringe any asserted claim of U.S. Patent
Nos. 6,418,556 and 8,046,801. (Rovi has not accused the Legacy products of
infringing U.S. Patent No. 8,566,871.) 1

With respect to the accused Legacy products, Comcast has induced its customers
to infringe claims 1, 2, 14, and 17 ofU.S. Patent No. 8,006,263 and claims 1, 3, 5,
9, 10, 14, and 18 ofU.S. Patent No. 8,578,413.

With respect to the accused Legacy products, Comcast has not induced its
customers to infringe any asserted claim of U.S. Patent Nos. 6,418,556,
8,046,801, and 8,621,512. (Rovi has not accused the Legacy products of
infringing U.S. Patent No. 8,566,871.)

With respect to the accused Legacy products, Comcast has not induced ARRIS or
Technicolor to infringe under 35 U.S.C. § 271(b).

With respect to the accused Legacy products, ARRIS and Technicolor are not
contributory infringers under 35 U.S.C. § 271(c). ~

Design Arounds and Additional Non-Infringement Arguments

Comcast’s proposed design arounds for U.S. Patent Nos. 6,418,556 and 8,566,871
are too hypothetical to adjudicate.

Comcast’s proposed design around for the X1 system, for U.S. Patent No.
8,621,512, does not infringe the Patent.

Comcast’s proposed design around for the Legacy system, for U.S. Patent No.
8,621,512, is too hypothetical to adjudicate.
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Comcast’s proposed design arounds for the X1 and Legacy systems, for U.S.
Patent Nos. 8,006,263, 8,046,801, and 8,578,413, infringe those patents.

Patent Eligibility and Validity

Comcast has not shown by a preponderance of the evidence, or through clear and
convincing evidence, that the asserted claims of the patents in suit are ineligible
for patenting under 35 U.S.C. § 101.

Comcast has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that the asserted
claims ofthe U.S. Patent Nos. 6,418,556; 8,006,263; 8,046,801; 8,566,871; and
8,578,413 are invalid under 35 U.S.C. §§ 102, 103, or 112.

Comcast has shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that claims l, 10, 13,
and 22 U.S. Patent No. 8,621,512 are invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 103, in light of
Nagano (RX-0153), in view of the general knowledge of a person of ordinary skill
in the art, and/or Sano (RX-0152) or Chun (RX-0158). The proffered objective
evidence of non-obviousness does not support a finding that the Patent is not
obvious.

Comcast has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that the asserted
claims of U.S. Patent No. 8,621,512 are invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 103, in light of
Sano (RX-0152) er al., Prevue et al., and Alexander er al.

Comcast has not shown, through clear and convincing evidence, that the asserted
claims ofthe U.S. Patent Nos. 8,621,512 are invalid under 35 U.S.C. § 112.

DomesticIndustry

The domestic industry’s technical prong requirement has been satisfied with
respect to the infringed patents, U.S. Patent Nos. 8,006,263, 8,578,413, and
8,621,512.

The domestic industry’s technical prong requirement has not been satisfied with
respect to U.S. Patent Nos. 6,418,556, 8,046,801, and 8,566,871.

The domestic industry’s economic prong requirement has been satisfied under
§ 337(a)(3)(A), as there is a significant investment in plant and equipment with
respect to the articles protected by the asserted patents.

The domestic industry’s economic prong requirement has been satisfied under
§ 337(a)(3)(B), as there is a significant employment of labor or capital with
respect to the articles protected by the asserted patents.

The domestic industry’s economic prong requirement has been satisfied under
§ 337(a)(3)(C), as there is a substantial investment in engineering and research
and development with respect to the articles protected by the asserted patents.
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Rovi has not shown that it has satisfied the domestic industry’s economic prong
through a substantial investment in patent licensing, as Rovi has not satisfied the
nexus requirement.

Licensing and Additional Defenses

Comcast had an express license to “make and have made” and to import and
otherwise commercialize products imported before April 1, 2016; products
imported before April 1, 2016 are not unlawful imports, and there has been no an
unfair act which would constitute a violation Section 337 for these products. No
determination has been made on whether a subsequent domestic activity
connected to products imported before April 1, 2016 (e.g. , any use or sale,
completed on or after April 1, 2016, of a set-top box imported before April 1,
2016) infringes the asserted patents.

Comcast’s express license expired on March 31, 2016. See JX-0050C at 34.

Comcast does not have an implied patent license to Rovi’s guidance portfolio,
including the asserted patents.

Comcast has not shown the asserted patents are exhausted, as Comcast has not
identified a sale for purposes of patent exhaustion or that Comcast has infinite
rights to reproduce the Legacy guide.

Comcast has not shown that exhaustion pertains to the X1 guide.

ARRIS has not shown that the ARRIS-Rovi IPG License mandates terminating
this investigation with respect to the'ARRIS respondents.

ARRIS has not shown that the ARRIS-Rovi IPG License gives ARRIS an implied
license that operates as a defense to Rovi’s claims.

ARRIS has not shown that equitable estoppel applies to bar Rovi’s claims.

ARRIS has not shown that waiver applies to bar Rovi’s claims.

ARRIS’s arguments about the ARRIS-Rovi IPG License are not barred by issue
preclusion, because terminating an investigation under § 337(0) differs from
transferring venue pursuant to a forum selection clause. "

VIII INITIAL DETERMINATION ON VIOLATION _ _

Accordingly, it is the initial determination of the undersigned that a violation of section

337 (19 U S C. § 1337) has occurred in the importation into the United States, the sale for

importation, or the sale within the United States after importation of certain digital video
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receivers and hardware and software components thereof, with respect to U.S. Patent Nos.

8,006,263 and 8,578,413.

It is held that a violation has not occurred with respect to U.S. Patent Nos. 6,418,556,

8,046,801, 8,566,871, and 8,621,512.

Further, this initial determination, together with the record of the hearing in this

investigation consisting of (1) the transcript of the hearing, with appropriate corrections as may

hereafter be ordered, and (2) the exhibits received into evidence in this investigation, is hereby

certified to the Commission. "

In accordance with 19 C.F.R. § 210.39(c), all material found to be confidential by the

undersigned under 19 C.F.R. § 210.5 is to be given in camera treatment.

The Secretary shall serve a public version of this initial determination upon all parties of

record and the confidential version upon counsel who are signatories to the Protective Order, as

amended, issued in this investigation.

Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 210.42(h), this initial determination shall become the

determination of the Commission unless a party files a petition for review pursuant to

§ 2lO.43(a) or the Commission, pursuant to § 210.44, orders on its own motion a review of the

initial determination or certain issues herein. 9

IX: ORDER y

To expedite service of the public version, the parties are hereby ordered to file with the

Commission Secretary~nolater than June 5, 2017, a jointly marked copy of this initial

determination that includes bold, red brackets to show any portion considered by the parties (or

their suppliers of information) to be confidential. The parties shall simultaneously file a joint list

indicating each page on which such a bracket is to be found and which party contends the
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corresponding information is confidential. At least one copy of such a filing shall be sen/ed

upon the office of the undersigned, and the brackets shall be formatted in bold, red text. If a

party (including any supplier of information) considers nothing in the initial determination to be

confidential, and thus makes no request that any portion be redacted from the public version,

then a statement to that effect shall be filed.

5§
David P. Shaw
Administrative Law Judge

Issued: May 26, 20.17

l
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CERTAIN DIGITAL VIDEO RECEIVERS AND HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
COMPONENTS THEREOF

INV. NO. 337-TA-1001

PUBLIC CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Lisa R. Barton, hereby certify that the attached INITIAL DETERMINATION has been
served upon the following parties as indicated, on Z .

Lisa R. Barton, Secretary
U.S. International Trade Commission
500 E Street SW, Room 112A
Washington, DC 20436

FOR COMPLAINANTS ROVI CORPORATION AND ROVI GUIDES, INC.:

Benjamin Levi, Esq. Via Hand Delivery
McKOOL SMITH P.C. Express Delivery
1999 K Street NW, Suite 600 Via First Class Mail
Washington, DC 20006 Other:

/\/\ /\
\./\/ \./

RESPONDENTS COMCAST CORPORATION; COMCAST CABLE
COMMUNICATIONS, LLC; COMCAST CABLECOMMUNICATIONS MANAGEMENT,
LLC; COMCAST BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS, LLC; COMCAST HOLDINGS
CORPORATION; AND COMCAST SHARED SERVICES, LLC: - .

Thomas L. Jarvis, Esq. ( ) Via Hand Delivery ‘
WINSTON & STRAWN LLP ;)$\igxpi<->55Delivery
1700 K Street NW ( ) Via First Class Mail
Washington, DC 20006 ( ) Other:
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CERTAIN DIGITAL VIDEO RECEIVERS AND HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
COMPONENTS THEREOF '
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TECHNOLOGY, INC.; ARRIS ENTERPRISESIINC
LTD.; AND PACE Al\/IERICAS, LLC.: '

RESPONDENTS ARRIS INTERNATIONAL PI_1C;‘ARRISGROUP INC.; ARRIS
.; ARRIS SOLUTIONS, INC.; PACE

Joshua B. Pond, Esq.
KILPATRICK TOWNSEND & STOCKTON LLP
607 14th Street NW, Suite 900
Washington, D.C. 20005

( ) Via Hand Delivery

(YT Express Delivery
( ) Via First Class Mail
( ) Other:

RESPONDENTS TECHNICOLOR SA; TECHNICO
TECHNICOLOR CONNECTED HOME USA LLC:

LOR USA, INC.; AND

Paul M. Bankowski, Esq. '
ADDUCI, MASTRIANI & SCHAUMBERG LLP
1133 Connecticut Avenue NW, 12th Floor
Washington, DC 20036

1%/-Y/_\\./\_/%/%/

Via Hand Delivery
Express Delivery
Via First Class Mail
Other:
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